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SYNOPSIS

The documentary papyri are an unparalleled source for the study of women in 

antiquity providing information about women’s lives and relationships. Among the 

papyri are numbers of female-authored texts which allow women’s own voices to be 

heard. The perspectives of the papyri nuance what is known about women from other 

sources.

This thesis identifies and analyses the papyri from 100 CE to 400 CE that contain 

information about the religious lives of Jewish and Christian women. As sources, the 

papyri function in distinctly different ways for the two religious groups. The choice of 

Jewish and Christian women reflects the communities’ shared monotheism within a 

polytheistic though increasingly henotheistic background, and their shared literary 

and revelatory foundation in the Septuagint. The study of both communities is 

consistent with what is now understood of the complex interrelation between them in 

the first centuries of the Christian Era. To the extent possible in each text the 

women’s religious identities, participation in their religious communities and personal 

religious practice are examined.

The thesis uses a methodology that allows the women’s beliefs, practices and 

experiences to be embedded in their ‘ordinary’ lives. This approach makes possible 

the study of women while avoiding the historiographical problems of considering 

women’s lives in isolation from men’s lives and from the rest of history, and 

presuming a single entity ‘woman’. It allows the women’s religious status to be 

explored in relation to its expression in their concerns and behaviour.
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ABBREVIATIONS

Abbreviations for papyri are according to S. R. Pickering, Papyrus Editions (Sydney 

1984); Papyrus Editions: Supplement (Sydney 1984).

Abbreviations for inscriptions are according to generally used conventions.

AP Apophthegmata Patrum

BL Berichtigungsliste der griechischen Papyrusurkunden aus Agypten

CJ Code of Justinian

CS Sirmondian Constitutions

CT Code of Theodosius

DDBDP Duke Databank of Documentary Papyri

LDAB Leuven Database of Ancient Books

TLG Thesaurus Linguae Graecae

HE Historia Ecclesiastica

LH Historia Lausiaca

LSJ Liddell and Scott, revised and augmented with supplement by 

Jones (McKenzie and Barber)

LXX Septuagint

A/D New Documents Illustrating Early Christianity

NT New Testament

PG Patrologia Graeca

PGM Papyri Graecae Magicae

PL Patrologia Latina

PO Patrologia Orientalis

Suppl.Mag. Supplementum Magicum

s.v. sub voce

TDNT Theological Dictionary of the New Testament

NTh Novels of Theodosius



Textual sigla used are as follows: 

ap letters not completely legible

4 letters missing

[ap] letters lost from the document and restored by the editor

[6] 6 letters lost

<ap> letters omitted by the scribe and added by the editor

(ap) abbreviation in the text resolved by the editor

{ap} letters wrongly added by the scribe and cancelled by the editor

[api a (still legible) erasure by the scribe

‘ap’ letters written above the line

viii



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The study of women in history derives much of its ideology from the articulation of 

women as Other in male-authored texts1. Feminist historians recognise that women 

are a largely invisible category in the historical record and in historiography to the 

twentieth century2. Since then scholarship has sought to recover the experiences and 

contributions of women3. This thesis is of such a type.

A methodological problem in the study of women in history lies in the nature of the 

sources. Ancient texts are almost exclusively written by men4. Thus most historical 

studies of women are analyses of representations of women in men’s texts5. Authors 

sometimes acknowledge the methodological difficulties by entitling their work, for 

example, ‘images of women’ and ‘author (male)’s attitude to women’6. In the study of 

Jewish and Christian women, the sources reflect clear ideological and theological 

agenda as can the studies themselves7.

In the study of women in antiquity, feminist scholars call for the primary focus to be 

on women and not on male attitudes to them8, with ‘new types of questions (of the 

traditional canons of literature) and ... hitherto overlooked sources’9. The papyri are 

such a fresh source that offers information on the lives of ‘ordinary’ women10. Further,

1 de Beauvoir (1953).

2 On the problem of invisibility, Kleinberg (1988), ixf; Scott (1988).

3 Initially using positivist and idealist techniques, then feminist critical methodologies. See eg Pomeroy
(1975); Schussler-Fiorenza (1983, 1994); Dixon (1992).

4 Exceptions include Sappho, Poems (C7/6 BCE); Egeria, Egeria's Travels to the Holy Land (c.390). 
See also Kraemer (1991); Lefkowitz (1994).

5 The materials out of which (the history of Christian women) is constructed might well promote 
despair among many feminist scholars... the sources are exclusively literary-and to make matters 
worse, the literature is written by men about women. The literature, moreover, is propagandistic and 
rhetorical ...Far from hearing women’s voices directly, we might reasonably question whether the male 
voices we hear can sound an authentic note’, Clark (1986), 23.

6 Radford-Reuther (1974a); Wahlberg (1978); Cameron and Kuhrt (1983, 1993); Clark (1992).

7 For pioneering work in this area see, Radford-Reuther (1974a); (1974b); (1979); Radford-Reuther 
and McLaughlin (1979); Schussler-Fiorenza (1979); (1983, 1994).

8 Brooten (1985), 65, 80.

9 Brooten (1985), 65.

10 Elite women, including queens, the wives, mothers and daughters of emperors and other elite men, 
and certain women wealthy in their own right are occasionally included in ancient literary sources.
These women have been the subjects of historical studies and particularly early feminist studies 
seeking to retrieve women’s stories. The supposition that such representations of women in ancient
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the papyri include numbers of female-authored texts and thus offer access to 

women’s voices about their religious beliefs, practices and experiences11. Papyri 

written to and referring to women provide indirect but nonetheless useful information 

about women’s religious lives. I include texts written to women on the basis that 

expressions of prayer and belief communicate meaningfully where there is a common 

religious understanding. Texts referring to women in a substantial way similarly 

contribute to the broad picture of women’s religious practices and experience. Such 

texts, however, yield nothing of women’s religious subjectivity.

The documentary papyri can refer to situations known to their author and addressee 

but obscure to modem readers. They can be damaged, making reconstruction of 

their meaning uncertain. The chance and uneven nature of the survival of papyri 

means that conclusions can only be drawn with caution and are necessarily 

provisional, awaiting more finds and further study. Nonetheless, the papyri are a rich 

source of social, linguistic and religious information.

AIM

This thesis aims to explore the religious beliefs, practices and experiences of 

Christian and Jewish women as they are attested in the Greek papyri of Egypt from 

100 to 400 CE12. The original vision was to examine the religious lives of all women. 

However, constraints of length have necessitated the exclusion of papyri referring to 

pagan13 women, that is, 284 documents of which 128 are written by women, 117 by 

men, while the gender of 39 writers is unknown. I hope to analyse these in post-

doctoral work which will then allow a comparative dimension not currently possible14.

literature reflect the reality of the majority of women’s experience has been widely criticised. See 
Lemer (1986), 4f; Blok (1987), 5; Davin (1988), 61, 70; Hallett (1989), 59.

11 Schussler-Fiorenza (1983,1994); McClure (2001). Skinner (1993), 127f, argues that even in texts
authored by women the masculine structure of language precludes a female speaking subject.

12 Subsequent date references are CE unless otherwise specified.

13 ‘Pagan’ describes the cults of Egyptian, Greek and Roman divinities. The single term, unsatisfactory 
as it is, does not deny their complexity and variety but acknowledges a common principle: the practice 
of sacred rites to regulate the relationship of society with the divine. See Judge (1989), 402; (2001), 6; 
(2003), 518-520. No pejorative sense is intended.

14 Eg initial impressions of pagan women in the papyri confirm the picture from literary sources that 
women are active participants in pagan religion in public roles as priestesses, as Kaviyjxipoi, in public
sacrifices, as well as in domestic rituals. Such public roles are absent from the texts of Jewish and
Christian women. See Witt (1971); Kraemer (1992); Dillon (2002).
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The inclusion of Jewish and Christian women accords with recent studies on the 

relationship between the early Christian and Jewish communities. These question 

‘the parting of the ways’ model, recognising the complex convergences and 

divergences across time and place evident in the sources15.

DEFINING THE TOPIC

‘Women’ are those who identify themselves, or are identified by others, as women by 

the use of feminine names, words for women such as y\>vri, a5eA,<|)f|, l̂yrnp and 

GvyaTnp and feminine grammatical forms. The difference between sex16 and gender17 

is significant in this study. I use ‘gender’ recognising that women’s sense of being 

women is determined by their relation to men and society18. Contemporary attitudes 

cannot be assumed in ancient texts19.

The phrase ‘religious beliefs, practices and experiences’ makes explicit that this 

thesis is an historical exploration of women’s religious lives and not a theological 

study. The focus is on what ‘real women’ think and do in relation to God and religious 

institutions. The dimension of experience incorporates those areas of women’s lives 

on which beliefs and practices impinge. It uses recent sociological findings on the 

multifaceted nature of identity, in particular in this thesis that being a Jew has ethnic, 

cultural and political dimensions as well as the theological, just as being Christian 

also has a political dimension. I use the adjectival ‘religious’ to avoid applying the 

modern concept of ‘religion’ founded in doctrine onto the ancient understanding of 

cult20, and, although ‘religion’ applies to Judaism21 and Christianity in the period, 

avoidance of the term reflects more accurately the historical situation.

15 Markus (1980); Lieu (1996); (2002), 11-29; Boyarin (1998); (1999); Trebilco (1999); (2004).

16 Sex refers to biology. See, however, Davin (1988), 74, citing J. Matthews, Good and M ad Women:
the Historical Construction of Femininity in Twentieth Century Australia, 10, who argues that biology 
also is a cultural construct.

17 Gender is product of culture. See eg Scott (1988, 1999), 25.

18 Smith (1985), 10 , 15,46.

19 See Kleinberg (1988), ixf.

20 See Judge (1989); (2003). There is no equivalent to the modern term ‘religion’ prior to 200. Such 
terminology begins to develop in C3 and particularly in C4, Judge (2003), 503. For a contrary opinion, 
see Betz (1994); (1991) who argues that Christianity is defined from the beginning as a religion 
alongside and comparable with other contemporary religions.

211 use ‘Judaism’ to denote Jewish beliefs and associated institutions. It is not to be equated with 
rabbinic Judaism that emerged in the second and third centuries although the broad term would 
include that development. See Boyarin (1999), 1,11; Lieu (2002), 19.
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The years 100-400 cover the period of religious transformation described as the 

change from paganism to Christianity, or the ‘triumph of Christianity’. Such 

expressions, while generalised summaries, ignore the complexities of the religious 

scene: the substantial minority practice of Judaism in 100 and its re-emergence and 

continuation after 117; paganism as a continuing religious option to and beyond the 

sixth century22; and the broad mix of ‘orthodox’ and ‘heterodox’ theologies that 

Christianity encompasses in the period under discussion23. The fact that paganism 

becomes an ‘option’ points to its transformation through the influence of 

Christianity24, which it also influences25. The beginning and end of the study are 

associated with no particular events in recognition that traditional periodisation has 

little relevance to women’s history26.

The thesis examines the Greek papyri of Egypt27. It therefore excludes Coptic papyri 

written by and to Christian women, of which, however, I have not found any in the 

period28, and Hebrew papyri written by and to Christian or Jewish women, of which, 

again, I have not found any in Egypt in the period. The thesis also excludes Greek 

papyri from elsewhere29 although they serve comparative functions. Thesis length 

does not allow me to address cultural differences between Egypt and the Levant and 

simple comparison is unwise. My lack of expertise in Coptic makes close reading of 

the texts, essential to my methodology, impossible. The period to the end of the 

fourth century precedes that in which women’s documents in Greek virtually 

disappear and those in Coptic assume a larger proportion of the total. The 

development reflects a gendered choice of language, with Egyptian preferred by 

women, mirroring their association with the private sphere, in linguistic patterns

22 MacMullen (1984); (1986); (1997); Wipszycka (1988); Borkowski (1990); Frend (1990); Trombley
(1993).

23 The terms are anachronistic but descriptive.

24 It comes to be articulated doctrinally, following Christianity, and as a response to it.

25 For the integration of pagan ritual and belief into Christianity, see Trombley (1993) 1.98-186; 
Frankfurter (1998).

26 See Brooten (1985), 65; Kleinberg (1988), x.

27 ‘Papyri’ denote texts written in ink on movable material, eg papyrus, parchment, potsherd, wooden 
tablets, leather and linen, as well as texts incised on wax tablets, Pestman (1990), 1.

28 Of the texts in P.Kell.5.Copt., those written by and to women are: 42 from Louiapshai and Maria; 43 
from Tehat; 29 to Maria from her son; 31 to the daughters from their father; 32 to the daughter from 
her father. The latter three are certainly Manichaean, and the remainder are arguably so. Cribiore 
(2002), 149, n.3, states that there are about 60 Coptic letters written by women but she gives no 
dates. The majority are almost certainly written after C4; see further this page.

29 Eg the archives of Babatha and Salome Komaise, Documents from the Bar Kokhba Period in the
Cave o f Letters (1989); Cotton (1993); (1994a); (1994b); (1995); Cotton and Greenfield (1994).
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established by intermarriage with Greek men in the Hellenistic period30. The 

implications for this thesis might be that Greek letters written by women are dictated 

and translated, distancing the women’s voices from the texts. However, there is no 

evidence of translation or difficulty in communication in the documents31, suggesting 

at least an oral bilingualism among women as among men32.

THE HISTORY OF STUDY ON THE TOPIC

Scholars have increasingly recognised the papyri as sources for women’s lives in late 

antiquity and a number of sourcebooks have resulted. Rowlandson’s collection33 

covers a range of topics including family life, economics and religion, and includes 

several texts relevant to the study of Jewish and Christian women. Rowlandson 

provides a translated text with brief introduction but no analysis. Kraemer’s34 volume 

focuses on women’s religions and includes literary, inscriptional and papyrological 

material, with one Christian and several Jewish papyri. Lefkowitz and Fant35 include 

no Christian or Jewish papyri. These volumes are all selective and not analytical.

There are an increasing number of papyrological studies focussing on specific 

aspects of women’s lives, religious, social and economic36. In relation to religious 

issues, studies have focussed on ascetic women. Elm’s Virgins of God37 explores the 

development of Christian women’s asceticism in Syria and Egypt and includes the 

evidence of the papyri. Her methodology is descriptive of the ascetic elements in the 

texts without embedding them in a broader context. Emmett Nobbs’ research in the 

papyri includes women’s monasticism38 among other studies of early Christianity39.

30 Bagnall (2001b).

31 As Bagnall acknowledges.

32 Kraus (2000), 332, however, notes the occasional need for interpreters in courts. The significance of
this evidence is uncertain, raising questions about fluency and levels of language.

33 Rowlandson (1998).

34 Kraemer(1988).

35 Lefkowitz and Fant (1992).
q c

Eg Mondini (1917); Sijpesteijn (1965); Montevecchi (1981); Emmett (1982); (1984); Hobson (1983); 
(1985); Pomeroy (1983,1985); (1984); Kraemer (1986); Beaucamp (1990-1992); (2002); Bassiouni 
(1992); Sheridan (1996); (1998); Barker (1997); El-Mosalamy (1997); Cribiore (2001a); Bagnall 
(2001b); Balconi (2001); Fikhman (2001); Parca (2002).

37 Elm (1994, 2000).

38 Emmett (1982); (1984).
OQ

Emmett (1982); (1984); (1985); Emmett Nobbs (1986); Nobbs (1998).
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Wipszycka similarly examines women’s asceticism40 among her research41. Her 

study examines the forms of organisation for women’s asceticism to the seventh 

century and notes the evidence of the papyri. It is not comprehensive of all the 

published documents. None of these studies includes non-ascetic women by 

definition.

A number of studies explore the papyri for information on early Egyptian 

Christianity42. Some include women’s texts incidentally. The nine volumes of New 

Documents Illustrating Early Christianity (A/D) have produced invaluable scholarly 

material using papyrological and epigraphic sources. They include a number texts 

written by, to and referring to Christian women and some relating to Jewish women. 

They are not comprehensive of Christian or Jewish women’s papyri.

Study of Christian women using literary sources has generated a vast bibliography 

with a variety of methodologies43. By definition they make little use of the 

perspectives of the papyri. A similar pattern appears in the study of Jewish women44. 

The paucity of Jewish papyri from Egypt makes them less ready sources but some 

scholars refer to the papyri as alternate sources offering different perspectives45.

No study that I have been able to find focuses on Christian or Jewish women in Egypt 

using the papyri as sources, embedding the women’s religious beliefs, practices and 

experiences in the broader context of their lives and attempting a comprehensive 

coverage of texts written by, to and referring to Jewish and Christian women as this 

thesis does.

40 Wipszycka (1996b).

41 Wipszycka (1972); (1974); (1983); (1984); (1986); (1988); (1993); (1994a); (1994b); (1996a); 
(1996c); (2001a); (2001b).

42 Ghedini (1923); Cavassini (1954); Naldini (1968,1998); Harris (1975); Youtie (1975b); (1978); 
Judge (1977); (1981); (1985); Judge and Pickering (1977); Tibiletti (1979); Bagnall (1982); (1987a); 
(1987b); (1995); (2001a).

43 Eg relating to this thesis: Parvey (1974); Radford-Reuther (1974a); (1974b); (1979); Clark and 
Richardson (1977); Clark (1979); (1983); (1986); (1992); (1998); (2001); Pagels (1979); Radford- 
Reuther and McLaughlin (1979); Schussler-Fiorenza (1983,1994); (1979); Evans (1984); Heine 
(1987); Cameron (1989); (1991); Massey (1989); Wire (1990); Witherington (1990b); Clark Kroeger 
and Clark Kroeger (1992); Clark (1993); Torjesen (1993); Jensen (1996); MacDonald (1996); 
Saunders (1996); Trevett (1996); Castelli (1998); Eisen (2000); Swan (2001); Davis (2002).

44 Eg Radford-Reuther (1974a); Radford-Reuther and McLaughlin (1979); Neusner (1980); Archer 
(1983,1993); (1990); Friedman (1987); Wegner (1988); (1991a); (1991b); Kraemer (1989); (1991); 
(1999); Sly (1990); Camp (1991); Levine (1991); Boyarin (1993); llan (1995); Zabin (1996); Peskowitz
(1997); Bar-llan (1998); Goldstein (2003).

45 Eg Brooten (1982); Kraemer (1986); Rajak (1992); (1996).



METHOD AND METHODOLOGIES

I have identified papyri with religious references written by, to or referring to women 

using the Duke Databank of Documentary Papyri (DDBDP) supplemented by the 

Worterlisten (WL) and my own reading. Magical papyri initiated by women I have 

identified by searching the major volumes of published magical texts46.

In the process of gathering my database of texts I have examined more than 6000 

papyri that include a reference to the divine, to prayer and worship, and to religious 

roles for men or women47. From these I identified 662 that have relevance to women 

but excluded 116 where the only religious term is in an address or dating formula.

The next stage of investigation required classification of the texts according to the 

religious belief of the writer. Much has been written on criteria for such classification 

from which I offer a brief summary and further exploration and critical comment in the 

appendix to this chapter.

Classifying Christian texts:

• the author’s self-identification as Christian or explicit expression of adherence 
to Christ

• use of nomina sacra and Christian symbols

• use of the Bible or other Christian work

• reference to the Christian community, its officials or liturgical practices

• use of particularly Christian language

• use of Christian names.

Classifying Jewish texts:

• use of ’IouSciioq or 'EPpaicx;

46 Magical papyri are not currently included in the DDBDP  but the PGM are contained in the TLG. For 
a list, see 365, n.3 below.

47 The keywords used to identify papyri are: oryrinrn, ayiaI -oq, deiTtdpGevoq, ’A Savam a, d0Ax><j>6po<;, 
a j ia p tia , djijia, dvayvcoa-rnq, anna, 8idicovo<;, 8iaK ovtaaa, 8iaKcov, 8i8dcncaX.o<;, AcopoGea, 'EPpaicx^ -a, 
eipTivri, £KKA.T|<ria, eX.7tiq, eiixoiiai, e\>XT|, Cdicopoq, Gedyiocja, 0eio<^ -a, ©eoScopa, 0eoq, Guaia, EuSoida, 
EiiXoyva, iep eia , ie p iaa a , vepaxeuco, vepoypannaTe-uq, iepoSauXoq/ -ri, iepocrroXiGnV;, iepoDpyeco, 
iepo<t>covo<;, 'Iiyro-uq, ’Icoavva, ’Iou8dio<;,”Icnq, ’IouSiG, KavTyjKipoq, K-upioq, XaiKocJ -f|, Xan.nrrp<j>6po<;, 
XetTOupyeco, Xuxvdnxpia, M aicapia, Mapva, Mapia|x, n.ovaxr|, novaxoq, |i.ovd£co, n'uaxayaryoq, napanxcoiia, 
napGevevia), napGevoq, 7caaTO<|>6piacja, Ttvonq, 7tve\j(xa, 7tpecpDxepa, JtpeaPwepoq, Tcpeapvniq, rtpEapimi;, 
7cpovoia, npOCTe-uxr), jipo^fixriq, npo<(riVnq, ’Paxr^., IdpaTuq, Louaavva, crroXiaTriq, acornp, urcoSiatcovoq, 
xpicrnavoq/ -rj, X piotoq, cbpoXoyoq, cbpocnconoi;. The DDBDP  was also searched for cognates where 
applicable.
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• reference to events or technical terms related to Jews or Judaism

• papyri originating from places of exclusive Jewish settlement

• use of Jewish names.

I have excluded pagan texts on the following criteria:

• use of a pagan divine name

• use of the plural in relation to the divine

• reference to pagan officials or ritual practices.

I apply the criteria in chapters 2, 8, 9,10 and 11, in all of which the difficulties of 

classification become apparent.

Sixteen texts can be classified as Jewish with varying degrees of certainty. A woman 

is the author of only one document, a petition. Four other texts take their origin from 

women, a census return and three receipts for the Jewish tax.

I identify 108 texts as arguably Christian and involving women. The number reduces 

to 86 since 22 texts dated 323-642 contain religious elements more suited to the 

fifth/sixth centuries48. Of these I classify 57 as involving Christian women. Women are 

the authors of 26 texts. In a further 9 the gender of the writer cannot be determined. 

Men write the remaining 22 texts. Of the 48 texts written to, by, or about women, 

where gender is known, 54% are written by women, a significantly large percentage. I 

consider the evidence for classifying the women as Christian in 29 texts to be 

insufficient. I include these texts in appendices to the relevant chapters.

A further 151 texts contain religious elements that cannot be securely classified. Of 

these, women are the authors of 41 and men of 104. Of the 145 texts written to, by, 

or about women, where gender is known, 28% are written by women.

Four texts are classified as magical. I include only those initiated by women since a 

shared belief in magic is not necessary for a charm to be effective from the writer’s 

point of view.

48 Eg use of Jjeoranva, cteuiapGevoq and 0eoTOKoq of Mary, SB 1.4737; 1.4762; 1.4763; 1.4767; 1.4778; 
1.4816; 1.4862; 1.4863; 1.4868; 1.4870; 1.5254; 1.5260; 1.5319; 2.680; 3.752; saints as avia, 07101; in 
street and church names, SB 1.4890; 1.4892; 1.5127; 1.5129; 1.4854; 1.4856; 1.5306.
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I examine the texts written by Christian women with a close reading of each and from 

this identify a number of themes that allow a synthetic analysis. The Christian texts 

written by men or persons whose gender cannot be identified I examine closely only 

insofar as they contain significant information about women’s religious lives. My aim 

is not to explore men’s religious beliefs, practices and experiences, and engage in a 

comparative study which would need a separate thesis and involve a different 

methodology. The Jewish texts are analysed with a close reading.

A Contextual Approach to Religious Expressions

In each text I examine the overt religious references, their vocabulary, linguistic 

structure and theological content. I also examine the general content to embed the 

religious aspects of the women’s lives within the broader framework of their 

relationships, occupations and concerns. Where possible I infer a sense of the 

women’s religious experience, self-awareness and personal agency49 in relation to 

the divine. I relate the women’s religious sense to what is known of their social world.

I use the tools developed by social-scientific and anthropological research that 

identify a developed patriarchy50 with the gendered polarities of honour:shame, 

public:private and authority:power as providing a framework which gives insight into 

the values and behaviour of both modern and ancient Mediterranean societies51. 

These studies give the following definitions. Honour is the claim to worth and social 

acknowledgement of that worth. Shame is concern for reputation and sensitivity to 

the opinion of others. While both men and women seek to enhance honour and guard 

shame, they do so according to prescribed gendered means. Men’s honour derives 

from their courage, authority and protection of the family. Women’s honour is their 

shame, especially their reputation for chastity. The result is that men are associated 

with honour and women with shame. The gendered division of space associates men 

with the public world and women with the private, domestic sphere. It does not imply 

an absolute segregation, nor the strict seclusion of women, but is a complementary

49 See Schussler-Fiorenza (1983,1994), xiv-xx; Lerner (1986), 1-13.

50 ‘Patriarchy in its wider definition means the manifestation and institutionalisation of male dominance 
over women and children in the family and the extension of male dominance over women in society in 
general. It implies that men hold power in all the important institutions of society and that women are 
deprived of access to such power. It does not imply that women are either totally powerless or totally 
deprived of rights, influence, and resources’, Lerner (1986), 239.

51 Eg Rosaldo (1974,1983); (1980); Rosaldo and Lamphere (1974,1983); Malina (1981); (1990); 
Gilmore (1987); Wegner (1988); Cohen (1989); (1991); Kraemer (1992); Corley (1993); Richilin (1993); 
Torjesen (1993); MacDonald (1996).
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separation of male and female spheres according to socially prescribed norms. The 

gendered allocation of space is an important means of enabling honour:shame to 

function. Power is ‘the ability to gain compliance’ and authority, ‘the recognition that it 

is right’52. Both can be effective in a society and culturally recognised53. In 

Mediterranean societies, legitimate and illegitimate forms of power are distributed 

according to gender: men have authority; women have power.

Some scholars argue against the use of anthropological studies in historical 

analysis54. Bagnall argues that ‘the themes of honor and shame do not play any 

crucial role’ in Egypt except among the early Greek population. He bases his opinion 

on Egyptian women’s greater legal and moral freedom55. Rowlandson counters that 

the legal changes brought by Greek settlement remain into the Roman period, and 

represent a greater containment of women’s freedom and express Greek values56.

As to the less strict attitudes to pre-marital sexual activity, the article which Bagnall 

cites in support of his statement57 concludes the opposite, that while sexual activity 

by unmarried men is sanctioned, unchaste behaviour by young women brings 

dishonour to the family58, though perhaps not death. The evidence to which Bagnall 

alludes does not indicate Egypt’s exclusion from the honounshame system. Certainly 

women in Egypt enjoyed a greater legal freedom59, but the gendered allocation of 

space, power and honour is unaffected60. Philo uses the rhetoric of honour:shame in 

his condemnation of women’s involvement in public activity61. The marital and divorce 

practices to which Bagnall alludes are not unique to Egypt62 and do not exclude the

52 Rosaldo (1974,1983), 21.

53 J. Dubisch, Gender and Power in Rural Greece (1986) cited in MacDonald (1996), 42, 40.

54 Judge (1980b), 213; Bagnall (1993a). For responses to the objections, see Rosaldo (1980); Cohen 
(1991), 38-41.

55 Bagnall (1993a), 189. He does not address the gendered allocations of space and power.

56 Rowlandson (1998), 156f. Some ease from the requirement for guardianship was allowed by the lex 
lulia and the lex Papia Poppaea for women with three or four children which came to apply to the 
majority of women in Egypt only from 212.

57 Eyre (1984).

58 Eyre (1984), 95.

59 Eg in C5 BCE, Herodotus 2.35;also Diodorus Siculus 1.27.1f in C1 BCE. See also Rowlandson
(1998), 3, 50f.

60 Cohen (1991), 40.

61 Philo, The Special Laws 3.169-175.

62 Gardner (1986), 47, 81, 86. Even the consent of a daughter to her marriage was considered 
essential by Roman jurists though strictly the law allowed fathers with potestas to compel their children 
to marry, 42.
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operation of the honourshame value. Of greater significance is the enshrining of 

honourshame values in marriage contracts from the Roman period where stipulation 

of women’s behaviour regularly consists in one requirement only, that she not shame 

her husband63.

Recent scholarship has questioned the validity of studies of the ‘position of women’ 

type, arguing that such research separates the category ‘women’ from general 

history64. Particularly questioned are studies that reduce women to a single entity 

‘woman’, as though gender is a sufficient category to represent all women without 

regard to the variety in women’s social, economic, cultural, religious and political 

specificity. The texts that form the analysis in this thesis are official documents and 

private letters that locate women within their relationships with other women and with 

men who are husbands, brothers, sons, friends, spiritual advisors and government 

officials. The nature of the sources and the use of a contextual methodology mitigate 

a false detachment of women from their gendered milieu.

WOMEN AND LITERACY

A methodological problem using texts written by women in antiquity concerns 

women’s literacy. Texts written by women’ describes documents that arise at 

women’s initiative but which may be penned by literate members of the family, 

friends, associates or professional scribes65, not necessarily by the Women 

themselves. In official documents, women’s and men’s illiteracy or poor literacy is 

made explicit using dypdp.̂ ato<;, ypd f̂xaxa |xfi ei8evai or Ppa8eax; ypd<t>cov. In private 

correspondence the use of scribes is almost never acknowledged and is, with rare 

exceptions, impossible to discern66. Scribes, where their identity is known, are always 

men67.

63 Amaoutoglou (1995), 12.

64 Perrot (1984); Smith (1985); Blok (1987); Scott (1988, 1999); Fikhman (2001).

65 Women frequently use their Kiipio<; to sign documents although by no means all tcopioi are literate. 
The rules for the choice of a Kupioq depend on the degree of relationship to the woman, Youtie 
(1975c), 213. Similar rules apply to the choice of a \>7ioYpa<t>e-u<;, Youtie (1975c), 215. The rules reflect a 
concern to protect the illiterate from fraud, Hanson (1991), 164. Trust of family did not always result in 
protection: eg P.Cair.lsid.62-64 (c.297/8) record two women’s efforts to reverse their uncle’s 
misappropriation of their inheritance; also P.Oxy.1.71 (303).

66 But eg P.Giss.19 (116) from Aline to Apollonios is recognisably in the same scribal hand as a letter 
from Eudaimonis to Apollonios.

67 No literate woman is attested as wtoYpa<t>eii<; for a man, even for an illiterate husband,
P.Oxy.12.1463 (215), see Youtie (1975c), 216, n.41.
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The definition of literacy is debated and literacy itself is complex68. Literacy in reading 

need not co-exist with literacy in writing69. Levels of literacy range from fluency to 

‘slow writing’ (Ppa8ea>; ypd<|>(Dv), from competence to write a paragraph, to the ability 

to write only a name and perhaps the \moypa<|>T| of a document70.1 adopt the definition 

‘a literate person is one who can write a simple message with comprehension’71.

A complication in assessing literacy in Egypt is that in some instances ypdwicrca 

Uti ei8evai may refer to literacy in Greek and leave open the question of literacy in 

Coptic/Demotic72. However, political and religious considerations and the desire to 

conceal literacy may also be factors in claiming illiteracy73. There are also reasons 

related to health which may cause a literate person to be unable to sign and use the 

conventional dypd^axoi;74.

For this thesis literacy focuses on two issues: the likelihood that any particular text is 

penned by a woman and is, therefore, the expression of her subjectivity without the 

mediation of a male scribe; and the nature and extent of scribal interference in writing 

texts. The first issue concerns rates of women’s literacy. The second issue, by the 

very nature of scribal ‘hiddenness’, allows only a partial resolution.

68 Harris (1983), 38 (1989), 3-7; Hanson (1991), 161f; Cribiore (1996), 4f.

89 Cole (1981), 220, who notes that both reading and writing in the ancient world were awkward, 
expensive and laborious tasks. A limited ability to write, presumably one’s name, preceded training in 
reading, Hanson (1991), 179-183; Cribiore (1996), 9,45. Millard (2000), 154, understands reading to 
be primary and more widespread. He estimates for mid-C1, a papyrus roll (c.20 sheets) cost 4 dr., with 
a skilled person’s daily wage 1 dr. Millard (2000), 164, notes a letter that cost 2 dr. but its nature and 
length are not known. On the cost of biblical texts, see also n.120 below.

70 Literacy as the ability to read but not necessarily to write may have applied in the ancient world but 
is difficult to prove. The terms dypdwurax; and ypdnjiaxa jxfi eiSevai occur in contexts of writing ability. 
The ability to sign one’s name qualifies as literacy, eg P.Petaus 11. See Youtie (1973a); (1973d); 
(1975a); (1975c).

71 Harris (1989), 4, based on a UNESCO definition. See also Hanson (1991), 162.

72 Youtie (1973a), 612ff; (1975a). Eg P.Oxy.33.2673 (304), an ‘illiterate reader’ Ammonius who, Youtie 
(1975a), 104, argues, is literate in Demotic but not in Greek. In the same paragraph Youtie refers to 
Ammonius’s literacy in Coptic. If Ammonius is literate, it is almost certainly in Coptic in 304. Demotic 
declines rapidly in use in C1 with virtually no documents surviving beyond that date, Bagnall (1993a), 
237-240, who also argues at 241, nn.54, 55 that Youtie’s hypothesis is theoretically possible but highly 
unlikely. But on Ammonius’ literacy see immediately below. See also SB 1.5117 (55).

73 Wipszycka (1983) counters Youtie, above, by arguing that Ammonius would know Coptic and be 
able to subscribe in Greek, but claims illiteracy to avoid signing his oath. See also Clarke (1984); 
Wipszycka (1996a), 421-426.

74 Wipszycka (1996c), 131f, eg eye disease as in P.Oxy.6.911; trembling hands etc.
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Literacy in late antique Egypt

Use of scribes in Egypt is well documented, allowing the illiterate majority to function 

in an essentially literate society75, even in positions of administrative authority76. 

Scholars argue that there is no social stigma attached to illiteracy in Egypt77. But the 

pride of Thaisous in her literacy78, of Aurelia Charite in her repeated ei6ma 

YpdlJ.ii.aTa79, and the emphasis on wtoypd(|)cov i5ig %eipl or iSioic; YPowaaiv80 suggest 

that literacy is valued. A further complication is that literate men and women do not 

always write for themselves but use scribes81, particularly for official documents.

Scholars adopt pessimistic82 and optimistic83 assessments of literacy rates in late 

antique Egypt84. All agree that the majority of people living in Egypt in the period 

under discussion are illiterate, particularly among the rural population and lower 

artisan class85 and that there are more illiterate women than men86. Duncan-Jones

75 The society is ‘literate’ in the sense that literate modes of communication are common and people 
function in them, eg using census and tax documents, registrations, contracts, Cribiore (1996). 
P.0xy.34.2705 (275) and P.Yale inv.299 order copies of official letters to be displayed for the public to 
read. Similarly P.Lond.6.1912 (41). See also Bowman (1991), especially 121f; Thompson (1994).

76 Youtie (1973a); Cribiore (1996), 3. Eg Aurelius Isidoros (C3/4), collector of taxes, supervisor of the 
state granary, komarch for 20 years is illiterate, P.Cair.Isid., pp.11-17.

77 Youtie (1973a), 169f; (1973d), 261; Kraus (2000), 341.

78 P.Oxy.12.1467 (263).

79 P.Charite.1-44 (probably not 40; see 72 below) especially 8 (348), 33 (331/2 or 346/7). Charite’s 
literacy statements may function to ward off defrauders, Sheridan (1998).

80 P.Mich.10.585 (87); P.Oxy.16.1894 (573); 19.2237 (498).

81 Youtie (1973a), 172. Eg Charite in Charite’s archive, and Eudaimonis and Aline in the Apollonios 
archive, are literate but use scribes, Sheridan (1998); Cribiore (2001a).

82 Eg Jones (1964), 2.996-998; Youtie (1973a); (1973d); (1975a); (1975c); Harris (1989) 17, 53, 67f, 
104, 191, 256, 269f, 275; (1990), 98; Beard (1991), 39, n.6 .
83

Eg Marrou (1977); Cole (1981); Wipszycka (1984); Bowman and Thomas (1987); Bowman (1991);
Horsfall (1991). Haines-Eitzen (2000) 7f adopts a mediating position.

84 Recent synthetic treatments of literacy acknowledge the disparate evidence that makes synthetic
analysis problematic, Harris (1989); Bowman and Woolf (1994). The difficulties have led scholars to 
more specific analyses, eg the chapters in Bowman and Woolf (1994): literacy in Judaea, late antique 
Syria, Christianity, Vindolanda etc.

85 Youtie (1975c), 202; Harris (1983), 89; Pomeroy (1983,1985), 312.

86 Eg women sign less than men, Youtie (1975c), 213; even within one family, husbands, brothers, 
sons sign but the women are illiterate eg BGU 4.1107 (13 BCE); P.Mich.9.554 (C3/4); P.Fay.100 (99); 
P.Oxy.17.2134 (170); P.Amh.2.102 (180); P.Tebt.2.399 (C2). For a literate woman with an illiterate 
husband, see P.Oxy.12.1463 (215).
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suggests a literacy rate for men of less than 30% for the Roman Empire, less among 

women87. The figure is confirmed for Egypt by other measures88.

The suggestion has emerged in recent research89 that adding a subscription to a 

private letter90 is a common epistolary courtesy91. Certainly some literate people 

subscribe to their private correspondence. I have examined the collections of letters 

in Naldini’s and Tibiletti’s volumes for the occurrence of subscriptions in a second 

hand92. Of Naldini’s 97 letters, 30 are excluded because of damage. Of the remaining 

67 letters, nine note a second hand in the final section93. Of Tibiletti’s 34 letters, five 

are damaged. Of the remaining 29, three include a subscription94. Therefore, of 130

87 Duncan-Jones (1977), 334, from literacy’s correlation with age-rounding. Duncan-Jones finds less 
age-rounding among the elite of a population and consistently more among women, 335. With women, 
there is more age-rounding in the provinces of the empire and, within them, more in rural areas. He 
notes that an age-rounding index of 30 in modern societies correlates with 70% illiteracy. The average
index for the Roman Empire is 55. He does not address Egyptian literacy specifically.

88 66% of the male recipients for the com dole (late C3) are illiterate, P.0xy.50, pp.2-5, and given the 
date after the demise of Demotic and before the rise of Coptic, literacy in Coptic or Demotic is unlikely. 
The men are not poor as receipt of the dole is a privilege. Similarly 33% of returns with useful 
signatures from the census in 19/20 sign their own subscription, Youtie (1975c), 205.

89 Early work on literacy focused on the formulae for illiteracy eg Majer-Leonhard (1913); Calderini 
(1950); Youtie (1966); (1973a); (1973d); (1975a); (1975c). These formulae are not attested in private 
letters which, therefore, are not included in the studies.

80 Writing greetings, a prayer, the date, the author’s name in his/her own hand.

91 Writing a subscription is one of the ‘crucial moments ... when those who could write were asked to 
do so and were expected to comply*, Hanson (1991), 166; a way of authenticating ‘personal 
documents’, Corbier (1991), 106. Also Bowman (1994), 124; Cribiore (1996), 4.

92 The sample does not attempt to be random. It is largely late C3 and C4.

93 49=P.Amh.2.145 (C4), Apa Johannes to Paul: greeting in Greek. A  greeting in the first person in 
Coptic follows.

66=P.Oxy.14.1775 (C4), Plutarch to Theoninos: final prayer.

68=P.Mich.8.520 (C4) Kollouthos to Isidoros: final prayer.

73=P.New York 1.25 (C4), Kopres to Heron: final prayer.

77=P.Ross.Georg.3.9 (C4), Marcian to Isaac: final, elaborated, prayer.

88=P.Strasb.154=SB 5.8944 (C4), Anonymos to Ammonios: final prayer.

92=P.Ant. 1.44 (C4/5), Longinus to Hermammon: request for mutual remembering, greeting, final 
prayer.

96=P.Strasb.1.35 (C4/5), Anonymos to Anonymos: date, address.

97=P.Giss.1.54 (C4/5), Kyros to Olympiodoros and Hermaion: second hand, greeting, final prayer 
formula; third hand, greeting, most probably a prayer; fourth hand, greeting.

94 11=p.0xy.42.3067 (C3), Achillion to Hierakapollon: final prayer formula; third hand continues first 
hand’s address.

26=P.Abinn.8 (C4), Apa Mios to Abinnaeos, greeting.

29=P.Strasb.3.286 (C4), Demetrios to ‘the most honoured brother’: final prayer.



letters95 of which 95 include the closing greetings, prayer and address, twelve or 

12.6% indicate a second hand. It is unclear what function subscribing has, whether to 

authenticate the letter96, as a courtesy or to fulfil some other function. If all literate 

people subscribe and subscribe on every occasion the figure would suggest a literacy 

rate of about 12-13%. However, a more comprehensive study is required and as yet 

subscription conventions remain unclear.

Literacy of women

Any estimate from the papyri of the rate of women’s literacy is impossible97. The 

number of letters written by and to women shows that women have a need for written 

communication. The papyri also provide numerous examples of requests to women 

to write98. However, literacy is not a necessary consequence and women are more 

likely to receive letters than to send them99. Although it is too large an interpretative 

leap to presume from these observations a more limited literacy among women, this 

is almost certainly the case. The following summary of research illustrates the 

complex picture that the papyri yield in relation to women’s literacy.

Sijpesteijn’s analysis of 83 women who use the ius trium liberorum finds five women 

are literate while 22 are dypdwiaTcx;100. Pomeroy finds that literate women in the 

papyri are a smaller proportion of the female population than are literate men of the 

male population101. But, while this is no doubt true, it is inevitable since, as Cole 

notes, women appear with less frequency in the papyri102. The same fact of women’s 

under-representation in the papyri affects any superficial interpretation of Calderini’s 

statistic that fewer women than men are described as PpaSeax; ypd<t>ouaa or

95 One text is common.
96

Corbier (1991), 106. Elite Roman men subscribe to authenticate, McDonnell (1996). Similarly the 
apostle Paul, 2 Thessalonians 2.2, but he subscribes also to emphasise main points, 1 Corinthians 
16.21; Galatians 6.11; 2 Thessalonians 3.17; Philemon 19. The same subscription, however, occurs in
the contested Colossians 4.18. See Orr and Walthur (1976), 367; Bruce (1982), 216; Barth and Blanke 
(1994), 489; Martyn (1997), 560. On authorship, see Barth and Blanke (1994), 114-125.

97 Wipszycka (1984), 1 1 2 , warns papyrological evidence does not lend itself to statistical analysis; also 
(1996c), 129.

98 Eg P.Mich.8.481 (C2); P.0xy.10.1293 (C2); 6.937 (C3); 8.1157 (C3); 59.3994 (C3); PSI 8.899 (C3).
99

This is my general observation based on the reading for this thesis.

100 Sijpesteijn (1965), 176,180-187.

101 Pomeroy (1977), 64, n.16.

102 Cole (1981), 237.
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aypdnnaxcx;103. A possible explanation for the few female PpaSecoq ypd<t>oi>aai is that 

women are usually accompanied by a guardian who writes for them but who may use 

the stereotyped dypa^ oKx;104. It is also possible that use of a guardian and the plea 

of illiteracy is a device to protect marginally literate women in the public arena. Slow- 

writing men are unaccompanied and sign. Calderini notes an increase in the ratio of 

illiterate women to men in the first and second centuries105, a fact which Pomeroy 

attributes to the increase in women’s ownership of land in the Roman period106. 

Calderini also finds that the percentage of literate women in the second and third 

centuries increases while in the same period the percentage of literate men 

decreases107. One papyrus in the period refers to a female scribe108.

Literary sources shed occasional but significant light on women’s literacy. Eusebius, 

for example, notes that among the copyists of Origen’s works are ‘girls trained for 

calligraphy’ (Kopaiq eni to KaMaypa<|>eIv t|<jicrpevai<;)109, with no indication that this is 

unusual110. Athanasius expects consecrated virgins to be able to read111. Studies 

outside Egypt indicate that meaningful numbers of women, always fewer than men, 

of all social classes but particularly the elite, are literate112.

Christianity and Literacy

The influence of Christianity on literacy rates is debated. The ‘Bible’113 is authoritative 

for doctrine and morality, and forms Christian identity114. It is central to third- and

103 Calderini (1950), 23, 34f. She records 1365 illiterate men, 373 illiterate women, and 21 slow-writing
men, 5 slow-writing women.

104 See also, Calderini (1950), 34f

105 Calderini (1950), 22f.

106 Pomeroy (1983,1985), 313.

107 Calderini (1950), 37.

108 BGU 6.129 (C3). From a search of the DDBDP.

109 Eusebius, HE  6.23. Analysis of Roman inscriptions suggests the women are likely to be slaves or 
freed, Haines-Eitzen (1998), 636,639.

110 Haines-Eitzen (1998).

111 Athanasius, On virginity 8f. For other references to ascetic women’s literacy, see 308, n.112 below.

112 Pomeroy (1975), 137; (1977); Treggiari (1976), 78, 90, 93; Cole (1981); Kraemer (1991), 226. 
Haines-Eitzen (1998), 637, notes Suetonius, Vespasian 3 and Juvenal, Satires 6.475-485 refer to
female scribes.

113 Inverted commas acknowledge that the canon in this period is not yet finalised. See 79f below.

114 Evidence attests the spread of biblical and other early Christian literature throughout Egypt from the
early second century confirming its importance in the life of Christian communities, Roberts (1977), 6 . 
Roberts notes that biblical papyri are found with lectional aids indicating their use in community 
worship, 2 1 .



fourth-century services in public reading and explanation, and in singing doctrinal 

statements as hymns which enable memorisation115.

Evidence for the church’s attitude to literacy is ambivalent. Church leaders urge 

believers to undertake spiritual reading116, but the meaning of the statements to 

illiterate people is uncertain. Possibly they are meant only for the literate elite117, but 

this seems unlikely. Possibly ‘Scripture’-reading aloud by literate family members is 

intended118. The extent to which ordinary Christians have access to ‘biblical’ texts is 

unknown but almost certainly limited119. Nonetheless, the importance of ‘Scripture’ 

and reading can only have encouraged at least reading literacy120. This has practical 

expression in monasteries where the acquisition of literacy is a priority121. The church 

also opposes education based on Greek literature122 and illiteracy becomes a trope 

for virtue in the hagiographies of the fourth and later centuries123, although God 

commonly intervenes to allow the illiterate saint to read124. The primary importance of 

literacy remains.

115 For example Origen, Contra Celsum 3.50; Athanasius, Oratio II Contra Arianos 7, 8 . The centrality 
of Scripture reading is also attested elsewhere, eg Irenaeus, Against Heresies 2.27.2. Horsfall (1991), 
74, lists methods of communicating biblical material including repetition and hymn-singing which ‘carry 
a mixed literate/semi-literate/illiterate congregation regularly over a large but limited corpus of written 
material’. See also Lane-Fox (1994), 145f.

116 Hippolytus, The Apostolic Tradition 36.1; Clement of Alexandria, Le Pedagogue 2.10.96;
Athanasius On virginity 8f; First Letter to Virgins 25-27; Cyprian De zelo etlivore 16. For an extensive 
list of exhortations, see Harnack (1912). Also Harris (1989), 304, n.91.

117 Harris (1989), 304, 319.
118

This is the apparent intention in Clement of Alexandria, Le Pedagogue 2.10.96.

119 ‘Biblical’ codices were expensive, Roberts and Skeat (1982), 45; Skeat (1982), 175; Lane-Fox
(1994), 139, and limited in number. Skeat calculates a copy of 2 Thessalonians in C3 cost 27 dr. 5 ob. 
as a papyrus roll. The same book in a codex cost 20 dr. 3 1/z ob. See 126f, 301, n.48 below. Rough 
copies of ‘scriptural text’ on the verso of papyri may represent personal copies, eg P.IFAO 2.31 (C2/3); 
PSI 8.921 (C3). Literary sources and papyri refer to books in people’s homes, eg P.Tebt.2.422; also 
P.Lips.1.43; P.Oxy.63.4365 in this thesis; Chrysostom, Homilies on the Gospel o f St John 32, 272, 
states books are a better alternative to dice; Eusebius, HE  6.2.7-10 attests books in Origen’s family 
home. P4=P.Oxy.13.1597 (C3), with fragments of Luke’s gospel, was found in a private home, Roberts 
(1977), 8 . See also Lane-Fox (1994), 146.
120

Lane-Fox (1994), 141. Clergy are almost universally literate, Wipszycka (1984), 117-123; (1996c), 
132.

121 See n. 1 1 1  above.
122

Eg Tertullian, De idololatria 10.
123

Eg Antony is an illiterate taught directly by God, Athanasius, Life of Antony 72f; Sozomen HE 1.13.

124 HM, Hor.
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Scribal influence on letters

Analysis of the dictated letters in the Apollonios archive indicates that the women’s 

original voices can be heard even with use of a scribe, in individual expressions and 

vocabulary evidently dictated word by word125.1 consider it most likely that dictation 

word by word is the norm for women’s letters which are generally to family and 

friends dealing with immediate concerns, matters of relationship and personal 

information126. It is unlikely that a woman would have regular access to a single 

scribe whom she could expect to understand her purposes and produce a letter 

expressing them127.

Scribal influence is argued128 but is difficult to discern in single texts. Scribal influence 

has been suggested in the multi-text Paniskos archive as the explanation for 

variations in address to God, with a Christian scribe writing napa xm K-upico 0ew in 

P.Mich.3.216 and 219, and o 0eo<; in P.Mich.218, and a pagan scribe writing napa toIc; 

Geoiq in P.Mich.3.214. Farid considers that Paniskos ‘relates -  not “dictates” -  what 

he wishes to communicate .. .The job of the professional writer is not only to write, but 

to put in writing, to express by words and phrases, what his client relates to him in an 

illogical syntax; the result is; the content is the client’s, the form is the writer’s’129. The 

attribution of ‘illogical’ to the non-writer seems unwarranted and while Paniskos’ 

formulae may represent scribal interference130, other variations, such as the inclusion 

or exclusion of Ploutogenia’s name, may reflect the state of Paniskos’ relationship 

with her, which Farid acknowledges131. Further, Farid classifies as ‘form’ what is in 

reality ‘content’, including the inclusion or exclusion of Ploutogenia’s name, language 

for God and the articulation of greeting. I consider that scribes would be bound to 

reflect the opinions of the author of a letter rather than their own.

125 Cribiore (2001a), 233. For the role of scribes in producing literary texts, see Haines-Eitzen (2000).

126 Cole (1981), 235.

127 Elite Roman women sometimes have amanuenses, Treggiari (1976), 78, but it is not attested in 
Egypt.

128 Eg McClure (2001), 6, who warns that ‘authentic women’s voices’ heard in inscriptions 
commissioned by women and letters dictated by women are not ‘pure representations of female 
subjectivity1.

129 Farid (1977), 116.

130 Particularly in the address.

131 Farid (1977), 111.



My own sense in reading the eighteen letters of Christian women and the 128 letters 

of pagan women is that individual personalities are apparent in many of the texts and 

that they allow a genuine insight into the woman’s own religious belief and 

experience whether penned by the woman or not. There is positive evidence in only 

two texts among those in this thesis that the woman was able to sign her own name.

While the content of a letter can be taken to be a woman’s own, its appearance on a 

papyrus sheet may well reflect the scribe’s knowledge and preference. Use of 

nomina sacra, for example, may more often express scribal knowledge of the 

convention than the woman client’s. Having said this, it would make sense for a 

scribe to use nomina sacra only where the form is meaningful to the writer132. Nomina 

sacra, theh, remain a valid criterion for classification of a Christian letter.

OUTLINE OF THE THESIS

Following this Introduction, chapter 2, Texts Written by Christian Women’, gives a 

detailed reading of each of the 26 texts written by Christian women, outlining the 

criteria for Christian classification, significant vocabulary and syntax, any debated 

issues, the women’s statements about their religious beliefs, practices and 

experiences, their relationships and concerns. This chapter does not analyse the 

information on the religious aspects of the women’s lives but is analytical at the 

linguistic level and attempts to locate the text historically where this is possible. 

Women whose names are unknown are given the name Anonyme. Men whose 

names are lost are called Anonymos. The following five chapters offer a synthetic 

analysis of the religious themes evident in the texts.

In chapter 3, ‘Christian Women’s Use of ‘Biblical’ Vocabulary and Imagery’, I examine 

the texts where vocabulary or content suggests the ‘Bible’ as a source. The use of 

inverted commas with ‘Bible’, ‘biblical’ and ‘Scripture’ signals the broader corpus of 

texts regarded as authoritative in the period133. Identification of ‘biblical’ material is 

often a matter of probability that ranges from the certain to the possible.

Analysis of the interactions between the women’s Christianity and their daily lives is 

the focus of chapter 4, ‘Christian Women’s Theological Positions’. This chapter

132
On nomina sacra as criteria for classifying the religious identity of an addressee, see 279ff below.

133 See 79f below.
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identifies and explores those aspects of the documents that express a theological 

position.

In chapter 5, ‘Christian Women’s Practice of Prayer1,1 analyse the statements of 

prayer and about prayer, and the requests for prayer in the texts, noting the topics 

about which the women pray, any specifically Christian content of the prayers, the 

models that provide the background to the prayers and the women’s theologies of 

prayer.

Chapter 6, ‘Christian Women’s Interactions with Clergy, Ascetics and the Church’, 

examines the women’s interactions with, participation in and contributions to the 

institutional dimension of their Christianity. The chapter analyses the evidence from 

the women's documents about the roles played by clergy and ascetics in the period, 

along with the women’s attitudes to them and participation in the structures they 

represent. Evidence from the women’s documents about the nature of the church in 

fourth-century Egypt is presented, including the women’s involvement in, and 

influence on, its development.

The Christian women’s documents frequently refer to marriage and family life and 

provide evidence for the marital and familial status of the women and their attitudes 

to and experience of marriage and family in the light of their Christian beliefs. Chapter 

7, ‘Christian Women, Marriage and Family’, examines this complex interrelation and 

nuances the ‘ideal’ of Christian literary sources with the ‘real’ of the Christian 

women’s writings.

Chapter 8, ‘Documents Written to Christian Women and Referring to Christian 

Women’, identifies and examines evidence for Christian women’s religious lives from 

documents written by men or by authors whose gender cannot be determined. The 

criteria for Christian classification of the women addressees or referents are given.

The chapter then analyses the content and vocabulary of the texts and the evidence 

the texts provide for the Christian women’s practice of prayer, theology and 

relationships as these witness to their religious beliefs, practices and experiences.

In chapter 9, ‘Ascetic Christian Women’, I examine the texts in which reference is 

made to ascetic Christian women. These texts are mostly written by men or by 

authors whose gender cannot be determined. They form a subset of the chapter

1



above, with the exception of one text written by a man and a woman. Their particular 

character warrants separate examination.

Chapter 10, ‘Jewish Women in the Papyri’, examines the texts that refer to the 

religious beliefs, practices and experiences of Jewish women. The documents in this 

chapter differ significantly in kind as sources from those pertaining to Christian 

women and, while not yielding the same kinds of information, contain valuable 

evidence for the lives of Jewish women and illustrate their social, political, economic 

and religious contexts. Criteria for classifying the women as Jewish are given. The 

chapter examines the evidence for the women’s participation in Jewish community 

life and their attitudes to Judaism.

To provide a complete examination of the religious lives of Jewish and Christian 

women I explore these women’s practice of magic in chapter 11, ‘Jewish and 

Christian Women and Magic’. The chapter considers the magical texts in which the 

women authors can be classified as Jewish or Christian. The criteria for religious 

classification are given, and the women’s practice of prayer and theology are 

examined.

In the ‘Conclusion’ the analyses of the previous chapters are synthesised into a 

series of conclusions that summarise the perspectives of the papyri on the religious 

lives of Jewish and Christian women.
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APPENDIX

CRITERIA FOR CLASSIFYING TEXTS AS CHRISTIAN AND JEWISH

The criteria summarised in the Introduction1, while clear to state, are not always clear 

in application with the result that often the acceptance of a text as Christian or Jewish 

is a judgement of probability.

CRITERIA FOR ACCEPTING A TEXT AS JEWISH1

• use of ’Iou8aio<; or 'EPpaloq

• reference to events or technical terms related to Jews or Judaism

• papyri originating from places of exclusive Jewish settlement

• use of Jewish names

Use of l<n>8aio<; or 'Eflpaioc;

In the Byzantine period the meaning of ’Io^aloq is fluid. It can refer to an inhabitant 

of Judea, a person of Jewish beliefs or ethnicity, or to a Samaritan although it 

generally carries a religious sense3. 'EPpaiog indicates more ethnicity.

Reference to events or technical terms related to Jews or Judaism

This criterion is sometimes used negatively to identify those who are not Jews 

because of events and technical terms which Jews are assumed to eschew. Used 

this way, the criterion prejudges behaviour using ideals from Jewish literature4.

Papyri originating from places of exclusive Jewish settlement

Evidence indicates that while Jews might live in quarters and streets identified as 

Jewish, they did not live in exclusive communities5. This criterion therefore is not 

useful.

1 7f above.

2 See CPJ l.xvii; Horbury and Noy (1992); Bohak (1997); Llewelyn, ‘Ammonios to Apollonios (P. Oxy. 
XLII 3057): The Earliest Christian Letter on Papyrus?’ in ND  6.169-177, here 175.

3 Cohen (1999), 70; Fikhman (1996), 224.

4 Bohak (1997), 108f.

5 Bohak (1997), 105f, finds no evidence in the cemeteries of Alexandria and Tell-el-Yahoudieh for 
exclusive Jewish areas or exclusive Jewish use.
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Use of Jewish names

This criterion is the most frequently used and the most problematic in that 'Jewish' 

names are difficult to identify. In the Ptolemaic and Roman periods Jews used Greek 

and Egyptian names and so cannot be identified by name6.

Prior to 115-117 biblically derived names indicate a text is Jewish. Following the 

revolt the Jewish population almost disappears from the papyri. Names from the LXX 

do not reappear until 2457. LXX names then occur with increasing frequency. 

However, Christians as well as Jews call themselves by names found in the LXX, and 

it is difficult to determine when Christians began the practice or the rate of 

appropriation of the names. The first clearly attested Christian use of a name from 

the LXX in the papyri is Isaak, a ôvaxoq, in 3248.

To provide a simple and workable criterion for classification Tcherikover proposes a 

cut-off date of 337, the death of Constantine, before which names from the LXX 

would be regarded as Jewish9. The proposal has a number of difficulties10 but 

especially that it fails to allow for the increased conversion of the population of Egypt 

to Christianity during the early Byzantine period. Applying the rule leads to the 

situation where the Jewish population appears to increase up to 337, and then 

instantaneously almost vanishes.

Bagnall suggests that all LXX names after 117 be considered Christian because the 

Jewish population was all but exterminated in the revolt11. His solution ignores limited 

but significant evidence of a continuing Jewish presence in Egypt after that date, for 

example P.Harr.1.142=CPJ451 (126), P. Wurzb.14=CPJ453 (132), PSI 8.883=CPJ

6 Ostraca from the Jewish quarter of Apollinopolis Magna (Edfu) in C1 include Jewish and Semitic 
names: Abdous, Abramos, Barnabis, Jakoubos, Jasikos, Jesous, Johannes, Josepos, Joudas, Maria, 
Marous, Sarra, Sambathion, Selemon, Simon; Greek names: Aischylos, Alexander, Alexion,
Antipatros, Apollon, Chaireas, Damion, Demas, Didymos, Diogas, Diophanes, Dosas, Jason, Nikon, 
Philon, Teuphilos, Thaumasios, Thedetos, Theodotos, Tryphas; Egyptian names: Apion, Bokchoris,
Pates, Pesouris, Petays, Psilychion, Thermauthos, Thermouthion; Roman names: Achillas Rufus, 
Akietos (=Quietus?), Marcus Anni(u)s, Antonius Rufus, Q. Caecilius, Marcus Verrius, CPJ 2.116. 
Similar names appear in papyri from Alexandria including the Jewish delta quarter; see BGU 4; CPJ 
2.1f.
7 Chr.Wilck.206, Moses, a three-year-old slave, is registered in the census, see Williams (1997).

8 P.Col.7.171 identified in Judge (1977). See also the discussion of the text in Wipszycka (2001a).

9 CPJ 1 .xviii.

10 See eg Bagnall (1993a), 276; Horsley (1987), 8-10.

11 Bagnall (1982), 110. Wipszycka (1986), 174, in her critique of Bagnall's paper, does not question 
this assumption.



455 (137) and P.0xy.9.1205=CPJ 473 (291) in this thesis12. The use of LXX names 

by Jews cannot be ruled out.

Bagnall uses the occurrence of biblical names to plot the rate of conversion to 

Christianity in Egypt. He concludes that by 325 more than 50% of the population was 

Christian and by 350 about 75%. Wipszycka suggests a slower rate of conversion but 

offers no alternative figures13, and Bagnall maintains that her criticisms tend rather to 

increase his proposed rate of conversion than decrease it14. Even if Bagnall is 

incorrect by a factor of 100% which is unlikely and 25% of the population was 

Christian by 325, Tcherikover's solution is ruled out. Fikhman proposes a cut-off date 

of 300 as more realistic before which LXX names be accepted as Jewish15. While still 

an arbitrary date, his proposal is generally adopted in this thesis although each text is 

evaluated individually. In relation to use of patriarchal names16, Judge suggests that 

Christians used the names of the authors of books and major figures of the LXX while 

Jews opted for the names of non-authors and minor figures17.

CRITERIA FOR ACCEPTING A TEXT AS CHRISTIAN18

• the author’s self-identification as Christian or explicit expression of adherence 
to Christ

• use of nomina sacra and Christian symbols

• use of the ‘Bible’ or other Christian work

• reference to the Christian community, its officials or liturgical practices

• use of particularly Christian language

• use of ‘biblical’ names

• use of Christian ideas and sentiments

12
For a list of Jewish papyri in this period see also Fikhman (1996), 226.

13 Wipszycka (1986).

14 Bagnall (1987a), 243.

15 Fikhman (1996).

16 CPJ 1.83,84.

17 Judge (2006). See also Williams (1997).

18 Ghedini (1923); Naldini (1968,1998); Wipszycka (1974); Tibiletti (1979); Horsley, ‘Cannibalism at 
Alexandria?’ in ND  4.57-63, here 58-63; Llewelyn, ‘Ammonios to Apollonios (P. Oxy. XLII 3057): The 
Earliest Christian Letter on Papyrus?’ in ND  6.169-177, here 175.
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Use of nomina sacra and Christian symbols

Nomina sacra refer to the abbreviated form of a limited group of sacred words. 

Abbreviation is usually by contraction, and occasionally in early texts by suspension. 

A horizontal line above the word signals that it is abbreviated and cannot be 

pronounced as written19. Roberts identifies three classes of words20:

1. words frequently contracted: ’Itiao-uq, Xpicxoq, K-upioq, 0eo<;

2. words contracted with relative regularity: uvevna, avBpomoq, axcmpoq

3. words contracted irregularly: tuxttip, moq, ocorrip, p.r|Tnp, ov)pavo<;, Iapaf|A.,

AaueiS, 'Iepo-ooaArp.

Nomina sacra are not exclusively Christian but occur in pagan magical papyri, 

Manichean texts and, rarely, in Jewish sources. Their appearance in pagan magical 

texts constitutes a borrowing from Christian usage. Jewish use is attested after the 

beginning of the Christian Era21, most frequently with K-upioq and ©eoq. Nomina sacra 

are not attested in certainly Jewish documentary papyri22. Nomina sacra occur in 

Manichean texts23. The use is consistent with Manichean claims to be Christian24. 

While the occurrences of nomina sacra in non-Christian documents indicate the need 

for caution in accepting a Christian classification, nomina sacra remain an almost 

certain criterion for Christianity and are accepted as such except where a text 

contains clearly Manichean elements.

To this criterion can be added the use of Christian monograms, acrostics and 

isopsephisms. A distinctly Christian25 isopsephism is the symbolic use of tyQ, 99,

19 Roberts (1977), 26.

20 Roberts (1977), 27.

21 Abbreviations occur in copies of the LXX before the period CE but neither K(iipio)<; nor 9(eo)<; is used 
for the Tetragrammaton, Bedodi (1974); Horsley, ‘Some recently published fragments of the Greek Old 
Testament’ in ND  2.111-122 here 112; Kraft (2001). A mosaic text in Palestine dated C6 is published 
as B. Lifshitz (1974), Euphrosyne 6,27-29, and in Horsley, ‘Nomina sacra in synagogue inscriptions’ in
ND  1.107-112, here 107f, includes K(iipio)q. See also Horsley, The Greek OT -  new fragments’ in ND  
3.95ff, here 96.

“ Kraft (2001).

23 Eg P.Kell.5.Copt.15; 16; 22; 25; 29; 32.

24 P.Kell.5.Copt., Introduction, 73.

25 Isopsephisms occur in pagan texts eg P.Oxy.45.3239 (late C2) which has been identified as a table 
of isopsephisms. See also Skeat (1978).
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which expresses the numerical value of d|o.f|v (1+ 40 + 8 + 50) and is a certain 

indicator of a Christian document.

The significance of XMT is debated26. The formula occurs in Syria from the third and 

perhaps the first century to the seventh century. It appears in the papyri from the 

early fourth century mostly in commercial documents27. The letters are understood 

either as an acrostic or an isopsephism. As an acrostic the letters may stand for 

%eipoc; ixod ypa<t>r| or Xpicrcoc; MixafiA, TaPpir)̂ , both now generally rejected for the 

preferred XpicTdv Mapia revv<?28. As an isopsephism, XMT has a value of 643 and 

may represent 0eo<; |Joti06<;29. A further suggestion is the visual likeness of the letters 

to the Hebrew for ‘One’, but such a doctrinal statement appears unlikely30. While the 

meaning of XMT is still uncertain, its Christian association is not questioned.

Christian monograms, the cross, the chi-rho monogram, and the ‘cross monogram’ or 

modified ‘anhk’ symbol are less reliable as criteria since they occur in pagan texts31.

Use of the ‘Bible’ and other Christian work

‘Biblical’ references and citations of other Christian works generally provide uncertain 

criteria. Harris suggests three categories of biblical references: ‘’’biblical” citations’ are 

quotations of the LXX and ‘NT’; ‘verbal echoes’ recall scriptural vocabulary; ‘biblical 

reminiscences’ involve ‘conjecture’32. The ‘biblical’ references are generally 

reminiscences of texts rather than quotations33 and vary in clarity.

26
For summaries see Horsley, The origin of the abbreviation XM r: a Christian cryptogram?’ in ND  

2.177-180; Llewelyn, The Christian Symbol XM r, an Acrostic or an Isopsephism?’ in ND  8.156-168; di 
Bitonto Kasser (1998).

27 P.Mich.6.378 and 8.519 are lists of payments in kind; P.New York 8 and PSI 13.2.1342 (all C4) are 
receipts relating to grain.
28

The form xpicrrou napia yevva is found in later texts. See di Bitonto Kasser (1998).

29 Llewelyn, The Christian Symbol XMr, an Acrostic or an Isopsephism?’ in ND  8.156-168, here 168 
following G. Lefebre, ‘Receuil des inscriptions grecques-chretiennes d’Egypte’, cited in Horsley, The 
origin of the abbreviation XMr: a Christian cryptogram?’ in ND  2.177-180, here 178.
30

See the comments on P.0xy.6.940.

31 For examples see Naldini (1968,1998), 23-26.

32 Harris (1975).

33 For example P. Oxy 45.3314 discussed below. See Harris (1975).
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Reference to the Christian community, its officials or liturgical practices

Identifying specifically Christian officials and liturgical practices generally provides 

certain criteria for classification. However, the early church used the language of the 

surrounding secular rather than religious society so that common Christian words, for 

example SictKovoq, 7ipeoPvTEpo<;, emcnconoq, avayvaxrTns and eKKXricria, had secular 

meanings which were gradually displaced by Christian use.

The language and practice of Christian prayer and worship are only rarely useful as 

criteria. While sometimes distinguished by the use of nomina sacra the common 

words for prayer eti%ô ai, are found regularly in both Christian and pagan texts. 

The less frequent rcpoaeu%f| tends to be used by Christians, although the word occurs 

in the certainly pagan BGU 4.1080 (C3).

A statement rcpooK'uvrip.a uoietv napa -tw Beep has been taken in the past to exclude the 

possibility of a letter being Christian34. Recently published papyri, SB 14.1217335 and 

P.Oxy.59.399836, indicate that the proskynema formula was used by Christians in the 

fourth century before falling into disuse37.

The wish for protection against the evil eye, apacncavToq, occurs frequently in pagan 

letters and has been found also in Christian papyri such as PSI 8.972= SB 12.10841 

(C4) and P.Mich.8.519 (C4). The word appears to be part of people’s cultural 

vocabulary, virtually robbed of its religious significance, and to denote protection from 

evil38.

Use of particularly Christian language

Research in papyrology reveals a common linguistic framework for referring to the 

divine and worship across Christian and pagan texts in the third and fourth centuries 

and rejects the hypothesis that there were distinct Christian language and vocabulary 

in the period of this thesis and that Christians defined themselves by them. 

References to god in the singular are common in pagan as well as Christian and

34 Tibiletti (1979), 55. On proskynema, see 150 below; also Geraci (1971).

35 See 323f below.

36 See 263f below.

37 P.Oxy.33.2682, P.AIex.30, PSI 7.825 and P.Oxy.14.1775 use the phrases n a p a  ico 6ecp and 
jtapa  T<p Kupicp Gem with proskynema statements and could arguably be Christian but contain no 
reference to women and are not discussed here.

38 Tibiletti (1979), 46.



Jewish texts39. The phrases ev 0ed>, ev K-upiw, ev Kupico 0eco were once regarded as 

certainly Christian until the discovery of ev 0ec5 in several Manichean texts from 

Kellis40. The phrase has not been found in certainly pagan texts41. In light of the 

relationship between Christianity and Manicheism42, ev 0e<5 can be taken to be 

confined to these groups. ’Ev Kupico and ev Kuptco 0ew are attested only in Christian 

papyri but the occurrence of ev 0e<S in Manichean texts suggests a need for caution. 

Qeoq and K-upioq 0eo<; with or without the article and phrases such as ai>v 0ew, 0ecp 

%dpi<;, 0eo\) 0eXovxo<;, fj 0eia rcpovoia, and napa tm K-upico 0ecp have been identified in 

pagan documents43. Similarly designations of god as ‘most high’ (ih|n.cn:oc;) or 

‘almighty’ (rtavxoKpaxcop) occur in texts of Christians, Jews and pagans44.

Use of ‘biblical’ names

As noted in relation to this criterion for Jewish texts, Christians, Jews and those of 

pagan religion draw on a largely common stock of names. Following the work of 

Tcherikover45, Bagnall46, Wipszycka47, Horsley48 and Fikhman49 ‘biblical’ names after 

300 are generally accepted as Christian. Theophoric names derived from pagan gods 

retain religious significance in some instances at least into the third and fourth 

centuries50. However, the bearer of a theophoric name may be a Christian convert 

and there is little evidence for name-change as a result of conversion. Local saints 

and martyrs with pagan theophoric names may be the origin of naming customs.

39 See Versnel (1990); Athanassiadi and Frede (1999).

40 See on P.Harr.1.107 at 286f below.

41 Epp (2004), 24f, considers ev Gem, ev Kuptco, ev Kupicp 0e© written without nomina sacra to be
uncertain criteria of Christianity because of their occurrence in texts with abaskanta and proskynema 
formulae in fourth-century texts. It is more likely that the presence of the formulae reflects a period of 
linguistic transition and/or derives from a recent convert.

42 Lieu (1985,1992), 51-69 and 26 especially n.24 above.

43 See the discussions in the chapters of this thesis. Also Naldini (1968,1998); Wipszycka (1974); 
Tibiletti (1979).

44 S. Mitchell, The Cult of Theos Hypsistos between Pagans, Jews and Christians’ in Athanassiadi and 
Frede (1999), 81-148.

45 CPJ 1 .xvii-xix.

46 Bagnall (1982); (1987a).

47 Wipszycka (1986).

48 Horsley (1987).

49 Fikhman (1996).

50 Frankfurter (1998), 106f.



Christian ideas and sentiments

Winter suggests that from the end of the third century the papyri begin to give 

evidence of ‘a tone or point of view1 that may favour a Christian classification51. For 

example in P.Oxy.12.1492 he notes a ‘resignation in affliction and trust in the efficacy 

of prayer1 that would suggest a Christian authorship. Sentiments of this type are 

uncertain criteria, suggest a romantic ideal of Christianity and ignore the 

commonalities in attitude and language among Christians, Jews and pagans in the 

period.

51 Winter (1933), 146.



CHAPTER 2

TEXTS WRITTEN BY CHRISTIAN WOMEN

The 26 papyri that I examine in this and the following five chapters are those that 

offer the most immediate insight into Christian women’s religious subjectivity in being 

written by women. They contain women’s own voices unmediated by male authors 

except perhaps for the influence of a male scribe1.

The corpus includes different types of documents. There are eighteen private letters2 

dealing with topics related to family life, health, commerce, requests for help and 

supplies, and one official letter seeking leave for a son3. There are four petitions, two 

demanding justice against abusive husbands4, one seeking justice for loss of 

property5 and one seeking the payment of monies owed on agricultural land6. There 

is a lease agreement7, a manumission8 and an adoption document9. One text is 

dated to the third/fourth century, two to the fourth/fifth century and the others to the 

fourth century. While certainly Christian documents exist from the early third 

century10, none is by a woman, although possibly two out of six arguably Christian 

third-century letters are written to women11.

In addition to the 26 texts analysed in detail, I note 20 additional texts written by 

women which are not included within the definitions of this thesis, but are considered 

in the appendix to this chapter.

1 On scribal influence, see 18f above.

2 BGU 3.948; P.Ben.Mus.4; P.Berl.Zill.12; P.Bour.25; P.Grenf.1.53; P.Herm.17; P.Lond.6.1926; 
P.Neph.1, 18; P.Oxy.8.1161; 12.1592; 14.1774; 48.3407; SB 8.9746; 12.10840; 14.11588; 14.11881; 
18.13612.

3 P.Abinn.34.

4 P.0xy.6.903; 50.3581.

5 P.Abinn.49.

6 Stud.Pal .20.86.

7 P.Kell.1.Gr.32.

8 P.Edmonstone.

9 P.Lips.1.28.

10 P.Bas.1.16 (early C3, c.200), see Judge and Pickering (1977).

11 PS114.1412; P.0xy.20.2276. The other Christian letters written to men are P.Bas.1.16; 
P.Vind.Sijp.26; P.Amst.1.93; P.AIex.29, excluding letters dated C3/4.
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Of the 26 texts, in 22 women are the sole authors12. Two letters are from ‘Didyme 

and the sisters’13. In two texts the authors are a woman with a man, the woman’s 

husband14, and the woman’s son15.

Essential to the methodology I am adopting is a close reading of each text, setting 

each woman’s religious life in the context of her broader life. This avoids two 

dangers: that of abstracting a woman’s religious life from its complex of connections 

with her relationships, health and work; and that of presuming a category ‘woman’ by 

grounding the analysis in the lives of individual women. At the same time this 

approach allows a level of generalisation that permits common themes to be 

identified. I therefore outline each text, presenting them in a format that enables the 

most salient features to be readily noted without losing the more general context. The 

siglum of the papyrus, date and provenance are given in bold type; the author, 

addressee, reasons for classification as Christian and any other religious elements in 

twelve-point type, and other aspects in ten-point type indented.

The nature of the Greek in these texts reflects developments in the koine16. The 

spellings are frequently phonetic.

TEXTS WRITTEN BY CHRISTIAN WOMEN 

BGU 3.948, C4/5, Provenance: Herakleopolis; BL 3.15; 6.13f; 7.16; 8.37; 9.24

Kophaena writes this letter to her son Theodoulos (t© mem (= mqj) nou ©£o5oi3ao-u 

(= 0eo8oi3X(p) raxpa xfiq ̂ uycp6<; aov Ko<|>ar|va<; K a i Zfivcovoq %aiptv (= %aipeiv)), II. 1f. She 

includes Theodoulos’ son, Zenon, in the prescript although he has no part in 

composing the letter17.

12 BGU 3.948; P.Abinn.34, 49; P.Berl.Zill.12; P.Ben.Mus.4; P.Bour.25; P.Grenf.53; P.Herm.17;
P.Kell.1.Gr.32; P.Lond.6.1926; P.Neph.18; P.0xy.6.903; 8.1161; 12.1592; 14.1774; 50.3581; SB 
12.10840; 14.11881; 16.12673; 18.13612.

13 P.Oxy.14.1774; SB 8.9746.

14 P.Neph.1.

15 P.Lips.1.28.

16 Gignac (1981, 2002).

17 Zenon is identified as Theodoulos’ son in 11.16f. but receives no other mention in the letter. 
Kophaena uses first person singular forms throughout. It is likely that he is a child for whom Kophaena 
cares.
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Kophaena’s Christian belief is evident in the decorative threefold x iV 8 across the top 

and the cross on the verso beneath the address19. The name ‘Theodoulos’ 

strengthens the Christian classification. The name occurs in possibly pagan texts but 

becomes expressive of Christian piety in the fourth century20.

Kophaena’s prescript uses the rare formula tip 5 e m  n ap a  xou 8e1vo<; xa ipeiv  found here and in 

P.Berl.Zill.12 (C3/4) below, combining the common o 5elva t<£ Seivi %avpeiv of private letters 

with x© Seivi nap a xou 5eivo<; of official documents. It indicates Kophaena’s knowledge of the 

form and suggests adoption of a high tone.

Kophaena begins her letter with the common rcpo |iev udvxcov formula and a prayer, ‘I 

pray to the almighty God about your health and on account of your well-being’ 

(etixo|o,ai xov rcavxoKpaxopa 0eov xa rcepi xfjq ijyieiaq g o v  Kai o ôK r̂iplaq aou %dpiv)21,

II.2-4. She closes with the standard prayer, epptocGe (= eppcoaGal) [ae e]\)xo|ie 

(= ei3%o|j.ai) modified by rcoM.o'Lq xpovoiq, 1.21.

Kophaena uses the letter to rebuke Theodoulos for his lack of care. She is ill, to which she 

alludes twice using daSeveco and voceco. The latter term suggests that her illness is severe22 as 

may her statement that she will make her son a garment ‘as I am able’ (rcpoq to 8i>vone (= 

5wa|xai)), ll.13f. The agent (rcpaYiicrceittfric;), 1.5 has informed Theodoulos of his mother’s 

illness over thirteen months and he ‘has not had the heart’23 (ouk exopixriKa; (= eTofyiTiKa;)), 1-7, 

to contact her, a rebuke she repeats twice, 11.9, 10. If the reconstruction of the damaged I.9 is 

correct, on KaXiooxep ŷ (= KaAAioxepov) xwv d[X]Xcov (o n[dv]xaiv) m[e]ia>v |iou ercoiriaa iiexa 

ao\j, Theodoulos’ behaviour is the more reprehensible as he has received better treatment 

than Kophaena’s other children24. The only other child mentioned is a sister, Kyrilla, greeting 

Theodoulos.

The second matter in the letter is Kophaena’s request for supplies. She asks for flax so that 

she can make a garment for Theodoulos ‘because I have nothing that I can do for you’

18 See 27 above.

19 Naldini (1968,1998), 359, reads a chi rho symbol. O ’Callaghan (1963), 32f, reads a cross with ‘s’ 
above the top right-hand quadrant.

20 Foraboschi (1967-1971), s.v.; Preisigke (1967), s.v. A possible pagan use, given the date, is SB 
6.9615 (C2/3), but the text includes an ’Ioxxvvry; and may be Jewish.
21

In the papyrus: e-uxojie tov iravToicpdTopav 0eov Ta 7ie[pl T]f\q vyiaq aou Kai o^oK^npiaq aou xaipiv. For 
the accusative rcavToicpdTopav with v, see Gignac (1981, 2002), 142. On xaipiv and this translation,
see 154 below; BL 9.24.
22

Noco^voaeco tends to be used of severe disease, doQeveia/daGeveco of less severe illness. See 
P.Lond.6.1926; P.Oxy.6.939; 8.1161. Also Barrett-Lennard (1994), 23f.
23

On Tomato meaning ‘have the heart to’, see LSJ, s.v., II.

24 Naldini (1968, 1998), no.93, 360; Winter (1933), 154; Ghedini (1923), no.44.



(6-n. o\)8ev e%(o tv totioco aoi), 1.1325. Kophaena asks for a ‘small provision’ (jiektiv (= nucpav)

cnxapxiav), 1.14 for which she will send iieic....ai.(ia[6] in return, possibly ‘small loaves of

cheese cake’ (neic[d (= juicpa) pXcon.i]ai[a] |xa[Yi5ô ]), 1.1526. Kophaena asks further that 

Theodoulos buy black wool so that she can make a cloak for herself27. She will send him the 

money whatever the cost28. Kophaena appears to be a widow or divorced. No male name 

apart from Zenon’s occurs in the text, and her request for omxpxia, I.1429, suggests that she is 

in need. Kophaena does not mention Theodoulos’ father or any husband.

Kophaena includes greetings to Theodoulos from ‘your mother, even I, Kophaena (d|i|id c[ou] 

Kai eyd) K o ^ v a )30, your son, Zenon, and your sister Kyrilla and her children’ ll.16ff. This is 

largely a family of women.

P.Abinn.34=P.Lond.2.410, 342-351, Provenance: Philadelphia

This official letter opens, ‘to my master and patron, the praepositus, the mother of
31Moses’ (xro Seokotti |iou Kai Tiatpcovi KpatTioaixcp fi |xr]Trip Tcru Mown), . H.1 -3. The 

unnamed praepositus is Flavius Abinnaeus, a military official, known from his archive 

of 82 documents32.

Moses’ name, being biblical, indicates that the mother is Christian or Jewish, the 

name reflecting her and her husband’s beliefs. Names from the LXX that occur after 

300 are generally regarded as Christian33, context depending. Therefore, the mother 

is taken to be Christian.

25 O'Callaghan (1990) argues that oi)8ev functions as ot>; it as a synonym for otv, o; BL 3.15.

26 J. O ’Callaghan, Studia Hierosolymitana, 1.379-381, cited in Note di Aggiornamento, Naldini (1968, 
1998), 456; BL 6.13; 7.16. Naldini (1968,1998), no.93, 361, n.15, also reads hektiv as nucpdv. Winter 
(1933), 154, n.3, suggests hii(vux)kt|v, but this requires considerable reconstruction and is less likely; 
BL 3.15.

27 Reading narri = enaurf\, Ghedini (1923), no.44.

28 Accepting ayopg not dyopa, O'Callaghan (1963), 35; Winter (1933), 155, n.2.

29 noiriaev |xoi (iEKTiv (= iukktiv = (iiKpdv) aiTapxiav, Winter (1933), 154; BL 3.15.

30 Following the pattern of the other greetings, Winter (1933), 154, n.4. This reading is accepted in 
Naldini (1968,1998), 361, no.93.1 also adopt it. O'Callaghan (1963), 32, 34, no.1 interprets 
dp.(ia aov as a different person.

31 The form ‘to B ... A’ was thought to occur only in letters to officials, Exler (1923), 56-58, but this 
applies only in the Ptolemaic and Roman periods, with the form also attested in private letters from C4, 
Rea (1996), 189. Rea places the Abinnaeus examples in the latter category, although P.Abinn.34 fits 
the former. Other examples from this thesis of the form ‘to B ... A’ in official letters are P.Herm.17; 
P.Lond.6.1926; SB 18.13612; in private letters, P.Ben.Mus.5; P.Bour.25; P.Neph.18; P.Oxy.14.1774; 
SB 8.9746; 12.10840; 14.11881.

32 For details of Abinnaeus’ career, see the editor’s summary, pp.6-12.

33 Fikhman (1996), 227ff. See 24f, 29 above. On Jewish use of the name Moses, see Derda (1997); 
Williams (1997).
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The woman does not name herself but styles herself only by her relationship with her son, 

Moses34. It is likely that she is widowed or divorced since she makes no reference to a 

husband, she a woman writes the request to the praepositus, and Athioeis, who is apparently 

not her husband, will represent her. She acts without an assistant or guardian.

The titles the mother gives to Abinnaeus convey respect. She uses Secmoxnq which takes up 

the honorific sense Kiiptoq tends to lose in the fourth century35. It implies her submission. 

AecmoTnq occurs frequently with 7tdxpcov36, conveying as here the sense of deference 

appropriate to a patron/client relationship.

Moses appears the older of the sons. He is already serving in ‘the army1 (tov pdppapov (= -raw 

pappdpcov)), 1.6. Heron has now been called up and the mother writes requesting leave for a 

‘few days’ (xaq oXiyaq %iepa<;), 1.1737. The reason for the leave is not given. Either Abinnaeus is 

expected to know it, or Athioeis may explain. Whatever its nature the request is urgent, ‘I ask 

your feet, lord patron’ (â vco toix; noSaq aou, idjpie Ttrixpam), 11.1 1 f, a form of petition that 

appears not to be attested elsewhere in the papyri of the period38 and no doubt formulated to 

convey humility39.

The mother asserts her powerlessness and dependence on Abinnaeus in claiming, 

‘after God we have no help but yours’ (iiexa t o v  0eov o'uSivav (= oijSeva) e%o|i£v fiji-iiq 

Poti06v \)jacov)40, ll.Zf41.

The letter introduces Athioeis. His relationship with the mother is not given nor the reason why 

she does not present the petition herself42. He carries the letter to Abinnaeus and acts as the 

mother’s representative43.

34 Similarly SB 18.13612, below. For teknomyny, see 224, n.138 below.

35 Tibiletti (1979), 33.

36 Eg P.Oxy.47.3339 (C2); PSI 9.1081 (C3/4); P.Abinn.31; P.land.6.124; P.0xy.48.3420; 
P.Ross.Georg.3.8; SB 8.9683; 24.16282=P.Lond.3.982 (all C4). The combined terms have a spiritual 
sense in P.Heid.1.6=SB 1.2266 (C4). ndxpcov is not listed in Dinneen (1927).
37

Using what appears a proverb, ‘since you know that five days are a whole year’ (ertiSn o’iSrn;
Kai cn) o n  t i itev-ni fuiepai o eviavroq oXoq e ia i), 11.12-15. The five-day period referring to a week is 
regular, eg SB 18.13977; P.Mich.8.478 (C2).
38

From a search of the DDBDP.
39

See also P.Lond.6.1926.17-19. Monks ask Pambo, ‘By your feet, we implore you ...’, HL 14.5, an 
invocation of uncertain significance.
40

Interchange of singular and plural forms is common although only here in this letter.
41

For a similar statement expressed positively, see P.Herm.17 below; expressed negatively as here, 
P.Ant.2.93 at 245f below. Also P.Giss.68 (117), certainly pagan; PSI 10.1161 (C4).

42 Travel in Egypt was difficult, especially for women. The mother’s location is unknown. See Horsley, 
‘Letter promising money’ in ND  2.61-63, here 62, for a brother’s reluctance to visit though in close 
proximity.
43

He will speak for her and receive orders. The papyri indicate letter-bearers read letters, interpret 
them, give additional news and carry goods, eg P.Oxy.59.3996 (C3); 3997 (C3/4); 14.1679 (C3);
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The letter closes with the standard eppcoaGai ae e-u%o(iai, 1.20, with K-upie ndtpcovi, 1.21. 

P.Abinn.49=P.Lond.2.403, 5 July 346, Provenance: Philadelphia

This is a petition ‘to Flavius Abinnaeus eparchos of the troop of soldiers of the camp 

of Dionysias from Aurelia Maria, sister-in-law of Akiar, one of the soldiers’ (Otaxomco 

’APivvaicp ercapx© eiXr|<; CTpanaytdjv Kaaxpcov Aiovuaid8o<; napa Aijpr|Xia<; Maplaq 

yanPpdq ’Aiaap oxpaxicoTfflv), II.Iff. Maria acts without a male assistant and signs the 

petition herself.

Maria seeks justice against two men, John and Elias (’'Ico]dwiiv Kai m e ia v ) ,  1.14, following the 

removal of three of her sheep and the shearing of another nine. She labels the men ‘evildoers’ 

(KctKotjpYoi), I.8, ‘acting like robbers’ (ev [Xfl]crtpiKcp tpoTtm), 1.7. Maria asks Abinnaeus to 

capture the men, force (KaTavayKdcrrn;), 11.17f, them to confess, and then take the matter to the 

Prefect (to-u Kupio-u nou 5ovko<;), I.20, for him to bring the accused to judgement (eK[8iKiv 

(= EKStKeiv)), I.2244. She appeals to Abinnaeus’ ‘human kindness’ (aou xnq (jnlavepamiaq), l.16f 

and promises her thanks (xMpud ooi), I.2 2 .

The men’s names suggest that they are Christian. They may be Jewish but both 

names are rare in Jewish papyri and given the date, a Jewish classification is 

unlikely45. Maria’s name also suggests Christian rather than Jewish belief at this date. 

It is possible that Maria is Manichean46 but there are no Manichean elements to 

support the classification. Similarly there is a slight possibility that she is pagan47 with 

‘Maria’ derived from the name of the Roman gens, but this appears unlikely given the 

circumstances of the letter. While Maria’s name by itself is insufficient to allow 

classification of the text as Christian, its conjunction with ‘Elias’ and ‘John’

14.1677 (C3); 14.1770 (C3); SB 14.11881 (C4); P.Col.Teeter 7 (C4). On the postal system in Egypt, 
Llewelyn, ‘The Official Postal Systems of Antiquity’ in ND  7.1-25.

44 The spelling suggested by the editor reflects the regular use in the archive. The phrase appears to 
be formulaic in P.Abinn.44; 47; 48; 51; 52; 53; similarly 28. ‘Bring to judgement’ is likely to be the 
meaning of ekSikeiv which refers to legal action rather than revenge in papyri of this period. See LSJ, 
s.v.; G. Schrenk ekSikecd’ in T D N T2.442-444.

45 Fikhman (1996), 227ff, gives 300 as the latest date for acceptance of ‘biblical’ names as Jewish.
See 24f, 29f above. A search of the DDBDP attests the name ’HXeva ’̂HXiaq 6 times before C4, in 
CPR 13.6.4 (C3 BCE) with HXiaq ZanPatpg; P.Berl.Leihg.2.43FrA (C2); P.Oxy.22.2338 (261/2-288/9); 
PS112.1268 (290); P.Laur.3.98 (C3); O.Mich.1.91 (C3). The name occurs also in SB 14.10940 (C3/4); 
P.Cair.lsid.23 (303/4). The name ’Icodwti<; is attested 6 times before C4, in P.Tebt.3/2.882Fr1 (155/144 
BCE) with ’IcoawTiq ’AvTutaxpov; P.Strasb.5.361 (C1); O.Edfou 1.165 (1/2); CPR 13.4 (C3); SB 6.9157 
(C3); O.Fay.39. It also occurs in texts dated C3/4, P.Cair.lsid.114, 115; P.Erl.114; P.Select 2; SB 
6.9438; O.Mich.1.623. Both names become frequent in C4.

46 See P.Harr.1.107 at 286f below.

47 See 363 below for the religious classification of Pollia Maria as possibly pagan.



strengthens the likelihood of a Christian status. There are no religious elements in the 

text beyond the three names.

P.Ben.Mus.4, C4, Provenance: Fayum

This letter from a woman to ‘my lord, most holy son’ (K-upico no-u dyicQxdxcp mf| (= met 

or mq>)[), 1.1, occurs on the recto of a papyrus sheet48. A second letter, from a son to 

his mother, is on the verso, P.Ben.Mus.5. The addressee of one letter is almost 

certainly the sender of the other49. The content and tenor of the letters suggest that 

mother and son are natural kin50. Unusually, the mother does not identify herself in 

the opening greeting.

P.Ben.Mus.4 does not provide sufficient evidence to identify the mother as Christian. 

She uses ayicoxaxot; of her son, a title of respect that occurs in pagan and Christian 

texts51. The mother also uses o-uv 0ew, without nomen sacrum, in her statement ‘with 

God’s help, I came back quickly for your sake’ (cu<v> 0edj Si’ ece earcotiSaca ep0[iv 

(= eMteiv)) I.2. Iw  0e<S also is not exclusive to Christian texts52. Both terms are 

consistent with Christian belief but not certain indicators of it. The son in P.Ben.Mus.5 

is certainly Christian. He greets his mother ev K(-upi)cp, 1.2, using the nomen sacrum, 

writes ‘thanks to Christ and glory to God’ (f) %]dpi<; xqj X(piax)qj Kai ri [8o]̂ a x© 0(e)w),

II.3f, 22f, using nomina sacra, and uses a biblical quotation, fi [%d]pi<; xo\j k(dpio)-u 

fifxcov ’ICriao)̂  XCpicTo)  ̂fiexa xop 7tv(eij|iaxo)<; 'Ufxcov53, and a cross monogram at II.33- 

35. The son’s Christian belief does not necessarily require that the mother also be

48 The editor classifies the writer as ‘slow’ (ppaSeax; Ypd<j)ouaa). It may be the mother or a scribe.
49

This appears unique among papyri, ed.pr., 95. The features that suggest it are: the styles of 
address, uifi, 4.1; urixpj 5.1; o co]v moq, 5.2; the honorific dYicordTco corresponding to the son’s use of 
biblical majuscule and ‘NT’ vocabulary and citation; the contents which suggest P.Ben.Mus.5 answers
4. Biblical majuscule appears in late C2/early C3 and is most formalised during 330-370. It is the script 
of the codices Vaticanus and Sinaiticus. Its use strengthens the son’s proposed status as bishop or 
monk, ed.pr., 114f.

50 It is suggested by use of \>io<; and |nynip without names as identifiers in the prescripts; use of uioq
and Hiynip between a woman and a church official; her instructions about food, 4.3-9; his possible visit, 
4.9; reference to other letters and gifts, 4.10f; his concern for his mother and xapa at her safety, 5.11; 
his reference to tov [ ]y rod [7ia]Tepa = tov [K(v>pi6]y iiod [7ta]xepa 5.13f, (ed.). The editor understands
the relationships as spiritual but gives no reason, noting only the use of familial titles for ‘respectful 
address’ in the period, 102. Dickey (2004), 142, accepts the spiritual relationship without further 
comment, noting that kinship terms in an address are almost always literal, these texts being 
exceptions.

51 See 98f below.

52 On <tuv 0eqj, see 123f below.
53

See Galatians 6.18; Philippians 4.23; Philemon 25. A similar prayer occurs in SB 14.11532 (C4). 
The expanded expression of Christ’s name is unusual in C4.
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Christian but his Christian vocabulary and formulae, nomina sacra and biblical 

quotation suggest that these are meaningful to her and that she shares his belief.

Unusually among the papyri, no names are used in either letter54, which, together with the 

vague place references55, led the editor to propose that the correspondents aim at secrecy 

and, therefore, write prior to 325. The editor finds confirmation of a ‘dangerous’ situation in the 

son’s relief at his mother’s safe return, P.Ben.Mus.5. 3-10. However, these features are 

regular and do not require a context of persecution. In favour of a later date is the cross 

monogram which comes into common use only in the second half of the fourth century56. The 

mother’s letter gives no suggestion of a dangerous environment.

The content of the mother’s letter includes instructions to her son about various food items she 

has sent57, mention of a possible visit by the son, reference to other letters and gifts, and a 

request for acknowledgement of them.

P.Berl.Zill.12, C3/4, Provenance: Unknown; BL 6.23; 7.29

This letter is from Athanasias58 to ‘my lady mothers’ (t o i<; Kupiau; iiou ixniepan;

(= î iTpaaiv)), 1.1. K/opia for the ‘mothers’ illustrates the trend in the fourth-century 

papyri for Kvpioi; and Kupia to lose their honorific sense and become terms of 

affection59, although they also continue to designate persons with power60. 

Athanasias styles herself GuydtTrip on the verso.

Athanasias’ Christian belief is indicated by her prayer t<b [.] K<u>pi(p fpwv 0e<561,1.3, 

without nomen sacrum. While prayer raj K-uptco 0e<» is not necessarily Christian, the

54 The end of 4.1 is damaged and may have contained the son’s name. There is no address for either
letter suggesting the letter-bearer/s knew the addressees/senders, with no need for names for 
identification.

55 kcztco, 4.9; evTOvSa, 5.6; awooe, 5.9.

56 Eg P.Oxy.56.3871.

57 Parsley root, wheat and raisins. See 190, n.95 below.

58 ’Aeayg<7j.<?<;, II.1f, proposed by Youtie (1974), 41, n.25, rather than ’A0a(va)<riou ed.pr. Similarly 
’A0ava<ria[(;] not ’A0a(va)<rio[u], verso. BL 6.23. ’AGavagigq is accepted in Note di Aggiomamento,
Naldini (1968,1998), 434.

59 Tibiletti (1979), 29. Dinneen (1927), 78, notes the use of Kupia for women of high rank, and for older 
and younger family members. Examples of affectionate use in this thesis are P.Kell. 1 .Gr.71;
P.Oxy.14.1774; SB 12.10840; 14.11588; 14.11881; P.Wisc.2.74; possibly P.Bour.25.

60 Eg from this thesis, P.Abinn.34; P.Herm.17; P.Oxy. 12.1952; SB 18.13612. Also P.Abinn.32 (C4); 
P.Lond.3.981 (C4).

61 See Note di Aggiomamento, 434, in Naldini (1968,1998).
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phrase with the personal pronoun occurs only in Christian texts62. Ĥ mv signals that 

the mothers also are Christian.

Athanasias prays for the mothers’ health to the Lord our God, rcpo jxev rcdvToov evxoixe 

(= e'uxô iai) T(p [.] K<u>pico fijxcov 0ecp oXoKprpeiv (= oXoKtoipeiv) Kai ijevev (= uyiaiveiv) 

ae, II.3f; and again with the closing prayer formula, eproaGe ae etixoiie (= eppwaGai ae 

£•0x01X01), 1.20, with Kvpia no-u |xr|Tnp (= ̂ fyrep). She also writes, ‘we give thanks to the 

Lord our God’ (eijxapiaTOviiev tco Kupi© [fijxrav] Geqj), 1.7, again without nomina sacra. 

To whom ‘we’ refers is not known. No other person is named with her. It may be an 

example of Athanasias’ fluid use of singular and plural forms. The thanks are offered 

for God’s protection until now (id rix; apxi apyxripeiL), I.863, and are given as the reason 

that the mothers should not be anxious (̂ fi aycova (= aycovia) ouv en ejiou), I.664.

The appeal against anxiety and an extensive series of greetings65 form the content of the 

letter.

Youtie notes that in 1.5 there is insufficient space for the nine letters of the first editor’s 

reconstruction ‘I kiss your feet’ (rcpoocncvY© T9vg ixo8ag vnoov)66. He proposes Ttpoacncyycp vixep 

ryimv (= u|id5v), perhaps ‘I bow down in worship on behalf of you’. npooKuveco is only rarely 

attested in the papyri and does not appear to be equivalent to 7tpocnct>vTin.a Tioieco67. Its 

construction with mep is not otherwise attested in the papyri from the second century BCE to 

the fifth century AD 68 and makes the proposal unlikely. The verb occurs most frequently in

62 The DDBDP  attests only 2 references to ‘the Lord our God’, this text and P.Abinn.5 (342-351) 
written by a Christian. ‘Our gods’ appears only in the phrase ‘our ancestral gods’, BGU 2.362 (215); 
P.Laur.2.41 (C3); P.Mich.3.212 (C2/3); P.Oslo 3.159 (C3); P.Strasb.5.464 (210-231); Stud.Pal.20.61
(C3). P.Oxy.59.3993 (C2/3) refers to ‘your god’. See also Tibiletti (1979), 51.

63 Youtie (1973c), 898, proposes awnipe<v> for <xu<v>cmfipe, ed.pr., the latter verb not attested
elsewhere, corrected to awnpei, Youtie (1974), 41; BL 7.29; Youtie (1973c), 898, also suggests 
id cbq apxi (= eax; apxi) for Tad*; apxv, ed.pr.

64 Youtie (1974), 41; BL 7.29. Naldini (1968, 1998), 147, no.26, reads (xfj dycov<v>a oijv nepv jiou, BL 
6.23, corrected to jj.fi dycov<v>a ouv eix’ enou, in Note di Aggiomamento, 434.

65 Athanasias greets 18 people by name, plus unnamed children and opouq (= okovc,) toxn; \)|xmv kot’ 
ovoiia, 11.21 f. Youtie (1974), 41, n.25, from a photograph, accepts H'aiova rather than his proposed 
itaxepa in Youtie (1973c), 383, n.35, although he considers it still possible.

66 Youtie (1974), 41, n.25 (my translation). Naldini (1968, 1998), 147, no.26, accepted the first editor’s 
reading. The action em zovc, rcoSaq npoaxwecD is rejected in Acts 10.25

67 It occurs absolutely in the sense ‘worship’ in P.0xy.7.1070 (C3); P.Ross.Georg.5.27 (C4). Absolute 
use meaning ‘bow in adoration’ occurs in P.Tebt.2.416 (C3). P.0xy.7.1070 (C3) has ti ... e\>xfi... 
npggicvY?}., H-4-8, of prayer being offered. CPR 2.19 (C1/2) uses both expressions: 7ipoCTK\>veco of 
greeting, npooKwrma noieco of an act of worship. On proskynema, see 150 below.

68 From a search of the DDBDP. The construction is not in LSJ, s.v.
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relation to people, meaning ‘greet’ or ‘kiss’69. Naldini without explanation proposes ‘I greet you’ 

(jtpocncvY<» fpcov (= ij|j.cov))70 but TtpocncDveco is not attested with the genitive71. A photo of the 

papyrus indicates a gap between npoaoKvy® and ripov. Another possible reading may be 

TtpoacTKyvcp oyiv tijjubv (= \)|xmv), ’I kiss your face’72. The phrase is addressed explicitly to ‘my 

lady mother’ but uses the plural fprov (= \>m.cov). It is an example of the linguistic confusions of 

the text.

The opening formula xro 8etvi napa xou 8eivo<; xaipeiv uses a construction common to official 

documents and occurs elsewhere only in BGU 3.94873. Athanasias closes her letter with 

‘farewell’ (Sieuxuxei), I.22 , a word that occurs regularly in petitions to people with authority and 

high status but which is replaced by eppoooo or eppdxjBai ae e-û ô ai in letters. Athanasias uses 

both. She, then, knows public documentary conventions and appears to adopt a consciously 

elevated tone in her letter. The circumstances that give rise to her knowledge are not 

indicated. It may be that her scribe interpolated these forms, but such a confusion of 

epistolographic conventions would be unusual.

The letter is dated to the late third or early fourth century on the basis of the handwriting and 

names, a number of which are attested for the first time in this text74. The editor concludes 

from the unskilled handwriting, the unconventional formulae and ‘crude language’ that the 

letter is penned by Athanasias herself and not by a professional scribe75. This is possible but

not necessary. The most that can be said is that the person physically writing the letter is 

unskilled. The unconventionality may be by design, an expression of Athanasias’ creativity or 

the adopting of a particular position in relation to the mothers.

Athanasias moves from plural to singular forms76. She writes xalq tcupiaic; p.o\> liTycepan;

(= n.Tycpdcriv), 1.1, but in 1.4 Kupia |icn> l̂ixtip (= nfjxep), and on the verso xrj KDpvqt nxn> nrycpi n ap ’ 

’AOayagiali;] -rife fruyaxpoq, I.23. T|icov occurs at II.5, 19, 22 and ae at II.4, 20. The interchange 

of singular and plural forms may reflect shifts in Athanasias’ conscious address. It is common 

in the papyri. The nature of the maternal relationships cannot be determined, but the mother in 

the address may be literal and certainly the relationship is distinctive such that no

69 P.Giss.22 (C2); SB 5.8091 (C3); P.Oxy.12.1592 (C3/4); P.Herm.8 (C4); P.Lond.6.1929 (C4); 
P.Lond.3.1244 (C4). A search of the DDBDP indicates that of 84 uses of the verb, 80 are in relation to 
people, almost always with the accusative.

70 Note di Aggiomamento, Naldini (1968,1998), 434.

71 From a search of the DDBDP.

72 The phrase occurs in P.Mil.Vogl.1.24 (117); P.Giss.22 (98-138); P.Lund.2.4 (C3); SB 6.9636 (136).

73 See on the text above.

74 ’fipvyevia is attested from C3/4; Aeuicila occurs only here; KaXortoq appears from C4; mx,aA.i|}ev 
first occurs here, with 'HXaX found in C4 and C5.

75 Also Naldini (1968,1998), 146, no.26.

76 Ed.pr. suggests the plurals are expressions of respect but notes that such use is unique to this text.
Similarly Naldini (1968,1998), 148, note to l.lwho suggests a parallel to naxepec, which, however, is 
not a ‘plural of respect’ but a masculine noun including the feminine;.
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accompanying name is required for identification77. Clearly not all uses are literal but whether
78

they refer to spiritual relationships is unclear .

P.Bour.25=P.Sel.Pap.1.65, C4 or C5, Provenance: Apameia; BL 2.2.35; 3.32; 7.31

This letter ‘to my lady and longed-for aunt’ (leupia nou K a i e7iirco0f|XTi 0eia), 1.1, whose 

name on the verso is Horeina, sister of Apollonios, is from Tare, daughter of your 

sister Allous’ (Tdpri Guyaxrip dSe^fjq c o d  ’AM.o'uxoq), l.1f.

Tare’s ev 0(e)cp xaipeiv, I.3, with nomen sacrum, indicates that she is Christian. She 

also reckons time by a Christian festival, duo xwv ndcx®(v)79,1.7. The implication of 

the greeting ‘in God’, use of a nomen sacrum and Christian time reference is that 

Horeina is also Christian. A shared belief alone renders the communications 

meaningful.

Tare opens with a common variation of the standard opening prayer, for health and 

good cheer (rcpo 7tavxo<; euxop.ai xcp 0(e)c5 uyiaivoDoav ce Kai et)0'u|io'uaav dTtoXapeiv xa 

nap’ ejLio-u ypajijiaxa)80, II.4-6. She adds an emphatic ‘for this is my prayer’ (amri yap 

M-ov eaxiv eii>xT|), 1.6. Tare closes with a variation of a prayer formula that appears from 

the fourth century, eppcofievryv ae o K(iipio)<; SiatjruA.axxoi jiaKpoiq Kai eipriviKoiq 

Xpovoic;, 11.16-18, using the nomen sacrum.

The date of the letter is debated. On palaeographical grounds, the original editor dates it to the 

fifth century. Schubart, on the same grounds, dates it to the fourth century81 as do Naldini82 

and Tibiletti83. O’Callaghan dates it again to the fifth century but gives no reason84. Given the 

uncertainty of palaeographical dating and until more certainty is achieved, the letter is included 

for completeness.

77 Kinship terms without names in prescripts and addresses are almost always literal to the end of C3, 
occurring for identification. From C4, particularly in Christian letters, ‘rules’ for the use of kinship terms 
are less certain, Dickey (2004), 165. Given that ‘mother’ and ‘daughter’ are more frequently literal than 
‘father’ or ‘brother’, and given the need for identification, a literal sense is likely.

78 On the use of familial terms for non-kin, see Dickey (2004); Arzt-Grabner (2002); Naldini (1968, 
1998), 15f; Tibiletti (1979), 31f; Judge (1982). For discussion, see 224f, 229, 233, 235f below.
79

On to 7ido%a, see 196, n.127 below. The genitive plural is not attested elsewhere and may allude to 
the multiple days of the festival.
80 .  

In the papyrus: Tipo 7iavxo<; e u /o iie  t co Geco -uyiEvouaav c e  k c u  etiGun.o-oaav dnoXapav t o  n ap ' e ^o u  
Ypd|i,|iaTa.

81 Schubart (1928), 2 2 2 .

82 Naldini (1968, 1998), 307-309, no.78.

83 Tibiletti (1979), 17.

84 O'Callaghan (1963), 88, no. 16.
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The content of Tare’s letter is to inform Horeina of Allous’ death and Tare’s subsequent

circumstances. Allous had been ‘my whole family’ (oXov to yevoq hod awn V). I-1085. Tare now

is ‘desolate86, having no one in a strange land’ (einva (= eneiva) epimoq, [̂ii]6eva exovaa eni 

£evoiq TOicoiq), 11.11f. She asks her aunt to remember her and, if she finds anyone, to send to 

her.

Tare sends one greeting to her family as a group, jipooayopeue rcaaav rfiv avyyeviav 

(= CTvyyeveiav) fpmv, ll.14f. She includes no greetings from anyone with her.

P.Edmonstone=Chr.Mitt.361,12 January 355, Provenance: Elephantine; BL 

7.123; 11.137

This text is classified as a manumissio per epistulam87 but also has features of a 

manumissio inter amicos, particularly with its five witnesses. The document is from 

Aurelia Terouterou, daughter of Pasmes and Tsenpachnoumis, to Aurelius 

Sarapammon, whose mother is Tapamon, and to Tkales, whose mother is Thaesis, 

and to her daughter, Aurelia Lousia88 who have been her slaves on the basis of a 

part share (yevofievoi<q> not 8o'6Xoi<<;> -urcep to-u empdXA,ovTo<; neporx;, a<|)iKevai tibiae; 

eAeuBepoix; toG e7cipdXXovx6q |ioi nepo-ug), II.5f, 7. Terouterou acts with an assistant, 

her husband, Aurelius Dorotheos, who writes for her as she is illiterate.

The part ownership of slaves is attested in Egypt from Ptolemaic times and is frequent in the

Christian Era89. The use of Aurelius/a for Sarapammon and Lousia suggests that they were at 

one time free citizens90. The manumission of the three further suggests that they are a family 

group91. The age of Lousia is unknown. The text does not indicate the owner/s of the other

85 On this punctuation, and reconstruction in the previous phrase of |ie0’ [ejaimiq as \izx enavri\<;, see 
Schubart (1928), 222; O'Callaghan (1963), 90.

86 In Christian thought epimoq connotes a place of desolation and testing, G. Kittel, epii|io<;’ in TDNT  
2.657ff. On Christian êvvreva, see 91 f below.

87 Biezunska-Malowist (1977), 2.143f. Roman manumission was either formal or informal, Coleman-
Norton (1966), 1.72. Formal manumission involved a ransom and the 5% tax, resulted in citizenship 
and took different forms: manumissio censu, manumissio vindicta, manumissio testamento the most 
frequent, and, in C4, manumissio in ecclesia. In Egypt, manumissions before the agoranomos were 
subject to Graeco-Egyptian law and also frequent, eg P.Oxy. 1.48; 49, Taubenschlag (1955), 97f. 
Informal manumission, manumissio per epistulam; manumissio inter amicos, or by inviting a slave to 
dinner, did not result in citizenship.

88 The naming of all 3 slaves by their mothers contrasts with Terouterou’s identification by her father 
and mother. Identification by the mother’s name is common also in magical texts.

89 Eg P.Oxy.4.722 (91 or 107), the manumission of 1/3 part of a slave, the other 2/3 being already 
freed; PSI 5.452 (C4); P.Lips.1.26 (C4); P.Oxy.44.3197 (C3). See also Biezunska-Malowist (1977), 
1.139; 2.123f.

90 People became slaves through poverty, kidnapping, warfare, piracy and infant exposure, Harrill
(1995), 30. Self-sale is infrequent.

91 On the family life of slaves, their vulnerability to separation and economic benefit to slave-owners, 
see Bradley (1987), 47-80.
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share/s but they are likely to be member/s of Terouterou’s family since her share came 

through her mother’s will, I.892. The slave or free status of the other portion/s of the slaves is 

not indicated. Their religious belief is unknown.

Terouterou’s Christian belief is suggested by her reference to the all-merciful God in 

her statement, ‘under Earth and Sky in accordance with the godliness of the all- 

merciful God’ (wto Tfjv xal Oupavov k o t ’ eixrepiav (= evaePeiav) t [o]"u rcaveAerpovoc; 

0eo\j), II.7f, without nomen sacrum, who, she implies, sets the standards for her 

behaviour. ‘All-merciful’ appears to be attested only in Christian texts93 and makes a 

Christian classification most likely. It is noteworthy that Terouterou frees her slaves 

calling on Earth and Heaven94. This formula of manumission is common and appears 

to have largely lost its religious content95.

Terouterou gives two reasons for her decision to free the slaves. The first is as a reward, for 

‘the good will and love and, in addition, service, good will and affection’ the slaves have shown 

her over time, to which she refers twice (Kai av0’ cov eve8ei^oxj0e (= eve8eii;ao0e) |ioi Kara 

Xpovov evvoiaq Kai OTOpyfiq en  te Kai wnpecn.at;, a\>Toi tco xpovcp eveSeî cov (= eveSei^av) poi 

etivoiav Kai cjnXoaTopyeiav), 11.9, 16. Freedom in exchange for loyalty, compliance and 

outstanding service is frequent in manumission documents96 and appears as a powerful tool in

the control of slaves97. Terouterou also uses the language of recompense and exchange,

Kai av0’ cov eve8eii;axj0e (= eveSel âaGe) |ioi, Kai avroi tco xpovcp eveSev̂ cov (= eveSei âv) poi 

euvotav Kai îXooTopyeiav, Ka[i] avrni d|ioip6|i£vo<; (= d|j.Eipo|i.evTi) Taq duoiPaq ekcov (= eKOTjaa) 

Kai Tce7iic|ievTi f)Kov eiq nivSe t hv eteuGepiav, II.9, 16f. Terouterou’s second reason is that she 

has been persuaded by the slaves to free them, ei>8oKeiv yap Kai 7tei0eo0ai e|ie ttiv 

eX ûOepoijvTa (= eXe\>0epofiaav) Toiq eleu0epou|i.evoi(; evq TT|v8e [t]tiv eXeuGepcociv f[Keiv Toiq 

eA£u0epounevoi<;, 11.11f. Explicitly included in the freedom are any future female children, 1.13.

Terouterou does not refer to a ransom. Such payments are regular in manumission 

documents to compensate the owner for the loss of labour98. Terouterou grants her slaves 

freedom also without operae and obsequium common in Roman manumissions and

92 See also P.Oxy.3.491 (126); 3.492 (130); BGU 7.1654 (after 133).

93 See 106f below.
94

A similar invocation is in the Christian manumission, P.Kell.1 .Gr.48 (C4), yno Ava n\v "HJuov, 1.5, 284 
below. See also P.Oxy.4.722 (91 or 107).
95

Biezunska-Malowist (1977), 2.144. The formula is regular in manumissions before an agoranomos.
96

Bradley (1987), 83, who notes 2 other reasons that occur regularly: the owner’s desire for esteem; 
and generosity for its own sake, the latter being least frequent.

97 See Bradley (1987), 81-112.
98

Stipulations of ongoing service to heirs and payment of money appear regularly in wills, eg Digest of 
Justinian 40.7.3.1; 40.7.4.2, 4. See also Biezunska-Malowist (1977), 2.147; Bradley (1994), 160. 
Testamentary manumissions regularly contain no ransom clause.
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expressed in Egypt as 7capap.ovf| contracts". Freedom without compensation generally is a 

reward for a particularly meritorious act100. Terouterou does not refer to a specific deed, but to 

long-standing service. It is noteworthy that Terouterou anticipates criticism from her heirs, 1.15.

P.Grenf.1.53=Chr.Wilck.131, C4, Provenance: Unknown101; BL 3.70; 6.46; 7.62

This papyrus includes two letters written by Artemis, the first to her husband 

Theodoras, a soldier away from home102, the second, within the first, to Sarapion also 

called Isidores, a fellow-soldier.

Artemis greets Theodoulos, ev 0e<a, 1.1103, without nomen sacmm. ’Ev 0eco identifies 

her as Christian104. Her use of the Christian phrase suggests that Theodoras is also 

Christian105. Additional evidence for a Christian milieu occurs in the letter to Sarapion 

in Artemis’ reference to ‘the presbyters of the church’ (x[o]\>[q] rcpeap-uTepoui; n\q

eKicA,T|aia<;), ll.22f, as authorities respected by Sarapion and herself. It suggests that 

Sarapion also is Christian.

Artemis opens her letter with a variation of the standard prayer for health to the Lord 

God, Tipo jxev TidvToov e'uxop.cti taj Kupico 0eqj, ot iox; oA.oicA.Tipo’GvTd ae drcoA,dpo|j.ev 

(= drcoXdpconev), II.3-5, without nomina sacra. It is consistent with Christian belief but 

not an indicator of it. Artemis uses the standard closing prayer, eppwaa0ai 

(= eppcoaOai) ae ei)%o^ai, ll.7f, though in the middle of her letter.

99 Eg P.Oxy.3.494 (C2). Other examples are found in Wiedemann (1981,1988), 3, 42-44, 46-49, 105,
120. On Tcapanovii contracts, see P.0xy.9.1205 at 357 below. Whether payment of a ransom 
exempted a freed person from obligations to an ex-owner is debated and depends on a legal question 
about the slave’s peculium and its use in the payment, Harrill (1995), 164.

100 Digest of Justinian 40.2.15.1.

101 Winter (1933), 156-158; BL 3.70, proposes extensive corrections based on a photograph. A 
number are standard corrections of spelling and grammar. Those that bear critically on my study are: 
1.12 [’AXXJoik; not apa; 1.17 ypd<t>[ei(;] not ypa<|>ei; 1.21 f ouygtyeiv; I.24 ai 5t>o not a’iSe; I.29 Zou%dpcp not 
aou xapco; I.38 8ii[X,dxjai] verso Tt(apa) tow uiou not na[pa -rife cru|x][P]io-u. Further corrections appear in 
Naldini (1968, 1998), 241-244; BL 6.46:1.12 ’AXXqniq; 1.15 edvf|<; (=fjo0a) not Tavfiq; I.28 ea\m)<v>
ya<8>£vrdvav. They are adopted.

102 This letter is evidence of Christians in the military in C4. See P. M. Brennan, ‘Jupiter Dolichenus 
and religious life in the Roman army1 in ND  4.118-126 with bibliography.

103 Eg also from this thesis, P.Harr.1.107 (C3); P.Bour.25 (C4); P.Wisc.2.76 (C4); P.0xy.31.2109 (C4); 
34.2731 (C4); 63.4365 (C4); 56.3862 (C5).

104 The phrases ev Gem and ev tcupiq) occur in Christian and Manichean texts. Where there are no 
Manichean elements, the phrases are taken to indicate Christian belief. See the Introduction to
P.Kell.5.Copt., p.73; Tibiletti (1979), 29f; Wipszycka (1974), 205. See also 28f above.

105 On marriage within the Christian community, see 206f below.
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The overt content of Artemis’ letter is the sending106 of the letter and a cloak to Theodoras 

through a fellow-soldier, Apon, perhaps Apion. The real content is the letter to Sarapion which 

Theodoras is intended to read.

The structure of Artemis’ letter to her husband is unusual. The closing prayer is followed by 

greetings from Theodoras’ children, then a statement that a certain Allous threatens 

Theodoras because he does not greet her in letters. Allous’ relationship with Theodoras is 

unknown but her reaction illustrates the meaningfulness of greetings and their importance in

maintaining relationships107. Despite Theodoras’ neglect, Allous greets him, 1.12. After the 

greeting is the letter to Sarapion, followed by an appeal to Theodoras for his help, urging him 

to show the letter ‘to him’, Sarapion (icai 8el xa ypd|i|iaTa cnrcdk §ti[X.dxrai]) 1.36. The letter to 

Theodoras acts as an inclusio to the second letter. Its nature is uncertain. It appears 

embedded108 rather than copied, given Artemis’ command that it be shown. However, while 

Artemis addresses Sarapion, she does not greet him or pray for him, as occurs in the letter to 

Theodoras. This seems to follow the pattern of quoted letters which omit or abbreviate 

greetings and prayer109, or it may be a function of the anger she displays in the text. 

Embeddedness seems more likely.

The text of Sarapion’s letter is obscure110. Artemis rehearses what apparently is common 

knowledge, ‘how the two (daughters) burst out saying, “We want husbands” and how Loukra 

was found with her lover making herself a harlot’, (av8pe<; 0eXo(xev Kai rcdx; e-upe6n fi Aoikpa 

7tapa tov (i o i xov airriiq Ttoiotiaa eaurn<v> yaeiTavav (= ya<8>eixdvav)), 11.24-27. Artemis calls on 

Sarapion to confirm the story from ‘the presbyters of the church’. Whether Artemis is 

responsible for the girls is unclear. Sarapion has written accusing Artemis and possibly others, 

ypd^eiq] 8e %uv dx; ex0a|ifkDv %i.d<;, 11.17f, of being a ‘seductress’ (oiKo<t>0epou<;

(= otKo<t>66pou<;)), ll.19f111. Artemis counter-accuses him of ‘madness’ (drcovoia) twice, 11.15, 17. 

The church presbyters also are indignant with Artemis because of her charge against 

Soucharos112, and she proceeds to cast aspersions on his birth and status.

The trading of recriminations in strong language, ‘madness’ (arcovoia), 11.15, 17, ‘harlotries, 

prostitute’ (ta Tiopveunara, t ov poixov, yaeuavav (= ya<5>eiTavav)), ll.20f, 27, 28, ‘seducers’ 

(oiKo<t>0opo\x;), 1.19, and the insinuations of II.30-36 with their arrogance and denigration of

106 enEHya js read as an epistolary aorist.

107 See also Aline’s distress when her daughter, Heliodora, does not greet her, P.Giss.78 (116).
Numbers of private letters are little more than a series of greetings, eg P.Berl.Zill.1 2 , above.

108 For the category, White (1981b), 12.

109 White (1981b), 1 2 .

110 ‘lm einzelnen bleibt von dem Kauderwalsch der Artemeis noch vieles unklar’, ed., 157.

111 A feminine form is not attested in LSJ, s.v.
112

Following the reconstruction in Winter (1933), 157, n.4, by which the presbyters are the subjects of
<j)0ovo\jcnv, I.29. The name Eot>xapo<; is unattested but makes sense of the difficult crou xapco and
provides the antecedent for euyevocrrepoi;, I.33. Montserrat (1966), 116, makes the daughters the
subject of <)>0ovo{jaiv but offers no subsequent translation, 116. It leaves eiiyevoaiepoq without referent.
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slaves speak of relationships between Christians and of attitudes that are unsurprising but far 

from the ideals of ‘Scripture’113.

The daughters of Sarapion are likely to be Christians given their father’s belief. A standard of 

behaviour is expected of the daughters that does not include demanding, avSpeq 0eX.op.ev, I.25, 

or being Ttapa t ov jioixov avriV; noio'Oaa eatmj<v> yaeixavav (= ya<8>eixdvav), ll.27f. A sexual 

connotation is clear in napa.

Winter notes that the same hand writes both the recto and verso of the letter, ending with 

rc(apd) xou mou. Artemis then is known not to have written the letter with her own hand. It is 

not known whether she is illiterate114.

P.Herm.17, C4, Provenance: Unknown; BL 10.85f

This is a letter from Leuchis, daughter of Malamos, ‘to my lord, the devout Apa 

Johannes’ (tco Kupiw (iou Beaxjepfj (= Geoaepel) '’Ana ’Icoavriv (= ’Icoavvi])), 1.1. The 

epithet "AnarAnna appears in the fourth century as a title of respect for monastics 

and clergy, particularly in their role as ‘spiritual father’.

Leuchis’ approach to Apa Johannes, a Christian ascetic, and her attitude of respect 

for him make it highly likely that she is Christian. Her references to God, ixexa t o v  

0edv, 8ia t o v  Geov, II. 3, 6115, without the nomen sacmm, are consistent with Christian 

belief but 0eo<; is also common in pagan texts. Leuchis’ letter contains no opening or 

closing prayer, but their use declines in the late fourth and fifth centuries116.

The date of this text has been debated. The original editor dated it palaeographically to the 

fifth century117. The text on the recto, written prior to Leuchis’ letter118, is dated 

palaeographically to the sixth century. The compromise date for Leuchis’ letter became C5/6. 

Dating on the basis of handwriting alone is notoriously uncertain. C. Zuckerman argues that 

the handwriting of P.Herm.17 ‘could just as well be of the fourth (century)’119. He also 

considers a fourth-century date for the recto text ‘palaeographically possible’. J. Gascou likens

the script to P.Neph.3 (C4)120. A fourth-century date allows this letter to be included in the

113 Eg Matthew 18.15-35; Philippians 2.1-4; James 2.1-7.

114 See 11-19 especially 15f above for women’s literacy.

115 In the papyrus, (lexa xd>v Geov, 8ia tdbv Qecov.

116 Harding (1985).

117 Accepted in Wolff (1966), 412.

118 The text takes up a larger papyrus sheet.

119 Zuckerman (1995), 188.

120 From a letter dated 23 April 1989, cited by Zuckerman (1995).



archive of Apa Johannes dated to the end of the fourth century121. It was originally excluded

solely on the basis of its palaeographical dating. I accept Zuckerman’s argument.

Leuchis uses effusive terms of esteem for Apa Johannes, more common in the fifth and later

centuries but also found in the late fourth century, including the other texts of the archive122.

Johannes is 0eoae|3fiq, 1.1. Her request that ‘your compassion reach to me too’ (Kane (= Kai 

ejie) <|>0dcn (=<t>0acrrO f) eterpGxyDyTiv (= eXenM-ocruvTi) god), 1.3, arises from Leuchis’ conviction

that ‘your kindness embraces all who are powerless’ (fi xpriaxamixd (= xptiaxoTnq) god 

KaxeXapev rcavxaq xoDq (id (= pr\) §DvanevoDq), I.2, among whom Leuchis reckons herself on the

basis of her marital status and gender, ‘for I am a widow and a woman’ (em (= ercei) %f|pa ydvti 

eijii), I.6123.

In a further statement of her powerlessness, Leuchis says, ‘after God I look for your 

help’ (jxexa tcbv (= t o v ) Geov xfiv aqv |5of|6iav (= Pof|Geiav) rcpoaScoKw (= rcpocSoKaj)), II.3f. 

Such appeals occur in Christian and pagan papyri124.

Leuchis appeals to Apa Johannes to ask the tribune, Gounthos, to have certain women 

removed from her house (iva â iaxrrig xov xpiftoDvov xov TodvOov Kai apxi aiixdc; and xriq oiKiaq

hod125), II.4f. The editor suggests the women are licensed exaipai whom Leuchis has been

forced to billet.

Leuchis closes her letter with the urgent imperative, ‘my lord, do this for God’s sake’ 

(Ktipie nov, 8ia t c o v  Gecov 7tt>ei(= t o v  Geov rcoiei)), 1.6, also found in Christian and pagan 

texts126.

P.Kell.1.Gr.32,28 October 364, Provenance: Kellis

This text is a lease taken by Aurelia Marsis for ‘one room’ (iceM-ay |dav), 1.11, in the 

house of Aurelius Psais.

121
The archive consists of P.Herm.7-10 and 7, Coptic letters edited by W. Crum and listed in n.22, 

Zuckerman (1995), 189. Possibly also SB 18.13612=P.Lond.3.1014 below; P.Lond.3.981; 
P.Amh.2.145. Zuckerman outlines Apa Johannes’ role and argues for his identity with John of 
Lycopolis. On the archive, see also van Minnen (1994).
122

For similar appeals to ascetics, see P.Herm.7 (C4); 10 (C4); PSI 13.1342 (330-350); SB 18.13612 
(C4); by ascetics to secular authority, see P.Abinn.32 (C4).
123

For similar statements of women’s disadvantage, see P.Neph.18; SB 14.11881 below.

124 For other examples, see P.Abinn.34 above.

125 In the papyrus: iva a îqxng xcov xpiPoDvcov xcov rowSov. ToDvOoq is attested in Preisigke (1967) and 
Foraboschi (1967-1971), s.v., eg P.0xy.1.120 (C4); SB 5.7621 (324). Remondon (1972) translates, 
‘that you request the tribune of the Goths’, with no reason for his alterations which are not obviously 
related to phonetic spellings or other shifts in Koine use. Zuckerman (1995), 188, notes that a Gothic 
army unit was in Egypt under Theodosius I (c.379).

126 The phrase is frequent in demotic appeals to Zenon from C3 BCE. Other examples include 
P.Abinn.19 (C4) at 244f below; P.Giss.54 (C4/5); P.Cair.Masp.1.67070 (C6).
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The lease specifies that Marsis pay two artabas of wheat for the year127. Rent paid in kind is 

usually for a room for storage, here of wheat, rather than for living128. It suggests that Marsis 

owns or leases agricultural land129. Marsis and Psais, though both from Kellis, are resident in

Aphrodite, possibly among those who migrated among villages and towns in the fourth century 

for financial reasons130. Marsis acts without a guardian or assistant.

The text ends ‘I, Aurelius Jacob131 son of Besis the presbyter, reader of the catholic 

church132 wrote for her since she is illiterate’ (’Aupf|Axo<; ’IcxkwP Bficnoq np(eaPmepot)) 

avayvcooTnq KaBoA-udy; eKeX.ricn.aq (= eKicA,T|<ria<;) eypa\|/a iwiep auxfiq ypd|x|iaxa jifi 

ei5mry;) II.20-23133. The involvement of the reader suggests that Marsis is a Christian 

and a member of the ‘catholic church’ of Aphrodite134. Kellis had both a catholic 

Christian135 and a Manichean community136. It is unlikely that Marsis is a Manichee.

P.Lond.6.1926, mid C4, Provenance: Kynopolis; BL 9.149

This letter from Valeria to Appa Paphnouthios, a Christian ascetic, 11.9-11, is one of 

seven in the archive of Paphnouthios137.

Valeria is a Christian. She greets Appa Paphnouthios ev Xpioxw, I.4, without nomen 

sacrum, a rare phrase in greetings in the papyri138, as is her description of

127 About 0.25 solidus, ed.pr., 95.

128 H. -J. Drexhage, Preise, Mieten/Pachten, Kosten und Ldhne im r&mischen Agypten 78, 90, 92-96,
106 cited by the editor, 95.

129 Other women who own and lease agricultural land appear in P.Col.7.176 (325); P.Charite 7, 8 (347, 
348); P.Neph.18; P.0xy.6.903; 48.3406; Stud.Pal.20.86 (all C4). On women owning land, see 
P.Lond.3.1119a at 336ff below.

130 Keenan (2001), who notes that most migration is in and out of cities, rather than between villages, 
and involves people of all classes.
131

Jacob is an example of Hebrew scriptural, including patriarchal, names used by Christians in C4 for 
their children, Williams (1997).
132

On KaGoXucoq, see 176, n.8 below; on the role of readers, see 176f below.

133 For women and literacy see 11-19 especially 15f above.

134 A  church in Aphrodite is known at least from early C4. A bishop of the city is cited in Athanasius’ 
‘twelfth festal letter1, so-called although Athanasius did not issue a twelfth letter. See his Festal 
Epistles. Also Hamack (1908), 2.174, n.1.

135 P.Kell.1.Gr.24; 58.

136 Lieu (1994), 87-89. Some 3000 Coptic and Greek Manichean fragments from House 3 indicate a 
Manichean community from late C3 to the 380s.

137 P.Lond.6.1923-1929. On the community, see Goehring (1997), 68-73. Bell, ed.pr., concludes that 
Paphnouthios is an ‘orthodox Catholic’, 100-103. Goehring considers the community Melitian, as do 
Kramer and Shelton, editors of P.Neph.; also Bagnall (1993a), 308. But the classification is not certain, 
Vivian (2004), 242. Paphnouthios is known for his prayer, healing and holiness, especially 6.1926,
1928 and 1929. His circle includes an Athanasius, possibly bishop of Alexandria, P.Lond.6.1929.

138 See 112f below.
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Paphnouthios, ‘Christ-bearing’ (xp-naxô opco (= xpiaxo<t>opcp)), 1.1139. She alludes to the 

‘NT’ in 11.17-19, ‘even if in body I have not come to your feet, in spirit I have come to 

your feet’ (el Kai ev aconaxi o t j k  f)Ka napa xoix; no8a<; aot> ev nvet)|J.aii f)Ka npoq xoix; 

no5a<; aou)140, recalling 1 Corinthians 5.3 and Colossians 2.5. Alongside the language 

of ‘father’ ([x]inicoxaxe ndxip (=naxep), xi)iiioxdxcp (= xifiicoxaxco) naxpi), II.27, 28, Valeria 

calls herself ‘daughter’ (napa xfjq ©vyaxpoq OuaAepiaq), I.28. This is almost certainly a 

spiritual relationship.

Valeria asks Paphnouthios to pray ‘to Christ that I may receive healing’ (exfiô q 

(= aixf|crg<;) noi napa xcp Xpiax© Kai eiaaiv (= iaaiv) A,dpoo), 1.7, ‘for I am beset with a 

severe illness in a breathing difficulty’ (̂ eydA/ri yap voaco nepiKei^ai 5uanvoia<; Seivfjq), 

11.11f141. She sees Paphnouthios as someone with spiritual power: ‘by those 

practising and observant of religious discipline revelations are shown’ (xwv yap 

daKo-uvxcov Kai 0pr|CKeu6vxcov anoKaX'uvia.axa SiKveovxe (= dnoKaAun^axa SeiKvuovxai)), 

11.9-11. It is noteworthy that the immediate object of Valeria’s trust is not God and 

God’s healing power but Paphnouthios and his spiritual power: ‘thus I believe that 

through your prayers I may receive healing’ (oi3xco<; n[i]axei>co 8ia xcov aa>v eiixdjv 

eiaaiv (= iaaiv) XanPavco), II.8f, and otixocx; yap neniaxeuKa Kai niaxe-uco oxi eav e-û g 

enavco fiov eiaaiv (= iaaiv) Xanpavco, 11.13-15142. Valeria also asks that Paphnouthios 

‘mention them (her daughters, Bassiana and Theoklia) in your holy prayer’ (|m|o0r|xi 

amwv ev xfj ayiq. aou npoaeuxxi), 11.21 f. Similarly Paphnouthios is to pray for her 

husband who is not named (e-uxtou] enavco a-uxou), 1.24. There is no specific content 

to these requests.

Valeria prays for Paphnouthios the standard closing, epp«a0ai ae e-uxo|iai, xî icoxaxe 

ndxep143, l.26f.

Bell notes that the letter exhibits the poorest orthography and grammar in the archive, that the 

same hand writes the body of the letter and the final greeting, and that Valeria is the only

woman writer and therefore likely to be less educated. He concludes that Valeria herself writes

139 See 97 below.

140 In the papyrus: ev ice ev acoiian o v k  lica napa xouq no8aq c[o]u ev 7rveiin.aTi elica jipo<; xovq 7to[S]a<; cou.

141 In the papyrus: lieyaXco yap voaco rcepi.ia|j.e Sucmvfiaq 8ivf\q. On voaoq as severe illness; doQeveia as 
less severe illness, see BGU 3.948 above. On healing, see 124-128 below.

142 Use of the perfect tense suggests Paphnouthios’ reputation as a healer, evident in other requests 
for healing, P.Lond.6.1926; 1928; 1929.

143 In the papyrus: ep<p>dxr0e ae eu/ope, [Tjvmcoxax? Ttartip



the letter but that she is a wealthy, educated woman who is unpractised144. Bell’s conclusion is

possible but not necessary. The quality of scribal hands varies as does the scribe’s status 

from being professional to being family or a friend.

P.Neph.18, C4145, Provenance: Unknown; BL 9.173; 11.139

This is a letter from Taouak ‘to my lord brother Eudaimon and my beloved sister Apia 

your wife’ (Kupico ino-u d8eX<t><» E\)5ai|icovt Kai Trj ayarcrixfi d8eA.<t>fi liou 'Aniq aujipicx;

(= OD̂ picp) cov), 11.1-3.

Taouak indicates her Christian belief in her greeting ev K(-upi)co, I.4, using the nomen 

sacmm. ’Ayanritfi a8eX<t>r|, found most frequently in Christian texts, supports the 

classification146. The text was purchased with the rest of the Nepheros archive 

suggesting that Eudaimon, Apia and/or Taouak are associated with the monastery. 

The epithets dSeXxjwq and aSeX<t>f|, 11.1, 2, verso, imply that they are family or members 

of the same community, most probably Melitian147.

Taouak opens her letter with a variation of a conventional prayer formula for health 

and good cheer, eu%ô iai ev xdl<; npoaevxoixq |iou \j|idq dnoXajMv ....to uyiaivovxaq Kai 

e-uGup.o'Dvxaq dno^apelv 8 ia... evxa148, II.5-9. The tautology, ‘I pray in my prayers’ 

(ê xoixai ev xatq Jtpoaeuxaiq)149 and use of rcpoaeuxn150 are unusual in the papyri. The 

letter closes with a greeting that is substantially lost epp[, and may have been 

eppcooGe or the conventional final prayer, eppwaGai tin.dc; eu%o|jm, 1.28,

144 The first editor considers that okoq o oikoc; hod, ll.25f, implies wealth with access to scribes. For 
women’s literacy see 11-19 especially 15f above.

145 Most letters of the archive are undated. Dated letters are from 336/7?, 329, 335, 344. From the 
costs of commodities, P.Neph.8 is dated 352 or after, Bagnall (1989), 74f. The editors suggest 
undated texts most likely derive from after 344, which Bagnall supports, BL 9.173.

146 See 109ff below.

147 Kinship terms in a prescript, being for the addressee/s’ eyes, act as politeness terms. Their non-
literal use increases in C4 with the Christian practice of using them to denote fellow-Christians. 
Taouak’s use of Kupico |xou a5eX<t>q) and tfi aycmTiTn ct8eA.<|>f) of a husband and wife favours a non-literal 
meaning, since brother/sister marriage was banned in 2 12  and there is no evidence of kinship terms 
being especially used for in-laws, Dickey (2004), 163.

148 In the papyrus: eu%onai ev xdxq npoaevxeq jiou %g(q) omoXpiv ....cp ijyeievo(v)xa  ̂Kai 
anoXaPiv 5ia... evxa.

149 The DDBDP  indicates no other uses of euxojiai ev xaiq npocreuxm  ̂and ev xmq ev>xa!q. To the end of 
C4, ev xavq npoaevxaiq appears only in P.Neph.10.14f; P.Lond.6.1929 and Chr.Wilck.130 (all C4).
Each refers to prayer of another. Of 12 occurrences of ev xaiq cuxaiq, 7 are in the Nepheros archive, 
also referring to the prayers of others. P.Oxy.6.939 refers to [xcfic; eu]xai<; fpcov, I.8 ; see 253f below.

150 See 84f below.
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Damage to the text makes its content unclear. It concerns an aroura that Taouak wants to sell 

or lease to Eudaimon and Apia. She has also issued them with six artabas of wheat which she 

wants returned because of the wheat price, but, she says, she is at a disadvantage, ‘I am a 

woman (and) not able to buy (wheat)’ (ywr| o-u 8-uvan.ai dyopdaai), 1.17151. Her meaning is 

unclear since women in the fourth century were legally able to buy wheat. The letter does not 

give sufficient information to determine Taouak’s wealth. The one aroura for lease or sale is a 

small holding if this is Taouak’s total land ownership, but there is no indication that it is152. Six 

artabas of wheat, 60% of the harvest from one aroura in a year and about three months’ food 

supply153, which she has advanced to Eudaimon and Apia, imply a more substantial amount of 

property. If Taouak is a woman of the landowning class whose harvest is sufficient to allow her 

to trade in grain, the limitation because of her gender may be real but is relative rather than 

absolute.

Taouak states, eav dnoGxepite \ie 5r|taogaxe noi Kai o\|/exe rcpoq t o v  0eov, II.24-26. The editors 

understand this as,'... if you defraud me, make plain to me (your response about the aroura) 

and you will see God’, alleging fraud and connoting threat154, which the letter’s affectionate 

tone makes unlikely. The word dnocjTepiTe may be a phonetic misspelling of d7toaTeX.A.f\Te155 

with the sentence to be understood as, ‘... if you send (them = the six artabas of wheat) to me, 

tell me and you will see God’, connoting blessing.

The reason Taouak is confident about seeing God is ‘for we are the treasure/treasury of God’ 

(o yap 0r|aaop6<; to-o 0eo\) f\jjLvc, (= f̂ elq)), ll.26f. Neither the phrase nor the idea occurs 

in the ‘Bible’.

P.0xy.6.903, C4, Provenance: Oxyrhynchus; BL 3.133; 11.145

This text is a statement made by an unnamed woman, Anonyme, perhaps for an 

adjudication of her marital dispute with her husband, Anonymos156. 

Anonyme is a Christian. She attends the church on the Sabbath, aneXQovoa [ei]<; to 

KupictKov ev canPa0co (= aaPPaTco)157, 1.19. She also closes her statement with an 

attestation of truthfulness, ‘God knows’ (Tama 5e oi5ev o 0(eo<;)), 1.37. The statement

151 For other statements of women’s disadvantage, see P.Herm.17 above; SB 14.11881 below.
152

1 aroura=0.27ha. The Hermopolite register attests holdings of 1 aroura and less.
153

It is estimated that 10 arourai supported a family of 4/5 people, Bagnall (1993a), 68 , 116.
154

Eav dTtoaTepiyte ne could be read with the previous statement, but makes little sense and leaves the 
following phrase disconnected.

155 See 92ff below.
156

Amaoutoglou (1995), 26. The hand is ‘elegant’ indicating this is not a draft, Montserrat (1996), 91.

157 For the contested reading ev aan.pa0a> (ed.pr.), see 195, n.115 below; for Christian sabbath 
observance, see 195, n.116 below; for the meaning of t o  Kupiaicov, see 194f below.



is consistent with Christian belief but occurs in both Christian and pagan texts158. 

Anonyme also calls on Anonymos’ mother to attest Anonyme’s truthfulness, 1.31.

Anonyme’s statement is made without a guardian or assistant. It relates to the mistreatment, 

including imprisonment and torture, by her husband of herself, her foster-daughters, her 

slaves, Anonymos’ slaves, his assistant Choous, his agent, the agent’s son and a certain 

Zoilus’ foster-son. Anonymos suspects his wife of stealing his property, a fact denied by those 

he questions even under torture. When Anonyme attends church without him, Anonymos 

objects and shuts the doors of the house against her. He insists that she pay her own corn

taxes159, contrary to custom160. Anonyme clearly thinks her husband should pay the tax.

There is an attempt at reconciliation. Anonymos swears ‘in the presence of the 

bishops and of his own brothers’ (eni Tiapoixria toov enicncoTtcov Kai t<5v dSetafxSv 

a-uto-u), 1.15, to give his wife access to the household keys, a right the husband had 

allowed to his slaves but not her. He promises also he will ‘no longer insult her’ ( o k  

-uppî oo aim)v airevteOGev), 1.17. As a result ‘a marriage contract is drawn up’

(yajiiKov yeyovev), 1.17, suggesting that theirs had been an dypâ oqyd̂ iot;161. The 

contract no doubt commits to writing Anonymos’ promises. Reference to Anonyme’s 

attendance at church is an interesting possibility.

Both Anonyme and Anonymos own slaves, indicating that they are sufficiently wealthy to 

afford them. Two women are named. Zoe is a personal slave to Anonyme (rnv en̂ v 

8ouX,tiv Zcunv) I.5. Anilla is a slave of Anonymos whom he asks Anonyme ‘cast out’ (eic|3ate), 

1.34. If Anonyme refuses to dismiss her Anonymos says he will acquire ‘a mistress’ (rcoXmicfi),

1.37, contrary to any marriage contract. The threat implies that Anilla has been a sexual 

partner to Anonymos162. Anonyme states that her husband ‘persisted in vexing my soul’ about 

her and Anilla seems to have acquired goods from Anonymos, perhaps in return for sexual 

favours although sexual intercourse with a slave required no such compensation163. Anonyme 

refuses to cast her out.

158 Eg P.land.2.11 (C3); PSI 8.895=SB 22.15560 (C3/4); P.Strasb.1.35 (C4/5). Explicit reference to
God as ndp-nx; occurs in P.Lond.3.1244 (C4); P.Oxy.14.1683 (C4). See also Nobbs (1998), 235f; 
Tibiletti (1979), 110.

159 The land belongs to Anonyme, perhaps part of her dowry. Land as dowry becomes possible in the 
Roman period, Pomeroy (1983,1985), especially 304.

160 Pomeroy (1983,1985), 309 argues that given the gendered division of labour, a woman needed her 
husband’s co-operation in managing the agricultural labour and associated taxes.

161 See 209 below.

162 For slaves, male and female, as sexual partners to owners, see Brown (1991), 23f; Pomeroy 
(1975), 192. On 7coXmKT|, see 250 below.

163 Ktdonai does not imply stealing, LSJ, s.v.



Anonymos’ religious belief is difficult to determine. The practice of marriage within a religious 

community164 and his undertakings and oath before the bishops suggest he may be Christian. 

His attitude to his wife’s church attendance, general behaviour to her and possible sexual

relationship with the slave Anilla suggest otherwise165.

P.Oxy.8.1161, C4, Provenance: Oxyrhynchus; BL 6.100

This letter is fragmentary. The names of both sender and receiver are lost, although 

the address on the verso indicates the writer is a8eA,(()flq E...166, and the final 

greeting suggests the recipients are plural left margin.

The surviving text opens ‘... and to our good Saviour and to his beloved Son’ (.. .aq
1R7Kai tg) aYa0[qj rpa>]v acornpi Kai t c o  oi[i]ro (= mco) amov tco fyyaTrniievG)), 11.2-4 . The 

reference to God in terms of ‘his beloved Son’ establishes the writer as Christian.

Anonyme’s prayer concerns help with physical and spiritual dimensions, ‘that they all 

may help our body, soul and spirit’ (o7uo<; omen navxeq p[o]Ti0f|aaxnv fprov xco acopxm, 

xrj \jruxfi, t® |[3xy(e\)(iat)i]] Ttv(e'ujiaT)i), 11.4-7, incorrectly using the nomen sacrum, 

although the extension of its use to the spiritual dimension of the human person is 

understandable. Nonetheless, it suggests that Anonyme only partially understands its 

significance168. Unusually, Anonyme includes herself and possibly ‘all those here’ 

(rcdvTeq oi evxa\j0[a ), left margin, in the prayer.

Anonyme ‘is ill’ (voaowa)169, ll.7f, to which she refers five times in the surviving thirteen lines 

of text, voaouaa, I.8, 8e[tv]ax;170 e^ouaa, I.8, Tiavu |uf| 5-uvct|j.evn avacmivai ek tt\<; Koixriq II.8-

11, navv 5ivdx; (= Seivax;) exco, 1.11, vootictco171, 1.14. Anonyme seems anxious to communicate 

the gravity of her situation. The nature of the illness is unknown.

164 See 206f below.

165 Although caution needs to be exercised in presuming a strong link between behaviour and a 
person’s status as a Christian. See 143ff below.

166 A literal or extended meaning is unclear.

167 The editor also suggests 0(e)o> ic]ai is possible instead of rp<»v with a suggested parallel in Luke
1.47.

168 Similarly P.Coll.Youtie 2.91 (C5/6), a Christian amulet asking healing for y uxw  Kai acoixa Kai 
7tv(e-un)[a],
169

For the sense as severe illness, see BGU 3.948 at 33 above.

170 Naldini (1968, 1998), no.60; BL 6.100.

171 The editor proposes evocniaa ‘should strictly be read’. O'Callaghan (1969) retains vocnioco, ed.pr., 
with the aorist subjunctive referring to her current illness. I adopt the latter.
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The content of the letter, signalled by nepi 8e o-o |ioi £Ypa\|/ct<;, 11.11f, opens with reference to an 

illness Menis, bearer of the addressee’s letter to Anonyme, had for a period of twenty days 

before Anonyme herself became ill172. The remainder of the letter is lost.

P.Oxy.12.1592, C3/4, Provenance: Oxyrhynchus; BL 7.140

This fragmentary letter is from a woman to ‘my lord father’ (K(ijpi)e ino-u jt(ctxe)p), 1.3, 

incorrectly using the forms of the nomina sacra for him173. Both the woman’s name 

and her father’s are lost.

Anonyme’s Christian belief is indicated by her allusion to the ‘NT’. She greatly exults 

and rejoices (icai n&vv e\ieyaXvvQr\v Kai fyyaXXelaaa (= iYyaA.Uaoa)), II.4f. The verbs 

occur together in the opening of the Song of Mary174. Her inappropriate use of the 

nomina sacra nonetheless confirms a Christian classification, as does her use of 

oyaM-iaoo175. The reason for Anonyme’s joy is that her father has remembered her 

(oxei (= oxi) Toiovroq jiou 7t(ax)f)p xf]v iivrpriv noieixai), II.5f, in sending the letter.

Anonyme uses ‘holy’ (iepov)176 of the father, a m a  yap  8e^ap.evt| xo iepov g o v  [c.11] 

w n a a, ll.7f. Naldini suggests xo iepov cod is a title of respect, ‘your holiness’177. 

Tibiletti proposes xo iepov o o v  [jcpoccoitov 7ipooeK]iJvr|aa178, since kissing the face, 

hands or feet occurs in other letters179.

Anonyme does not pray for her father but the statement may be lost. The content of the letter 

beyond the expression of joy is unknown.

172
Following the reconstruction in O'Callaghan (1969), 324; BL 6.100.

173 See 111f, 189f, 230 below.

174 Luke 1.47.

175 See 80f below.

176 'Iepoq is frequent in pagan texts but rare in the ‘NT’ and LXX, which prefer ayioq, G. Schrenk in 
TD NT  3.221 -230.

177 Naldini (1968,1998), no.31,160 who cites Augustine, Letter 78.88 with ‘sanctitas tua’, but the 
phrase is not a title. The neuter form would be unlikely in a title. It does not occur among the titles 
listed in Dinneen (1927).

178 BL 7.140.

179 SB 5.8091 (C3); P.Lond.3.1244 (C4). See Tibiletti (1979), 57. Possibly also P.Herm.8 .6 .
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P.0xy.48.3407, C4, Provenance: Oxyrhynchus; BL 8.270; 9.202; 10.153

This is a letter ‘from the landlady’, (u(apa) Trjq yeo-oxou)180, 1.1, to Papnouthis ‘steward’ 

(Tcpo(voriTfi))181 and Hatres ‘foreman’ (̂ pCovucrcfj)), and is part of the Papnouthis and 

Dorotheos Archive, P.Oxy.48. 3384-3429 (331-C.376).

The landlady instructs Papnouthis and Hatres about urgent work on her land because 

her ‘brothers’ will take rocks away ‘on the Lord’s Day’ (ev Trj Kvpiaicriv (= Kupiaiqi) 

fmepa), 11.15f. The landlady marks time by the Christian day of worship. Her use of 

Kupiaieri with rpepa indicates icuptaKf| is not yet a substantive. K-upiaicoq/ -t|/ -ov 

meaning ‘the Lord’s’, is rare in the papyri to the end of the fourth century182, and it is 

unlikely that such a title would be used outside Christian circles, and hence it is 

probable that the landlady is Christian.

The landlady’s Christianity does not imply that Papnouthis and Hatres are Christians. Indeed,

Anonyme clarifies the term, ‘that is, tomorrow, the 11th ’ (to-ox’ eariv cmpiov icr), 11.16f. Anonyme 

calls Nepotianos and Diogenes whose stones will be hauled, and her employees, Papnouthis 

and Hatres, d5eX(|>oi., 11.10,18, but the meanings are uncertain183.

The landlady does not open or close her letter with prayer or make any other overt reference 

to God or matters of belief. Her letter is unusual in having no concluding formula.

P.Oxy.50.3581, C4/5, Provenance: Oxyrhynchus; BL 11.170

This is a petition from Aurelia Attiaena to the tribune184, Flavius Marcellus, seeking 

financial and legal redress for herself and punishment for her husband, Paul, whom 

she cites as ncmtax; uq, I.2185.

Attiaena documents Paul’s abuse. He abducts her ‘with violence ... and lived with me in 

marriage’186 ll.3f. He subsequently leaves for another woman, taking Attiaena’s property. After 

intervention on Paul’s behalf by the presbyters, Attiaena takes him back, whereupon he

180 Possibly the Klematia in P.0xy.48.3406, but this is uncertain.

181 Not caretaker, BL 10.153.

182 On use of Kupiaic6<̂ -iV -ov and the earliest papyrological reference to Kupiaiai as the Lord’s day, 
see 196 below.

183 See 145f below.
184

Tpi(k>[i3vcp £7tiTETaY|j.e]vcp, BL 11.170.

185 The omission of ‘Aurelius’ may be a mistake or an expression of disrespect. There is no indication 
that Paul is clergy to account for the omission of the civil status marker as a religious marker. See 
Worp (2005).

186 On abduction, cohabitation and marriage, see 211 f below.



‘ravaged my property1 and leaves her to face the wrath of soldiers billeted in her home whom 

Paul has robbed. Attiaena states that in this he ‘despised my orphanhood’ (Katg<|>povf|cra<; 

ppcjiaviai; |iou), 1.12. Attiaena issues him with a repudium, through the tabularius according, she 

says, to imperial law187. Paul again kidnaps, imprisons her and makes her pregnant. Attiaena

is silent about the circumstances. Paul leaves her again for the other woman and threatens to 

spread malicious rumours about her. At this point Attiaena petitions the tribune for redress. 

Both the divorce and the petition are within her legal capacity. She lodges her petition without 

a guardian or assistant.

Of interest to this thesis is Attiaena’s statement, ‘again he beguiled (me) through 

presbyters’ (ndXew (=7taXiv) ei;T|Tcd[Tri<;]ev 5ia rcpeapuxepcov), 1.8, so that she takes him 

back into her home. The presbyters are church officials, given a late fourth- or early 

fifth-century date188. Attiaena’s compliance suggests that she is a Christian for whom 

the presbyters are authority figures. It is likely that Paul is also Christian, given his 

name, the date189 and his use of the presbyters and their willingness to press his 

case. Paul’s marriage to the Christian Attiaena, which might imply he shares her 

belief, need not do so given that Paul abducted Attiaena, ruling out choice on her 

part.

Attiaena signs the petition herself, ’AupriHa ’Arrieva e7ti8e8coKa, I. 24, although she has not 

written the body of the text. She is at least minimally literate.

SB 8.9746=SB 3.7243, early C4, Provenance: Unknown; BL Supplement, 

2.2.131; 6.159; 11.209f 

P.Oxy.14.1774, early C4, Provenance: Oxyrhynchus

These two letters are from ‘Didyme and the sisters’ (Ai5t>nri Kai ai dSeHai)190, ‘to 

Sophias, my beloved sister" ([Zo<|>idxi n]ou dyaTnrrrj [a]5eX<|)fj), SB 8.9746.1, (Kupia

187 On women and divorce, see 138f, 215 below.

188 For the date, see ed.pr., 201, 203. For the meaning of npeapikepot;, see P.Kell.1 .Gr.32; Lampe 
(1961, 1968), s.v.; Tomsin (1952).

189 While ‘Paul’ could be a Roman name, it is most frequent among Christians in late C4. Dionysius, 
Bishop of Alexandria (247-264) notes, ‘Paul and especially Peter are favourite names for the children 
of believers’, Eusebius, H E  7.25.14. Strictly the name signals that Paul’s parents were Christian, but 
given the patterns of inherited belief, it is likely Paul is Christian. See Salzman (2002), 146f, 147-150, 
155-157,158-161.

190 Ai&uht) Kai] ai a5eX<j)ai, SB 8.9746.2; Ai5t> (xti Kai ai a8eX<t>ai, SB 8.9746.verso; Ai8iinri Kai 
ai a8eAx|>at, P.Oxy.14.1774.2f; A18141T1 cruv xai<; a[8eX<|>ai<;], P.Oxy. 14.1774.verso.
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d5eX<|)f) Zax|)idTi (=So<|)id5i?)191), verso, and ‘to the lady sister Atienateia’ (x-upeiQc 

(= Kupta)192 fl (= xr\) a5eA,<|)fi ’A'aevaxei'q), P.Oxy.14.1774.1193.

Didyme and the sisters are Christian. They greet Sophias ev K(upi)(Q, SB 8.9746.2194, 

using the nomen sacrum. Nomina sacra also occur in the closing prayer eppwaGai aai 

(= ae) ev KCupOco, o K(t>pi6)<; aai (= ae) 8ia<|)\)Xd̂ ai tijluv, SB 8.9746.34. Didyme (and 

the sisters?) express the prayer as two infinitives, omitting e-uxonai/et>%6|ie6a with the 

first, and using the second as a third person imperative. ’AyaTrriTn, while not exclusive 

to Christian texts, is, in combination with d5eX<l>fi, most likely to indicate a Christian 

authorship195. Didyme and the sisters greet Atienateia ev K(-upi)cp, using the nomen 

sacrum, P.Oxy. 14.1774.3.

In SB 8.9746, there is no opening prayer, rather a second greeting, ‘first, we 

considered it necessary to greet you’ ([7tpor|yoi)|j.]evco<; dvayicdiov ryyT]ad[ne6a 

7tpo]aayopei3eiv aai (= ae)), ll.3f196. While an argument from silence is always 

problematic, the lack of prayer is noteworthy when considering the possibility that 

Didyme, the sisters and their addressees are part of an ascetic community197. A 

similar greeting opens P.Oxy.14.1774,7tporiyov|j.evco<; avayiceov (= avayKaiov) fjv 

rcpoaayopeiieiv aai (= ae), l.4f, with prayer added, e-uxojievai -uyieviv aai rpeiv 

(= -uyiaiveiv ae rpiv), 1.5. Didyme explicitly includes the sisters in the offering of the 

prayer, suggesting a corporate exercise. The papyrus is broken at the point where a 

closing prayer might occur.

The main sections of both letters contain no religious references. They concern matters of 

small business. SB 8.9746 speaks of the exchange of money and goods, sandals, grapes, 

wine, an ostrich egg198, cloth, a basket, a scarf, cakes. The quantities are small and

191 BL 2.2.131.
192

In the papyrus: icupeia with a corrected to read tcupei.
193

These letters were originally published separately but the identity of their authors was proposed by 
Manteuffel (1927), BL 2.2.102. It has been accepted by later scholarship, eg Naldini (1968,1998), nos
36; 37; Emmett (1984); Elm (1994, 2000), 236ff. Manteuffel, 213, considers the handwriting may be 
the same but that it is uncertain.

194 The phrase ev lcupicp most frequently modifies xaipeiv.
1QC

Tibiletti (1979), 44f; Wipszycka (1974), 214.
196

The formula signals that a letter-bearer is available. See 2 Corinthinans 9.5; Philippians 2.25.
197

See 235, 321f below.
198

In the Byzantine period, ostrich eggs were hung in churches as symbols of light. They were also 
used as vessels, caps and food, Galavaris (1978); Emmett (1984), 83. The context favours a domestic 
reference.



personal199. Didyme expects acknowledgement, complaining on two occasions of failure to 

write, 11.19,23. Didyme’s business operates with clients’ credit. Loukilos has money left with 

Didyme from which she purchases goods for him, SB 8.9746.15-18. P.Oxy.14.1774 deals with 

certain orders (id evxoXiKd), 11.10,13, that Atienateia has placed with Didyme to be paid from 

her 1300 denarii credit.

Didyme shifts between first person singular and plural forms in both letters200, suggesting that 

she writes alone, but at times consciously associates the sisters with her.

The relationships among those referred to in the letters are clearly close and evidence of an

extensive network, with seventeen people including men and a married couple giving and

receiving greetings.

P.Oxy.14.1774 includes greetings to ‘the lady sister blessed Asous’ (xfiv Kupeiav 

(=ieupiav) d8eAx|>fiv naicapeiav (=fuxKapiav) Aaovv), 11.17f, almost certainly Asous’ 

biological mother. The adjective naicapia is to be understood in its religious sense of 

‘blessed (by God)’201.

SB 12.10840=PSI 7.831,27 March C4, Provenance: Unknown; BL 8.362; 9.270

The prescript of this letter reads ‘my lady mother, Syras, Euthalios and Mikke’ (K-upia 

[ja.oj'u jri'i'cpi (= (ir|Trip) Zvpau (?) E\)0dA,i<; (= EuGdAxoq) Kai Miktu;)202, II.1f. It is written 

entirely in the first person singular by Euthalios, except for a personal greeting from 

Mikke ‘to the epistates203and his children and wife’ (Kai eyco Mikti do7id£o|Liai tov 

emctaxriv cruv xoiq xekvok; Kai xfj aofipico amoC)204, II.22-24. Euthalios consistently 

refers to Mikke as his sister in the third person, II.7,10. She is most probably his 

natural sister, given the reference to ‘our mother" (npdg tfjv n̂yrepa r̂ coy), 1.8, and 

Mikke’s proposed visit. It is unlikely that Mikke is Euthalios’ wife205. Mikke’s 

embedded portion of the letter contains no religious references. However, Euthalios’

199 For an amended reading of II.20-24, see Gonis (1997), 142-144. The issues do not affect this 
thesis.

200 SB 8.9746.1,15,17, 19; P.Oxy.14.1774.7, 14.

201 See 102f below.

202 In the papyrus: Kupiqi [no]u nrrnip ?vPa-[-]- EuGaXiq Kai Mvtcriq noXXa xaipiv. Ed.pr. proposed
Ii)paw[a] = luplaiva, but Rea (1970), 360, finds Eupaxi. Rea’s corrected version is followed here. 
MIkti occurs in II.2, 7, 22; Mikkti in 1.15. The latter is more frequent, Preisigke (1967), s.v. See also 
Horsley, ‘A unique mention of Lent in a papyrus letter’ in ND  1.132f.

203 The identity of this epistates is unknown and his function uncertain. ’EmoxdTTv; is used of various 
officials, Rea (1970), 362.

204 In the papyrus: Kai eyco Mikt) do[jt]d8ofiav xov aiTtiatdtnv cru xotq t ekvvi ; Kai rfi crupicp amou. Neither 
the original editor nor Rae refers to a second hand.

205 On brother/sister marriage, see 217, n.102 below.



letter suggests that Mikke is Christian and provides information on some of her 

Christian practice.

The letter was originally dated to fifth/sixth century but has been re-dated, on the basis of 

palaeography and style, to the fourth century206.

The letter opens with prayer ‘to the Lord God’ (napa -tco Ku(picp) 0e(d>)), ll.4f207, using early and 

unusual nomina sacra by suspension208, and establishing Euthalios as a Christian. He makes 

time references, ‘the end of the fast’ (rcpoq xnv X.i>aiv xnq vTicrteiaq)209, 1.9, and ‘the festival’ (7ipo 

ttv; ioprrj<; (= eopriiq), npoq tti ioprri (= xfiv eopxriv), 11.6, 12, which, given the date of 27 March, 

are almost certainly Lent and Easter210. Euthalios includes greetings from a Nonna, 1.17. The 

name is most frequent in Christian texts although not exclusive to them. Its occurrence here 

suggests a Christian circle. The letter closes with a standard prayer, e[ppc»]g0cu cje euxon.cu 

noXXolq xpovotg, 1.31. The content concerns proposed visits by Euthalios and Mikke to their 

mother.

Mikke and Syras are almost certainly both Christian women. Both observe the church 

calendar of Lenten fast and Easter festival, Mikke, regulating her brother’s travel to 

accord with the end of the fast, Syras, from her children’s care for her practice. Syras 

also is the recipient of Euthalios’ statement of prayer, which is meaningful where 

Syras and Euthalios share a common belief.

SB 14.11588=P.Mich.inv.337, late C4, Provenance: Unknown

This is a letter from Aria to ‘my lord, son’ (icupie nou -in?), 1.1, AcopoGero OiAiratou, 

verso. Aria styles herself fi nirnp, 1.2. The terms, the content of the letter, are 

undoubtedly literal.

The letter opens with prayer to divine providence for Dorotheos’ health and well-

being (7ipoTiyou|Lievax; e\)xo|j.ai Tfj Gei(jt rcpovoia rcapa t© Ge(co) aoi liYiatvovTi Kai 

oA.okA.t ipo 'Gvt i SoGfjvai ta nap’ ê io-u ypa^ata)211, II.3-6, using the early form of the

206 Rea (1970).

207 For eiixoum with napa, see 253, n.80 below.
208

Other examples, PSI 8.921 (C2/3)=Psalm 77; SB 14.11588; Paap nos 21; 33; 53 (all C3); 123; 161;
233; 251 (all C4); 259 (C4/5). See Roberts (1977), 27; Youtie (1976b), 66; Paap (1959), 100-113. See’
also SB 14.11588 below.

209 In the papyrus: rcpoq t iiv  X-ucniv rnc, vricriaq.
210

See 197, nn.130,131 below.
211

In the papyrus: nfporilYounevoq euxo|ie x[fi 0eiqt] 7tpo[v]oig 7tapa t co 0i g[oi -uyi]evovTi Kai 
oA.OKX.Tipo'uyfTEi 8o]&nvai xa nap’ e|xou YPawtaTO-
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nomen sacrum, 0e, abbreviated by suspension212, and indicating that Aria is a 

Christian. Prayer to divine providence is most frequent in Christian texts and 

strengthens the Christian classification213, as does mention of ‘my (Dorotheos’) sister 

Maria’, 1.19. Maria’s name suggests that she is a Christian, and that this is a Christian 

circle214. Whether Maria is Dorotheos’ natural sister who need not be Aria’s daughter, 

or his wife, a friend and/or a member of the church, is unclear. Whatever the 

relationship, Maria fails to give Aria what she wants, eliciting the comment ‘for what 

goes right for me’ (xei (= xi) yap op0cmo6ei ev ejioi), 1.21 f.

Aria rebukes Her son for his neglect (Gauiid̂ co noq (= ntiq) %ieXriodq nou), 1.31, refers to an 

orphan who is with her and her need of expenses (iva Kai t o Ct o  kcu ol8a<; (= eiSfiq) oti t o  

7tai5iov to op âviKov nap’ ejioi eonv Kai xpeiav ex© avaXcofj.d'ccov airrri)215, II.23-25, and alludes 

to commercial matters about which she seeks Dorotheos’ help. Aria does not explain her or 

Dorotheos’ relationship to the orphan.

SB 14.11881, C4, Provenance: Unknown

This letter is from Allous to ‘lady mother Faustina’ (Kupia nou ̂ iTytpa (= niytpi) 

Oa-uCTtivQt), II.1f. The papyrus is illegible at its central fold, 11.11-17.

Allous greets Faustina ev icCupi)©, 1.3, using the nomen sacrum. It indicates that 

Allous is Christian and implies that Faustina too is Christian216. Allous also greets 

‘Kyriake, the mother1 (K-upiaidiv tfi[v] îtrrepa), 1.30. The name first appears in the 

papyri in the first half of the fourth century217 and signals a shift from K-upiaKo  ̂-f|/ -ov, 

‘a thing belonging to the Emperor1, to ‘a thing belonging to the Lord (Christ)’, to use 

as a name. Kyriake’s name suggests that she is Christian but this is uncertain.

212 See SB 12.10840 above.

213 See 120-123,162,165 below.

214 The name can also be Manichean, pagan or Jewish but given the other evidences of Christianity in 
this text, it is almost certainly Christian. See also 363 below, and P.Abinn.49 at 36 above.

215 In the papyrus: e iv a  Kai t o v t o  Kai ov8aq, 60ei t o neSeiov t o  6p<t»avevKOv 7iap’ e|i[oi] eaOeiv Kai xepiQV
ex© dvaAxî idTcov avcr|. For Iva with the subjunctive as an imperative, see Moulton and Turner (1906, 
1976), 1.177-179.

216 On the use of nomina sacra to determine the beliefs of an addressee, see 279ff below.

217 P.Abinn.51, 52 (both 346); O.Douch 2.140 (C4), Preisigke (1967), s.v. None indicates the woman’s 
belief. Other occurrences are dated C7, C8. The name is not listed in Forabaschi (1967-1971). The 
masculine form Kyriakos is most frequent in C6-8.



Allous closes her letter with the standard prayer, [epp]o5a6at ae etixopm, 1.31. There is 

no other religious reference and no opening prayer218.

Allous addresses Faustina and Kyriake as nrrnp, 1.1, ll.30f. The nature of these relationships in
219

uncertain . The definite article used of Kyriake ttiv T̂ixepa, acts as a possessive in phrases of
220

relationship . She is the only person whom Allous greets and presumably is part of

Faustina’s household. Kupia is not used of Kyriake, which may indicate no more than a

linguistic awkwardness, or that Faustina is the recipient of the letter. Allous also salutes

Faustina’s ‘maternal disposition’ (xnv nryrpiKfiv ao[u] 8id0eaiv), II.7f, an unusual phrase in the 
■221papyri .

Allous informs Faustina that ‘the young children’ (xa vfijua icaiSia), I.29, greet her. The children 

most probably are those at ll.18f, ‘the orphan children of my brother’ (tow op̂ otvcov t o vScov t ou 

d8eA.<t>ou |iou), and minors222. Allous declares ((j,i|8wa[(i]evTi avtoiq £7tapKelv yuvri ouoa), ll.20f. 

The nature of the assistance is not indicated but the inability being due to her gender is clear. 

Allous asks Faustina to send her hemp through the letter-bearer so that Allous may sell it eiq 

awa, I.27, for the orphan’s benefit.

SB 18.13612=P.Lond.3.1014, C4, Provenance: Lykopolis?; BL 10.85, 221

This is a letter ‘to my lord, father, benefactor, Apa Johannes223, (from) the mother of 

Philadelphos the apotactic’ (K-upico (iou rcaxpi e-uepyexfl arca ’Ioaavvri f| fxf\xrip OiXaSeÂ o-u 

ctTioxaKTiKO'u), 11.1-3. It is likely that Apa Johannes is to be identified with the ascetic 

known from P.Herm.7-10, 17224.

The mother is almost certainly Christian. She uses vocabulary frequent in ‘biblical’ 

texts, ‘you both have mercy and save’ (Kai eteeic; Kai acô eiq), II.6f; refers to (divine) 

providence (xfiv rcpovoiav), I.4, most frequent in Christian texts; and appeals to Apa 

Johannes, an ascetic, as ‘my lord father’ (Kupico jiou Ttatpi), 1.1. She is mother of an 

apotactic, and while it may be that Philadelphos was converted independently, it is

218
See P.Herm.17 above on the tendency to omit prayer in late C4, C5.

219
Kinship terms with a name can be either literal or extended, Dickey (2004).

220
Naldini (1968,1998), 91.

221
See 233 below.

222
NTjnia implies the children are minors, LSJ, s.v.

223
Parassoglou (1987), 249, notes the suggestion of J. D. Thomas that Apa Johannes is to be 

identified with the ascetic in P. Herm. 7-10,17, but comments that it is unprovable. The identity of the 
men is presumed rather than argued in Zuckerman (1995), 188f, who cites the dates of the 
acquisitions of the documents as evidence.

224 Their identity is suggested by J. D. Thomas in Parassoglou (1987), 249, who regards it as possible 
but unprovable. The hypothesis is accepted in Zuckerman (1995), 188.
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more likely that this is a Christian family. The letter lacks %alpeiv225 and an opening 

prayer226. The papyrus is broken where a closing prayer might occur.

The text, originally dated sixth century, has been re-dated, on the basis of its references to an 

cmoTOKxtKoi; and an ê dtcxcop, and on palaeographical grounds, to the fourth century227.

The mother does not name herself but styles herself solely by her relationship with her son,

ll.2f, verso228. She claims to be a ‘widow’ and connects herself with ‘the orphans’ (Kane (= Kai 

ene) xf|v %ripa[v] Kai toik; o[p]<t>avou<; [), 11.1 Of, perhaps Philadelphos’ brothers and sisters, or 

her grandchildren229.

The mother appeals to Apa Johannes for his mercy so as to honour her son, (Kane 

(= Kai e|ie) eXerjcsov eiq xifinv to\) auoxaKtiKO'u hod mo\)), II.7-9230. She cites as 

precedent his response of mercy and deliverance to others who approach him 

(navxac, to\><; eiq ce Kata^vyovTaq Kai eXeelq Kai acot̂ eig), 11.3-7. In her assessment, 

Johannes stands ‘next to providence’ (heto xpv rcpovoiav)231,1.4, in showing mercy.

The reason for Anonyme’s appeal is not specified but concerns Theognostos, the exactor, that 

is, it is about taxation232, and Anonyme most probably seeks Apa Johannes’ mediation with 

the civic authorities. The papyrus is broken at this point.

Stud.Pal.20.86=Chr.Mitt.69=CPR 1.19, 31 January 330, Provenance: Hermopolis 

Magna; BL 1.451; 2.2.51; 7.260; 10.271

This text is submitted by Aurelia Demetria also called Ammonia, daughter of 

Polydeukos, an ex-councillor of Hermopolis, to the npo7toXeiTe-u6|ievoq, 1.1,

225 The word is increasingly omitted from letters from C4, ed., 102, n.16; Tibiletti (1979), 31. 
Koskenniemi (1956) notes that the prescript and address overlap in function, giving the names of 
writer and addressee, and that they differ in the inclusion of xaipeiv in the prescript. With xaipeiv 
omitted and the prescript no longer a greeting, the prescript also tends not to be used.

226 See P.Herm.17 above, on the tendency to omit opening prayers.

227 Parassoglou (1987), 247. The script is unusual in being punctuated.

228 On teknomyny, see on P.Abinn.34 above. The most likely reconstruction of the address uses a 
similar description: jiapdKXTi<n<; -riv; (xrifxpoq OiXaSeXftxru dnoxaK-ciKo-O, possibly in a second hand, 
Parassoglou (1987), 249. It suggests the mother may be literate. The final greetings, where her hand 
is most likely, are lost. See 11-19 especially 15f above on literacy.

229 ‘Orphan’ can denote loss of both or either parent, Horsley, op4>av6q’ in ND  4.162ff. A possible 
reconstruction is: zovq o[p]<t>avoij<; [n.o'u mou]<; t[ , Parassoglou (1987), 250.

230 Ei<; Tijiriv Tivoq, ’for someone’s honor = that he might be honored’, W. Arndt and F. Gringrich, A 
Greek-English Lexicon o f the NT, 1957, s.v., cited in Parassoglou (1987), 250. For similar 
appeals, see P.Herm.17 above.

23J Almost certainly f) itpovoia, I.4, is equivalent to ri 0eva Ttpovota. The more usual phrase is 
jiexd t o v  0eov, eg P.Abinn.34 (346); P.Herm.17; P.Lond.3.1244; P.Oxy.56.3859 (all C4); P.Giss.68 
(117), a certainly pagan text. On fi 0eia rcpovoia, see 120ff below.

232 Thomas (1959); Lewis and Short (1879,1980), s.v.



Salloustios233 Olympiodoros. It is a memorandum, or possibly a counter-petition234. 

Demetria acts without a guardian or assistant235.

The memorandum concerns a conflict between Demetria and Eus, wife of Saprikios, over 

payments associated with land Demetria sold her. The sale agreement took place ‘in the 

presence of Dioskouros, presbyter of the church in the region’ (em  rcapovcjig Aioaicoupi8ou 

rcpeaPuxepou Tr\q EKicA/ncrigq em  opoiq), II.7f. Both women accept Dioskouros as a trustworthy 

witness236. Demetria refers to other witness figures: an intermediary witness can give 

instructions about implementing the contract (dKoXo-uScoq oiq eav rcpoa<|>a>vT|crri o 

H-dpTuq)237, 11.13f; an intermediary can witness that no deposit has been received (o n.exa£\> 

Suvaxai (xapi'upaoSai), 1.16238; a mediator can advise the rtponoXeiTeuojievcx;, (o (lexa^i) iieaixriq 

Tcpoô covficTTi n apa  t t \ crr\ em eu d a), I.23. This may be the same person as o necrvny;, 1.10, who 

with Demetria presses Eus to honour the agreement. The relation of these mediating figures to 

one another and to Dioskouros is unclear. It seems probable, given that Dioskouros is named 

and that he was the original witness, that he would be approached about this dispute and is to 

be identified with one or all of o nexa^-u iiapruq, o iiexa^i), o n.ecri.Tri<;, and o iiexa^-u neca-ny;. 

Whatever his role, Eus does not respond.

Demetria claims that Eus has lied in her own submission; in particular, she ‘inserted in the 

documents an illegality, namely that our son must join with me in selling my inheritance’

( e v e x a p a ^ e v  T o iq  oeuxoiq Pi(3A.ioi<; r c p d y ^ a  7i a p d v o | i o v ,  ox; Selv t o v  f p e T e p o v  m o v  c r u v x p r in a T i^ e iv  

H o i T cucp d cnco 'uadv  (= TtuipacjK oiJO Ti) ( io n  t o  tgov y o v e c o v ), 11.18f, which she denies239.

Given the date, when the role of clergy as secular functionaries was still being 

established, the cumulative probabilities suggest that Demetria, at least, is Christian. 

Where clergy act in secular roles and religious belief can be established, at least one 

of the parties is always Christian240, and Demetria appears aligned with Dioskouros. 

The text, however, gives no information on the nature of her beliefs. The beliefs of 

Eus are less certain. Being in dispute does not clarify the situation. While yielding

233 Ea[X]A.oucmcp not A[\)]pri>d<n, see BGU 12.2135 (340-350) note to 11.1 f; BL 7.260.

234 This is suggested by Demetria’s dvxe7uaxdA.iJ.aTa, Steinwenter (1924), 56ff; BL 2.2.51.
235

SB 16.12673 (324/5) is a loan submitted by Aurelia Demetria, also called Ammonia, daughter of 
Polydeukos. The text survives only as a fragment but refers to Demetria’s rights under the ius 
liberorum.

236 See 177 below.
237

o neTa£\>|xdpra; = o (leTa^i) fidp-ruq, 1.14; o |ieTa^uneaiTn<; = o (ieTa^u |i.eavny;, I.23, Diethart (1992), 226; 
BL 10.271.
238

The substantive use of neTâ ii is not attested in LSJ, s. v.
239

For the possible implications of this, see 234 below.
240

Eg in C4 P.Lond.2.417 (346); P.Grenf.1.53; P.Herm.17; P.Lips.1.43; P.0xy.6.903; P.0xy.50.3581 
Also P.0xy.7.1026 (C5).



even when wronged241, maintaining peaceful relationships242 and settling disputes 

within the community243 are Christian ideals, the realities of conflict remain244.

The church of which Dioskouros is a presbyter covers an area sufficient to be called opoi and 

probably includes a number of villages. Dioskouros’ occupation is most probably presbyter; 

that is, he is paid by the Christian community245.

TEXTS WRITTEN BY A CHRISTIAN WOMAN AND A MAN 

P.Lips.1.28 = Chr.Mitt.363, 31 December 381, Provenance: Hermopolis; BL 

8.170; 9124

This text is written by Aurelia Teeus and her son, Aurelius Silvanos, an apotactic246. 

The document is the registration of the adoption by Silvanos of Paesis247 his nephew 

and Teeus’ grandson, who is about ten ‘more or less’. The voices of both Teeus and 

Silvanos are heard in the first person, with Teeus ‘handing (Paesis) over’ 

(7c[ap]a8e8<oKevai), 1.13, to Silvanos who agrees to the adoption and its conditions. 

Teeus acts ixeta cruveoxcoToq, the Kc6|iap%o<;, Aurelius Proous, whom she has 

voluntarily engaged and who writes for her since she is illiterate (ou £Ko[\ja]a eiiauxri 

riapr|V£YKa t ov Kai ypâ ovtoq wiep qxotj jxf\ eLSmriq YP<waTa), ll.4f. Teeus gives her 

age as 60 years248.

It is likely that Teeus is a widow or divorced. If she were married, her husband would most 

probably assist her, although she notes that the assistant will write for her and it may be that 

her husband is illiterate. Nonetheless, no mention is made of a husband in the document. 

Rather, Teeus, a woman, gives the child in adoption.

Teeus’ Christianity is suggested by the Christian belief of her son, Silvanos an 

apotactic. While Silvanos may have converted independently, in the late fourth

241 1 Corinthians 6.7.

242 Philippians 2.1-4.

243 1 Corinthians 6.1-6.

244 Eg 1 Corinthians 3.3; Philippians 4.1. The constant injunctions towards good relationships suggest 
realities were otherwise.

245 A full-time professional priesthood is known in Egypt from the period of the Pharaohs, Jones 
(1964), 933. Harnack (1908), 1.474, gives evidence of churches in rural areas under the direction of 
presbyters and even deacons rather than bishops. This becomes more frequent after 324.

248 For the meaning of dnoxaKTiKô , see 307f below.

247 Paesis is named for his maternal grandfather. It raises the possibility that there was an older 
brother, named for his paternal grandfather according to custom.

248 Use of age-rounding is consistent with Teeus’ illiteracy, ll.25f. But Silvanos is literate. See Duncan- 
Jones (1977).



century it is more likely that he was born into a Christian family. His choice to be a 

monk suggests a religious environment of committed piety. A religious basis is given 

to Silvanos’ adoption of Paesis, ko t ’ e-ucefkav (= e-uaepeiav), 1.11. The words are in 

Silvanos’ first-person statement but seem likely to have come from Papnouthios, 

strengthening the sense that this is a Christian family.

Paesis’ father, Papnouthios, Teeus’ elder son, has died. Paesis’ mother is also dead since the 

child comes to Silvanos’ care ‘with his paternal and maternal inheritance’ (n£x[a] xrj[<; 7t]aTpcpa<; 

avxov [K]̂ xi[pov]o)iiat; Kai |a.ri[x]pco[aq])249,1.14. Silvanos becomes responsible for Paesis’ 

property until his majority, and Silvanos agrees to act in good faith (em x® ne xavxa am & 

Sia^uXd^ai Kai cwioKaTacrriiaat a\rap ev riXiKig yevan.evcp ̂ exa KaA.fit; 7iiaxeco<;)250, ll.20f. The 

document uses the standard formulae for adoption in the fourth century251, stating that 

Silvanos will bring the boy up, feed and clothe him, (avaxpe<(>ea0ai eiiyevcdq Kai yvncricoq, 0pe\)/co 

Kai v|iaxi£a) (= î axlaco) e-uyevdx; Kai yvricjiax;) 11.12, 18, as if his own firstborn of his own blood 

(7tp[o]<; to eivai aot> m[o]v yvf|aiov Kai 7tpcoxoxoKov dx; ê  i8i.ou ai(iaxoq yevvriOevxa cov, cbq uiov 

yvricnov Kai Ouoikov ax; ê  e[|x]ou yevonevov), 11.15f, 18,252. In addition, Paesis will inherit 

Silvanos’ property (Kai xrov eju»v Ttpaynatcov kXtipovojiov uioGernSevxa jxoi), I.22. Silvanos, thus, 

owns property that he has not ceded to relatives or to his community. The document 

presumes that Silvanos has, and will have, no children, or it privileges Paesis over any 

Silvanos may have.

P.Neph.1, C4253, Provenance: Alexandria BL 9.173; 11.139

This letter is written by Paul and Tapiam to ‘Ophellios and the other beloved brothers’ 

(’0<t)eAli[(p Kai xoiq XoiTtoiq a]ya7ir|Toiq d5eA,<|>[o]i[<;]), II. 1 f.

The letter is one of sixteen in the Nepheros Archive254. The address on the verso names 

Nepheros with Ophellios as the recipients of the letter, and Nepheros is directly addressed in

I.20. Nepheros’ name may have occurred in the damaged prescript but this is uncertain given

249 .
The wealth is specified: ev xe yTiSioiq Kai oiKoneSoit; Kai ev8on,£viKoi<; 8ia<)>6poi<; etSeai,

250
On bona fide = |iexa k o ^  niaxeo;, see Taubenschlag (1955), 44f and n.168.

OC1
Taubenschlag (1955), 135f, n.19; also P.0xy.9.1206 (335).

252
Parents’ responsibility to feed and clothe children is legally binding, Taubenschlag (1955), 142, 

407.
253

For the date, see P.Neph.18 above.
254 - f

The archive of 49 texts includes letters and official documents in Greek and Coptic. Nepheros and 
the monastery are probably Melitian, 4 ,11ff, 20f. It is almost certainly the same monastery as in 
P.Lond.6.1913-1922. Nepheros is a bilingual 7tpeapikepo<; with pastoral responsibilities in the 
monastery and at least one village. He is respected for his holiness, prayer and healing.



the variety in Paul’s usage. Paul is sole author of a further eight of the letters of the archive,

P.Neph.2-9255.

Paul and Tapiam’s Christian status is indicated by their ‘greeting in the Lord’ (ev 

K(upi)a) xai(peiv)), 1.2, using the nomen sacrum. They pray for the brothers’ health 

(\)yiatvoucii), 1.4, ‘in soul and body’ (\iru%fi Kai a(6(j.axi), ll.4f, 30256. Their description of 

the brothers as dyaTnyroi and their prayer ‘night and day’ (v-uKxoq Kai fmepaq), II.3f, 

while not exclusively Christian, are most frequent in Christian texts257. Given the 

close association with the Melitian Nepheros and his monastery, it is likely that Paul 

and Tapiam are also Melitian258.

Tapiam and Paul refer to their own prayers again, ‘we pray to die in our own home 

and we wish to be released from the hardship of the world near our own people’ 

(fijxeiq yap ev xfj otKia eauxco(v) to teXoq cxeiv eiixofieGa Kai eyyiota tgov i8icov 

drcaM-ayrivai xfjq i:â aurcopta<; tou Koâ iot) 0eXo|nev), 11.15-18259. Death among family 

may come ‘if the master considers us worthy to be kept alive during our exile’ (eircep 

Kaxa îoi fi(xa<; o SeajioTiv; aco0f|vai ev Trj ^evema (= ̂ evixeia) %ho(v)), 11.18f. The exile is 

in Alexandria. Tapiam and Paul close their letter with prayer to divine providence for 

health in soul and body (epp©nevou<; -ujaotq 5ia rcavioq yu/fi Kai ac6|j.ati r\ 0eia npovoia 

<|)\)XdTTot), writing perpendicular to the main text.

Tapiam is almost certainly Paul’s wife. Her status as an author of the letter is 

problematic. She appears as the first-person singular author of the statement ‘for I, 

Tapiam, have been ill and still am bedridden’ (eyco yap f) Tamdfi evocrriaa Kai eu 

avaKeinai), 1.10, but her name does not appear with Paul’s on the verso260. The

255 Tapiam possibly dies as a result of this illness. Her name is absent from Paul’s other letters.

256 For the dichotomy, see 82f below.

257 See 89f below.

258 The Melitian schism resulted from differences between Melitian rigorism and the more lenient 
catholic position over the readmittance of lapsi during the Diocletian persecution. Melitians did not 
differ doctrinally. Distinguishing Melitian from catholic texts relies on the word ‘Melitian’ or reference to
the Church of the Martyrs. Other possible criteria suggested by Kramer and Shelton, 20f, eg the use of 
James 5.14f, 21-24, are extremely uncertain. On the Melitian church, see Bell (1924), 38-45; Griggs 
(1990), 117-132; M. Simonetti, ‘Melitius of Lycopolis, Melitian Schism’, in Encyclopaedia of the Earlv 
Church (1992) 1.551 ;Hauben (2000); (2001).

259 Similarly in P.Neph.4.14f, iva fpiv o 0eo<; to -teXoq ev xoiq iSicnq %otpvar|xav.

280 K[u]pioi<; urn) dYcwniTOVi; a8eX<t>oi<; Ne<t>epcp Kai ’0<t>eXA.iq> Kai Toiq Xoutcriq ria-0X[oq
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editors note that there is sufficient space for Tapiam’s name. However, the 

possessive |k >\) in the address indicates that Paul alone is author at this point261.

A first-person singular passage occurs again in II.23-25. Paul and Tapiam ask that Nepheros 

‘make a few loaves (oXeiya (= oHya) Tpiv ycoiiLa) from the wheat which Papnouthis owes262

and send them to us so that I may acquire them (e-upco) with my children. For I want, God

willing, to come to you and have them in the boat’ (0eXco yap <xuv 0ea> aveXBeiv Tipoq \)ndq Kai 

ev -cco nXoicp exeiv), II.20-25. The identity of this speaker is less certain but is likely to be 

Tapiam given her previous personal statement and the proposed visit.

The request for oXvya ... vconia l.20ff, is curious and elicits considerable discussion by the 

editors263. They note the expense of sending bread from Hathor to Alexandria when it is 

available in the city. The bread would need to be durable for use on a return trip, although they 

acknowledge instances of storing bread over months264. There is no suggestion that 

persecution has made the purchase of bread difficult. The editors suggest that the bread may 

be ritually pure, hence the request, and they note such requirements among Egyptian cults. 

However, there is no evidence of Melitians or other Christians having purity requirements for 

bread for daily consumption. The only ‘NT’ use of ycon-iov occurs in John 19.26-30, of the 

morsel given by Jesus to Judas. Any allusion to this or any eucharistic association is 

extremely unlikely. Further, sacramental bread would be available in Alexandria. It appears 

most likely that there is no religious significance in the request for bread.

Paul and Tapiam write this letter to ask the brothers for prayer, making two requests. 

The first is general, that the brothers ‘remember to name’ them (nvrmove-ucrnTai 

(= |iVTmov£-uaT|T£) ovo^aaai), 1.8, ‘in their prayers’ (ev tali; e-uxaiq i)jia>v), 1.8 . The reason 

is ‘because we and our children are in a foreign place’ (Sid xfiv ^evemav (= ̂ evueiav) 

fiHrnv Kai xcov nai5icov fi|iwv), II.8f. They appeal to the brothers’ ‘human kindness’ 

(<M.av6pco7uav), ll.6f. The second request is for the brothers to ‘pray for their health’ 

(e^aoGai (= e^aoGe) wep tt\<; ô oKXripiac;), 1.11. The request follows Tapiam’s 

statement, introduced by the strong 7iapaKaXo{j(xev, 11.1 Of. The reason for Tapiam and 

Paul’s confidence in the brothers’ intercession is that their children ‘were ill’ 

(evoonaav), 1.12, and ‘through your prayers they recovered. For we believe that the

261 It is suggested that Paul and Tapiam compose the text but Paul is the scribe, Barrett-Lennard 
(1994), 72. However, there is no evidence that Paul writes any of his letters. All 9 are in different 
hands.

262 There are frequent references to Papnouthis and the owed wheat: P.Neph.2; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8. 
Papnouthis is a monk, P.Neph.7.

263 See pp.20f, 25f and notes to ll.24f, 39. Other requests are in P.Neph.2.1-5; 4.25-28; 5.3-12; 6.11- 
23; 7.1-3. Papnouthis is the source of supply of grain in each.
264

Vita S. Antonii 12 refers to bread for ascetics that is a year old. It is argued that clergy were entitled 
to a bread distribution in Alexandria that may have been denied to Melitians, Bell (1924), 69, but Paul 
is a layperson. A similar request is in P.Lond.6.1914.48-50.



Lord will hear you since you are righteous’ (5ia xaq et>%a<; \)(icov enavoavTo. marevonev 

yap 6xi o Kijpioi; -ujicov SiKaicov ovxoov aKovoemi), 11.13-15.

Tapiam and Paul greet ‘all the beloved brothers by name and the virgins of God and 

our father Horion and the mother Tienor and Pina and all the rest of our brothers’ 

(xo\)c; dyanrixoix; a5el<t>o\)c; 7tavxa<; k o t ’ ovojia K a i xa<; napGevotx; xot> Geotj K a i xov 

7taxepa fijicov ’Dplcova K a i xpv nr|xepa Tievop K a i ITivav K a i xoxx; Xomoix; d8eX<t>o\)<; fijatov 

rcavxaq), II.25-29. A i rcapGevoi xou Geov are Christian virgins vowed to perpetual 

chastity265.

I analyse themes arising from these texts in the following five chapters. The first 

focuses on the use the Christian women make of ‘biblical’ vocabulary and imagery in 

their documents.

265 For the phrase, see 305f below.



APPENDIX

TEXTS POSSIBLY WRITTEN BY CHRISTIAN WOMEN BUT NOT ACCEPTED

This appendix contains texts written by women where argument can be made that the 

woman is Christian but the classification is not accepted. The texts are included 

because they illustrate some of the methodological issues involved in classification. I 

distinguish the sections of the discussion that concern the religious elements of the 

text from those that refer to the broader content using twelve- and ten-point type.

For most texts in this category, the main, and sometimes only, indicator of the 

woman’s Christian belief is her name1. These papyri sometimes include religious 

language that is common to pagans, Manicheans, Jews and Christians2.

P.Abinn.56=P.Lond.2.406=Chr.Mitt.128, c.346, Provenance: Hermopolis

This text is a petition ‘to Flavius Abinnaeus eparchos of the troop of soldiers of the 

camp of Dionysias from Aurelia Maria, daughter of Peeios’ ([<&]Xao\>iq> ’Apivvaiq) 

endp%(p ei>.r|c; [axpax]icoxcov Kaaxpcov AiovuaiaScx;. 8er|ai<; [napa] A\)pT|}daq Mapiaq 

Qiryaxpoq neeif)ov»), 11.1-4.

Maria’s petition concerns her parental inheritance which her brother Onophris has 

taken and sold. His name does not clarify the religious milieu. Maria appeals to ‘your 

(Abinnaeus’) human kindness’ (gou Trj<; <jnAav0pom[a<;), II.9f. OiAavGpawua occurs in 

Christian, pagan and Jewish literature and Christian and pagan papyri3 and does not 

assist in classification. There are no other religious elements in the text. Maria’s 

name alone is insufficient to allow a precise classification4. The relation of religion to 

the family feud cannot be determined.

1 A Christian name strictly reflects the beliefs of parents but, given patterns of inherited belief, is likely
to indicate also the belief of the named person. See on P.0xy.50.3581 at 55f above.

Texts written by women in C4 that use religious language common to pagans and Christians and 
also lack other identifying criteria include SB 24.16320=P.Kell.19a Appendix (c.299); CPR 7.57 (C3/4); 
SB 16.12496 (C3/4); P.Charite 38 (300-350); P.0xy.48.3406; 56.3860; P.Rainer Cent.85 (364-366); 
SB 20.15069. Texts written by women from earlier centuries that use neutral religious terms include: 
from C2, BGU 2.602; BGU 13.2350; P.Bodl. 1.157; P.Bour.23; P.Col.8.215; P.Giss.97; P.Princ.3.189; 
P-Tebt.2.414; SB 5.7743; perhaps SB 14.12024; O.CIaud.126 (107); from C2/3, BGU 3.822; P.IFAO 
21; P.Mich.8.507; 8.510; P.Oxy.1.114; and from C3, P.IFAO 40; P.Lond.3.988 (243/244); 
P.0xy.14.1679; 14.1773; 36.2789; P.Rein.2.118; SB 16.12326.

3 See 103f below

4 See 36f above.



P.Brook.73, C4, Provenance: Thebaid

This subscription to a loan is made by Aurelia Maria, daughter of Horion (Aiip(riA.ia) 

Mapia 'Qpia)vo<;), 1.1. Maria’s name is the only criterion for religious classification and 

is insufficient5.

P.Cair.lsid.63=SB 6.9185, 21 December 297, Provenance: Karanis; BL 10.32; 

Supplement

This is a petition ‘to Aurelius Gordianos the beneficarius on duty from Aurelia Taesis 

daughter of Copres’ (A-uprî lcp ropStavro B(eve)<KiKiapi(p) aTan̂ ovTa) (= axcm ôvTi) 

7capa AvpTiXiai; Taf|aeax; KoTtpfj), II. 1f.

Taesis states that she has now attained her majority ‘by the providence of God’ (e k  

8ai (= 8e) Geou 7ipov-6a<; (= Ttpovoiaq) ev fî iKia), 1.14. While f) Geta itpovoia, or this 

variant Qeov npovoia, is most commonly found in Christian texts, the phrase is not 

exclusively Christian6. As the only religious reference in the text, and given the early 

date, Geo-u npovota is insufficient to allow classification as Christian.

Taesis seeks redress for grievances against her uncle Chaeremon who appropriated her and 

her sister Kyrillous’7 paternal inheritance while they were minors, and now Chaeremon’s wife 

and daughters have assaulted her.

P.Cair.lsid.114=SB 6.9172=CPJ 474a, 13 November 304, Provenance: Karanis; 

BL 5.21

P.Cair.lsid.115=CPJ 474b, 17 November 306, Provenance: Karanis; BL 5.21

These two texts are receipts from Aurelia Ptolema to Aurelius Isidorus acknowledging 

payment in kind for rent of agricultural land. In both8, Ptolema acts ‘through me her 

husband, Aurelius Johannes, (ex)-gymnasiarch’ (8i’ ê ou toy avSpoq AijpriXico 

(= AtjptiXiov) lcoavyo[v] yû iy(acn.dpxo\) or aaiap%f)aavTOc;)9), 114.1-3.

5 See 36f above.

6 See 120, n.11 below.

7 See also P.Cair.lsid.64,104 for the name.

* In P.Cair.lsid.115=CPJ 474b, AupTiXia ITcoXena 8i’ eficnj t o-G av8poq ’Icoayyou yviMaaiapx or
aatapxTloavToq), ll.1f.

9 The reading y^y(aaiapx) is uncertain. Stern in CPJ, quoting the editors, comments that the space 
for v may hold nothing but the horizontal mark of an abbreviation. The remaining yun() is the most 
frequent abbreviation for ‘gymnasiarch’. The letters may also represent the name of Johannes’ father



Johannes’ name suggests that he is either Christian or Jewish. Both classifications have 

difficulties. CPJ regards Johannes as Jewish, citing his name10. Stern comments that 

Johannes was a ‘lax’ Jew as the post of gymnasiarch is ‘hardly compatible with strict 

adherence to Jewish faith’11. It seems unlikely that a Jew, observant or non-observant in early 

fourth-century Egypt, would hold such a position in Karanis. Jews were disqualified from 

membership of the gymnasium by Claudius’ letter of 4112. There is no evidence that the ban 

was later lifted. Further the Jewish population of Karanis appears to have been destroyed in 

the war of 115-11713, and while Jewish immigrants may have again settled in the area, entry 

into the elite Greek world of the gymnasium is unlikely14.

Fikhman’s proposal that Hebrew biblical names after 300 be regarded as Christian15 suggests 

that Johannes, in 304, is Christian, although the early date implies considerable uncertainty. 

The date places this text in the period of the Diocletian persecution, when a Christian is 

unlikely to hold such a prominent office. If Y^yaoiapxricjavToc; is correct, it may be that 

Johannes held the position prior to the persecution. It may be that he had converted to 

paganism in the context of persecution. As with Stern’s proposal in relation to Jewish belief, 

Johannes appears to be a ‘lax’ Christian or not a Christian.

Given Johannes’ ‘laxity’ if he is Jewish or Christian, it makes the presumption of 

conformity with the custom of marrying within his religious community uncertain. 

Therefore, it is not possible to determine Ptolema’s belief. She is not classified as 

Christian or Jewish.

eg ru(xvciavoq or Pu|j.v6q. ruixvaoiapxiioavToq is proposed in N. Lewis, ‘Review of A. E. Boak and H. C.
Youtie eds, “Archive of Isidorus’”, American Journal of Philology, 83, 1962, 100; BL 5.21; see also CPJ 
3.36.

10 The classification is consistent with Tcherikover’s proposal that Hebrew biblical names prior to 337 
be regarded as Jewish, CPJ 1 .xviii. See 24f, 29 above.

11 CPJ 3.36. Jews were able to hold public office that did not conflict with their traditions, Digest o f 
Justinian 50.2.3.3. See 355, n.241 below. The role of gymnasiarch, however, involved sacrifice. But on
the need for caution in judging what is and is not acceptable for Jews in late antiquity, see Bohak 
(1997), 107ff.

12 P.Lond.6.1912. Philo suggests Jews were members of gymnasia in Alexandria during the Ptolemaic 
and early Roman periods. Jews appear in ephebic lists of Cyrene, lasos in Asia Minor and Corone in 
Greece, CJZC 7A, 7C; REJ 101 (1937), 85f; CIJ 1.721c, cited in M. Williams, The contribution of 
Jewish inscriptions to the study of Judaism' in Horbury, Davies and Sturdy (1999), 75-93. See also 
CPJ 1.39, n.99.
13

A tax list of Karanis, mid C2, mentions only 1 Jew, indicated by payment of the Jewish tax, among
c.1000 males, P.Ryl.4.594=CPJ 460.

14 P.Oxy.4.705=CPJ 450 records the annual celebration at Oxyrhynchus in 199/200 of the defeat of 
the Jews in 117. See 346 below. It is not unreasonable to assume that ethnic distrust lingered also at 
Karanis.

15 Fikhman (1996), 227ff. See also 24f, 29 above.



P.Charite, C4, Provenance: Hermopolis; BL 8.82; 9.56

The archive of Aurelia Charite consists of 41 texts. The editor, Worp, considers that 

the archive contains no information about Charite’s religious belief. Since publication, 

it has been suggested that she may be Christian16.

P.Charite 40 (320-350), as Worp suggests, may refer to a different woman from the 

rest of the archive. The letter is written to or by Charite and opens .. .K-upicc ncm 

. [.]. [.] Xapvrn or Xapvrn 'Iepa[. ] %aipeiv, 11.1-3, but Charite’s father is known to be 

Amazonius. The letter refers to a Koî irrnpiov17, translated by Worp as 

‘Schlafgemach, bedroom’. The word appears elsewhere only in the Nepheros 

archive18 where Kramer and Shelton translate it 'Friedhof, churchyard, cemetery’, 

from where grain is to be obtained. Kramer’s examination of the three uses of the 

word suggests that Koiiu/nxnpiov comes to belong in a Christian context from the late 

third century, being used for ‘burial place’ in accord with the Christian language of 

‘sleep’ for ‘death’19. In the Nepheros archive, it is, then, a cemetery and not a 

dormitory that is used as a ‘granary’. Kramer suggests from this that Charite of 

P.Charite 40 lives in a Christian community and/or is herself Christian20. There is 

insufficient information to establish her Christianity with certainty.

Bagnall more recently has argued that Charite of P.Charite 1-39, 41 is Christian 

based on her husband’s name, Aldephios, of which Bagnall states, ‘a strong 

argument can be offered that the name ... is distinctively Christian’21. His examination 

of occurrences shows no uses before the mid-third century, certainly Christian uses 

after this, and no certainly pagan uses, but several whose religious milieu cannot be 

determined. While the results suggest that Adelphios may be Christian, they are not 

sufficiently conclusive to allow the classification and hence do not allow Charite’s own 

classification as Christian because of her marriage to a Christian man. As Worp 

notes, there are no Christian formulae, no prayers or religious references in the 

archive.

16 Bagnall (1995).

17 eupov (= Tyupov) awn ev tqj K[o]ifnynpicp, ll-9f-

18 P.Neph.12; 36. For P.Neph.36, see 319f below.

19 Kramer (1990).

20 Kramer (1990), 272.

21 Bagnall (1995), 37.



P.Kell.1.71, mid C4, Provenance: Kellis

This text consists of two private letters. On the verso, written upwards in the right- 

hand margin is a short letter from Maria: ‘I ask, mother Maria, send me (â iw, 

|ir)Trip (= niixep) Mapia, 7tejx\(/ov jj.oi), 1.50, a dish and a loom ring. Maria also writes, ‘I 

Maria greet my lady mother and sister with her children. My children also greet you. 

Farewell for me’ (eycb Mapia rcpoaayopetico tt|v K\)ptav nou xnv urixepa Kai ttiv d5eX(()riv 

fiexa t e k v c o v . rcpoaayopeiiei "Ufiaq Kai xa xeKva eppcooGe fioi), ll.52f.

On the recto is an extensive letter from Pamouris to Psais, ‘his brother’22. The letter includes a 

greeting ev Gem, 1.3, a reference to God’s providence (npovoic? t o u  0ecn3), ll.7f, and an 

invocation, Kai vfi tov 0eov, 1.14, all without nomina sacra. These features are consistent with 

Christianity but the text is almost certainly Manichean23. Also on the recto, written downwards 

in the left margin, Psais reproaches mother Maria for not acknowledging receipt of a hanging 

(t o  7iapaKpen.dmov), I.49. A Maria is again found in the Coptic texts P.Kell.inv.45 and 91A/B 

with a Pamouris and Psais, almost certainly the same men named in this text24. The 

relationship between Maria and Pamouris is not specified. Maria is probably a member of 

Pamouris’ household. In P.Kell.1.71, the same hand writes both Pamouris’ and Maria’s letters.

Maria’s name suggests that she may be Christian, but she is probably Manichean, 

being associated with Pamouris and Psais’ Manichean household, although neither 

her letter nor Pamouris’ contains distinctly Manichean elements. Indeed, Maria’s 

letter contains no religious references and nothing can be determined about her 

religious practice and experience. By reason of her likely Manichean status, she is 

not included in this thesis.

P.Koln 5.239, C4, Provenance: Unknown

This is a fragmentary letter from Eirene to Asphalia, her sister (Eipfivri xrj aSe^fi jiou 

Ao<t>aXi<ji), II.if. It consists solely of greetings.

22
Pamouris and Psais are probably natural brothers, although the honorific nuioyrdtoq adds 

uncertainty. A  Pamouris and Psais appear, sometimes with Theognostos and other ‘brothers’, in 
P-Kell.1.Gr.66; 72; 73 and in the Coptic texts P.Kell.inv.45 and 91 A/B. On the family relations in House
3 where this letter was found, see the editor’s comments and family tree, 50f. Pamouris’ letter,
P.Kell.1.71, concerns a proposed visit by Psais that Pamouris urges him to make.
23

P.Kell.inv.45 and 91 A/B in which Pamouris and Psais appear are identified as Manichean by the
editor. House 3 is the source of all 21 Coptic letters identified as Manichean.' Ev 6eq> occurs in 
certainly Manichean texts, eg P.Kell.1.63; cf. P.Kell.Copt.32; P.Kell.1.67.
24 o

oee n.23 above. For other occurrences of the name, see P.Harr.1.107 at 286f.



The name Eirene is most frequent in Christian texts but not exclusive to them25. 

Among those greeted is a Maria, which increases the likelihood that this is a Christian 

circle. However, in the absence of any religious references, this text is not accepted 

as Christian. The reference to Asphalia as ‘sister’, while consistent with a Christian 

milieu, occurs also in pagan texts of familial and social relationship.

P.Nag.Ham.72, C4, Provenance: Nag Hammadi

Proteria26 writes this letter to Sansnos and Psas (or Psatos)27, ôva%ol<;, 1.2. The men 

are Christian ascetics and members of a monastic community28.

The letter has no other religious references. The closing section where a prayer might occur is

lost. Proteria asks for ‘a little chaff (oXiyov axupov), ll.4f, for her donkeys and oxen, 1.6. It is a 

commercial transaction, evident in the statement, ‘send me about the price, how much ...’

(jtejiyaxe jie \m£p rfiv Ti(ifiv oti rcoaov...), 11.1 Of. It is not a charitable gift. The possession of 

several animals suggests that Proteria is wealthy. Unable to purchase chaff where she is, she 

asks the monks to seek some out (epawnocu), I.4. The ‘little’ amount is to be measured by the 

wagon-load, 1.12. Proteria expects the monks to comply with her request, search on her 

behalf, purchase the chaff and arrange delivery. The nature of her relationship with the monks 

is unknown. It may be purely commercial, implying nothing about her religious belief. It may be 

personal or familial, making Proteria’s own Christianity more likely, but there is no evidence.

P.0xy.14.1720, C4 or C6, Provenance: Oxyrhynchus; BL 2.2.102; 9.188

This is a receipt on vellum for payment for wine from Aurelia Thekla29, wife of 

Papnouthios, to Aurelia Helene, daughter of Papontos (Aijprvtia ©eiĉ a yuv(fi) 

na7cv7U)0ioD ano kcojitv; BepK\) A\)pr|Xia <'E>Xevri rianevTwq (= naTtovwcoq)), 11.1 f.

The fourth-century date proposed by the editor appears less likely than the sixth century 

based on the reference to cruKwuctxa (= <rriKco|A<raov), 1.5, which occurs only in later texts30.1 

consider the text outside the time limits of this thesis.

25 Pagan examples: BGU 1.343 (C2/3); 2.505(C2); 2.563(C2); 3.776 (C1); 9.1896-98(166-172); 
P.Bour.41 (197); P.Oxy.1.113 (C2); 7.1045 (205); SB 6.9480 (110); SB 5.7521 (Ptolemaic).

26 npQTnp in the greeting, npoxepia on the verso. The feminine form of the name is not listed in 
Preisigke (1967) or Foraboschi (1967-1971). The masculine Proterios is the name of an Alexandrian 
patriarch in 457.

27 'Fa<; and 'Faxoq are both attested in Preisigke (1967) and Foraboschi (1967-1971).

28 Sansnos appears again in P.Nag.Ham.75 and possibly 73.

29 On the name, see SB 22.15359 at 270f below.

30 P.Oxy. 16.1896 (577): P.Col.8.245 (C6); PSI 8.881 (C6). See Vitelli (1926), 270; BL 2.2.102.



P.Oxy.31.2599, C3/4, Provenance: Oxyrhynchus; BL 10.149

This papyrus consists of two letters from Tauris, one ‘to my lord father Apitheon’ (xw 

KDpttp |xo-u rcaxpi ’AneiGecovi Taupiq %aipeiv), II.Iff, the other ‘to my lord brother 

Theodoras’ (t® Kupicp p.ou aSe ĉo ©EcoSwpco TaijpeK; kXz icxc i /aipeiv), 1.30. Both 

letters concern requests to Tauris’ family to send goods and include greetings.

Tauris writes in the letter to her father, ‘I greet Esther and your sister Sousanna’ 

(cma5o|j.ai (= darcd£o|nai) ELaGup Kai xf]v a.beX<\>r\v g o v  Eo-uaavva), 11.21-23. The editor 

suggests that the names reflect a Jewish or Christian circle and while these women 

almost certainly are either Jewish or Christian, given the date around 30031, it is not 

possible to determine which with certainty. Esther and Sousanna’s belief does not 

imply anything about Tauris’ belief, who may therefore be pagan. Tauris’ letter to 

Theodoras refers to ‘the little ? in the bag’ (to io ik k o v  |xavoaM£iv (= n iK p o v  

ILiayovdXloy) %o ei<; xov aaKKov), I.33, which the editor notes may be a book, a portable 

lectern, a Jewish priestly garment or a hand-towel, but that choice among these is not 

possible. The editor suggests also that if a scroll in a wrapper is intended, the item 

could be a copy of the Torah. Tauris orders Theodoras not to give it to anyone 

(H T |8evi a\jxo (= 5coq)), 34. While the possibility that xo i i i k k o v  navoaM^iv (= niKpov 

jiayovdXiov) refers to a scriptural manuscript is interesting, it is unprovable. The text 

refers to two women in a greeting who may be Jewish or Christian but does not allow 

a more precise classification and offers no information about their beliefs. The text is 

not included in this thesis.

P.0xy.36.2770, 26 January 304, Provenance: Oxyrhynchus; BL 7.152; 10.150;

11.164

This is the deed of divorce32 between Aurelius Heracles and ‘my former and divorced 

wife Aurelia Maria’ (f) yevojievTi Kai dnr|XA,aŷ £VTi |iou yuvaiKi (= yuvrO Aijpr|?da Mapia), 

ll.6ff.

Maria’s name is the only criterion on which to determine a religious classification for 

this text, and by itself it is not sufficient33. There are no other religious elements.

31
Fikhman (1996) argues that LXX names prior to 300 be considered Jewish; see 24f, 29 above. A 

Jewish community is known in Oxyrhynchus from the end of C2; see P.Oxy.4.705=CPJ 450.1-53 at 
346f below; P.Oxy.9.1205=CPJ 473 at 354-359 below.

32 See Migliardi Zingale (1992), 36f, no.19.

See P.Abinn.49 at 36f above.



Nonetheless, it is likely that Maria is Christian or Jewish34. The names of Maria’s 

parents, Heracleides and Tauonis, make a Roman, pagan milieu unlikely, and there 

are no Manichean elements in the letter. Heracles and his father Sarapion bear 

names that offer no assistance in determining religious belief. If Maria is Christian, 

the text points to the practice of divorce among Christians. Heracles’ religious status 

is unknown.

The document opens with statements in the first person plural, ‘we agree to have dissolved 

our union with one another1 (o|io>.oYo%ev cwtê euxGai xf\[q] rc[p6]q aXAfiXovq ctuhPioExteqx;), 11.9-

11, but moves to the first person singular and is subscribed by Heracles alone, ‘I have

dissolved my union . . (cmê eux&nv try; rcpoq ae aujipvaxnv (= CTunPiaxjeax;)), 11.31 -33. The 

question to which assent and subscription is made is put to both Heracles and Maria. The text 

is difficult to classify in terms of authorship as well as religious belief.

P.0xy.48.3403, C4, Provenance: Oxyrhynchus; BL 8.270; 9.202

This letter belongs to the Papnouthis and Dorotheos archive, P.Oxy.48.3384-3429 

(331-C.371) and is from ‘(your) mother Maria to my lord son Papnouthis’ (icupup jiou 

mw [ria]7tvov0iq) t| nf|Tnp Mapia), I.If.The letter closes with the standard prayer, 

epprixjGai ae noXXolq xpovoiq e-uxopm, 11.12-14.

Maria’s name is insufficient to allow a religious classification35 and the prayer which 

occurs in Christian and pagan letters offers no clarity about her beliefs. While the 

editor of the archive regards Papnouthis, Dorotheos and their family as Christian, 

there is no positive evidence to support the classification36.

P.Wisc.2.74, 350-400, Provenance: Unknown; BL 7.282; 8.512; 11.291

This letter is from ‘Kyras and Aias to my lord brother Aphynchios’ (Kvpicp jiou 

d[8]eA.<t>Gk ’A(t>'uy%id5 Kupai; Kai ’Aiac; (= Kupa Kai ’Aia)), 11.1 f.

The letter urges Aphynchios to come immediately as ‘our mother’ has died and his assistance 

is needed to prevent the loss of family property. The women repeat their request four times.

The relationships are almost certainly natural kin.

34 The date, 304, is close to the cut-off date of 300 for accepting biblical names as Jewish, Fikhman 
(1996), 227ff. A Jewish community is known in Oxyrhynchus in this period (see n.31 above) and 
strengthens the editor in CPJ, Tcherikover’s claim that Maria is Jewish. Bagnall (1993a), 193, n.72,
regards Maria as Christian given the C4 date; BL 10.150.

35 See 36f above.

36 P.Oxy.48, p.76. See on P.Oxy.48.3407 at 55 above, 145f below. See also P.Oxy.48.3384 and 3396 
at 289ff below, for a more detailed discussion of classification.



A Christian classification for the letter is suggested by the name ‘Martyrios, our 

brother’ ( t o v  a5eA,<|)6v f̂ wy Mapt>piov), 11.1 Of, whom the women send to Aphynchios. 

The name ‘Martyrios’ appears only in Christian texts37 and indicates that this ‘brother1 

is Christian. However, the nature of the relationship is uncertain. Martyrios ‘has taken 

the trouble’ ( t o v o k -u ^ io v  rcercouiKev)38, 1.13, to go to Aphynchios, for which the women 

express great gratitude and they have paid him39. It seems likely that Martyrios is an 

acquaintance rather than a natural brother. The use of familial epithets is too 

common among pagans and Christians for ‘brother’ necessarily to imply that 

Martyrios and the women are members of a Christian community. The women greet 

Aphynchios’ wife as xnv d8eX,(()fiv rpwv, 1.1 Sf40, which may signify that she is a 

Christian ‘sister’ but may also be a term of affection between non-kin. The criteria 

suggesting a Christian classification are insufficient to allow its acceptance41. The 

abaskanta wish for the children does not rule out a Christian classification but makes 

it less likely42.

O. Douch 137; 148; 149; 150; 151; 152, C4, Provenence: Kysis

These ostraca are a series of instructions from ‘Makaria to Victor, the manager’ 

(M aK apia BiKxcopi e7U|aeA,r|Tri).

The name ‘Makaria’ suggests that this woman is Christian but the name is not 

exclusive to Christian circles43, and in the absence of other religious references the 

texts are not accepted as Christian.

37
For the name, see 270 below.

38
In the papyrus: t cdv OKufyiwv TteTioiriKev.

39
HioQoq does not normally refer to expenses but to wages, LSJ, s.v.

40
’Ao7td£coM£v rf)v aSeX^riv rpmv xfjv eXeuGepa g o v  kcTi xa <a>pdcnca<v>Ta auxfiq 7tai8ia. The meaning of 

eXeuGepa is debated. It may be a proper name or refer to the wife as a freed woman. The meaning
does not affect this analysis.
41

It has been suggested that this letter contains covert allusions to Christian groups following the 
pattern of 2 John, Horsley, ‘A cryptic Christian letter?’ in ND  2.174ff, here 176. According to this 
interpretation the death of the mother and threat to the o iid a  are references to persecution. The 
original C3/4 date suited this proposal. However, Horsley’s evidence is slight as he admits, and the 
revised date of C4 makes the persecutory context less likely.
42

See note 39 above. The abaskanta formula occurs in the Christian text, P.Wisc.2.76. See also 
Horsley, The distribution of a deceased man’s slaves’ in ND  1,69f, here 70; Naldini (1968,1998), 279.
43

On ‘Makaria’, see P.Princ.2.95, ch8 below. Also Horsley, ND  ‘Christians in mid-IV land registers’ in 
ND 3.156f, here 157 on ‘Makarios’.





CHAPTER 3

CHRISTIAN WOMEN’S USE OF ‘BIBLICAL’ VOCABULARY AND IMAGERY

Christian literary papyri and codices1, canonical and non-canonical2, have been 

discovered in diverse locations along the Nile3, the earliest dating from the second 

century4. They are evidence of the importance of authoritative literary texts in 

Christian formation and life5, and of the broad range of texts on which the church in 

Egypt drew. They include what are now NT texts, the LXX6, as well as a number of 

apocryphal gospels including the Gospel of Mary which, notably, points to conflict in 

the contemporary church over women’s roles in leadership and in teaching men, 

several ‘Sayings of Jesus’ gospels and apocalypses7. The distribution of texts 

suggests that those which become canonical are not necessarily privileged in 

authority above a number of related Christian and Jewish texts in the period8 

providing a broad corpus as the source of the women’s vocabulary and imagery. The

1 The majority are codices. Of 172 biblical manuscripts to the year 400 in 1982, only 14 are papyrus 
rolls, and of these 2 are considered genuine rolls, Roberts and Skeat (1982), 39. While the statistics 
are dated, the relative frequency is apparent.

2 The categories ‘biblical/canonical’ and ‘non-biblical/non-canonical’ are anachronistic in this period.

3 The Arsinoite nome, Aphroditopolis, Theadelphia, Socnopaiou Nesos, Oxyrhynchus, Antinoopolis, 
Hermopolis, Panopolis, Coptos, Thebes, Memphis and Phylake Hipponos (Qarara), from LDAB\ 
Roberts (1977), 6.

4 John=P.Ryl.3.457; P.0xy.50.3523; Matthew=p.0xy.64.4404. In C2/3, texts of the gospels of John, 
Matthew, Luke and Pauline letters are extant; also The Shepherd=P.I and.1.4; P.0xy.50.3528.
Manuscripts of the LXX date from BCE. From the LDAB.

5 Lectional aids and Genizah-style jars argue for the use of texts in public worship, Roberts (1977), 4.
1 Clement 45; 53 assume readers know ‘Scripture’ and its formative character, although the actual 
influence of ‘Scripture’ on people’s lives is questioned; eg Christian letters of condolence dated C4 are 
generally indistinguishable from pagan letters, Epp (2004), 46-49. On this, see the conclusions below.

6 Christian ‘ownership’ of the LXX is evident in frequent references to them, eg 1 Clement 4; Barnabas
10-16; and in claiming the patriarchs as ‘our fathers’, 1 Clement 4.8; Barnabas 13.7.

7 Of ‘biblical’ texts dated C 2-C4 ,174 are from the LXX, most frequently Genesis 28x, Psalms 54x and 
major prophets 28x. Classification as Christian or Jewish depends on nomina sacra and the general
pattern that papyri dated C2 are Jewish; codices dated C3 and C4 are Christian, Epp (2004), 20. 114
manuscripts are canonical NT texts, eg Matthew 34x, Luke 3x, John 19x, Pauline letters 25x. 81 are 
non-canonical texts, eg the Egerton Gospel, The Shepherd 16x, Gospel o f Thomas 4x, Gospel of Mary  
2x, unknown gospels 5x, Protoevangelium of James 5x, apocryphal Acts 11x, apocalyptic works 12x.
From the LDAB and van Haelst (1976). The incidence and spread of manuscripts need not coincide 
with their authority and function.
£

Eg Barnabas 12.1 cites 4 Ezra; The Shepherd 7.4 cites the Book of Eldad and Modat; P.Bodmer 5, 
7-13, 20 (C3/4) includes Pauline letters, Jude, 1 and 2 Peter, Protoevangelium of James, Melitus of 
Sardis, Acts ofPhileas, Letter from the Corinthians, Eleventh Ode of Solomon, Psalms; P.Hamb.Bil.1
(C3/4) contains Ecclesiastes and Acts of Paul in Greek, and Ecclesiastes, Lamentations and Song of
Songs in Coptic.



patterns reflect the period when canon formation is in process but not complete9. The 

LDAB indicates that the five works of the Apostolic Fathers already noted, The 

Shepherd of Hermas, the Epistle of Barnabas, 1 and 2 Clement and the Didache10, 

are the significant and frequent texts additional to the canonical books in Egypt in this 

period. This broader corpus of authoritative texts I designate ‘NT’, and these with the 

LXX I designate as ‘Bible’, ‘biblical’ and ‘scriptural’.

‘Biblical’ vocabulary and imagery occur, with varying degrees of certainty, in nine of 

the 26 texts written by Christian women11. The clearest references are in private 

letters with none in the commercial texts or petitions and one uncertain reminiscence 

from the male co-writer of the legal document12. There are few non-literary papyri, 

apart from magical13 and school texts14, containing quotations of ‘Scripture’. Harris 

notes two15, to which can be added P.Ben.Mus.516 and probably SB 14.1153217.

This chapter relies on numbers of searches of the documentary papyri and Greek 

literary sources for its analysis. Searches of the papyri use the DDBDP and those of 

Greek literature use the TLG. I acknowledge these sources in the footnotes as 

(DDBDP) and (TLG).

The Song of Mary

P.Oxy.12.1592 is Anonyme’s response to her lord father (K(t>pi)e jxou 7t(axe)p)18,1.3, 

acknowledging that she ‘exulted greatly and rejoiced’ (Kai navu eneyaMveriv Kai

9 Epp (2004), 20, 55, suggests that there is little evidence for canon formation in the Oxyrhynchus 
papyri of C4. On the contrary, the range of texts is limited and regular, although broader than the final 
canon.

10 Barnabas (c.130) and The Shepherd (c.110-140) are treated as authoritative as early as Clement of
Alexandria (see the list of citations in the Sources Chr6tiennes to the French edition of Stromateis) and
are among the ‘NT’ texts in Codex Sinaiticus (C4). 1 Clement (95-110) is in Codex Alexandrinus (C5).
2 Clement (c.120-170) is closely associated with 1 Clement at least from C5, although not among 
Copts. Didache (C1-early C2), Barnabas, 1 and 2 Clement and the longer Ignatian Epistles are in the 
Codex Constantinopolitanus (C11, but representing a tradition dating to C2). See the Introductions to 
the editions cited.

11 P.Bour.12; P.Herm.17; P.Lond.6.1926; P.Neph.1,18; P.Oxy.8.1161; 12.1592; SB 8.9746; 18.13612. 
Possible references in BGU 3.948; P.Abinn.49; P.Ben.Mus.4; P.Berl.Zill.12; P.Edmonstone are not 
accepted.

12 P.Lips.1.28.

13 See 366, n.10.

14 Eg P.Yale 1.3 (C3/4); P.0xy.2.209 (C4).

15 P.Lond.3.981 =Chr.Wilck. 130 (C4); P.Heid.1.6=SB 1.2266 (C4); Harris (1975), 156.

16 See P.Ben.Mus.4.

17 It closes: ti xapiq toti Kupiou fpcov Itictou [ . See 322f below.

18 Most probably a spiritual father: see 111f, 189f, 230 below.



rxYaXkEiaaa (= fyyaMlaaa)), ll.4f, to receive his letter. MeyaMvco and ayaXkiam open 

the Song of Mary19, according to Luke’s account of Mary’s joy at a message from 

God. The coincidence of the verbs constitutes this as a biblical reminiscence20, and 

indicates Anonyme’s knowledge of the text and memorisation at least of its opening 

verses. 'AyaMad® is rare, attested only here in addition to the LXX, NT and early 

Christian literature where it denotes exclusively the effect on a person of God’s 

gracious action. The reason for Anonyme’s joy is that her father has remembered her 

(oxei (= oxi) Toiomog jiou 7t(aTn)p t t |v  (ivfi|iT|v Tioierrai), II.5f.

Naldini attributes Anonyme’s phrase to ‘ingenuita di mente semplice’21, Ghedini to 

‘esaltazione cosciente di animo femminile’22. The identification is not to be so easily 

dismissed. The verbs alluding to the Song suggest Anonyme’s identification with 

Mary and provide an early example of the role of Mary in shaping women’s identity 

that becomes commonplace in the fifth century23. Use of Mary’s words to express her 

own joy at receiving news points to her appropriation of Mary’s experience as the 

framework within which to articulate her own24. The identification suggests further 

that the father stands in the place of God for her, an understanding strengthened by 

the use of dyaMado). Mary states that she is a 5oijXr| of God, marked by xarcevvrocK;. 

While it is impossible to tell if humility and servanthood describe Anonyme’s 

relationship to her father, it would accord with the demand, in the third century, for 

respect for the bishop who also is identified with God25.

Body, soul, spirit

The trichotomy cŵ a/\|n)xiVrcve0̂ a occurs in P.Oxy.8.1161 and the more common 

adj|ia/\|n)xf| dichotomy in P.Neph.1, while P.Lond.6.1926 refers to a oco|xa/7tve-û a 

dichotomy.

19 Luke 1,46f.

20 Using the categories: biblical citations, echoes and reminiscences, in decreasing order of clarity, 
Harris (1975), 156.

21 Naldini (1968,1998), 159, no.31.

22 Ghedini (1923), no.14.

23 On Mary, see Cameron (1991), 72, 100; Limberis (1994), 59, 101-107, 145; also 303f below. 
Cameron in a private letter notes that interest in Mary in C4 and early C5 is primarily Christological, 
cited in A. M. Emmett, ‘A fourth-century hymn to the Virgin Mary?’ in ND  2.141-146, here 144.

24 Identification with biblical characters and situations is regular in early Christian literature. See 
conclusion 3 below.
25

The bishop ‘rules in place of the Almighty ... to be honoured like God’, Didascalia Apostolorum 2.26,
30 (IX).



In P.Oxy.8.1161, the trichotomy appears in Anonyme’s prayer for God ‘to help our 

body, soul and spirit’ (oncoq ovmi navxeg P[o]ti0r|aaxnv f̂ cov tco acô axi, xrj viruxfj, too 

UnyCe-û aT)!]] 7w(et»naT)i), II.4-7. It recalls 1 Thessalonians 5.23, although the word 

order is different26. The trichotomy appears in Christian literature from the first 

century27, in all permutations of word order and with variations occurring in any one 

writer’s works28, suggesting that word order is not necessarily significant. Anonyme’s 

variation is the most frequent. The trichotomy appears in Christian liturgical 

material29, not in the LXX, and is rare in pagan literature30. Recent discoveries 

suggest that elaboration of the trichotomy characterises Manichean texts31. However, 

there is no elaboration in P.Oxy.8.1161, nor any Manichean elements. In Anonyme’s 

prayer, the terms of the trichotomy together stand for the whole person and have a 

hyberbolic character. For herself and her addressees, she wants God’s help in all the 

accepted Christian dimensions of personhood. 1 Thessalonians 5.23 expresses the 

same desire and provides the matching context for the words.

Tapiam and Paul in P.Neph.1 pray for health yv%f\ K a i oconrni, ll.4f, 30, of the 

brothers32. This dichotomy33 occurs three times in the ‘NT’34 with different meanings. 

In Matthew 6.25, \|n)%f| by itself refers to a person’s life considered as a whole, as 

does orona. In Matthew 10.28 and 2 Clement 5.435, \|n)%f| refers specifically to the

26 to rcvefyia Kai ti yux*)Kai crana. The trichotomy is not found elsewhere in the ‘NT’. It occurs in
P.Harr.1.107 (C3); P.Coll.Youtie 2.91 (C5/6), both with the order yvxri/owna/m’Evna. Among Coptic 
Manichean papyri it occurs in different orders again: P.Kell.5.Copt.29, ‘body, soul, spirit’;
P.Kell.5.Copt.32, ‘body, spirit, soul’. The trichotomy’s neoplatonic background and possible ‘Gnostic’ 
association are noted in Naldini (1968,1998), 78, 245. F. E. Brightman suggests that the order 
xjruxVoffljia/icveujia is ‘characteristic of Egyptian liturgies’, cited in Horsley, ‘Christian amulet’ in ND
1.102f, here 103. But evidence is slight: see n.28 below. For the debated meanings of the terms and a
bibliography, see Bruce (1982), 129f.

27 Eg in Ignatius, Origen, Hippolytus, Eusebius, Chrysostom. (TLG). The trichotomy is significantly less 
frequent than any of the dichotomies.

28 Eg Chrysostom uses four variations of word order.

29 Patrologia Orientalis 18,442-443 (C4) in Lodi (1979), 412f, no.645,7tv(ei3nmo)<; Kai Kai 
aoona-roq; Sacramentarium Serapionis, in Lodi (1979), 349, no.581, Yuxf\q Ttveujiaxoq ccoixaxoq. Also 
Liturgy o f St James, in Barrett-Lennard (1994), 33, n.141.

30 Body/soul/spirit occurs in Comarius C1 (TLG).

31 P.Kell.5.Copt.25; 29; 32; inv.P.81C (all C4), cited in Gardner, Nobbs and Choat (2001), 122. See 
P.Harr.1.107 at 286f below.

32 Paul prays using similar expressions in P.Neph.2.10-13; 5.23-26; 7.12f.

33 The order yvxiVodjna is more frequent by 5:3 in both pagan and Christian literature.

34 The order cswiia/yvxA does not occur in the ‘NT’ but appears in 2 Maccabees 7.32; 14.38; 15.30. In 
Revelation 18.3, acojidicov most probably refers to ‘slaves’. The Shepherd 90.7 has ev Ttveuna Kai
ev 0(O(xa Kai ev evSuna.

35 2 Clement 5.4 recalls Matthew 10.28.



spiritual aspect of human life in contrast to the physical ad îa. These meanings are 

distinct from that in Tapiam and Paul’s prayer where the dichotomy, like the 

trichotomy, connotes the whole human person. The dichotomy occurs in 

contemporary liturgical texts also to connote the whole person36, and is common in 

pagan37, Jewish and Christian sources38, suggesting the phrase is regular in the 

Christian community and general society. Tapiam and Paul’s use may derive from 

any of these sources. The common vocabulary confirms the continuity of pagan and 

Christian society.

In P.Lond.6.1926, Valeria writes, ‘even if in body I have not come to your feet, in spirit 

I have come to your feet’ (e i k e  (=  K a i )  e v  acojxati o \) k  i k o  (=  f]K a ) r c a p a  x o ix ; nodaq  a [ o ] t )  

e v  7iveij(j.au  e iK a  (= f jK a ) 7ipo<; to-u<; 7i6 [8]a<; c to u ) , 11.17-19, recalling 1 Corinthians 5.3 

and Colossians 2.5. This use of the spirit/body dichotomy39 contrasts with the 

complementary sense of the body/soul dichotomy in P.Neph.1 and the trichotomy in 

P.Oxy.8.1161. The elements have a contrastive function, each standing for the whole 

person understood from a particular perspective40. In Valeria’s letter, 1 Corinthians 

5.3 and Colossians 2.5, the categories of presence and absence become blurred 

using the distinction between body and spirit. The category of spirit makes physical 

absence immaterial. The biblical passages provide the conceptual framework that 

allows Valeria to express her conviction.

It is noteworthy that these dichotomous and trichotomous constructions of the human 

person are conventions the women adopt to express their experience of themselves 

and others. The women identify a spiritual as well as a physical dimension to their 

lives.

36
P.Wurzb.3 (C3); Sacramentarium Serapionis, in Lodi (1979), 342, no.568. The dichotomy 

Kai xapSvaq in BKT 6.6.1 (C3) denotes the inner life.

37 Eg I.Eph.la 5; 6; 11; 12, cited in Horsley, ‘Body, soul, spirit...’ in ND  4.38f. Also P.Herm.5 (C4), of 
uncertain religious milieu, although its addressee is generally thought to be an adherent of Hermes 
Trismegistos. The TLG attests numerous occurrences in the Hermetic corpus and in the period BCE.

38 Eg in C1 BCE in Philo c.50x; C2 Origen c.30x; C3 Clement of Alexandria c.10x; C4 Athanasius 
c.25x, all using both word orders. The order yvxnlestiva occurs in apocryphal Acts. {TLG).
39

The dichotomy ad*ia/7ive\)̂ a is not attested before C2 in either word order and is less frequent. In C2 
crcofia/Tcve-û a occurs 4x in historical, astrological, medical and Christian (Origen) texts; nvev\LaJow^.a 
appears in Origen 5x; in C3 aw|j.a/7ive\jna occurs 2x in Gregory Thaumaturges and a pagan text; 
™zv\iaJoa>iia appears in Porphyry 1 x; in C4 otaixa/jtveuna occurs 57x eg Chrysostom 17x, Athanasius 
1x, also in pagan texts; mex>\ialawiia occurs 14x eg Chrysostom 2x, Cyril 2x; all are Christian except 
one medical text. (TLG).
4° TL

me use is similar to that in Matthew 6.25.



npocFEux'n

Two of the women use 7tpoaeuxn of their prayer, Valeria in P.Lond.6.1926, and 

Taouak in P.Neph.18. ripooe-uxfi is the common word for prayer in the ‘NT’41. It is, 

however, infrequent in the papyri42. Eijxti is the usual word for prayer in the papyri but 

occurs in the ‘NT’ in this sense only twice43. Both words occur in the LXX and in 

Christian, Jewish and pagan literature of the period with relatively equal frequency44.

Valeria uses npoaeuxf] of Paphnouthios’ prayers, ‘remember me in your holy prayer1 

(|ivf|(j0T|Ti hod ev aym aou rcpoae'oxrj), 11.16f, ‘remember them (Valeria’s daughters) 

in your holy prayed pvnoQTyn avraov ev tt\ ctyia oov rcpoaeuxfj, 11.21 f. She uses evxx\ 

also of receiving healing 5ta xcov awv e-ux©v, I.8. The words appear to be 

interchangeable45. The conclusion46 that James 5.13-16 is the source of Valeria’s 

request for prayer, based largely on her use of et>xr|, is, therefore, not established47. It 

is more likely that rcpoaeuxn reflects recall of a significant ‘biblical’/liturgical word 

heard in church and a conscious positioning of herself within a Christian linguistic 

framework. Valeria uses a rich vocabulary for prayer: rcpooeuxn, 11.17, 22; e-uxT|, I-8; 

euxojiai, 11.14, 24, 26; aixew, 1.6; Seo^ai, 1.15, suggesting that the attribution of 

particular significance to any term be treated with caution.

In P.Neph.18 Taouak elaborates the conventional opening prayer formula with ‘I pray 

in my prayers’ (evxo îai ev xal<; rcpoaeuxe? (= npooevxaig) hod), II.5f. The editors note 

that with two exceptions, this text and the pagan BGU 4.1080 (C3), npooevxii is used 

in the papyri only to designate the prayers of men (sic) of high religious standing, to

41 It occurs 37x in the canonical texts; also in Barnabas 19.12; 2 Clement 2.2; 16.4; Didache 4 14- The
Shepherd 5.3. (TLG).

42 It occurs 14x in 10 texts in the period of which 8 are Christian, P.Lond.6.1917 1x; 1926 2x; 1929 2x;
P.Neph.10 3x; 12 1x; 18 1x; P.Herm.9 1x; Chr.Wilck.130=P.Lond.3.981 1x (all C4); the concentration
among monastic texts is noteworthy. It occurs in the Jewish text, P.Lond.3.1177 (113) 1x of the 
‘synagogue’; and in the pagan text, BGU 4.1080 (C3) 1x. npooeifyonai occurs 87x in ‘NT’; and in the 
papyri, only in P.Neph.12, and 5 pagan texts.

43 James 5.15; Didache 15.4. E\>xfi meaning ‘vow’ occurs in Acts 18.18; 21.23; 1 Clement 52.3. In
1 Clement 41.3 (hxriai euxcov probably means ‘vow’.

44 (TLG).

45 In Pachomius, Rule, recension A 3 uses rcpoaeuxTl, and recension B IX = Rule 9 uses e-uxti.

46 Barrett-Lennard, ‘Request for prayer for healing’ in ND  4.245-250, especially 249. There is no 
reference to dependence on James 5.13-16 in his later book, Barrett-Lennard (1994).

47 James 5.13-16 is discussed below.



which Valeria’s use conforms, and never of the writer’s own prayers48. From this, they 

suggest that Taouak is claiming a high value for her prayers, and perhaps indicating 

her status as a nun49. While the editors dismiss their own suggestion on the basis of 

the ‘worldly’ tone of the letter, it is, in addition, based on texts of limited range and 

number. Of the eight Christian papyri using npoaeuxri, seven, and arguably all eight50, 

have a monastic context and, of these, three are in the Melitian Nepheros Archive. 

Only P.Lond.6.1926 and BGU 4.1080 use both npoae-uxn and e-uxiV It niay be that 

rcpooevxn reflects an individual’s, and particularly a monastic, reclamation of the ‘NT’ 

term, a conscious identification with a Christian practice.

Healing practice, biblical vocabulary and James 5.13-16

Three of the women refer to prayer for healing.

Valeria has a severe breathing difficulty. She consistently uses iaaiq, II.7, 9,14, of the 

healing she seeks from Christ, eiaaiv (= iaaiv) Xa|ko, 1.7, eiaaiv (= iaaiv) XajifSdvco, x2, 

II.9, 14f. "Iaaiv A,a|i(}dvco does not occur in the ‘NT’ although iaaiq/ido^ai occurs 

frequently of Christ’s healing51 and the apostles’ healing52. It refers almost always to 

physical rather than spiritual healing53 and, in this, follows the pattern in Greek 

literature54. A similar pattern occurs in the LXX55, but Philo prefers the spiritual 

sense56. Among the papyri dated 100-400, iaai<; appears to be attested only in this 

text57, and idojiai not at all, although iaxpoi; is frequent. Christ as iatpoq appears in

48 The editors suggest that Tcpoae-uxal differ from e-û ca in containing theological statements or referring 
to continuous prayer, both unlikely, they claim, among ordinary Christians but likely for clergy and 
monastics. See also n.41 above.
4Q _

Eds, P.Neph., 67f, 86.
50

On the possibility that P.Lond.3.981=Chr.Wilck.130 belongs to the Apa Johannes archive, see 182, 
n.43 below.

51 iacnq: Luke 13.32; Acts 4.30; iaonai: eg Matthew 8.8, 13; 15.28; Luke 6.18,19; 14.4; Acts 9.34.

52 vacnq: Acts 4.22, 30; ido|iat: Acts 10.38.

53 The metaphorical sense is more frequent in later ‘NT’ texts, eg Hebrews 12.13; 1 Peter 2.24; The 
Shepherd 29.11; 49.2; 60.4; 66.4; 77.3; 1 Clement 16.5; 56.7; Barnabas 5.2; 14.9. Christ is icrrpoq in 
Matthew 9.12 with a spiritual meaning.
54

It refers to physical healing in Homer, Plato and frequently in the medical texts of Galen 122x (TLG). 
For further examples, see LSJ, s.v.; A. Oepke, ‘ latent;, iaonai’ in T D N T  3.194-215.

55 Particularly in the Psalms, eg 6.1; 30.2 (LXX 29.2); 38.3, 7 (37.3); 41.4 (40.4); 103.3 (102.3); 107.20 
(106.20); 147.3 (146.3).
56

Philo does not use iacrn; but has iatpoq mostly of God, A. Oepke, ‘ iaovq, iaonai’ in TD NT  3.203.

57 (DDBDP).



contemporary liturgical material of physical and spiritual healing58. The word group 

also occurs in pagan, Jewish and Christian literature59, "laciq appears to be of a 

literary order and not regular in common speech. It suggests that Valeria’s use may 

be a ‘biblical’ allusion, not to any particular story but generally to accounts of healing 

mediated through ‘Scripture’ reading or healing liturgy60. It functions to identify Valeria 

with those who obtain iacnq from God/Christ. The pattern of use confirms the 

hypothesis that accounts of Christ’s and the apostles’ healing provide the tradition for 

healing in early liturgical texts and literary texts not, for example, James 5.13-1661.

Barrett-Lennard62 argues for Valeria’s dependence on James 5.13-16: her use of 

e-uxf|/etix°̂ cu and their appearance in James 5.13-1663; their co-incidence with iacnv 

XanPdvo), II.7, 9 ,14f, and James 5.16 ‘pray for one another, so that you may be 

healed’ (e-uxeoBe weep aXkr\k(£>v, onay; iaGfjxe); and the emphasis on believing 

(7i[i]aTe-uG), neniaxevKa Kai JiiaxeTJoo) II.8, 13, and James 5.15, ‘the prayer of faith with 

save the sick person’ (fi ê xfi xrj<; Tiiaxeox; acoaei tov Kajivovxa). However, as argued 

above, Valeria uses rcpoaeuxii and e\>xii interchangeably and, although euxo^ai is 

rare in the NT, the word is extremely frequent in the papyri with the meaning ‘pray’, to 

the extent that arguing verbal dependence on a NT text seems precarious. The 

emphasis on believing is found in many of the gospel accounts of healing64 and is not 

unique to James 5.13-16. Further, the promise of healing (ia0f\Te) in James comes in 

the context of mutual confession of sin and prayer65, to which Valeria does not refer. 

She also makes no mention of anointing with oil, as occurs in James66. Valeria’s

58 P.Wurzb.3 (C3), icrtpoi; \|n>xcov Kai acondxcov; BKT 6.6.1 (C3), apxuaxpoq tcov yu/rav fprav. P.Wurzb.3 
includes the verbal vaoe.

59 For pagan references, see n.54 above. Jewish examples occur in Book of Enoch, Testament of the 
Twelve Patriarchs, and are frequent in Philo, Josephus. Christian literary use is mostly in the spiritual 
sense, eg in Acts of John] o f Thomas. (TLG).

60 ’IatiKoq occurs of Christ’s power in ‘Prayer of the sick, using oil’, Sacramentarium Serapionis in Lodi 
(1979), 352, no.585.

61 An analysis of the Biblia Patristica in Barrett-Lennard (1994), 53, n.68, indicates James 5.13-16 
comes to be used in this connection only from C4.

82 Barrett-Lennard, ‘Request for prayer for healing’ in ND  4.245-250, here 249.

63 The verb occurs in the canonical NT meaning ‘prayer’ only 3x, of which the James usage is one. It 
more frequently means ‘wish’.

64 Eg Matthew 8.5-13; 9.27-30; 15.21-28; Mark 2.1-12; 5.24-34, 35-42; 9.14-29.

85 James 5.16. ‘Prayer for the sick, using oil’, Sacramentarium Serapionis in Lodi (1979), 352, no.585, 
also emphasises forgiveness of sin.

86 James 5.14f. Barrett-Lennard (1994), 55, notes that anointing is not mentioned, but does not 
comment. The text does not suggest awareness that the rituals are impossible because Valeria is 
absent, or that their lack will impede the effectiveness of the healing. On the use of oil and laying-on of 
hands, see 125, n.53 below.



verbal dependence on James 5.13-16, therefore, appears unlikely, a conclusion 

consistent with the virtual absence of the passage from discussions of healing in 

Christian literature in the second and third centuries and only its gradual adoption in 

the fourth century67. It confirms the likelihood that Valeria draws on gospel accounts 

of healing, particularly stories of Christ healing at a distance68.

Identification with biblical narrative provides a mode of personal definition for Valeria. 

She uses xpicreo<t)6po<;, 1.1, of Paphnouthios, a rare adjective in the papyri69, and 

greets him ev Xpiaxw, I.4, a rare formula, so giving a strong Christological focus to the 

letter70. Valeria further specifies Christ as the object of Paphnouthios’ prayer and the 

source of her healing, ll.6f. Valeria’s focus on Christ, with Paphnouthios as ‘Christ- 

bearer’, and her repeated requests for prayer using â ioco, 1.5, rcapaKaXea),

1.5, and Seô iai, 1.15, serve to further identify her with those who seek healing in the 

gospel stories, and Paphnouthios with Christ. It is noteworthy that both God and 

Paphnouthios are the objects of Valeria’s prayer, Seo^ai xco Geco 8eo|iai Kai coi 

HvriaGri'ri. |j.ou ev xfj dyia aou npoaeuxfi,7111.15-17.

The editors, Kramer and Shelton, argue for Tapiam and Paul’s dependence on 

James 5.13-16 in requesting Nepheros (sic) for prayer for their health (e^aaGai 

(= e^aaGe) -imep 1% oXoK r̂ipiaq fpdiv), 11.11f. Tapiam and Paul recall the cure of their 

children, ‘through your prayers they recovered. For we believe that the Lord will hear 

you since you are righteous’ (5ia xaq evxaq vjimv ercauaavxo. 7ucxe-uonev yap oxi o 

Kupioq \)h<bv 5iKaicov ovxcov aKowexai), 11.13-15. There are similarities in vocabulary to 

James that also recall P.Lond.6.1926: use of e-uxfi; the emphasis on belief (rciaxî  

maxet>co)72; and the reference to being righteous (SiKcnoq)73. However, the similarities 

are insufficient to constitute a biblical reminiscence74. Each of et>xf|, Tiiaxiq and 

SiKaioq is common in the papyri and the latter two terms are common in the ‘NT’. The

67 James 5.13-16 is cited twice according to the Biblia Patristica, but not of physical healing, Barrett- 
Lennard (1994), 54.

68 Matthew 8.5-13; 15.21-28; John 4.46-53.
69

See ‘Christian virtues’ below.

70 To 400, ev Xpiaxm occurs in a greeting only in this letter. By contrast, ev teupicp Beep occurs 16x. 
(DDBDP).

71 In the papyrus, Seone tco Geqj 5eo|ie ke 001 nvfiofhyci nou ev tfi ayv<? oou icpoaeuxfi.

72 James 5.15.

73 James 5.16.

74 See n.20. Barrett-Lennard (1994), 74, also rejects a connection with James 5.13-16.



editors also note the role of church presbyters in praying for healing in James 5.14 

and suggest this as a further connection75, given that Nepheros is a Tcpeofftrtepoc;76. 

However, in P.Neph.1 the attribution of effectiveness in prayer is plural, 8ia taq eu%d<; 

ijp.<Sv, 'ujxdsv 5iKal(Dv ovxcov, 11.13-15; that is, Nepheros and all the brothers’ prayers 

bring healing for the children, and the request is to the brothers, jivrmoveixrrvte, 

e-û ao0e77, 11.8,11. The editors’ emphasis on Nepheros as a presbyter, and on the 

relationship between Nepheros’ priestly healing ministry and James 5.14f, does not 

address the consistently plural references78. In the rest of the archive, only Horion in 

P.Neph.10 asks Nepheros alone for prayers for healing79. There were also, no doubt, 

Melitian priests in Alexandria to whom Tapiam and Paul could turn if a priest as such 

was needed. The proposal that Nepheros, as a upeoPmepoq, is the focus for the 

requests for prayer is not supported. Against a conscious recalling of James 5.13-16 

also is the lack of reference to anointing with oil80 and mutual confession of sin, 

central actions in the biblical passage.

It is more likely that the recent healing of their children and the brothers’ asceticism 

rendering them righteous are the bases for Tapiam and Paul’s request, supported by 

stories of healings in the gospels and Acts, with their emphasis on believing. The 

stories provide the context for identification with people who are sick, including 

women81, those unable to rise from their beds82, and whose friends bring them into 

Christ’s presence83. Tapiam and Paul’s dependence on the gospel stories rather than 

James 5.13-16 accords with the patterns evident in early Christian literature84.

75 Barrett-Lennard (1994), 73, also takes Nepheros to be the object of the request for prayer and
source of effective prayer but does not consider Nepheros’ priesthood significant, noting that non-
priests exercised healing ministries, eg Appa Paphnouthios, P.Lond.6.1926. If a priest as such had 
been needed, Melitian priests were no doubt available in Alexandria.

78 P.Neph.12.3. Also the Introduction of the archive, 15.

77 In the papyrus: fivnnoveucrntai, e-û acrQai.

78 P.Lond.6.1917.24 indicates that requests for prayer circulated among monks Kara |iovt |v .

79 Paul asks Nepheros for general prayer in P.Neph.2; 3; 5; 8; 9; and to die among family; P.Neph.4.
Serapion asks general prayer in P.Neph.12.

80 This lack is noted also in Barrett-Lennard (1994), 74.

81 Luke 8.43-48,49-56; Acts 9.36-43.

82 P.Neph.1.11; Mark 2.1-14; Luke 8.49-56; Acts 3.2-9; 5.12-16; 9.32-35.

83 Mark 6.53-56; Acts 5.12-16; 9.36-43.

84 Barrett-Lennard (1994), 54. See also P.Lond.6.1926 at 86f above.



Anonyme in P.Oxy.8.1161 prays that God and his Son may help (p[o]ti0iiCTGxnv), 1.5. 

While the nature of the help is not specified, acojia, y-uxn, 7tve\j(ia suggest that it has 

both physical and spiritual dimensions85. BotiBeco occurs in gospel appeals for help 

from Jesus86. In each instance, the person’s request is rewarded with healing. The 

word, however, is frequent in pagan papyri87 and in pagan, Jewish and Christian 

literary texts including liturgical texts, and is regular in the LXX88, indicating the word 

is part of common speech. Anonyme’s familiarity with Christian vocabulary in use of 

the trichotomy, nonetheless, suggests a ‘NT’ connection is possible. While pô Geco 

cannot be linked with any particular gospel healing, a recollection may occur at the 

level of identifying with need and appeal for help. There is no allusion to James 5.13- 

16. Rather, Anonyme’s approach is consistent with the patterns of early discussions 

of healing.

Prayer ‘night and day’

Tapiam and Paul’s statement that they pray ‘night and day’ (v\>kt6<; K a i fp e p a c ;) , II.3f, 

for the brothers uses a phrase that occurs in the ‘NT’ to denote continuous, that is, 

regular prayer89. The phrase occurs in the LXX90 and in pagan papyri about other 

matters91. In Christian papyri92, v-ukto<; K a i fm epaq  is suggested to be a biblical

85 See on the trichotomy, 81 f above.

86 Matthew 15.25; Mark 9.22, 24, both requests for healing. God and Christ are called poTiGoq in 1 
Clement 36.1; 59.3, 4. The word group occurs in P.Lond.6.1928 (C4) 4x, of healing by Christ; also 
P.0xy.7.1085 (C4/5) of healing.

87 Eg P.Hamb.1.84 (182-192); P.Brook.46 (160-161); P.Ryl.1.22 (127); BGU 7.1588 (222).
88

Pagan occurrences date from Herodotus, LSJ, s.v. It is frequent in Diodorus Siculus, Plutarch and 
Galen. Jewish texts use (JoTiGeco of God’s help, eg 2 Chronicles 26.15; Isaiah 44.2; Daniel 11.34; Book 
of Enoch; Book of Jubilees; Sibylline Oracle; Philo; Josephus. Christian examples include the 
apocryphal Acts. (TLG). God is PoriGoq in the Sacramentarium Serapionis in Lodi (1979), 330, no.553;
351, no.584.
89

Luke 2.37; 18.1; 1 Thessalonians 3.10; 1 Timothy 5.5; 2 Timothy 1.3. For the possible meaning 
‘regular prayer’, see Nobbs (1998), 236, n.17; for the meaning ‘night and morning’, see 164 below.
The phrase is used also of work (Mark 4.27 accusative; 1 Thessalonians 2.9; 2 Thessalonians 3.8); 
crying out (Mark 5.5); worship (Luke 2.37; Acts 26.7 accusative); teaching (Acts 20.31 accusative); 
meditation (Barnabas 19.10; Didache 4.1). The word order rpepaq Kai vukt o <; also occurs of prayer 
(Luke 18.7); work (Acts 9.24); worship (Revelation 4.8; 7.15); accusation (Revelation 12.10); torment 
(Revelation 14.11; 20.10).
90

Isaiah 34.10; Judith 11.17. The order Tpepaq Kai vukt o<; is more frequent, especially in Psalms, but is 
not used in relation to prayer, eg 32.4 (LXX 31.4); 42.3 (41.4); 55.10 (54.11).

91 P.Tebt.3.1.706 (c.171? BCE) dyke repair; 3.1.782 (c.153 BCE) agricultural practice; SB 14.11371 
(C1 BCE) transport of grain tax; 16.13014 (C2 BCE) agricultural practice. See Nobbs (1998), 236, 
n.17. Both word orders appear with relatively equal frequency in both Christian and pagan texts.

92 This text; P.Herm.9; P.Lond.6.1917; P.Neph.4; P.Oxy.34.2731, 258 below; SB 6.9605 at 269f below, 
(all C4).



reminiscence93. However, its general use makes this uncertain94. Nonetheless, its 

regular appearance in Christian and Jewish literary sources, though not liturgical 

texts, makes a ‘biblical’ derivation possible95. Tapiam and Paul claim to fulfil the 

Christian ideal of regular prayer. Their statement suggests a process whereby the 

‘Bible’ provides a model that shapes people’s lives and religious practices.

Death as xeloq and life in the world as xaAmrcopia and ^evtxcta

Tapiam and Paul in P.Neph.1 state, ‘we pray to die in our own home and we wish to 

be released from the hardship/hard labour of the world near our own people’

(fmeiq yap ev t r  oiiria ecruT<3(v) t o  leXot; axeiv et)%6ne0a Kai eyyiaxa xwv iSicov 

anaXXaynvai xf|<; xaXai7i(opia<; tco Koop.o'u 0eXo)iev), 11.15-1896. They ask for prayer 

because they live in exile in Alexandria (8ia xnv ^evevtiav (= ̂ evixeiav) timxdv), ll.8f, and 

they hope to be counted worthy of preservation ev xfi ^evemtjt (= ̂ evtxeia), 1.19. Much 

of Tapiam and Paul’s imagery has resonances with ‘Scripture’. The desire to die at 

home, however, has no ‘biblical’ parallel, reflecting instead a common fear in 

Christian and pagan papyri about absence from home, illness and its 

consequences97.

Death as a xeXxx; ’completion/fulfilment’ of life has ‘NT’ echoes particularly in Christ’s 

statement at his death, xexeXeaxai98. TeXoq occurs elsewhere with the meaning 

‘death’ only in Hebrews 7.3, of Melchizedek who has no xeA,o<;99. Tekx; e%eiv ‘to die’, 

is attested regularly in pagan literature from Plato100, and in Jewish and Christian

93 See n.20. Also Naldini (1968,1998), 72.

94 Also Wipszycka (1974), 221.

95 Nuktck; Kai fpepaq occurs in the Book o f Enoch', Josephus, apocryphal Acts; Apocalypse of John in 
relation to prayer, worship, contemplation of judgement and God. 'H uepaq  Kai w k t o i; appears in the 
Book o f Enoch-, Josephus; Philo; Acts of Thomas. Both word orders occur in Origen, Clement of 
Alexandria, Athanasius, suggesting that word order is not significant. (TLG).

96 Paul makes a similar request in P.Neph.4.14f, 'iva %uv 6 0eo<; to xekoz, ev Toiq t8ioi<; xapicrrytai.

97 Eg PS110.1161; P.Neph.4; P.Bour.25 (all C4); P.Oxy.8.1154 (C1).

98 John 19.30. The word also occurs in a liturgical text, P.Yale inv.1360 (C3/4), about spiritual struggle 
and salvation.

99 Other occurrences carry a variety of meanings, eg ‘goal’, ‘end result’, ‘tribute’. See G Delling ‘xeXoc! 
in TDN T  8.49-57, especially 54-56.

100 For occurrences, see LSJ, s.v. The TLG attests about 40 occurrences meaning ‘to die’ in the period 
BCE, eg Strabo (C1 BCE). It still appears with this sense in the Hermetic corpus and Galen in C2. The 
expression can also mean ‘come to the end’, eg Strabo, of war; the Hermetic corpus, of god. (TLG).



texts101. It is infrequent in the papyri102, suggesting that it is not part of everyday 

speech but is of a literary order. Tapiam and Paul’s use of the phrase seems likely to 

be drawn from the vocabulary for death of their Christian liturgical community, and 

association with Christ’s death cannot be ruled out. While the evidence does not 

establish a direct source in ‘Scripture’, death as a xeXoq is a theological position 

consistent with the ‘NT’103.

Tapiam and Paul pray for death as a release (d7taM.ayfivca) from Tfjq xaXcarccopiac; tod 

Kocrfi.o'u. ’AnaXaaaa in relation to death has a ‘NT’ parallel in 1 Clement 5.7, 07111^6711 

t o d  Koquov of the apostle Paul’s death. TaA,aincopia occurs in the ‘NT’ three times, of 

the results of sin104. It is more common in the LXX105. The word occurs in pagan and 

more frequently in Jewish and Christian literature106. Tapiam and Paul’s attitude 

contains a number of ‘NT’ echoes particularly in the Pauline letters107 and may reflect 

experiences of persecution as Melitians in Alexandria. Persecution is the context of 

the apostle Paul’s discussion of longing for death, but there is no mention of 

persecution in P.Neph.1. The idea of death as release from suffering occurs in early 

Christian literature108. However, it is not uniquely Christian, being attested also in 

pagan inscriptions109, where it functions perhaps more as an amelioration of death 

from the writer’s perspective than as a reflection of the dead person’s views while 

living.

Tapiam and Paul’s use of ̂ evvreia as ‘exile/living in a foreign place’ does not 

immediately recall ‘biblical’ vocabulary but may use ‘biblical’ imagery with a twist, 

applying the ‘NT’ idea of Christians as £evoi in the world with heaven as their home to

101 In Jewish texts eg Philo; Josephus (C1); in Christian texts eg Clement of Alexandria and Origen 
(C2). It can also mean ‘come to the end’ eg Clement of Alexandria (C3), of ‘the good’; Athanasius
(C4), of a kingdom. (TLG).

102 Eg BGU 8.1857 (64-44 BCE); SB 6.9254 (C2) but not referring to death.

103 Eg Philippians 1.19-26.
104

James 5.1; Romans 3.16; 1 Clement 15.6.

105 It occurs 29x, eg Job 30.3; 2 Maccabees 6.9.
106

It is common in Galen and Philo; frequent in Josephus and Origen; also in Testament ofJob\ Acts
of Xanthippe and Polyxena. (TLG).

107 2 Corinthians 5.2-4, 8. See also Philippians 1.23; 1 Clement 5.7.
108

Clement of Alexandria, Stromateis 5.14.103.
109

IG XIV Suppl. 2461 (Imperial) ‘now that I have obtained this tomb I have ceased from illness and 
labour and troubled toil’; also IGUR 1146 (Imperial); CIL X, 1.4917 (no date), cited by Horsley, ‘Brief 
notes on some epitaphs for slaves’ in ND  2.52ff here 54; Barrett-Lennard, ‘Request for prayer for 
healing’ in ND  4.245-250, here 250.



Tapiam and Paul’s life in Alexandria away from family and friends110. Hevo<; has both 

literal111 and metaphorical112 uses. In the fifth and sixth centuries, ^evvtela gains the 

technical monastic nuance of desirable ‘solitude’113, but the sense here is negative 

and the original meaning ‘exile’ is consistent with Tapiam and Paul’s concern to be 

with their own people. Eeviteia occurs once in the LXX114, not in the ‘NT’, and is rare 

in Jewish and Christian literature115 but appears in pagan, especially astrological, 

texts where it has a literal sense116. The word is infrequent in the papyri117. The 

imagery of ̂ evitela is highly evocative and may, for that reason, lie behind Tapiam 

and Paul’s use, while lacking the particular theological perspective of the ‘NT’.

Tare in P.Bour.25 uses eui ^evoiq tokok;, 1.12, of Apameia. Her meaning is literal.

Seeing God

In P.Neph.18 Taouak writes to Eudaimon and Apia, .. .] ectv aTiootepite (= dnooxepfiTe, 

eds) fie 5t|A,coaaTe p.01 Kai o\|/ete (= o\|/ec0e) 7ipo<; tov 0eov, 11.24-26. ’O\|/ea0£ rcpoq tov 

Oeov is not biblical but has reminiscences in the ‘NT’. It is not attested in the LXX, 

pagan, Jewish or Christian literature of the period, in this form or as opaco eiq 

tov 0eov118. However, 6\|/ovTai/6\|/ea0e tov 0eov occurs in the LXX119, the ‘NT’120 and 

Christian literature with increasing frequency to the fourth century, almost exclusively 

as the blessing for the pure of heart and otherwise always as blessing121.

110 Eg Philippians 3.20. For ^evueva as the Melitian church’s status in Alexandria, see 198 below.

111 Matthew 25.35-44.

112 Hebrews 11.13-16; The Shepherd 50.1.1 Clement pr. uses Ttctpouceco for a similar idea.

113 Vivian (2004), 257, n.98. The word also retains its original meaning.

114 Wisdom 18.3.

115 It occurs with literal and symbolic senses in Acts o f Xanthippe and Polyxena, and appears regularly
with GXiyvq. (TLG).

116 Eg in C2 BCE 4x of which Dorotheus Astrologer uses it 2x; in C2 45x of which Vettius Valens uses 
it 29x; in C4 93x of which Hephaestion Astrologer uses it 68x. (TLG).

117 It occurs elsewhere only in P.Neph.4.13 where it has the same meaning. &voq is frequent.

118 Or in the order el; t o v  0eov opaco, npoq tov 0eov opaco. (TLG).

119 Habbakuk 3.10, of mountains seeing God, connoting threat.

120 Matthew 5.8. See also John 1.18, 51; Hebrews 12.14; 1 John 3.2 of Christ; Revelation 22.4. In 
Revelation 1.7; 2 Clement 17.5 unbelievers see Christ/Christ’s glory and wail.

121 Tov 6eov oyovxai appears in Acts of Paul and is common in Clement of Alexandria and Origen.
Tov 0edv oyeoGe occurs in Celsus and Origen. ”Oyea0e tov 0eov occurs in Eusebius (TLG). None of 
the phrases appears in Jewish or pagan texts of the period.



The editors understand Taouak’s statement as, if you defraud me, make plain to 

me (your response) and you will see God’, with Kai oyexe (=  oyecGe) npoq  t o v  0eov a 

threat122. The following greetings and farewell, they suggest, are to soften the harsh 

tone. The editors leave unanswered the inconsistency between Taouak threatening 

God’s wrath and greeting her addressees with affection, particularly ‘beloved Apia’. 

Threats between members of the Christian community are contrary to the ‘NT’ ideal, 

but the reality of church life means such an interpretation cannot be ruled out. 

Taouak’s reason for her confident pronouncement about seeing God, ‘we are God’s 

treasure/treasury’ (o yap ©rica-upoq tov 0eo\j ruXiq (= Tpeiq)), ll.26f, almost certainly 

includes Eudaimon and Apia123 and argues against the idea of threat.

A further consideration of oyere (= o\|/ea0e) rcpoq t o v  0eov is necessary. Intransitive use 

of opaco with npoq does not occur in the ‘NT’ nor does it seem to be attested 

elsewhere in the papyri or literary sources124. Opaco, used transitively in ’see God’ 

occurs in the ‘NT’ generally with a sense of blessing. The only occurrences implying 

threat, Revelation 1.7 and 2 Clement 17.5, ‘quote’ Zechariah 12.10 and Isaiah 

66.18125, where strictly the ‘seeings’ are neutral, the resulting joy or wailing 

depending on other factors. Zechariah 12.10 is quoted also in John 19.37, where 

opaco is intransitive with ei<;126; that is, the transitive use and the intransitive with 

eig, at least in certain contexts, are equivalent. The phrase here connotes neither 

threat nor blessing. Further, 7cpoq and eiq occur interchangeably in texts of this 

period127. The meaning ‘see God’ connoting blessing fits the context of this letter128.

It is possible that eav arcocnepue ê may be eav cmocTeXXfiTe |xe129 using the 

substitution of X and p common in Greek of this period130. This allows the meaning, ‘If 

you send them (the six artabas) to me, tell me and you will see God’ (as a blessing)

122
Eds, ‘... und Ihrwerdet Gott schauen’.

123
This is the most obvious reading; see also 129ff below; also 198 below on this phrase in relation to 

the Melitians.

124 DDBDP  and TLG.
125

Zechariah 12.10 LXX Kai eTtipXeyovtai npoq ê. Isaiah 66.18 oyovtai xfiv 5ô av ho d.
126 „

o y o v ta i  eiq  ov eqeK evtnaav.
127

Turner in Moulton and Turner (1906,1976) 3.256f; Moule (1953, 1959), 67f.
128

The Eumenian curse formula, ea te n  ai>tco 7tpdq t o v  Seov in Phrygian tomb inscriptions is not an 
equivalent. See W. Tabbernee, The formula ea te n  autcp Trpoq to v  Geov’ in ND  3.136-139.
129

I am grateful to J. A. L. Lee for the suggestion. See drcoatlX ai |io i  I.22.

130 Gignac (1981, 2002) 1.102f.



with no wrongdoing against which a threat need be made. This interpretation also 

requires no change in subject as is necessary in Kramer and Shelton’s reading, 

where ‘tell me’ refers to Eudaimon and Apia’s decision about the aroura. It seems 

likely, then, that Taouak intends the beatific vision of the ‘NT’ by oyete (= o\|/eoGe) 

npoq t o v  0eov and that it constitutes a biblical reminiscence131. Taouak uses the 

blessing as an incentive to encourage Eudaimon and Apia to comply with her wishes.

Taouak’s reason for confidence in the blessing, o yap 0Tiaaup6<; to-u Geo-u fpii;

(= fmeiq), ll.26f, is not a ‘biblical’ citation although it recalls similar statements132. In 

the ‘NT’, in addition to references to human treasure133, the kingdom of heaven is a 

0Tiactt)p6<; hidden in a field134, and the gospel is a Griaa-upoq held in clay/human 

vessels135. It is possible that Matthew’s Griaavpoq refers to people, allowing a biblical 

background to Taouak’s idea. However, even if such an interpretation was not 

current at the time, the sentiment is consistent with ‘NT’ ecclesiology, although the 

link is not direct136. The expression is not attested in contemporary liturgical texts nor 

with this meaning in the LXX, and while Griacrupoi; is frequent in pagan, Jewish and 

Christian literature, it is never used in Taouak’s sense137.

Christian virtues

The women writers refer to a number of virtues in their letters. The sources of their 

vocabulary vary.

Leuchis in P.Herm.17 attributes the words ‘devout’ (Geooepfn;), ‘compassion’ 

(eAermoawn) and ‘kindness’ (xptiatoTni;) to Apa Johannes. 0eoaepf|<; in her address to 

‘my lord, the devout Apa Johannes’ (tco Kupico jiou Gecooepfi (= GeooePel) ”A n a  Icoavriv 

(= IwawrO), 1.1, occurs only twice in the ‘NT’ where it denotes the truly pious 

person138. The word is infrequent in the LXX139 but more common in intertestamental

131 See n.20 above.

132 Eg 2 Corinthians 6.16; Ephesians 2.10; 5.30. Also Psalm 100.3.

133 Eg Matthew 6.19,20; 12.35; 19.21 and parallels.

134 Matthew 13.44.

135 2 Corinthians 4.7.

136 Eg 1 Clement 30.1 has 'Ayiov ouv nepiq wtdpxovTeq but this expresses a different idea and is the 
basis of paranaesis.

137 Eg in C3 Origen uses it 208x; in C4 it occurs 714x. It refers to literal and metaphorical treasure but 
not to people as God’s treasure.

138 John 9.31; 1 Clement 17.3 of Job.

138 Genesis.20.11; Job 28.28; 4 Maccabees 7.6, 21f; 17.15; Wisdom 10.12.



Jewish literature and later inscriptions140. The cognate Qeoaepeia also occurs rarely in 

the ‘NT’141, ©eooepfiq continues to be relatively infrequent in early Christian literature 

until the fourth century142 when 0eooepri<^0eooepeia becomes a synonym for 

‘Christian’ and a title for ecclesiastics143. 0eoaepf|<; is rare in pagan144 and Jewish145 

literature. In the papyri of the period it is attested only twice, both Christian texts146. 

The pattern suggests that 0eoaepf|<; is part of the Christian community’s developing 

vocabulary.

’EXer||K)Gi)VT|, in the request that ‘your compassion reach to me too’ (tcdfie (= Kai ejie) 

<t>0aai (= <|)0dcrrO fi etei^toawnv (= eXer||j.o<xuvT|) aou), 1.3, denotes people’s concrete 

acts of mercy in the ‘NT’147. It is not used of God’s148. The word denotes both divine 

and human mercy in the LXX149. The noun occurs elsewhere in the papyri of the 

period only at P.Abinn.19150. It is regularly attested in early Christian literature, but 

not in liturgical material, and is virtually absent from pagan texts151. Leuchis’ use 

almost certainly reflects a ‘biblical’ and Christian community background.

140 Exodus 18.21; Job 1.1, 8; 2.3; 4 Maccabees 15.28; 16.12; Judith 11.17; Josephus, 3x. In 
inscriptions, the word denotes either ‘the Jews’ or ‘godfearers’ associated with the synagogue. An 
inscription from Miletus reads ’IouSaicov xcuv K a i Geoaepiwv, cited in Deissmann (1923, 1978), 446; see 
also Reynolds and Tannenbaum (1987); Horsley, ‘Ajudaizerfrom the Second Sophistic’ in ND  3.123ff, 
here 125.

141 1 Timothy 2.10; 1 Clement 17.3; 2 Clement 20.4.

142 In C1 Ignatius 1x; Clement of Rome 8x; C2 Clement of Alexandria 9x; Origen 5x; Acts of Paul 1x; 
C3 Hippolytus 1x; C4 Eusebius 30x; Athanasius 3x; Chrysostom 53x. (TLG).

143 Dinneen (1927), 6; Lampe (1961,1968), s.v.; Bauer, Arndt, Gingrich and Danker (1957, 1979), s.v.; 
G. Bertram, ‘Geoaepfiq, Geooepeva’ in TO/S/T3.123-128.

144 In C5-C1 BCE 8x; C1 Plutarch 1x; C2 in the Hermetic corpus 1x; Cassius Dio 1x; C4 Hephaestion 
Astrologer 2x. (TLG). For other examples, see Bauer et al. (1957, 1979), s.v.-, LSJ, s.v.
145

In C1 Josephus 2x, Testament of Abraham 1x. (TLG).

146 This text; P.Kell.1.Gr.63 (C4). ©eooepeia does not occur before C4, then only in Christian texts 
almost all of which are monastic: P.Amh.2.145; P.Lond.5.1658; 6.1923; 1924; 1925; 1929; P.Herm.8; 
9; P.Neph.4; 5; 6; 9; P.Oxy.56.3858; PSI 13.1342. (DDBDP).

147 It occurs 13x in the gospels and Acts but not in the canonical epistles and Revelation, eg Matthew 
6.2,4; Luke 11.41; Acts 3.2; 9.36; also 2 Clement 16.4; Didache 1.6; 15.4.

148 The cognate verb is used of God in Mark 5.9; Romans 9.15-18; 11.30-33; 1 Corinthians 7.25;
2 Corinthians 4.1; Philippians 2.27; 1 Timothy 1.13-16; and is frequent in appeals to Jesus, eg 
Matthew 20.30f; Mark 17.13.
149

Divine mercy, eg Isaiah 1.27; 28.17; 59.16; Psalm 33.5 (LXX 32.5); 35.24 (34.24). Human mercy, 
eg Ecclesiasticus 3.14; 30; Tobit 1.3,16. See R. Bultmann, ‘eXenfioowti’ in TDN T 2.485f.
150

Of Abinnaeus’ action if he complies with the writer’s wish. See the letter at 244f below.

151 In C1 23x, all Christian; C2 46x, eg Clement of Alexandria; Origen; Traditions of Matthew,
Testament of Job', C3 6x eg Acts of Thomas', C4 1424x eg Chrysostom more than 1000x; C5 166x.
The word is rare in the period BCE, occurring in C4-C2 BCE 1x each century and not in C1 BCE.
(716).



XpTiotoTTii; in ‘your kindness embraces all who are powerless’ (fi %pr|oxaraixd 

(= xptiotoTr|<;) cvou KaxeXaPev navxaq xotx; ju.i) (= |ifi) 5'uvanevotx;), 1.2, occurs in the 

epistles of the ‘NT’152, and is used of both human and divine kindness. It is common 

in the LXX, especially the Psalms153, and attested in Christian, Jewish and, less 

frequently, pagan literature154. It occurs in early Christian liturgical material155. It is 

rare in pagan papyri but appears in Christian papyri of the fourth century156. 

XpTioTOTrv;, especially of God, carries the sense of condescension evident in Leuchis’ 

use157. The word appears to be part of her church community’s developing Christian 

vocabulary consistent with the ‘NT’ and overlapping with the language for virtues of 

her society.

Given Apa Johannes’ identity as a Christian ascetic, it may be that Leuchis takes 

words heard in the public reading of ‘Scripture’ containing the church’s developing 

paranaesis and uses them to trigger his sense of duty and press her case. The words 

flatter Johannes and at the same time remind him of the virtues an ascetic ought to 

display, and from which Leuchis can benefit.

The virtues that Valeria ascribes to Appa Paphnouthios in P.Lond.6.1926, ‘most 

honoured’ (xifuoxaxco (= xiniandxco)), ‘Christ-bearing’ (xpriaxo ôpw (= xpiaxcxjjopw)), 1.1, 

and ‘all virtue’ (icdcrnq dpexn<;), I.2, do not have a ‘biblical’ background. ‘Practising’

(xdSv yctp doKo-uvxcov), II.9f, and ‘observing religious discipline’ (OpriaKeuovxcov), 1.10, 

have links to the ‘NT’. Tifncoxaxo<; occurs only twice in the ‘NT’, of inanimate 

objects158, and once in the LXX of the ‘land’159. It occurs more than 300 times in 

Christian and pagan papyri of the period, of objects and people160, has similar use in

152 It appears 11x, eg Romans 2.4; 2 Corinthians 6.6; Galatians 5.22; Colossians 3.12; 1 Clement 9.1;
2 Clement 15.5; 19.1.

153 Eg Psalm 14.1 (LXX 13.1); 21.4 (20.4); 25.7 (24.7); 31.19 (30.20). (716).

154 Pagan texts eg in C5-C2 BCE 40x; C1 Plutarch 26x; C2 Cassius Dio 12x; Jewish texts eg in C2 
BCE Apocalypse ofEsdras\ C1 BCE Philo 9x; C1 Josephus 22x; Christian texts eg in C1 Ignatius 6x; 
C2 Origen 129x; C3 Acts o f Thomas 7x; C4 Chrysostom 132x. (TLG).

155 Eg BKT 6.6.1 (C3). See also K. Weiss, ‘xpticttott '̂ in TDNT  9.489-491.

156 Pagan examples include P.Giss.7 (117); Chr.Wilck.19 (154); Christian examples are P Ant 2 93- SB 
1.2266 (both C4).

157 This is also evident in P.Ant.2.93 of the writer’s future mother-in-law; see 245f below.

158 Revelation 18.12; 21.11.

159 Wisdom 12.7.

180 From a search of the DDBPD. See also Koskenniemi (1956), 100ff.



pagan and Jewish literature161, and is most frequent in Christian literary texts as it 

becomes a term of address in the fourth-century church, designating bishops 

primarily, priests, deacons and lay civil authorities162. Xpicreo<t>6po<; is not found in the 

‘NT’ nor in Christian liturgical texts. It is not listed among the titles of address in 

Dinneen’s listing163. It occurs elsewhere in the Greek papyri of this period only in four 

texts164, but is more frequent in the Coptic papyri. The pattern of use has been taken 

to suggest a Melitian preference for the term and a Melitian milieu for the 

Paphnouthios archive. However, while xpicTo<|>6po<; is rare in very early Christian 

literature, it is used by ‘catholic’ Christians165. ’Apexn is uncommon in ‘NT’166, rare of 

‘virtue’ in the LXX167, regular in Jewish literature168 and frequent in pagan writing169 

and later Christian texts170. ’Aokeco occurs twice in the ‘NT’ referring to spiritual 

training171. The meaning ‘discipline to contain passions’ is frequent in Greek 

literature172. The word is rare in the LXX but appears in Jewish literature173 and is 

regular in Christian writings174. Valeria’s absolute use here appears to have particular

161 In C5 BCE 31 x including Euripides’ use of Tiincora-rn in address to a woman; in C4-C1 BCE 101x;
C1 eg Josephus 22x but not in Philo; C2 eg the Hermetic corpus 3x.

162 Dinneen (1927), 73ff; Lampe (1961, 1968), s.v. Dinneen notes the term is used of all classes and 
Tinicoromi qualifies women. The word is most frequent among the ‘Church Fathers’: C3 43x; C4 353x; 
C5 60x. (TLG).

163 Dinneen (1927). But Lampe (1961,1968), s.v., classifies Valeria’s use as a title.

164 P.Neph.11; Stud.Pal.20.109 as a name; SB 1.2266, (all C4). (DDBDP).

165 It occurs in ‘catholic’ texts with the following frequencies: C1 Ignatius 6x; C2 2x; C3 1 x; C4 41 x, eg 
Chrysostom 10x. (TLG). See also Lampe (1961, 1968), s.v. A similar conclusion appears in Barrett- 
Lennard (1994), 45. Xpi<xro<t>6poq is relatively rare in Christiar^i^^gypt.'

166 Philemon 4.8; 1 Peter 2.9; 2 Peter 1.3, 5; The Shepherd 26.2; 36.3; 46.1; 61.4; 76.4; 2 Clement 
10 .1.

167 Eg 2 Maccabees 10.28; 4 Maccabees 7.22.

168 Eg in C2 BCE Testament of the Twelve Patriarchs 91 x; C1 BCE Philo 675x; C1 Josephus 274x. 
(TLG).
169

Eg in C1 BCE Diodorus Siculus 275x; C1 Dio Chrysostom 100x; Plutarch 789x; C2 Galen 163x; 
Cassius Dio 169x; C3 Plotinus 138x; Porphyry 98x; C4 Julian 110x. (TLG). See also O. Bauernfeind, 
‘dperij’ in TD NT  1.457-461.

170 In C2 eg Clement of Alexandria 160x; Origen 796x; C3 eg Hippolytus 14x; C4 eg Eusebius 459x;
Chrysostom 3222x. (TLG).

In the context of a speech to a pagan, ‘I (Paul) practise (acncm) to have a clear conscience’, Acts 
24.16. Also The Shepherd 38.10.
172

In C1 BCE eg Dionysius of Harlicarnassus 22x; C leg  Plutarch 14x; C2 eg Galen 51 x; the Hermetic 
corpus 1x; Cassius Dio 11x; C3 eg Porphyry 5x; lamblichus 4x; C4 eg Libanius 6x; Themistius 4x; 
Eunapius 1x. (TLG). See also H. Windisch ‘acnceco’ in TD NT  1.494-496.
173

In LXX 1x, 2 Maccabees 15.4.In C1 BCE Philo 6x; C1 Josephus 5x. (TLG).
174

In C1 Clement of Rome 7x; C2 eg Clement of Alexandria 10x; Origen 37x; Irenaeus 2x; C4 eg 
Athanasius 17x; Eusebius 16x; Palladius 11x; Chrysostom 41x. (TLG).



reference to ascetic practice, a sense that emerges in the fourth century175. The word 

does not appear to be otherwise attested in the papyri of the period176, suggesting 

that at this time it is part of literary not everyday discourse, ©primce-ura appears in the 

‘NT’ once177, and its cognates six times denoting ‘religion/religious’ in both good and 

bad senses178. Both meanings are attested in Greek literature but the word is not 

frequent179. It is rare in the LXX180, regular in Jewish181 and Christian literature182, but 

appears not to occur in other Christian papyri of the period183. Valeria, then, derives 

her vocabulary for virtues from that developed by the church, both from its own 

lexicon and borrowing from its pagan society.

The mother in P.Ben.Mus.4 addresses her son as ayidnaxoq . The word occurs in the 

‘NT’ only once and not of a person184, and similarly in the LXX185. However, ayxoq is 

common of people, Christ and God186. In the papyri of the period, ayidnaxoq is most 

frequent in, but not exclusive to, Christian texts187. The superlative occurs with 

increasing frequency in literary sources, mainly Christian, and comes to be used as a 

form of address by the fifth century188, mainly for bishops, especially the bishop of 

Alexandria, and less frequently for high-ranking monks189. It does not appear in

175 Athanasius, Vita S. Antonii 12; 14. For other examples, see Lampe (1961,1968), s.v.

176 DDBDP, nor is it attested in C5.

177 1 Clement 45.7.

178 0ptiCTKe'ia, Acts 26.5; Colossians 2.18; James 1.26; 1 Clement 45.7; 62.1; Bpfjcncoq, James 1.26. See 
K. L. Schmidt ‘Gpricnceia, Gpfjcncoq’ in 7DA/T3.155-159.

179 In C1 BCE eg Dionysius of Harlicarnassus 2x; C1 eg Plutarch 1x; C2 eg Cassius Dio 7x; Hermetic 
corpus 1x; C3 Porphyry 5x. (TLG).

180 In LXX 2x, Wisdom 11.15; 14.17. GpTicnceia 4x; 6pii<TKo<; 2x.

181 In C2 BCE Sibylline Oracle 2x; C1 Josephus 21 x. (TLG).

182 In C1 Clement of Rome 6x; C2 eg Clement of Alexandria 12x; Origen 13x; C3 Hippolytus 3x; C4 eg 
Athanasius 30x; Chrysostom 3x. (TLG).

183 It occurs in the pagan texts BGU 13.2215 (113/4); P.0xy.42.3018 (C3); O.Narm.92 (C2/3). The 
cognates also occur in pagan but not Christian papyri.

184 It qualifies in Jude 20.

185 2 Maccabees 5.15, of the temple.

186 It occurs more than 250x in ‘NT’; 419x in LXX; Moulton, Geden and Moulton (1897 1978) s v ■ 
(TLG).

187 Christian examples include P.Lond.6.1917 (330-340); P.Herm.8 (C4) both of prayer; PS113.1342 
(C4), as a title. Pagan examples include SB 18.13174 (258); P.Harr.1.69 (C3); PGM IV.668 (C4V 
P.Giss.40 (215) of the gods; PS110.1128 (C3) of Isis.

188 It appears in C5-C2 BCE 10x; 1 BCE Philo 11x; C1 16x eg Josephus 4x; C2 28x eg Acts of John 
3x; Clement of Alexandria 5x; Origen 3x; C4 190x eg LH  5x; C5 353x eg Justinian 289x. (TLG).

189 P.Herm.16 (C5); P.Koln 2.112 (5/6); P.Oxy.16.1967 (427). In SB 20.15192 (C5/6) it occurs of 
monks collectively. For examples from Christian literature, see Dinneen (1927), 4.
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liturgical material. It is noteworthy in relation to the mother’s use of the term for her 

son that it is generally used by those of lower status to ecclesiastical superiors190.

While the mother does not use ‘biblical’ language, her son in P.Ben.Mus.5 uses a 

biblical citation as his closing prayer, fi [xdjpiq t o-u K(\)pio)\) ’I(t|oo)-u X(piato)\j 

jiexa t o-u 7tv(et)|iaTo)q tyioov191, II.33-35. 'Yfidjv may reflect Anonymos’ greetings to 

‘those loving us’ (to-ix; <J>iXovyT[a<;] rpac;), 11.31 f, or simply quote the biblical prayer, 

which includes tinwv on each occasion. The prayer gains significance for the mother if 

she recognises its biblical origin. The son’s choice implies that she is sufficiently 

familiar with ‘Scripture’ to identify the source and appreciate its meaning. The mother, 

however, does not use ‘biblical’ vocabulary herself though it would appear suitable. It 

may indicate that ‘Scripture’ is not so much a part of the mother’s verbal landscape 

as to make its use natural.

The mother in SB 18.13612 uses eXee© and acô co, in her requests to Apa Johannes. 

.She asks Apa Johannes for mercy (Kai ejie eXerioov), 1.7, and characterises his 

response to petitioners as ‘you both have mercy on and save all who flee to you’ 

(7tavTa<; eiq ce Kaia^evyovxaq Kai eXeeiq Kai acô eiq) 11.3-7. Both eXeero and acô co 

are frequent and theologically significant words192.

’EXeeco occurs more than 90 times in the ‘NT’ of both divine and human mercy. In the 

LXX, eXeot; translates hesed, the central concept of God’s covenant faithfulness and 

mercy. In both the LXX and the ‘NT’, mercy is mandated for human relationships and 

is thought of as proceeding from God’s mercy. The mother flatters Apa Johannes that 

he fulfils this requirement and invokes his Christian virtue for herself. Of the 

occurrences of eXeeco in the ‘NT’ and LXX, most are ekeryzov, as used by the 

mother193. ’EXeeco occurs in pagan194 and Jewish literature195, and is common in

190 Dinneen (1927), 3.
191

Galatians 6.18; Philippians 4.23; Philemon 25.
192

See R. Bultmann, ‘eXeoc,, eXeeco’ in T D N T 2.477-487; W. Foerster and G. Fohrer, ‘oco^co, ocorripia’ in 
T D N T7.965-1003. Also Bauer et al. (1957, 1979), s .w .
193

Eg Matthew 9.27; Luke 17.13, both appeals to Jesus; 1 Clement 18.2, an appeal to God. It occurs
also in a request to Abraham functioning as a metonymy for God in Luke 16.24.

194 Greek thought includes eXeoq as a respectable emotion in response to the suffering of others, 
although in Stoicism the emotional rather than moral dimension reduces eXeeco to a ‘sickness of the 
soul’, R. Bultmann in TDN T  2.478. ’EXeeco is relatively infrequent, occurring in eg Plato; Homer; and in 
C1 eg Plutarch 12x; Dio Chrysostom 5x; C2 eg Galen 2x; Cassius Dio 36x; Hermetic corpus 9x; C3 eg
Porphyry 4x; Plotinus 1x; C4 eg Julian 5x; Libanius 48x. (TLG).
195

Examples occur in C1 BCE Philo 12x; C1 Testament o f Abraham  5x; Josephus 31 x.



Christian writing196 but infrequent in the papyri to 400 where it appears almost always 

in Christian texts197. It is found in liturgical material198. Anonyme therefore uses the 

vocabulary of the Christian community which intersects with that of the secular world. 

The appeal probably recalls ‘biblical’ use and identifies Anonyme with the needy who 

cry to God/Jesus for help. Apa Johannes stands to her like Christ.

ImC,® occurs in the ‘NT’ more than 200 times with meanings ranging from ‘save’ to 

‘make healthy’ and ‘protect’, with the objects being both physical and spiritual life199. 

The word is frequent in the healing stories of the gospels of Jesus’ action200, is 

common in literary texts201 and found in liturgical material202. Ecô co, however, is not 

exclusive to the Christian community but occurs in Jewish203 and pagan literature204 

and papyri of pagan gods rescuing from the dangers of life and preserving life 

beyond death205 and is frequent in the LXX206. Anonyme draws on the language of 

her society as well as the ‘Bible’, and acô co is an example of the shared vocabulary of 

Christian and pagan communities.

In P.Edmonstone Terouterou considers her act of manumission to be ‘in accordance 

with the godliness of the all-merciful God’ ( k c i t ’ evoepiav (= evaepeiav)207 t o v  

rcaveXerpovot; Geov), I.7, and she charges that none of her heirs criticise xavxri xrj

196 In C1 eg Ignatius 15x; Clement of Rome 41 x; C2 eg Protoevangelium of James; Clement of 
Alexandria 43x; Origen 212x; C3 eg Hippolytus 9x C4 eg Eusebius 155x; Athanasius 145x; 
Chrysostom 1538x. (TLG).

197 It is attested only 23x in the period eg SB 16.12509 (103); P.Gen.2.104 (147); P.Rein.2.113 (263)- 
BGU 4.1024.4, 7 (C4); P.Fouad 80 (C4); P.Lond.6.1917 (C4). (DDBDP).

198 ’EXeeco occurs in BKT 6.6.1 (C3); Id. 4, 195 (C3) in Lodi (1979), 177, no.312; Sacramentarium 
Serapionis in Lodi (1979), 335, no.560; 341, no.568; Liturgy of St Mark 48, 49.

199 The meaning ‘physical healing’ is prominent in the gospels, and ‘spiritual salvation’ in the Pauline 
epistles. A similar semantic range is found in the LXX.

200 It occurs 16x eg Matthew 9.22 and parallels, Luke 8.48. ©epcmeiSro occurs 33x and ido^m 15x.

201 In C1 eg Clement of Rome 78x; C2 eg apocryphal Acts more than 20x; Origen 345x; Clement of 
Alexandria 154x; C3 eg Hippolytus 31x; C4 eg Athanasius 209x; Chrysostom 919x. (TLG).

202 5x6̂ 0) occurs in P.Yale.inv.1360 (C3/4); Patrologia Orientalis 18.442-443 (C4) in Lodi (1979), 412f, 
no.645; Liturgy of St Mark, 62, 71 etc.

203 Eg Testament of Abraham 12x; Josephus 178x.

204 It occurs regularly. In C1 eg Plutarch 333x; Dio Chrysostom 50x; C2 eg Galen 370x; the Hermetic 
corpus 7x; Cassius Dio 141x; C3 eg Porphyry 76x; C4 eg Libanius 387x. (TLG).

205 Eg P.Mich.8.499 (C2); P.Sarap.89 (C2); P.Oxy.31.2561 (293-305).

206 It occurs more than 400x. (TLG).

207 euoefKa is attested in LSJ, s.v., but is considered a poetic form. Terouterou probably uses it as a 
phonetic equivalent to euaefteia.



Etxjepela, 1.15. EiicePeia is frequent in the later books of the ‘NT’208, otherwise 

occurring only once209. It is common in the LXX, especially in 4 Maccabees210. It 

appears in both Christian and pagan papyri211, and is frequent in Jewish, pagan and 

Christian literature212, suggesting that it is part of common vocabulary in society as 

well as the Christian community. In pagan literature, evaepeia denotes reverence for 

the divine and the divine order213, and appears to have a general content214. In the 

‘NT’, evoepeia denotes a particular manner of life that is consistent with ‘biblical’ 

teaching. Terouterou’s phrase, kot’ eiioepiav (= e-uaepeiav), occurs twice in the 

‘NT’215, where it defines genuine Christian truth as that which accords with ewepeia. 

The concept, paradoxically then, both determines what is genuine teaching and is 

determined by it. Kcit e-uaepeiav itself is attested in Jewish, Christian and pagan 

literary sources216. It is not possible to determine to what extent Terouterou’s use of 

evxjEpeia derives from ‘Scripture’ or from the common language of piety in fourth- 

century Egypt. Hence, it is not possible to determine its content for her. Evcepelv 

describes family obligations in 1 Timothy 5.4, the context of Terouterou’s use, and 

may signal her assessment of her action as, in her mind, consistent with ‘biblical’ 

teaching217.

Terouterou uses the language for virtues of her society to describe the behaviour of 

her slaves, ‘good will, love and, in addition, service; good will and affection’(eijvoia<;
o<j o

xai aTopyf\<; et i  t e Kai 'UTnpeaiaq, Euvoiav Kai îXooTopyEiav ), 11.9, 16. Euvoia occurs 

once only in the ‘NT’, interestingly, as here, in a context of slavery219, and only in the

208
Pastoral Epistles 10x; 2 Peter 5x; 1 Clement 8x; 2 Clement 3x.

209 Acts 3.12.

210 It occurs in this book 60x of the 96 occurrences in the LXX.

211 Christian examples include P.Herm.7 (C4); P.Kell.1.Gr.24 (352). Pagan examples include 
P.Giss.22 (98-138); P.0xy.6.907 (276); 12.1449 (213-217).
212

Frequency of use is consistently high, from C5 BCE 235x to C4 7168x and C5 1174x. Jewish 
examples are in Philo 198x and Josephus 148x; pagan examples occur in the Hermetic corpus 28x; 
Christian examples occur in Clement of Alexandria 56x; Origen 279x; Chrysostom 808x. (TLG).

213 W. Foerster, ‘euoepeia’ in TD/VT2.175-185, especially 178.
214

This is perhaps the reason early Christian writers avoid it. Paul prefers nianq and aycwiTi which 
cannot be regarded as personal moral virtues.

2151 Timothy 6.3; Titus 1.1.
216

Eg in a Jewish text, Josephus 1x; Christian texts, Origen 2x; Eusebius 6x; Athanasius 2x; 
Chrysostom 12x; pagan texts, Posidonius 2x; Strabo 1x. (TLG).
217

The phrase also describes family obligation in P.Lips.1.28 at 65 above.
218

The word wnpecria is not a virtue although it appears to function as one for Terouterou.

219 Ephesians 6.7.



later books of the LXX220. OiAoaxopyia and axopYTj do not occur in the ‘NT’221, but 

again in the late books of the LXX222. E-uvoict, atopyri and <t>iAocn;opyo<; are relatively 

frequent in pagan, Jewish and Christian literature223, and attested in both Christian 

and pagan papyri, where they often describe slaves’ behaviour using a formula224. 

The words appear once in liturgical material225. The pagan background to these 

virtues does not necessarily determine the sense of k cx t’ etiaepiav (= euaepeiav) since 

Terouterou draws on ‘biblical’ vocabulary in her use of Jtavetei^uov226. Terouterou’s 

vocabulary reflects Christian literary, perhaps liturgical, and broad societal influences 

and is an example of the integration into the church of non-biblical terms.

Didyme and the sisters in P.Oxy.14.1774 greet ‘the lady sister blessed Asous’ 

(rcpoaayopeDe t t)v  icupeiav (= Kupiav) a8eAx|)fiv jiaK apeiav (= (laKapiav) Aao'uv), 11.17f. 

M aicapio^  -a  occurs some 85 times in the ‘NT’ and generally connotes sharing in 

salvation and its joy227. It is frequent also in the LXX228. The word’s place in the 

Sermon on the Mount229 becomes definitional for its Christian meaning, although it 

can also carry the less overtly religious sense ‘happy’230. M aicapia, in Didyme’s 

greeting, almost certainly has its religious meaning. Its use of someone living is

220 It occurs 18x, in Esther 3x; 1, 2,3,4 Maccabees 15x. (TLG).

221 OiXocrropYoi; appears in Romans 12.10.

222 OiXocropYva occurs in 2, 3,4 Maccabees 9x; c-topyri in 3,4 Maccabees 3x. (TLG).

223 Ewova occurs most frequently, <t>iXx3aropyo<; less so, <ra>pyf| much less frequently. Euvoia occurs 
211x in C5 BCE, to 1254x in C4; in Christian texts eg Clement of Alexandria 24x; Origen 5x; 
Chrysostom 490x; in Jewish texts eg Philo 76x; Josephus 232x. OiXoaTOpyoq occurs 14x in C3 BCE, to 
610x in C4; in Jewish texts eg Philo 13x; Josephus 21x; in Christian texts eg apocryphal Acts 2x; 
Clement of Alexandria 13x; Chrysostom 394x. Zxopyn occurs in C3 BCE 3x, to 81 x in C4; in Jewish 
texts eg Sibylline Oracle 1x; Philo 1x; Josephus 5x; in Christian texts eg Clement of Rome 26x; 
apocryphal Acts 2x. See also LSJ, s.v.; Horsley, ‘<j>iXooTOpyva in epitaphs from Asia Minor’ in ND 2 100- 
103, here 100f.

224 Evvota appears in pagan texts eg P.Brem.49 (C2); P.Mil.2.73 (128-163); P.Oxy.3.494 (156); 
P.Rainer Cent.64 (212); in the ‘Jewish’ text P.0xy.4.705 (199/200) but of non-Jews’ attitudes to Rome; 
in Christian texts eg P.Kell.1.Gr.63 (C4); P.Sakaon 48 (C4). Xxopyfi occurs in pagan texts eg P.Fouad
54 (C2); P.Mil.Vogl.2.73 (128-163) with oxopyiKoq; in Christian texts eg P.Lond.6.1916 (C4);
P.Oxy.31.2603 (C4); P.Sakaon 48 (C4). OvXocrtopyva occurs in pagan texts eg P.Grenf.2.71 (244-248)' 
P.Harr.2.227 (221); and in no Christian text. (DDBDP).

225 BKT 6.6.1 (C3).

228 See ‘Language for God’ below.

227 F.Hauck, ‘naKapioc;’ in T D N T 4.367-370; Bauer et al. (1957,1979), s.v. It is especially frequent in 
The Shepherd 15x; 1 Clement 12x. Dinneen considers it ‘colorless’ (sic), used by Christians and 
pagans for all classes, sometimes in the weakened sense ‘dear’, Dinneen (1927), 81 ff, 93f. It is 
infrequent in the papyri but occurs with a stronger meaning as in P.Princ.2 .95; see 266f below.

228 It occurs 99x and is especially frequent in Psalms.

229 Matthew 5.3-12.

230 1 Corinthians 7.40.



unusual231, occurring in this sense only once after Athanasius232. The word occurs 

frequently in pagan literature233 and in Jewish texts where it is descriptive of a 

particular style of life234. It becomes most common in Christian literature, descriptive 

of living people but rarely as individuals, and the dead as individuals235. In the papyri, 

it occurs in Christian texts and is not attested qualifying a person in certainly pagan 

texts of this period236. Its use by Didyme and the sisters probably derives from 

‘scriptural’ sources, and suggests that Asous is recognised for her sanctity. The fact 

that Asous’ mother237 is still alive suggests further that Asous is a relatively young 

woman and does not receive the honour simply as a factor of age.

Tapiam and Paul in P.Neph.1 and Maria in P.Abinn.49 appeal to the ‘human 

kindness’ (<|)iXav0pcQ7uav), II.6f, of their addressees, a virtue that is not specifically 

Christian. The word occurs twice in the ‘NT’, once of pagans238, once of God’s action 

in Christ239, and only in the late books of the LXX240. It is frequent in pagan, Jewish 

and Christian literature 241, and is attested in papyri and inscriptions from the third 

century BCE into the Christian Era242. It appears in contemporary liturgical material in

231 Mcncapioi; occurs most frequently of the dead eg the saints of the LXX and ‘NT’, martyrs, 
ecclesiastics, relatives, Dinneen (1927), 81. See also 131 below.

232 Synesius, X 1348 A of Hypatia, cited in Dinneen (1927), 82.

233 It is used in relation to life, the king etc. Europa, an Egyptian priestess (Hellenistic), is 
HctKctpia in I.Rhod.Peraia 21.

234 It is expressed in the formulae, The person is/you are blessed who/if ...’ eg C2 BCE Apocalypse of 
Esdras; Book o f Enoch; Sibylline Oracle; C1 BCE Philo. (TLG).

235 Eg Clement of Rome 57x; Gospels of Thomas and Bartholemew; Protoevangelium of James; the 
apocryphal Acts. The Jewish formulae appear frequently. It occurs in C4 9916x. (TLG).

236 In pagan texts it occurs as a name in P.Congr.XV 22 (C4); P.Panop.Beatty 1.10 (298); as an 
adjective but not describing people in CPR 1.30.Fr.1Fr2 (184), P.Mich.3.202 (105). In Christian texts it
occurs as an adjective but not qualifying people in P.Lond.6.1915 (C4); qualifying people in 
P.Oxy.14.1774; P.Princ.2.95 at 266f below and P.Sakaon 48 at 267f below; as a name in P.Laur.4.190 
(C4). In texts of uncertain religious milieux, it occurs as a name in P.Oxy.1.123 (C3/4); O.Douch 2.137, 
148-152 (C4) at 77 above; P.Koln 2.109 (C4/5); as an adjective in SB 18.13946 (C3/4).
237

A literal sense is most likely in a greeting connected neither to the writer nor to the addressee,
Dickey (2004), 36. The ‘rule’ appears to apply in Christian texts.
238

Acts 28.2; also <(>i>.av0poEmco<;, Acts 27.3. See U. Luck, ‘<j>iXav0pcortva’ in TDA/T9.107-112.

239 Titus 3.4.
240

Esther 1 x; 2, 3 Maccabees 4x. (TLG).
241

In C1 BCE 156x eg Philo 56x; C1 178x, eg Josephus 28x; Testament of Abraham  1x; C2 301 x eg
Apocalypse o f John 2x; Clement of Alexandria 37x; Origen 71 x; also the Hermetic corpus 1x; C3 57x 
eg Acts of Thomas 3x; C4 4016x eg Chrysostom 2277x. (TLG). See also, LSJ, s.v. Interestingly, it is 
not attested in the philosophical ethics of Plato, Aristotle or the older Stoics and Epicureans.
24?

Eg IG.Aeg.9284 (270-46 BCE); ISE 77 (Delphi, 256/5 BCE); P.Strasb.606 (C2), cited in Horsley, 
‘<t>iA.av0pama and related forms’ in ND 1,87f.



relation to God243. OiXavOpowria originally denotes divine love for human beings, then 

the beneficence of kings, and human relations characterised by kindness and 

courtesy. It nearly always retains a sense of ‘kindness done by a superior1, as 

appears in both Maria’s and Tapiam and Paul’s use. The word seems almost to be 

avoided by the early post-apostolic Christian writers, occurring initially in the sense of 

God’s action and comes to describe Christian behaviour only from the third 

century244. This pattern suggests that Tapiam, Paul and Maria are drawing from the 

vocabulary of virtue of their society, mediated perhaps through Christian liturgy.

Peace and anxiety

This is discussed in relation to providence in chapter 4245.

Language for God

Generally the women writers do not use specifically Christian language for God but 

words common to their society, almost universally in the form of unqualified nouns: 

(o) 0eo<;246, (o) K-upioq247, o Kijpioq (rptov) 0eo<;248, and o 8ea7r6Tri<;249- O Xpiaxoq occurs 

in one letter250. Three women refer to fi (0eia) rcpovota251. Three use qualifying 

descriptors of God252.

The titles o 0eo<;, o Kupioq, and o Xpiaxoq are frequent in the ‘NT’253 and o 8ecm6Tn<; 

uncommon254. All the titles occur in contemporary liturgical texts and are frequent in

243 Sacramentarium Serapionis, in Lodi (1979), 336, no.562; 347, no.578; 348, no.579; 349, no.581.

244 God’s action: Titus 3.4; see also Justin Martyr, Apology 10.1; Dialogue 47.5. Christian behaviour: 
eg Clement of Alexandria; Origen (TLG).

245 119-123 below.

246 BGU 3.948; P.Abinn.34; P.Ben.Mus.4; P.Bour.25; P.Edmonstone; P.Grenf.1.53; P.Herm 17- 
P.Lond.6.1926; P.Neph.1; 18; P.0xy.6.903; SB 14.11588.

247 P.Bour.25; P.Neph.1; 18; P.Oxy.14.1774; SB 8.9746; 14.11881.

248 P.Berl.Zill.12; P.Grenf.1.53.

249 P.Neph.1.

250 P.Lond.6.1926.

251 P.Neph.1; SB 14.11588. SB 18.13612 has ri rcpovoia. See 120ff below.

252 BGU 3.948, JtcmoKpaxcop; P.Edmonstone, jtaveXefpovoq; P.Oxy.8.1161, .. .g ig  Kai tm dyae[cp fpco]v
ccorfipt Kai x<p oi[i]tp (=mcp) awou ra> TtyomTinevcp.

253 o Geoq occurs more than 1350x; o Kijpioq more than 1250x; o Xpicrcoq more than 560x. (TLG).

254 It is used of God in Luke 2.29; Acts 4.24; Revelation 6.10; Barnabas 1.7; 4.3; 1 Clement 24x; 
Didache 10.3; The Shepherd 24x; of Christ in 2 Peter 2.1; Jude 4.



Christian literature. O leupioq (fiixwv) Qeoc, is regular in LXX255 and does not occur in 

the ‘NT’. It is to be distinguished from K-upioq o 0eo<;, in which Kt>pio<; signifies the 

divine name256. The women do not use the distinctive biblical name but one 

compatible with pagan nomenclature and found in pagan texts, although not before 

the Christian Era257.

Kophaena in BGU 3.948 addresses God as almighty in her prayer for Theodoulos
qcq ORQ

(e-uxonai t o v  7tavT0KpaT0pa 0eov) , 11.2-4. IlavTOKpdTcop is rare in the ‘NT’ , though 

frequent in the LXX as the Greek translation of Sabaoth260, and occurs in 

contemporary liturgical manuscripts261. It is rare in the papyri262, occurring in the 

period in eight certainly Christian texts263, three of uncertain religious milieu264, and 

not at all in certainly pagan non-magical texts. Of the Christian uses, four are in 

monastic contexts, consistent with regular exposure to the LXX. navToicpdToop, 

however, is not exclusively Christian, being used, for example, of Zeus, Sarapis, Isis 

and Hermes265, and in magical texts266. The pattern in literary sources267 suggests

255 The title occurs c.200x mostly as Kupioq Gedq 'Iapaift eg Joshua 14.14; Ruth 2.12.

256 The title occurs in the gospels 15x; Revelation 1x. Also in Acts o f Pau l 3, ld.256-258 in Lodi (1979), 
129, no.224. It is frequent in the LXX, more than 700x eg Genesis 2.18; 9.26; Deuteronomy 4.3; 
Judges 4.6. On the Greek translation of the Tetragrammaton, and the significance of KX, see Horsley, 
'Nomina sacra in synagogue inscriptions’ in ND  1.107-112, here 110; ‘Some recently published 
fragments of the Greek Old Testament’ in ND  2.111-122, here 112.

257' O leupioq Qeoq occurs in pagan papyri but is infrequent, eg P.Oxy. 14.1670 (C3/4) of Sarapis; 
P.Mich.3.216, 219, 221 (296), which I consider pagan. It is not attested in the papyri before late C3, 
although Hadrian is o Kvpioq tuioov Kai 0eoq in 120, Parassoglou (1974).
258

In the papyrus: euxohe t o v  navxoKpdxopav 0eov.
259

2 Corinthians 6.18 quoting the LXX; in apocalyptic contexts influenced by the LXX in Revelation 9x 
eg 1.8; 4.8; 11.17; 1 Clement 7x eg pr.4; 2.3; 8.5; The Shepherd 11.5; Didache 10.3. (TLG).

260 It occurs 181x and is especially frequent in prophetic books, eg Haggai 14x; Zechariah 56x;
Malachi 24x, though it does not appear in Isaiah.

261 BKT 6.6.1 (C3); Id. 4, 195 (C3) in Lodi (1979), 177, no.312; Sacramentarium Serapionis, in Lodi 
(1979), 348, no.580; Liturgy of St Mark, 49.

262 It does not occur in C2-C3; then C4 11x; C5 32x. (DDBDP).

263 BGU 3.948; P.Haun.2.25; P.Herm.7, 8; P.Kell.1.Gr.24; P.Lips.1.40; P.Lond.6.1929; P.Neph.10.
264

P.Abinn.22 Apollos’ religious belief cannot be determined although members of Abinnaeus’ circle 
are certainly Christian; P.IFAO 2.23 too damaged to determine religious affiliation; P.Herm.5 of 
uncertain religious classification but may be Christian with napa rri<; xou navxoKpaxopoq 0eo\j xdpixoq, 
ll.12f, for healing of ‘soul and body’, 1.14.

265 Zeus, I.Nikaia 2.2.1512 (C2/3); Sarapis, P.Berl.inv.21227 (C3/4), both cited in Horsley, ‘The Greek 
Documentary Evidence and NT Lexical Study: Some Soundings’ in N D  5.67-93, here 72; ‘Credal 
Formula in a Christian amulet against fever’ in ND  3.114-119, here 118. For its use with Hermes, 
Eriunios Hermes, Isis, see W. Michaelis, ‘navxoKpdxcop’ in rDA/7"3.914f.

266 Eg PGM IV 968, 1375.
267

It occurs in C2-C1 BCE 13x exclusively in Jewish texts, eg Aristeas, Sibylline Oracle, Philo; C1 34x, 
eg Ignatius; Thessalus the Astrologer; C2 164x eg Acts o f Paul', Clement of Alexandria; Origen; C3



that TtavTOKpdxmp becomes increasingly popular in Christian writing, as the church 

itself gains power. The background to Kophaena’s use is most probably ‘scriptural’ 

and liturgical material heard in church. Her choice of 7tavToicpdi:cop in prayer focuses 

God’s transcendent power into Theodoulos’ daily life. It is noteworthy that all the 

papyri using navtoKpdTwp are written by men except this one. The pattern raises the 

possibility that there is a gendered preference for the word and that perhaps the 

focus on transcendent power, which becomes a motif for Byzantine Christian art, held 

less significance for women. It is interesting that much of Kophaena’s letter involves 

subtle manipulations of power in relation to Theodoulos268, a sense of powerlessness 

on her part to elicit a response from him, and that power is her prime focus in relation 

to God.

Terouterou in P.Edmonstone refers to God as all-merciful, k c i t  euoepiav (= euaefteiav) 

Tcm 7taveX£T||i.ovo<; Qeov, II.7f. naveAeriiicov does not occur in the LXX or the ‘NT’269 

while etefpoov occurs in the ‘NT’, although it is not used of God270. Further, while 

‘merciful’ is also used for Isis and Hermes271, ‘all-merciful’ appears to be restricted to 

Christian texts272. Terouterou’s choice of rcavetermrov implies that she understands 

herself as a recipient of God’s eXeoq, although the circumstance is not indicated. It is 

noteworthy that the Exodus story, foundational to Jewish theology, concerns 

liberation from slavery in Egypt and is definitional of God’s eXeoq273. Similarly in the 

‘NT’, salvation in Christ is imaged as liberation from slavery to sin and is understood 

as eXeoq274. naveXermrov, therefore, seems to belong to the vocabulary of the 

Christian community rather than the broader society, suggesting that Terouterou 

draws on the ‘biblical’ emphasis on God’s mercifulness for her thought. Hers may be

15x eg Apocalypse o f Baruch; Testament of Solomon, also Porphyri; C4 1183x eg Athanasius 105x 
(TLG).

268 See 222ff below.

289 As TtaveXermcov or navieXerincDV.

270 It is used of people in Matthew 5.7; of Christ in Hebrews 2.17

271 R. Bultmann, ‘ekeoq, eXeeco’ in TD/VT 2.478; I.Kyme 41 (C1/2, C3); Hymn 1 oflsidorus cited in 
Zabkar (1988), 138.

272 Only 2 occurrences are attested: Acta Martyrum 452, cited in the note to II.3, 4, P.Col.Teeter 7; 
Chrysostom’s Commentary on 2  Corinthians, as rcavTeXerpcov in a liturgical prayer for catechumens, in 
Lodi (1979), PG  61/10, 399, 289, no.489. It does not appear in the papyri before C4 then it occurs in 
P.Col.Teeter 7 (C4); P.Oxy.48.3421 (C4); P.Heid.7.407 (C4/5); P.Ross.Georg.3.10 (C4/5)-
SB 10.10522 (C4/5); P.Oxy.56.3864 (C5); 56.3865 (C5); P.land.6.103 (C6); P.Wash.Univ.’2.108 (C6). 
None is certainly pagan. LSJ, s.v. cites only this text.

273 Eg Psalm 136 (LXX 135); 106.1 (105.1); 107.1 (106.1); Exodus 34.6f; Numbers 14.18f.

274 Romans 8.21; Galatians 4.24; 5.1; Ephesians 2.4.



an example of the church’s elaboration of ‘NT’ language and of the Byzantine 

preference for hyperbole.

In P.Oxy.8.1161, Anonyme addresses her prayer to two persons of the Christian 

Trinity, ‘. . .  and to our good Saviour and to his beloved Son’ ( . . . a g  K a i  t w  d ya G fc o  

%i<b]v acorripi K a i  tco oi[i]<n (= mw) avxov tco fyyanTmevcp), II.2-4. The language ‘echoes’ 

‘biblical’ phrases but does not quote any275.

God as Saviour in the ‘NT’ always has a possessive ‘my’ or ‘our’, is not found with the 

adjective ‘good’, and suggests a late popularity for the title276. There are also 

references mostly in the later ‘NT’ to Jesus Christ as Saviour277 and contemporary 

liturgical texts refer to both278. In the ‘NT’, the primary revelation of God as ccoxnp is in 

Jesus, and salvation is above all spiritual deliverance. In the LXX, ccorrip is used 

almost exclusively of God, rarely of people and then only of those God has raised 

up279. It can suggest the idea of a national liberator, and its frequent use of the gods 

of paganism280, the kings and queens in the Hellenistic ruler cult, and, most 

frequently, the emperors in the imperial cult281 may account for its infrequency in the 

earliest ‘NT’ books. The term is frequent in pagan, Jewish and Christian literature282.

275 See n.20.

276 God as Saviour occurs 8x, Luke 1.47; 1 Timothy 1.1; 2.3; Titus 1.3; 2.10, 13; 3.4; 2 Peter 1.1; Jude 
25; 1 Clement 59.3 but not in the certainly Pauline corpus. The word group is frequent: see ‘Christian 
virtues’ above.
277

The title occurs 16x eg Acts 5.31; Ephesians 5.23; 2 Timothy 1.10; Titus 1.4; 1 Clement 59.3; 2 
Clement 20.5. In the Pastorals and later texts ‘Saviour’ often lacks the theocentric focus of the LXX 
and earlier ‘NT’ texts, and resembles pagan use, Jung (2002), 350ff.
278

God as Saviour occurs in Sacramentarium Serapionis in Lodi (1979), 330, no.552; 334, no.560;
338, no.562; 350, no.582. Id. 4,195 in Lodi (1979), 177, no.312; Christ as Saviour appears in 
Patrologia Orientalis 18.442-443 (C4) in Lodi (1979), 412f, no.645; reference to both as Saviour is in 
Sacramentarium Serapionis in Lodi (1979), 352, no.585 with reference to God ocoxfipa Tiavxcov 
avGpcojtcov, Ttacepa tou Kvpiou fprnv Kai aartripoq ’Itictou Xpiaxou.

279 Eg Judges 3.9,15; Esther 5.1; 8.12; Isaiah 17.10. (TLG).
280

It occurs most often of Zeus, then of the Dioscouroi, Apollo, Athena, Isis, Sarapis, Asclepius, the 
last particularly in Aristides. On Isis as Saviour, see Apuleius, Asinus Aureus 11.4f; Plutarch 27, 35 
both cited in Bleeker (1962), 11f. Bricault (1999) notes Sarapis as Saviour on coins.

281 For examples, see W. Foerster, ‘acorrip’ in TDNT  7.1003-1012; Jung (2002); J. den Boeft, 'Saviour' 
in Dictionary o f Deities and Demons in the Bible, s.v.', Bleeker (1962); Brandon (1962). Human 
saviours appear most frequently in inscriptions. The title is given to those who alleviate some essential 
human need.
282

In C3 BCE Manetho refers to Ptolemy Soter 3x. The word occurs in C2 BCE 8x exclusively in 
Jewish texts eg Sibylline Oracle 6x; Testament of the Twelve Patriarchs 2x of God; C1 BCE 17x eg 
Philo 13x of God following the pattern of the LXX, and of emperors only as titles; C1 29x eg Josephus 
4x only as titles of emperors; C2 750x eg Origen 588x; Clement of Alexandria 91 x of God and Christ; 
C3 92x eg apocryphal Acts; Joseph and Asenath; Testament of Solomon', C4 2872x eg Eusebius 581 x 
of God, Christ, and the emperor; Athanasius 234x.



Given Anonyme’s illness and her reference to amfiaAiruxnM'exĵ ia, it is likely that she 

intends deliverance from disease by the aaynp as well as spiritual rescue. The 

theological significance of oomip lies in Anonyme’s expectation of divine intervention 

to save/heal her. Her use conforms to the theocentricism of the LXX and early ‘NT’ 

but may reflect both a ‘biblical’ background and a common pagan understanding of 

the divine as saviour.

God as dya0o<;283 is a central doctrine of the LXX284 but the description is rare in the 

‘NT’285. The term is frequent of pagan gods286, and Anonyme’s theology, in ayaOog 

ooarrip, appears to borrow from Hellenistic use which applies ‘good’ to deities from 

whom salvation can be expected287. The title may for this reason be avoided in the 

‘NT’ and in contemporary Christian literature288. ’AyaOog is frequently used of people 

in the papyri but its use of god/the gods is rare289. God is ndxep xov novoyevouq, dya0e 

in liturgical material290. Anonyme’s use of dyaGoq, then, suggests that she draws on 

conventional ideas of the divine from pagan and/or Jewish sources, adopting a 

description that belongs more to the world of literature than to common vocabulary291.

The title m o<;292 signifying ‘Son of God’ is frequent of Jesus in the ‘NT’293. Tioq occurs 

with dyanrixoq three times in the gospels, while fiyarcruiEvoq is used of Jesus in the 

‘NT’ rarely294. Reference to the Son is frequent in contemporary liturgical texts with a

283 Tibiletti (1979), 36,113, writing on P.Oxy.8.1161, wrongly ascribes dyaeoq to Jesus but later 
correctly to God. The sense of Kai, I.3, as epexegetic is unlikely.

284 Eg 1 Chronicles 16.34; 2 Chronicles 5.13; Psalm 106.1 (LXX 105.1); 118.1 (117.1); 136.1 (135.1).

285 God is o crya06<; in Matthew 19.17, but is described with the adjective ayaQoq in the parallel Mark 
10.18, Luke 18.19.1 Clement 56.16 refers to God as ita-riip ctyaeoq.

286 For examples, see W. Grundmann, ‘oyaOoq’ in TDNT  1.13.

287 W. Grundmann, ‘ayaQoq’ in TDNT  1.10-17, especially 11.

288 It occurs only in Eusebius, HE 1.13.6; Commentary on Psalms 23.228.6,1321.51. (TLG). The title
6 jtatnp o dyaOoq appears in Clement of Alexandria, Id.17,191 in Lodi (1979), 125, no.214.

280 Only in this text in C2-C4. (DDBDP). An early Christian hymn affirms God as the source of all good 
gifts, P.Oxy.15.1786 (late C3).

280 Sacramentarium Serapionis in Lodi (1979), 336, no.561.

291 It suggests Anonyme is educated, a hypothesis consistent with her use of complex formulae.

292 Use of the name and title of the Son in letters dated C4 and C5 reflects the Christological 
controversies of the period. See also 161 below.

293 See the listing in Moulton, Geden and Moulton (1897,1978), 966-970. The epithet occurs also in 
Barnabas 14x eg 5.9; 7.2; 1 Clement 3x eg 10.7; Didache 3x eg 7.1; The Shepherd 49x eg 6 .8; 55.6. It 
occurs most frequently in the title moq to-G 0eou. (TLG).

294 aYamrcoq: Matthew 3.17; 12.18; 17.5, and parallels. T|Ya7npevoq: Ephesians 1.6; Barnabas 3.6; The
Shepherd 89.5. Use of rryamuievoq is not exclusively Christian but occurs also in pagan texts eg the 
Rosetta Stele (196 BCE) ITcoXefiaun) aicovopkru, t^ oj v^ie v o v  imo xoti O0a, OGIS 90.4.



variety of epithets295 but is rare in the papyri296. It is likely that Anonyme’s use is a 

recollection of the ‘biblical’ phrase. Anonyme adopts a theological position in linking 

the Son with the ‘Saviour’ Father as an object of prayer and source of help. Whether 

this is a conscious stance in relation to Arianism297 or the unconscious adoption 

perhaps of a liturgical formula is unknown. The Holy Spirit, third person of the Trinity, 

does not appear in Anonyme’s formula. This need not signal a lack of Trinitarian 

orthodoxy. The explicit inclusion of the Spirit, which occurs most frequently in later 

texts, corresponds to fifth-century controversies298. Anonyme’s theology reflects the 

current concerns of the church.

Language for the people of God: dyanriTn dSeX f̂i I aYajnycdg adeljSpoc,, Tiarrip and

EX>£pYETTl<;

Three of the women refer to their addressees as ‘beloved brother/sister1. Tapiam and 

Paul in P.Neph.1 write ‘to the rest of the beloved brothers’ (xolq %oindic, a]Ycmr|Toi<; 

d8EA,<t>[o]t.[<;]), II. 1f, and greet ‘all the beloved brothers by name’ (t o \x; ayamyiovc, 

aSEA. ô’ug navxaq k o t ’ ovo|xa), I.25. Taouak in P.Neph.18 writes to Eudaimon and ‘my 

beloved sister Apia’ (Trj dya7iriTri dSeA,<|)fi jnou ’Amc?), 1.2. Didyme and the sisters in 

SB 8.9746 write ‘to Sophias my beloved sister’ ([Io<t>idxi ji]o-u dyanriTTi d5eX<t>fi), 1.1.

’AyaTtriToq, in the ‘NT’ and later Christian writing bears a weight of meaning 

conditioned by the use of ayanr\la.ycma(Q for God’s love and people’s responsive love 

for God and neighbour299. In the LXX, dYd7nydYa7tda> most frequently describes

295 ’AyvcoidiTou rcaiSoq, ’I(t]co)u X(piaxo)'C) to v  KUpiou %udv, BKT 6.6.1 (C3); |iovoyevoij<; uio'O, Kupiou 8e 
Kai 0eou Kai aayrfipoq rpdov ’Iriaou Xpiaxou, Prex Eucharistica 260-261 in Id. 4, 195 in Lodi (1979), 411, 
no.643. Jesus is most frequently iiovoyevriq in the Sacramentarium Serapionis, in Lodi (1979), eg 329, 
no.551; 336, no.561; 344, nos 573, 574; 345, no.575; and in Liturgy o f St Mark, 48, 49 50 etc. 
Trinitarian references prefer moqto mri<; eg P.Nessana (C4), Lapis Daninos both in Lodi (1979), 41 Of, 
nos 641, 642. Literary sources often use dyaTrntoq, novoyevf|<;, and most frequently uioq xo\j 0eou.

296 See 161, n.66 below.
297

‘Arianism’ in Hastings, Mason and Pyper (2000), 37f.
298

Trinitarian references that include the Spirit occur in 1 Clement 46, 58; Didache 7.1, 3;
P.Oxy. 15.1786 (C3); P.Nessana (C4); Lapis Daninos, both in Lodi (1979), 410f, nos 641, 642; 
Patrologia Orientalis 18, 442-443 (C4) in Lodi (1979), 412f, no.645. They occur in the Trinitarian
doxologies in Sacramentarium Serapionis; Liturgy of St Mark noted above. The Spirit is 'Fuxn in 
Patrologia Orientalis 4/2, 207-209 (250-350) in Lodi (1979), 173f, no.309.
299

Eg John 3.16; Romans 8.37; Mark 12.28ff and parallels; 1 Corinthians 10.14; 2 Corinthians 7.1; 
12.19; Philippians 2.12; 4.1; 1 Clement 20x eg 1.1, 7; 7.1; 8.5; 12.8; The Shepherd 55.6. The word 
9roup is very common in the ‘NT’, c.400x. See E. Stauffer, ayaTtdco, dyaTnyuoq’ in TDN T  1.21-55;
Naldini (1968, 1998), 19.



human love for God, and neighbour because of God300. God’s love, occasionally 

ctyaTtdco301, is more usually eXeeco and oiKTeipco. ’Aya-rcritoq is infrequent in pagan 

literary and documentary texts in the pre-Christian period302. It covers a wide 

semantic range, although aspects of its meaning are debated, from ‘preferred’ and 

‘that with which one must be content, hence of only children’303 to ‘beloved’304. It 

appears in Jewish texts in the period BCE/early CE305 and becomes increasingly 

frequent in Christian literature to the fourth century306. It also occurs as a title for Isis 

in the second century307, but this use may reflect a Jewish or Christian influence.

’Aya7iTiTd<; d8eX<|)6<; is attested in the LXX308 but is absent from other intertestamental 

literature, Philo and Josephus309. It comes to prominence in the canonical NT where 

it occurs frequently, describing members of the Christian community310, but is 

infrequent in literary sources311. In the papyri, ayanritoq d5eX<j)6q is attested from the 

late third century312 and indicates a Christian authorship of the text313. The feminine

300 It occurs in the LXX 25x eg Leviticus 19.18, 34; Deuteronomy 6.5; of Jephthah’s daughter as
fiovoyevfii; dycnnvni, Judith A 11.34. (TLG).

301 Eg Hosea 3.1; 9.15; Zechariah 10.6; Malachi 1.2.

302 Eg in C8 BCE Homer 5x; C7-6 BCE Ox; C5 BCE 42x including Plato 23x; Xenophon 10x; C4 BCE
49x including Aristotle 14x; C3 BCE 3x; C2 BCE 20x; C1 BCE 66x including Dionysius of Halicarnassis
28x. (TLG). Among the papyri it is attested only once before C3 in PSI 6.577 (248 BCE) where the 
meaning is more ‘dear’ than ‘beloved’. (DDBDP).

303 LSJ, s.v. Lee (2003), 197, considers this meaning ‘farfetched’.

304 Lee (2003), 193-211; Bauer et al. (1957, 1979), s.v.; LSJ, s.v.; Lampe (1961, 1968), s.t/.; E. 
Stauffer, ‘ctyaTtaio, ayanriToi;’ in TDNT 1.21-55.

305 Eg C2 BCE Testament of the Twelve Patriarchs 4x; Enoch 7x; Apocalypse ofEsdras 8x; in C1 BCE 
Philo 29x; in the period CE, Josephus 5x; Testament o f Abraham 5x. (TLG).

306 Eg in apocryphal Acts 3x; Gospel of Bartholomew 7x; Clement of Alexandria 30x; Origen 60x; 
Chrysostom 1064x of 2864 occurrences in C4. (TLG).

307 P.Oxy.11.1380 (C2), Isis is d[yd]7iriy 0?cov. The reading is accepted by Gwyn Griffiths after 
examination of the papyrus, rejecting Manteuffel’s, and West’s, a[ya]0f)v 0eov. See Griffiths (1978); 
Horsley, ‘A philosopher-nun’ in ND  4.257ff, here 259. ’AyaTtdco layam\ also describes Isis’ and 
Ammon’s love, CIG 5159; OGIS 90.4.

308 Tobit 3.10; 10.13.

309 TLG.

310 1 Corinthians 1 5 .5 8 ;  Ephesians 6 .2 1 ;  Philippians 4 .1 ;  Colossians 4 . 7 ,  9 ;  Philemon 1 6 ;  James 1 .1 6 ,  

1 9 ;  2 .5 ;  2  Peter 3 . 1 5 .  ’AyartTiTOq qualifies personal names in Acts 1 5 .2 5 ;  Romans 1 6 .5 ,  8 ,  9 ,  1 2 ;  it 
occurs with t e k v o v  in 1 Corinthians 4 .1 4 ,  1 7 ;  Ephesians 5 . 1 ; 2  Timothy 1 .2 ;  as a substantive in
1 Corinthians 10.14; 2 Corinthians 7.1; 12.19; Philippians 2.12; 4.11. It is used with mo? only of Jesus 
and only in the gospels and 2 Peter 1.17. Notably it does not occur in the non-canonical ‘NT’ texts.

311 In C1 in Ignatius 1x; C2 Origen 1x; C3 11x all Christian texts; C4 59x, including Athanasius 6x, all 
Christian texts. (TLG).

312 It is first attested in P.AIex.29 (C3).

313 Nobbs (2004) 146,149f; Horsley, ‘Beloved brothers’ in ND  4.250-255, here 252-254; Tibiletti 
(1979), 44f; Wipszycka (1974), 214. Horsley notes uses by Christians in relation to non-Christians, eg 
P.Herm.4 (317-324) as well as fellow-Christians. He also cites P.Abinn.32 (C4) but I consider



dYa7nyrri a8e>.<|)T| first occurs in the fourth century314. It seems that members of the 

Christian community regularly called one another ‘beloved brother/sister’, at least in 

correspondence. It seems likely that Tapiam and Paul, Taouak, and Didyme and the 

sisters derive dyaTnycog d8eA,<j)6q/dycm;r|Tn a8eX<|>f| from ‘Scripture’ mediated through the 

church’s customary address for community members.

Anonyme in P.Oxy. 12.1592, Valeria in P.Lond.6.1926 and the mother in SB 18.13612 

call their addressees ‘father’. Anonyme writes K(upi)e ôd n(aTe)p, I.3, 5f; Valeria, 

anna and TijiicoTaxe Tcdxep315, II.5f, 27f; and the mother, ana and KDpico jao-o rcaxpi 

eTjepyexr), 1.1. All are almost certainly references to spiritual fathers. The vocabulary is 

interesting in the light of NT teaching and use. Jesus forbids Christians calling their 

superiors naTrip316. ncraip is used sparingly of God in the LXX, but designates the 

patriarchs and later bearers of the tradition with increasing frequency in the 

intertestamental period317, naxip is used frequently in the ‘NT‘ of God, but only twice 

by Paul of his relationship to the churches, on each occasion as a metaphor rather 

than a title318. The metaphor of ‘child’ is more frequent, although used mainly for 

individuals in the later epistles, and it is noteworthy that, in these instances, the 

corresponding ‘father’ does not appear319. There is no evidence to suggest that the 

apostles were addressed as ‘father’, riaxfip is attested in Christian literature as a title 

from the second century320 and appears to be used exclusively for ecclesiastics, the 

biblical apostles and patriarchs, ncraip also appears regularly in both Christian and 

pagan papyri in a non-literal sense for respected men who are older than the 

writer321. The Christian use of rccmip is likely to be an appropriation of this common 

practice, facilitated perhaps by the church’s early custom of meeting in homes and 

adopting familial terms for community relationships322, and following the patterns of

Abinnaeus Christian; see 244, n.8 below. For the phrase as an uncertain criterion of Christianity, see 
Judge and Pickering (1977), 69.

314 P.Neph.18; P.Col.Teeter 9, where cfyaTiTyni occurs without a8eA.(t>ri; SB 8.9746.
315

In the papyrus: Tin-iamne Jtcnnip, II.5f, [Tli îwiaxe Tcaxrip, 1.27, Ti îo-cauo naipi, 1.28.

316 Matthew 23.9.
31 f

G. Quell and G. Schrenk, ‘na-crip’ in TDNT  5.945-1014, especially 976ff.
318

1 Corinthians 4.15; 1 Thessalonians 2 .1 1 ; also of Paul’s relationship to Onesimus, Philemon 10.

3191 Timothy 1.2; 2 Timothy 1.2; Titus 1.4; 1 Peter 5.13.
320

For examples, see Dinneen (1927), 12f, who notes the most frequent use for the Bishop of 
Alexandria; Lampe (1961, 1968), s.v.
321

Tibiletti (1979), 32.
322

Eg 1 Corinthians 16.19; 1 Timothy 5.1, 2; also Meeks (1983), 29f, 75-77.



the LXX. It may also reflect the church’s borrowing of its status designations and 

organisational structures from its society, a phenomenon that becomes particularly 

prominent in the third century323, nccrnp as a title for those in authority was a custom 

in the Greek world from the classical period324. The mother of Philadelphos,

Anonyme and Valeria follow the common practice and adopt titles, and hence an 

ecclesiology, derived from their Christian community and conditioned by their society.

The mother’s term ‘benefactor1 (e-oepyexrv;) in SB 18.13612 occurs once in the ‘NT’ in 

a warning about the wrong exercise of power325. It is never used of God or Christ, 

although both are seen to be givers of benefits326. The place of the term in the religio- 

political life of the Greek and Roman empires may have led the writers and 

translators of the Bible to avoid it327. The title appears for God, however, in liturgical 

material328. It is not used in Christian literature for those with spiritual authority and is 

not among the titles listed by Dinneen329. The mother’s use of the word is probably 

drawn from the vocabulary of her society and determined by her expectation that Apa 

Johannes will act in the manner of a benefactor for her.

ev 6e<5, ev Kuptco and ev Xpurao

Seven of the women use these phrases in eight texts: ev Gem, P.Bour.25 twice, 

P.Grenf.1.53; ev Kupico, P.Neph.1, P.Neph.18, P.Oxy.14.1774, SB 8.9746 twice,

SB 14.11881; and ev Xpicrap, P.Lond.6.1926. ’Ev Kupiro Geco does not occur in the 

women’s texts. All use ev ... in opening greetings, and all but P.Grenf.1.53 use 

nomina sacra. Two repeat the phrase in the prayer. In the ‘NT’, ev Xpurcw is a 

distinctly Pauline expression, occurring more than 90 times in the Pauline and post- 

Pauline corpus, and in 1 Clement330. ’Ev Kupi© occurs 48 times331 and ev Gew

323 Torjesen (1993), 155-176.

324 Dinneen (1927), 12f.

325 Luke 22.25.

326 Eg Psalm 78.11 (LXX 77.11) 116.7 (114.7); Acts 10.38.

327 For the term, see R. A. Kearsley, ‘A Civic Benefactor of the First Century in Asia Minor’ in ND 
7.233-241; J. R. Harrison, ‘Benefaction Ideology and Christian Responsibility for Widows’ in ND  8.107- 
116; G. Bertram, ‘ex>zyevr\q’ in TDA/T2.654f. Josephus, Jewish Antiquities 17.45, of King Bagoas, has 
rcarnp Kai euepye-ny;.

328 P.Wurzb.3 (C3); Sacramentarium Serapionis in Lodi (1979), 338, no.562; 347, no.578; 350, no.582.

329 Dinneen (1927).

330 Eg Romans 3.24; 6.11, 23; 8.1, 2, 39; 1 Clement 11x eg 1.2.3; 21.1.1; 32.4.2. (TLG).

331 Eg 1 Corinthians 9.1; Ephesians 4.17; 5.8; Philippians 2.24, 29; 1 Clement 13.1 quoting Paul; The 
Shepherd 29.4 following Tucstoq.
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once332. The extension of the ev Kupiw/ev Xpiatqj theology to ev 0e© is easily 

accounted for in the later church333. The phrases occur in the LXX but not with the 

theological content of later Christianity334. They appear frequently in Christian 

literature from the first century335. Of three senses identified in Paul’s use, objective, 

subjective and moral336, the subjective sense applies in the women’s letters. This is a 

relational sense based on an experience of God’s grace in Christ that unites 

believers with God and Christ, and with each other through their common experience.

CONCLUSION

My examination of Christian women’s use of ‘biblical’ vocabulary and imagery 

indicates that, while nearly half, that is eight, of the women writing private letters do 

not use ‘biblical’ allusion337, the nine who do almost always do so more than once338. 

Use of ‘biblical’ material is inherently less likely in formal documents and is not to be 

expected from the eight women writing them339. The pattern suggests that the women 

who do use ‘biblical’ vocabulary and imagery have a greater facility in ‘biblical’ 

allusion, deriving perhaps from a greater familiarity with the authoritative texts. Of the 

nine women using ‘biblical’ material, six have an ascetic connection. The pattern, 

then, suggests further that the women’s choice of language may be determined in 

part by the identity of their addressees, as well as reflect the socio-religious world of

332 1 Clement 30.6.
333

The developing focus of theology on the divinity of Christ in C3 and C4 would make the extension 
logical. The phrase occurs in Jewish texts eg Philo 7x of ‘the “in God” life’, ‘the “in God” power’, ‘the “in 
God” rest’ etc., suggesting the phrase was current in Jewish circles. An inaccurate recall of ‘biblical’ 
usage heard in the public reading of ‘Scripture’ would further explain ‘mistakes’.

334 Ev 6eqj occurs about 10x eg 1 Samuel 2.1; 1 Chronicles 5.25; 14.14; Hosea 12.6; ev Kupico about 
15x, eg 1 Samuel 2.1; 10.22; 24.22; ev icupup 6eco about 10x eg 1 Samuel 30.6; 2 Kings 18.5; Hosea 
1.7; ev Kupico xcp0ecoin1 Kings 1.17, 30. (TLG).
335

’Ev Gem occurs in C1 Ignatius 29x; C2 eg Acts o f Paul 2x; Origen 29x; also the Hermetic corpus 2x; 
in C3 5x; in C4 352x eg Athanasius 21 x; LH 1x. ’Ev Kupico occurs in Ignatius 22x; apocryphal Acts 7x;
Origen 56x; also in a text of Galen 1 x; C3 Acts of Thomas 2x; Testament o f Solomon 2x; C4 671 x eg 
Athanasius 51 x, LH4x. ’Ev Kvpicpeera occurs in C4 22x, all Christian texts.
336

Dunn (1998), 396-401; 1) the objective sense refers to God’s redemption in Christ; 2) the subjective 
refers to believers’ relationship to God, Christ and each other through sense 1; 3) the moral refers to 
behaviour appropriate to senses 1 and 2. Cranfield (1979) 2.833-835 identifies 4 senses which are
variations and combinations of Dunn’s but they are less useful analytically.
337

In this statement, I do not include unqualified references to ‘God’.

338 P.Bour.12; P.Herm.17; P.Lond.6.1926; P.Neph.1, 18; P.Oxy.8.1161; 12.1592; SB 8.9746;
18.13612. The exception is Didyme and the sisters, SB 8.9746. Their other letter, P.Oxy.14.1774, has 
no ‘biblical’ vocabulary or imagery.
33Q

The three petitions P.Abinn.49; P.0xy.6.903; 50.3581; Stud.Pal.20.86; lease P.Kell.1.Gr.32; 
manumission P.Edmondstone; adoption text P.Lips.1.28; and semi-official letter P.Abinn.34. The 
adoption document may allude to a ‘biblical’ virtue but the words are Silvanos’.



the woman. The evidence indicates that use of ‘biblical’ vocabulary and imagery 

correlates with a more overtly Christian environment and consciously Christian 

identity.

A second conclusion is that the Christian women’s use of ‘biblical’ vocabulary and 

imagery is consistent with an oral transmission of ‘Scripture’. The women’s ‘biblical’ 

allusions are mostly inexact and general in nature340. It is unlikely that they would 

have their own copy of a ‘biblical’ text. Not only were books expensive341 and 

uncommon342, but women’s levels of reading literacy were low343. The most likely 

source of the women’s familiarity with ‘biblical’ material is the public reading of 

‘Scripture’ which was an integral part of Christian services344 and confirms women’s 

membership of worshipping communities345. The pattern in the women’s allusions 

reflects recall of keywords, for example the trichotomy, dichotomy and words to do 

with healing, death and God, as emblems of broader ‘biblical’ ideas. The particular 

ideas appropriated are not arbitrary or speculative but those with which the women 

identify.

A third conclusion concerns the role of ‘biblical’ material in shaping the identity of 

Christian women and their expectations of life and God. The women’s use of ev 0ero, 

ev Kupico and ev Xpicrcro with their inherent theology suggests a new sense of identity 

as Christians and of connectedness within the Christian community. Notably the use 

does not correlate with other ‘biblical’ allusions or prayer. The women identify with 

‘biblical’ characters whose circumstances parallel their own, for example those in 

need of healing and help. They appropriate the characters’ words, actions, hope, 

healing and/or self-definition346. The identification shows a process of active

340 This is not to imply that memory need always be inexact eg HL 4.

341 See 17, n.119 above. Codices were less expensive, Skeat (1982).

342 It has been suggested that a number of Christian scriptoria existed in Egypt prior to Constantine. 
Evidence suggests one in Alexandria in C2, Zuntz (1953), 272f; Roberts (1977), 24 who argues that 
another at Oxyrhynchus by late C2 or C3 is unlikely. The number of Christian literary texts along the 
Nile in C2-C3 suggests scriptoria were functioning. Their nature and number are unknown. See also 
Horsley, ‘Papyrus testimony to Christological controversies’ in ND  3.111f, here 113. For a listing of 
‘biblical’ texts to 400, see LDAB; also Roberts (1977), 61 f; P.Ash.inv.3.

343 See 11-19 especially 15f above.

344 Martin (1995), 68-73. See nn.3, 5 above.

345 See 198f below.

346 Judge (1985), 342, notes that the need for healing and protection in the Christian community leads 
to appeals to biblical healing stories for use in prayers and on amulets: eg PGM 5b (C5) invokes ‘the 
God of the sheep-pool’ of John 5.2; PGM XXIII refers to Matthew 14.30-33.
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Christianisation. The women also make use of ‘biblical’ concepts that allow them to 

articulate their situations to each woman’s best advantage and to place those whose 

help they seek in a position parallel to the biblical rescuer.

Identification is a process observable among readers of sacred texts. It is taught in 

the Hebrew Scriptures. For example, remembering the Exodus at the annual 

Passover festival rehearses God’s action in relation to i/s347; that is, the 

contemporary community identified with the original community. In the ‘NT’, the early 

articulation of baptism similarly involves identification with Christ348, and the apostle 

Paul constructs the meaning of his work by identifying himself with the Suffering 

Servant of Deutero-lsaiah and Jeremiah349. In the post-apostolic church, there are a 

number of examples of women identifying and being identified with others to 

articulate their understanding. Perpetua expresses the meaning of her sufferings 

through identification with Christ in the dream sequences of her martyrdom350, 

although she appears not to use it otherwise. Eusebius identifies Blandina with Christ 

on the cross and explains her sufferings in terms of Christ’s351. More than a century 

later, Eugenia is identified with Thekla in her martyrdom352. A similar process is 

evident in naming one person in terms of another, for example ri 5em epa Ooipri,

II.2f353, in an inscription for Sophia, deacon, a second Phoebe; Aelius Paion as a 

‘New Homer’354; and Julia Domna as a ‘New Hera’355. Identification is a way of 

establishing identity, of giving meaning to circumstances and articulating their 

significance. It makes a past set of circumstances present and imaginatively 

powerful. The evidence of the women’s texts indicates that identification was a way 

by which the ‘biblical’ material became an active shaper of women’s lives.

A fourth conclusion concerns the range of the women’s religious vocabulary and the 

evidence it provides for the development of Christian vocabulary beyond the ‘NT’ in

347 Eg Exodus 12.26f; 13.14f; Deuteronomy 6.20-23.

348 Romans 6 .1 -8 .
349

Galatians 1.15 compared to Isaiah 49.1; Jeremiah 1.5.

350 Acts of Perpetua and Felicitas 4,15.

351 Eusebius, H E  5.5.41.
352

Acts of St Eugenia 158.

Guarducci, EG 4.445 republished in Horsley, ‘Sophia, “the second Phoibe’” in ND  4.239-244.

354 G. Bean, Side kitabeleri: The Inscriptions o f Side 107.11 cited in Horsley, ‘Sophia, “the second 
Phoibe”’ in ND  4.239-244, here 241.
35 c

IGRR 4.881 cited in Horsley, ‘Addenda’ in ND  5.149.
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the post-apostolic period. The ‘NT’ vocabulary for God, fellow-Christians and the 

virtuous life has certain distinctive emphases but mostly displays a significant overlap 

of terms with Greek and Jewish society356. The women’s vocabulary suggests a 

broadening of the overlap with time. The women use their society’s vocabulary of 

language for God and tend to use vocabulary for the virtuous life not found or rarely 

found in ‘Scripture’ and sometimes occurring in liturgical texts: Kophaena in BGU 

3.948, the mother in P.Ben.Mus.4, Terouterou in P.Edmonstone, Valeria in 

P.Lond.6.1926, and Paul and Tapiam in P.Neph.1. While it is apparent that the ‘NT’ 

writers avoid certain words, Leuchis in P.Herm.17 uses several drawn from the 

vocabulary of Greek ideals and virtues. The women largely ignore the vocabulary for 

principal virtues in the ‘NT’: dnA.6xri<;, enioTrmri, aicaida, ae|nv6Tn<;, dycrarn, nicxiq, <|)6|k)<; 

Kvploi), 6|a.ovoia, S ik o u o o w ii, dXr\0£ia, -vmô iovfi, (jjiXô evoq, fic\>xio<; , rcpauq,
OEQ

HdKpoGujicx;, ayaGoq, ficruxioc; , and aox|)poa-6vri, e7it£iKT|<;, <()vX,ô evia, yvakru;, ceiivoq, 

ayvoq, ijnoiayri (for women), dX,fj0eia, 7iappr|<ria, rc£7tcn0r|cn.<;, eyKpateia, (lexavoia,
o p q  o e n

|xaKpo0unia, ta7ietvo<|)pove(o, <|)6po<; and x«pd, eipf|vri . Valeria in P.Lond.6.1926, 

Anonyme in P.Oxy.12.1592 and the mother in SB 18.13612 use titles contrary to 

scriptural teaching but common in their society. Some of the women’s vocabulary, for 

example the mother in P.Ben.Mus.4, Valeria in P.Lond.6.1926 and Leuchis in 

P.Herm.17, reflects the Byzantine preference for superlatives, the language of flattery 

and elaborate use of descriptive terms. The women’s practice illustrates the 

developing enculturation of Christianity into mainstream society during the fourth 

century.

An observation in addition to the conclusions above is the women’s failure to use 

‘biblical’ vocabulary for God, especially language about God’s fatherhood which is 

frequent in the ‘NT’ and early church literature361. Its absence is notable and cannot 

be explained by the chance nature of the texts’ survival362.

356 For an initial investigation of the vocabulary of the NT in its society, see Horsley, The Greek 
Documentary Evidence and NT Lexical Study: Some Soundings’ in ND  5.67-93.

357 The Shepherd 16.5; 18.9f.

358 Didache 20.7f.

359 1 Clement 1.2f; 2.1-3; 35.2; 62.2; 64.1.

360 Galatians 5.22.

361 See 168ff below.

362 P.Oxy.8.1161 may contain one reference.
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Following this analysis of the role and function of the text of ‘Scripture’ in the 

Christian women’s documents from their use of its vocabulary and imagery, I now 

examine the evidence in the texts for the Christian women’s theological thought.
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CHAPTER 4

CHRISTIAN WOMEN’S THEOLOGICAL POSITIONS

By ‘women’s theological positions’ I mean women’s understandings of God and the 

attitudes and behaviours informed by their belief. Theological material occurs in a 

variety of forms in the texts: overt statements about God and aspects of life; the 

language used for God and life; and references to behaviour in response to God. The 

subjects of the women’s theologies vary from conceptions of God to marriage, from 

prayer to care of orphans and widows, from healing to death. My purpose in this 

chapter is not theological but historical: to examine the women’s theological positions 

for insight into their religious lives. At times the analysis concerns the theology of only 

one woman. In most cases, there is evidence that the woman’s theological position is 

shared more broadly.

The theological positions involved in women’s prayer, use of the ‘Bible’, attitudes to 

asceticism, interactions with ecclesial institutions and people, and attitudes to 

marriage and family are explored separately.

Theology of God

The women’s theology of God appears largely in their titles for God which are 

discussed in chapter 31. Three women in addition refer to divine providence Cn Geia

rcpovoia)2. Theology of God appears in two further expressions: Anonyme in 

P.0xy.6.903 writes, ‘God knows’ (Tama 5e olSev o 6(eo<;)), 1.37, calling on God as 

witness to her truthfulness; Leuchis in P.Herm.17 writes, ‘my lord, do this for God’s 

sake’ (icupie jiou, 8ia t c o v  Gecbv 7ruei (= t o v  Geov Tioiei)), 1.6. Her appeal is an urgent 

imperative linking human action with divine interest. Neither expression occurs in the 

‘NT’ and neither is exclusive to Christian texts. Both may be largely formulaic3. 

Nonetheless, their use suggests a belief in God’s awareness of events, and in God 

as the One to whom life should be consciously directed.

The richly theological ev Geto, ev K'upico and ev XpicrecQ are discussed in chapter 34.

1 104-109 above.

2 P.Neph.1; SB 14.11588. SB 18.13612 has f) n p o v o ia .  S e e ‘Providence’, 120ff below.

3 See 47, n.126 above and 51 f above especially n.158.

4 1 1 2fabove.
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Providence

The concept of divine providence occurs in Jewish, Christian, Manichean and pagan 

texts with a variety of understandings5. Its theological content in any particular text is 

therefore difficult to determine, although it is invariably conceived to be for human 

benefit, npovoia can signify legal judgement, military expertise, medical prognosis, 

administration of the Nile, benefactors’ attention and general human forethought, as 

well as the purposeful divine ordering of the universe considered in general, 

transcendent terms or particular, immanent terms. In addition to f] Geia npovoia, the 

concept of providence is carried in such formulae as o t v  Geco, Geo-u Gelovxot; and their 

plural equivalents, and also in thanks for divine care, npovoia appears to be avoided 

by the writers/translators of the ‘Bible’. It occurs in the LXX of God only once and in 

the late ‘NT’ twice6, although the concept appears in other guises7. In Christian 

paranaesis, the appropriate response to providence is obedience and lack of 

anxiety8. Appeals against anxiety, however, are not exclusively Christian9. Reference 

to the divine providence occurs in 27 papyri of the third and fourth centuries10, 11 of 

which are certainly Christian and 2 are certainly pagan11. In all but 5, the context is 

prayer.

The concept of divine providence occurs in six of the texts written by Christian 

women: three use npovoia and three use other formulae, with one combining 

expressions.

5 On the concept of providence, see Peters (1967), 164f; J. Behm, ‘rcpovoeco, npovoia’ in TD N T4.1009- 
1017; Naldini (1968,1998), 14; Tibiletti (1979), 118f; Duffy (1983), 291f; Horsley, ‘Divine Providence in 
a letter of Judas’ in ND  3.141-148, here 143f; Bonneau (1993), 299, 246, 300, n.364; J. R. Harrison, 
‘Benefaction Ideology and Christian Responsibility For Widows’ in ND  8.106-116. Divine providence is 
prominent in Stoicism: eg Cicero, De natura deorum, 2.73f states that providentia deorum mundum 
administrari. For a Manichean use, P.Kell.1.Gr.71. For a Jewish use, Philo, Flaccus 125.

6 LXX: Job 10.12, of God’s providential care of the soul. ‘NT’: 1 Clement 24.5; The Shepherd 3.4. It 
refers to human forethought in Acts 24.2; Romans 13.14; as does the cognate verb, Romans 12.17; 2 
Corinthians 8.21; 1 Timothy 5.8.

7 Eg Genesis 50.19-21; Matthew 6.25-32.

8 Matthew 6.25-34; Philippians 4.6, using nepinvdco.

9 Using dyajvidco, P.Oxy.8.1154 (C1); PS11.94 (C2); P.0xy.3.530 (C2); SB 12.10772 (C2/3); P.Meyer
20 (C3); |iepi|ivdco, P.Tebt.2.315 (C2); P.Lips.1.111 (C4).

10 For a list, see Horsley, ‘Divine Providence in a letter of Judas’ in ND  3.141-148, here 143f, to which
can be added from this thesis, P.Kell.1.Gr.71; P.Oxy.46.3314; 59.4001; SB 14.11588; 18.13612;
22.15359.

11 Pagan texts: P.Laur.2.41, xfiq -tcov u[aT]p«xov tuhhv Gedav upovoiaq; P.Oxy.27.2477 (289); 33.2664 
(245-248) has f| 6]eia npovoia xgjv Kupicov fpajv Zefkxoxcov. fi Geia npovoia was at one time regarded as 
a certain criterion for Christian classification, eg Naldini (1968,1998), 14.
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Aria in SB 14.11588 opens with prayer to divine providence for Dorotheos’ health and 

well-being (TipoTiyo'Ufjevox; e u x o j i a i  r r i Geia r c p o v o ia  7tapa xd) 0e(cp) a o i  -u y ia iv o v x i K a i  

oXoKXripo'Ov'n 5 o G fiv a i x a  r c a p ’ ejioi) y p a m i a x a ) 12, II.3-6. She understands r\ Geia 

Ttpovoia as an entity to which it is possible to pray13, that is, as an aspect of God that 

has personal characteristics similar to the intertestamental treatment of the divine 

wisdom, ao < |) ia14. Aria’s expression distances her from direct address to God. This 

does not arise from a reluctance to name God, since immediately she adds r c a p a  xco 

Ge(co). Nonetheless, Aria’s expression carries a sense of God’s unapproachability and 

may reflect an early stage in the development of the theology that placed 

intermediaries between a pray-er and God in the later fourth and fifth centuries. The 

linking of providence with prayer is noteworthy. It shifts the notion of providence from 

God’s rule according to God’s will, to a power that can be accessed, activated and 

directed through prayer. The conventional religious sentiment masks the paradoxical 

nature of the connection.

'H Geia rcpovoia is the object of Tapiam and Paul’s prayer at the conclusion of 

P.Neph.1, ‘divine providence keep you well’ (eppconevo-ug i^dg... f] Geia rcpovoia 

<t>uXdxxoi), in writing perpendicular to the main text. Closing prayer to fi Geia rcpovoia is 

more frequent than opening prayer, and prayers seeking God’s providential keeping, 

using tyvXaaaa) or more often 8ia<tn)>.daaco in the imperative, occur regularly in fourth- 

century letters15. 'H Geia rcpovoia substitutes for the ‘good luck/fate/fortune’ (evxvxia/

xtĵ ti) of pagan texts16, making protection God’s activity and introducing a more 

directly relational dimension, although falling short of o Geoq <|n)Xdxxoi17.

The mother in SB 18.13612 flatters Apa Johannes that he stands next to (divine) 

providence in showing mercy to people in need (̂ iexd xfiv rcpovoiav rcavxaq xoix; eiq ae 

Kaxâ eijyovxaq Kai eXeeiq Kai aŵ eiq), II.4-7, using the unusual fiexa xfiv rcpovoiav,

I.418. It is difficult to determine the extent to which the mother believes in a merciful 

providence or uses the term as a convention for her flattery. Her choice of eXeero and

12 In the papyrus: n[p0Ti]Y0un.ev0<; eu%o|ie t[f| Geiqt] 7cpo[v]oiQt napct ra> 0e g[oi liyvlevovti Kai 
oXoKXTipowtxei 8o]0rjvai xa Ttap’ ep.o-0 Ypd|i(i[ata.

13 The phenomenon is regular, eg P.Neph.1; also SB 22.15359 at 270f below.

14 Wisdom 7-11 .

15 See 165 below.

16 Tibiletti (1979), 64.

17 Eg P.Abinn.6; 8; 19; P.Lond.6.1923; 1924 (all C4).
18

Here fi rcpovoia is no doubt the equivalent to n 0eia npovoia; see 62, n.231 above.
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at6£(o as the qualities that most define providence favours a conscious theological 

position19, but this does not erase the flattery in the phrase or its quality of pressing 

Johannes to comply.

A similar perspective is apparent in two uses of ixexa t o v  0eov. The mother in 

P.Abinn.34 writes ‘after God we have no help but yours’ (iiexa t o v  Geov ouSivav 

(= o\)8eva) exofiev rprv; (= ru-ieic;) PotiGov vjirov), II.7f, and Leuchis in P.Herm.17 writes 

‘after God I look for your help’ (nexa t c o v  (= t o v )  0eov xf|v or̂ v poriGiav (= PofjGeiav) 

7ipoa5(DKc5 (= TipooSoK©)), ll.Sf20. The women assert God’s helpfulness as a doctrine, at 

the same time affirming their addressees as their primary source of effectual help21. 

The expressions have the effect of identifying providence with the human source of 

help, and function to emphasise the women’s helplessness and place pressure on 

Abinnaeus and Apa Johannes to respond positively.

Tare closes P.Bour.25 with prayer that the Lord keep her aunt in health (eppco^ievriv 

c e  o K(/upio)<; 8ia<|)'uXdTToi jxaKpolq Kai eipriviKoiq xpovoig), 11.16-18. Similarly Didyme 

and the sisters close SB 8.9746 with eppaxrGai a e  ev KCupi)co, o K(/upio)<; a e  8ia<|)\)>.d̂ ai 

filj.iv, ll.34f. Prayers for divine keeping are generally addressed to f] Geia npovoia22. 

K-upioq occurs as a variant23 and appears to be a theological development beyond 

fl Geia npovoia away from the more impersonal e-uruxia/Tuxn, and contrary to the 

trend among some to distance God. Tare states one result of providential care’s 

operation in eipriviKoii; xpovoiq24. Unlike Athanasias in P.Berl.Zill.12, for whom belief 

in providence eliminates anxiety, Tare expects an external peace. While she alone 

among the women writers mentions this central ‘NT’ concept, her meaning misses 

the primary ‘NT’ focus on spiritual peace25. Athanasias’ position reflects ‘NT’ theology

19 On these terms, see 99f above.

20 The negative form is more frequent, but see also eg P.Ant.2.93 at 246 below.

21 See also P.Lond.6.1923(C4).

22 See n.13 above.

23 Other variants, eg o tropicx; o Geoq 8ia(|n)A.d£i a a i, P.Abinn.6; o deoq 8ia<t>i)A.d£ri ae , P.Abinn.8 , 19; 
P.Lond.6.1924.

24 EipriviKoq occurs 3x in ‘NT’ not qualifying time.

25 Moulton, Geden and Moulton (1897,1978), 297f and the TLG cite references to peace more than 
100x, eg Luke 24.36; John 14.27; 20.19-21; Galatians 5.22; Philippians 1.2; 4.7. It is common in 
Christian papyri, and a regular subject of prayer.
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more closely than Tare’s26. Tare, Didyme and the sisters believe life is ordered by 

God for human benefit and that the ordering is susceptible to prayer.

The women use other expressions to indicate their belief in the operation of 

providence.

Athanasias in P.Berl.Zill.12 writes, ‘we give thanks to the Lord our God because he 

has kept (us) until now’ (e-uxapicToCixev x® K-upico [fifxrov] Geqj cm to ax; apxi apyTipev), 

IJf27. ripovoia is not used but God’s keeping expresses its content. Athanasias 

evinces a worldview where the events of life express God’s providence. The 

response that she proposes to the mother is conventional: she should not be anxious 

about her (|iri aycova (= aycovia) ouv en eno-u), 1.6. Athanasias implies that lack of 

anxiety28, manifested in thanksgiving, characterises her own life in response to God’s 

providence. Her theological position expresses a ‘NT’ ideal29.

Tapiam in P.Neph.1 uses cr6v 0eq> and ti Geia rcpovoia. She writes, ‘for I want, with 

God’s help/God willing, to come to you’ (Getao yap cruv Geco ave^Gelv 7tpo<; njfxac;),

ll.23f30. Z-uv Geqj31 is the most frequent expression for God’s providence in fourth- 

century papyri32. With Geo-u GeA.ovTo<; and Gewv GeXovtcov, it dates from the Ptolemaic 

period and passes into Christian writing. The phrase in the singular is uncertain in its 

reference, occurring in Christian33 and pagan texts34. There is debate about the

26 Good government as a guarentee of peaceful and ordered society is an issue addressed in the ‘NT’ 
and prayer for it is endorsed eg Romans 13.1-7; 1 Timothy 2.1f. It is not the distinctive ‘NT’ emphasis.
27

See 39, n.63 above for the reconstruction.
28

’Aycov/ctYcovidco is frequent in the ‘NT’, particularly the Pauline epistles and 1 Clement, always
meaning ‘struggle’ not ‘anxiety’ which, however, is attested in Greek literature, LSJ, s.v. The regular 
term for ‘anxiety’ in ‘NT’ is êptnva/nepinvdco, eg 2 Corinthians 11.28; 1 Peter 5.7, The Shepherd 19.3; 
23.4, 5.
29

Eg 1 Thessalonians 5.18.
30

On the attribution of this first person section to Tapiam, see 66f above.

31 Analysis of cruv Geco in texts dated C6 suggests 3 senses: i) ‘by the grace of God’, almost as a title; 
ii) ‘with God’s help/God willing’; iii) ‘necessitated by God’s will and action’, Rees (1950), 94. The 
second is Tapiam’s meaning.

32 Tibiletti (1979), 110. Other phrases are ow 0eoi<;, P.land.97 (C3); P.Oxy.12.1482 (C2); 14.1760 
(C2); 0ECOV pouXojievcov, P.Oxy.14.1666 (C3); 0emv GeXovtcov, P.Oslo 2.62 (C4); 0ewv cnAXanPavovxcov, 
P.Oxy.6.935 (C3); 0e<55v cmvepyowroov, P.Herm.2 (C4); 0eo\) OeXovToq, P.Ross.Georg.3.3 (C3); Geoij 
Poii0owuoq, P.Fay. 136 (C4); Geooj cruvepYouvtoq, P.Got.13.4 (C4).

Eg P.Grenf.2.73 (C3/4); P.0xy.31.2609 (C4); P.Lond.6.1919 (C4); SB 1.4683 (C6-7).

34 Eg P.Brem.48 (118); P.Laur.4.187 (C2); P.Mich.8.489 (C2); P.Oxy.14.1763 (after 222); SB 8.9903 
(C2/3); P.0xy.9.1220 (C3); P.Strasb.4.233 (C3). In a text of uncertain religious milieu eg P.Strasb.1.35 
(C4/5).
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religious significance of the expressions, whether they are conventional35 or whether 

beyond the clich6 there is a genuine religious sentiment36. It is not established that 

conventionality excludes religious expression in any or all cases. The religious sense, 

then, should be accepted. The religious content of Tapiam’s letter makes the 

theological significance of cruv 0e<p highly likely.

The mother in P.Ben.Mus.4 writes, ‘with God’s help I was quick to come (home) for 

your sake’ (cri)<v> 0eq> 81’ eoe eanovdaaa ep0[iv (= eX0eiv)), 1.2. The ecclesial identity 

of the son and his presumption that the mother knows ‘Scripture’37 suggest crov 0etp 

carry theological significance.

Healing and miracles

The complex relationship between medicine, magic and religion forms the 

background to the women’s theologies of healing38. Sickness as divine punishment39 

and as demonic attack40 are popular ideas attested in the papyri and inscriptions of 

the period, as is the link between sickness and the god/gods who heal41.

Whether or not miracles occurred in the early church is not a question for this thesis. 

The historical record indicates that there was a general acceptance of miracles, and 

an expectation that miracles can result from prayer, ritual and magic42. In the period 

100-400, this belief is evident among Christians43 and pagans44, the educated elite

35 Eg Rees (1950), 95.

36 Eg Tibiletti (1979), 108.

37 See 99 above.

38 Barrett-Lennard (1994); Kee (1986); Frost (1949); A. Oepke, ‘iaoncn, vacni;’ in TDA/T3.194-215.
39

Eg The Shepherd 63.3f; P.Herm.2 (317-323); Lydian inscriptions to Men cited in Horsley, ‘Expiation 
and the cult of Men’ in ND 3.20-31, here 27-31. See also Barrett-Lennard (1994), 328.

40 Eg P.Oxy.8.1151 (C5?); P.Lund.4.12 at 369ff below; P.Oxy.6.924 at 371 f below, (both C4). Fevers 
and chills are particularly linked to demonic causation, Barrett-Lennard (1994), 292.

41 Evidence is in the form of prayers, vows and thanksgiving related to health and healing: in Christian 
texts eg P.Lond.6.1926; 1928; 1929; P.Oxy.6.939; 8.1161; 10.1299; 31.2609 (all C4); in pagan texts 
eg BGU 2.615 (C2); SB 16.12589 (C2); P.Giss.20 (C2/3); P.Mich.8.514 (C3); texts of uncertain 
religious milieu eg PSI 4.299 (C3); P.Oxy.55.3816 (C3/4).

42 See Barrett-Lennard (1994), especially chapters 2, 3 on the papyri. Also Kee (1986).

43 In the post-apostolic period belief in healing and its practice continued, eg Hippolytus, Apostolic 
Tradition 5; 15 (C3); HL 12.1; 39.4; 42 (C4/5); Irenaeus, Against Heresies 2.32.4; 5.12.6 (C3); 
Serapion, Sacramentary 22 (VII); 30 (VIII); 5(XVII); 1 (Xlll.15.19); 15 (XXII); 17 (XXIX); evidence 
consists in thanksgivings as well as requests, eg P.Abinn.6 , 7; P.Lond.3.982; 6.1926; 6.1928; 6.1929; 
P.Neph.1; P.Oxy.6.939; 8.1161; 31.2609 (all C4).

44 Strabo, The Geography 17.1.17; Diodorus Siculus, Library o f History 1.25.3, 5. Physical healing was 
practised in the cults of Asclepius, Isis and Sarapis.
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and the general population45. Miracles are attested in Christian ‘lives’ and 

‘ecclesiastical histories’46 and in pagan ‘lives’ and ‘histories’47. Votive offerings 

provide further evidence of belief in miraculous healing48. Three of the Christian 

women writers refer to healing.

Valeria in P.Lond.6.1926 believes in miraculous healing through prayer. She asks 

Appa Paphnouthios that he ‘ask for me from Christ that I may receive healing’

(= aixficrriq) noi Ttapa xcp Xpiaxqj Kai eiaaiv (= iaaiv) taxpco), II.6f, also eiaaiv (= iaaiv) 

Xanfidvco x2, II.9, M f49. Valeria expresses a theology of Christ as a living ‘being’ whom 

it is possible and appropriate to access in prayer and who responds consistently with 

gospel stories50. She is not expecting direction to medical treatment51, nor spiritual 

healing. Valeria expects Christ to cure her breathing problem and believes in his 

willingness to work a miracle, if not through her own prayer, at least in response to an 

ascetic. It is noteworthy that the immediate object of Valeria’s trust is not Christ’s 

healing power but Paphnouthios and his spiritual authority: ‘thus I believe that 

through your prayers I may receive healing’ (omon; 7i[i]axeiJG) 8ia  xcov aa>v e-uxcov 

eiaaiv (= iaaiv) XanPdvco), II.8f, and oikcoq yap TteTuoxeuKa Kai nioxeijco oxi eav e\i£,r|
1 5 2ercdva) eiaaiv (= iaaiv) Xâ pdvro, 11.13-15 .

Another aspect of Valeria’s theology of healing appears in her understanding of her 

distance from Paphnouthios. Valeria explicitly affirms that her absence is not 

significant. Implicitly she indicates belief that healing can occur independently of 

physical presence and the rituals of Christian healing, the laying-on of hands and 

anointing with oil53, which give a material, and sometimes a magical, dimension to

45 On the relationship between Christian and pagan healing practice, see MacMullen (1997);
Frankfurter (1998).

46 For a list of miracles, see MacMullen (1997), 165f. Miracles play a significant role in the apochryphal 
Acts. While the Acts as a genre have much in common with the novel, their paraenetic value derives 
from the fact that they reflect contemporary attitudes.

47 MacMullen (1997), 208; Frankfurter (1998), 46-52; Cotter (1999) particularly Parts 1 and 2 for
healings and exorcisms from Greek and Roman sources.

48 Eg P.Giss.20 (C2); SB 1.15.

49 On the significance of Valeria’s request to Appa Paphnouthios as an ascetic, see 185ff below.

50 See 85ff above.

51 Holy men’s ‘healing’ might consist in direction to a doctor or a medicinal preparation, Brown (1982), 
142.

52 Use of the perfect in 7te7uaTe-uKa points to Paphnouthios’ reputation as healer evident in requests for 
healing in the archive, and Valeria’s knowledge of it.

53 P.Lond.6.1928 asks that Paphnouthios pray and send ‘the oil’. See also ‘Prayer of the sick, using 
oil’, Sacramentarium Serapionis, in Lodi (1979), 352, no.585. On anointing with oil and the laying-on of
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healing54 and a material support to belief. Valeria’s confidence derives not from 

material things but from her understanding of Paphnouthios’ spiritual power. Whether 

Valeria believes in healing at a distance or in Christ’s omnipresence to which 

Paphnouthios’ presence is marginal is not clear. Valeria’s belief contrasts with the 

importance of physical presence in the temples of the healing gods in Egyptian/Greek 

religion.

Valeria holds a strongly interventionist theology formulated in material terms. She 

expects physical healing. Her theological position is consistent with a literal reading 

of the gospels. It is consistent, too, with pagan beliefs about the healing gods, 

especially, in fourth-century Egypt, Asclepius and Sarapis55. The simplicity of 

Valeria’s approach stands in contrast to pagan healings with their incubation rites, 

complexity of spells and use of media such as oil and water56. Valeria’s reference to 

Christ, use of ‘biblical’ allusion and identification with the sick of the gospels suggests 

her theology is largely Christian in formulation.

Tapiam and Paul in P.Neph.1 ask Ophellios and the brothers ‘to pray for our health’ 

(e-u^aoGai imep rnq 6Ax>KA,T|pia<; fmcov)57, 1.11. Tapiam is sick. The request is 

conditioned by Tapiam and Paul’s belief that their children were healed through the 

brothers’ prayers, II.13-1558. Tapiam, while using a general expression, looks fora 

similar miracle for herself. Tapiam holds a strongly interventionist theology in relation 

to physical healing. Her belief in the need to be present with the brothers is unclear. 

She and Paul are absent but Tapiam plans to travel to Hathor. It may be that she 

hopes to obtain a more immediate ministry from Ophellios, Nepheros and the 

brothers59 but she does not explicitly connect the travel with healing, the laying-on of

hands, Kee (1986), 2; R. J . S. Barrett-Lennard, ‘A request for prayer for healing’ in ND  4.248; Barrett- 
Lennard (1994), 54-56, 122-124; (2005), 155f.

54 Water, soil, parts of buildings at sacred sites were common media for healing, Frankfurter (1998), 
46-52.

55 Kee (1983), 78-104.

56 A. Oepke, ‘idofiai, iacn<;’ in TDNT 3.194-215.

57 On the significance of Tapiam’s request to the brothers as ascetics, see 188f below.

58 It is argued that this is the only claim of healing in the private letters, Barrett-Lennard (1994), 73.
Horion in P.Neph.10 claims good health as a result of Nepheros’ prayer but it is unclear if healing has 
occurred.

59 Being in the immediate presence of an ascetic was important at least for some, evident in the 
crowds that gathered around ‘holy men’. But see P.Lond.6.1926 above for belief in the effectiveness of 
healing prayer at a distance.
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hands or anointing with oil60. The travel is perhaps linked to the desire to die among 

family. It suggests that Tapiam believes in the possibility of healing at a distance, 

independently of the common Christian rituals of healing, but allows that healing may 

not occur.

Anonyme in P.Oxy.8.1161 prays to God and God’s beloved Son ‘that they all may 

help our body, soul and spirit’ (oretog omoi navxec, p[o]r|0fiacocjiv fiixcov tco oc^ioti, tt\ 

yv%r\, tco [[jtv(eu|aaT)i]] rcv(e'6|iaT)i), II.4-7, and refers five times to illness. While this 

text is discussed in detail elsewhere61, there are four points of theological interest in 

relation to sickness and healing. Firstly, Anonyme may be an example of those 

Christians whose interest in illness, as Barrett-Lennard argues, is greater than people 

in other religious groups62. He considers that Christian papyri indicate a greater 

interest in illness, describe it in greater detail and make a more consistent connection 

between illness, healing and the divine than pagan texts. His evidence rests largely 

on the diversity of terms used and frequency of mention. His sample size, however, is 

too small to draw reliable conclusions63. Secondly, Anonyme’s use of the trichotomy 

indicates her understanding that both the physical and spiritual aspects of human 

existence need God’s help and are susceptible to God’s power. The type of help is 

not indicated. Her references to illness64 suggest physical healing but whether 

Anonyme seeks healing also of her soul and spirit, and what such healing might 

entail or whether a different help is needed for each aspect of personhood is not 

stated. Thirdly, Anonyme seeks no intercessory prayer in the extant portion of this 

letter. Whether such a request occurred in the lost section is unknown. Nonetheless, 

it is evident that she believes in her own ability to access God’s healing. A fourth 

point is that Anonyme affirms the goodness of God and the nature of God as ‘saviour’ 

(acoTtip) at the same time as she has an illness which is not healed. Mondini65 finds

60
P.Neph.3 refers to oil that is a e\>>.oyeia which Paul has not received. This may be blessed oil, Vivian

(2004), 258, n.107, but in the same sentence Paul refers to being anxious about providing for his 
children, so that the oil may be for general use. Yet need due to poverty seems unlikely as P.Neph.5 
notes Paul’s distribution of three artabas of wheat to the poor.

61 See 82, 89,107ff above and 161 f below.

62 Barrett-Lennard (1994), 31, n.129.

63 The conclusions are based on 9 out of 104 Christian letters mentioning illness and 3 out of 92 pagan
letters. A comparison of the Canons of Hippolytus with the earlier Apostolic Tradition, Barrett-Lennard
(2005), concludes that Christians in Egypt in C3 and C4 demonstrate an increasing interest in illness 
and healing. However, the differences yield to other explanations, eg the greater institutionalisation of 
Christianity.

64 See 53f above.

65 Mondini (1917), 38.
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here evidence of the ‘spirito grande serenita e pace’ that arises from Christian hope. 

Naldini66 notes ‘le § di conforto una fede sincera, rassegnata’. Both writers allude to 

sentiments perhaps more exalted than the fragmentary text allows. Nonetheless, 

Anonyme’s attitude is far from the contractual relationship with the divine that is 

sometimes found in Christian and pagan texts and practices67.

All three women believe that miraculous healing is possible and actively seek it. The 

women do not connect sickness with sin, punishment or demonic attack. In the 

context especially of Valeria and Tapiam’s requests, it could be expected that the 

women would refer to such beliefs if they held them. While being an argument from 

silence, it seems likely that these are theological views the women do not hold. 

Further, the women do not regard it as necessary to ask if their healing is God’s will. 

They presume it.

Grace and merit

A theology of grace and merit is explicit in only one letter written by a Christian 

woman, the Melitian text P.Neph.1. Indirect references occur in the other Melitian 

letter examined in this thesis, P.Neph.18, and in P.Oxy.14.1774, BGU 3.948 and 

P.Edmonstone.

Tapiam and Paul write in P.Neph.1 that death among their own people may happen 

‘if the master considers us worthy to be kept alive during our exile’ (euiep Kaxa^iot 

ri|ia<; o Secmoxriq crcoGfivca ev xr\ ^eveiu(jt (= ̂ evvteicjO fnxcov), ll.18f. LcoGfjvai is unlikely to 

carry its spiritual meaning ‘to be in a state of salvation’, or to mean ‘to be healed’, but 

is more likely to have its material sense, ‘to be preserved/kept alive’68; that is, Tapiam 

and Paul ask for preservation in Alexandria so that death may occur at home. The 

passive acoGtivai suggests that they expect God to keep them alive, which God will do 

euiep KotTâ iol r^aq. The meaning Tapiam and Paul give to xaxa^ioco is uncertain.

The word can be objective with a sense of ‘deem worthy’, or it can be subjective,

66 Naldini (1968,1998), 254.

67 Eg P.0xy.7.1065 (C3), ‘just as the gods paid no attention to me, in the same way I will pay no 
attention to the gods’ (oxmep [o]v 0eoi o-utc e«j>evoavt6 n[o]u oikax; Kai eyco 0e<»[v] o\> <t>evao|iav); 
P.Brem.63 (C3), ov neAAco Oecoi oxo^a^eiv e t fifi itpoxepov dmapxioco tov m ov |iou. For miracles wrought 
in exchange for faith, see MacMullen (1997), 9 ,165f, n.22. For idea of relationship with the divinity as 
a contract: in pagan texts, see Bell (1953), 95; MacMullen (1984), 13; (1997), 113ff; in Christian texts, 
see Rees (1950), 87; MacMullen (1984), 116.

88 LSJ, s.v.
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‘deign’69. The ‘NT’ theology of grace favours the latter meaning. However, Tapiam 

and Paul’s hesitancy about whether they qualify for the master’s intervention favours 

the former meaning. The logical inconsistency between grace and worth recalls 

similar ambiguity in the ‘NT’ and early liturgies70.

Taouak in P.Neph.18 says to Eudaimon and Apia, ‘for we are the treasure/treasury of 

God’ (o yap ©rioa-upoq to-o 0eo-u fpu; (= rmeii;)), ll.26f71. The translations ‘treasure’ and 

‘treasury’ are both possible. The significance of the phrase for Taouak’s theology of 

grace and merit concerns who is included in the term.

Kramer and Shelton suggest the following possible interpretations.

1. ‘We’, though plural, refers to Taouak alone as a martyr (sic)72. This they dismiss as unlikely since 

the plural is not Taouak’s style and suggests arrogance. However, given Melitians’ idealisation of 

martyrs and confessors73, the arrogance cannot be ruled out.

2. ‘We’ refers to all people in having an immortal soul, in accord with Clement of Alexandria,

ri \|ruxfi novri Briaavpot; cnjioxt74. This they reject because the word order implies the addressees are 

not included in ‘we’. However, the word order may emphasise their inclusion.

3. ‘We’ refers to Melitians. This requires, for the editors, that the addressees are not Melitian, which 

is unlikely. Otherwise it would fail for the same reason as 2.

4. ‘We’ refers to a special subgroup, the martyrs/confessors, of which Taouak is one but Eudaimon

and Apia are not. The editors comment that a confessor using her status to gain recognition 

decades after persecution is ‘grotesque’ but possible. The suggestion could make sense of the

presumed threatening tone of this section of the letter.

5. ‘We’ refers to members of the monastery of which Taouak is one and her addressees are not, in 

which case the letter was never sent or was returned. However, there is no suggestion that

Taouak is a nun, and her relationship to the monastery is not explained75.

69 I O ILSJ, s.v.

70 Luke 20.35; 2 Thessalonians 1.5; BKT 6.6.1 (C3), ‘prepare me a worthy temple’ (KaxacrKetiaaov 
|J£ vaov f)̂ i(jo(ievov); P.Wurzb.3 (C3), iva Kaxâ icoGoocav xr|<; eTioupavvou aou ĉofjq.

71 See 94 above.
72

Based on Taouak’s use of npooeuxn and her assertive attitude.
73

The distinction between a martyr who confesses Christ and dies, and a confessor who confesses 
but does not die first appears in Eusebius, HE  5.2.2-3  but was not always observed. V. Saxer
‘Confessor’, Encyclopedia of the Early Church (1992), s.v.
74

Clement of Alexandria, Instructor 3.6.36.2.

75 See 50 above.
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Kramer and Shelton require a separation between Taouak and her addressees 

based on their assumption that oyete npo<; tov 0eov connotes threat. Given that such 

an interpretation is unnecessary and unlikely76, and the lack of evidence for Taouak 

as a confessor or nun, possibilities 2 and 3 remain. Possibility 2, which implies a 

universalistic theology of salvation, is unlikely in a Christian, let alone Melitian, 

context. It is more likely that a separation is implied between those who are God’s 

treasure/treasury, including Eudaimon and Apia, and those who are not, the former 

being superior by implication. The basis for inclusion and exclusion is certainly 

religious. The reference may be to all Christians, but the Melitian rigorist conception 

of Christianity involved a sharp distinction between Melitians and the ‘catholic’ church 

which Melitians regarded as tainted by compromise77. God’s treasure/treasury, then, 

most probably refers to the Melitian community which, as the pure church, saw itself 

as enjoying a privileged relation to God. Taouak illustrates the exclusivist Melitian 

view78 that saw salvation belonging primarily to the Melitian church79. While opposing 

the Melitian position as schismatic, the ‘catholic’ church did not consider Melitians 

‘heretical’ at this stage80.

The consequence of being God’s treasure/treasury is that a person will see God. 

Hebrew and Christian ‘Scripture’ states that seeing God is not possible for human 

beings81. In the ‘NT’, seeing God forms part of the eschatological hope and is 

possible now only in a figurative sense, through faith82. Taouak’s promise that 

Eudaimon and Apia will see God if they send the wheat implies a more immediate 

fulfilment than the eschatological hope but what this might mean is not indicated and 

implies a shared understanding. That Taouak feels she can pronounce spiritual 

blessing is noteworthy, as is the fact that she makes it contingent on Eudaimon and 

Apia doing what she wants.

76 See 92ff above.

77 See 197f below. Also Hauben (2000), 332f.

78 Melitians and ‘catholics’ were not always hostile, particularly during Alexander’s episcopate, Bell 
(1924), 39.

79 Hauben (2000), 333.

80 The decision of the Council of Nicaea to accept Melitians into fellowship did not require re-baptism 
Bell (1924), 39.

81 Exodus 33.18-23; 1 John 4.12. Biblical theophanies and visions are manifestations that God is 
present, not presentations of God for sense perception, W. Michaelis, opaco’ in T D N T 5.331 -334.

82 Eg Matthew 5.8; 1 John 3.2; 1 Clement 19.3; Barnabas 5.10; Epistle to Diognetus 8.5f; 10.2.
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For both Kophaena in BGU 3.948 and Terouterou in P.Edmonstone, reciprocity 

rather than grace is the predominant ethic. Kophaena offers the terms of her 

exchanges with Theodoulos, perhaps to alleviate her sense of dependence and 

indebtedness83. Terouterou explicitly grants manumission in exchange for her slaves’ 

loyal service84. In theological terms, either there is a discontinuity between the 

women’s spiritual and material modes of functioning, or their spiritual worlds in reality 

do not operate on the Christian value of grace. Didyme and the sisters’ use of 

‘blessed’ in greeting the living Asous in P.Oxy.14.1774 expresses the theological 

doctrine of the giftedness of salvation85.

Death and life

Tapiam and Paul’s description of death as xekoc, and anaXkayr], and life as 

TaXauiropva represents a particular theology inherent in the ‘scriptural’ texts from 

which it derives and is discussed in chapter 386.

Slavery

Slave-owning by Christian women is attested in P.Edmonstone and P.0xy.6.903. 

Before examining the women’s theological positions, I briefly outline the culture of 

slavery in Egypt and the ‘NT’ treatment of the practice87.

Slavery was less common in Egypt than elsewhere in late antiquity, due most 

probably to the cheapness of labour88. Slaves, at about 3.4% of the population of 

cities and 8.5% of villages89, were a significant part of both rural and urban economic 

and social life90. Slaves had no legal rights. They could not own property or enter into

83 See 223 below.

84 See below, ‘Slavery’.

85 On naicctpia, see 102f above.

86 See 90ff above.

87 On slavery, see Westermann (1955), 149-159; Gulzow (1969); Biezunska-Malowist (1977); Bradley 
(1987); (1994); Harrill (1995); Llewelyn, ‘Slaves and Masters’ in A/D 6.48-81. The ‘NT’ presumes slave- 
owning by church members, Ephesians 6.9; Colossians 4.1.
DO

Winter (1933), 57; Westermann (1955), 133.
89

Bagnall (1993a), 208; (1997), 126. The ‘decline’ in slave-owning in C3 and C4 argued in explanation 
of the decline in evidence for slavery is better explained by shifts in the nature of the documents and 
documentation of the period, with the genres of documents referring to slaves missing from mid-C3, 
Bagnall (1993b), 220-227.
do

Slaves are attested in village households eg P.Cair.lsid.64 (298); P.Cair.lsid.141 (C4); P.Lips.1.26 
(C4); P.Oxy.14.1638 (282); in elite households eg P.Lips.1.97 (338); P.Strasb.4.296 (C4); P.0xy.6.903 
(C4); P.Oxy.43.3146 (347); P.0xy.49.3480 (360-390). See also Bagnall (1993b), 227-233.
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marriages, bear children without permission or have authority over their children who 

were their owners’ property. Women in particular were vulnerable in slavery91. Not 

only their labour but also their bodies belonged to their master92. For example, in 

P.0xy.6.903 the slave-woman, Anilla, may have been a sexual partner to Anonymos.

Slave-owning is widely attested among early Christians. The ‘NT’ accepts the 

practice and exhibits no interest in overturning slavery, instead urging slaves to 

obedience93. Ignatius of Antioch, in the second century, advises churches not to 

assist in the manumission of Christian slaves94. His statement indicates that 

manumission was practised by churches and confirms the paraenesis of other writers 

that ransoming slaves is a ‘proper1 exercise of charity95. There is evidence also of the 

motivation to convert the freed person96.

The attitude of the church to slavery is complex and varied97. Westermann finds 

evidence of an ‘equalisation movement’ in 300-350 in church and state legislation to 

ameliorate the conditions of slaves98. There is no suggestion that Christian owners 

should manumit their slaves99. Westermann also notes a retreat from the early

91 Women are over-represented among slaves and under-represented in cities. This may be due to 
their greater frequency of exposure as infants, Bagnall (1997), who suggests the exposed baby girls 
were acquired by poor rural families, raised as slaves and later sold back to the urban rich.

92 Eg Kephalon sells nine-year-old Soteris to Apion, K-upte-ueiv oxtv Kai eyKpaxeiv Kai Sioikew aikti<; 
tov ’Aiucova Kai eniTeXeiv tie pi avriV; ov eav aipfycai xportov, SB 14.11277 (225).

93 Slaves should remain as slaves, 1 Corinthians 7.21, Philemon 8-21; obey their masters as the Lord, 
Ephesians 6.5-9, Colossians 3.22-4.1, cbq nkcp Geofi, Barnabas 19.7; Didache 4.11; honour fellow-
Christian masters, 1 Timothy 6.1ff; obey unjust masters, 1 Timothy 6.1; 1 Peter 2.18-20. Advice to 
slaves is uniformly longer than advice to masters in household instruction. In the later texts 1 Timothy 
and 1 Peter, there is no corresponding advice to masters. The same attitude is found in Canon 3,
Council of Gangra (c.340).

94 Ignatius To Polycarp 4.3. Schoedel in his commentary, ‘Ignatius of Antioch, A Commentary on the 
Letters o f Ignatius of Antioch, H. Koester ed., W. R. Schoedel commentary and trans. (1985)’, 270f, 
argues that Ignatius aims to prevent liberated slaves being forced into prostitution by poverty. The
explanation is not widely supported, Bradley (1987), 82; Harrill (1995), 161f. It is more likely that
Ignatius aims to bring house churches and their finances under the bishop’s (his) control, and prevent
empty conversions that would build patronage independent of the bishop, given that the freed person’s
obligations would be to the ransoming church, Harrill (1995), 189ff.

95 Apostolic Constitutions 2.62.4; 4.9.2; Coleman-Norton (1966), 1.301. On Christian corporate and 
individual manumission, see Harrill (1995), 178-182.

96Apostolic Constitutions 2.62.4; Harrill (1995), 179-181.

97 Eg the mass manumissions in hagiographies illustrate a paradoxical attitude to slave-owning, 
showing that saints and martyrs own slaves and yet display saintliness in freeing them; eg Hermes 
frees 1250 slaves, Ovinius frees 5000, Melania the Younger frees 8000, cited in Westermann (1955), 
135. The numbers are no doubt exaggerated.

98 Westermann (1955), 152.

99 Christian slaves owned by Jews must be sold to Christians, C T  3.1.5 (384). See also Coleman- 
Norton (1966), 2.395f.



acceptance of slaves as equals in the church100 and, instead, an insistence on the 

slave’s inferiority compared to the master101. In the mid-fifth century, for example, 

Pope Leo forbids slaves from being priests because of their inherent inferiority102.

The early acceptance of slaves’ equality may have been a brief phenomenon, if not 

an illusory one. The manumissio in ecciesia 316103 and 321104 cannot be taken as a 

sign of the church’s rejection of slavery but rather illustrates its participation in the 

system105.

Terouterou in P.Edmonstone frees the portion she has inherited of three slaves, 

Aurelius Sarapammon, Tkales and Tkales’ daughter Aurelia Lousia, ‘in exchange for 

what you have shown me over time of good will and love and, in addition, service’ 

(Kai av0’ cov eve8ei^coa0e jnoi k o t o  %povov etivoiac; Kai OTopyflq exi xe Kai imripeaLaq,),

1.9, and amoi tco xpovcp eveSev̂ cov (= eveSei^av) |xoi evvoiav Kai (tnXoaxopyeiav, 1.16. 

The idea of freedom as a reward for compliant slave behaviour is common in 

manumission documents and appears to have been an effective means of ensuring 

submission106. In P.Edmonstone the concept of reward is strengthened by 

Terouterou’s ‘I, the one recompensing, having the recompenses, and having been 

persuaded, have come to this manumission’ (Kai avTfi d|j.oip6|ievo<; (= djieifk>|ievTi)

Taq djioipdt; ekcov (= eKoijaa) Kai 7t£7UC|ievr) t ]k ov eiq Tr|v5e t hv eteuGepiav), 1.17. 

Terouterou, consciously or not, by her use of e-uvoia, GTopyfi, imTpeaia and 

<j)iX,oaTopyeia recognises her slaves as persons ‘in the image of God’ like herself, 

capable of exercising virtue107. However, it does not motivate her to manumit them. 

While freedom was recognised as a good108 and the desire for it a basic human

100 Slaves are full church members in the canonical NT, apparently without regard to owners’ consent. 
Whether this equality extended to ministry is not indicated, although Pliny, early in C2, records two 
slave ministrae, Pliny, Letters 96.8.

101 Hippolytus, Apostolic Tradition 16.4, 5. In an ostracon dated C 6 a slave to the master parallels the 
creature to the Creator, cited in Westermann (1955), 152.

102 Leo the Great, Letter 4.1 (443). Canons of Basil 63 rules that a priest must not be a slave. See also 
MacMullen (1997), 7.

103 CJ 1.13.1 (316) confirming an earlier ruling now lost, possibly dated 313-315. See Coleman-Norton 
(1966), 1.72ft Bradley (1994), 158.

104 CJ 1.13.2=CT4.7.1 (321) explicitly confers citizenship. See also Coleman-Norton (1966), 1.84f.

105 Bradley (1994), 158; Westermann (1955), 154. Westermann notes that manumissio in ecciesia 
spread slowly in C4.

106 Bradley (1987), 83.

107 The regular designation of slaves as acomxra denies their full humanity.

108 The absolute value of freedom has been identified in the Roman legal system in the principle of 
favor libertatis at least from C1 BCE, eg Digest of Justinian 29.2.71; 31.1.14; 35.2.32.5; 40.4.16; 
40.4.17.2; 40.5.24.10. See also Bradley (1994), 162.



instinct109, at least among certain Christians, Jews and pagans110, it clearly was not 

regarded as a right nor, for Christian and Jews, as theologically essential. 

Sarapammon, Tkales and Lousia’s real attitude to Terouterou cannot be determined, 

nor can their religious belief111. They may have felt genuine affection for her. Their 

love may also be Terouterou’s interpretation of their compliance.

In addition to the ethic of reward, Terouterou gives a further reason for the 

manumission, ‘for it seems good and I, the one freeing, am persuaded by the ones 

being freed to come to this liberation for the ones being freed’ (e\>5oKeiv y a p  xal 

7iei0ea0ai e|ie xfiv eXeDOepowxa (= eXe,u0£po'6aav) totq eXe,u0epo'ufievoi<; ei<; xtivSe xfiv 

eXeuOepaxnv tikeiv xolq  eX£-u0epo\)|ievoiq), 11.11f112. The initiative for this manumission, 

then, comes from the slaves rather than from any theological conviction on 

Terouterou’s part or primarily from gratitude. Nonetheless, Terouterou twice states 

that she regards her action as eucepeia, and particularly ‘in accordance with the 

godliness of the all-merciful God’ (k<xt’ euaeptav (= e-uoepetav) t o-u rcavetefmovcx; 0eo-u),

ll.7f, and for which she asks her heirs not to criticise her, 1.15. Eiicepeux connotes 

piety113 and signals a secondary, distinctly theological, dimension to her action. 

Terouterou may be an example of the religiosa mens referred to in Constantine’s 

provision of manumissio in ecc/es/a114, albeit, in Terouterou’s case, a ‘religious 

conviction’ that consists only in the persuasive argument of her slaves. A similar link 

between Christian belief and manumission is evident in P.Kell.1.Gr.48 (C4), in which 

Valerius frees Hilaria ‘because of (my) outstanding Christianity’ (81’ imepPoXfiv 

x[pi]CTTiav6xriTog)115. Terouterou’s reckoning of her manumission as something owed 

and earned removes it from the arena of mercy as understood in the ‘NT’ where it is 

always undeserved. The fact that the text does not mention the payment of a ransom

109 Inscriptions give evidence of slaves’ desire for freedom, eg ILS 3427; 3491; 3526; 3944, cited in 
Bradley (1987), 81f.

110 Josephus, The Jewish War 4.175; Diodorus Siculus 11.36.5. Philo regards freedom as an absolute 
good but considers slaves inferior and deserving of slavery, Every Good Man is Free 19.136-20.137. 
See also Bradley (1994) 154; Harrill (1995), 167.

111 See P.Kell.1 .Gr.48 at 285f below, on the relationship between a slave’s religious belief and the 
owner’s belief.

112 The papyri attest slaves’ efforts to gain freedom by running away or using persuasion, eg 
P.Oxy.12.1423 (C4); 14.1643 (298); P.Panop.Beatty 1.149-152 (298); PSI 5.452 (C4).

113 See 100f above. Also for ei>oepia.

114 CJ 1.13.2.

115 See 284ff below.



nor state a napajiovii clause may suggest mercy at least at this level116. The text does 

not indicate whether Terouterou owns other slaves nor whether the portion not 

owned by her of the slaves she frees is freed or slave.

In P.0xy.6.903, Anonyme refers to multiple slaves whom she and Anonymos own117. 

The slaves are among those whom Anonymos has abused, II.2-4, 6, 9f118. Anonyme 

uses ‘insult’ (i>Ppiaa<;), 1.5, of his action but implies powerlessness to prevent it. A 

theological basis for her opposition is not formulated. There is no evidence that 

Anonyme regards slave-owning itself as unacceptable. Zoe is Anonyme’s personal 

slave (t t i v enriv 5o-6Xr|v Zcofiv), 1.5, and while the other slaves belong to Anonymos, 

Anonyme has power over Anilla at least.

Many attempts have been made to explain the attitude of early Christianity to slavery, 

from appeals to eschatology, to mitigating the realities of slavery, to various socio-

political concerns of the church119. It is not possible to determine whether Terouterou, 

Anonyme or any other Christian slave-owner consciously adopted a theological 

position in relation to slavery. It may be that the baptismal formula ‘neither slave nor 

free’120 was taken by some to affect social relations and lead to manumissions. It 

appears more often that the equality asserted was understood as spiritual, not 

affecting worldly institutions121. It is not my purpose to discuss the theology of 

Christian slave ownership at length, only to note that Anonyme’s beliefs, consistent 

with those of the contemporary church, accommodate it and that Terouterou, while 

also accommodating slavery, sees the granting of freedom as a ‘godly’ merciful act.

Care of widows and orphans

In this section I examine the women writers’ attitudes to care for widows and orphans 

from a theological perspective. I consider the family connections of the women as

116 On paramone clauses, see 357 below.

117 A slave represents a capital investment of 20-30 artabas of wheat, about six months’ income, 
Bagnall (1993b), 229. Anonymos and Anonyme are among the wealthy.

118 This text attests the abuse of slaves in late Roman Egypt. The imperial legislation protecting slaves 
appears to have had little impact. See Westermann (1955), 114f; Bradley (1987), 126-129.

119 For a summary of scholars’ theories, see Llewelyn, The Sale of a Slave-Girl: the New Testament’s
Attitude to Slavery’ in ‘Slaves and Masters’ 48-55 in ND  6.48-81, here 54.

120 Galatians 3.28.
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widows and with orphans in chapter 7122. The vulnerability and neediness of widows 

and orphans are a commonplace in ancient literature123 and appeals for help are 

common124. The papyri give evidence of the real difficulties they faced125. The ideal of 

protecting them also occurs widely in ancient literary sources126 including the idea 

that widows and orphans enjoy divine protection127. In Jewish and Christian literature 

widows and orphans, usually cited together, are those who should arouse pity and 

whom the community should care for and protect128. True religion, in Christian terms, 

consists in caring for widows and orphans129 and the failure to do so constitutes a 

denial of faith130. Widows feature as the recipients of Christian charity from the 

earliest days131.

122 See 214ff, 232-234, 237, 239 below.

123 Eg Homer, Iliad 6.432; 22.484; 24.725; Sophocles, Ajax 653; Euripides, Andromache 348; 
Lamentations 1.1. In a patriarchal society, widows were disadvantaged in law, economics and social 
relations, being without a protector and a male to act in the public sphere. The apocryphal Acts 
generally present a different expression of widowhood, with widows/virgins as central, powerful 
figures, eg Tryphaena, Acts of Paul 3.29-31,41. See G. Stahlin, ‘xipa’ in TDNT 9.440-465. On 
orphans, H. Seesemann, ‘op<t>av6<;’ in T D N T5.487f; Bauer et al. (1957,1979), s.v. For the social 
position of widows and orphans, McGinn (1999), reviewing J. Krause (1994-5), Witwen und Wausen 
im ROmischen Reich.

124 In addition to those in this thesis eg P.Sakaon 36 (c.280); CPR 7.15 (c.330); P.Amh.2.141 (350).

125 P.Sakaon 36 (c.280); P.Cair.lsid.64 (c.298); P.Oxy.8.1120 (C3); CPR 7.15 (c.330); P.0xy.12.1470 
(336); 22.2344 (351/2); P.Amh.2.141 (350); P.Rainer Cent. 85 (364-366). See also Pomeroy (1983, 
1985), 309. Not all widows are poor eg P.Oxy.1.71 .Col.2 (303); P.Coll.Youtie 2.83 (353); Melania the 
Elder and Younger, Gerontius, Life of Melania the Younger; also Mantas (1997); Clark (1984);.

126 Eg Plato, Laws 11.926D; Homer, Iliad 6.432; 24.725; in the Code of Hammurabi, care of widows 
and orphans is a mark of a good king, R. 24.59-62; also Lysias, Orationes 2.71 and Pseudo- 
Demosthenes, Orationes 43, 75, cited in G. Stahlin, ‘xfipa’ in T D N T9.441, n.12; 443, n.31. Stahlin 
notes that in the military world there was a welfare fund for invalids and for the orphans and parents of 
dead soldiers. See also H. Seesemann, op<t>avo<;’ in TDN T  5.487f.

127 Eg Amon-Re and Ptah in Pharaonic Egypt, G. Stahlin, ‘xiipa’ in 7DA/7"9.443. In Judaism, God 
protects widows and orphans, Deuteronomy 10.18; Psalm 68.5 (LXX 67.5); 146.9 (145.9).

128 Exodus 22.22; Deuteronomy 10.18; Psalm 10.14 (LXX 9.34); 2 Maccabees 3.10; James 1.27, Mark 
12.40 D text; Barnabas 20.2; 1 Clement 8.4; The Shepherd 17, 38. Also bSanhAQb; Midr. Est. 2, 5 
(93a) cited in H. Seesemann, op<|>av6<;’ in TDNT 5.488.

129 James 1.27; 1 Timothy 5.3-16.

130 James 2.14-17; 1 Timothy 5.8.

131 Acts 6.1-6; 1 Timothy 5.3; Barnabas 20.2; The Shepherd 38.10; 50.8; Ignatius, To Polycarp 4.1; 
Hippolytus, Apostolic Tradition 20.1, 26.16, 27. Eusebius, H E  6.43.11 records that in mid-C3 the 
church in Rome supported 1500 widows and destitute persons. Whether the widows numbered among 
the destitute is debated. At the end of C4, the church in Antioch supported 3000 widows and virgins, 
not all of whom were poor, Chrysostom, Homilies in Matthew 66.3.1 Timothy 5.3-16 distinguishes 
good widows who should receive assistance from the bad who should not. The distinction is based on 
sexual continence. A similar distinction exists in Roman law, Winter (2003), 133-140.



Care of widows

Xfipa can designate any woman living without a husband and so include virgins in the 

category132. Evidence for church assistance to widows is absent from the papyri 

although the editors argue for it in P.Neph.36. Tauris, the widow, they suggest, in 

receiving seven artabas of wheat has a ministry distributing food to other widows. 

There is little evidence to support the hyphothesis in the text133.

None of the papyri written by Christian women discusses widows in the third person, 

offering a disinterested theology of care for the widowed ‘other’. The only references 

are to the widowed authors themselves. The women’s theology becomes evident in 

their expectations of others and the use they make of their status.

Leuchis in P.Herm.17 appeals to Apa Johannes for help in approaching the tribune, 

‘for I am a widow and a woman’ (eni (= enei) xi\pa ywri 1.6, with a widow’s 

vulnerability and disadvantage, compounded by the pleonastic statement that she is 

a woman, a claim of further disadvantage. The themes of female weakness and the 

disadvantage of widowhood are common in the papyri134. A number of possibilities 

present themselves. Leuchis’ statement may reflect genuine disadvantage, due 

perhaps to her lack of experience in the public world of the authorities, or to her 

vulnerability at the hands of the women she wants evicted and their possible military 

protectors135. It may be a device to manipulate Apa Johannes to meet her request, 

reminding him of his Christian obligation to care for her as a widow. It is also possible 

that Leuchis simply draws on a convention. The fact that she cites widowhood 

indicates that Leuchis expects her status to influence Apa Johannes in her favour 

and it is likely, given his identity, that she draws on ‘biblical’ theology to press him to 

his duty. This, then, represents theology from the point of view of the disadvantaged 

and Leuchis uses it to assert her claim.

The mother in SB 18.13612 gives as the reason for requesting Apa Johannes for 

mercy in connection with Theognostos the exactor, ‘both me, a widow, and the

132 Methuen (1997).

133 See 319f below.

134 Eg SB 3.7206 (283-284); P.Oxy.34.2713 (c.297); 1.71 (303); CPR 7.15 (c.330); 5.9 (339); 
P.Amh.2.141 (350); P.Vindob.L.132 (345-352); P.Rainer Cent.85 (364-366); PSI 8.944 (C4); 
P.Lond.3.971 (C4); SB 14.11881 (C4), source Beaucamp (1990-1992), 2.46. The counter-side of 
women’s disadvantage, women’s weakness, is enshrined in law, C79.1.3 (322); 9.24.1 (326); CJ 
2.12.21 (315).
135

The editor suggests the women are exaipai following the garrison.



orphans’ (kcihe (= Kai ejxe) xt )v  x^ paM  Kai xo-ix; o[p]<t>avo'6<; [), 11.9-11. As with Leuchis, 

Anonyme may use conventional language to secure the help she wants but is more 

likely, given Johannes’ status, to draw on ‘biblical’ theology to remind him of his 

Christian obligations. Again, the mother presents her theology from the perspective of 

the disadvantaged.

Kophaena in BGU 3.948 is probably widowed or divorced136, and writes of need for a 

‘small provision’ (iiektiv (= ixiKpav) a ixap xiav), 1.14. She appeals to Theodoulos, not 

mentioning her marital status, but as his mother. Her theological position in relation to 

the care of widows and divorced women is not formulated. Kophaena’s belief that her 

son should care for her is inseparable from her sense of what is owed to her as a 

mother, conditioned by social expectation and organisation that obliged sons to care 

for their widowed mothers137.

Kophaena’s uncertain status as a widow or a divorced woman raises the issue of the 

relative needs of the two groups and their standing in the church. The needs of 

widowed and divorced women are not compared in ancient literature, pagan or 

Christian, and divorced women rarely appear in paraenetic discourse as a distinct 

group138. The question arises as to whether their absence is because of moral 

disapproval, their relatively low numbers139, presumed transient state140, inclusion in 

the same category as widows, or for some other reason.

Treggiari argues that there is no evidence in Roman society of stigma attaching to 

either party in divorce automatically, although she notes social disapproval of 

unjustified divorce141. Gardner argues that ‘divorcees were never entirely approved

136 See 32 above.

137 On sons’ duty to care for widowed mothers, see 222, n.124 below.

138 Tertullian explicitly rules out divorce for Christians: there should be ‘perseverance in widowhood or 
reconciliation’, Tertullian, De pudicitia 16.

139 Divorce rates are not easily deduced from epigraphic and papyrological sources, Gardner (1986),
82, and statistics are missing from the ancient record for both marriage and divorce. Literary evidence 
for elite Romans in the late Republic suggests divorce is ‘common’, Treggiari (1991), 41,44, who 
proposes a rate of first marriage to divorce of 6:1 within 10 years. Statistics for poorer classes without 
the motive of political ambition or need for an heir, and with financial interest in the economic unity of 
the family, cannot be determined, but probably divorce is less frequent. See similar observations and 
conclusions in Pomeroy (1975), 204.

140 For divorce and the encouragement, requirement and discouragement of widows and divorcees to
remarry, see 214f below.

141 Treggiari (1991), 40,46.
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o f142. Divorce documents from Egypt indicate a tendency towards not attributing 

blame even with unilateral repudiation143. It suggests a framework for divorce of no 

fault with no resulting stigma.

Both widows and divorcees in antiquity are seen as disadvantaged due to the lack of 

financial, legal and social support of a husband. In pagan custom and law, both 

classes of women are encouraged, even required, to remarry, although the period 

before penalties differs144. A divorced Christian woman’s need might be exacerbated 

since her Christianity may count against her gaining support from pagan family145. In 

the church, a divorced woman was expected to remain unmarried until the death of 

her ex-husband. The reality was often different and remarriage occurred146. 

Nonetheless, the church’s attitude no doubt rendered some divorced women’s 

situations more difficult. The silence of early Christian literature on the needs of 

divorced women and the lack of clarity as to whether they are subsumed under the 

category ‘widow’147 make their standing, and Christian community attitudes to them, 

difficult to determine with certainty148.

The mother in P.Abinn.34 approaches Abinnaeus with a request for leave for her son, 

Heron. She indicates urgent need, saying ‘after God we have no help but yours’ (n-eid 

tov 0eov ovdivav (= ot)8eva) e%o(Aev rmfjq (= riiieiq) Pot̂ Gov -uixcov), II.7f, but she does not 

refer to her sex or her likely widowed or divorced status to press her case149. The 

mother may consider it would not influence Abinnaeus although he is probably a

142 Gardner (1986), 51, whose evidence appears to be drawn from elite Rome where men might 
divorce and remarry for political advantage or to secure an heir without condemnation. She notes that 
according to male rhetoric women’s motivation in serial divorce and remarriage could only be sexual, 
and so was regarded with suspicion, 261 f.
143

Divorce by mutual consent frees both parties from blame. A common cause of marital breakdown 
from C4 is demonic influence, a device which avoids blame, eg P.Grenf.2.76 (305/6); P.Strasb.3.142 
(391). No divorce documents survive between these dates.

144 See 215, nn.95, 97 below.

MacDonald (1990), 233.

146 In the post-Constantinian period, even where penalties for remarriage apply, the marriage itself is 
never regarded as invalid, Bagnall (1987b), 50.
147

‘Widow’ meaning ‘living without a husband’ can apply to virgins, Methuen (1997), so, presumably, 
to divorcees.

148 Arjava (1996), 257-266, concludes that Christianity did not influence women’s legal position, nor 
change society’s attitude even in ‘church-interested’ areas, eg divorce.
149

On the mother’s marital status, see 35 above.
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Christian150, or it may form part of Athioeis’ appeal. The text, therefore, gives no 

information on the mother’s theology of the care of widows.

Teeus in P.Lips.1.28 gives her grandson, Paesis, in adoption to her apotactic son. 

She does not indicate her marital status, although she is no doubt widowed or 

divorced151. Consequently there is no indication of her theology of care of widows.

Nor does her status appear a significant factor in the decision to ‘hand over’ Paesis 

which is sufficiently accounted for in the request of her dead son. His reasons, 

however, are not given.

Demetria in Stud.Pal.20.86, in undertaking legal procedures without a husband, is by 

implication either widowed or divorced152 but she does not refer to her marital status. 

She therefore gives no information on her theology of care of widows.

Care of orphans

‘Orphan’, in the ancient world, can mean a person who has lost both parents or either 

parent153. The death of the father leaves children sui iuris, even as minors, in the care 

of a male guardian/tutor. This applies even if the mother is living with the children in 

her care154. All five Christian women who refer to orphans imply their vulnerability and 

need for care.

Attiaena in P.0xy.50.3581, detailing her husband Paul’s abuses, writes, ‘he despised 

my orphanhood’ (Kaxgî povriocK; xrjg op<|>avia<; nov), I.12155. The statement is the climax 

of Attiaena’s claims functioning to express the ultimate heinousness of Paul’s 

behaviour. It reveals Attiaena’s view that orphans are vulnerable and ought to be 

protected. It is noteworthy that Attiaena’s sense of disadvantage continues in her 

adult years, consisting, most probably, in not having a father whose retributive power 

might dissuade Paul from his actions156. Attiaena’s claim of orphan status 

undoubtedly is to alert the tribune to her need. The religious status of the tribune is

150 See 244, n.8 below.

151 On Teeus’ marital status, see 64 above

152 See 234 below.

153 Horsley, op<|>av6<;’ in ND 4.162ff. An example of an ‘orphan’ whose mother is dead and father living 
occurs in CIJ 2.1510 (Egypt, 5 BCE); whose father is dead and mother living, in P.Tebt.2.326 (c.266); 
whose parents are both dead, in P.Col.7.173 (c.335).

154 Gardner (1986), 147.

155 Also P.0xy.12.1470 (336), 5e filfietepa  ̂op^aviaq xaxa p̂ovcov.

156 On the role of families in marital conflicts, see Arnaoutoglou (1995). 26.
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unknown, but Attiaena uses the commonplace of orphans’ neediness to elicit a 

positive response. Attiaena’s attitude to orphans is consistent with ‘biblical’ teaching, 

but it is not possible to determine the extent to which it is theologically formulated.

The influence of the presbyters argues in favour of church affiliation and perhaps an 

informed theology. If this is so, Attiaena is another example of a woman presenting 

her theology from the perspective of the disadvantaged.

Aria in SB 14.11588 writes, ‘for what goes right for me? Know this also that the 

orphan child is in my house and I myself have need of expenses’ {u yap opGcmoSei ev 

ejxoi; iva Kai tovto Kai ei5f\q cm to 7iai5iov to op<j>aviKov 7tap’ e|ioi ecmv Kai xpeiav 

ê co dvaXcojj-dTcov awfi)157, 11.21-25. The relationship of the child to Aria is not 

indicated, but the child is likely to be family158. The child’s presence adds to Aria’s 

need, a fact she implies by juxtaposing the ideas rather than stating the link overtly. 

Her attitude to the child can only be inferred by her willingness to provide a home. It 

is consistent with ‘biblical’ theology and with the ideals of her society. Whether it 

derives from Christian conviction, family feeling or both is unknown. Aria uses the 

child as an incentive to garner Dorotheos’ help.

Allous in SB 14.11881 writes to Faustina, ‘... of the orphan children of my brother, (I 

am) unable to assist them being a woman’ (t<bv op<j)avG)v naidmv tou dSeX^o-O |iou jaf) 

8'uva[jj.]evri <?utoi<; ercapKeiv ywn oxiaa), 11.18-21. ‘Orphan’ most probably means ‘the 

loss of both parents’ since Allous finds herself responsible for assisting the children 

although unable to in some respect. Both vrpua and rcaiSiov, I.29, imply these children 

are minors159.

Allous acts in some aspects of the children’s lives. The children are with her and she 

will sell Faustina’s hemp eiq ama, 1.27. But Allous is not able to ‘assist them’ about 

which she expresses no opinion160. Her attitude to the orphans is complicated by 

their status as family, and given the primary call of family on a person’s care as part

157 In the papyrus: t e i  yap 6p0ouo5el ev enoi; evva Kai t o u t o  Kai otiSaq, 60ei t o  rceSevov t o  op<t>aveiKov 
rcap’ en[ov] eaQeiv Kai %epiav ê oj dvaXcondtcov a\>Trj. Aria has just rehearsed four unsuccessful attempts 
to recover debts.

158 See 232f below.
159

Possibly less than 7 years, LSJ, s.v. The op̂ ctvoi 7tai8e<; of 11.18f, are almost certainly the vf|7tia 
rcaiSia of 1.29.

160 On Allous’ difficulty in assisting the children, possibly related to their need for a guardian, see 234 
below.



of ‘biblical’ teaching161 and broader social expectation162, the extent to which Allous’ 

attitude derives from her beliefs is unknown. Her theology concerning the orphans is 

not formulated.

The mother’s theology of the care of orphans in SB 18.13612 also cannot be 

determined. She states her need in relation to the ê otKxcop as ‘both me a widow and 

the orphans’ (kcci e îe xnv xiipa[v] Kai toix; otptyavo-uq) 11.1 Of, but the papyrus is broken 

at this point. She evidently regards her association with orphans as further evidence 

of disadvantage and another reason for Apa Johannes to respond to her request, but 

to what extent her own association with them is motivated by Christian theology is 

unknown. The text does not indicate whether the mother has care of the orphans, 

although it seems likely. The reference to orphans may function to pressure Apa 

Johannes to remember his Christian duty and so reflect her theology, or represent 

convention163.

In P.Lips.1.28 evidence for Teeus’ theology of the care of orphans is found in her 

action to give Paesis in adoption to her son, Silvanos, but is difficult to identify amidst 

competing considerations. No doubt Teeus’ concern for Paesis arises as much from 

family feeling as from concern for an orphan and reflects her society’s sense of family 

solidarity. Teeus’ gives Paesis in adoption to his uncle at his father Papnouthios’ 

request. She has taken initial care of him and the discontinuance is not a rejection of 

Christian duty. The adoption is likely to have been requested for practical reasons of 

guardianship, education and family financial interest164.

Christian Community

Exhortations to unity and forbearance in the Christian community within certain limits 

of doctrine and behaviour are regular in the ‘NT’165, including the ideal that Christians 

should suffer wrong rather than take fellow-Christians to a public court166. The

1811 Timothy 5.1, 8 , the teaching is about widows but is more broadly applicable.

162 Bagnall (1993a), 206. Also 232, n.184 below.

163 The same possibilities arise in relation to the mother’s reference to widowhood above.

164 See the argument in relation to Allous’ possible guardianship of orphans in SB 14.11881 above; 
also 234 below and on P.Lips.1.28 at 191, below.

165 Eg Romans 14.1-15.6; 1 Corinthians 1.10-17; 2.6, 14f; 3.1-9; 6.1-8; Ephesians 4.25-5.2; Philippians 
2.1-4; 4.2f; Colossians 3.12-15; Barnabas 18-20; 1 Clement 3; 13-15; 46-48; Didache 14; 15; The 
Shepherd 75; 76; 109.

166 1 Corinthians 6.1-8.
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directive does not deny the need for a mechanism for securing justice but urges that 

it be established within the community. The motivation appears to derive from 

concern for the community’s reputation167 and parallels the role played by concern for 

reputation in regulating family life in honounshame societies168. The language of 

household and family for the Christian community which no doubt strengthens this 

concern also provides the conceptual framework for internal discipline and for 

relations with those outside the community169. The repeated exhortations to unity 

indicate that actual experience of Christian community life regularly involved conflict 

which could extend to litigation. P.Abinn.49 provides an example of such conflict, 

recording the dispute between Maria and two men, Elias and John, who have shorn 

nine of her sheep and stolen three others. Maria, John and Elias, from their names, 

are Christian170 so that the wrong and subsequent claim for justice involve members 

of the Christian community. Maria lodges this petition with Abinnaeus seeking the 

men’s arrest, a forced confession and referral to the Prefect to bring about judgement 

(eK[8iKeIv), I.22. Maria emerges as a woman who does not conform to the ‘NT’ ideals 

of forgiveness and suffering wrong. If she has followed the ‘NT’ protocols of direct 

approach to Elias and John, then appeal to the presbyters of the church171 and 

referral to a Christian court if one exists she does not refer to them. Whether an 

episcopal court was available is not evident172.

Conversion

P.0xy.50.3581 contains Attiaena’s account of her abduction by her husband Paul, his 

subsequent abandonment of her and their child, a second abduction and probable 

rape, his theft of her property and threat of slander. It is likely that Paul is a 

Christian173.

167 van Unnik (1960). See also 1 Corinthians 10.32.

168 Cohen (1991), 49ff, 161.

169 Meeks (1983), 75-110.

170 See 36f above.

171 Matthew 18.15-35.
172

On the episcopalis audientia, see 299f, nn.51, 52 below.
173

See 56 above.



Paul’s behaviour, plainly contrary to Christian morality, raises the question of 

conversion in the early church174. The definitions of conversion that specify 

theological understanding and change of belief175 may be appropriate before 324 but 

are unhelpful in the light of post-Constantinian realities. Certainly Paul would number 

among the unconverted by such standards. However, to class Paul as non-Christian 

is too simple.

A Christian status in the fourth and later centuries is likely to have resulted from a 

number of possible causes: from birth into a Christian family; ‘conversion’ due to 

conviction; the influence of accounts of miracles; other factors such as worldly 

inducements of tax exemptions and opportunities of promotion; and negative 

inducements such as violence and exclusion176. In addition, major social and 

intellectual changes including the spread and institutionalisation of the church, the 

development of monasticism and a new individualism create a context which 

facilitates the adoption of Christianity177. Many ‘converts’ no doubt had little 

understanding of Christian doctrine and morality, and yet would be counted 

Christian178.

Within this framework it is useful to place three observations about the Christian 

women writers. The first relates to the absence of a strongly conscious Christian 

identity in their language for God and practice of prayer179. Conversion as outlined 

above, as the result of a complex mix of forces that may only marginally include 

doctrine and its significance, provides the framework within which such phenomena 

find explanation. The second observation concerns the absence of ‘biblical’ allusions 

from almost half the letters of the Christian women. Of the seventeen Christian

174 On conversion in late antiquity, see Nock (1933,1972); Judge (1980a); MacMullen (1984); (1986); 
(1997); Frankfurter (1998); Salzman (2002). Personal and household conversion is attested in the 
earliest Christian writings, eg Acts 2.37; 10.44-48; 16.15,32f; 18.8; 1 Corinthians 1.16; The Shepherd 
46.6; 66.2.

175 Eg Nock (1933,1972), 7, defines conversion as an intense belief and ‘passion of willingness’ that 
recognises that ‘the old was wrong and the new is right’; MacMullen (1984), 5, suggests ‘that change 
of belief by which a person accepted the reality and supreme power of God and determined to obey 
Him’.

178 MacMullen (1997), 33, although the prominence he accords to miracles is open to question.

177 Judge (1980a), 9-19.

178 It has been argued that there is little doctrinal content in ancient conversion based on the paucity of 
references to basic Christian doctrines such as the role of Jesus in salvation in the writings of the 
Apologists, MacMullen (1984), 21. But, as MacMullen himself notes, the Apologists appear to have
written largely for a Christian not a non-Christian readership.

179 See 104f above and 168ff below.
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women writing eighteen private letters, ten use vocabulary and imagery that are also 

found in ‘Scripture’ and seven do not. The possible reasons for not including ‘biblical’ 

allusions are numerous, from their unsuitability to the general content of the letter to 

the individual woman’s lack of rhetorical skill. Nevertheless, the absence may 

suggest a lack of knowledge and theological formation. The third observation 

concerns the anomalous presence of elements in one woman’s letter that derive from 

paganism. Terouterou in P.Edmonstone swears ‘under Earth and Heaven’ in the 

phrase describing her behaviour as imitating the Christian God (vno Tf\v Kai Oupavov 

Kaf euaefiiav (= e-uaepeiav) t[o ] -u  rcaveXefinovcx; ©eoti), ll.7f. The oath invoking Earth 

and Heaven is regular in manumission texts and appears to be purely formulaic180. 

Nonetheless, it suggests a mindset that is not fully formed in Christian theology. The 

anomaly is explicable within a framework of conversion that embraces social as well 

as doctrinal factors.

The complexities surrounding conversion shed light on the domestic realities of 

Attiaena and Paul in P.0xy.50.3581, and Anonymos and Anonyme in P.0xy.6.903. 

Paul most probably identifies himself and is identified as a Christian, approaches the 

presbyters and gains their mediation, and yet does not integrate Christian morality. In 

P.0xy.6.903 Anonyme’s identity as a Christian is sufficiently strong for her to attend 

church in the face of her husband’s opposition. Her husband does not attend church, 

questions Anonyme for doing so, mistreats her and the other members of his 

household, yet swears an oath before the bishops to amend his behaviour. A 

conversion that has involved a social shift provides an explanation for the anomalies.

Status designation

The Christian landlady in P.0xy.48.3407 refers to Papnouthis, her steward181, and 

Hatres, the foreman, as d5eX<)>oi, 1.18. This may be an example of the status 

discounting attested in Christian communities182. The non-literal use of familial terms 

is common in pagan and Christian papyri and within this convention

180 For another Christian example, see P.Kell.1 .Gr.48 at 284 below.
181

For ‘steward’ not ‘caretaker’ for 7tpovoTytri<;, see BL 10.153.
182

Judge (1982), 22. See also P.Col.Teeter 7 at 246f below. The apostle Paul frequently uses ‘brother’ 
of those of lesser ecclesial status, eg 1 Corinthians 1.26; Philemon 16. Of 343 occurrences of 
a8eAxt>oq in the canonical NT, 260 refer to non-kin relationships differing in ecclesial and social status, 
Arzt-Grabner (2002), 202 .



a8eAx|>6<; generally designates status peers183. This is not the case between a landlady 

and her employees. It may be that Papnouthis and Hatres are members, with the 

landlady, of the Christian community and that the landlady acknowledges the 

theological proposition of spiritual equality in Christ. If this is correct, her use of 

d8eX<t>6<; would be the only positive evidence for the Christian belief of Papnouthis in 

the archive. However, there is papyrological evidence of status discounting unrelated 

to Christian belief. In BGU 1.248, 249; 2.531; 3.850 (C1), Chairemon, 

gymnasiarchos, addresses Apollonios as adetyoq. Apollonios never uses ctSe ôq of 

Chairemon, BGU 2.594, 595. The letters concern business and it is likely that the 

men are business partners. However, their status inequality, which allows Chairemon 

to use the familial title for his social inferior, prevents Apollonios from reciprocating184. 

The basis on which the landlady, as social superior, calls Papnouthis a8eX<|>6<; may be 

other than Christian theology. She also tells Papnouthis and Hatres to go ‘to our farm 

of Akindynos to remove the rock of my lords brothers Nepotianus and Diogenes’

(eiq to ri(ietepov ercotxiov ’AkivSijvoa) Ttpoq crppaiv Ai0o\) x<av Kupicov fiou aSeXtjxBv 

Nercamavo-u Kai Aioyevouq), 11.7-11. The reference to ‘our farm’ where the brothers’ 

rocks are suggests that Nepotianos and Diogenes are her kin. If they are also 

Christian, Anonyme apparently does not consider removing the rocks on the Lord’s 

Day with the brothers’ probable absence from worship a problem185.

CONCLUSION

The papyri written by Christian women allow exploration of a variety of theological 

positions which, from the nature and number of the documents, are necessarily often 

individual and allow conclusions only at a more abstract level. The conclusions draw 

on the analyses of other chapters.

The first conclusion relates to the women’s understanding of God. The texts attest 

the women’s theology of God as an active presence in the lives of their addressees 

and themselves. The conviction is most frequently expressed in their prayer186 and in 

references to providence. Some of the women articulate their belief as a faith position 

drawn from personal experience. Athanasias’ sense of providential keeping in

183 It is used between officials of similar status, friends and business partners, Arzt-Grabner (2002),
186,191, who finds no clear evidence of its use in Roman guilds and mystery cults, 199.

184 Arzt-Grabner (2002), 195f.

185 On the ‘Lord’s Day1, see 196 below.

186 See 167f below.
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P.Berl.Zill. 12 which frees her from anxiety and Tapiam’s conviction in P.Neph.1 that 

God healed her children are in this category. Other women, the mother in P.Abinn.34 

and Leuchis in P.Herm.17, affirm God’s active presence and help, while locating the 

source of actual help in their addressees. For still other women, belief in God’s active 

presence, while still highly personal, exists on the level of theological conviction. 

Valeria in P.Lond.6.1926 believes in God’s power and willingness to heal her illness, 

and all the women who pray express belief in God’s ability to prevent illness in 

others. The women’s texts attest that they believe God’s power can be accessed, 

activated and directed through prayer. These beliefs are consistent with Christian 

theology at the same time as they belong to the common religious culture of late 

antiquity. None is formulated in specifically Christian terms.

The texts attest the women’s belief in God’s goodness, and belief that God’s ordering 

of the world and action in it is for human benefit. The women’s prayers are evidence 

of their conviction that blessing, protection, healing and helping are according to 

God’s nature and that God’s willingness to intervene can be presumed.

The women’s theological understanding of God’s relationship to the less immediately 

personal aspects of life, that is, to the broadly political and economic, is not 

articulatecĵ their documents. All except one woman are silent about it. The exception 

is Tare in P.Bour.25, who makes an oblique reference, ‘the Lord keep you well for a 

long and peaceful time’ (eppco|j.evr|v a e  o K(t>pio)<; Siacjm^dTioi juaKpoiq K a i e ipriviKoiq  

Xpovoiq), 11.16-18. While an argument from silence is always problematic, from the 

evidence it seems that the women’s theological concerns are limited and highly 

personal. Paradoxically the women’s letters also generally lack any reference to 

God’s relationship to the inner, spiritual dimension of life187. This latter sphere of 

divine activity is also missing from pagan texts188. Such topics may not be matters for 

discussion in letters by convention. The former sphere of divine action does appear in 

pagan texts, in statements for example that relate the divine to the Nile flood, crops 

and natural disasters, and that associate the divine and the cult with government and 

justice189.

187
The exceptions are P.Neph.1; P.Oxy.8.1161. See 167 below.

188
This observation arises from an initial examination of pagan women’s papyrological documents 

which will be the subject of post-doctoral study.
189

The comparative dimension to the study of women’s religious lives awaits analysis of the texts
written by, to and about pagan women.
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The second conclusion is alluded to in the first. The women, generally, do not give 

evidence of formulating their theological positions in distinctly Christian terms in such 

major areas as prayer, healing, providence, slavery and the nature of the human 

person, help for the needy, status designations and conceptions of God. The 

articulation of their beliefs and behaviour belongs, in most instances, to the common 

religious culture of the society. The same formulations of prayer, the same general 

vocabulary for God and the same expectation of answers to prayer for healing and 

protection occur in Christian and pagan papyri. It may be that the rarity of specifically 

Christian titles for God reflects a lack of distinctive Christian theology among the 

women190. It may be that nomina sacra connote a distinctive Christian understanding 

that the vocabulary itself does not convey. However, of the nineteen texts that use 

titles for God, only five employ nomina sacra. While this tends to confirm the lack of a 

clear Christian identity, it may be due to a lack of knowledge of Christian 

epistolographic convention among the women or their scribes191. Paradoxically, 

alongside this apparent lack of distinctiveness is the practice of numbers of the 

women of identifying with ‘biblical’ characters and situations to articulate their 

circumstances and to place themselves in particular postures in relation to God 

and/or their addressees.

There are two exceptions to the more general conclusion of non-distinctiveness.

The first concerns the attitude to asceticism articulated by some of the women, that 

asceticism is a superior way, giving greater access to God than is possible for 

ordinary Christians. The women share this belief with Christian men and illustrate a 

significant shift in thought developed by the Christian church. Asceticism as a way of 

life for life and for anyone is not part of pagan religious culture192. The Vestal Virgins 

in Rome, and occasional instances of virgin priestesses and prophetesses in Greek 

religion, gain their prestige from their exceptionality193. Ascetic discipline for short 

periods is attested, for example, in preparation for initiation into the mysteries and to 

enter certain temples194, but prolonged virginity and celibacy, and discipline in food 

and sleep are rare. Brown notes the uniqueness of the Christian attitude also in

190 See 168ff below.

191 Scribal influence is possibly significant but unknowable.

192 Brown (1991), 8 .

193 Beard (1980). Virginal chastity in religious contexts is generally limited to women with only 
occasional reference to virginal male priests, Lane-Fox (1986), 347.

194 Eg 1-2 days’ abstinence from sexual intercourse before worship, Lane-Fox (1986), 347.
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regarding asceticism as the pinnacle of human nature and representing a lost 

perfection that people should seek to regain and so inaugurate the life of the world to 

come

The second distinctively Christian element is an absence. In the extant texts, the 

Christian women do not practise proskynema for the recipients of their letters196. 

Either their theology of God and prayer makes the practice inappropriate, or the 

opportunity to do proskynema is lost in the physical arrangement and liturgy of the 

church. The latter explanation appears unlikely as proskynemata occur in texts 

written by Christian men197. The women’s texts are examples of the change in 

consciousness and religious practice introduced by Christianity.

The Christian women also do not include abaskanta formulae. The wish, at one time 

considered a certain indication of a pagan text, is attested in letters written by 

Christian men198. Abaskanta wishes most frequently occur in relation to children and 

their absence from the women’s letters may be noteworthy. However, the conclusion 

is offered with caution. The statistical basis for it is extremely small. Nine of the letters 

include greetings in their extant portions. Of these, only two greet children. However, 

a further eight texts mention children, all without the abaskanta wish. While 

abaskanta may have largely lost its literal significance199, its absence from all the 

women’s texts is marked and illustrates the influence of Christianity on this level of 

religious formulation.

An aspect of the Christian women’s religious lives that gives particular expression to 

their theological understanding is their practice of prayer. The following chapter 

examines the statements of prayer in the Christian women’s texts and analyses the 

statements’ functions as well as the evidence they provide for the Christian women’s 

prayer practice.

195
Brown (1991), 8 .

196
On proskynema, see the excursus to this chapter.

197
P.Oxy.59.3998 (C4) at 263f below; SB14.12173 (C4) at 323f below.

198
Eg P.Oxy.20.2276 (C3/4) at 255f below; P.Wisc.2.76 (C4) at 268f below.

199
See 273 below.



EXCURSUS

PROSKYNEMA

The formula ‘I do obeisance for you before the gods/god’ (t o  7 c p o a ic w n iid  o o u  rcouS n a p d  

t o i <; 0eo iq /T ©  0 e t5 ) occurs rarely in the papyri of the first century, increasingly in the 

second to its most frequent use in the third. The frequency of occurrences declines 

rapidly in the fourth century1, suggesting active suppression by the church. The meaning 

of t o  T tp o c n c w n n a  jto iec o  is debated2. It is generally understood to be an act of obeisance 

done before the image/s of the god/s to whom the act is offered3. Proskynema for 

another is obeisance offered as though the person is present doing the obeisance 

him/herself. Tibiletti notes the possibility that proskynema may refer not to an act of 

obeisance but to the writing of a person’s name in a sacred place as though the person 

was present doing obeisance4. The evidence suggests that the term may cover both 

meanings. The presence of a proskynema formula has been presumed to be a certain 

indication of a pagan text but Christian examples are attested5. Youtie supports 

Wilcken’s proposal that Christian writers who include the proskynema formula are new 

converts6. There is no way of proving the suggestion, but the formula’s rarity in Christian 

texts supports it.

1 Eg P.AIex.30; P.Oxy.14.1775; 59.3998; PSI 7.825; SB 14.12029; 14.12173, from a search of the 
DDBDP.

2 Wilcken, Grundzuge in Mitteis and Wilcken (1912), 2.1.123; Geraci (1971); Tibiletti (1979), 53-58.

3 See Lajtar (1991).

4 Tibiletti (1979), 55.

5 See 197 below.

6 Youtie (1981), 451-454.
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CHAPTER 5

CHRISTIAN WOMEN’S PRACTICE OF PRAYER

Prayer features in 13 of the 26 texts written by Christian women. Of the twelve that 

do not mention prayer, seven are official documents1 where prayer is not to be 

expected2. The remaining six are private letters3. The final sections of three, where a 

closing prayer might have occurred, are lost4. Of the remaining three letters, one is 

Mikke’s short, embedded greeting in Euthalios’ letter which does contain prayer 

statements. Another is Leuchis’ letter, P.Herm.17. Its date5 suggests that Leuchis 

follows the late fourth- and fifth-century tendency not to include the conventional 

prayer formulae6 ‘first I pray’ (npo (iev rcavxcov e-uxo âi)7 and ‘I pray you be well’ 

(eppooaGai ae eu^o âi)8. The third text is the landlady’s letter, P.0xy.48.3407, which, 

while private, is a business letter.

There is debate concerning the significance of opening and closing prayer formulae 

in the papyri, whether they are social conventions or have religious significance. 

Naldini, in his discussion of prayer, assumes that the expressions are religious9. 

Tibiletti similarly does not discuss the opening and closing prayer formulae, but does 

consider whether proskynema formulae are purely conventional10. Primarily on the 

basis of the varieties of expression, he concludes in agreement with Geraci11 that the 

use of proskynema is not formulaic in every instance. Similarly in relation to

1 Four petitions, P.Abinn.49; P.0xy.6.903; P.0xy.50.3581; Stud.Pal.20.86; a lease, P.Kell.1.Gr.32; a 
manumission, P.Edmonstone; an adoption, P.Lips.1.28.

2 The mother prays for Abinnaeus in P.Abinn.34. The text is a ‘semi-official’ letter.

3 P.Herm.17; SB 18.13612; P.Ben.Mus.4; P.0xy.48.3407; SB 12.10840; P.Oxy.12.1592.

4 P.Ben.Mus.4; P.Oxy.12.1592; SB 18.13612.

5 Late C4. On the date, see 46f above.

6 The other letters dated C4/5, BGU 3.948 and P.Bour.25, contain prayer statements.

7 From an analysis of eppmoGai ae e-u/ô iai and 7ipo |xev ndvxcov euxon.ai in the Oxyrhynchus papyri, 
vols 1-49, in texts dated C1-C6, Harding (1985). npo jiev rcdvxrov euxojiai occurs with the following 
frequency: C1 x1; C2 x3; C2/3 x1; C3 x4; C3/4 x2; C4 x5; C4/5 x1; C6/7 x1. The formula displays 
considerable variation in language about health and the god/gods.
g

’EppdxrSai ae euxonai occurs first in C1 in official correspondence. It appears in private letters in 113. 
Before this, eppoxro is regular. ’EppaxrGai ae euxo^ai occurs with the following frequency: C1 2x; C2 6x; 
C2/3 7x; C3 9x; C3/4 7x; C4 14x; C4/5 Ox; C5 1x. The prayer regularly includes time references and 
the name or title of the person being prayed for, Harding (1985).

9 Naldini (1968,1998), 1 1 f.

10 Tibiletti (1979), 54.

11 Geraci (1971), 174.



Gernv BeXovtoov, <ruv Qeolq and their singular equivalents, Tibiletti suggests that there 

is, ‘beyond the cliche, a living religious sentiment’12. A similar argument can be made 

for npo jiavTGov etixojiai and eppakrGai ae e'5%o|j.ai. Genuine religious sentiment is more 

likely in letters that refer to the divine or other religious matters in addition to the 

conventional formulae and also where there is variation in the standard formulae, 

suggesting conscious choice. This is not to suggest that all occurrences of the basic 

formulae are purely conventional. While some conventionality may occur, it remains 

the case that writers choose a religious expression of concern or farewell. By no 

means all or a majority of writers of papyri choose a religious option. I consider that 

the religious significance of the prayer statements should be accepted, though they 

may also fulfil other functions. The evidence of the letters further suggests that a 

presumption of religious significance does not imply that all expressions of prayer 

carry the same level of conviction.

The ‘NT’ contains frequent references to prayer13 including injunctions and 

encouragements to pray14, instruction on prayer15, subjects for prayer16 and 

examples of Jesus, the apostles and other significant believers praying17. Similarly, 

prayer features frequently in Hebrew Scripture18. Examples of contemporary prayers 

indicate both liturgical and private practice19. Prayer, of course, is not exclusively 

Christian20 and, while differences in theology may inform it, the practice is regular in

12 Tibiletti (1979), 108.

13 See 84, nn.41,43 above.

14 Eg Matthew 5.44; Mark 13.33, Luke 18.1; 2 Clement 15; The Shepherd 58.5.4.

15 Eg Matthew 6.9ff; Luke 18.11; 1 Corinthians 11.13; Philippians 4.6, Didache 8.2f, 9,14; The 
Shepherd 39,43.9, 51.

16 Eg Matthew 5.44, 6.9-13; 1 Timothy 2.1-4; James 5.13ff; 1 Clement 64.

17 Eg Mark 6.46; Colossians 1.9; 1 Clement 59.3-61.3.

18 See J. Herrmann, ‘euxoncti, ex>xti. npoaeuxonai, npoaeuxri’ in T D N T2.785-800. Examples of personal 
prayer include 1 Samuel 1.1 Off; 2 Samuel 7.18-29; 1 Kings 8.23-53,18.36f; Nehemiah 1.4-11; 2.4 etc. 
The book of Psalms consists of prayers read regularly in Jewish worship and in Christian worship
derived from it.

19 BKT 6.6.1 (C3): P.Oxy.15.1786 (late C3); P.Wurzb.3 (late C3); P.Bodmer 12 (C3/4); P.Amst.1.20 
(C3/4); P.Kiseliff 3 (C3/4); P.Ryl.3.470 (C3/4); P.Yale inv.1360 (C3/4). Also the Latin P.Ryl.3.472 
(C3/4). Possibly P.Fay 2 (C2), but the poem of a journey to the dead may be pagan.

20 On pagan, Jewish and Christian prayer, see Kiley et al. (1997); Charlesworth (1994) with extensive 
bibliography. On the relationship between Christian and Jewish prayer, see van der Horst (1998) and 
the bibliography from B. Thurston in Kiley et al. (1997), 209, n.1.
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Christian and pagan society as reflected in the papyri. Further, the same prayer 

formulae and subjects appear regularly in pagan and Christian texts21.

A diversity of theologies lies behind the practice of prayer in both paganism and 

Christianity. All share a core conviction that god/the gods are active in daily life and 

that divine power can be accessed through religious practice22. In particular, the 

women’s letters indicate that all of them believe in their own ability to access God and 

so to influence events, although to different degrees. This distinguishes them from 

those of later centuries, who consider God distant and turn to intermediaries, to 

saints and martyrs, for everyday assistance23. There is evidence of a beginning of 

this trend in letters requesting prayer from ascetics, exemplified in Valeria’s letter, 

P.Lond.6.1926. While it is not my purpose to discuss the theology of prayer as such, 

particular theologies become evident in the women’s prayers which give insight into 

their beliefs, practices and experiences.

In BGU 3.948, Kophaena opens her letter, ‘I pray to the almighty God about your 

health and on account of your well-being’ (eu^o^ai tov rcavT0K paT0pa 0eov to rcepi Triq 

vyteiaq ao-u Kai 6A.oKXtipia<; cot) xapiv)24, II.3f. Health is the most frequent subject of 

opening prayers in the papyri25. Kophaena uses two common terms, uyieia and 

oXoKXripia26. Where both terms occur, it is likely that oXoKXipia retains something of 

its original sense of ‘complete, perfect’27, but the words are generally interchangeable 

from the third century. Tyie ia carries the spiritual meaning ‘salvation’ in the Melitian 

P.Lond.6.191928, but the sense is also broader, retaining the more usual dimension 

of physical health.

21 Eg among thousands of pagan texts BGU 3.845 (C2); P.Monach.3.57 (C2); SB 5.8027 (C2/3); 
P.Oxy.14.1769 (C3).

22 See MacMullen (1984); (1997), particularly 153; Frankfurter (1998).

23 Eg Augustine’s preaching indicates such a trend, Augustine City o f God 6.1; Enarrationes in
Psalmos 26.2.19; 34.1.7; 40.3. See also Derda and Lajtar (1994); MacMullen (1997), 121.
24

In the papyrus: e \5 x o ( ie  t o v  n a v io K p d T o p a v  0 e o v  t o  n e [ p i  T]fiq  vyiaq c o d  K a i oXoKXripiaq a o u  x a i p i v .

25 All 10 texts with opening prayers have health as their subject, following the epistolographic
convention. Other prayers are for ‘good cheer’ or ‘well-being’.
26

The double expression can be verbal or nominal, eg P.Oxy.14.1678 (C 3); P.Berl.Zill. 12 (C 3/4); 
P .O xy.12 .1493  (C3/4); P.0xy.14.1680 (C 3 /4 ) with ev>o5o0oeai added; P.Lips.1 . 1 1 1  (C 4); 
P .0 xy .1 0 .1 2 9 9  (C 4); PSI 14 .1423 (C 4); S B  14.11588 (C 4).

27 Tibiletti (1979), 47.
28

Tibiletti (1979), 48f.



The construction Kophaena uses is a variation of the regular formula that is difficult to 

interpret. The editor understands xatpiv as xapiv; that is, the prayer is composed of 

two phrases introduced by rcepi and xapiv In a chiastic construction. The difficulties 

with this reading are two: the construction does not occur elsewhere; and the syntax 

favours m nepi introducing both vyieta and oXoKXripia. O’Callaghan argues that 

xaiptv is to be understood as an infinitive, %aipeiv, with m nepi as its object29. This 

allows the clause to be read as an accusative and infinitive, makes God its subject 

and allows xa itepl to take the dual object. However, %aipeiv with the meaning ‘be 

gracious to’ is not attested, a fact that O’Callaghan acknowledges. His suggestion ‘be 

interested in’ or ‘preoccupied with’ is not convincing. The proposal also requires a 

change in the meaning of xaipetv between 1.2 and 1.4. The verb followed by the 

accusative does occur, although rarely, and has the sense ‘rejoice at’ or ‘renounce’, 

neither of which suits this context. It is possible that xaipeiv with the accusative may 

in time have extended its meaning to include O’Callaghan’s connotations but there is 

no evidence. Neither of the suggested interpretations of Kophaena’s construction is 

without difficulties. I consider there are more significant problems with O’Callaghan’s 

suggestion and regard Kophaena’s construction as either an expression of her 

creativity, already demonstrated in the opening greeting30 and possibly evident in her 

unusual use o fevxonai with the accusative tov 0eov31. The construction may also be 

a confused combination of forms that she has heard. It is also possible that xaipiv 

occurs in the text by mistake, repeated from I.2. The sentence resulting from its 

omission makes sense. However, the removal of words from the text should only be 

done with caution and after eliminating all other possibilities.

Kophaena’s originality suggests a consciously formulated statement for her prayer. 

The opening greeting, likewise original and drawing on conventions of official 

documents, appears designed to convey an elevated tone. It may be that Kophaena’s 

prayer is also designed to impress. If this is the case, it suggests her prayer 

statement has a role in expressing her relationship to her son, and functions as more 

than a prayer. Kophaena perhaps uses her prayer in part to assert her maternal 

dignity in the face of Theodoulos’ neglect and her need to ask for his assistance.

29 O’Callaghan (1988).

30 See 33 above.

31 The accusative after etixojiat is attested in later Greek literature, LSJ, s.v.
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Kophaena’s focus on the sovereign powerfulness of God as 7tavxoKpdT(op provides 

the conceptual context for her prayer32. Such power and the prayer for Theodoulos’ 

health stand in tension with Kophaena’s own illness, to which she alludes twice using 

daSeveco and vooea). The latter term suggests that her illness is severe33. The 

seeming inconsistency is unaddressed. Kophaena is silent about any connection 

between her illness and God, prayer or her faith.

Kophaena closes her letter with the standard epp<»a6e (= epp © o0ai) [a e  e]tixo^e  

(= e-u%ojnai) modified by the frequent noXlolq xpovoiq, 1.21.

The mother in P.Abinn.34 does not write an opening prayer in this semi-official letter 

to Abinnaeus, but couches the farewell as prayer34, epp a> o 6a i a e  e v x o n a i ,  I.20. She 

uses the standard closing formula with the common inclusion of the title or name of 

the person, here, K-upie rcdTpcovi (=7idxpa)v), 1.21. Naming their child ‘Moses’ indicates 

that the parents’ belief is a significant part of their identity35. P.Abinn.34 is dated 342- 

351. If Heron is in his early twenties36, he was named in c.320-330. The mother, then, 

emerges as a member of a family that strongly identified itself as Christian during the 

uncertain period immediately before or shortly after the Edict of Toleration. This 

makes it likely that prayer is part of the mother’s religious practice. The degree of 

religious sentiment in her final prayer, however, is uncertain. The prayer appears as 

an intrusion in a letter that is otherwise brief, business-like and obsequious. It may be 

a device to create the appearance of personal relationship or to re-establish an 

existing acquaintance, with resulting obligations for Abinnaeus. The relationship from 

the mother’s side is marked by prayer and goodwill, with the implication that 

Abinnaeus should reciprocate by acceding to her request.

2 On TtavTOKpckcop, see 105f above. Kpaxoq occurs regularly in doxologies frequently with 5o£a, eg 
P.Oxy.15.1786 (late C3); P.Wurzb.3 (late C3); in an uncertain reconstruction in P.Macq.inv.346 (C3/4 
or C4); Patrologia Orientalis 18, 497 (C4) in Lodi (1979), 416, no.648a.
33

See 33, n.22 above.

34 This is the pattern in 14 letters in the archive. 5 letters have opening prayers only. 10  have both an 
opening and closing prayer.
35

Naming children with biblical and saints’ names and with Christian virtues was noted in antiquity.
See Harnack (1908), 422-430; Bagnall (1982), 107; (1987a), 243; Wipszycka (1986), 173; Horsley 
(1987). On Jewish use of the name Moses, see Derda (1997); Williams (1997). For the identity of the 
mother of Moses as a Christian rather than a Jew, see 34 above.

36 P.0xy.7.1022 (103) is list of recruits whose ages are given as 20-25 years. See Watson (1969, 
1985), 42.
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In P.Berl.Zill.12, Athanasias opens her letter with prayer for her ‘mother’37, ‘first I pray 

to the Lord our God that you be healthy and well’ (rcpd |iev  rcdvTcov euxojie (= ei)%ojiai) 

xca [.] K<\)>pt(p r̂ ixmv Geco oXoKpripew (= oX oK ^pelv) Kai uevev (= •uyiaiveiv) c e ), II.3f. 

Athanasias uses the commonly paired infinitives oXoKXripeiv Kai "uyiaiveiv as a 

variation of the conventional formula38 and names God in the regular dative. The title 

o Kvpioq t im.g)v  Geoq with the possessive pronoun is attested only in Christian texts and 

confirms the assumption that prayer statements indicate shared belief that renders 

the statement meaningful. The phrase establishes a consciously personal 

relationship between Athanasias, her recipients and God, which provides the context 

for her prayer. Athanasias closes with the standard eprooGe o e  euxo^e (= eppcooGai c e  

ei)%o|iai), I.20, with the common variation, the vocative of the person, Kupia no-u jit it t ip 

(= niycep).

Athanasias alone of the Christian women writers gives thanks to God for God’s action 

in her and others’ lives: ‘we give thanks to the Lord our God that he has kept us until 

now’ (evxap iaxovpev Tcp Kupicp [%idjv] Gera o n  to  cbq apxi ovyxripei) , II.7f. The identity 

of ‘we’ is unknown. It is unlikely to be the recipients40 of the letter, since Athanasias 

has just urged them not to be anxious (nil dyoova (= dycovia) ouv in ejio-u), 1.6, anxiety 

rather than thanksgiving being their current emotional state. Thanksgiving is a central 

Christian response to God in the ‘NT’. It is particularly associated with the doctrine of 

providence, the context also of Athanasias’ thanksgiving41. God’s keeping is given as 

the reason that the mother should not be anxious. Athanasias’ belief in God’s 

providential care is confirmed, in her mind, by her experience and indicates, with the 

sense of personal relationship, the framework within which she prays. Whether God’s 

keeping has occurred as a result of prayer is not stated.

Tare opens her letter, P.Bour.25, with a common variation of the standard formula, 

‘first I pray to God that you receive the letter from me well and in good cheer1 (npo 

TcavToq euxojxai tcp G(e)<n vyiaivo'uaav ae Kai e'uGujio'uaav cmotaxPetv xa nap' ejioO

37 This is one of the mothers addressed in the prescript, possibly Athanasias’ natural mother, and the 
woman frequently addressed with singular forms. See 40f above.

38 On the meaning of oXoicXiipevv Kai iryiaiveiv, see BGU 3.948 above.

39 For this reconstruction, see 39, n.63 above.

40 The letter varies between singular and plural forms.

41 See 120-123 above.
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ypdjijiam)42, 11.4-6. The opening prayer is about more than physical health extending 

to the aunt’s emotional state, with e\>0up.£iv added to the regular uyiaieiv43. While 

Tare does not indicate what cheerfulness consists in, she holds that experience of it 

is open to God’s action and a suitable matter for prayer. Tare adds an emphatic ‘for 

this is my prayer1 (avrn yap no\j eaxiv ev>xn). She appears to want to convince her 

aunt of the genuineness of her prayer. This may imply that without amri yap nou 

eaxiv et>%f| the prayer statement may be seen as conventional and lead Horeina to 

doubt its religious substance. It is also possible that Tare uses the statement to 

assert, and perhaps re-establish, the genuineness of her relationship with her aunt 

following her mother’s death.

Tare closes her letter with a fourth-century elaboration of the regular formula, ‘the 

Lord keep you well for a long and peaceful time’ (eppconevriv ce  o K(x»pio)<; Sia^uXarcoi 

Haicpou; Kai eiprjvtKoiq xpovou;), II.16-1844. Tare expresses belief in God’s providential 

care, with the conviction that providence can be directed through prayer45. The use of 

the optative in statements of prayer is less frequent than the imperative in this period, 

but increases in the fourth century46. It appears to be a linguistic convention without 

particular significance; that is, it does not signal a lack of confidence in prayer.

In P.Grenf.1.53, Artemis’ opening prayer, ‘first I pray to the Lord God that we may 

receive you well’ (Tipo jiev rcavxcov eu^o^ai tco K-upico 0eqj, onox; oXoKXripouvTd ae 

ajtoA,dpo îev (= dTtoXdpcojiev)), II.3-5, is an unusual form of what is a common variation 

of the conventional formula47, adapting its construction to suit her purpose.

Theodoras is a soldier away from home. Artemis prays for health and protection until 

his return. Most probably the children and Allous who greet Theodoras later 

constitute the ‘we’. Artemis’ shift from singular e-uxô m to plural d7ioA.dpco|xev, thereby 

excluding ‘we’ from the act of praying, suggests that family prayer is not their

42 ,  ̂ ,
In the papyrus: Tipo navxoq e^xo^e t(P 0(e)w irytevovadv ae Kai ex)0u|iouaav anoXaplv xa 7tap' e|ioij 

Ypdwiaxa.

43 The word occurs in James 5.13 as a reason to praise God. It occurs in pagan texts, eg BGU 3.892 
(C2); P.Fouad 80 (C4); P.Herm.5 (C4); in Christian texts, eg P.Oxy.14.1683 (C4); 56.3860 (C4);
P.Neph.10,18 (C4).

44 For another example, see P.Abinn.28 (C4). Also Tibiletti (1979), 64f.

45 Aia<jn)A.daaco expresses providential care in ‘Scripture’, eg Psalm 91.11 (LXX 90.11). See 121ff 
above.

46 Moulton and Turner (1906, 1976), 3.120; Mandilaras (1973), §604, 272f.
47

Common variations take the forms rtpo nev rcdvxwv e-uxo^ai o Xo kAt ipo v drcoXaPeiv; cmax; oXo kXtipck; 
dnoXdpTy; (xa ê oti yptwaTCi) or the plural equivalents, eg P.Mich.3.219 (297); P.Oxy.14.1773 (C3); 
P.Bour.25 (C4).
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practice. The singular euxoiiai may simply reflect use of the conventional word but 

the unusual formulation and the shift makes this unlikely. Artemis prays again for 

Theodoras using the common closing prayer, eppwo0av oe euxoHai, ll.7f. The prayer 

is unusual, though not unique, in occurring in the body of the text.

Artemis’ letter to Sarapion contains no opening greeting and no opening or closing 

prayer such as appears in her letter to Theodoras. It is likely that Sarapion also is a 

Christian48 but Artemis does not greet or pray for him. The absence of both the 

greeting and prayer cannot be explained by supposing this to be a quoted rather than 

embedded letter49 and is too marked to be without significance. Their absence may 

be due to the anger which Artemis makes evident. If so, her silence supports the 

hypothesis that statements of prayer function as more than prayer. They also serve 

to express relationship, and in this case by the absence of prayer, to express broken 

relationship.

Valeria’s letter to Appa Paphnouthios, P.Lond.6.1926, contains numerous references 

to prayer but little about Valeria’s own practice. Most references relate to her request 

for Appa Paphnouthios’ prayers and indicate her elevated view of ascetic piety50. 

Valeria does not open her letter with prayer for Paphnouthios but with her urgent 

request for his prayers, ‘I ask and beseech you, most honoured father, that you 

request for me’ (ct̂ iro Kai napaKaXro oe, xi îroraTe 7idtrip (= naxep), e'iva (= iva )... 

e-rnoriq (= aixnoriq) |ioi), II.5f. She refers to her own prayer in the body of the text, ‘I 

pray to God, I pray also to you, remember me in your holy prayer’ (8eojiai xm Gero

8eonai Kai aoi nvf|a0Tyri hod ev Tfl ctyia aov rcpoaeuxfi)51,11.15-17. Both God and 

Paphnouthios appear as the receivers of Valeria’s prayer. The unusual expression 

suggests that Valeria’s prayers to God have the same beseeching character, driven 

by need, as marks her approach to Paphnouthios. It suggests further the 

effectiveness that Valeria attributes to Paphnouthios’ prayers and the exalted 

estimation she has of his person. Valeria makes a final statement of prayer using a

48 See 44 above.

49 See 45 above.

50 See 185ff below.

51 In the papyrus: 8eon£ xcp Geco Seo^e k e  aov v̂rjcKhyri. nou ev -cri ayig god rcpoaeuxfl.
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common variation of the standard closing formula, epp<»a0ai ce eti%o|Liai, xiHicoxaxe 

jiaxep52, ll.26f.

Valeria asks Appa Paphnouthios ‘ask for me from Christ that I may receive healing’ 

(aixfiagq hoi rcapa xco Xpiaxw K a i eiaciv (= iaaiv) A.dtpco), 1.7. Prayer to Christ is rare in 

the papyri53. It does not occur in the ‘NT’ but appears to be part of liturgical practice54. 

Valeria is explicit about what she wants, a miraculous physical cure for her breathing 

illness55. She believes this is possible, if not through her own prayer then at least 

through Paphnouthios’ prayer, ‘thus I believe that through your prayers I receive 

healing’ (owax; 7c[i]cteijco 5ia xcov c g j v  e\)%wv eiaciv (= iaaiv) Xâ pavco), II.8f, ‘thus I 

have believed, and believe, that if you pray for me I receive healing’ (omocx; yap 

7te7iicxe\)Ka Kai jua,re'u© oxi eav ercavto p.ou eiaciv (= iaaiv) Xafxpavco), 11.13-15,

‘for by those practising and observant of religious discipline revelations are shown’ 

(xwv yap acKoiJvtcov Kai GpricKeuovTcov d7ioKaX,i3v̂ axa (= aTCOKaA/UHnaxa) SiKveovxe 

(= SeiKviiovtai)), 11.9-11. Valeria’s need to reiterate her confidence in Paphnouthios’ 

prayer speaks of a lack of confidence in her own.

Valeria also asks Paphnouthios, ‘remember them (her daughters, Bassiana and 

Theoklia) in your holy prayer’ (jivfia0r|xi amoov ev xf| ayia aov 7ipoae'uxfj), 11.21 f, but she 

does not indicate what he is to pray. Most probably she intends a general ‘doing 

good’ on God’s part. Her request is in contrast to the specificity of the appeal for 

herself. Similarly she asks Paphnouthios, ‘pray for him (her husband)’ (e-oxfou] enavco 

avro-u), I.24. These imperatival statements continue the insistent tone of Valeria’s 

requests. Further, where prayer for others is frequent in the papyri and requests for 

prayer for oneself are infrequent56, requests for prayer for others are rare57.

Valeria’s reticence in relation to God contrasts with the assertiveness of her requests 

to Paphnouthios. It is argued that Valeria’s phrase ‘my whole household’ (oXoq o oIko<; 

nov), l.25f, indicates she is ‘a woman of some position in the world’58, managing a 

large household with its authority and responsibilities, in which case her lack of

52
In the papyrus: epdoo6e ce euxo|iai, [x]in.icoxaxe 7idxrip.

53 P.Lond.6.1925; 1928; SB 6.9605 at 269f below. See also P.Oxy.8.1161 at 161f below.

54 Eg Patrologia Orientalis 4/2, 207-209 (250-350) in Lodi (1979), 173f, no.309. Pliny, Letter 96.7.
55 ,

On iaavq, see 85f above.

56 Eg this text; P.Lond.6.1928; P.Neph.1, 4, 9,10; P.Herm.8 , 9.

But Paul regularly asks prayer for his children, P.Neph.4.11-13; 9.12-14.

58 Bell (1924), 108.
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confidence is anomalous. However, there is too little information to confirm the 

hypothesis. Valeria’s lack of confidence in her prayer appears likely to be due to her 

status as an ‘ordinary’ Christian in contrast to the ascetic Paphnouthios59, possibly 

combined with her gender.

In P.Neph.18, Taouak opens her letter with a variation of a conventional prayer 

formula, ‘I pray in my prayers that you are well as you receive <my letter> and of 

good cheer [in the Lord]? as you receive [the things I am sending]’ (etixonai ev xatq
Rn

Ttpoaeuxaiq p.ou ■ujxaq a7ioXaPet.v ....00 •uyiatvovxai; Kai e'uG,u|j.o'uvxa<; dnoA.apelv 8 1a ... 

evxa)61, II.5-9. ‘I pray in my prayers’ appears not to be attested elsewhere in the 

papyri62 and to have an emphatic function. It is perhaps a device to stress her 

genuineness and the strength of her relationship with people who are fellow- 

treasures of God with her, one of whom she describes as ayawTvrn, and whose 

compliance she wishes to gain. Her assertion implies that she believes in the 

effectiveness of prayer in general and her prayers in particular. The content of 

Taouak’s prayer is that her addressees be vytaivovxaq, l.7f, and euG-unouvxag, I.863. 

Taouak holds a common conviction that both the body and inner emotional state are 

arenas for God’s activity and potential subjects of prayer. The letter closes with a 

greeting that is substantially lost, epp[, 1.28, and may have been the simple eppaxjGe 

or the conventional eppcocGai \>na<; eu%o|xai.

Alongside her prayers is Taouak’s quasi-prophetic ‘you will see God’ (oxj/exe rcpoq xov 

Geov), ll.25f, which she pronounces as a promise of blessing for Eudaimon and Apia 

when they do as she asks64. It is a strong expression of conviction and suggests a 

robust confidence in relation to the spiritual world. Her statement, ‘for we are God’s 

treasure/treasury’ (o yap G-noa-upoq xo-u GeoO ruiiq (= rpeiq)), ll.26f, continues the 

confident affirmation and perhaps indicates its basis. Taouak’s confidence in spiritual 

matters contrasts sharply with her sense of powerlessness in the face of business

59 See the conclusions below; also 185ff below.

60 [In the Lord]?, eds pr., note to I.7.
61

In the papyrus; euxojiai ev taiq itpooeuxes Hot) i>|x<jt(q) arcoXapiv ....cp vyeievo(v)Taq Kai ev9viWWta<;
dnoXafJiv 8 1a ... evxa.
62

From a search of the DDBDP using e\)%T| and Ttpoaeuxiy On the unusual use of rcpoaeuxTi in the 
papyri, see 84f above.

63 On the conjunction of these terms regularly in prayer, see P.Bour.25 above.

64 For this interpretation, see 92ff above.



difficulties where she asserts a disadvantage because of her gender65. The amount 

of property mentioned in the text suggests Taouak is among the wealthier strata and 

her business interests infer a degree of capability. The tension that emerges among 

these different aspects of Taouak’s life illustrates again the complexity of women’s 

experience of power and powerlessness.

Anonyme’s fragmentary letter, P.Oxy.8.1161, begins with a statement about God in 

the dative,'... and to our good Saviour and to his beloved Son’ (...ag K a i x<o aya0[© 

fl|idj]v aarcfpi K a i xqj oi[i]cp (= mco) ainov xqj fiYcmrmevcp), II.2-4, followed by ‘that they 

all may help our body, soul and spirit’ (cmax; o w o i navxeg P[o]r|0r|ccoatv fm©v xco 

ac6|iaxi, xfj \|ruxtj, xco [[ny(e-u(iax)i]] Ttv(eiĵ ax)i), II.4-7. This is almost certainly a prayer 

addressed to two persons of the Christian Trinity, God as ‘good Saviour’ and God’s 

‘beloved Son’. Prayer addressed to the Son alone or in conjunction with God is rare 

in the papyri though regular in liturgical texts66 and signals that Anonyme is a 

Christian woman familiar with Christian forms of prayer and theological formulation. 

The construction and vocabulary do not follow the standard pattern of opening prayer 

formulae suggesting this may occur in the body of the text. If it is an opening prayer, 

the form is unusual again in that Anonyme uses fmcov, and so includes herself and 

perhaps the group indicated by ‘all those here’ (rcavxeq o i evxa\j0[a) mentioned in the 

left margin, along with the addressees, in the prayer.

Anonyme prays that God and his Son p[o]Ti0f|aaxnv, 1.5. She does not indicate to her 

readers or to God the kind of help she seeks, although her delineation of the human 

person as ‘body, soul, spirit’ suggests that the help has both physical and spiritual 

dimensions. The context for Anonyme’s prayer is her illness to which she refers five 

times in thirteen lines67, and which makes physical healing a most likely priority. 

However, the trichotomy indicates that Anonyme seeks an experience of God that 

touches every aspect of her and her addressee’s being and that she regards all 

aspects as susceptible to God’s action and suitable subjects of prayer68. In this she 

follows ‘NT’ models69. Anonyme’s use of fk>Ti0ecQ recalls gospel stories of appeals for

65
Her statement may be a device to procure help but may also reflect real disadvantage.

66 See 108f especially n.295. A search of the DDBDP  yields no examples of prayer to the Son in the 
period, with or without dyamyroi; or (xovoyevfiq. See also SB 6.9605 at 269f below.

67 Including the proposed evocrncra, 1.14. On the terms for illness, see 33, n.22 above and 53 above.

88 On the trichotomy, see 81 f above.

69 Eg Ephesians 1.15-19; Philippians 1.9-11; 1 Clement 59.3.
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help from Jesus70, and it appears that her prayer may be formulated with them as a 

model71. In her prayer, Anonyme places herself in the position of the gospel 

characters in calling on God and Christ to help.

In SB 8.9746 Didyme and the sisters omit an opening prayer for Sophias, opting 

rather to write a second greeting, ‘first, we considered it necessary to greet you’ 

([rcpoT)Yot>|j.]ev(D<; dvayK oiov fiytiod[n£0a 7tpo]aayope,ueiv o a t  (= oe)), II.3f. The use of a 

greeting in the place where prayer might be expected suggests that the greeting and 

prayer fulfil, at least in part, the same function. Didyme and the sisters close their 

letter in prayer, ‘(I pray) you be well in the Lord, the Lord keep you for us’ (epp© o0ai 

oe ev K(upi)(p, o K(t>pio)<; o a i (= oe) 8ia<jn)Xa2;ai fijj.iv), ll.34f. The prayer combines two 

constructions. The first is the standard formula although omitting efî o^ai and adding 

the theological affirmation ev K(vpi)(p. The second uses the infinitive 5ia<t>\Aa^ai as an 

imperative. The prayer indicates Didyme and the sisters’ belief in the providential 

care of God72 and that it can be secured for others through prayer.

Didyme and the sisters open P.Oxy.14.1774 with a similar second greeting, ‘first it is 

necessary to greet you’ (npoTyyoDnevax; avayicaiov  fjv rcpooayopeiieiv oe ), l.4f, however, 

adding, ‘praying that you are well for us’ (e\>%6|ievai v y iev iv  o a i fpevv (= \>yiaiveiv o e  

fjH.iv)), 1.5. The inclusion of prayer in this letter where it was omitted in SB 8.9746 and 

its unusual form suggest that it is not an automatic convention. Didyme includes the 

sisters in the offering of the prayer. Given that the context of the prayers is likely to be 

the commercial reality of a small, probably family business, the hint of communal 

prayer practice is suggestive. The papyrus is broken at the point where a closing 

prayer might occur.

Aria in SB 14.11588 does not pray to God for Dorotheos but to divine providence: 

‘first I pray to the divine providence that is with God that my letter be given to you with 

you healthy and well’ (7ipoTiyounevco<; e u ^ o ^ a i  xrj 0eiQ( rcpo voig rcapd tco 0e(©) o o i  

v y ia iv o v x i K a i oXoKXTpotivxt SoG fjvat t a  nap’ qnoO y p a ^ a x a ) 73 , II.3-6. Prayer to divine 

providence occurs in fourteen third- and fourth-century texts, of which six are

70 See 88 above.

71 The concept of God as Pot|0o<; is current; eg it appears in the liturgical text, P.Wiirzb.3 (C3), in the 
context of intercessory prayer.

72 See G. Bertram, ‘(jwXdaaoo’ in TDNT 9.237.
73

In the papyrus: Jt[poti]'you(ievo<; eu%ô e x [t \ Geuj] npo[v]ov<? roxpa xtp 9e <?[oi uyilevovxi xai 
oAoKA.Tipo’Gyt'tei 5o]&nvai xa nap’ enou ypamifaxa.



certainly Christian74. It occurs most frequently in the closing prayer formulae of 

private letters, commonly in third-person imperatival commands seeking divine 

protection for the addressee75. In Aria’s letter, the phrase is oddly qualified byrcapa 

t© 0e(q>)76. Its purpose is unclear but, intended or not, it strengthens the ‘orthodoxy’ of 

the formula in that Christian prayer is normally addressed to God, not to God’s 

attributes or functions. The effect of the formulation is to emphasise the providential 

aspect of God’s nature which can be directed according a pray-er’s wish and 

provides the context for prayer. The effect of the formulation is also to slightly 

distance Aria from direct address to God, suggesting perhaps that God is not to be 

approached by ordinary Christians, an understanding evident in letters to ascetics77. 

The content of Aria’s prayer again is the addressee’s health, using the frequent 

double description ijyiaivco and oXoKXripeco78. There is no closing prayer.

Aria prays for Dorotheos even though she charges him with neglect. The prayer may 

function to confirm Aria’s relationship of maternal care for Dorotheos and be intended 

to provoke a filial response from him, particularly his sense of duty in relation to her 

need of expenses, her commercial difficulties and the orphan.

In SB 14.11881, Allous opens her letter not with prayer but with a second greeting79, 

‘finding the opportunity of a letter-bearer, I greet your motherly disposition’ (icaipov 

evpotjaa xov ypaji)LiaTrin6po[\)] Tipoaayopevco xnv nt|TpiKr|v ao[u] 8id0eaiv), 11.4-7, 

supporting the proposal that opening prayer in letters has a role in expressing and 

maintaining relationship. The standard prayer formula closes the letter, [epp]aja0cd ae 

euxoM-ai, 1.31. There is no reference to religion, the divine or spiritual activity in the 

letter outside the initial greeting ev K (up i)c p  and the brief final prayer.

74 Christian texts: P.Oxy.46.3314; P.Lond.3.982 with euxapicrtea); SB 1.2266; 6.9605; 14.11588 and 
this text (all C4). Texts of uncertain religious milieu: P.Congr.XV.20 (C3/4); P.Abinn.10; 11; 25; 
P.Oxy.48.3396; 56.3859; 59.4000; 59.4001 (all C4). None is certainly pagan.

75 Eg ep]p(onev[o]v ae  fj Geia 5ia<])uA.d^ev<e> npovoia, P.Lond.6.1929 (C4). Also P.Abinn.12; 28 (C4);
P.Ant. 1.44 (C4) using eiixonai; P.Neph.1, 14, 17 (C4); P.Oxy.55.3821 (C4); 17.2156 (C4/5);
P.Strasb.676 (C5). It may be that fi npovoia replaces the pagan e-utuxia/ruxTi in the closing formulae of 
Christian letters, reflecting a shift from belief in ‘blind fate’ to the activity of God, Tibiletti (1979), 64f,
118f.
76

But see also P.Oxy.17.2156 (C4/5), rrj Geigt rati Geou itpovoi<jt eiixo^evoq. On omitting the article 
before n apa , see Youtie (1976b), 66.

77 See P.Lond.6.1926 at 158ff above and 185ff below.

78 On the terms, see BGU 3.948 at 153 above.
79 A

A second greeting also occurs in SB 8.9746.



Tapiam and Paul’s letter, P.Neph.1, to Ophellios and the brothers contains multiple 

references to prayer, their own prayer and requests for prayer from the brothers.

Tapiam and Paul open the letter, ‘we pray night and day’ (et>%on£0a vuktoi; Kai 

fpepac;), ll.4f, for the brothers. They assert that their practice is consistent with the 

‘NT’ ideal of continuous, that is, regular prayer voktoc; Kai fuiepaq80. The statement 

indicates perhaps regular prayer as a couple, possibly with their children. While the 

frequency of prayer is unknown, ‘night and day’, as well as being formulaic, suggests 

a morning and evening practice. The phrase expresses not only a committed prayer 

practice in general but a committed intercession for the brothers in particular. It 

functions also to articulate a strong relationship with the brothers. The focus of their 

prayer is the health (vyiatvoucn, eppcopevoix;), II.4, 31, in soul and body (\|A)xfi Kai 

aronmt), II.4f, 31, of the brothers81. The phrase demonstrates the belief encountered 

in other letters that both the spiritual and physical dimensions of the human person 

are susceptible to God’s action and can be affected through prayer82. The sense of 

tryieia as ‘salvation’83 is probably intended here with the reference to \in>xn, though its 

application to physical health is also likely.

Tapiam and Paul refer to their own prayer a second time, ‘we pray/wish to die in our 

own home and we wish to be released from the hardship of the world near our own 

people’ (finely yap ev xfj oiKiq ea-uxw(v) to xeXoq axetv e-uxojieGa Kai eyyiota xwv iStcov 

drcaMaynvai rnq taXautcopiaq xou koojiov 0eta)jiev), II. 15-18s4. E-uxojieGa and 0eXonev 

appear to be parallel, suggesting euxofiai may have its other regular meaning ‘wish’. 

However, in such an overtly Christian letter, and with Tapiam and Paul having just 

used evxojiai, 1.12, and eoxfj, 1.14, of ‘prayer1, it is unlikely that e-uxone0a in 1.16 has 

no such ‘prayer* connotation. Rather it suggests the overlap of the concepts of 

wishing-before-God and praying. Concern for home, family and community is a 

recurrent theme in both Christian and pagan papyri and is frequently expressed as

80 On v u k t o i; Kai fmepat;, see 89f above.

81 Similarly P.Neph.2.10-13; 5.23-26; 7.12f.

82 On the dichotomy, see 82f above.

83 See BGU 3.948 at 153 above.
84

Paul makes a similar statement in P.Neph.4.14f, iv a  fp iv  o  0eo^ to  t e Xo ^ ev t o i^ i5 to i^  xaptorirat..



prayer*5. The fear of dying alone and in a foreign place is uncommon in the papyri 

and infrequent as a matter for prayer86.

Tapiam and Paul close their letter with the prayer, ‘the divine providence keep you 

well ...’ (eppw^ievoix; "û dc;... f] 0 e ia  npovo ia  fyvXaxxoi), written perpendicular to the 

main text. Closing prayers to divine providence, generally with <t)\)A,daaco or 

8ia<t)vXdocy© either in the imperative or, as here, in the optative, appear in the fourth 

century87. There is a certain conventionality in the phrase with either mood so that no 

particular meaning can be read into the use of the optative.

Tapiam and Paul make two prayer requests of the brothers. They ask that the 

brothers ‘remember to name’ ^vrî oveixyntai (= nvrmove-uorixe) o v o n a ca i) , 1.8, them in 

their prayers. It appears to be a general request for God’s blessing and providential 

care88. The second request is that the brothers pray ‘for our health’ (ev^aa6ai 

(=ei3^ac0e) m e p  Tfjq ota>K>jpiaq rpcov), 1.11 f, the context being Tapiam’s statement 

that she is ill (evocrrioa), 1.1089. The requests give little insight into Tapiam’s own 

practice of prayer although they provide information about her and Paul’s theology of 

prayer and healing90 and their theology of asceticism91. At 1.10, Tapiam’s voice 

intrudes, it seems, to emphasise the urgency of the request for prayer, introducing 

the strong napaKaXoviaev, 1.1 Of, and indicating her belief in prayer’s efficacy. She and 

Paul are convinced that their children’s recovery was miraculously given by God as a 

result of the brothers’ prayers. The children were ill (evoarjaav), 1.12 and ‘through your 

prayers they recovered’ (5 ia  xaq eu^ac; \)(i®v e n a v a a v z o ) ,  1.13. Their statement is 

evidence of their belief in the efficacy of prayer and provides a powerful basis for their 

own practice vukto<; k o i fpepaq, II.4f. Barrett-Lennard notes that this is the only

85 Eg P.Mich.3.203 (114-116); SB 3.6263 (C2); P.Bour.25 (C4); P.AIex.Giss.58; 59; P.Giss.20-24; 67; 
80, P.Brem.63 (all c.115-117). See Wilcken (1912), 417-422; Winter (1933) 48; Rowlandson (1998), 
84-95.

86 Examples occur in PSI 10.1161; P.Bour.25 (both C4).

87 BGU 3.984; P.Abinn.8; 19; 28; P.Lond.6.1929; P.Neph.5; 7; P.Oxy.56.3858 (all C4); P.Oxy.17.2156 
(C4/5).

88 Similarly P.Lond.6.1923. The same idea using uveiav rcnounai occurs in Romans 1.9; 2 Timothy
1 -3. On this request, see also 189 below.
89

Nooeco tends to refer to severe illness; see 33, n.22 above.

90 See 126f above.

91 See 188f below.



instance in the private letters of an explicit statement of healing as a result of 

prayer92.

CONCLUSION

My examination of the practice of prayer by these Christian women leads to a 

number of conclusions concerning subject matter and background of the prayer, and 

the women’s personal practice and their confidence in prayer. First, however, I note 

the following observations on the function of prayer and epistolographic trends from 

the women’s letters.

The evidence of the women’s letters suggests that their prayer statements function 

as more than prayer, having a role in expressing, maintaining and ordering 

relationships. In BGU 3.948 Kophaena’s construction and language for her prayer 

convey an elevated tone that establishes her status and dignity as mother in relation 

to her neglectful son. Athanasias in P.Berl.Zill.12 prays x<p [.] K <u>piq) fmcov 0e<p93, 1.3. 

Use of the first person plural pronoun immediately establishes a bond with the 

mothers, citing their mutual relationship with God. Tare in P.Bour.25 adds an 

emphatic a w n  Y«P eoxiv et>xr|, I.6. It stresses the genuineness of the prayer and 

thereby, the genuineness of the relationship with her aunt. It strengthens the call to 

family connection and the likelihood of eliciting help. Artemis in P.Grenf.1.53 omits 

both prayer and greeting for Sarapion. It reflects their broken relationship. Taouak in 

P.Neph.18 stresses the fact of her prayers with ev ta iq  7tpoaet)%ai<; hod, 1.6, so 

adverting to a level of relationship with Eudaimon and Apia where the help she needs 

and the compliance she wants can be expected. Tapiam and Paul in P.Neph.1 refer 

to their prayer vukto<; k o i rm epaq, ll.4f, for the brothers. It indicates the earnestness of 

the prayer, hence their concern for, and commitment to, the brothers and provides 

the relational context for their requests for prayer and material help. Aria in 

SB 14.11588 affirms through her statement of prayer her relationship with her son 

Dorotheos and her care for him despite Dorotheos’ neglect. The relationship is the 

basis for the requests of the rest of the letter. In the letter of Didyme and the sisters, 

SB 8.7946, and in Allous’ letter, SB 14.11881, in the position where an opening 

prayer might be expected there is instead a second greeting. In P.Oxy.14.1774, 

Didyme and the sisters add prayer introduced by eiixo îevai, 1.6, to the second

92 Barrett-Lennard (1994), 73.

93 See Note di Aggiomamento, 434, in Naldini (1968,1998).



greeting. These constructions make explicit the function of the epistolary opening to 

establish relationship and support the proposal that opening prayer has a relational 

function. It does not necessarily follow that the prayer and greeting are complete 

equivalents, but the religious element appears to become secondary over time. The 

inclusion of the opening prayer in some texts, its omission in others and its possible 

replacement with a greeting in some confirms among the women’s texts the decline 

in use of the religious formulae rcpo Tidvxcov eujconai and eppdxjSai ae e-uxonai evident 

in the late fourth/early fifth century. It also confirms that there is a conventional 

element in the inclusion of prayer in letters. Reference to prayer adds a religious 

dimension to the women’s caring and communicates a constant care despite the 

addressee’s absence that is otherwise not possible.

The first conclusion from this examination of the Christian women’s practice of prayer 

concerns the subject matter of their prayer. The subjects include health94, 

happiness95, divine protection96, healing97, peace98, death at home99, divine help in 

healing and salvation100, and unspecified prayer for general blessing101. The subjects 

are limited in scope to the highly personalised areas of health and individual well-

being. Prayers articulated in the ‘NT’ suggest both a more narrowly spiritual focus to 

their content102 and also a broader range of topics including the strategic, social and 

political103, a pattern repeated in early liturgies104. At the same time the ‘NT’ 

encourages prayer about anything, especially any source of anxiety105. No doubt 

health and well-being were pressing issues in the ancient world, and, while the

94 BGU 3.948; P.Abinn.34; P.Berl.Zill.12; P.Bour.25; P.Grenf.1.53; P.Lond.6.1926; P.Neph.1; 18; 
P.Oxy.8.1161; 14.1774; SB 8.9746; 14.11588; 14.11881.

95 P.Bour.25; P.Neph.18.

96 P.Berl.Zill.12; P.Bour.25; SB 8.9746.

97 P.Lond.6.1926; P.Neph.1; P.Oxy.8.1161.

98 P.Bour.25.

99 P.Neph.1 .

100 P.Oxy.8.1161.

101 P.Lond.6.1926.
102 ‘NT’ prayer focuses on spiritual insight, strength and growth in Christian virtue, eg Ephesians 1.15- 
20; Philippians 1.9-11; Colossians 1.9-12; 1 Clement 59-60; 74. Similarly Manichean Coptic letters to 
women focus on spiritual concerns; eg P.Kell.5.Copt.29 includes prayer for joy in the soul and firmness 
of spirit and that ‘after this place, you may find life in the kingdom of eternity’; also P.Kell.5.Copt.32.
103

Romans 16.30-32; Ephesians 6.18-20; 2 Thessalonians 3.1f; 1 Timothy 2.Iff; 1 Clement 59.4; 61.

104 Eg Sacramentarium Serapionis in Lodi (1979) #551-586, 329-354; Liturgy o f St Mark.

105 Philippians 4.6.



situation would have been the same for the writers of the ‘NT’ letters, the nature of 

the ‘NT’ letters is less personally focussed. A health emphasis can be expected in the 

private letters of the papyri given their focus on family and friendship. Prayers about 

the other matters to which the letters refer: business affairs, weather and crops, 

children, marriage, friendship and conflict, do not occur. It may be that health, well-

being and protection were the only subjects conventionally sanctioned for prayer in 

written documents. If other subjects were actual matters for prayer among Christian 

women, together with wider issues of political and community concern, they are not 

formulated in these papyri. Christian men, at least in their letters to women, display 

an identical pattern106. The same focus on health and well-being occurs also in the 

pagan letters. From the evidence, then, in terms of content, it seems that the ‘NT’ and 

Christian liturgy do not provide the background for the subjects of the women’s 

written prayers nor, perhaps, for their practice of prayer. The women’s prayers do not 

reflect the language or concerns of the Lord’s Prayer, although independent copies of 

it are known to have circulated widely107. The subjects of their prayers draw on the 

conventions of their society shaped by its pagan traditions. The Greek magical papyri 

display a similar content and subject range as the women’s prayers, being also highly 

personalised, focussing on love, health and protection of people and property, except 

for vengeance108. The evidence of the women’s texts suggests a process of 

assimilation in terms of the content of Christian prayers.

Health is the most frequent subject of prayer in the letters109. The thirteen texts 

mentioning prayer all include prayer for the health of their addressees. In addition 

three women request prayer for health for themselves110. Health occurs as at least 

part of the content of all the opening prayers, and the expression of the prayer for 

health and accompanying greetings can be the sole reason for writing a letter.

My second conclusion concerns the background and models for the Christian 

women’s prayer and develops the observation already made concerning the lack of 

distinctive Christian content of the women’s prayers. Personal prayer can be

106 See ch. 8 below.

107 P.Ant.2.54 (C3); P.0xy.3.407 (3/4); PGM 2.04 (C4); P.Princ.2.107 (C5/6); P.Oslo inv.1644 (C4/5); 
PSI 6.719 (C4/5); P.Koln 4.171 (C5); BGU 3.954 (C6).

108 See ch. 11 below.

109 The Christian women’s texts confirm the finding in Tibiletti (1979), 47f.

110 P.Lond.6.1926; P.Oxy.8.1161; P.Neph.1.



expected to reveal the women’s most deeply held and actual conceptions of God. 

The women’s formulations tend not to use specifically Christian references in their 

prayers. The women do not pray to God as Father111, with the possible exception of 

Anonyme in P.Oxy.8.1161, or as Creator, or invoke God as the source of grace, 

peace, compassion, comfort, hope etc., following the pattern of the ‘NT’ prayers112 

and of extant liturgical prayer113. They do not allude to God as Trinity, while such 

consciousness is evident in contemporary liturgical prayer114. Names of God appear 

in the opening prayers of six letters115. In only two is the reference explicitly 

Christian116. Only in Valeria’s request to Paphnouthios is prayer 7iapd xco Xpiaxco117. 

None invokes the Spirit as occurs in liturgical material118. Liturgical prayer from the 

second century prays 8 ia  xo\> novoyevo'Oi; aou TratSaq ’ICriao)^ X (p ia x o )u 119, invokes 

Christ as Shepherd120 and uses Trinitarian formulae, for example in doxologies121. 

This finding indicates that in their prayer life as portrayed in their letters, the women 

tend not to articulate their relationship with God in strongly Christian terms nor do 

they approach God in their prayer within a distinctly Christian framework. Their forms 

of prayer and names of God with few exceptions draw on the models of the general

111 Prayer to God as Father is also absent from 1, 2 Clement and Barnabas.

112 Romans 15.13; 2 Corinthians 1.3; 2 Thessalonians 3.16; 1 Clement 60; 61; 64. The same lack of 
specifically Christian invocation occurs in the letters written by Christian men. See ch. 8 below.

113 Contemporary liturgical prayers invoke God as ‘Father’, most frequently refer to God as holy and 
regularly ascribe light, life, compassion, immortality, power and might to God. See BKT 6.6.1 (C3); 
P.Oxy.15.1786 (C3); P.Wurzb.3 (C3); P.Amst.1.20 (C3/4); P.Kiseliff (C3/4); P.Macq.inv.346 (C3/4); 
Patrologia Orientalis 4/2, 207-209 (250-350) in Lodi (1979), 173f, no.309; Id. 4 ,19 5  (C3) in Lodi 
(1979), 177, no.312; the Sacramentarium Serapionis Lodi (1979) eg 329, 336, 345, nos 551, 561, 575. 
See also Acts of Paul 3, Id. 252 in Lodi (1979), 128f, no.223. Prayer to God as Father also occurs 
frequently in Origen and Clement of Alexandria, eg Lodi (1979), 121f, 154f, nos 209, 211, 278.

114 Eg the Trinitarian hymn, P.Oxy.15.1786 (C3); the doxology in P.Nessana (C4) in Lodi (1979), 41 Of, 
no.641; Patrologia Orientalis 18, 442-443 (C4) in Lodi (1979), 412f, no.645; the invocation in Lapis 
Daninos in Lodi (1979), 410f, no.642; Apocalypse ofEsdras (after C1) (TLG). Trinitarian doxology is 
frequent in Sacramentarium Serapionis in Lodi (1979), addressing God 5ta xo\j novoyevotx; cot> ’Iryrotj 
XpiCTtou, 5i’ ov cot fi 8o^a Kai t o Kpaxoq ev ayico jiveij(iaxi etq xotx; aidovaq xcov aicovcov, djtf|v. Also in 
Clement of Rome and Clement of Alexandria in Lodi (1979), 90, 121, 125, nos 157, 209, 214.

115 BGU 3.948 o rcavxoKpdxcop Geoq; P.Grenf.1.53 o Kuptoq Geoq; P.Berl.Zill.12 o Ktiptoq fpmv Geoq; 
P.Bour.25 o Geoq; P.Oxy.8.1161 o ayaGoq %<mv ccoxnp Kai o uioq aiixot) o nyan^|ievoq; SB 14.11588 
t i Geia npovoia napa xq> Ge(qj).
116 \ » »P.Berl.Zill. 12, eiixo|tat K<t)>pi<p rp<5v Geco; P.Oxy.8.1161, . ..ag K ai xqj ayaG[<» rpdo]v oaxriipi
Kai xq>oi[i]cp aiixov x<S ryyaTtTuxevcp. See 104-109 above.

117 P.Lond.6.1926 at 159 above. But see also P.Oxy.8.1161 at 161f above and n.116 above.

118 Sacramentarium Serapionis in Lodi (1979), 329, no.551; Liturgy o f St Mark 49.

119 P.Wurzb.3 (C3); Liturgy of St Mark, 49.1 Clement 61.3 is prayer 8ia xou apxiepeox; Kai rcpoaxaxou 
xcov vjruxcov ’Inaoti Xptcrrov. See also BKT 6.6.1 (C3).

120 Patrologia Orientalis 18,497 (C4) in Lodi (1979), 416, no.648a.
1?1

Liturgy o f St Mark, 48, 49, 50 etc.



social milieu and the formulaic conventions of epistolography. The element of praise, 

frequent in liturgical sources122, is absent in all but Athanasias’ thanksgiving in 

P.Berl.Zill.12. The name of God is generally omitted from the closing prayers, the 

pattern in both pagan and Christian texts. It may be that these formulations reflect 

scribal influence, using names for God common among pagans, Christians and Jews, 

and common prayer formulae, but the extent of such influence would need to be 

considerable and the hypothesis runs counter to the logic of the women’s situations, 

of dictating letters from the start of the prescript to literate family, friends or 

professional scribes. While it may be that the general ‘biblical’ and Christian literary 

emphasis on prayer contributes to the women’s practice it seems likely that the 

common custom of praying, evident in pagan texts, provides the background. In the 

light of this finding, it is noteworthy that proskynema formulae do not appear in the 

women’s texts but this may reflect the chance nature of papyrus preservation123.

The role of the ‘NT’ and Christian literature in shaping the women’s prayer practice 

finds expression through the process of identification124. Appeals to Jesus for help 

and healing in the gospels appear to provide the models for the prayers, and 

requests for prayer and help, of several of the women: Valeria in P.Lond.6.1926, 

Tapiam in P.Neph.1, Anonyme in P.Oxy.8.1161 and the mother in SB 18.13612.

A third conclusion concerns the Christian women’s practice of prayer. In eleven of the 

thirteen letters referring to prayer, the formulations indicate, with varying degrees of 

certainty, that the women actively practise praying. Kophaena in BGU 3.948, Valeria 

in P.Lond.6.1926 and Anonyme in P.Oxy.8.1161 use titles for God that reflect 

liturgical or ‘biblical’ influence and invoke particular attributes of God for their prayer, 

suggesting real practice. The mother in P.Abinn.34 indicates a seriousness of 

Christian commitment, evident in naming her son Moses, that makes a prayer 

practice likely. Tare in P.Bour.25 and Taouak in P.Neph.18 emphasise the fact of 

their prayer, inferring its actuality. Athanasias in P.Berl.Zill.12 and Tapiam in 

P.Neph.1 use multiple references to prayer that infer practice. Other women’s various 

elaborations of the basic prayer formulae, Artemis in P.Grenf.1.53, Didyme and the 

sisters in P.Oxy.14.1774 and SB 8.9746, and Aria in SB 14.11588 point to 

considered choice in language and the intention to express actual practice. In the

122 BKT 6.6.1 (C3); P.Oxy.15.1786 (C3); P.WQrzb.3 (C3); P.Bodmer 12 (C3/4); P.Mich.inv.6427 (C4).

123 See 149 above.

124 See 115 above.



remaining two cases, the mother in P.Abinn.34 and Allous in SB 14.11881, the 

situation is more uncertain. Only the standard closing prayer formula occurs and, 

while this suggests prayer in the act of composing the letter, whether it signals a 

broader practice is unclear.

My fourth conclusion focuses on the women’s confidence about their prayer. All the 

women who pray, except Valeria in P.Lond.6.1926, exhibit confidence in their access 

to God and in the effectiveness of their prayer. Prayer is an exercise of agency in 

spiritual matters on behalf of others and for oneself. It is significant that most of these 

women pray without any evident sense of incapacity because of their gender. This is 

not specifically Christian. It is noteworthy that the confidence of the women stands in 

various degrees of tension with their sense of competency in matters of ordinary life. 

It suggests that prayer is an activity in which the women feel free to engage 

regardless of gender and circumstances. It gives access to a power to influence 

events unavailable to them in public life.

In the cases of Kophaena in BGU 3.948, the mother in P.Abinn.34, Tare in 

P.Bour.25, Artemis in P.Grenf.1.53, Taouak in P.Neph.18 and Aria in SB 14.11588, 

their confidence in prayer contrasts with evidence of reticence, uncertainty and 

powerlessness in aspects of everyday life. Kophaena stands in an uncomfortable 

relationship of dependence on the uncaring Theodoulos. The mother of Moses is 

powerless to secure the presence of her son, Heron. Tare prays confidently for her 

aunt’s protection, at the same time as she finds herself unable to form supportive 

relationships in Apamea. Artemis’ strongly assertive letter speaks of powerlessness 

in the face of charges of misconduct, complicated perhaps by Theodoras’ absence. 

Taouak confidently announces God’s blessing even as she experiences 

disadvantage due to her gender that renders her incapable of conducting certain 

business activities, although she nonetheless conducts business. Aria reports her 

inability to successfully achieve her activities or garner Dorotheos’ support. But all 

five women pray and Taouak especially displays boldness in her prayer, and each 

letter is a strongly assertive act in relation to its addressees.

Anonyme in P.Oxy.8.1161, Tapiam in P.Neph.1 and Kophaena in BGU 3.948 pray in 

the context of illness. The physical incapacity does not appear to influence their 

spiritual activity. With all three women the tension between their prayers for health, 

for themselves and/or others, and the reality of their own illnesses is not addressed.



With two of the women their confidence in prayer and their ordinary activity appear to 

be consistent. Anonyme in P.Berl.Zill.12 expresses confidence about her life and 

safety, and prays similarly. Didyme and the sisters display confidence in their prayer 

that parallels their evident business capability.

Valeria’s lack of confidence in relation to God is in sharp contrast to the 

assertiveness of her approach to Paphnouthios and to her confidence in his prayers. 

Questions arise. Is it that Valeria feels the need of a mediator, whose prayers she is 

confident God will hear while God may not hear her own? Is it important that the 

mediator be a male or an ascetic?

Letters to ascetics requesting prayer for healing in the fourth century occur in three 

texts in addition to Valeria’s: P.Lond.6.1928 from Heraclides to Paphnouthios; 

P.Neph.1 from Tapiam and Paul to Ophellios and the brothers; and P.Neph.10 from 

Horion to Nepheros. Two further texts contain requests for prayer: P.Herm.8 from the 

son of Abraham to Apa Johannes requesting prayer for deliverance from unspecified 

trouble; and P.Herm.9 from Chaeremon to Apa Johannes seeking prayer of an 

unspecified kind and blessing.

The letter from a woman and a man, Tapiam and Paul, displays a similar sense of 

relative spiritual uncertainty to that evident in Valeria’s letter although not to the same 

degree. Tapiam and Paul request the brothers’ prayers because of an experience of 

their prayers’ effectiveness. At the same time Tapiam and Paul refer to their own 

prayers with no sense that the brothers’ intercessions are substitute for their own 

even though they are more likely to be heard and are therefore more effective.

The four letters written by men show different levels of spiritual dependence and 

confidence. Heraclides in P.Lond.6.1928 writes, ‘Now truly I am in affliction, where 

help neither from a brother nor from any other is able to assist me except the hope 

which I await through our Lord Christ through your prayers (euxoav)’, 11.13-15. 

Heraclides’ trust, like Valeria’s, is ultimately in Christ but immediately in 

Paphnouthios’ prayer. Heraclides, like Valeria, prays himself but asserts an element 

of mutuality that is absent from her letter, ‘I pray you be well in the Lord Christ for a 

long time, (you) praying continually on my behalf, most devout father1, 11.8-11. As 

Heraclides prays for Paphnouthios’ health, Paphnouthios prays for Heraclides’ 

health. Horion in P.Neph.10 displays a high degree of dependence on the power of 

Nepheros’ prayers, and a sense of personal powerlessness:



‘I know therefore my lord father (SecmoTd h o d  Tcaxep) that next to the master God 

(t o v  8eo7ioTT|v 0eov) your prayers have made me healthy and I am confident again in the 

master God that, through your prayers, we will, in the end, be restored to our homes; for I 

know that so long as you make mention of me in your prayers, the master God will not 

abandon me’, 11.10-15.

Again, however, Horion introduces a note of mutuality, not in the spiritual realm but in 

the material. He invites Nepheros to let him know of any needs he has and adds, ‘I 

have pleasure when you instruct me as to whatever you want, for next to God I have 

you as helper and father1, 11.18-20. The son of Abraham in P.Herm.8 writes, ‘... 

beseeching that you remember me who greets you and all my house in the prayers 

(et>xrii<;) which you send up ever and daily to our Lord Saviour. For I trust (7iercoi6a) 

that through your most holy prayers (ê xcov) to be set free also from this trouble in 

which we are ...’, 11.9-16. The son of Abraham prays for Apa Johannes, ‘know that I 

have your holy face in my thought’, II.6f. He remembers Johannes because ‘I believe 

(juoxetico) that I and my house are a concern to you’, II.4f, indicating some awareness 

of mutuality. Chaeremon in P.Herm.9 writes, ‘I beseech you that in your prayer 

(itpooevxfi) y°u remember me, Chaeremon’, II. 7-9, ‘... and bless me and pray to the 

Lord God night and day for me’, 11.13-16, ‘ ... but after the most high God I rely 

(ercavciKeinat) on your godliness and am persuaded (nemanai (= Tteneianai)) that 

through your prayers (evxaiq) I can ? nothing ...o-65ev Sivgjilai)’, left margin. 

Chaeremon, like Valeria, expresses a dependence on the ascetic’s prayers and an 

immediate trust in Johannes’ spiritual power. He does not refer to his own prayer or 

pray for Apa Johannes. He gives Johannes the title ‘lord my father’ (tco deonovn nou 

natpi), 1.1, in the opening greeting but calls him ‘lord my brother’ ([t]co Seonoxri inou 

[d]5e>.<t>cp), ll.24f in the address.

This sample of letters is too small to allow firm conclusions but their evidence is 

suggestive. There appears little difference between the men and Valeria in their belief 

in the effectiveness of the ascetics’ prayers and their dependence on them. The male 

writers differ among themselves in the confidence, or lack of it, that they express in 

praying, in a way that suggests personality rather than gender is determinative. The 

elements of mutuality are stronger, or asserted more explicitly, in the letters written 

by the men. The common relative lack of confidence in prayer in contrast to their 

confidence in the ascetics’ prayer appears, therefore, to arise from the women’s and 

men’s status as ordinary lay-people. Lerner points out, however, that the 

powerlessness experienced by men vis a vis men who have power does not parallel



the experience of women125. For a man ‘likeness’ to those with power operates. A 

man always has the potential to become a powerful man. For a woman this is not the 

case. The situation, then, of a man seeking a male intermediary does not entirely 

parallel similar behaviour in a woman. Valeria’s lack of confidence may well hold this 

additional gendered dimension.

A fifth conclusion concerns God’s omnipresence and prayer. In praying for their 

absent addressees, the women express belief in God who is active both where they 

are and where their addressees are. This cosmology is also frequent in pagan 

texts126. However, some texts from the second and early third centuries indicate 

belief in the localised power of particular gods, expressed in references to ‘the gods 

here’127. The absence of such formulae from the women’s prayers indicates the shift 

in some aspects of thought in moving from paganism to Christianity.

Having examined the Christian women’s use of ‘biblical’ vocabulary and imagery, 

their theological positions and practice of prayer, I now broaden the analysis to 

consider the evidence of the Christian women’s texts for their relationship to and 

participation in the institutional aspects of their religious lives; that is, their 

interactions with clergy, ascetics and the church.

125 Lerner (1986), 4.

126 In pagan texts, prayer is generally offered using the standard rcpo nev Ttdvxcov eu%o|xai and 
epp<Bo0cn ae euxojiai, clearly with belief in the god’/s’ transregional powers. The majority of pagan 
papyri do not specify the god/s to whom prayer is offered. Of 272 pagan and Christian texts, and texts 
of uncertain religious milieu of which 25 are Christian, written by, to or referring to women and 
including prayer, 23 name the divinity: lord god 12x; god 3x; god most high 2x; the gods 1x; all the 
gods 1 x; the male and female gods 1 x; almighty god 1 x; the lord 1 x; our good saviour and his beloved 
son 1x. Of these 23,10 are certainly Christian, a disproportionately large number. Among pagan texts, 
the name of the god/s occurs in proskynema statements more than in prayer statements, 62x, most 
frequently using the god’s personal name rather than a generic name: Sarapis 23x; Isis 4x; Thoeris, 
Apis, Apollo each 2x; the gods here 7x; all the gods/the gods 6x; the ancestral gods 3x.

127 Eg BGU 2.632 (C2); P.Mich.3.207 (C2); 8.491 (C2), 495 (C2); P.Tebt.2.413 (C2/3); SB 5.8027 
(C2/3); 6.9251 (C2/3); 14.11901 (C3).



CHAPTER 6

CHRISTIAN WOMEN’S INTERACTIONS WITH CLERGY, ASCETICS 

AND THE CHURCH

Interactions with clergy, ascetics and the church occur in 15 of the 26 texts written by 

Christian women1. The relationships are expressed using a number of configurations 

among which hierarchy and patriarchy are frequent.

WOMEN’S INTERACTIONS WITH CLERGY

Artemis in P.Grenf.1.53 casts the presbyters of the church (t[o]\)[<;] Ttpeapwepow; ttv; 

eKKXriaia<;), ll.22f, as figures of authority recognised for their trustworthiness2. She 

remonstrates with Sarapion about his daughters’ demand for husbands (dvSpeq 

0ek>|xev), 1.25, and sexual conduct that Artemis labels harlotry (uoio-uoa eavxn<v> 

(Loukra) yaeitavav (= ya<5>eiTdvav)), I.28. Artemis calls on Sarapion to confirm her 

story from the presbyters. They are authorities whom she expects Sarapion and 

implicitly Theodoros to respect and to whose opinion they will defer. It is likely that 

there is a gendered dimension in Artemis’ appeal. The presbyters’ maleness, their 

stability and reliability according to the constructs of gender in ancient society may be 

factors in Artemis’ perception that they will convince Sarapion. She is a woman who 

is inherently less reliable and trustworthy, sexually and in terms of truthfulness3.

The presbyters ‘feel indignant’ (<t>0ovowiv), I.294, towards Artemis. The reason is 

obscured within the oblique references and uncertain grammar of the letter, but it is 

perhaps because Artemis has accused a certain Soucharos, whom the presbyters

1 P.Ben.Mus.4; P.Grenf.1.53; P.Herm.17; P.Kell.1.Gr.32; P.Lips.1.28; P.Lond.6.1926; P.Neph.1, 18; 
P.0xy.6.903; 12.1592; 48.3407; 50.3581; SB 12.10840; 18.13612; 16.12673.1 consider that
SB 8.9746 and P.Oxy.14.1774 do not refer to ascetics, See 321f below.

2 See also the roles of Appa Paphnouthios, P.Lond.6.1923-1929; Apa Pai§ous, P.Lond.6.1913-1922; 
Apa Mi6s, P.Abinn.6 , 7, 8,19; Apa Kaor, P.Abinn.32.

3 The contemporary male view of women’s unreliability and deceitfulness finds regular expression, eg 
'... these women (ie subintroductae) make all the men they capture easy for the devil to overcome. 
They render them softer, more hot-headed, shameful, mindless, irascible, insolent, importunate, 
ignoble, crude, servile, niggardly, reckless, nonsensical, and, to sum it up, the women take all their 
corrupting feminine customs and stamp them into the souls of these men’, Chrysostom, Instruction and 
Refutation 11. See also Wilken (1984) who notes the general view of women as weak and unreliable 
among the early Christian apologists and the Roman critics of Christianity. P.Oxy. 17.2073 (C4) 
appears to be a homily against women. See also P.Oxy. 13.1603. Also Epp (2004) 41 f.

On the presbyters as subjects of <|>0ovot>(jiv, see 45, n. 1 12  above.



respect, of involvement in the immorality of Sarapion’s daughters5. Artemis strongly 

defends herself with insinuations about Soucharos’ class and status. On this reading 

Artemis is prepared to argue with the presbyters about their opinion, at least in her 

letter. There is no mention of an actual confrontation.

The daughters’ demand for husbands occurs in the presence of the presbyters6. If 

this is deliberate on their part, it raises the possibility that the presbyters have a role 

in arranging Christian marriages for their community but there is no evidence from 

this period for the practice. Evidence from other papyri indicates presbyters have a 

role as mediators in marital conflict7, but their involvement otherwise is uncertain.

In P.Kell.1.Gr.32, Jacob, the reader of the catholic church8 (dvayvcooTriq kciGoXiktV; 

eiceA.Ti<ria<; (=  eKicA,Tiaia<;)), 1.21, signs a lease for Aurelia Marsis since she is illiterate 

(Ypdnn.axa |if| eiSmry;), 11.221®. Marsis uses Jacob for his literacy in a way many 

women use a male relative10. The description of Jacob indicates that being reader is 

his occupation. Readers appear frequently in the third- and fourth-century Greek and 

Coptic papyri, not always associated with the church but working in secular, for 

example legal, contexts11. The explanatory Ka0oX,iicn<; £KeX,Tiaia<; (= eicKA.Tiaia<;) 

establishes Jacob as an ecclesial reader, a minor order of clergy and, in Egypt, not 

ordained12. The role varies with time and geography but appears to have a broad 

function in Egypt, including the explication of read texts13 and perhaps reading the 

gospel14. While the role of presbyter includes the public reading of Scripture, if he is

5 W in te r (1933), 157.

8 T h e  p resence  o f the  p resbyters is im p lied by the ir ca pac ity  to  a c t as  w itnesses.

7 Eg P .0 xy .6 .90 3 . S ee also the  role o f  b ishops in P .0 x y .5 0 .3 8 5 1 .

8 In papyri dated C4, k c i0o A.ik t i  o f the church  bears a range  o f m ean ings : i) an actua l church ; ii) one 
d irec tly  unde r a b ishop ’s oversight; iii) the local church as an e xp ress ion  o f the  un ive rsa l, W ipszycka  
(1994b), 205-209, w ho  favours e ithe r i) o r  ii) in th is  text, but la te r fa vo u rs  a  com b ina tion  o f ii) and iii), 
W ip szycka  (1996a), 1 7 3 .1 ag ree  w ith th is  la tte r op in ion . A  theo log ica l s ta te m en t a b ou t o rthodoxy  
see m s unlikely.

9 O n lite racy, see  11-19 especia lly  15 f above .

10 O n th e  church as  an a lternate  fam ily, see  2 3 8 ff be low .

11 E xam ples o f readers connected w ith  the  chu rch  inc lude  P .A nt.2 .93 ; P .Lond .6 .1914 ; P .Neph.12 ; 
P .O xy.33.2673 ; SB  14.12021 (all C 4); readers w h ose  s ty le  o f  w o rk  is unce rta in  eg S B  4 .7336  (C3); 
P .O xy.24.2421 (C4); 55.3787 (C4). S ee  W ipszycka  (1993), 195.

12 Canons of Hippolytus 7 (C 4) revised  from , bu t in th is  canon  ag ree ing  w ith , H ippo lytus, Apostolic 
Tradition 12. Apostolic Constitutions 8 .22  (C4, S yria) d esc rib e  re a d e rs ’ ord ination .

13 Canons of Athanasius 58.

14 Canons of Athanasius 78. Liturgy o f St Mark 53 spec ifie s th a t dea con s  read  the gospe l; Canons of 
Basil 97  exc ludes  readers  fro m  read ing th e  gospe l and  a llow s it on ly  to  de aco ns and  presbyte rs .
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illiterate a reader might be appointed, although this is not the only circumstance15. 

Jacob retains the civil status marker ‘Aurelius’ which comes to be omitted by clergy in 

later centuries16. It is interesting that Jacob is son of a presbyter (’Aupiftioq ’Icnctbp 

Bf|cno<; rcpCeap-uxepcn))), ll.20f. It raises the possibility that Jacob works with/for his 

father, and that ministry like other occupations is inherited. However, I have found no 

other example, and a single text can only be suggestive. Evidence from Egypt 

indicates that the presbyterate begins with the diaconate without the necessity of 

passing through the minor orders, but there is also no necessity for Jacob to be 

training for the presbyterate. There is no indication of Jacob’s age17.

Stud.Pal.20.86 is the memorandum of Aurelia Demetria in her conflict with Eus over a 

land sale. The original contract had been agreed ‘in the presence of Dioskouros, 

presbyter of the church in the region’ (eiti n a p o v o iq . AiocKoupiSo-u rcpecpuxepov xf\q 

eKKA,T|cria<; era. opoiq), II.7f. Dioskouros’ role as witness implies that the women 

consider him reliable. It is likely that as the role of clergy became established they 

would be used in leadership functions by the whole village, but there is no evidence 

of this in the first half of the fourth century. While Demetria is accepted as Christian, 

Eus’ belief is less certain18, yet she recognises Dioskouros’ position. Demetria 

expects the 7ipo7ioXeiTew êvoq also to accept Dioskouros as reliable. She claims that 

the ‘mediating witness’, most probably Dioskouros, can be called to verify the truth of 

her claims, 7ipoa<t>covr|ari o (xexâ 'u napxtx;, 1.14, o (lexa -̂u 8'uvaxai |iapxupaa0ai, 1.16, 

o fiexa^v n-caixtn; rcpoa<t>covf|ar), 1.23. Demetria and Eus do not approach Dioskouros to 

settle their dispute. Certainly he lacks the legal capacity to judge the conflict 

formally19. The expression eiti opoiq is interesting in terms of its meaning for ecclesial 

structures and Dioskouros’ role. It appears not to be attested elsewhere20.

15 R eaders  app e ar regu la rly  in chu rches  headed by a b ishop  w ith  va rie d  fu n c tio n s  in ad d ition  to 
read ing  eg  de live ring  ecc les iastica l requ irem en ts. S ee  W ip sz yc ka  (1993 ), 194-204 . F o r th e  debate  
abou t a p oss ib ly  illite ra te  reader, see  P .O xy.33 .2673  (304 ); Y ou tie  (1 975a ); W ip sz yc ka  (1983 ); (1984 ); 
(1996d); C la rke  (1984).

16 W o rp  (2005 ). W orp  d ism isses  Jacob  as c le rgy  c iting  W ip sz yc ka  (1993 ), 195. H ow eve r, W ip szycka  
does not reg a rd  all re fe rence s to readers in C4 as secu la r.

17 E cc les ia l d ec ree s  d a ted  C 4 and C 5  ind icate  tha t ch ild ren  m ig h t be  a p p o in ted  as re a de rs . T h e  papyri 
show  th is  w a s  not the  norm  w ith  re fe rences  c learly  to  adu lts . See W ip sz yc ka  (1993 ), 199.

18 See 63  above .
19

The in te rp re ta tion  da ted  333 o f C T 1.27.1 a llow ing b ish op s to  a c t as  c ivil ju d g e s  p os td a te s  th is te x t 
by th ree  ye ars  a lthough the  o rig ina l law  is da ted  318. N on e the le ss  D io sko u ro s  is a presbyte r.

20 From  a sea rch  o f the  DDBDP o f texts  dated  100-500.



Bishops appear in the role of judges in P.0xy.6.903, Anonyme’s statement against 

her husband Anonymos for his abuse of her and their household. Anonyme and 

Anonymos have attempted a marital reconciliation. The husband ‘swore in the 

presence of the bishops and his own brothers’ (©noaev e m  rcapo'ucri.a trov enioKorccov 

Kai t©v d8eA.<t><Sv avcoTj), 1.15, to give his wife the household keys and no longer to 

insult her. The bishops play a judicial rather than pastoral role21, receiving a legal 

undertaking from Anonymos, sworn by oath, that he will change his behaviour. This is 

most probably the episcopalis audientia. Its function and authority are not explained 

but presumed as a known judicial instrument22. A marriage contract results (yaniKov 

yeyovev), 1.17. Anonyme’s side of the contract is not mentioned nor are any penalties. 

She clearly considers the process before the bishops legally binding and expects 

Anonymos to honour his oath.

Whether the bishops play a passive role in simply hearing Anonymos’ oaths, or 

actively persuade Anonymos to make them and perhaps Anonyme to accept them, is 

unclear23. There is no indication who initiates the proceedings. It is unlikely to be 

Anonymos but may be Anonyme or Anonymos’ brothers.

The reference to bishops in the plural acting in a marital dispute is unusual and the 

situation unclear. Monarchical episcopacy emerges as the preferred structure of the 

church in its first centuries24 and descriptions of bishops as judges and mediators 

generally refer to the bishop in the singular25. The presence of more than one bishop 

may reflect the presence of family from a different area come with their bishop to

21 B agna ll (1993a), 195, identifies a pasto ra l ra th e r than  a ju d ic ia l ro le, b u t g ives  no  reason . He does 
no t a dd ress  the fa c t o f Anonym os’ undertaking o f an oa th.

22 O n th e  episcopalis audientia, see 299 f, nn.51, 52 be low.

23 T h e  p resbyte rs  p lay an active  role in P .0 x y .5 0 .3 5 8 1 ; see  below .

24 D idache  15 .1f (C 1-early  C 2) po ints to  a  p rocess o f trans it ion  from  cha rism a tic  leadersh ip  to  
m on arch ica l ep iscopacy. T h e  church in A ntioch  had adop ted  th is  s tru c tu re  by the e n d  o f C 1 ; the 
R om an chu rch  by m id-C2. Igna tius co m m end s it and c ites it th ro u gh o u t A s ia  M inor: Ignatius, To the 
Ephesians 1.3; To the Magnesians 2.1; To the Trallians 1.1; To the Philadelphians 1.1; To the 
Smymaeans 8.1. S ee  L ie tzm ann (1 9 3 8 ,1 9 5 8 ) 1 .1 4 3 -1 4 6 ,1 9 2 -1 9 5 , 2 4 7 f; 2 .58-61 .

25 Didascalia Apostolomm (C 3) advoca tes m ed ia tion  as the p re fe rred  m ode  o f fun ction  fo r the  b ishop 
ra the r th a n  judg em ent, but in e ither ro le  the  b ishop  a c ts  a lone, 2 .1 -2 .2 5  (IV -V III). A n  exam p le  is Paul, 
B ishop o f  A ntioch, Lane-Fox (1986), 513.



urge reconciliation, or the chance occasion of a brother bishop’s visit26. It is unlikely 

to result from ecclesiastical politics27.

Anonyme’s statement is not addressed but is probably prepared for the bishop’s 

court. This would be consistent with contemporary practice, with the history of the 

dispute and with Anonyme’s closing ‘God knows’ (xavxa 8e ol5ev o 0(eo<;)), 1.36. The 

designation Geoq, however, expresses her appeal in the broadest possible terms, 

suitable for the bishop’s court or its secular equivalent28. The reference to the bishops 

in the third rather than the second person need not argue against this suggestion.

The statement is not written as a petition nor is there reason to presume the 

presiding bishop/s would be the same as in the original hearing.

Presbyters appear as active interventionists in P.0xy.50.3581, Attiaena’s petition 

against her ex-husband Paul. Attiaena states that after Paul’s first abandonment of 

her ‘again he beguiled (me) through presbyters’ (rcdXeiv (= jrriXiv) e4rircd[TTia]ev 8ia 

rcpeaPweprav), I.8, to re-establish the marriage. The presbyters are undoubtedly 

church officials29 who play an active role in the negotiation, representing Paul at 

whose initiative they come, and persuading Attiaena to take him back. Whether the 

presbyters wittingly share in the beguiling is not stated, just as the reality of Paul’s 

deceit is uncertain. Only Attiaena’s account remains. The presbyters, however, are 

clearly aware of Paul’s past behaviour and it is difficult to avoid the implication of 

TidXiv, that they have been involved in one or more previous reconciliations30, 

knowing the ongoing abuse. On this occasion the presbyters bring a written 

undertaking from Paul in which he acknowledges that his marriage to Attiaena is still 

valid and that any continuation of his illegal behaviour (dveXeuQepa rcpdyiama), 1.10, 

will result in a penalty of two ounces of gold. Attiaena mentions no requirements of 

her. The reasons for the presbyters’ involvement and advocacy for Paul are not 

given. Paul apparently has approached them to mediate. It may be that Paul’s wish 

accords with their understanding of ‘biblical’ teaching on the indissolubility of

26 Didascalia Apostolorum 2.58 (XII) envisages a bishop visiting a fellow-bishop and being invited to 
act alongside him. C T 1.27.1 does not specify number.

27 Eg during the Melitian schism Melitian and Catholic churches functioned as parallel institutions in 
parts of Egypt, Hauben (2000), 329. But rival bishops acting together as here is unlikely.

28 See 51 f above.

29 The office of village elder disappears at the end of C3, Tomsin (1952), 524.
30 naXeiv (= 7taA.iv) most naturally governs the whole following clause.



marriage31. It may be that, as socio-anthropological studies of Mediterranean society 

conclude, the presbyters’ concern for the church’s reputation focuses on the right 

behaviour of its female members, in this case Attiaena’s return to, and submission 

within, her marriage32.

Attiaena’s submission to the presbyters and to her husband both accord with ‘biblical’ 

teaching33. Attiaena’s compliance, however, appears not to be immediate. The 

language suggests resistance and a period of beguiling34 following previous 

experiences of failed reconciliation/s. Her compliance contrasts with later 

assertiveness against Paul, the presbyters and the ideals of ‘Scripture’, demonstrated 

in issuing a repudium after Paul’s continued abuse and in the writing of this petition.

Attiaena’s initial response to the presbyters identifies them as authority figures for 

her, ‘fathers’ in an alternative family35. Attiaena uses the plural npeaPvrepoi which 

points to a Christian community of sufficient size to warrant more than one presbyter 

and supports the picture of Oxyrhynchus as a city with a number of churches known 

from other texts36. In terms of ecclesial organisation, the reference points to multiple 

jipeoPTkepoi in one church or cooperation among Ttpeaptrcepoi across churches for 

such a situation as this. The presbyters approach Attiaena as a group, which, even if 

only two, carries the sense less of a pastoral visit than of a matter of church order 

and discipline.

CONCLUSION

This examination of Christian women’s interactions with clergy suggests that a variety 

of modes of relationship exists.

31 Matthew 19.7; 1 Corinthians 7.10f.

32 MacDonald (1996), 150,180, 258.

33 Obedience to church officials: Hebrews 13.17; 1 Peter 5.5; 1 Clement 3; 44; Didache 4.1; wives’ 
submission to their husbands, Ephesians 5.22-24; Colossians 3.18; 1 Clement 1.3.

34 JidAeiv (= jcaXiv) eijn7td[Tr|5]ev 8ta Ttpeaffrrrepoov axPl<5 wdAeiv (= JtaXiv) (TuveioeveyKO) avtov eiq xpy 
Tpexepov oikov, l.8f. See 213 below.

35 See 238ff below.

36 P.Oxy. 1.43 (?) notes churches in the north and south of the city. The verso dates to 295 so that a 
date for the recto in C4 is possible. P.Oxy.57.4617 (C5) refers to 15 churches in the city. See also 310 
below for the idealised picture from the Historia Monachorum of many thousands of ascetics in 
Oxyrhynchus in C4/5. The presbyters to whom Attiaena alludes need not have been financially 
supported by the community.



The first conclusion concerns the women’s attitudes to clergy. The evidence of the 

texts indicates that women generally articulate respect for clergy. They refer to clergy 

as trustworthy witnesses, advisers and mediators. The women’s formulations imply 

that they are not alone in their estimation. The appeals to clergy for confirming 

testimony, for example by Artemis in P.Grenf.1.53 and Demetria in Stud.Pal.20.86, 

rely on the fact that others, including the secular authorities, recognise the clergy’s 

trustworthiness. It is significant that the women appeal to clergy when their own 

truthfulness is questioned.

The women’s accounts indicate they regard clergy as men with authority. They 

submit to clergy in obedience. It is noteworthy, however, that Anonyme in 

P.0xy.6.903 and Attiaena in P.0xy.50.3581, who both initially submit to clergy 

brokering reconciliations, finally assert themselves against their husbands’ abuse. 

Anonyme lodges a complaint. Attiaena issues a repudium and seeks the agreed 

penalty. Furthermore, Artemis in P.Grenf.1.53 appears ready to defend herself in 

relation to the presbyters’ charge against her, at least in writing to her husband. It is 

not known whether there was also a face-to-face confrontation. The evidence of the 

women’s texts, then, suggests limits to the authority the women concede to clergy.

The second conclusion relates to the role of clergy as alternate family, especially for 

women who do not otherwise refer to men37. The texts give evidence of women 

approaching clergy for assistance with secular tasks as women most frequently 

approach male relatives. Marsis in P.Kell.1 .Gr.71 has Jacob write for her due to her 

illiteracy, and Demetria and Eus in Stud.Pal.20.86 have Dioskouros act as witness in 

their contract. The presbyters in P.0xy.6.903 appear as family negotiators or 

arbitrators in the marital reconciliation between Anonymos and Anonyme, and in 

P.Grenf.1.53 possibly with a role in arranging marriages.

A third conclusion concerns clergy acting in secular functions. Sources indicate that 

clergy increasingly exercise secular functions in the fourth century38. These texts 

confirm this trend in relation to Christian women. Clergy act in the women’s business 

and personal dealings: as witnesses for Artemis in P.Grenf.1.53, and Demetria in

37 Argued in detail at 238ff below.

38 The papyri give evidence of church officials acting as mediators, secular authorities, judges, 
witnesses and scribes, eg from this thesis, P.Kell.1.Gr.32; P.Lips.1.43; P.0xy.6.903; 50.3581. Bishops 
had the right to judge civil cases where their decisions were final and enforceable, C T 1.27.1 (318). 
See also Coleman-Norton (1966) 1.74f.



Stud.Pal.20.86; as scribe for Marsis in P.Kell.1.Gr.71; as judges in P.0xy.50.3851. 

The appearance of clergy in papyri of the period frequently derives from this trend, 

being incidental to a personal or commercial transaction that generates a written text.

WOMEN’S INTERACTIONS WITH ASCETICS

Seven of the texts refer to Christian women’s interactions with ascetics39. In four of 

these, the women ask for help40. The kind of help relates to the woman’s perceptions 

of the ascetics’ power and the nature of her need. The texts where requests for help 

do not appear are two involving mothers with their ascetic sons41 and a letter from a 

woman to her spiritual father, the content of which is lost42.

Leuchis in P.Herm.17 asks Apa Johannes to appeal to the tribune on her behalf to 

remove certain women from her house. Apa Johannes is a prominent ascetic, known 

from P.Herm.7-10 and P.Ryl.Copt.268-274, 27643 as an intercessor with God and 

mediator with secular authority, civil and military44. "Atccx, with anna and dppd, is a 

Greek transliteration of the Semitic ‘father1 that first appears in the papyri as a title for 

clergy and ascetics in the 330s and connotes respect45. Leuchis approaches 

Johannes to intervene with secular authority using his spiritual authority which she 

represents in Christian qualities. She expects the secular powers to recognise and 

comply with his authority. Johannes’ role, then, is an extension to the secular sphere

39 P.Ben.Mus.4; P.Herm.17; P.Lips.1.28; P.Lond.6.1926; P.Neph.1; P.Oxy.12.1592; SB 18.13612.

40 P.Herm.17; P.Lond.6.1926; P.Neph.1; SB 18.13612. For similar appeals from men, see eg 
P.Herm.7,10; PS113.1342; P.Abinn.32; P.Lond.3.981=Chr.Wilck.130; P.Lond.6.1923-1929.

41 P.Ben.Mus.4; P.Lips.1.28.

42 P.Oxy.12.1592. There is no indication of the father’s status in the text, but his identity as a cleric or
more probably an ascetic is argued below.

43 Crum (1905), 127, considers P.Ryl.Copt.275,295,301, 310-314, 396 also belong to the archive.
Zuckerman (1995), 188, further suggests P.Amh.2.145=Chr.Wilck.53; P.Lond.3.981=Chr.Wilck.130; 
3.1014, being addressed to ‘father* (ncmip) John.

44 On the identity of these ascetics as the same man, see 46f above. On Apa Johannes’ identification 
with John of Lycopolis, see Zuckerman (1995), 191ff; BL 10.86.

45 The title is used for Christian clergy, monks and other ascetics. It appears in P.Lond.6.1914 (335), a 
Melitian text; also eg P.Abinn.6; 7; 8; P.Amh.2.145; P.Herm.7; 8 ; 17; P.Lond.6.1916-1919; 1924-1929;
P.Neph.12; 15; PS113.1342 (all C4). See also Lampe (1961,1968), 2,169. For an extensive 
discussion of the title, see Derda and Wipszycka (1994), who conclude that Apa and Abba are used 
interchangeably in Egypt in this period, 29, and not always for clerics, 31. Later, the words develop 
distinct semantic ranges but this does not apply at this time. The title appears rarely in pagan texts
from C2; see 324, n.41 below.



of the original conception of the ‘holy man’ as one who is able to intercede effectively 

with God, being closer to the divine power because of his asceticism46.

Leuchis’ approach to Johannes makes use of the effusive rhetoric of late fourth- and 

fifth-century letters: ‘the devout Apa Johannes’ (Qecoaepfi (= Geoaepd.) 'Arca ’Icoavriv 

(= ’IcodvvrO), 1.1; ‘your compassion reach to me too’ (xaiie <t>6aoi fi eXetinoauyriv aou),

1.3; ‘your kindness embraces all who are powerless’ (fi x p ^ ® TnTd (= ZpriaxoTriq) ctod

rcdvxai; xouq nv (= |nfi) S-uvâ evout;), I.2, among whom Leuchis reckons herself. Leuchis 

uses the conventional flattery of an inferior to a superior but her actual 

powerlessness is belied by her appeal. Her words may express genuine respect for 

Johannes’ piety. Certainly they elucidate the qualities she hopes to elicit for herself.

Leuchis makes a spiritual claim on Apa Johannes, stating her powerlessness and 

dependence, ‘after God I look for your help’ (ixexa xov Geov xryv ofiv pof|6eiav

rcpoaSoK©)47,1.348. Her imaginative organisation of the spiritual world reflects the class 

structures of society with its layered hierarchy. Her attitude confirms the image of the 

‘holy man’ as a patron who will act in relation to higher authority for his clients49. 

Leuchis bases her powerlessness in her marital status and gender, ‘for I am a widow 

and a woman’ (eui (= euei) x^pa ywr) eini), 1.6. The appeal to femaleness compounds 

the disadvantage50. The gendered division of space in the ancient Mediterranean 

world served to exclude women from the public domain and thus from experience in 

negotiating public power51. Leuchis’ lack of confidence in her ability to approach the 

tribune successfully no doubt reflects social reality. Her statement reminding 

Johannes of his Christian duty to care for widows52, however, also appears to be a 

device to pressure Apa Johannes to comply with her request. These positions are not 

mutually exclusive. Whatever its nature, Leuchis’ appeal is an act of power that

46 The role of male ascetics as ‘holy men’ is debated with suggestions ranging from healer, allayer of 
anxiety, intercessor, repository of divine power and patron, Brown (1982), 141-143; to facilitator of the 
transition to Christianity, Brown (1995), 60, 63f, 74; to spiritual agent and networker, Brown (1998), to
agent of transformation, Frankfurter (2003).
47

In the papyrus, jiexa t cov 0eov xfiv gnv p<?f|0iav 7tpoa8coKa>.

48 A similar statement made of the local military official occurs in P.Abinn.34.

49 Brown (1982), 116, 12 0 .
50

For other such statements, see 136, n.134 above.

51 Torjesen (1993), 59-65,125-128 notes that while political discourse distinguished sharply between 
the private sphere of the oixoq and the public sphere of the no^iq, this did not deny women significant
power within the domestic world. See 9ff above.

52 On the disadvantage of widows and their care, see 135-140 above.



paradoxically negates the powerlessness it asserts. Leuchis uses her gender and her 

status disadvantage to gain the assistance from Apa Johannes that she wants.

In SB 18.13612, the mother uses the conventional rhetoric of flattery in her appeal to 

Apa Johannes53: ‘my lord, father, benefactor1 (Kupicp |xo-u rcaxpi euepyexri), 11.1-3; giver 

of mercy and salvation to all who flee to him (navxaq toxx; ei<; ae KaTa<t>e\)yovTa<; Kai 

eXeeic; Kai acô eiq), II.4-7; potential source of mercy to her (Kai e(a.e eAenaov), I.7. The 

kind of mercy the mother seeks is not related to spiritual need but concerns the 

exactor. The mother’s language marks her as an inferior approaching a superior and 

recalls ‘biblical’ appeals to God for mercy54, and, further, draws a parallel between 

Johannes and God. The parallel is made explicit in the mother’s statement that 

Johannes stands ‘next to providence’ (̂ exa Tryv Ttpovoiav), I.4, in showing mercy55.

The mother’s titles for Johannes, ‘Apa’ and ‘lord, father, benefactor’, 1.1, establish him 

as a powerful ascetic or a member of the clergy, and a spiritual father56. The title 

‘benefactor1 is not generally used of ecclesiastics57 but regularly describes donors of 

money who benefit a community in exchange for honour58. It is associated with 

wealth and its accompanying power. It is unlikely that material wealth applies in 

Johannes’ case, although this cannot be entirely ruled out59. It is more likely that the 

mother identifies Johannes with the prestige and influence of a benefactor. Her use is 

an example of the introduction of secular titles into the church.

The mother positions herself among the powerless in contrast to Johannes. Her 

language about mercy emphasises her undeserving and Johannes’ generosity. 

Further self-effacement, culturally conditioned or not, is evident in her naming style, 

t) |ir|Tnp 4>iXxj8eX<t)o-u d7ioTaKTiKo-u, ll.2f. The mother focuses on Philadelphos and his 

vocation perhaps to maximise the effectiveness of her request. The idea finds 

support in her proffered motivation for Johannes’ response, namely her son’s benefit

53 On the identity of this Apa Johannes with the Johannes of P.Herm.7-10,17, see 61, nn.223, 224.
On this ascetic, see 182f above.

54 See 99f above.

55 fiera thv npovoiav is almost certainly the equivalent of jiera Tqv Geiav Ttpovoiav. For the latter 
expression, see 246 below. On f) Geia Ttpovoia, see 120ff above.

56 For similar relationships, see P.Lond.6.1926; P.Oxy.12.1592.

57 The title is not listed in Dinneen (1927).

58 Luke 22.25; Horsley, ND  1-5, s.v., ’benefactors’; Danker (1982); R. Kearsley, ‘A Civic Benefactor of 
the First Century in Asia Minor’ in ND  7.233-241.

59 On ascetics and property, see 307f, 311f, 315 below. Clergy in C4, and especially bishops, come to
be drawn from the wealthier classes, Wipszycka (1972), 95,156; Bagnall (1993a), 292.



(ei<; xiM-fiv to-u drcoxaKxiKo-u |xou mo-u), II.Sf60. The mother appears to expect Apa 

Johannes to respond to her preferentially because her son is drcoxaKxiKoi;61. Her 

attitude suggests that she recognises a group identity among ascetics that elicits 

privileged action, and being dnoxaKxiKog has high status62. It is noteworthy that the 

mother does not regard Philadelphos, though an apotactic, as powerful in relation to 

secular authority. Spiritual power does not necessarily reside in asceticism itself but 

in a distinguished minority of ascetics that does not include her son. In a further claim 

of powerlessness, the mother styles herself as ‘a widow with the orphans’ (Kai ene 

xt jv %f|pa[v]Kai xo\)<; o[p]<|>avo\)<;), 1.1 Of. The mother casts herself as the epitome of the 

needy to whom Johannes, as a Christian, owes a response. The self-designation 

functions to apply pressure on Johannes to respond favourably to her request and as 

such is an example of the paradoxical exercise of power by one claiming to be 

powerless.

The nature of the mother’s relationship with her apotactic son is not described63, 

although she names herself by her relationship to him. Whether there is ongoing 

contact is not indicated. If Philadelphos is her eldest son, it may be that his ascetic 

practice has robbed the mother of her primary support since her husband’s death64. 

The loss of sons to ascetic practice points to a significant effect of the ascetic 

movement on the social lives of women.

P.Lond.6.1926 is Valeria’s letter to Appa Paphnouthios asking that he pray for her 

‘healing’ (iaoi<;), I.7. She addresses him, using the exalted language of Byzantine 

letters, as ‘most honoured, Christ-bearing and adorned with all virtue’ (x© xi^uoxaxcp 

(= xi|ncotdxcp) Kai xpTloxo^opq) (= xpiaxo<t>6p(p) Kai rcacrry; dpexfiq K£Koap.t||a.ev(p), II.1-365. 

Valeria’s understanding of Paphnouthios’ power appears in her statement, ‘by those 

practising and observant of religious discipline revelations are shown’ (x®v yap 

doKOiivxcov Kai Qp'naice'uovxcov drcoKaX/uviiaxa SiKveovxe (= d7toKa>A)|a,|!axa 8eiKvix>vxai)),

11.9-11. Valeria considers Paphnouthios closer to God than she is, because of his

60 eiq xi|if|v nvoq, ’for someone’s honor (sic)’, W. Arndt and F. Gringrich (1957), A Greek-English 
Lexicon o f the New Testament, s.v., xijni, cited in Parassoglou (1987), 250.

61 On the meaning of dTtoxaKTucoq, see 307f below.

62 It appears at times as a title at which to aim, Wipszycka (2001 b), 168.

63 See 234 below.

84 On the role of sons as the primary providers for their widowed mothers, see 222, n.124 below.

65 For x i|h c o x (x t o£, xpiaTo<t>6poq, dpexri, dcnceco and Bpticnce'ua), see 96ff above.



ascetic practice66. It is noteworthy that God and Paphnouthios both appear as the 

objects of Valeria’s prayer, 8eone (= 8eo|iai) tco 0ec5 8eo îe (= Seonai) ke (= Kai) aoi 

livtiaOryri. |iou ev tfj ayiq c o d  rcpooeuxfi, 11.15-17. The one framework of approach fits 

both. Valeria’s action confirms the significance of an ascetic as a man ‘who makes 

God present’67.

Valeria describes her relationship with Appa Paphnouthios as father and daughter68. 

The epithet "Anna, I.2, itself means ‘father1 but in the address on the verso Valeria 

writes xifiicotdxtp rcaxpi "Anna Ila<|>vo\mq). She demonstrates the fourth-century 

development of Apa/Appa into a title, denoting ascetics and clergy in their role as 

‘spiritual fathers’ and institutionalising family terminology69. Valeria describes herself 

as daughter, napa xfjq 0vycn:p6<; OuaXepiaq, verso. The relationship is undoubtedly a 

spiritual one. The father/daughter language suggests a hierarchical relationship 

involving affection and respect.

Valeria’s conviction that ascetics are closer to God is an example of the development 

of the apostle Paul’s thought on marriage and celibacy, that there are two levels of 

Christian life, one superior, the ascetic path, and one inferior, life in the world, of 

marriage, family and commerce. Eusebius writes:

Two ways of life were thus given by the Lord to his Church. The one is above nature, and beyond 

common human living; it admits not marriage, child-bearing, property nor the possession of wealth 

... Like some celestial beings, these gaze down upon human life, performing the duty of a 

priesthood to almighty God for the whole race ... And the more humble, more human way prompts 

men to join in pure nuptials, and to produce children, to undertake government, to give orders to 

soldiers fighting for right; it allows them to have minds for farming, for trade and for the other more 

secular interests as well as for religion.

The Proof o f the Gospel 1,8c, d

Valeria is an example of the petitioners, male and female, in the fourth-century papyri 

who request prayer, spiritual counsel and practical help from male ascetics70 but

68 Trust in an intercessor’s prayer appears from c.300 in P.Oxy. 12.1494, but the intercessor’s status as 
an ascetic is not given.

87 Brown (1995), 58.

88 On familial terms for non-kin, see 225, n.147.

89 For the use of Apa/Appa, see n.45 above, ricmip alone occurs in P.Lond.6.1923,1929; ana alone in 
P.Lond.6.1925. The double term occurs also in P.Lond.6.1924; 6.1928.

70 On male ascetics as ‘holy men’, see n.46 above.



never from a female71. For Valeria, Appa Paphnouthios is a ‘Christ-bearer1, with his 

masculine gender significant in that sharing Jesus’ gender, he is more readily 

identified with Christ and his divine power.

The focus of Valeria’s interaction with Paphnouthios is her request for prayer. By 

contrast with her lack of confidence in her own prayer, Valeria states her confidence 

in Paphnouthios’ prayer three times, oikax; 7i[i]axet>co 8ia xwv awv £v%(ov eiaaiv 

(= iaaiv) Xajipdvco, ll.8f, oikax; yap neniaievKa Kai niaxe-uo) on eav eî ri eTiavco jj.ou 

eiaaiv (= iaaiv) X,anPavco, 11.13-15, xcov yap daKowxoov Kai GpricKeuovxcov 

dTC0KaX,-uv|a.axa (= a7roKaXij|j.(iaxa) SiKveovxe (= SeiKviJovxai), 11.9-11. While a gendered 

dimension to Valeria’s reticence is undoubtedly a factor, her attitude finds explanation 

in her theology of asceticism as gaining privileged access to God72. Valeria’s attitude 

is contrary to suggestions that the polarity between ascetic and lay spiritual 

confidence was not as marked as once thought, that ‘one did not have to sit on a 

sixty-foot column for one’s prayers to be considered acceptable ,..’73. Nor is Valeria’s 

lack of confidence a factor of personality. Her reticence in relation to God contrasts 

with the assertiveness of her requests to Paphnouthios.

Bell’s reconstruction of 11.19-21, 7tpoaay[ope]pcp xa[<; 0uyax]epa[<;] fiou, places Valeria’s 

daughters with Paphnouthios, among those women, and men, who live in the 

company of holy men74. Some of these women were themselves ascetics. Others 

were seekers of counsel and healing. Valeria does not ask the daughters to pray.

The suggested alternative reconstruction, 7tpoady[ovx]at a[i 0-uyax]epe[c;] ’my 

daughters embrace (you)’75, places the daughters with Valeria. The text is too 

uncertain to draw conclusions about the daughters’ interactions with Paphnouthios.

Valeria’s interaction includes prayer for Appa Paphnouthios’ health using the 

standard ep<p>axj0ai ae e-uxô e (= ei>xo|iai), [x]i(iicoxaxe rcaxip (= rcaxep), ll.26f. She 

offers no opening prayer for him. Her reticence is consistent with, but does not prove, 

a lack of mutuality in the relationship.

71 On this issue, see 316f below.

72 See 172ff above, on men’s and women’s confidence in prayer. The same attitude by a woman
appears in Athanasius, Vita S. Antonii 61.1-3.

73 Brown (1998), 374.

74 HL 7.4; 10.2; 11; 17.3 etc. Holy men could gather large groups eg 100 persons who then need food, 
shelter and water, Brown (1995), 62; (1982), 113f.

75 For this possible reconstruction, see 229 below.



Tapiam and Paul’s letter to Ophellios and the brothers, P.Neph.1, reveals a 

relationship which has both spiritual and material aspects76. Tapiam and Paul ask the 

brothers to send them supplies of bread from wheat owed by a certain Papnouthis77. 

They expect the brothers to arrange for transport and delivery. They write of a 

proposed visit, at least by Tapiam and the children. They also ask for prayer, though 

confident that the brothers pray for them, and they pray for the brothers. The 

relationship is evidently close, illustrated by the additional eight-letter correspondence 

from Paul, possibly after Tapiam’s death78, and no doubt strengthened by Tapiam 

and Paul’s conviction that their children were healed through the brothers’ prayers.

If the proposed visit is correctly attributed to Tapiam, GeXco yap cri>v 0e© aveX,0eiv npoq  

\>|j.a<;, ll.24f, it suggests that there is no barrier to her meeting with the brothers. The 

avoidance of women that characterises many of the desert fathers and some 

monastic communities would seem not to apply79.

Paul and Tapiam make two prayer requests, one general, II.7-9, and the second for 

their health, 11.1 If80. Their appeal to the brothers’ <jnlav0pamla, II.6f, as the reason to 

pray cites a virtue more associated with pagan than ‘biblical’ values81, and uses the 

strong napaicaXounev, 11.1 Of. Prayer appears to constitute a significant dimension of 

the relationship. Tapiam and Paul’s conviction about the efficacy of the brothers’ 

prayers derives from the healing of their children through prayer and also from their 

theology of asceticism, ‘for we believe that the Lord will hear you since you are 

righteous’ (7iiotet>ô ev yap ot i o Kiipioq Sikcugjv ovtcov aKO-uaexai), 11.13-15. 

Tapiam and Paul reflect the popular understanding that asceticism engenders a 

righteous life, with greater access to divine power82. God will hear the brothers’

76 On Paul’s business dealings with and for the monastery, see P.Neph.4; 6; 8; 9.

77 For other such requests, see 67, n.263.

78 Tapiam’s name does not occur in the other 8 letters.

79 Avoidance of women occurs as a subject in A P  Abraham 1; Cyrus 1; Olympios 1, 2; Poemen 11,14, 
15, 59,114,115,154, Paphnutis4; HL 71.2. In C5, Shenoute forbad visits to monks and nuns by 
members of the opposite sex even by relatives, De vita monachorum 7,18,21 cited in Elm (1994,
2000), 302. At the same time several brothers lived within the women’s communities to assist with 
manual labour. Monks did manual labour in female Pachomian communities when needed but neither
ate nor slept there, and it appears the appointed monk ‘supervisor’ only visited, Vita Prima Graeca 32. 
Pachomius allowed visits between brothers and relatives in the sister community although reputedly 
refusing to see his sister, Vita Prima Graeca 32; Rule 143 in Pachomius, Pachomian Koinonia.
Women appear in the greetings of P.Neph.1; 3; 7; 10.

80 See 165 above.

81 See 103f above.

82 See also P.Lond.6.1926 at 185f above, and 171-174 above.



prayers where God may not hear Tapiam and Paul’s own. The fact that Tapiam and 

Paul pray, and clearly not in any perfunctory way (11.15-18), suggests they perceive 

this to be a relative, and not absolute, difference. In the context of her need for 

healing, Tapiam’s faith is not primarily in God but in the brothers as effectual means 

of access to God.

Tapiam and Paul relate to the brothers as a community as well as to specific 

individuals within it. The request for bread is to Nepheros. The requests for prayer, 

and the attribution of righteousness and of effective prayer are plural. Tapiam and 

Paul are perhaps aware of the practice in this monastery whereby requests for prayer 

are circulated among monks in their cells, ko t o  ixovfiv83.

Tapiam and Paul address Ophellios and the brothers with the adjective dyanriToi;, 11.1, 

27. The epithet appears to distinguish the monks from ‘all the rest of our brothers’ 

(t o xk; Xoircoix; aSeX̂ oix; rpcov navxaq), 1.29. ’Aya7rr|T6<; aSeX̂ oq is common in the 

Christian papyri, although not exclusive to them84, and expresses a warm 

relationship. Tapiam and Paul address Nepheros specifically as icupie d8eX<|)e, I.2085, 

with no further qualification. They do not use the more respectful ‘lord father’. This 

may reflect a sense of shared status, indicate Nepheros’ vocation as a brother86 or 

point to Nepheros’ relative status within the monastery, that he is not yet in a 

leadership role87.

Among those whom Tapiam and Paul greet are ‘the virgins of God’ (xa<; rcapOevoix; 

to\) 9eo-u), 11.261®®. Tapiam and Paul ask nothing of these consecrated ascetic women; 

in particular they do not seek their prayer.

P.Oxy. 12.1592 is the fragment of a letter to K(\>pi)e not) 7i(dte)p, 1.1, for whom the 

woman writer uses the forms of the nomina sacra, and in response to whom she 

uses the opening words of the Song of Mary (xai Ttavu efieyaXuvGriv Kai fiyaAXeiaaa 

(= fiyaXAaaaa))89, II.3f. Anonyme’s response indicates a warm relationship on her part,

83 P.Lond.6.1917.24.

84 See 109-111 above.

85 Also at P.Neph.2.2.

86 Lampe (1961,1968), s.v.

87 See P.Neph.3.4; 6.11f. The editors suggest the change in address may reflect a rise in Nepheros’ 
status within the monastery, Introduction, 7.
88

These women are discussed at 301, 305f, 31 Of below.

On this allusion to Luke 1.47, see 80f above.
69



though perhaps one not regularly maintained on the father’s part. It is almost 

certainly a spiritual relationship90. There is no indication that the father is a cleric or 

ascetic but the language of Anonyme’s response, her elevated respect and the 

father’s likely familiarity with ‘Scripture’ suggest it. The relationship, both in intimacy 

and irregularity, appears more consistent with a spiritual connection with an ascetic 

than a pastoral bond with clergy. No titles survive.

Anonyme’s language of self-identification with Mary in Luke 1.47ff locates this likely 

ascetic in the place of God to her. Her use of the nomen sacmm (jt(dxe)p) for him is 

noteworthy. Her attitude, following Mary’s, is then likely to be characterised by 

humility, obedience and servitude91. It suggests the patterning of some spiritual 

relationships within the church on patriarchal ‘biblical’ models, with the models 

selected being those of extreme hierarchy. The extant fragment of the text does not 

allow a conclusion to be drawn about any mutuality in the interaction between 

Anonyme and the father. There is no statement that Anonyme prays for the father, 

although prayer may have occurred in the section now lost.

The mother in P.Ben.Mus.4 writes to her son whom she describes as ‘most holy’ (nou 

aYwotdttp v if \ (= met or mqj)[), 1.1. The adjective suggests that the son is a bishop or 

perhaps a high-ranking monk92. The son’s knowledge of ‘Scripture’ supports his likely 

ecclesiastical status as does the writing in biblical majuscule, which, even if done by 

a monk-scribe, locates the son in an ecclesial context. The evident education of the 

son favours his status as a bishop93, since bishops were drawn from the wealthier 

classes in the fourth century. However, education is not inconsistent with 

asceticism94. Ascetic status is suggested by the reference, among the foods the 

mother sends, to parsley root (x̂ oupov KwpaeXrivtn;), I.3, understood to be eaten by 

ascetics95. Further, the mother refers to a possible visit by the son using kotoo, which

90 See 230 below.

91 See 81, especially n.25 above.

92 See 98 above.

93 The editor strangely contrasts this with ‘his “mother’s” apparently poor social, financial and 
educational status’, for which he provides no evidence.

94 See 17 for ascetic illiteracy as a trope for virtue.

95 Parsley root, tccopceXTivn, I.3, which Winter, editor of P.Mich.3.212, understands as a dessert eaten 
by monks, the word derived from okcopceXtivti in The Life o f St Pachomius cited in his note to I.3. The 
editor suggests this is indicative of the son’s status. Elsewhere the word occurs only in P.Mich.3.212 
(C2/3) (TKfflpoEXrjvri and P.Oxy.6.936 (C3) cnccopaeXeivaq. Other food items sent are wheat and raisins. 
See also Goehring (1999), 53-72.



may refer to travel from the son’s monastery in the desert96 or more probably down 

the Nile. The son’s use of evxauOa of his mother need not imply the exact same 

location, but probably refers to the same local area where both reside. The fact that 

they write letters indicates that there is some distance between them. The evidence 

favours the son’s status as a bishop but both are possible. The content of the letter, 

however, concerns the interaction of a mother with her son rather than with an 

ascetic or cleric as such97. It is noteworthy that the son’s living situation allows his 

mother considerable contact through visits, letters and gifts, and he with her. This 

need not argue against asceticism98.

P.Lips.1.28 is a joint document in which Teeus gives her grandson, Paesis, in 

adoption and her son, Silvanos an apotactic, agrees (ZiA.pav[6]<; IIe[xf|]aio<; moq xfjg 

rcpoKeijxevTn; Teeuxcx;... drcoxaKxiKog) 1.7. ‘Apotactic’ suggests that Silvanos is an 

ascetic living in community99. The obligations to which he agrees commit him to 

family relationship and involvement with commerce and agriculture. He agrees to 

raise the boy, who is ten, to feed and clothe him, treat him as his own first-born son 

and have him as his heir100 (avaxpe<|)£c0ai, to e lvai aou m[o]v yvfjcnov Kai TtpwxoxoKov 

cix; e£, i8iou a'lfiaxoi; yevvriGevxa, Gpeyco Kai ijiaxi^oo (=i(j.axiaco), Kai xwv e|j.cov 

rcpaynmdjv KXripov6|j.ov mo0exr|0evxa |a.oi), 11.12, 15f, 18, 22. Silvanos also agrees to 

manage Paesis’ parental inheritance for him (Sia^iAa^ai Kai arcoKaxaaxfjaai auxqj), 

1.21. The text confirms that being an apotactic does not necessarily involve 

renunciation of family ties or personal property101.

The practical meaning of Silvanos’ undertaking in the context of an ascetic 

community raises possibilities that nuance models of detachment drawn from literary 

sources. The document suggests such an adoption by an apotactic is not unusual. 

Paesis apparently will live with his uncle, presumably in the ascetic community. It is 

not clear whether the intention is that Paesis will (eventually) become an apotactic or 

whether he will stay with Silvanos, being educated and cared for, until his majority. 

There is evidence that some monasteries developed schools where orphans and

96
P.Lond.6.1927 (C4) has aveXGconev. Travel outside a monastery, mainly to conduct monastic 

business and visit family, is frequently attested in literature and papyri, Wipszycka (2001a), 49.

97 See 224f below.

98 Eg women are able to visit the monks at Hathor, P.Neph.1. On such visits, see n.79 above.

99 See 307f below.
100

Silvanos apparently possesses property of his own.

101 See 307f below.



children brought by their parents could be educated102. It may be that Teeus’ 

adoption of Paesis to Silvanos is an early example. In later centuries, the ‘donation’ 

of children to monasteries for financial reasons, especially in the case of girls, proves 

a problem for the church103. Entry to the monastery and its resources, in Paesis’ 

case, is through adoption rather than ‘donation’.

CONCLUSION

This examination of women’s interactions with ascetics leads to a number of 

conclusions.

The first concerns the women’s attitude to ascetics. The women’s descriptive 

language gives evidence of respect. The women attribute Christian and pagan virtues 

to the ascetics. Leuchis in P.Herm.17 uses Geooepfiq, xpriaToxrii; and eXeTinoawn. In 

P.Lond.6.1926 Valeria has tiiiiaranoq, xpiaxo<|>6 po<;, apr|xf|, acnce© and Bpticnce-ucfl. The 

mother in SB 18.13612 uses eXeeoa, o<o£co and etiepYexiy;. Tapiam in P.Neph.1 has 

Slxaux;, Anonyme in P.Oxy.12.1592 iepoq, and the mother in P.Ben.Mus.4 ayimaxoq. 

Some of the women accord the ascetic the honorary title Apa104. Some use the 

language of father/daughter (7iaTnp/0vydirnp)105. Some use language for the ascetic 

equally suited to God or Christ106. The effusiveness of the women’s respect and the 

positioning of themselves in the dependent and lesser role alerts to the women’s use 

of rhetorical conventions suited to a patron/client relationship and designed to help 

them achieve their ends. Manipulation and flattery are likely to be factors alongside 

genuine sentiment. The women’s hierarchical language indicates that power 

conditions their interactions with ascetics.

The second conclusion concerns the women’s theology of asceticism. Valeria in 

P.Lond.6.1926 and Tapiam in P.Neph.1 exemplify the understanding of asceticism as 

a superior Christian discipleship. Valeria states that God gives revelations to ascetics

102 St Basil’s Regulae Fusius Tractatae 15 refers to young boys and girls being accepted for education 
in his monasteries. They were housed separately in the precinct. The evidence refers to Asia Minor in 
C5 but it is likely that the experience in Egypt was similar. Pachomius, Vita Prima Graeca 24 refers to 
children coming to the monastery who were tested with their parents. The account possibly represents 
a need to counter children coming against parents’ wishes as Theodore, Pachomius’ ultimate 
successor, did at an early age, 33-37; or as a remedy against parents who later changed their minds 
about the child’s future. See Goehring (1999), 50; also Elm (1994,2000), 71.

103 See also 227, n.156 below for social problems caused by donating family wealth to monasteries.

104 P.Herm.17; P.Lond.6.1926; SB 18.13612.

105 P.Lond.6.1926; P.Oxy.12.1592; SB 18.13612.

106 P.Lond.6.1926; P.Oxy.12.1592.



and the devout. Tapiam and Paul refer to God’s preferential hearing of ascetics 

because they are righteous. Asceticism may be a factor in other women’s esteem but 

this is implicit and less certain. Anonyme in P.Oxy.12.1592 holds her spiritual father 

in the place of God, responding to him as did Mary at the Annunciation. Leuchis 

places the ascetic Johannes next after God in her estimation of sources of help. The 

mother in SB 18.13612 places Johannes next after God as a source of mercy. Their 

theology of asceticism almost certainly forms the basis of the women’s rhetoric. The 

women’s own place in their constructed spiritual hierarchy is necessarily lower in 

terms of value and spiritual power, and their Christian lives, in comparison, 

compromised and worldly.

The third conclusion concerns the women’s readiness to access the ascetics’ 

authority and their assertiveness in doing so. Leuchis in P.Herm.17 refers to her 

disadvantage as a widow and a woman in approaching the tribune but her inability is 

not such as to prevent her approaching Apa Johannes or urging him to fulfil her 

request. The mother in SB 18.13612 seeks Apa Johannes’ help in relation to tax 

matters. She emphasises her powerlessness with language of mercy and saving, and 

by stating that she is a widow associated with orphans, yet her approach to Johannes 

and the construction of her appeal constitute acts of power. Valeria in P.Lond.6.1926 

and Tapiam in P.Neph.1 ask for ascetics’ prayers. Both emphasise the ascetics’ 

spiritual power in prayer which they hope to direct to their advantage. Both 

understand ascetics to have greater access to God because of their asceticism. The 

women’s sense of occupying an inferior spiritual place does not prevent their 

approaches or lessen the assertiveness of their requests.

The evidence of the Christian women’s papyri is consistent with the papyri more 

generally in confirming the evidence of literary sources that male and not female 

ascetics, with a very few exceptions, receive requests for spiritual and practical 

assistance107. The gendered division of space in the Mediterranean world 

disadvantaged women in education and experience in negotiating public power. It 

may be that, with the institutionalisation of the church as a public space in the fourth 

century, God’s power came to be thought of as public power, with a resulting 

lessening of women’s spiritual confidence not only in themselves but also in other 

women.

107 See 316f below.



A fourth conclusion concerns ascetics’ function in society. The women’s letters 

confirm the picture in literary sources that ascetics are seen as a means to access 

power to supply what is lacking in an individual’s or community’s life, and the ascetic 

is held to participate in that power108: God and divine power; the governing authorities 

and secular power; resources and social power. Appa Paphnouthios in 

P.Lond.6.1926 in relation to God, and Apa Johannes in P.Herm.17 and SB 18.13612 

in relation to secular authority illustrate this phenomenon. The women’s texts also 

illustrate the findings of recent scholarship which note the increasing use of clergy 

and ascetics in secular functions in the fourth century.

A fifth conclusion concerns the impact of men’s ascetic practice on women’s social 

experience. The women’s letters do no more than hint at the difficulties that the 

absence of sons and brothers raised for women in the loss of male support109. The 

mother in SB 18.13612 and Teeus in P.Lips.1.28, both mothers of apotactic sons, 

turn to non-kin for the assistance sons frequently provide, although neither cites the 

son’s asceticism as the reason for their need. The women’s experience parallels that 

of women whose sons are absent because of military service as in P.Abinn.34, or 

neglect as in BGU 3.948. The problem, though incipient in the women’s texts, 

confirms the evidence of other sources that point to social difficulties arising because 

of ascetic practice110. It may have contributed to the development of the church as an 

alternative family111.

WOMEN’S INTERACTIONS WITH THE CHURCH

References to interactions with the church occur in six letters written by Christian 
112women .

Anonyme reports in her statement against Anonymos, P.0xy.6.903, that she attends 

church (aneXQowsa [ei]<; to Kupiaicov ev aajiPaGco (= aaPfJd'Kp)), 1.19. To xuptaKOv, ‘the 

Lord’s house/household’, is known from the third century113. Anonyme’s reference

108 Brown (1982), 109, describes ‘holy men’ as ‘one device people used to cope with living’.

109 On the role of sons in providing support for widowed mothers, see 222, n.124 below.

110 See also n.103 above.

111 See 238ff below.

112 P.Bour.25; P.Neph.1; 18; P.0xy.6.903; 48.3407; SB 12.10840. Women’s interactions with clergy 
and ascetics are excluded as examined above.

113 Clement of Alexandria, Stromateis 3.18, o v k o v  8e KupictKov; Ta K-opioncd, Eusebius, H E  9.10.10.
Also to KvpiaKov SetJtvov, 1 Corinthians 1.20; Chrysostom, Homilies in 1 Corinthians 27.3; f| Kupiaicn



suggests a dedicated building114 that is known and requires no explanation. Anonyme 

attends on the Sabbath115, the Jewish day of rest and worship116. While Sabbath 

observance was established in Egypt from Jewish practice, there is only slight 

evidence for Christian observance of the Sabbath compared with other places in the 

Empire117. The Canons of Laodicea118, perhaps reflecting the more active Jewish 

Christian presence in Phrygia and Galatia, condemn observance of Jewish festivals 

and the Sabbath rest by Christians119. At the same time the Canons allow services of 

worship on the Sabbath provided there are readings from the gospel, that is, that they 

are distinctly Christian120. Such services were not to replace Sunday worship. From 

the mid-fourth century to cdppaTov occasionally is used by Christian writers to denote 

Sunday but the shift in meaning appears to be made clear with each usage121.

To adppatov can also refer to a general day of rest122 but this seems not to be 

Anonyme’s meaning, which is to a specific day. It may be that the pattern of worship 

in Anonyme’s Christian community involves both Saturdays and Sundays.

Anonyme attends church on her own, and in the face of Anonymos’ active opposition. 

On her return he questions why she attended and shuts the doors against her. The

fmepa, Revelation 1.10; P.0xy.48.3407 (C4) below; Kupiaidi lcupiou Didache 14.1; K/opiaicfi in 
SB 14.11881 below. Lampe (1961,1968), s.v.

114 With growing numbers, the church increasingly became a public space with its own buildings, 
evident from the time of Commodos (180-192) and modelled by C4 on the basilicas of Roman public 
life. See Harnack (1908) 2.85-88; Torjesen (1993), 155-176; Hopkins (1998), 203, 222.

115 The original editor understood the text as ev SajiPaGof), denoting a place. lappdxov meaning 
‘Sabbath’ was suggested by W. Schubart, Einfurung in die Papyrusforschung (1918) cited in Youtie 
(1973c), 803; BL 3.133. Youtie accepts the reading, as does CPJ 16; Winter (1933), 126f; and this
thesis. The phrase ev aappcrap is frequent in ‘NT’, eg Matthew 12.2; Mark 3.2; Luke 6.1, 7; John 7.22,
23 from which Youtie argues for the reading here. He notes a parallel use in an inscription (581) from 
Abda, southern Palestine, xfi Tpirn t ou oanpaxoq.

116 The earliest Christians observed both the Sabbath and Sunday but Sunday worship quickly 
displaced Sabbath observance by all but a minority and was established as the Christian holy day by 
C2. Ignatius, To the Magnesians 9.1, condemned Christian observance of the Sabbath. It was still 
being condemned in C5 eg Chrysostom, Adversus Judaeos 1.8.1, 3.3.1; Augustine On charity. 
Constantine, CJ 3.12.3 (311), forbad most business on the venerabiii die solis with agricultural work 
exempt. It remained exempt until 585, Concilium Matisconense 1, cited in P.Oxy.vol.48, 110. 
Christians were banned and later punished for attending Jewish worship, C T  16.8.1 (315, 329); C T  
16.8.7 (352, 353)=CJ  1.7.1. See also in Coleman-Norton (1966) 1.82-84; Simon (1996), 310, 323.

117 Simon (1996), 329.

118 Council of Laodicea (345-381) otherwise unknown. The 60 Canons may be a collection from 
previous Councils.
119

Canons of Laodicea 29. 37, 38.

120 Canon 16; also 49, 51. Apostolic Constitutions 8.33.1f indicates worship on both days.
121 ,

Eg to neya oapfJatov and tj t^iipa Sevrepa xov aaPPdTOV, Lampe (1961,1968), s.v.

122 Eg Justin Martyr, Dialogue 12.3. For other examples, see Lampe (1961, 1968), s.v.



text implies that Anonymos’ response is connected with their marriage contract, but 

whether this forbids her attendance or explicitly allows it is unclear. Her appeal to the 

injustice of the situation suggests the latter. Anonyme’s determination to follow her 

own spiritual path signals her as a committed member of the congregation. The 

imbalance in the sexes suspected in early congregations123 may, in part, be attributed 

to women like Anonyme whose husbands are either not Christian or not church-

goers. Women whose husbands attend church may have had less freedom to choose 

not to attend. The honounshame system of the ancient Mediterranean world 

suggests that women’s church attendance without their husband’s approval is likely 

to gather a charge of irtimorality124 and so bring dishonour to the husband and 

disrepute to the church. Anonymos’ potential loss of honour provides an explanatory 

framework for the strength of his opposition.

The landlady in P.0xy.48.3407 refers to agricultural labour being conducted on her 

land ‘on the Lord’s Day’ (ev xri Kvpiaicfiv (= Kvpiaicrj) rpepqi), 11.15f. The reference 

marks time in terms of Christian liturgical observance. Constantine’s edict of 321 

explicitly exempts agricultural workers from the requirement that most businesses 

cease on venerabili die so//s125. The landlady makes use of the exemption. However, 

she clearly knows the day as the day of Christian worship. K-upicticocj -iV -ov, in the 

sense of ‘the Lord’s’, is rare in the papyri to the end of the fourth century126 and 

marks the landlady as a member of a Christian community that has adopted the term.

In P.Bour.25, Tare dates her mother’s death cmo t<5v nda%co(v), 1.7, that is, Easter 

which she describes as the Pasch127 without explanation. Her organisation of time is

123 See 206, n.28 below.

124 Women’s unapproved absence from their appropriate sphere connotes unchastity in an 
honounshame society. See Toijesen (1993), 1 12f, 122,142f; also 9f above.

125 CJ 3.12.3 (311). The earliest dated papyrus reference to ‘the Lord’s day* is P.Oxy.54.3759 (2 
October, 325). A judge defers proceeding because of rn<; emoiicnv; Kupiaicfy; iepaq, 11.38. The name 
differs from Constantine’s die solis, perhaps chosen because planetary namings were unpopular in 
Egypt. Revelation 1.10 refers to fi KupiaKTj fpepa; see also Didache 14.1; Eusebius, H E  4.23.11;
Clement of Alexandria eg Stromateis 7.12. Kupiaicfi may be the name used among Christians, S. R. 
Llewelyn and A. M. Nobbs, The Earliest Dated Reference to Sunday in the Papyri’ in ND  9.106-118.
No evidence suggests the term was in general use, suggesting the judge is probably Christian.

126 A search of the DDBDP shows the only other occurrences with this meaning are P.Oxy.54.3759 in 
the note above and P.0xy.6.903.19,21, above with tcupiaicov. In P.0xy.48.3407 the term is an 
adjective and not yet a substantive.

127 Possible meanings of the terms are the Jewish Passover, Passover meal, Paschal Lamb or the
Christian festival later called Holy Week and Easter. Use of to jtdoxa for Easter dates from Hippolytus, 
De Pascha, cited in Dix’s textual notes to Hippolytus’ Apostolic Tradition, 74. See also Lampe (1961, 
1968), s.v. Earliest Jewish Christians observed the Passover on 14 Nisan with the days of Unleavened 
Bread, differing from Jews only in its significance, Simon (1996), 324. Christians celebrated Easter on



shaped by Christian religious observation and suggests that she is, or has been, a 

member of a church. However, Tare makes no mention of church as a source of 

comfort and connection in her loneliness128. Her interaction with the church in 

Apameia is therefore not indicated and notable for the lack.

A similar reckoning of time by Christian festivals occurs in SB 12.10840. Mikke tells 

her brother Euthalios not to visit their mother, Syras, before the festival (jtpo Tty; 

iopxfjq (= eopTnq)), 1.6, but to go at the end of the fast (npdg rqv Aa k j i v  Try; vriaTeicu;)129,

I.9, for the festival (Tipoq tt] lopTri (= thv eopTnv), 1.12. Given the date of 27 March, 

these references to fast and festival are almost certainly to Lent and Easter130. Mikke, 

Syras and Euthalios, then, regulate their activity by their observance of the church’s 

liturgical calendar, complying with the penitential preparation131. Their practice marks 

them as members of worshipping communities and devout. It is interesting to 

speculate whether Mikke’s restraint of Euthalios’ visit is an indication that her 

observance is more rigorous than her brother’s, and that her Christian discipleship is 

correspondingly more serious132.

Two of the letters are by women who are members of the Melitian church133. Tapiam 

and Paul write P.Neph.1 to brothers in the Melitian monastery of Hathor134. Taouak’s 

letter to Eudaimon and Apia, P.Neph.18, was purchased with the rest of the 

Nepheros archive making it likely that they are connected with the monastery and are

the Sunday following. Another time reference to Easter occurs in P.Ross.Georg.3.10 (C4/5). On Lent 
and Easter, see SB 12.10840 below.
128

On church as an alternative family, see 238ff below.
129

In the papyrus, ixpoq xf)v Aa jc t t iv  xfiq vriataq.

130 Lent is the penitential preparation for Easter. Other possible references to Lent are P.Ant.2.92.26 
(C4/5); P.FIor.3.384.55f (489?); CPR V.2.25.5 (C7/8?). Sources Rea (1970), 357; Horsley, Varia, In 
brief in A/D 3.166 (v), confirmed by a search of the DDBDP  as the only references. P.Bour.25 (C4) and 
P.Ross.Georg.3.10 (C4/5) refer to Easter as xa naaxa.

131 Early Christians observed a 40-hour fast from ‘crucifixion to resurrection’, Irenaeus in Eusebius, H E  
5.24.12. The fast was extended to a week in early C3 and to a 40-day fast about 300-325, since 
Canon 5 of the Council of Nicaea refers to it as customary practice. The Council of Laodicea, Canon
50 commands the 40-day fast. CT  9.35.4 (380) also refers to it. The 40-day fast to exclude Sundays 
was fixed in C7. Fasting generally meant abstention from flesh, eggs and dairy products. Apostolic 
Constitutions 5.18.1 allows only bread, salt, water and boiled vegetables. Rea argues a one-week fast 
is meant in Euthalios’ letter, Rea (1970), quoting Lampe (1961,1968), s.v., viioxeia, who states that 
the 40-day fast did not apply at this period. Literary evidence, however, indicates it was observed at 
least in some churches. See also D. Sahas, ‘Lent’ in Encyclopedia o f Early Christianity (1997), s.v.
132

The reason for Mikke’s statement and the nature of her power to direct Euthalios’ actions are not 
given.
133

On the Melitian schism and the Melitian church, see 66 , n.258.

134 Eds, 11-14.



also Melitian. The texts offer hints about the Melitian church and its conflict with the 

catholic church, the information is at best tentative and is suggested with caution.

Tapiam and Paul in P.Neph.1 ask the brothers to remember them in their prayers 

‘because we and our children are in a foreign place’ (8ia t t )v  ^evitelav (= ^eviteiav) 

fpcov K a i t©v jiaiSiwv), l.8f135. The reference appears to be to Alexandria where they 

are forced to live136. Eeviteia refers primarily to absence from family and friends,

11.16-19. It is unlikely to result from a lack of fellow-Melitians137. The Melitian church in 

Alexandria, however, held a tenuous position, no doubt adding to Tapiam and Paul’s 

sense of alienation. The decision of the Council of Nicaea to accept Melitians into 

fellowship with catholic Christians138 did not end either the existence of the Melitian 

church or the violence between Melitians and Catholics, certainly not during the 

episcopacy of Athanasius139. It may be that Tapiam and Paul, in addition to being far 

from home, are vulnerable to actual or potential violence and persecution in 

Alexandria140, although they do not allude to it.

Taouak in P.Neph.18 writes to Eudaimon and Apia, ‘for we are God’s treasure/ 

treasury’ (o yap Oriaaupoc; to\) 0ecn> fyxiq (= fijietq)), ll.26f. It is the reason Taouak can 

pronounce to Eudaimon and Apia a reward, oyete Ttpog tov 0eov, l.25f141. The 

statement has both an inclusive and exclusive function, to identify Eudaimon, Apia, 

Taouak and all Melitians as God’s treasure/treasury and to exclude not only pagans 

but also Catholic Christians. Taouak exemplifies the exclusivist stance of the Melitian 

church which saw itself in a privileged relation to God, and the Catholic church as 

tainted by compromise142.

In addition to these six texts, seven women writers suggest that they are members of 

worshipping communities from their use of ‘biblical’ vocabulary and imagery, heard

135 On ijevvreia in the ‘NT’, see 91f above.

136 Paul appears to be a soldier in Alexandria, P.Neph.8 .

137 The editors note P.Lond.6.1914 refers to a meeting place for Melitian soldiers at the Parembole, 27.

138 Socrates, H E  1.9; Sozomen, HE  1.24.

139 On charges against Athanasius of violence against Melitians, see Sozomen, HE  2.22. Also
P.Lond.6.1914.

140 Eds, 27.

141 On this interpretation, see 92ff above.

142 Hauben (2000), 332f.



most probably in the context of worship143. A further two women are probably 

members of the Christian communities whose clergy act in secular capacities for 

them144.

CONCLUSION

The small number of texts with evidence about women’s interactions with the church 

and the uncertain nature of some of the information allow conclusions to be offered 

only with caution. Nonetheless, the women’s texts shed light on what is already 

known of the church in fourth-century Egypt from other sources.

The first conclusion concerns women’s participation in the church. The women 

writers’ formulations indicate that they are members of worshipping communities, 

both Catholic and Melitian. Some of the women demonstrate that their attendance at 

church is sufficiently frequent and their attention to the reading of ‘Scripture’ 

sufficiently focused for them to recall and use ‘biblical’ words and imagery, among 

whom are Anonyme in P.Oxy.12.1592, Valeria in P.Lond.6.1926, Anonyme in 

P.Oxy.8.1161, Tapiam and Paul in P.Neph.1 and the mother in P.Ben.Mus.4. The 

texts are silent about any formal ministry roles of the women, their attitudes to the 

church and the nature of their involvement beyond attendance at worship. The only 

reference to a religious role for women is the mention of a i napBevoi xov Geo-u in 

P.Neph.1. The silence about women’s roles, apart from that of consecrated virgin, 

may reflect reality, so that, despite the small sample size, these texts reflect a 

situation in fourth-century Egypt where the only roles in the church open to women 

are those associated with asceticism.

There is little extant literature on the roles of women in the Egyptian church. Clement 

of Alexandria and Origen in the third century write about the roles of widows and 

women deacons as past, not present, realities145. Origen allows that women may 

prophesy and teach, but not in the church, and only to women146. The Apostolic

Church Order written in fourth-century Egypt shows hostility to the ministry of women

143 P.Ben.Mus.4; P.Edmonstone; P.Lond.6.1926; P.Herm.17; P.Oxy.8.1161; P.Oxy.12.1592;
SB 18.13612.

144 P.Kell.1.Gr.32; Stud.Pal.20 .86.

145 Clement of Alexandria, Instructor 3.12.97.2; Origen, On prayer 28.4; Clement of Alexandria,
Stromateis 3.6.53.3-4. In Egypt, the female diaconate was not separate from the order of widows,
Gryson (1976), 32f.

148 Origen, Fragments on 1 Corinthians 74 cited in Gryson (1976), 28f.



through the device of a conversation between the apostles and Mary and Martha. At 

Andrew’s suggestion that positions of ministry be created for women, the women are 

made to acknowledge their unsuitability. The text clearly seeks to constrain women’s 

roles147 which, by implication, are a current issue in the church, suggesting some 

women hold ministry positions. Consistent prohibitions of women’s ministry and 

restriction of allowed functions are evident in official statements and documents of 

the church outside Egypt148 and, again, indicate that women are actively engaged in 

ministerial roles in the church. The papyri examined here give no evidence of these 

roles.

A second conclusion concerns the composition of worshipping congregations. 

P.Grenf.1.53, with Sarapion’s daughters’ demand for husbands, raises the possibility 

of imbalance in the numbers of men and women in congregations such as the literary 

sources suggest. A criticism of the early church was that it was an institution for 

women, children and slaves149. The picture that emerges from P.0xy.6.903 of a 

woman attending church without her husband is consistent with the suggestion of an 

imbalance in numbers and offers a scenario that may reflect the reality of local 

church life.

A third conclusion does not concern women specifically but notes the growing 

influence of Christianity evident in the reckoning of time by Christian festivals and in 

the naming of property as Christian without explanation. In P.Bour.25, Tare refers to 

the Pasch, and in SB 12.10840 Euthalios and Mikke refer to the fast of Lent and the 

festival of Easter. P.Oxy.48.3407 includes the landlady’s reference to ‘the Lord’s 

Day’, marking it as the day of Christian worship, and Anonyme in P.0xy.6.903 refers 

to a building as ‘the Lord’s house’. While P.Bour.25 and SB 12.10840 are letters

14 Apostolic Church Order 1.24-28. Part of the logion appears in English as Agrapha 9. See also 
Canons o f Hippolytus 7,32. The Canons o f Athanasius do not attest any ministry for women although 
a possible addition forbids the priest anointing a woman at baptism, leaving the action to other women, 
of what category is unclear, Canons o f Athanasius, 142. The list of seven offices in Canon 10 include 
yaX+icpSol and Gupoopot. Women do not appear to be among their number and are certainly not in the 
other orders.

148 Tertullian in C3 writes against women teaching and administering the sacraments, De baptismo 17; 
De virginibus velandis 9.1. The roles of widow and deaconess described in Didascalia Apostolorum 
3.1-12 (XIV-XVI) (Syria C3) and Apostolic Tradition 1-19 (Rome) become more constrained in C4 until 
they disappear. The later Apostolic Constitutions 3.9 (C4) consider women baptising illegal and 
impious, priestly ministry being for men. Canon 19 of the Council of Nicaea (325) and Canons 1 1 ,44 
of the Council of Laodicea explicitly exclude women from ordained ministry.

149 Eg Origen, Contra Celsum 3.44,55.



within Christian families, P.0xy.48.3407 is not, and P.0xy.6.903 is a public 

document.

A fourth conclusion follows. The texts illustrate some of the significant shifts in the 

theology and organisation of the church in Egypt in the third and fourth centuries 

which contributed to the marginalisation of women150.

1. The church came to be regarded as public rather than private space where 

women became increasingly more constrained.

2. The church became more institutionalised, modelled on the structures of 

Roman social and political life with its gendered hierarchy, and the distinction 

between ordained clergy, from whose number women were excluded, and laity 

became more marked.

3. The concept of church leadership shifted from ministry to governance, and 

from a charismatic to an institutional base.

Monasticism came to offer women an alternative vocational path to the ordained 

roles of bishop, priest and deacon that were closed to them, and to the roles of 

ecclesiastical widow and deaconess which became increasingly constrained until 

they finally disappeared.

After examining the Christian women’s religious lives expressed in their interactions 

with the institutional church and its representatives, the following chapter continues 

the focus on embedded theology in considering the evidence of the papyri for the 

women’s attitudes to marriage and family.

150 Torjesen (1993), 155-176; Hippolytus, Apostolic Tradition 7; Didascalia Apostolorum 9.





CHAPTER 7

CHRISTIAN WOMEN, MARRIAGE AND FAMILY

Marriage and family are frequent topics in the papyri written by Christian women. 

Extensive greetings of family1, complaints about failures to write2, and requests for 

letters3 are evidence of the importance of family relationship and indicate the role of 

letters in maintaining connection. The definition of family in the ancient world is 

debated. O i k o i ;,  household, refers to a wider circle than husband, wife and children, 

for which group there is no specific word. Nonetheless, there is evidence of a 

consciousness that it forms the core structure of the family4. Research5 concludes 

that the o i k o <;6 is the foundational unit in ancient society, not the individual, and that 

family harmony is the ideal7, a significant factor of which is common religious belief.

A wife ought not to make friends of her own, but to enjoy her husband’s friends in common

with him. The gods are the first and most important friends. Wherefore His becoming for a 

wife to worship and to know only the gods that her husband believes in, and to shut the front 

door tight upon all queer rituals and outlandish superstitions. For with no god do stealthy and 

secret rites performed by a woman find any favour.

Plutarch, Moralia 140D

1 Eg P.Mich.3.214-221 (C3); P.Giss.20-24, 67, 80 (C2).

2 Eg BGU 2.601 (C2); P.Mich.15.751 (C2); SB 12.10876 (C2); P.Mich.3.217 (296/7); P.Lund.2.4 (C3); 
P.Oxy.6.937 (C3); 8.1157 (C3); 59.3994 (C3); 55.3819 (C4); BGU 3.948; P.Oxy.34.2731 (C4/5). The 
frequency of such complaints suggests they may have a formulaic quality, Koskenniemi (1956), 104- 
114, but the tone of the letters, the significance of family in illness, bereavement and need, indicate 
that this does not empty them of meaning.

3 Eg P.Mich.8.481 (C2); P.0xy.10.1293 (C2); 6.937 (C3); 8.1157 (C3); 59.3994 (C3); PSI 8.899 (C3), 
all addressed to women. For the significance of such requests for women’s literacy, see 15 above.

4 Moxnes (1997a), 29.

5 The subject has generated considerable scholarship eg Pomeroy (1975); Cameron and Kuhrt (1983, 
1993); Hallett (1984); (1989); Beaucamp (1990-1992); Dixon (1991); (1992); Gardner and Wiedemann 
(1991); Rawson (1991a); Llewelyn, ‘Paul’s Advice on Marriage and the Changing Understanding of
Marriage in Antiquity1 in ND  6.1-18; The Allotment after Death and Paul’s Metaphor of Inheritance’ in 
ND  6.27-41; E. A. Judge, ‘A Woman’s Behaviour’ in ND  6.18-24; R. Kearlsey, ‘Women in Public Life’ in 
ND  6.24-27; Hunter (1992); (2003); Evans-Grubbs (1995); (2002); Barker (1997); Moxnes (1997a); 
Gardner (1998); Pomeroy (1998); Jacobs (1999); Gourevitch and Raepsaet-Charlier (2001), 88-115.

8 The oiKoq denotes the persons and property belonging to the household unit, Pomeroy (1998), 20. 
For a study of the definition of ‘family’, see Dixon (1992), 1-35.

7 On the development of marriage as friendship (philia, amicitia) and the emphasis on harmony 
(concordia, homonoia) within it, see Hunter (1992), 8 . Brown (1991), 16f, notes that marriage came to 
represent the social and political virtue of concordia in microcosm. See also Wilcken (1912), 417-422; 
Dixon (1991), 113.



Plutarch’s urging and his reference to women’s secret religious behaviour suggests 

that reality did not always align with the ideal.

My purpose in this chapter is to examine the issues about marriage and family that 

emerge in the Christian women’s letters, and what these indicate about the women’s 

religious lives.

References to marriage and family occur in 20 of the 26 texts written by Christian 

women8. Six writers are currently married9. Two are widows10 and one divorced11. 

Four suggest, but do not state, that they are either widowed or divorced12. Eighteen 

refer to parent/child relationships13. Three concern sibling relationships14.

WOMEN AND MARRIAGE

Two attitudes to marriage emerge in the early Christian period15, both deriving from 

the ‘NT’ and early Christian literature. One affirms the goodness of marriage as the 

norm for most people16. The other advocates celibacy, seeing marriage as a 

legitimate but lesser way and a concession to human weakness17. The Christian 

women’s texts do not discuss these issues but deal with the realities they concern:

81 consider the father in P.Oxy.12.1592 and the brothers in P.0xy.48.3407 to be non-kin. See 145f, 
189f above and 230,235 below.

9 P.Ben.Mus.4; P.Edmonstone; P.Lond.6.1926; P.Neph.1; P.Grenf.1.53; P.0xy.6.903.

10 P.Herm.17; SB 18.13612.

11 P.0xy.50.3581.

12 BGU 3.948; P.Abinn.34; P.Lips.1.28; Stud.Pal.20.86.

13 BGU 3.948; P.Abinn.34; P.Ben.Mus.4; P.Berl.Zill.12; P.Bour.25; P.Grenf.1.53; P.Lips.1.28; 
P.Lond.6.1926; P.Neph.1; P.0xy.6.903; 12.1592; 50.3581; SB 12.10840; 14.11588; 14.11881; 
16.12673; 18.13612.

14 SB 8.9746; P.Oxy.14.1774; 48.3407.

15 For an extensive collection of sources with introduction, see Hunter (1992); for an examination of 
asceticism and marriage from the NT to Augustine, see Brown (1991).

161 Corinthians 7.9; Ephesians 5.21-33; 1 Timothy 5.1-16; 1 Peter 3.1-7. Also Justin Martyr, Prima 
Apologia 15,29; Clement of Alexandria, Stromateis 2.23.137-142; 3.6.45; 7.12.70; Instructor 3.11;
Irenaeus, Against Heresies 1.28.1; 4.11.1; Tertullian, Adversus Marcionem 1.29; Chrysostom, Homily 
on Ephesians 5.22-24 20; Augustine, De bono coniugali. Justin and Clement hold as an ideal that 
marriage, and specifically sexual intercourse, are only for procreation.

171 Corinthians 7.4-11; Acts of Paul 3.5. Valentinians, Marcionites and Encratites taught sexual
renunciation, Hunter (1992), 12f; Jerome, Select Letters o f St Jerome 49.2. See also Martin (1997), 
who compares Pauline sexual asceticism with Stoic and medical thought. The superiority of celibacy 
receives developed articulation in C3 and C4 eg Origen, Commentary on the Song o f Songs 2.5; 
Methodius, Symposium 1,2; Eusebius, Proof of the Gospel 1.8; Athanasius, On virginity 10; First 
Letter to Virgins 19,24; Chrysostom, On virginity, especially 51-72. For Chrysostom’s ambivalent 
attitude to marriage, see Clark (1979), 1-34.



marriage, family, widowhood, celibacy, remarriage, marital conflict, reconciliation and 

divorce.

In examining marriage in ancient texts, it cannot be presumed that modern 

conceptions of romance and intimacy are significant factors18, that the husband/wife 

relationship is the most important to either party or to the society19, or that 

construction of gender within marriage is coincident with modern conceptions. The 

functions of marriage in late antiquity show wide variation including physical and 

social production and reproduction, material and emotional support, protection and 

the transmission of property, wealth, honour and the family cult20.

Among the texts written by Christian women, only one, P.Grenf.1.53, is to a husband, 

giving written expression to a marriage relationship. Artemis is married to the absent 

Theodoras, a soldier21. She greets him ev 0e<S, 1.1. The meaningfulness of the phrase 

requires Theodoras to be a Christian in a marriage with shared religious beliefs. 

Whether one or both converted is unknown22. The marriage is such that Artemis is 

concerned about Theodoras’ opinion of her. She justifies herself to him as much as to 

Sarapion, including Sarapion’s letter so that Theodoras must read it. Her action 

suggests the value she gives to her marriage. It may also reflect the provisions of a 

marriage contract, that she not shame her husband23, whereas Sarapion has charged 

her with being a seducer (oiico^eopcnx;), 11.19f, which would bring shame. Further the 

indignation of the presbyters24 suggests she has incurred shame in charging 

Soucharos25. In a society with a gendered honounshame value, where women carry 

the onus of family and community respectability, the charge would have negative

18 Peskowitz (1993), 10-12, who writes on Jewish families, but her statements on the lack of 
universality in the construction of marriage apply generally.

19 The companionate model of ancient marriage is argued in Dixon (1991), 104ff; (1992), 70. Contra 
Garnsey and Sailer in Garnsey and Sailer (1987), 131ff; Hallett (1984), 241.

20 Dixon (1992), 30; Moxnes (1997a), 30; Rupprecht (1998); Hunter (2003).

21 Marriage for soldiers was possible from c.197 when Severus ended the ban noted in Herodian 3.8.4,
5. See Campell (1978); Phang (2001). Also Llewelyn, ‘Name and Status: A Veteran Seeks Tax 
Exemption’ in ND  6.147-152, here 148.

22 The timing of conversion relates to the issue of mixed marriage. See on P.Grenf.1.53 at 206f below.

23 This is the regular stipulation for women, Arnaoutoglou (1995), 12ff. See also n.50 below.

24 See 45, n.112 above and 175f above.

25 Following the reconstruction in Winter (1933), 157, n.4.



consequences for Artemis’ marriage and her acceptance in the church. Her desire for 

harmonious relationship and vindication is not specifically Christian26.

This letter contains other information on marriage. Artemis records Sarapion’s 

daughters’ demand, ‘we want husbands’ (av5pe<; GeXo îev), 1.25, which raises the 

issue of marriage within the Christian community 27 and may point to an imbalance in 

numbers of women over men28. Sarapion’s daughters are unwilling to wait for their 

father to contract (Christian) marriages for them and they do not choose the option of 

celibacy29. Taking the matter into their own hands worsens the charge of immorality 

with the derogatory Ttopveujiaxa, ll.20f30.

The church discouraged marriage between Christians and pagans from the apostolic 

period yet recognised their reality31. The ‘NT’ encourages Christians to remain in 

mixed marriages because of the evangelistic potential, while urging believers not to 

enter new mixed marriages32. In later centuries, attitudes against mixed marriage 

hardened33 and, in the west, the Council of Elvira (c.312) banned the practice34. 

Continued bans recognise intermarriage was continuing35. The Council of Hippo

26 A similar concern for harmony but by the husband is evident in P.Mich.3.214-221 (C3). A wife’s
concern for her husband’s opinion and the marital relationship appears in SB 14.11644 (C1/2).

27 See MacDonald (1990); Salzman (2002), ch.5. References in early Christian literature and church 
Councils indicate that mixed marriage was a common and continuing issue. However, a study of elite
Roman women suggests mixed marriage was infrequent, with 82 out of 90 pagan and Christian
marriages analysed occurring within their faith communities; that is, only 8 mixed marriages are 
attested, Salzman (2002), 145. Whether these figures relate to classes other than the elite is not
known.

28 Canon 15, Council of Elvira (c.312), ‘because Christian girls are very numerous, they are by no
means to be married off to pagans lest their youthful prime presume and relax into an adultery of the 
soul’. Origen, Contra Celsum 3.44, 50, 55, does not disagree with Celsus’ charge that the gospel is
attractive to women but it is unclear whether he attempts to counter Celsus’ claim that women 
outnumber men in the church. Origen’s attack on pagan priestesses suggests he does. See Harnack
(1908) 2.82; MacDonald (1996), 109-115. Elite Roman Christian women do not significantly outnumber 
men, Salzman (2002), 139-141.

29 Such a problem leads the daughters of Nicholas to remain virgins, Clement of Alexandria, Stomateis 
3.4.25. But Nicholas’ son remains celibate as well. See also Brown (1991), 147.

30 See also II.27,28.

31 There was strong encouragement to marry fellow-Christians, eg 2 Corinthians 6.14; Tertullian, De
monogamia, 2; Eusebius, H E  8.14.16. See also MacDonald (1994).

321 Corinthians 7.12-16,39; 2 Corinthians 6.14-16; 1 Peter 3.1.

33 Eg Tertullian, ‘believers who marry pagans are guilty of fornication and are to be excluded’, De 
monogamia 2, particularly 2.3; Tertullian, Apologeticum 3; Cyprian, Ad Quirinum 3.62; De Lapsis 6 . In 
the apocryphal Acts, Christian women separate from pagan husbands/fianc6s less because of the 
men’s pagan status than for the sake of celibacy.

34 Canons 15-17. Other proposed dates for the Council: after 324, Lane-Fox (1986), 664f; 312, Brown 
(1991), 206; 306-314, Evans-Grubbs (1995), 15.

35 Ambrose, Abramo 1.9.84; Zeno of Verona, Tractatus 2.7.8.14-16. Also MacMullen (1984), 137, n.31.



(393) limited the ban to clergy families36. The progression points to compromise in 

light of continued failure. While the apostle Paul’s discussion of mixed marriage 

addresses both husband and wife, 1 Peter 3.1-6 and later treatments show the 

problem mainly concerned Christian women37. Plutarch’s ideal is reconstructed in the 

‘NT’ ideal of whole households sharing the conversion of the male head or single 

female head38.

Sarapion’s daughters’ voicing their demand before the presbyters may exhibit 

awareness of the church’s discouragement of mixed marriage, frustration with the 

need to conform and with presbyters’ role, if such is the case39, in organising the 

marriages of their community. Artemis, nonetheless, holds Sarapion at least partially 

to blame for the daughters’ situation, an attitude attested in Christian literature40. 

Artemis does not indicate her own attitude to the girls’ lack of husbands, but she 

considers their behaviour unacceptable and, without using the word, shameful, 

incurring loss of honour for their father and the church. Artemis’ attitude is not 

exclusively Christian but is consistent with an honounshame value.

Valeria in P.Lond.6.1926 does not name her husband41 but asks that Appa 

Paphnouthios pray for him. The husband greets Paphnouthios, indicating 

acquaintance. It seems likely that he is Christian in a marriage of shared belief. The 

relative times of adopting Christianity are unknown. Valeria refers to xct[<; e\)yax]epa[<;] 

ixou, I.20, but it is unclear whether the daughters are also the husband’s42. Valeria’s 

request for prayer for her husband suggests loving concern, but any specifically 

Christian dimension to Valeria’s attitude is unknown.

Terouterou in P.Edmonstone acts with her husband, Aurelius Dorotheos, assisting 

(nexa o\)vecx©x[o]<;), I.3, in the manumission of her part-share of three slaves. He

36 Canon 12 (Greek Canon 24).

37 That mixed marriage is mainly about a Christian woman with a pagan man is confirmed by the need 
for widows and deaconesses to minister to women in pagan households, Apostolic Constitutions 3.16. 
See also Justin Martyr, Seconda Apologia 2; 1 Clement 6.2f; Tertullian, Apologeticum 3.

38 Acts 16.15, 32f; 18.8; 1 Corinthians 1.16; The Shepherd 46.
38

See 176 above.

40 II.20-22. Parents were held responsible to provide spouses at an early age to prevent children 
committing fornication eg Didascalia Apostolorum 4.11 (XXII); Tertullian, De virginibus velandis 11.4; 
Canons o f Athanasius 94. Tertullian advocates marriage before puberty.

41 Valeria names both daughters.

42 See n.165 below.



signs for her as she is illiterate but this says little about their relative status43. It is 

reasonable to assume that Dorotheos concurs in the manumission, but Dorotheos 

does not own the slaves with his wife. They have separate property44.

The mother in P.Ben.Mus.4 does not refer to her husband in the extant portion of her 

letter. Knowledge of him comes from P.Ben.Mus.545. The son, however, does not 

write to his father though it seems the mother and father live together. It is unclear 

whether the father visits. The mother writes ‘because I came to see you’ (ox[i] fjpGa

(=f)X0ov) f|5[i<v>] (= iSeiv) ge), 4.14, which, however, does not rule out the father’s 

presence. The son writes ‘glory to God that you (pi.) came back healthy, my lady 

mother1 (8o£a xq> 0(e)cp oxi T^Gaxe ityia<i>voyxe<; leupla nov ^f|xrp (= pycep)), 11.22-26, 

and immediately adds ‘all with me greet you (pi.)’ (acmdSovxai (= dana^ovxai) \)|idq 

nayxeq o i jiex’ ejiop), 11.27-29. The editor presumes these are interchanged plural 

forms for the singular, commenting that such practice is common. However, in this 

text the plurals may refer to the father. The mother’s independent movement and 

contact with the son are, therefore, uncertain.

Tapiam and Paul in P.Neph.1 are almost certainly married and their marriage 

appears harmonious. The couple pray together, are members of the Melitian church 

and share common attitudes to healing, death and life, the brothers, asceticism and 

salvation46. The letter indicates Paul’s concern about his wife’s health and his 

concurrence in her travel to the brothers and family while he remains in ^evixeia.

Tapiam’s own attitude to her marriage includes that she opts not to stay with Paul in 

her illness47.

P.0xy.6.903 and P.0xy.50.3581 are two women’s accounts of the abusive behaviour 

of their husbands48. The women are Christian as most probably are the husbands.

43 Literacy shows only little correlation with social class with a slightly increased likelihood that the 
wealthy and urban dwellers are literate. See 13f especially n.87 and 16 especially n.112 above.

44 A part-share of slaves seems unlikely in a dowry.

45 The son writes, %a]pctv oiiv ko[A.]X.ti[v ea lxov , o n  ica[ ]n i[ ]\|k>u to v  [K(-upi6)]v n.ov 7ia]Tepa, 11.13f.

48 Presuming ‘we’ expresses Tapiam and Paul’s shared opinion.

47 Paul as a soldier, P.Neph.8 , may be unable to leave Alexandria; see the editors’ comment, 27.

48 On the abuse of women in Egypt in the period, see Parca (2002), who distinguishes verbal, physical, 
economic and psychological aspects, all evident in these texts.



P.0xy.6.903 is an affidavit in a marital adjudication49 of what appears to have been 

an dypa<|)o<; yâ ioc;50. The marriage is conflicted. Anonyme refers to Anonymos’ torture, 

verbal abuse, reprisals, questions about her church attendance, and failure to give 

her the keys. She classifies Anonymos’ behaviour as -uPpiq, 1.1, 17, one of the three 

standard terms to describe abuse in petitions in marital disputes51. A previous marital 

adjudication results in Anonymos swearing before the bishops to amend behaviour 

which Anonyme, the bishops and Anonymos himself recognise as unacceptable. The 

undertakings are written in a marriage contract, the regular outcome of adjudication52, 

stipulating behaviour and financial penalties for non-compliance53. It is noteworthy 

that Anonyme does not mention separation from Anonymos54. It suggests a 

commitment to reconcile, already evident in Anonyme’s likely initiation of the first 

hearing before the bishops55. Seeking reconciliation is consistent with church 

teaching on the indissolubility of marriage56. The ideal of lifelong union, however, 

exists in paganism57 and Christianity, as does the reality of divorce.

The reasons for Anonyme’s commitment to the marriage may not be compliance with 

Christian teaching. The dating of P.0xy.6.903 is no more precise than the fourth 

century, during which time divorce legislation underwent a number of

49
On marital disputes, see Arnaoutoglou (1995), 26. It would be consistent with contemporary practice 

and Anonyme’s own past action for the statement to be submitted to the bishop’s court. See 178f 
above.
50

Marriage without contract is common. Where a contract exists it relates not to a ceremony but to 
finances and behaviours that can be negotiated at any stage, Taubenschlag (1955), 115-119, 120. For 
examples of contracts, see Montevecchi (1936); Wolff (1939). Regular behavioural stipulations for the 
man include that he provide what befits a free woman, not have a concubine, not have children from 
another woman, not maltreat his wife; the one regular stipulation for the woman is that she must not 
shame her husband. Cohabitation does not constitute marriage. Intention and consent were also 
required, Gardner (1986), 46f, 50.

51 eKfJaXXeiv, KaKo\)%eiv, -uppii^eiv, Arnaoutoglou (1995), 23.

52 On adjudication, see Arnaoutoglou (1995), 26. A similar text is P.Cairo.Masp.3.67295.

53 Taubenschlag (1955), 120f.

54 Similarly, P.Lips.1.41 (C4), also a petition arising from marital conflict written by a woman who does 
not seek termination of the marriage but marital harmony restored, toincov yap  o-ikco j:e7tpaY|xevcov 
eiKoxcoq ruuv K ai f) t [o \) y]d|io-u ap^ [ov ia ]  xeXeifoq] eaxai.

55 It is unlikely that Anonymos would arraign himself, although possible that the brothers took a 
mediating role. Evidence suggests family involvement in marital reconciliation is regular eg SB 6.9271 
(C1/2); P.Oxy.3.528 (C2); P.Mich.8.514 (C3); also friends’ involvement eg SB 1.4658. Petitions and 
divorce settlements represent the end of the process, Arnaoutoglou (1995), 26.

56 Mark 10.5-9; Luke 16.8; Matthew 5.31f; 19.9 allowing divorce and remarriage on the grounds of 
unchastity; 1 Corinthians 7.10-16; The Shepherd 29.1; Justin Martyr, Prima Apologia 29. P.Wurzb.3 
(C3), a liturgical prayer, asks ‘quench the fiery darts of the evil one, and set at rest those who maintain 
holy matrimony in spite of opposition’.

57 Treggiari (1991), 49; Dixon (1992), 67.



developments58. Pre-Constantine, divorce was without penalty for either unilateral 

repudiation or divorce by mutual consent, with few restrictions59. Constantine 

introduced penalties against unilateral divorce for all but a few causes. Women could 

divorce without penalty where the husband was a murderer, sorcerer or grave 

robber60. Divorce because the husband was a drunkard, a gambler or a philanderer 

led to loss of the woman’s property and exile. Julian rescinded Constantine’s 

penalties in about 363, and sources suggest that they were not re-imposed until 

42161. Depending on date, Anonyme initiating divorce may have resulted in loss of 

property and liberty. Her motivation for staying in the marriage cannot be determined. 

Anonymos’ misconduct may reflect Anonyme’s inability to divorce.

In contrast to Plutarch’s ideal, Anonyme practises her religion in the face of 

Anonymos’ hostility, attending church on her own. Her absence from home is likely to 

carry the suspicion of immorality and to be a source of shame for her husband62, 

accounting for his punishing behaviour. The marriage bears the hallmarks of the strife 

to be avoided by the compliant wife63. Anonyme’s assertiveness in attending church 

is consistent with other examples of her independence. Anonyme assists Choous, 

Anonymos’ assistant, financially, against her husband’s wishes. She refuses to 

dismiss Anilla, Anonymos’ slave-woman, over allegations that are obscure but may 

involve theft and possibly Anilla’s sexual involvement with Anonymos. Anonyme is far 

from the submissive ideal wife of the ‘NT’. Anonyme’s independence is also evident 

on the economic level. She refers to ‘my’, in contrast to ‘his’ slaves, and to her 

considerable debts to the state64, which Anonymos refuses to pay. Anonyme’s

58 See Bagnall (1987b); Evans-Grubbs (1995).

59 Augustus’ lex lulia, 18 BCE and lex Papia Poppaea 9 ban freedwomen from divorcing their 
husbands without permission when the men are also their patrons, and insane women from any 
divorce. On divorce, see Montevecchi (1936); Gardner (1986), 81-95; Treggiari (1991); Dixon (1992),
61-97; Evans-Grubbs (1995), 203-260;. The law could not prevent the ending of marriage since 
marriage rested on mutual consent, but it could control its consequences, eg the recovery of a 
woman’s dowry and remarriage.

60 C73.16.1 (331). Bagnall (1987b), 42,45, demonstrates that the Constantinian legislation on 
marriage and divorce shows no particular Christian influence.

61 CT 3.16.2.

62 See 196 above.

63 1 Peter 3.2. For an example of compliance that still ends in divorce, see Justin Martyr, Seconda
Apologia 2. The contribution of belief and practice to Anonyme’s marital difficulties is unknown.

64 Anonyme owes 100 artabas of wheat, sufficient to feed an adult for over 16 years, Bagnall (1993a), 
116.



property suggests that she is wealthy in her own right, making economic dependence 

an unlikely factor in her decision to stay in the marriage.

Anonyme’s independent actions contrast with her limited authority within the 

household. Anonymos withholds the household keys from her while allowing them to 

his slaves. The keys have symbolic as well as practical significance65. The gendered 

division of space in the ancient world, which gave women authority in the domestic 

sphere, is suspended here at Anonymos’ say-so.

Anonyme’s appeal to her mother-in-law as a witness suggests she lives with the 

couple and that the marriage is conducted within a vertically extended family on the 

husband’s side, as was common66.

P.0xy.50.3581 is a petition seeking arbitration on personal and property issues after 

Attiaena’s divorce from Paul67. Attiaena refers to abduction, theft, abandonment, 

reconciliation/s, further theft, and abandonment, divorce initiated by her, a second 

abduction, probable rape, and a third abandonment. The reconciliation on which this 

text focuses68, probably an adjudication with subsequent contract, occurs through the 

‘beguiling’ of the presbyters, at Paul’s initiative.

The beginning of Attiaena’s marriage lies in Paul’s abduction of her69. Harsh 

legislation to prevent abduction marriage was promulgated in the early fourth 

century70. Abduction could be a means of forcing families to acquiesce in a 

disapproved marriage since the woman’s reputation was damaged71. The law 

assumed that if a woman allowed herself to be abducted, forcibly or not, she had 

consented to it72. Willing participation on the woman’s part was not always the case, 

however, as is evident from this text. Attiaena describes her relationship as marriage 

which involves consent. An abducted girl’s marriage prospects, being damaged, no

65 A husband withholding the keys is part of the divorce procedure in the Twelve Tables, Cicero, 
Philippics 2.28.69. See also Gardner (1986), 84.

66 Dixon (1992), 7-11; Bagnall (1993a), 118, 199.

67 On marital conflict, see Arnaoutoglou (1995), 23.

68 Use of ndXiv, I.8 , suggests previous reconciliations.

69 On the abduction of women, see Gardner (1986), 118-121; Evans-Grubbs (1989); Clark (1993), 11 f,
36-38.

70 C T  9.24.1 (326). See also Evans-Grubbs (1989); (1995), 183-193.

71 Penalties aim not to protect the woman and punish the abductor but to protect the father’s right to
assign his daughter and property. Constantine’s legislation presumes the woman’s fault.

72 Evans-Grubbs (1995), 185f.



doubt made ‘consent’ the only viable alternative73. Attiaena claims to be an orphan, 

presumably with no protection74.

Paul abandons Attiaena and cohabits with another woman (a-ufixeev exaipa yuvaixei 

(= exepg yuvand), 1.7. While married men with mistresses are widely attested, 

cohabitation with the mistress suggests the end of the marriage75. In leaving Attiaena, 

Paul takes all her property (rcdvTtx jioy ta Tcpdynma), 1.6, most probably her dowry, 

perhaps indicating he claims she has acted wrongly76. She asserts that she is left 

with nothing (elaaev jie %ripevo\)oa<v>), II.7f, yet continues to live in ‘our house’, 1.9, 

which she owns independently77. Attiaena does not write about divorce, the 

restoration of her dowry or any legal procedures against Paul at this point78. Given a 

late fourth- or early fifth-century date79, no current penalties against unilateral 

repudiation prevented her from initiating divorce had she chosen it. Her disinclination 

may reflect her Christian commitment to the indissolubility of marriage or the 

disadvantages of the divorced state80.

Paul initiates reconciliation through the presbyters. They broker the marriage contract 

and are an example of clergy mediating in marital disputes. They perhaps also 

represent the church’s concern for social respectability in the stability of Christian 

marriages. Paul offers in writing that the original marriage is still valid (ypayanevoc; not 

a\)VTca[p]a l̂vai xnv aunPioxny), 1.9, and undertakes, if he behaves in the same base 

way (t o  axna aveXevQepa npayfiam Sicmpd^aaGai), 1.10, to pay a penalty of two 

ounces of gold. Paul’s father is surety for him, and evidence of the involvement of 

extended family in marital arrangements. It suggests further that Paul’s father

73 Evans-Grubbs (1989), 62.

74 See 140f above.

75 A new marriage through cohabitation demonstrates that a divorce has taken place, Cicero, De 
oratore 1.40.183, 56.238. Also Treggiari (1991), 35. Attiaena’s phrase xrj awfj A£yo|xevî  a-uxoij 
ywavKev, 1.20, suggests that Paul sees the second relationship as marriage.

76 The dowry remained a woman’s property and was forfeit only as a penalty, Evans-Grubbs (1995), 
226-234.

77 ‘Our’ is unlikely to include Paul, given that cruveiaeveyKco autov ei<; tpv rine'tepov o ik o v , 1.9, after the 
reconciliation, occurs as eiaor/cr/ovcra eiq tov %[exe]p[ov ovxo]v, 1.5, at the marriage. The house may 
be inherited from Attiaena’s parents. Seven such cases are known from C3, Barker (1997).

78 Women generally do not seek termination of marriage but are satisfied with the return of their dowry 
or its equivalent, Arnaoutoglou (1995), 28.

79 Ed.pr., on palaeographical grounds.

80 On the vulnerability of many divorced women, see MacDonald (1990), 233f; Pomeroy (1976). 
Pomeroy argues that Christian affiliation could alienate a woman from her family and work against her 
gaining their support.



supports the marriage’s continuance81. The written document is not called a marriage 

contract but no doubt functioned as one82. It stipulates the behaviour required of Paul 

but Attiaena is silent about any requirements of her, or financial arrangements 

beyond the stipulated penalty.

The presbyters represent the church’s authority to Attiaena and she acquiesces. She 

is still committed to the marriage for reasons that are unknown but may include status 

and financial support as a married woman although Attiaena appears to have some 

independent means, and the approval of the church and her community. It may again 

be that reconciliation is consistent with Attiaena’s own Christian convictions. Attiaena 

obeys the elders’ advice/demand that she take Paul back. Her ideal of Christian 

womanhood, at least at this time, is consistent with the submission urged in church 

teaching83 and coincident with pagan cco^poawri. However, there may be another 

dimension to the reconciliation.

Attiaena’s later reflection is that Paul ‘again beguiled me through the elders until I 

again took him into our house’ (icdÂ iv (= k & X iv )  e^tyidjrnqjev 5ia rcpeap-uxepcov axpiq 

o v  na'keiv (= nakiv) a-uveiaeveyKco a m o v  eiq toy fm e xep o v o ik o v ), II.8f. Attiaena uses 

the aorist of the beguiling, while axpiq suggests a period of time during which the 

beguiling occurred. Use of the aorist for an ongoing action in the past, now complete 

and considered as a unit, is regular. The construction suggests reluctance or at least 

hesitancy on Attiaena’s part, standing against Paul and the presbyters for a time, and 

a repeated approach from them. However, she finally concedes.

The reconciliation fails. As self-protection (e-uX,apr\0eloa pjq kIv5\jvov rcaXxv \mo(ieivco

imep outo-O) 1.15, Attiaena sends to Paul ‘through the tabularius, a repudium through 

the tabularius civitatis in accordance with Roman law’ (perccmSiov 8 ia  xaPoiAapio-u  

Kpoaen£ji\|/a ccuxm 5 ia  xov  xfiq no'keaic, TaPou^apiou Kaxa xov PacnAucov vojuov), 11.15- 

1784. Attiaena’s submission gives way to self-assertion in initiating divorce that is

81 Paul’s name reflects the parents’ Christianity and such an attitude would be consistent.

82 Taubenschlag (1955), 120.

83 Ephesians 5.22-24; Colossians 3.18; 1 Timothy 2.8-15;Titus 2.3-5; 1 Peter 3.1-6,1 Clement 1.3;
21,6f. The ‘Church Fathers’ describe all relationships in terms of power, authority, domination and 
submission; eg the husband/father is king who rules his subjects, namely his wife, children and slaves, 
Chrysostom, Homilies in 1 Corinthians 34.7. To Chrysostom, man to woman is as ruler to subject; 
head to body; master to slave; teacher to disciple; charioteer to horse, Clark (1979), 2.

84 Women in Roman law had the right to divorce unilaterally without penalty, Gardner (1986), 86. 
Successive Christian emperors reformed the laws, with penalties for divorce by consent or possibly 
repudium eg C T  3.16.1 (331); see also Jones (1964), 974f. Julian tried to reinstate classical law but



contrary to the church’s ideals of submissiveness and marital indissolubility. Further 

assertive action is evident in Attiaena’s petition for redress, without guardianship or 

male assistance. Both actions are within her legal capacity.

Two of the women writers are widows, the mother in SB 18.13612 and Leuchis in 

P.Herm.17. Four other women are likely to be widows or divorced, the mother in 

P.Abinn.34, Kophaena in BGU 3.948, Demetria in Stud.Pal.20.86 and Teeus in 

P.Lips.1.28. In considering these six women85, it is necessary to outline the church’s 

teaching on widowhood, divorce and remarriage, and contemporary pagan attitudes 

to them.

The church’s teaching on widowhood and remarriage is not uniform across time or 

place. The ‘NT’ urges young widows to marry and have children86, and encourages 

them not to87. Older widows, if married only once, may enrol as widows whom the 

church supports88 if they remain celibate, pray for the church and teach other women 

to become the church’s ideal wife and mother89. Discouragement of widows 

remarrying occurs in early Christian literature90 and in post-Constantinian legislation 

especially for widows with children91. Tertullian, in his later writing, rejects the 

possibility altogether92. Jerome regards remarriage as close to prostitution93. The

Constantine’s penalties were reintroduced. Ed.pr. considers the pacnAiKoq voixoq refers to CJ 5.17.8 
(449) as best suiting its provisions, or possibly C73.16.2 (421; 438 East) or NTh 12 (439) which 
stipulates that a repudium is to be sent to effect a divorce and which restores the ancient divorce laws 
which included no penalty. Bagnall (1987b), 43, n.7, opts for NTh 12 as the likely referent in this text. 
Gardner (1986), 85f, argues that formal declarations of divorce were normal before 439 but not 
required. CT  3.16.1 (331) presumes repudia. Taubenschlag (1955), 122, argues their requirement 
from C4. A further consideration is that Kara tov PacnXiKov vo^ov may refer to Roman practice 
recognised in law not a law requiring it and therefore the phrase would not determine the date of the 
text. Also it may refer to the tabularius’ role rather than the procedure but this is unlikely. This divorce 
would fit Julian’s supposed legislation, c.363, ed.pr., note to 1.16.

85 See 135-140 above. The focus of this chapter is attitudes to marriage, remarriage and divorce.

86 1 Timothy 5.14. Methuen (1997) argues these ‘widows’ may be virgins.

87 1 Corinthians 7.39 allows widows to remarry jiovov ev tc-upico but 7.27-35 discourages marriage and 
change in life-circumstances. The Shepherd 32 allows but discourages remarriage.

881 Timothy 5.3-16. Widows are enrolled at 60 years, with childbearing and rearing complete.

89 Repeated attempts to contain the ministry of widows suggest their roles were broader and more 
active than the constrained picture of the ‘NT’ and early Christian literature. On the ‘order’ of widows, 
see Gryson (1976).

90 Eg Clement of Alexandria, Stromateis 3.12. 82.4f, 88.4, 89.1; Justin Martyr, Prima Apologia 15.

91 CJ 5.37.22.5 (326); CT8.13.1 (349); 8.13.4 (358); 3.17.4 (390). The legal requirement that widows 
remarry ceased in 320, C T  8.16.1.
92

Tertullian, De exhortatione castitatis (c.212); De monogamia (c.217). Ad uxorem (200-206) allowed 
second marriages.

93 Jerome, Against Jovinian 1.13,15: 231C-232B, 234D.



Christian discouragement of remarriage is generally articulated in terms of 

faithfulness to Christ. The parallel concept in late Roman antiquity, though conceived 

differently, is the ideal of the univira94, which persisted alongside the social freedom, 

and at times insistence, to remarry95.

Remarriage of divorced women and men was discouraged and in some places 

officially forbidden by the church, based on ‘NT’ condemnation96. This attitude 

contrasts with the prevailing social practice that allowed it and, in the Augustan 

legislation, insisted that divorced people remarry97. In the West, even the ‘innocent’ 

partner in a case of adultery could not remarry, despite separation being sometimes 

mandatory98. In the East, remarriage was regulated less strictly99. The apocryphal 

canons of Nicaea, written in Egypt perhaps in the early fifth century, allow a spouse 

unjustly accused by the partner to divorce and remarry, although remarriage after 

divorce for the cause of adultery is not permitted100.

Leuchis and the mother of Philadelphos do not discuss widowhood in terms of the 

fourth-century debates, nor Attiaena her divorce.

Leuchis in P.Herm.17 states that she is a widow and a woman (erii (= erceI) xfipct ywn 

ei|n), I.6, reliant on Apa Johannes who stands next after God as a potential source of

94 Gardner (1986), 50ff; Dixon (1992), 89, 212, n.123; Pomeroy (1975), 161, 206. Evans-Grubbs 
(1995), 66-68, points out that most pre-Christian inscriptions to univirae are to women who 
predeceased their husbands and were not divorced. Christian univirae refuse to remarry.

95 Widows could remarry after 10  months or after giving birth. Before 320, it was required after 24 
months (lex lulia, lex Papia Poppaea). See Pomeroy (1975), 161; Gardner (1986), 51 f; Evans-Grubbs
(1995), 66-68; Arjava (1996), 77. Demographic studies indicate that divorcees/widows over 30-35
were unlikely to remarry, possibly due to rejection of marriage or because, with children, they were not 
‘a desirable commodity’, Bagnall and Frier (1994), 153f, fig.6.1.

96 Mark 10.2-12; Matthew 5.31 f; 19.3-12; Luke 16.18; The Shepherd 29. The ‘Matthean exception’ is
not considered original by many scholars and its meaning is debated, as to whether it allows
remarriage or only divorce following a spouse’s nopveia. The ‘Pauline privilege’ allowing Christians 
divorced by pagan partners to remarry is also debated. Justin Martyr, Prima Apologia 15 does not 
allow remarriage of widows/ers, so presumably also the divorced. Similarly Clement of Alexandria, 
Stromateis 3.12.82.4f; 88.4; 89.1. Origen, Commentary on Matthew, 14.23, wrote against remarriage
after divorce but understood the need to prevent fornication; Evans-Grubbs (1995), 242-253. See also 
Bagnall (1987b), 47.

97 After 18 months, lex lulia, lex Papia Poppaea. See n.95 above; also Arjava (1996), 77.
g o

Christian law differs from Roman law in that the innocent partner was required to separate in order 
not to condone the sin but allow full repentance. They then had to receive the repentant partner back
into the marriage.

99 Bagnall (1987b), 46-49; Evans-Grubbs (1995), 246f. Eg Basil of Caesarea allowed remarriage
following a partner’s adultery and the Armenian church allowed remarriage after divorce following a 
period of penance. The western church excommunicated for remarriage after divorce, although 
exceptions could be determined at church Councils.

100 Bagnall (1987b), 49f.



help. Leuchis’ rhetoric about widowhood suggests a conventional negative attitude, 

although this may be misleading. Her rhetoric functions as an act of power to secure 

her wishes. Leuchis gives no indication of her spiritual understanding of, or attitude 

to, widowhood, or whether she has made a conscious decision to remain a widow. 

There is no suggestion that xfipa denotes an ecclesial role101.

The mother in SB 18.13612 calls herself a widow ( ic q u e  (= K a i q u e )  t n v  % iipa[v] K a i 

tow; otptyavoiiq), 11.1 Of. The letter is broken at this point but the mother’s intention is 

to plead her neediness in relation to Theognotos, the exactor. Again, her claim is an 

act of power. Whether.the mother constructs her widowhood as a consciously chosen 

state rejecting second marriage out of Christian conviction is unknown. Again there is 

no reference linking %r\pa to a church position.

Kophaena in BGU 3.948, the mother in P.Abinn.34, Teeus in P.Lips.1.28 and 

Demetria in Stud.Pal.20.86 do not refer to their marital status although all seem to be 

without husbands. It is not possible to know whether their continued status as 

widowed or divorced is linked to Christian convictions.

CONCLUSION

The texts examined in relation to marriage and the Christian women’s beliefs and 

practices suggest a number of conclusions.

The first relates to the expression of marital status. I tabulate the information.

TABLE

Christian Women’s Statement of their Marital Status

Statement of marital status Name Siglum

Married Terouterou P.Edmonstone

Artemis P.Grenf.1.53

Valeria P.Lond.6.1926

Tapiam P.Neph.1

Anonyme P.0xy.6.903

Married but not stated the mother P.Ben.Mus.4

101 There is no evidence in the papyri for xiipa as a ministry position. See P.Neph.36 at 319f below.



Not stated but have been married 
(each has at least one child)

Kophaena 

the mother

Teeus 

Demetria

BGU 3.948 

P.Abinn.34 

P.Lips.1.28 

Stud.Pal .20.86

Widowed Leuchis P.Herm.17

the mother SB 18.13612

Divorced Attiaena P.0xy.50.5381

No statement Maria P.Abinn.49

Athanasias P.Berl.Zill.12

Tare P.Bour.25

Marsis P.Kell.1.Gr.32

Taouak P.Neph.18

Anonyme P.Oxy.8.1161

Anonyme P.Oxy.12.1592

the landlady P.0xy.48.3407

Didyme and the sisters SB 8.9746, P.Oxy.14.1774

Mikke SB 12.10840

Aria SB 14.11588

Allous SB 14.11881

Only five of the women indicate that they are married. In addition, the mother in 

P.Ben.Mus.4 is married but does not state it. Four other women have been married. 

Two further women are widows and one is divorced. In the remaining thirteen texts 

the women do not indicate marital status. Of these, eleven are private letters and two 

are public documents. Only Mikke, in referring to her brother, suggests that she lives 

with a man102. These women do not describe their lives in terms of close 

relationships with men or dependence on them, nor do the seven widowed/divorced 

women. There is expression of material need only from Kophaena and Allous, and of 

practical need only from Leuchis and the mother of Philadelphos.

102 This is almost certainly not a husband/wife relationship. Brother/sister marriage, about 20% of
marriages in the early Roman period, was banned in 212, Bagnall and Frier (1994), 127.



The silence about marital status by half of the women and the omission of reference 

to husbands from the lives of three-quarters are suggestive but require caution, firstly 

because the sample is small, and secondly because arguments from silence are 

problematic. Nonetheless, the statistics invite consideration.

It seems unlikely that such a high proportion of women not mentioning their marital 

status is an accident of source preservation. It may be that among Christians 

marriage was not a primary status category103. It may be that the silence reflects 

singleness, and the high number of documents mirrors these women’s need to act for 

themselves. It may be that mention of husbands was unnecessary in these particular 

texts, although with the private letters some mention of husbands would seem natural 

and in the cases of Tare, Taouak, Aria and Allous in particular, appropriate to their 

different concerns. There is no positive evidence to suggest that the women are 

ascetic, with the lack of reference to husbands attributable to celibate conviction. It 

has been argued that Christianity, by its attitude to marriage, remarriage and 

asceticism, gave women choices that previously had not been available104. The
o - f

women’s self-descriptions suggest the influence^such choices.

Marriage appears to be the accepted norm among those women who mention it. It is 

the preferred status of Sarapion’s daughters in P.Grenf.1.53. Asceticism is also 

clearly valued as a superior Christian discipline by those who refer to it, although the 

evaluation is of male asceticism.

The second conclusion concerns the married women’s commitment to their 

marriages. The mother in P.Ben.Mus.4, Terouterou in P.Edmonstone, Valeria in 

P.Lond.6.1926 and Tapiam in P.Neph.1 give no information on the nature of their 

commitments beyond being in their marriages. Artemis in P.Grenf.1.53 indicates 

commitment to the quality of her marriage, and Anonyme in P.0xy.6.903 and 

Attiaena in P.0xy.50.3581 to the continuance of theirs despite abuse until, in 

Attiaena’s case, the abuse exceeds her limits. The women’s commitments are 

consistent with Christian teaching on the indissolubility of marriage and contrast with 

the more ready practice of divorce and remarriage in pagan society, although 

commitment and marital arbitration are attested also among pagans. It may be that

103 Moxnes (1997a), 38, argues that in the early church marriage was not prescribed or assumed and 
that there was little interest in its institutional aspects, suggesting that marriage did not hold a high 
status at least in some Christian circles.

104 Herrin (1983,1993), 179; Clark (1993), 140.



the Constantinian penalties are a factor in the women’s decisions to remain married, 

at least in Anonyme’s case. Attiaena’s decision to divorce Paul represents significant 

personal assertion in the face of the church’s ideals.

The third conclusion concerns the married women’s behaviour within their marriages 

in light of Christian teaching on women’s submission and the ideal of silence. Of the 

seven women known to be married or divorced, three do not conform to the ideal. In 

P.Grenf.1.53 Artemis vigorously justifies herself to her husband and is outspoken in 

her opposition to both Sarapion and the presbyters. In P.0xy.6.903 Anonyme 

pursues her Christian praxis independently, despite Anonymos’ opposition, and 

defies her husband. In P.0xy.50.3581 Attiaena asserts herself in resisting the 

presbyters and Paul and ultimately divorcing him. While the sample of marriages is 

small, the high proportion of women not conforming to ‘NT’ models represents a 

reality of Christian marriage that differs from the literary ideal. However, the nature of 

the papyri is such that marriages in conflict are those which create written records 

while generally harmonious marriages appear only incidentally. Therefore, for the 

other four women known to be married or divorced in P.Ben.Mus.4, P.Edmonstone, 

P.Lond.6.1926 and P.Neph.1, marriage is incidental to the women’s purposes. The
o f

nature t̂heir marriages in relation to ‘NT’ teaching is unknown.

A fourth conclusion concerns the women and asceticism. That asceticism is practised 

among fourth-century Christian women is certain105 but renunciation of family and 

marriage finds only uncertain expression among the Christian women writers. 

Kophaena in BGU 3.948, the mother in P.Abinn.34, Leuchis in P.Herm.17, Teeus in 

P.Lips.1.28, the mother in SB 18.13612 and Demetria in Stud.Pal.20.86, once 

married, appear to live without husbands. Their reasons and the role of religious 

conviction are not formulated. Asceticism may be a factor in the apparent absence of 

husbands from the twelve texts of the women who do not mention marital status but 

there is no evidence for it in their documents. Didyme and the sisters in particular 

may live ascetically, but their marital status and their convictions about it are not 

expressed. No woman known to have children is detached from them; on the 

contrary, all are concerned about their children’s lives.

A fifth conclusion concerns the Christian distinctiveness of the women’s attitudes to 

marriage and derives from the conclusions above. The women exhibit behaviours

105 See ch. 9 below.



both consistent and inconsistent with Christian ideals, both wifely submissiveness 

and independent assertiveness, commitment to the permanence of marriage and 

willingness to divorce. The church’s distinctive positions on widowhood, divorce, 

remarriage and asceticism are not articulated by the Christian women and do not 

determine the behaviour of a number of the women.

WOMEN AND FAMILY

Early Christian attitudes to family derive from Jewish traditions and from the customs 

of Greek and Roman society106. Hebrew Scripture gives a high priority to family, 

including that honour of mothers and fathers correlates with honour of God107, and 

nurture of children as a responsibility from God108. ‘NT’ teaching largely endorses the 

principle109 and similarly commands care of needy members of the extended 

family110. The Haustafeln, which address the relationship between fathers and 

sons111, can be applied to mothers and daughters only with caution. In Mediterranean 

societies, symmetrical relationships cannot be presumed between fathers, mothers, 

sons, and daughters112. The role of mothers receives explicit attention only in the 

Pastoral Epistles, where women are told to love their children and be good managers 

of the household113, an ideal common in ancient societies. Timothy is to relate ‘to 

older women as mothers’114 but this is given no content. Mothers, apart from Jesus’ 

mother, who appear in the gospels caring for children are described without

106 Moxnes (1997a), 36.

107 Exodus 20.12; Leviticus 20.9; Proverbs 17.25; 19.26.

108 Deuteronomy 6.7; Proverbs 13.24; 22.6; 29.17.

109 Mark 7.9-13; 10.13-16; 10.17-19; 2 Corinthians 12.14; Hebrews 12.9; 1 Clement 1:3; Didache 4.9.

110 1 Timothy 5.4.

111 Ephesians 6.1-4; Colossians 3.20f. See also Hebrews 12.5-11; 1 Clement 1.3; 21.6 , 8 . The 
Haustafeln, so called by convention, concern paired, non-reciprocal, hierarchical relationships, 
assigning asymmetrical duties and attitudes to both the superior and inferior party. See also Ignatius, 
To Polycarp 4.1-6.1. For a review of more recent scholarship on Haustafeln, see Best (1998), 520, 
with bibliography.

112 Hallett (1984), 32; (1989), 60; Malina (1990), 57-59. Hallett argues that women’s roles were
constructed as social metaphors for culturally valued female behaviour.

113 Titus 2.4f.

1141 Timothy 5.2



comment115. The concurrence of early Christian teaching on family with the attitudes 

of Roman society and Greek philosophical schools has long been recognised116.

The idealised picture of the Holy Family in Matthew 1.18-2.23 and Luke 2.39-52 

suggests that family, mutual care and harmony were significant values in the early 

church. In later theological development, the family becomes a model for the church 

as the household of God117. This model carries inherent expectations about children’s 

submission to and respect for fathers and about the father as ruler of household 

members118. The place of mothers is expressed only in terms of submission as wife 

alongside the children. The articulation of the relationship of God to believers in terms 

of fatherhood, together with the status of believers as children of God, and brothers 

and sisters to each other, reflects the early Christian understanding of, and 

preoccupation with, family and gendered hierarchy. The metaphor of brother/sister 

connotes a more egalitarian understanding119.

The ‘NT’, however, is not univocal in its discussion of family120. Ambivalence about 

family with its distracting ties appears in language about hatred of family and leaving 

family for discipleship121. The attitude re-emerges in the later apocryphal Acts122 and 

in the practice of renunciation, both sexual and familial, in the ascetic movement of 

the third and fourth centuries123.

115 Matthew 8.14f; 27.55f; Mark 1.29-31; 7.24-30; 15.40f; Luke 4.38; 7.11-17. Mothers are included in 
the rehearsals of the fifth commandment, Matthew 19.19; Mark 7.10.

116 Eg Aristotle, Politics 1.2; Seneca, Epistolae Morales 94.15; De beneficiis 2.18.1ff; Epictetus, 
Discourses 2.10.3-13. Greek influence was perhaps mediated to Christianity through Hellenistic 
Judaism eg Philo, Hypothetica 7.1-9; On the decalogue 165-167; Josephus, Against Apion 2.199-219. 
See Dibelius (1953), 48-50, who argues for a Stoic background to the Haustafeln; Moxnes (1997a), 2.

117 A family pattern is assumed by the time of the Pastoral Epistles, Barclay (1997), 77. See also 
Moxnes (1997a); (1997b); Harding (2001), 50-54, with bibliography.

118 1 Timothy 3.1-5; Hebrews 3.1-6; Galatians 6.10; Ephesians 2.19-22.

119 Sandnes (1997).

120 On these contradictory attitudes, see Barclay (1997), 73-78.

121 Mark 10.29ff and parallels; Luke 14.26.
122 Eg Thekla’s rejection of her fianc6 and of her parents’ expectations, Acts o f Paul 3.5-7. See also
Uro (1997).
123 The Council of Gangra (340/341) condemned abandonment of family by ascetics, particularly 
directed against the followers of Eustathius. The condemnation witnesses to the practice. With 
renunciation of family an essential element of monastic life, some male ascetics placed female 
relatives in communities allowing their own withdrawal, eg Pachomius, Basil of Caesarea, Antony of 
their sisters. Other literary evidence suggests continued contact with families, eg Mark in Abba 
Sylvanus 3 ,4; Paul the Barber 1; Carion 2; Poemen 5, A P  123f, 1 7 2 ,100f, 138.



Eighteen of the women writers refer to children, parents and extended family, and 

provide information about their Christian beliefs.

Kophaena’s family in BGU 3.948 comprises Kophaena, widowed or divorced, 

Theodoulos her son and his son Zenon, and Kyrilla her daughter who has children 

but whose husband is not mentioned so that she too may be widowed or divorced. 

Theodoulos’ wife is not mentioned and may be dead or divorced.

Kophaena has clear expectations, consistent with ‘scriptural’ and societal norms, that 

Theodoulos, almost certainly a Christian, express his sonship by caring for her, 

maintaining the relationship through letters, and giving and receiving assistance. 

Kyrilla’s presence, notably, is insufficient. Kophaena’s expectation is consistent with 

studies of ancient Greek families which conclude that sons are the ones expected to 

provide for their widowed mothers124. Theodoulos’ lack of care for his mother causes 

hurt and would be a source of shame. She accuses, ‘you did not have the heart to 

... ’ (oi)K etopiitiKaq (= exo^nriKaq)), I.7125. Kophaena embodies the situation of widows 

in 1 Timothy 5.4 whose children should provide for them but do not126. Theodoulos’ 

neglect places her in a difficult situation economically, as reflected in the letter’s 

requests, and emotionally, asking for help and bearing shame127.

Using Winter’s reconstruction, Kophaena has favoured Theodoulos, her son, over 

Kyrilla, her daughter, an attitude common in the ancient world128. Male children were 

preferred for the continuance of the household, for property and financial reasons

124 Roman law requires that the eldest son first provide for his mother with her dowry, then other sons 
and the woman’s father, Winter (2003), 126; see also Pomeroy (1998), 194. Where a daughter is 
eldest sister, the duties of eldest son, eg to bury parents, fall to her, El-Mosalamy (1997), 271. For 
parents’ expectations that their children will care for them in old age, see Dixon (1992), 108-111. 
Children also write of their sense of obligation eg the daughter in P.Oxy.8.1121 (295). For an example 
of the importance of sons, see P.Abinn.19 (342-351) at 244f below. Malina (1990), 60, argues that the
mother/son relationship in the ancient world is the closest equivalent in intensity to the modern idea of 
love in marriage.

125 On the translation of -roXudco see 33, n.23 above. On neighbours monitoring family relationships in 
honour:shame societies, see Cohen (1991), 48-50, 52.

126 These widows become a drain on church finances. There is no suggestion that Kophaena receives 
church support.

127 The text gives only Kophaena’s perspective.

128 Eg P.Brem.63 (C2); P.Giss.77 (C2); P.Oxy.9.1216 (C2/3); P.Oxy.4.744 (C1 BCE) where the 
husband writes to his wife, ectv noXXa jtoXXcav tektu;, eav f|v apaevov, â eq, eav fjv &r|Xea, fiicPaAe. The 
favoured status of males is suggested also by the greater number of girl-children exposed as infants, 
inferred from the 2:1 ratio of female to male slaves. See Bagnall (1997). Gardner argues that the 
evidence for the greater number of girls exposed is inconclusive, but her analysis is not exclusively of 
Egypt, Gardner (1986), 156-158. Lane-Fox (1986), 48, 343, assumes the imbalance. The reason for
exposure, and for the more frequent exposure of girls, is largely economic, Brown (1991), 261.



including those related to dowry, and for future social security129. Kophaena 

understands family relationship as a system of obligation. She has cared for 

Theodoulos, had him as her favourite, and therefore he ought now to show 

consideration for her. Kophaena’s resentment evident in o u k  bt o ph t ik c k ; (=  e t o ^iit ikc k;) 

is stated three times in II.7, 9,10, in syntax that borders on the inarticulate130.

Kophaena’s devotion to Theodoulos continues despite his lack of response. She 

prays for him, giving a religious dimension to her maternal concern131. She follows 

her rebukes with requests for costly linen132 from which she will make him a garment, 

grain and she will send him food133, and wool for a cloak for herself and she will send 

him the money. The family is such that Kophaena expects Theodoulos’ support and 

yet, in having to ask, wants nothing for which she cannot give some exchange. 

Kophaena needs Theodoulos’ help but complains of lacking opportunity to help him 

( o t i  o \ ) 8 e v  e x ©  t i  tio itio co  a o i ) ,  1.14. Kophaena’s conception of motherhood, in 

accordance with Christian and pagan ideals, places her in the role of carer and giver. 

She displays an uncomfortable awareness of dependence on Theodoulos, at the 

same time as she asserts her motherhood and ability to give to her son, in her 

unusual formulation of prayer134 and offers of exchange. Her sense of ideal 

motherhood and ideal family is at odds with her reality.

Kophaena raises her grandson, Zenon, probably over the thirteen-month absence of 

his father and likely death or divorce of his mother135. It was law that children remain 

in the father’s household, being in his potestas, following the ending of a marriage, 

although there is evidence that this was not always followed and that women could 

petition for custody136. Kophaena oddly does not mention Zenon as an added reason

129 Preferential treatment of boys is not a subject treated in the NT’.

130 Winter says Kophaena ‘writes with Christian resignation ... without resentment... patiently and with 
fortitude ...in a new, pervading hope and assurance’, Winter (1933), 154f. Winter ignores the 
resentment evident in the repeated ToA.̂ aco. It appears a romantic assessment of Christian women and 
Christian sentiment.
131 Prayer for families is frequent also in pagan papyri eg among many, P.AIex.Giss.58; 59; P.Giss.20- 
24; 67; 80; P.Brem.63.

132 Wool is the common material for clothing in summer and winter among lower and middle classes. 
Flax was expensive, used more often for the wealthy, Bagnall (1993a), 33. Theodoulos is to pay, 
suggesting he is wealthy.
133 Possibly cheese cake, see 34 above.

134 See 154 above.

135 Grandparents care for grandchildren also in eg P.Oxy.54.3754 (320); 19.2235 (c.346).

136 Gardner (1986), 146-152.



for Theodoulos’ obligation but relies solely on her maternal relationship. The vertically 

extended family appears frequently in the papyri and in census returns in Roman 

Egypt137.

The mother in P.Abinn.34, probably widowed or divorced, has at least two children in 

the army, Moses and Heron, and she styles herself solely by teknomyny of her elder 

son. Such self-designation occurs elsewhere in the papyri but is not common138. Her 

purpose is probably to identify herself to Abinnaeus in a meaningful way. Her name 

will not contribute to this. The mother adopts a humble yet urgent pose, ‘I ask your 

feet...’ (ct̂ iw ,ro'u<5 tioSquj cod), 11.11f, ‘I ask you and I beg you ...’ (d îdooeicai 

ica p a K aX o  (= 7iapaK aX © ) ae), 1.15, seeking leave for Heron. His presence for the ‘five 

days’ is clearly important, whether for his mother’s benefit, pointing to the vital role of 

sons to a widowed/divorced mother139, or for Heron’s benefit, and giving evidence of 

the extent of a mother’s advocacy that takes her into the public world. The differing 

possibilities do not allow a firm conclusion about the mother’s purpose. On either 

interpretation, the text attests the significance of family.

In P.Ben.Mus.4, the mother writes to ‘my most holy son’ (Kupico nou dyicordTcp m fj 

(= u ie l ormcpX )140, 1.1, a letter that implies preoccupation with him. It contains 

instructions about food she has sent, reference to his possible visit and to her speedy 

return for his sake with God’s help. The son in P.Ben.Mus.5 thanks Christ and 

praises God for his mother’s safe arrival (f) %]dpi<; tco X(ptax)c5 K a i fi [5o]^a tco 0(e)<p 

o t i ii[ve ]y K e v ae JiaXiv [e ]vT a u 0 a 6AdicA,Ti[po]v o v a a v ) ,  II.3-7, and for her good health 

(8 6 4 a  xco 0(e)(5 o t i  vyia<i>vovTe^), II. 22-24141. The editor suggests the nature of the 

mother/son relationship is a spiritual one but gives no reason. On the contrary, the 

content of the letters points to natural kinship142: closeness maintained by regular 

contact through letters and visits; the mother’s gifts of food by which she expresses

137 Census returns cease from the historical record from early C4 so little evidence exists for family 
structure in the period. But significant change is unlikely, Bagnall (1993a), 199.

138 Eg SB 18.13612. Teknomyny was not the norm in Egypt, but where it occurs is more usual of 
naming women by their eldest sons than men of daughters. The practice continues in parts of modern 
Africa. It may reflect the cultural importance of children, Dickey (2004), 167, but the motivation of the 
mothers of Moses and Philadelphos appears to include identification by the relationship most likely to 
elicit the response they want.

139 Pomeroy (1998), 194.

140 ’AyiarcaTcx; suggests that the son is a bishop or an ascetic. See 98f, 190f above.

141 The son also writes about joy in relation to his father but the reason is lost.

142 See 37 above.



care; mutuality; and that the son’s ascetic/clerical life does not necessitate 

separation. Her maternal care bypasses an opening prayer, instead announcing
f h e .

immediately her safe return ‘for your sake’ (Si’ ece), 1.1. The end oj/ietter, where she 

might have written a closing prayer, is lost. The son addresses P.Ben.Mus.5 to his 

mother alone, although he refers to his father in II. 13f and possibly in the plural forms 

of II.23-25; 28. Nonetheless, the mother emerges as a primary, independent contact 

between the family and its dyicoxaxcx; son.

Athanasias in P.Berl.Zill.12 writes ‘to my lady mothers’ (xal<; K-upian; ô-u nT|X8pai<;

(= ̂ ir|Tpdaiv)), 1.1. At least one of these referents is non-literal143. Mf|xnp can denote an 

older female friend, a spiritual mother144 or the superior of a convent145 although 

there is no indication of the latter meaning in this letter. Athanasias also greets ‘my 

lord father and my lady mother and my sister Horigenia’ ( t o v  K u pio v  |j.o\) rcaxepa K a i  

xf]v K u p la < v >  p.cm jirixfipav (= K u p ia v  nou ntytepa) K a i xfiv d8eX<J)T)v |xo-u 'D p iy e v ia v ) ,  ll.9ff, 

who appear to be a distinct family grouping. She further greets ‘my lord brother 

Pekulos’ ( t o v  K-upiov n o v d8eA,<|)6v rieK-u^ov), 1.14, fourteen other people without 

familial epithets, and an unnumbered group, ‘all your people (whom I greet) by name’ 

(nd vxaq  xo-ut; \)^©v K ax ’ ov o iia) 11.18f. It is likely that one of the mothers in the prescript 

is Athanasias’ natural mother146, and that the prayers using ce, II.4, 20, and the 

singular imperatives (jiaG e, ayco via), II.4, 6, are intended for her. It follows that the 

distinct family grouping is not kin and the non-literal use of ‘father’ and ‘mother’ 

without accompanying names is unusual and represents a development of the 

conventions that applied prior to the fourth century147. Whether Pekulos is 

Athanasias’ natural brother is unknown. The letter’s content, the appeal against 

anxiety and the greetings indicate that relationships, family and non-family, are 

significant to Athanasias and that she makes efforts to maintain relational bonds. Her 

elevated tone in the greeting and farewell148 distances her from the mother’s anxiety. 

Her concern has a religious dimension in prayer. This text carries a sense of a

143 Use of |xf|-nip in a non-literal sense without an accompanying name in a prescript is unusual. See 
37, n.50 above.

144 Eg Chrysostom Homilies on Matthew 44.2. Also Lampe (1961, 1968), s.v.

145 Eg Gregory of Nyssa, Life of Saint Macrina 26.30.

146 See 41, n.77 above.

147 Dickey (2004). On the use of family epithets for non-kin, see also Dinneen (1927); Tibiletti (1979), 
32.

148 See 40 above.



community of people, family and others, gathered in the mothers’ home hearing 

Athanasias’ news and greetings.

Tare in P.Bour.25 is a woman for whom family has primary importance and lack of 

family is a grief. Her language is emotive and colourful. She refers to her aunt as 

‘longed for’ (eiwto0T|Tri 0ei<?), 1.1. Tare’s mother, Allous, was her ‘whole family’ (otov 

to yevoq î ou ar\xr\ fjv), 1.10. Tare is now ‘desolate, having no-one and being in a 

foreign place’, in Apameia (eniva ( =  e(ieiva) epii|io<;, (iriSeva e%ovaa em êvoiq x o k o ic ) , 

11.11f.

Tare writes as though she has a strong family relationship with Horeina, but its reality 

is uncertain. Tare establishes her identity as family in the prescript, explaining who 

she is, Tare daughter of your sister Allous’ (Tapri Guydxrip d5eAx|)Ti<; cov ’AXkomoq), I.2, 

and repeats it in her address To Horeina sister of Apollonios, resident of Coptos, 

from Tare daughter of her sister, from Apameia’ (Qpeivc?, aSe^fi ’AnoM.covio-u, 

Ko7tTmaa (= KoTtTmaar)), napa Tdpriq, Guy capoq aSe^fn; a\)Tf|<;, and ’Anajxiac;

(= ’A7ta|Lieia(;)), ll.20f. Such identification by the writer is rare. The usual formula 

qualifies the name of the addressee with a relational epithet while the writer’s name is 

not qualified. Tare’s formula occurs in two other letters of the late fourth, early fifth 

century, and both emphasise the relationship established in the epithet149. Tare’s 

appeal for contact suggests the aunt’s relationship with Allous may not automatically 

extend to Tare: ‘therefore, remember (me), aunt, as though my mother were living’ 

(jivTmove-ue ouv, Geia, ax; £cocrn<; Trjq ̂ iriTpoq hod)150, 11.12f. Tare sends one greeting to 

her family, ‘greet all our family’ (7tpoaayopeue nacav ttiv cruyyeviav (= <xuyyeveiav) 

rinmv), ll.14f. K a f ovojia is absent but the significance of the lack, that is whether it 

reflects lack of acquaintance, is uncertain. Tare’s relationship with her mother has 

been close. The nature of her other family relationships is less certain. Notably she 

claims them as ‘our\ Tare calls Horeina ‘Apollonios’ sister1. Most probably they are 

husband and wife; otherwise it is striking that Tare does not also appeal to Apollonios 

as Allous’ brother.

Tare’s sense of family includes the common religious dimension of prayer, ll.4f. The 

unusual and emphatic statement, ‘for this is my prayer’ (a\>xx\ yap not> eanv ei>xn), 1.6,

149 P.Ross.Georg.3.10, from your brother to my brother; BGU 3.948, to my son from your mother.

150 Ed.pr. read r̂vrovcrrî  but is certain, Naldini (1968,1998), 308.



appears designed to establish the reality of the family connection151, and on this 

basis, Tare informs her aunt of her circumstances and appeals for an expression of 

family solidarity. She asks her aunt to remember her and if she finds anyone, to send 

to her, most probably a letter152. For Tare, kinship clearly carries an obligation to give 

the family bond practical expression.

Artemis in P.Grenf.1.53 sends greetings to her husband from his children, (cta7idCeTai 

ad 7tai8ta c od ), II.8f. Use of aov may indicate that Artemis is not their mother but a 

subsequent wife153, although the children live with her. Her attitudes towards them 

are not indicated although she has them in her care. Artemis’ understanding of 

parental responsibility and children’s right behaviour emerges in her statements 

about Sarapion’s family154. Daughters are to be modest, chaste and submissive. A 

father is ultimately responsibility for daughters’ circumstances and behaviour. Her 

ideal is common to Christians and pagans.

In P.Lips.1.28, Teeus, a 60-year-old grandmother, gives Paesis, her ten-year-old 

grandson, in adoption to his uncle, Teeus’ son, Silvanos the apotactic, according to 

Paesis’ father Papnouthios’ verbal request155. Papnouthios, Teeus’ older son, has 

died, as has Paesis’ mother. It is not clear whether the mother predeceased her 

husband but Paesis is in his father’s household, with Teeus as his primary carer and 

with the authority to give him in adoption, along with his paternal and maternal 

inheritances. The adoption secures Paesis’ care and both his and Silvanos’ property 

within the family156. Teeus’ authority in giving Paesis for adoption is noteworthy, if

151 See 157 above.

152 Tare may intend a family member’s visit. The importance of the physical presence of family is 
frequently attested, eg P.Oxy.46.3314 at 260ff below; P.Neph.1.

153 Possessives that include only one parent but refer to a couple’s children are less common than the 
article or plural possessive and are almost always used of the father as here. Examples of use of the
singular possessive include P.Giss.20 (C2); P.Mich.3.216; 218 (C3). Death of the mother in childbirth 
would not be unusual, eg P.Fouad 1.75 (64 CE); SB 16.12606 (C3). It was the greatest cause of adult 
female mortality but rarely made explicit eg IGUR 1240 (c.C1 BCE or CE); CIJ 2.1481; 1510; 1515 
(Tell el-Yehoudeh 25-5 BCE) cited in Horsley, ‘Physician, heal yourself ...’ in ND  4.20-24, here, 23f; 
IGUR 1147 cited in ‘Soyna’ in ND  4.146; see also op(|>av6<;’ in ND  4.162ff here 163; ‘A Jewish family 
from Egypt in Rome’ in ND  4.221-229, here 224.

154 Whether Sarapion’s daughters are Artemis’ responsibility is unknown. There is no suggestion of 
family connection.

155 There is no reference to a will as the legal foundation for the adoption. Rather e8ej.0ri (= e5efi0r|),
1.10 , suggests a spoken request.

156 The devolution of wealth away from families to monastic institutions becomes a problem in late C4, 
C T  16.2.20 and especially 16.2.27 (390) although the ban on bequests to clergy and churches was
soon repealed; D. Hunt, The church as a public institution’, in Cameron and Garnsey (1998), 238-276,
especially 258-260. See also 191 f above.



technically not allowed. It is noteworthy also that there is no mention of patria 

potestas157. In Egyptian and Greek law prior to the Constitutio Antininiana, 

grandmothers could become guardians of their grandchildren158. However, in Roman 

law prior to 390159, women were forbidden to be guardians but had to apply for one to 

be appointed if there was no provision in the father’s will160. Nonetheless, it is likely 

that there was widespread confusion as to the rules161.

Teeus acts as matriarch in the family, yet compliant with her dead son’s request. Her 

attitude to it is unknown, but Teeus has taken initial charge of Paesis. Teeus is 

almost certainly a widow or divorced, acting without a guardian but with a self- 

appointed assistant as scribe who is not kin162. Little is evident of Teeus’ relationship 

with Silvanos except that they maintain the family bond despite his apotactic status 

and they cooperate in the adoption of Paesis. It may be that Silvanos is usually 

Teeus’ assistant but, being party to this agreement, is unable to act163. It may also be 

that Silvanos is not Teeus’ usual assistant because of his vocation, although the 

degree of involvement in his family’s life makes this unlikely164. Silvanos may be 

Teeus’ only surviving son or child.

157 Arjava (1998), 160, notes the consistent failure to mention, and confusion about, patria potestas in 
papyri dated C3 and C4.

158 Eg P.Fouad 35 (48), with emtpoiteuei of a grandmother; P.Lond.3.1164 (212) where a grandmother 
is (|>povri.oTpia; P.Mich.inv.2922 (172/3), where a grandmother is EJiaxKoXxyu&iVrpia alongside eitixponoi. 
Some 150 years after Teeus’ document, Justinian recognised the rights of grandmothers to be
statutory guardians before all secondary relatives, where there was no testamentary guardian, Novella
118.C.5 cited in Taubenschlag (1955), 156; see also 158f.

159 C T  3.17.4 (390); cf. CJ 5.35.2 (373), is the first clear evidence of women being permitted to act as 
guardians, but the right may have existed before this provision with women appointed as guardians 
usually by will, often with the proviso that they not remarry. The proviso became law in 390. See 
Taubenschlag (1955), 156; Gardner (1986), 149f; Clark (1993), 60; Dixon (2001), 181, n.26; Vuolanto 
(2002), 216.

160 Gardner (1986), 146-148. Severus confirmed women’s exclusion as guardians, CJ 5.35.1 (225); as 
did Diocletian almost 100 years later, CJ 2.12.18. P.Med.Bar.1 (142) refers to a woman Ttpoo'tdn; to 
her son. Montevecchi (1981), 113-115, concludes this is an example of Egyptian law in operation with 
npooT(m<; equivalent to enupoTioq. It seems women acted as guardians despite legal prohibition. See 
Clark (1993), 59; Arjava (1998); Dixon (2001), 83; Vuolanto (2002), 214-224. Note also Babatha’s 
exclusion from guardianship, Cotton (1993).

161 Law differs from practice in that from late C2 women control children’s property with only nominal 
guardians, Clark (1993), 59; Evans-Grubbs (1995), 332, n.50.

182 Most women’s guardians and assistants are male relatives, particularly husbands and sons. See 
11, n.65 above.

163 Conflict of interest was recognised in Roman law, Taubenschlag (1955), 174.

184 Renunciation of family by ascetics to avoid involvement is regularly encouraged, eg LH  6.2; 
Athanasius, Vita S. Antonii 5; Basil of Caesarea, Regulae Fusius Tractatae 9; Clark (1981), 242f, 
especially n.22 .



Valeria in P.Lond.6.1926 asks Appa Paphnouthios to pray for her two daughters, 

Bessiana and Theoklia, as for her husband. The kinship terms are undoubtedly 

literal. Her request gives a religious dimension to her maternal concern165. The editor 

reconstructs the damaged 11.19-21,7tpoaaY[ope]vcp xa[q G-uyaxJepafq] |xot), ‘I greet my 

daughters’, suggesting that Valeria’s daughters are with Paphnouthios, a 

circumstance he regards as anomalous, and certainly it is unlikely. An alternative, 

7cpoady[ovT]ai a[i 0iyyax]epe[c;] nov ’my daughters embrace (you)’, would place the 

daughters with Valeria166. Either reading implies the daughters have adopted their 

mother’s Christianity. Valeria also writes that her whole household (oX-oq o  o i k o <; ^o -u ), 

ll.25f, know and greet Paphnouthios, and may have converted to Christianity167. 

Valeria does not ask prayer for the household, which clearly stands in a more distant 

relationship to her and attests the identity of the nuclear family within the o ! k o <;. 

Valeria uses familial epithets of her relationship with Paphnouthios [x]inicoxaxe rcdxrip 

(= rcaxep), I.27, and in the address on the verso ‘to the most honoured father, Appa 

Paphnouthios’ (x© xi|J.icoxdi(p rcaxpi ”Anna ria<t>voux[icp] Tcapa xn<; Bpyaxpoq OuaAepiaq) 

but the relationship is almost certainly spiritual168.

Anonyme in P.0xy.6.903 describes the membership of a large household. She refers 

to slaves, ‘his’ and ‘mine’ (xoix; e[a]\)xo-u dovkovq Kai xo-uq ê o-u), II.2f, her foster-

daughters (xaiq xpo<|nji[ai](; (=xco<; xpo<(>i|u.[co]v) hod), I.3, Anonymos’ agent and his son 

(xov 7ipovor|xfiv Kai xov mov auxoti), 1.3, Choous, Anonymos’ assistant (Xcoo-Oi; o fk>r|06<; 

a-uxotj), I.26, and Anonymos’ mother. The foster-daughters may be the children of 

poor relatives brought up in the household by Anonyme169. Among other purposes170, 

fostering could be a device to remedy childlessness and there is no reference to 

Anonyme and Anonymos’ children, although they may be adult. Being foster-

daughters implies that the children remain in their own father’s or guardian’s potestas

165 Valeria’s use of nov raises the question whether the daughters are also her husband’s. See n.153 
above. On the infrequency of such requests, see 159 above.

166 A problem is that a appears reasonably secure. The first editor, note to I.20, states ‘Ttpoaayope-uouai 
oe does not seem possible’. See 187 above. R. J. S. Barrett-Lennard, ‘Request for prayer for healing’ 
in ND  4.245-250, here 250; BL 9.149 suggests 7tpoaaY[ope]v<P meaning ‘mention’, but the sense is rare 
and is not listed in LSJ, s.v., although appears as a possibility in Bauer et al. (1957, 1979), s.v.

167 On conversion in C4, see 143ff above.

168 On the use of familial language for non-kin, see 41, n.78 above.

169 Tp6(|>inai are not slaves nor are they adopted. Women were prevented from adopting, having no 
potestas. See Balconi (2001), 246. The one known instance of a woman adopting occurs by imperial 
rescript in Rome in late C3, Gardner (1986), 144.

170 Fostering freed mothers for work and enabled children to work, Dixon (1992), 11,128f



or they are sui iuris. Nonetheless, Anonyme’s foster-daughters appear to come under 

the potestas of Anonymos171, in that he imprisons, strips and tortures them as he 

abuses his slaves. If the girls are far from their families or sui iuris there may be no 

one to protect them.

Anonyme’s disapproval of the treatment of the household suggests concern but 

inability to protect them and indicates powerlessness. The household, however, show 

her loyalty even under torture. Anonyme’s loyalty to, and power within, the household 

appear in her assistance of Choous against Anonymos’ wishes and her refusal to 

dismiss Anilla.

Anonyme cites Anonymos’ mother who can testify against her son. The solidarity of 

the women in light of the mother’s potential vulnerability should she alienate her 

son172, the close affective bond found to characterise mother/son relationships in the 

ancient world173 and natural family loyalty are noteworthy and no doubt carry their 

own significance for the recipients of Anonyme’s statement. It is interesting to note 

that the core of this family is largely female, consisting of Anonyme, a number of 

foster-daughters and Anonymos’ mother. The women stand together against their 

male head, revealing a household that is far from the harmonious ideal.

Anonyme in P.Oxy.12.1592 uses extravagant language to the ‘father’ who has written 

her a letter: ‘greatly rejoice and exult’ (navv eia.eyaA/uvGriv K a i r iy a X X e ia a a  

(=  f jy a X ^ ia o a ) ) ,  ll.4f, and ‘kiss your holy face’ (t o  i e p o v  c t o d  [rcpoacorcov 7tpoceK ]iJV T |aa), 

ll.7f174. Given Anonyme’s ascription of holiness to the father, her idealised response 

using the words of Mary and her application of the nomen sacrum, 7t(aT e)p  to him, it is 

likely that he is her spiritual father175. While Anonyme values and maintains this 

relationship, her attitude to her natural family is unknown.

Attiaena in P.0xy.50.3581 refers only to her nuclear family. She bears a daughter to 

her abusive husband, Paul. She becomes pregnant again after the divorce as a result 

of her second abduction but says nothing about the child’s birth. The petition may

171 On patria potestas, see Gardner (1986), 5-11; Arjava (1998).

172 On the role of sons in caring for widowed mothers, see 222, n.124 above.

173 Malina (1990), 60.

174 For this reconstruction, see 54 above.

175 Canons of Athanasius 48 notes such relationships. See 189f above.



serve to secure the child’s legitimacy176 but Attiaena does not request this or ask for 

maintenance. The potestas of a father, established through legitimacy, included the 

right to custody. However, Paul does not avail himself of this right with the daughter. 

His attitude to the second child, were it a boy, may be different. Attiaena does not 

indicate her attitudes to her child/children but she has the care of them. She states 

that she is an orphan, makes no reference to a wider family, and submits the petition 

without a guardian or male assistant, signing herself. Attiaena’s isolation from the 

regular social structural supports of family is marked.

Tapiam and Paul in P.Neph.1 ask Ophellios and the brothers ‘that you remember to 

mention us in your prayers because of our exile and our children’s’ (otigx; e v  xdiq

e\)%al<; \)jid>v )a.vr|)j.oveijarixai (= |xvr|(xovei3oTiTe) o v o jia a c a  i p a q  5 i a  xf|v £ e v e m a v  

(= ^ e v ix e ia v )  fpoov K a i xcov naiSicov rpoov), ll.7ff177. The request emphasises the 

children’s inclusion in their parents’ lot. The children will accompany Tapiam on her 

visit to Hathor rather than stay with their father, perhaps to ensure their care among 

family should Tapiam die178. The children clearly have a special status for Tapiam 

and Paul in being healed through the brothers’ prayers. The relationship of the 

children to the prayer to die among family and friends is unclear. Tapiam and Paul 

pray to die in their own home (e v xfj o iK ia ), 1.15, and near their own people (£7710x0 

xcov i5icov), 11.16f. They regard family as support in a world characterised by ‘hardship’ 

(xaX au tco pia), 1.18.

Mikke in SB 12.10480 appears to live with her brother, Euthalios179. They and their 

mother, Syras, form a close-knit family. The father is mentioned in a final greeting 

(do7id^o|j.ai xov K\>pico (= K\>piov) jaou uaxepa), ll.29f, but the letter is addressed to 

Syras alone, and the opening and two closing prayers are for her180. Mikke, Euthalios 

and Syras are Christian and share a common practice, observing the liturgical 

festivals of Lent and Easter and determining family arrangements by them. The

176 Following divorce, women had one month to declare a pregnancy and establish a claim on the 
father’s estate, Gardner (1986), 52

177 Eds.pr. suggest t o  7iai5la finaiv based on other prayer requests which include the children in 
P.Neph.4.11-13; 9.12-14, and because the children being with their parents can be presumed. But the 
text is clear and makes sense. The proposed change then cannot be justified. There is no reason to 
exclude the children from rpaq, the shift in meaning being explanatory and emphatic.

178 Paul’s inability to leave Alexandria may be because he is a soldier, P.Neph.8 , eds.pr.

179 See 58 above.

180 Tcpo (j.ev Ttdvxcov etixoHQii tt]v . T|v oAx)KX[iipia]v aou napa tco Ku(pia>) 0e((p), 11.3-5; ov8a<; Kai oi> on a ... 
evxo(xaj cn (= aot), ll.28f; e[ppG>]a0<?i aai (= oe) eu x°n a i rc[o]Uoi<; xpovQiq, 1.31.



sense of the father’s exclusion is interesting, but whether it is on religious grounds is 

unknown181.

The letter indicates that the family maintains connection through visits, letters and 

goods sent. Mikke has influence over her brother. She prevents him from visiting their 

mother despite his wish to do so ( ic a x e a x e  j k >i (= n e )  fi d8eA.<t)f| n o t)  M i k t i ), ll.6f, and tells 

him when he may go. Euthalios concedes. Euthalios will pay for Mikke’s trip to their 

mother, to save her. Mikke’s power to direct Euthalios is noteworthy beside her 

financial dependence on him.

Aria in SB 14.11588 writes to her son, Dorotheos, charging him with neglect and 

expressing disappointment (Bcrund̂ co noq  (= ncbq) fineXriodq hod), 1.31. Aria has clear 

expectations of a son’s involvement182. She refers to business difficulties and implies 

that Dorotheos should be more helpful in recovering moneys and goods. Dorotheos, 

for his part, has contacted his mother with advice, but Aria is not satisfied. She 

nonetheless writes him the letter and continues her care in praying, actions that serve 

to emphasise Dorotheos’ obligations.

Aria refers to ‘the orphan child in my house’ (o x i xo rca iS io v  xo op<|)aviK6v n a p  e p o i  

e a x iv ) 183, ll.23f. It is likely that the child is a member of Aria’s family184, possibly a 

grandchild but probably not Dorotheos’185. Aria has taken responsibility for the child 

and its needs. If the child is related, it indicates a commitment to family solidarity on 

Aria’s part. However, family sentiment as conceived in the modern world cannot be 

presumed. Family feeling as applied to parental loss of children is debated186. The 

exposure of children187, sale into slavery, sexual exploitation and apprenticing at

181 The lack of reference to the father may be because Euthalios writes in response to a letter from his
mother. The greeting to the father indicates that he is not estranged.

182 On parental expectations of children and the mother/son relationship, see BGU 3.948,222f above.

183 Ed.pr., in the papyrus: o8ei t o  neSeiov t o  opifxiveiKov nap’ e [̂oi] eo0eiv.

184 Orphan children frequently appear in the care of relatives eg P.Tebt.2.326 (266); P.Lips.1.28 and 
SB 14.11881. It is especially the case where the orphan owns property needing protection, Bagnall
(1993a), 206. But this seems not to be the case in this text.

185 ‘Orphan’ would be a strange reference when writing to Dorotheos. On ‘orphan’ as the loss of one or
both parents, see Horsley, op<t>av6q’ in ND 4.162ff.

186 Gamsey and Sailer (1987), ch. 7, ‘Family and Household’, 126-147; Dixon (1991), 109; (1992), 99f, 
107ff, 123; Bagnall (1993a), 202.

187 Exposure was part of a father’s ius vitae necisque. The practice was beginning to be regarded as 
murder from C2/3, but was not prohibited until 374. Christian opposition to exposure is documented, 
eg Justin Martyr, Prima Apologia 27-29.



young ages188 indicate that modern Western attitudes cannot be attributed 

unexamined to the ancient world189. At the same time, inscriptions commemorating 

the deaths of infants indicate emotional investment and grief190. Aria uses the 

reference to the orphan to heighten her need for financial relief. She does not ask 

Dorotheos for help directly.

Allous in SB 14.11881 uses family epithets for her lady mother Faustina (icupia nou 

n̂yrnp (= T̂yrpi) Ocmcniva), 1.1, and the mother Kyriake (K-upiaienv xn[v] nTyrepa), II.29- 

31. Whether either or neither woman is Allous’ natural mother is unclear. Allous, 

further, refers to Faustina’s maternal disposition (t hv jirycpiKfiv co[v] 8ia0ecn.v), ll.6ff, 

and on this basis asks for hemp as a gift not a sale. There is no suggestion of 

reciprocity and no justification beyond the statement of need because of orphans for 

whom she cares. H î ycpiicn 8id0eai<; appears to be unique191 and is Allous’ only 

description of Faustina. It sums up her character for Allous, at least in this 

description, and may be a device to elicit the maternal generosity she wants. 

Faustina’s other attributes are ignored. Allous similarly styles Kyriake fi fir|Trip, but 

makes no reference beyond her greeting. The article can be equivalent to a 

possessive adjective192, but it does not necessarily signify a different relationship. 

Kyriake is the only person Allous greets, presumably part of Faustina’s household. 

The descriptions shed light on Allous and her circle’s ideal of womanhood. A good 

woman is motherly, hence domestic and private, devoted, nurturing and virtuous193. 

This description accords with Christian and pagan ideals. Allous closes with the 

conventional prayer of farewell, giving a religious dimension to this possibly familial 

relationship.

188 Dixon (1992), 131; Bagnall (1997). Christian attitudes to slavery and child labour are not univocal. 
See Boswell (1984), 13-19; Brown (1991), 261, 438.

189 Childhood as a distinct period of human development was recognised in the ancient world, Rawson
(1991b), 7; Dixon (1992), 102.

190 Bagnall (1993a), 202; eg IGUR 1323; SEG 22.355; 29.1190; I.Smyrna 519; 541.

191 From a search of the DDBDP. P.Lond.5.1789 (C6) reads rcpo |iev Tiavxcov noXXa Ttpooayopeiim 
ttjv crf)v nTvtpiK[riv .... Gonis suggests 8ia0ecnv based on P.Oxy.43.3150 (C6), or euvoiav from 
P.Oxy.58.3932 (C6), both written to ‘mothers’, Gonis (2003), 167. This text supports the former 
reading.

192 Naldini (1968, 1998), 91.

193 1 Timothy 5.10-14, Titus 2.3-5;Tacitus Dialogus de Oratoribus 28f; Plutarch, “Advice to Bride and 
Groom”, Moralia, 138A-146F, especially 142. See also Hallett (1984), 7, 29f n.46; 38-46, 211-262 with 
extensive references; Pomeroy (1975), 150. Mnxpiicoq -ii -ov occurs with csnXayxva in Eusebius, H E  
5.2.6 and with îXooTopyla in P.Oxy.3.495 (182-189).



Allous cares for the orphan children of her brother, whom she is also not able to 

assist, being a woman (... xwv op<t>avd)v ita iScov xo-u abeXfyox) |xo-u (afi 8 i)v a[ |i]ev T | a m o lq  

ETtapKEiv y \jvfi o -uoa), 11.18-21. The nature of the assistance is not indicated but the 

reason cited is her gender. It may be that Allous refers to the children’s need for a 

tutor which she, as a woman, is not able to fulfil194. It is possible too that Allous is 

declaring herself unable to be responsible for the orphans at all, perhaps because of 

poverty although this accords less directly with her stated reason, perhaps because 

she is without a husband. The children’s status as family is probably of greater 

significance in determining her response than their status as orphans.

The mother in SB 18.13612 identifies herself by her motherhood of Philadelphos the 

apotactic (fj n f |x ip  OiXa8eX<|xn) ctTcotaK xiK ov), ll.2f, verso. She is a widow with orphans 

and turns to Apa Johannes not to Philadelphos for help with the exactor, in a society 

where widows are dependent on sons195. This may be due to Philadelphos’ 

renunciation of family ties as an ascetic196, or his relative lack of authority. It is not 

because of broken relationship since the mother urges Johannes to respond for the 

honour of Philadelphos (e iq  xifif)v xofi c o t o x c ik t ik o 'u ^o \> u icn j) , II.7-9. She is proud of 

his status and uses it to press her case. The number of orphans and their relationship 

to the mother is not known, though they are probably family.

Demetria refers to ‘our son’ in Stud.Pal.20.86, denying Eus’ claim that the son should 

have been a party to her sale of land. Eus’ suggestion implies that the property is not 

Demetria’s but may be the son’s for whom Demetria is guardian, or may belong 

jointly to mother and son197. Eus implies inside knowledge of the family’s property 

and finances. Demetria’s f in ex e po v  m o v , 1.18, is strange, there being no reference to 

the father, and her sole pursuit of justice implying the absence of a husband198. 

Nothing is known of the mother/son relationship and the circumstances are too 

uncertain to allow firm conclusions.

194 See 141f above. Aunts appear as semi-official guardians in P.Mich.3.171 (58); P.Oxy.3.495 (181- 
189), where an aunt is nominated as guardian in a will.

195 Pomeroy (1998), 194.

196 See 184f above.

197 On women as guardians before 390, see 228 above. If this property is the son’s, an official (male) 
guardian may exist, but Demetria claims it as ixou ra tcov yovecov. It may be that a fidei commissum is 
operating, so Demetria is not free to dispose of the capital. Eus may refer to the son’s guardianship of 
his mother, but women’s sale of land did not require consent, although confusion between local 
guardianship and Roman requirements is evident, Arjava (1996), 112-123; (1997), 28.

198 Beaucamp (2002).



The landlady in P.0xy.48.3407 addresses Papnouthis and Hatres, her employees, as 

a8eA,<|)ol, 1.18. The use is not literal199. She again uses d5eA,<|)oi of Nepotianos and 

Diogenes who are likely to be her literal brothers200. The landlady’s reminder 

suggests that they are not well known to Papnouthis and Hatres, oiSaxe Kai tip-iq 

(= \)jxel<;) o t i  o -u k  ia iv  (= e ia iv ) ^evoi, 11.11-13. They perhaps live on another part of the 

family property, with this an example of a family cooperating in agricultural work201. 

Family solidarity enabled greater productivity. The landlady cooperates, sending her 

employees. Her brothers will then work on the Lord’s Day, about which she seems 

unconcerned, but their religious affiliation is uncertain.

The relationships among Didyme and the sisters, the beloved sister Sophias, and the 

lady sister Atienateia in SB 8.9746 and P.Oxy.14.1774, are the subject of debate.

The proposal that the women are members of an ascetic community202 receives only 

slight support203. There is a hint of corporate prayer, et>xonevai u y iev iv  a a i  f^ e w  

(= u y ia iv e iv  ae  %uv), P.Oxy.14.1774.6, but no other evidence of a common life. It is 

equally likely that the women run a small family business, as appears in the archive 

of Dryton and Apollonia (174-95 BCE). Apollonia is one of four sisters. She and 

Dryton have five daughters. The archive records the extensive business dealings of 

the women who function as a female corporation, owning the family property jointly, 

not dividing it, and living close to one another204. The quantities of goods listed 

suggest individuals as customers rather than communities and the nature of the 

business as one of procurement of goods and dispatch rather than production 

supports a non-monastic setting. Didyme and the sisters appear to have close 

relationships and Didyme writes as their representative, using repeated plural 

pronouns. The women run the business together and pray together. There is no 

mention of husbands. Whether Sophias and Atienateia are natural sisters is less 

clear. Other family epithets refer to ‘the brother, Piperas’, SB 8.9746,1.5, and ‘the 

lady sister, the blessed Asous, and her mother’, P.Oxy.14.1774,11.17f. The nature of 

these relationships is uncertain, although Asous and her mother seem likely to be

199 Papnouthis’ family and career are documented in P.Oxy.48.3384-3429 (331-C.376).

200 See 145f above.

201 For similar family agricultural cooperatives, see P.Cair.lsid.24-26 (C4); P.Sakaon 50 (322); also 
Bagnall (1993a), 118.

202 Emmett (1984); Elm (1994, 2000), 241.

203 See 321f below.

204 Pomeroy (1998), 209f; Rowlandson (1998), 105-112.



natural mother and daughter205. The women’s attitude to family does not appear to 

give priority to the traditional structure of husbands and children but this is too 

uncertain to allow a definite conclusion.

CONCLUSION

The family situations of the Christian women writers vary from those married with and 

without children, to widows and divorcees with and without children, to the apparently 

never-married with and without children, and with various configurations of extended 

family. The variety among the small number of texts is surprisingly representative of 

the social possibilities. The analysis suggests a number of conclusions.

The first conclusion concerns the relationship between the women’s attitudes to their 

families and the teachings of the early church. All the women express care and 

commitment to their families, which take a variety of forms. The letters that eight 

women write to family themselves express commitment. Six of the eight indicate care 

by praying for their families206. Two request ascetics’ prayer for family207. Two women 

write about gifts of food and clothing208, two about visits209. Four women nurture 

children who are not their own but are probably family210. Five women indicate family 

solidarity by writing a petition for a family member’s benefit211, making an adoption212, 

objecting to abuse of household members213, demonstrating consideration for 

religious practice214 and reassuring against anxiety215. The women also hold

205 For family epithets for non-kin, see 41, n.78 above.

206 BGU 3.948; P.Berl.Zill.12; P.Bour.25; SB 14.11588; 14.11881; 8.9746 and P.Oxy. 14.1774. The 
prayer is not particularly Christian in its formulation and content; see 167-170 above. P.Ben.Mus.4 has 
no opening prayer and the closing section is lost; SB 10.10840 has no prayer in Mikke’s brief greeting, 
but Euthalios prays. In the four public documents, P.Abinn.34; P.Lips.1.28; P.0xy.6.903; 
P.0xy.50.3581, prayer for family is not to be expected and does not occur.

207 P.Lond.6.1926; P.Neph.1.

208 BGU 3.948; P.Ben.Mus.4.

209 P.Ben.Mus.4; SB 10.10840.

210 BGU 3.948; P.Lips.1.28; SB 14.11588; 14.11881.

211 P.Abinn.34, if the petition is for Heron’s benefit.

212 P.Lips.1.28.

213 P.0xy.6.903.

214 SB 10.10840.

215 P.Berl.Zill.12 perhaps family; P.Ben.Mus.4.



expectations that their families, most frequently sons, will follow ‘biblical’ injunctions 

about honour and solidarity216.

The women’s concern for family, articulations of care and expectations of solidarity 

and conformity are not formulated in distinctly Christian terms217. The women’s ideal 

of loving and caring motherhood may be modelled in part on Mary, the mother of 

Jesus, whose role constitutes the most extensive treatment of mothering in the 

‘NT’218, but their expressions are also undoubtedly drawn from contemporary social 

models which attest the same nurturing ideals. The women appear to hold the 

general ‘biblical’ ideals of love, family unity and children’s obedience, but only 

Athanasias in P.Berl.Zill.12 explicitly states that she derives her attitude from 

Christian belief, giving God’s providence as her reason for urging the mothers not to 

be anxious.

The women attest the value of family solidarity and express the need for, and the 

comfort of, family. They also speak of the anxiety family, or lack of it, generates. 

Kophaena in BGU 3.948 and Aria in SB 14.11588 express distress at their sons’ lack 

of support. Tare’s desolation without her mother leads her to seek connection with 

her aunt in P.Bour.25. Tapiam and Paul in P.Neph.1 wish to be with family and 

friends when they die, and describe their absence from family as exile. Attiaena in 

P.0xy.6.903 highlights her vulnerability in being an orphan and expresses 

disturbance that her household is abused. Allous speaks about difficulties with 

orphans, probably family, in SB 14.11881, as do Aria in SB 14.11588 and the mother 

in SB 18.13612. The mother in P.Abinn.34 and Teeus in P.Lips.1.28 attest measures 

taken to preserve family solidarity and in Teeus’ case, family property. The 

importance these women attribute to family, their dependence on it, and the anxiety 

generated by it hint at the spiritual danger of family life as a distraction from

216 BGU 3.948; P.Abinn.34 if the petition is for the mother’s benefit; P.Bour.25; SB 14.11588. Also 
P.Grenf.1.53, although Artemis’ expectations concern Sarapion and his daughters not her own family.

217 The same sentiments are evident in the many pagan requests for letters, rebukes for not writing, 
prayers, proskynemata, appeals for visits and fear of dying away from family, eg P.AIex.Giss.58, 59; 
P.Giss.20-24, 67, 80; P.Brem.63 (all c.116/117 CE); P.Leid.lnst.42; P.Mich.8.481; 8.508;
SB 12.10876; 14.12014 (all C2); P.Mich.3.214-221 (C3); 8.517; P.0xy.14.1670 (both C3/4);
PS110.1161; SB 18.13588 (both C4).

218 Mary appears as model of motherhood in Luke 2.4-7, 51; Mark 3.31-35; John 19.25-27; of faith and 
chaste female behaviour in ‘biographies’ from C2 eg Protoevangelium of James. She appears more as
a model of virginity than motherhood in C4, Cameron (1991), 93, 100, 175. Her role as theotokos 
emerges in C5 with the Christological controversies that led to the Councils of Ephesus (431) and
Chalcedon (451) with their statements on Mary’s paradoxical motherhood and virginity. See also 303f
below.
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discipleship, against which the ‘NT’, apocryphal Acts and ‘Church fathers’ warn. The 

virtue of detachment receives attention only from Athanasias.

The reciprocal ethic which Kophaena and Aria express in relation to their sons in 

BGU 3.948 and SB 14.11588, while the flipside of their own observance, is contrary 

to the ‘biblical’ ideals of generosity without expectation of return and parental 

responsibility219.

A second conclusion concerns the women who appear to be without family. The texts 

suggest the Christian community functions as an alternative family for the women.

In P.Kell.1.Gr.32, Jacob, the reader of the catholic church, writes for Marsis since she 

is illiterate. Marsis is in Aphrodite, away from her family in Kellis. In contracting the 

lease, she acts without guardian or male assistance, with only the reader as scribe. 

While the practice of using church officials in secular functions increases during the 

fourth century, most signatories for illiterate women remain husbands, brothers and 

sons220. The signatory almost always has a connection with the illiterate person as a 

guarantee of trustworthiness. That Marsis has the reader perform a function generally 

undertaken by a male relative suggests that the Christian community, and its officials 

in particular, act as alternate family.

In P.Herm.17, Leuchis appeals to Apa Johannes to mediate with the tribune on the 

basis that she is a widow and a woman. In the gendered division of space in the 

ancient world, women most frequently act in the public domain through a male as 

x-upioq or |i£tQ aweawcoq221. A small number of women submit petitions but rarely222. 

Leuchis approaches Apa Johannes to act for her as other women might approach a 

male relative223. The mother in SB 18.13612 similarly approaches Apa Johannes for 

help with the exactor. She writes without male assistance, with her son Philadelphos 

perhaps unable or insufficiently powerful to help as an apotactic. Apa Johannes 

stands as a substitute male relative.

219 Luke 6.35; Acts 20.35; 2 Corinthians 12.14.

220 Youtie (1975c), 215, notes the primary principle in signing documents that literates must sign for 
themselves. With the illiterate, a relative signs, if possible.

221 With male guardians eg P.Ryl.2.174 (112); BGU 3.891 (144); PSI 8.878 (152/3); with male 
assistants eg P.Ryl.2.117 (269); P.Berl.Moeller 1 (300); P.Edmonstone (354).

222 BGU 2.522 (C2) a priestess who pleads helplessness as a woman; SB 6.9219 (319); P.Abinn.49 
(342-351); Stud.Pal.20.86 (330) written by a Christian woman.

223 Eg P.Abinn.19 (C4) at 244f below.



Demetria in Stud.Pal.20.86 submits her petition against Eus, acting alone as she 

apparently did negotiating the sale of land. Dioskouros, the presbyter of the church, 

witnessed the contract. Dioskouros is constructed as impartial third party who will 

give unbiased witness. At the same time, Demetria calls on Dioskouros as alternative 

family to support her side of the conflict.

Tapiam and Paul in P.Neph.1 request the brothers at Hathor for v|/ŵ ia224 from grain 

owed by Paphnouthis. The brothers are to receive the grain, make bread, and 

arrange delivery from Hathor to Alexandria. There is no offer of payment, only the 

expectation that the brothers will do it. The brothers function as an alternative family.

If the hypothesis that the church functions as an alternative family is correct, it would 

be consistent with ‘NT’ use of family metaphors and epithets225. The hypothesis also 

sheds light on some of the texts. For example, in P.0xy.50.3581 Attiaena is an 

orphan and refers to no one who might protect or represent her interests. The 

presbyters of the church, representing Paul, broker a reconciliation which Attiaena 

negotiates alone. If the church acts as alternate family, the presbyters have the 

authority of fathers, giving their representations weight they might not otherwise bear. 

It helps explain Attiaena’s unlikely decision to comply. Again, if the hypothesis is 

correct, it raises the question why the presbyters fail to act for Attiaena, taking the 

role of protective and retributive alternative family for her. In P.Bour.25 Tare is a 

woman on her own226, far from family in Coptos, I.20, and desolate following her 

mother’s death. Tare’s sense of isolation raises questions about her relations with the 

church in Apameia, Syria227 where a Christian community is known to have existed 

before 325. The hospitality identified among Christian communities in enabling 

travel228 might be expected to have extended to someone in Tare’s circumstances. 

Moreover, Tare is resident in Apameia, though for how long is unclear. Her Christian 

practice, in her emphatic statement of prayer, reference to Easter and use of nomina

224 For other requests, see P.Neph.2.1-5; 4.25-28; 5.3-12; 6.11-23; 7.1-3.

225 Eg household of God, 1 Timothy 3.1-5, Hebrews 3.1-6; brothers/sisters, Romans 16.1,1 
Corinthians 6 .6 ; 8.18, 2 Thessalonians 3.6, 15, Philemon 1, 7,1 Timothy 5.2; mothers/fathers,
Matthew 12.48f, Mark 10.30,1 Timothy 5.1, 2; people with one Father, Ephesians 4.6.

226 Tare makes no reference to a husband or other family and includes no greetings from people with 
her.

227 Ed.pr; Naldini (1968,1998), 309; O'Callaghan (1963), 90. Evidence indicates churches existed in 
Apameia in Phrygia, Pisidia and Syria prior to 325 and Bithynia at least from 325, Harnack (1908), 
2.212, 188,218, 221, 136f.

228 Judge (1980a), 7.



sacra suggest she is a member of the church and that the church might act as 

alternative family, moderating her desolation. However, Tare makes no mention of 

support or of a lack of support. Her silence about the church alongside her need for 

connection is suggestive but no firm conclusion is possible. It may be that Tare 

presents her circumstances in their most austere light to elicit her aunt’s sympathy. It 

may be that her circumstances, work or marriage, prevent attendance at church.

This concludes the examination of themes arising from the texts written by Christian 

women. The next chapter examines the religious lives of Christian women from a 

different perspective using papyri that are written by men or people whose gender is 

not indicated. These texts are written to Christian women or they refer to Christian 

women in a significant way.



EXCURSUS

WOMEN AND GUARDIANSHIP

An observation arising from the texts written by Christian women concerns the women’s 

conformity with the laws of guardianship. In the legal and commercial documents in this 

thesis1, no woman acts with a guardian and none cites the ius liberorum2. In this, the 

texts are typical of women’s documents during, and especially after, the third century 

when the legal requirement of guardianship of women fell into desuetude3. While not 

immediately related to the women’s religious lives, the apparent recognition of 

competency and enabling independence signifies a shift in attitudes that has 

implications for women’s participation in the church.

Tutela mulierum perpetua was instituted to safeguard masculine control of family 

property as part of a land-based agnatic system of inheritance and marriage4. In their 

original form, both tutela mulierum and tutela impuberum were administered by the 

heir/s of the people in guardianship, who thus had a personal interest in preserving the 

estate5. Roman and Graeco-Egyptian guardianship, while overlapping in major respects, 

have distinct aspects that appear as confusions in the papyri. In particular, local 

guardianship of women was required in all private transactions that gave rise to public 

record.

1 P.Abinn.34; P.Edmonstone; P.Kell.1.Gr.32; P.Lips.1.28; P.0xy.6.903; P.Oxy.50.3581; Stud.Pal.20.86.

2 See Sheridan (1996) for women in the papyri acting without a Kupioq by right of children, updating 
Sijpesteijn’s lists in P.Mich.15,158-169; Beaucamp (1990-1992) 2.197ff. Of 123 texts dated 99-615 only 
27are 324 or later, including 5 dated C3/4 or C4.

3 The last recorded example of tutela is in the legal collection Vatican Fragment 325-327 (293/4) cited in 
Arjava (1996), 116; (1997), 26. Women’s guardianship does not figure in the C T  (438), Dixon (2001), 79. 
Indeed CJ 8.59.1=CT8.17.3 (410) granted ius liberorum to all women, effectively abolishing tutela 
mulierum, Evans-Grubbs (1995), 326, n.28. See also Beaucamp (1990-1992), 2.260-263.
4 Women under tutela mulierum required a guardian’s authority to alienate property classed as res 
mancipi, that is, slaves, oxen, horses, mules, asses, land in Italy and people in service. Everything else a 
woman could freely dispose of and purchase. A guardian was also required for making a will, giving a 
dowry and assuming an obligation. See Arjava (1997), 25; Gardner (1986), 18; Taubenschlag (1955), 175. 
After 212, women in the provinces could dispose of land and houses as these were not res mancipi, 
although they needed a guardian to bequeath them. Slaves and animals were res mancipi everywhere.

5 Digest of Justinian 26.4.pr, 1. By the late empire, women conducted their own affairs with tutors
bestowing auctoritas for certain specified acts. In this way, where guardians to wards could be prosecuted
for mismanagement, guardians of women could not. See Gardner (1986), 21; Dixon (2001), 77.
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Over time guardianship came to have no significant bearing on the direction of family 

property and Claudius abolished the agnatic system in the first century. The principle of 

tutela mulierum was weakened by successive legislation6, particularly women’s ability to 

make wills7, the ius liberorum6, marriage without manus, the ‘choice’ of a tutor9 and the 

precedents of compellable permission10. The reason for women’s guardianship came to 

be rationalised as a protection of ‘womanly weakness’11 with references to women’s 

infirmitas and fragilitas appearing in literary and legal texts at the same time as women’s 

successful management led to questioning the meaningfulness of, and need for, 

guardianship12.

In the early third century, women past puberty (twelve years when tutela impuberis 

ended) but under 25 were subject to a curator minoris, so that tutela mulierum did not 

apply, nor, therefore, the ius liberorum even if the woman had three children13. It is 

reasonable to assume that many women over 25 qualified for the ius liberorum. At this 

time examples of women acting nexa K-6pio<; disappear from the papyrological record. 

However, alongside the new freedom, the use of nexa o w eo x imt o ; emerges14, a male 

assistant who, like the K\>pio<;, is most frequently a husband or male relative. The 

practice is voluntary. It suggests that the absence of Kupioi from papyri, at least for 

some women, does not reflect a new subjective or social independence but a change in 

legal requirement.

8 Gardner (1986), 15; El-Mosalamy (1997), 252; Dixon (2001), 75ff.

7 Gaius, Institutes 1.115a.

8 Lex lulia 18 BCE, lex Papia Poppaea 9.

9 Gaius, Institutes 1.151-153. The choice is not whether to have a tutor or not, but the tutor’s identity.

10 Gaius, Institutes 1.190-192.

11 Eg Cicero, Pro Murena 27, ‘Our ancestors required all women owing to the instability (propter 
infirmitatem) of their judgement to be under the control guardians (in tutorem)’\ Gaius, Institutes 1.144 has 
‘propter animi levitatem’. See also Dixon (2001), 74.

12 Gaius, Institutes 1.190-1. Also Dixon (2001), 82.

13 CJ 5.37.12 (242). Also Arjava (1997), 29; Taubenschlag (1955), 179.

14 See Taubenschlag (1955), 172; Arjava (1996), 115; (1997). Eg P.Edmonstone; P.Lips.1.28 written by 
Christian women; in both, the assistant writes since the woman is illiterate. See also CJ 2.3.9 (222); 
2.13.13 (239); 2.19.16 (252); 4.44.8 (293); 8.56.6 (294).
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CHAPTER 8

DOCUMENTS WRITTEN TO CHRISTIAN WOMEN

OR REFERRING TO CHRISTIAN WOMEN

In this chapter I examine the papyri that are written by men or by those of unknown 

gender to Christian women or referring to Christian women, in order to explore the 

women’s religious lives. These texts do not allow insight into the women’s religious 

subjectivity but contribute to the wider picture of Christian women’s religious beliefs 

and practices. I do not include Christian texts where reference is made to women in 

passing, for example in a greeting, where their belief is unknowable, nor texts where 

the women mentioned bear what may be a Christian name but there is no further 

information1. The analysis focuses on the women and is briefer than for the texts 

written by Christian women. The women receiving letters that include Christian prayer 

formulae, conventions and greetings are taken to be Christian on the assumption 

these are meaningful where the women share the authors’ beliefs2. Letters from 

Christian authors whose gender is unknown are included in this chapter since it 

cannot be presumed that they express women’s religious subjectivity.

I have identified 24 texts written to Christian women or referring to Christian women3. 

Sixteen are written by men and eight by authors whose gender is unknown. Thirteen 

texts are written to women, two to a man and a woman, seven to a man but referring 

to women, and two to a person whose gender is not known. A further seven 

documents refer specifically to ascetic women and are discussed in a separate 

chapter.

1 CPR 13.4 (C3), Maria, Sousanna, tax list; P.Berl.Bork.1.2 (298-330) mentions Maria; 
P.Berl.Bork.1.13 (298-330) mentions Maria; P.Col.8.238 (C4) Maria, list of accounts; P.Erl.53 (C4) 
Maria, tax list; P.Erl.127 (323-642), Sophia, Maria, Sara, list; P.Gen.1.69 (386), mentions Maria; 
P.Herm.46 (C4) greets Maria; P.Kell.1.61 (C4) Rachel, list; P.Oxy.1.123 (C3/4) greets Makaria;
P.0xy.10.1349 (C4) mentions Hagia; P.Oxy.24.2421 (312-313), Hagia, wheat accounts; 
P.Oxy.44.3184 (297), Maria, mother; P.Oxy.55.3787 (301/2), Maria, mother; P.Prag.1.14 (C3), Maria, 
mother; P.Sakaon 39 (318) Maria, mother of Peter; P.Sakaon 73 (328) Maria, mother; 
P.Wash.Univ.2.95 (C4/5) Maria pays tax; SB 1.1727 (C3/4) Maria, list; Chr.Wilck.381, (374) mentions
Maria; O.Strasb.658 (C4/5) mentions Maria; O.Waqfa 78 (C4) mentions Maria; P.Oxy.31.2599 (C3/4)
mentions Sousanna; P.0xy.60.4091 (352) mentions Sousanna. See also 322f below for Kyria in
SB 14.11532; 75 above for Esther and Sousanna in P.Oxy.31.2599.

2 On nomina sacra as indicators of the Christianity of a letter’s addressee; see the excursus below.

3 See the appendix to this chapter for 7 further texts in which the women, while arguably Christian, are 
not finally classified as Christian.



I provide a brief outline of each text, giving the name of the papyrus, date, 

provenance, author, addressee, reasons for classification as Christian, any other 

religious elements, and information on the religious lives of the women in twelve-point 

type, and other aspects of the text in ten-point type.

P.Abinn.19=P.Gen.1.51, mid 342-351, Provenance: Philadelphia; BL 7.2

This petition is from Anonymos to ‘my beloved brother Abinnaeus’ (tw dyarnix© 

d8eAx|)(p ’Afuvvaicp), verso4.

A nonym os asks  th a t the  b ro the r o f  his w ife  N aom i be re leased fro m  m ilita ry  service o r a t least 

th a t he no t se rve overseas . T h e  re lease  w ou ld  b e  a ‘good  deed ’ (epyov KaXo(v)) 1.17, ‘because 

o f  G od ’ (8ia  to v  0(eo)v), 1.185, and ‘because  o f  m e ’ (8i ’ e jiev (= e jie )), 1.19, ‘s ince  his m o the r is a 

w ido w  and has no one  excep t h im ’ (Siotv x tp lh ipa  ecm(v) rj (ifif-chp a ik o -6 K a i ouk exe i aXXo(v) 

ev |xf| awrov), II.19-216.

The petitioner is a Christian. He uses four nomina sacra, t<b 0(e)c5,1.12, tov 0(eo)v,

1.18, o 0(eo)q, ll.24f, 35, and a conflated ‘NT’ citation, the context of which is lost in the 

opening damaged section, ‘...a drink of water to one of these little ones shall not lose 

his reward’ (7to]T[r|]pioy ti8a|8a]]TO<; (= ti8aTo<;) evi tg>v [|xiK]pwv [t]o-utcov otjk anoXel tov 

[^]io0ov ea-uTou), 11.8-107. The writer opens with prayer whose content is lost, ]v 

euxo^ai [ ,  I.3, closes with prayer, o 0(eo)q 8ia<|n)X,d£ri ce, I.35, and uses dyaraiToq 

a8eX<|)6q, verso8, of Abinnaeus. The author may be Apa Mios9. The biblical quotation 

is consistent with, but does not prove, the author’s identity as clergy/ascetic, as is his

4 T h e  to p  o f the  papyrus is d a m a g e d ,.. .aylcmiiTcp... [x la ip e iv , II. 1f, rem a ins .

5 S ee a ls o  P. H erm .17, ch2  above.

6 T he  boy ’s  fa the r w as a  sold ier, ll.14f. It is not c lea r w h e th e r N a om i and  h e r b ro the r sha re  a com m on  
fa the r, m o the r o r both.

7 T h e  quo ta tion  con fla tes M ark 9.41 and 42 . U se  o f  th e  qu ota tion  su g ge s ts  th a t the  w rite r expec ts  
A b in n ae u s  to  understand  its reference .

8 x<p aycnnrrqj aSetykp. T h e  phrase  appears to  be used o n ly  by C h ris tian w rite rs , b u t can  be used fo r 
bo th  pagan  and C hris tian  addressees; se e  109 ff above. T h e  qu es tion  o f  A b in na e us ’ be lie f arises. The  
e d ito r a rg u es  A binnaeus is no t C hristian, 33 . H orsley, ‘B e loved  b ro the rs ’ in ND 4 .25 0 -255 , here  254, 
f ind s  no  ev idence  pos itive ly  supporting C hris tian  be lie f. B a rnes  a rgues  he  is C h ris tia n , based on 
re fe rences  to  God us ing  the  singu la r, bu t th is  is an unce rta in  crite rion ; th e  re la tionsh ip  w ith  A pa  Mios; 
and  po ss ib le  suppo rt fo r  A thanasius, b u t the  ev idence  is s ligh t, ‘C a ree r o f  A b in n a e u s ’ in B arnes
(1994 ), 373 f. I w ould  add  the  ev idence  o f th is  te x t and  on ba lance  o f p ro b ab ility  co n s ide r A b innaeus 
C h ris tian ; see  n .7  above.

9 Ed., 64 . A lso  Judge and P ickering (1977), 57. A pa M ios ap p ea rs in P .A b inn .6 , 7, 8 .



sense of ability to declare God’s reward for Abinnaeus10 and his urging Abinnaeus, 

‘believe in God’ (niaxeve 5e t co [0](e)cp), 1.12.

It is reasonable to assume that Naomi is a Christian. She is married to an overtly 

Christian man, possibly Apa Mios11, and her biblical name indicates her parents are 

Christian12. Naomi’s attitude to the widow is not stated but it is reasonable to assume 

that she shares her husband’s concern and even that she initiates the letter13. There 

is no evidence that Naomi co-writes the letter, and that its use of biblical allusion, 

nomina sacra, appeals to God and references to Christian virtues and rewards reflect 

Naomi’s theology and knowledge. The religious beliefs of the widow are not 

indicated.

P.Ant.2.93, C4, Provenance: Antinoopolis; BL 11.7

This letter from Papais ‘to my most honoured Nonna’ (Trj xî ucoxdxTi Nowa 

ricmdi<; xatpeiv), 1.1, concerns his marriage to Nonna’s unnamed daughter and the 

acquisition of a house. The letter has no opening prayer14, but concludes with a 

standard prayer for health, eppwaGai (= eppcoaGai) 141.dc; £uxop.ai noXXolc, xpov[o]i[<;],

ll.44f15.

Nonna’s name suggests that she is Christian, but is insufficient for Christian 

classification in the fourth century16. Ti|aic6xaxo<̂  -r| also occurs most frequently in 

Christian texts, but is attested in pagan texts17. Xpt|oxoxr|<; in ‘I made clear to your 

goodness’ (e8f|A.coca tt) %pTiaxoxT|xi -unajv), 1.5, strengthens a Christian classification, 

but again occurs in pagan papyri, though rarely in the period18. The messenger for 

Papais, Serenos the reader, (5id Eepfivou dvayvwoxo-u), II.5f, may be a minor church

10 ‘G od m a ke  a  return  to  you fo r you r m ercy  and  e leva te  you to  g re a te r th in g s ’ (o 6(eo)t; cmo8i5l
(= 001081801) g [o i Tipoq xnv eXermoxruviiv aou K ai avu\|ru (= a v u y o t) ae e iq  xa |x i[£ ]ova (= ne i^ova )), II.24-27.

11 S ee  244  espec ia lly  n .9  above. A lso  2 0 6 f above  fo r  m a rria ge  w ith in  re lig io u s  co m m u n itie s .

12 F rom  the  B ook o f Ruth. B ib lical nam es a fte r 300  a re  ge n e ra lly  re g arded  a s C hris tian , F ikhm an
(1996).

13 C on ce rn  fo r w idow s is cons is ten t w ith  C hris tian tea ch ing , fo r  w h ich  see  1 3 5 f above .

14 P apa is  o p e n s  w ith  a second  gree ting, repo rcavxoov TtpooaYopeuco..., I.3. S ee  a lso  S B  8 .97 46 .

15 T h e  c los in g  p raye r is fo llow ed  by a g ree ting; see  a lso  P .G re n f.1 .53.

18 S ee  302, n .68  below.

17 T h e  a d je ctiva l use  ind ica tes T in ianaxo^ -11 is not fu lly  de ve lope d  in to  a title  fo r  e lite  c le rg y  and la ity  
as o ccu rs  in C 4 . S ee  9 6 f above.

18 XpTloxotnq is a ttested  o f people  in the  ‘N T ’, bu t no t as a c o m p le m e n ta ry  de ic tic . S ee  96  above.



cleric, but this is uncertain19. Even if he is, Papais’ use of him may be circumstantial. 

Papais says of Nonna, ‘next to God I have you as mother and as sister1 (nexa yap tov 

0eo(v) oe ax; ixiycepa ex® K a i ax; a8eAx|>f|(v)), 11.1 Of, without nomen sacmm. Meta tov 

9eov is common to Christian and pagan texts20 but calling a future mother-in-law 

Ht|tepa and a8eta|)r|v may be a Christian discounting of status distinctions21 and 

adoption of extended kinship terms22, and reflect common membership of the 

church23. Certainly Papais’ use is a politeness strategy to engender favourable 

feelings in Nonna. On the basis of cumulative probabilities, Nonna and Papais are 

taken to be Christian, as is the bride, although nothing is known of her Christianity or 

her feelings about the location of the house24.

P.Col.Teeter 7=P.Col.11.299, C4, Provenance: Unknown

This letter from Anonymos/e25 is to ‘my mistress and most honoured sister1 (tfi

8eo7i[o]Tri hod K a i [t]î i(p[tdTri a]8[eAx|>]fi), 1.1.

AeoTcotnq appears as an honorific title in literature of the fourth and fifth centuries and is 

commonly used for bishops and elite laymen26. Its use for a woman is unusual, with Secmoiva 

more usual27. The meaning of the prescript is uncertain, since 8ea7c6tn<^8ea7coiva, following

Kupio^Kupia, tend to lose their honorific sense in the fourth century and become expressions

19 On readers, see  176f above. ‘R eaders ’ in C 3 and  C 4 a re  no t a lw ays asso c ia te d  w ith  the  church  but 
w o rk  in secu la r contexts . S erenos’ fun ction  is not qua lified , a s  in P .Ke ll. 1.32.21 avayvcoorni; Ka0oA.iidi<; 
eK?XTicriaq (=  eKKXiicria<;). It m ay  be  tha t S erenos is th e  lite ra te  person  w h o  w ill read P a pa is ’ le tte r to  an 
illite ra te  Nonna. H e r lite racy s ta tus is unknown.

20 T h e  exp ress ion  is m ore usually negative, eg ixera to v  9eov oiiSevct exonev fpei<; pot|06v 141 dW, w here it 
ob liges  th e  person to  a c t as asked , P .Ab inn .34  (C 4); oi>8eva <e>x®  [n]etQt to v  0epy ? i |if | ere, in the 
pagan te x t, P .G iss.6 8 .8f  (0 2 ) ; jie ta  tov 0eov aXXov a 8eX<t>6v o vk  exco ... e i fxfi ov jiovoq, P .Lond.3 .1244 .5f 
(C 4 ) o f  uncerta in  re lig ious  m ilieu. See a lso  P .O xy.56 .3859  (C 4); P S 1 10.1161 (C4); P .A b inn.34  (C4), 
p u t nega tive ly ; P .H erm .17 , put positive ly; se e  the  la tte r 2 tex ts  a t 122 above .

21 S ee  a lso  P .C o l.Teete r 7; P .O xy .48.3407; a lso 145 f above .

22 U se o f  jir jr iip  in a non-lite ra l sense does n o t o ccu r be fo re  C 2 and  is un usua l in C3. It becom es m ore 
fre q u e n t in C 4 w ith  C hristian use. T he re is no ev idence  fo r  a sys te m a tic  adoption  o f niyrnp and 
Ttarijp fo r  paren ts-in-law , D ickey  (2004), 1 6 1 ,1 6 3 .

23 A  s im ila r position is adop ted in A rzt-G rabne r (2002), 187f.

24 P apa is a sks  to  live  near Nonna ra ther than h is b ro the r. It is no t know n w h e th e r  th is  re flects  the 
bride ’s  cho ice . P apais  a llow s tha t Nonna m a y no t w a n t th e  c lo se  p rox im ity , bu t does  no t say why.
E ither w ay, the  coup le  w ill no t live in the sa m e house as  e ith e r fam ily .

25 A ll bu t th e  firs t 8  lines a re  lost and the  2 nd line, w h ich  m a y  ha ve  nam ed  th e  w riter, is  dam aged.

26 D inneen (1927), 56f.

27 D inneen (1927), 76.



of affection or politeness28. The addition of xiiuaraxTri may suggest that the writer considers the 

mistress his superior but this is uncertain as -niiicoiaTO  ̂-ti can be used of all classes29.

The letter is Christian. It opens with prayer ‘to the all-merciful God’ (t co 7iayeXef||j.ovi 

0eco), II.3f, an expression that is almost certainly Christian30, and refers to o nova^oc;,

1.7, who is unnamed but apparently known to both the mistress and the writer.

The mistress is probably a Christian to whom appeal to the ‘all-merciful God’ is 

meaningful. She is wealthy, as indicated by her possession of a paragaution, which 

the monk has delivered31. The mistress’s wealthy status is consistent with third- and 

fourth-century evidence that members of the governing elite of the Greek cities of 

Egypt are Christian32. Her Christian practice accommodates wearing a garment that 

announces her wealth, and what appears a discounting of status distinctions whereby 

she is called both f] Sec t i o t t i i ; and fi a5eX<|)f|33.

P.Got.11, C3/4, Provenance: Unknown; BL 2.2.69

This is a letter of introduction34, specifically an eniaToA.fi o d o t c x t v k i i , from Anonymos/e 

to Anonymos/e35. Christian commendations from one church to another are regular, 

but the custom is not exclusively Christian36.

28 Eg xfiv 5ecmoivdv (iou vv|i<|>tiv, P.Ant.2.93.3f, above.

29 See 96f above.
30

On 7iave>£T||i.cDv, see 106f above.

31 The editor comments on the peculiarity of a monk being in possession of such an expensive 
garment and delivering it to a secular individual, p.48. There is no suggestion that the monk is other 
than the carrier of the garment and, if he lives as part of the local society, the action is not remarkable. 
On the evidence of the papyri for ascetic women in local communities, see 308-311 below.

32 Judge and Pickering (1977), 69f.

33 See the conclusions below.

34 The church developed two types of letters of introduction: the letter of recommendation (ejuotoWi 
ownxTiKfi), that is, this text; P.Abinn.31 (C4); P.Oxy.31.2602 (C4); 31.2603 (C4); 43.3149 (C5?); 
P.Koln 2.112 (C5/6); and the letter of peace (eiu<rtoX.Ti eipiiviKfi) known from late C3 and C4; see 
P.Oxy.36.2785 below. The enio-toWi awia-mcii was given with episcopal approval to clergy and laity of 
high status for admission to communion as well as material support. Canon 42 of the Canons of 
Laeodicea (343-381) forbids clergy journeying without such letters. The difference between the letter 
types is evident from the Council of Elvira (c.312) and especially Canons 11,13 of the Council of 
Chalcedon (451), Seven Ecumenical Councils, s.v. Examples in ‘NT’ include Acts 18.27; Romans 
16.1; 2 Corinthians 3.1; Colossians 4.10; Philemon. See Horsley, ‘Beloved brothers’ in ND  4.250-255, 
here 255; Llewelyn, ‘Christian Letters of Recommendation’ in ND  8.169-172; Teeter (1997); Keyes 
(1935).

35 The opening lines are lost. It would be most unusual for an e7uaToX.fi mjaxaTiKri to be written by a 
woman, but not impossible.

36 Pagan examples include P.Oxy.51.3643 (C2); P.Tebt.Tait 51 (C2 or C3). For a list, Keyes (1935), 
32-38.



The writer’s use of ev K(upi)©, 11.3,4, 9, with nomen sacmm, including eppcooOai oe 

e-uxo îai ev K(vpi)(p, 1.9, establishes him/her as Christian.

The writer asks assistance, PoTi0[ev]v, 1.4, in the form of ‘love’ ( [ x ] t iv  dycm-riv aov), I.637, for 

‘these women who are being taken to the epitropos' (xoruxaiq ayofiEvaiq 7tpo<; tov  emxpoitov), 

ll.5f, just as the recipient’s custom has been ‘to help all the brothers in the Lord’ (tcaGcoq 8e oov 

eaxiv nacn xov<; d8eX<t>criq ev K(v>pv)<p fk>ii0[ev]v), ll.3f. The brothers are almost certainly 

Christian38.

The identity of the women is not given, but the use of an emaxo f̂i cruaTaxiKf), a 

request for dydjrn, and treatment similar to the Christian brothers39 establishes them 

as Christian and implies that they are distinguished members of the church40. The 

women are not called d5eXx|>ai.

The date of the text41 has suggested that these women are being taken for trial42 during the 

Diocletianic persecution43. The identity of the emxpoTtoq, however, is uncertain. The term may 

designate the prefect of Egypt44, but is also used for guardiahs of women45 and children, 

making a background in persecution unnecessary. The use of an eitvcfxoX.fi cruoraxvKri would 

be consistent with status as confessors.

P.Grenf.2.73=P.Lond.3.713=Chr.Wilck.127, late C3, Provenance: Great Oasis; 
BL 2.72; 9.97; 10.80; 11.87

This letter from Psenosiris, 7ipeop[-uxe]pcp (= TcpeoPikepoq), to Apollon, ‘presbyter and 

beloved brother* (npeoPwepco dyamixcp dSe^co), I.2, forms part of the gravediggers’ 

archive from Kysis46.

37 drydtjcn is frequent in Christian texts, echoing its use in ‘NT’ of the love of God, but is not exclusive to 
them. See 109f above. Use here is no doubt conditioned by Christian theology.

38 ev tc(upv)cp is probably to be read with xoiq a5eX<t>oi<;, establishing the brothers as Christian, rather
than with poriOevv. Where ev K(\>pv)cp qualifies the verb as in II.2f, the writer places it after.

39 jtatn xovq aSeX^vq may include sisters.

40 Teeter (1997), 956.

41 Palaeographically, perhaps late C3 rather than C4, van Haelst (1976), 498.

42 dyto can be used of bringing prisoners to court, LSJ, s.v.

43 Naldini (1968,1998), no.23; Bell (1944), 206.

44 The word is used of various levels of administration, including procurator, BL 2.2.69, praeses or 
fryenoov, although enapxoi; is more accurate. The Diocletianic administrative reforms make
nomenclature uncertain. See Lenz (1992), who does not refer to ejiixponov; Lallemand (1964); Bagnall 
(1993a), 57-67. Ghedini rejects a context of persecution because of this uncertainty in meaning, cited 
in Naldini (1968,1998), 139, n.6. An enitponoq is connected with Montanists in Eusebius, H E  5.16.14; 
5.18.15.

45 Eg P.Oxy.14.1645 (308).

48 SB 1.4651-3; 4654-4657; 5679; 3.7205-7206; P.Grenf.2.68-78 (240-310).



The letter relates that ‘the grave diggers47 have brought here to Toeto the politike sent to the 

Oasis48 by the authorities49’ (ol veKpoxd<|xH evtivoxaoiv ev0a8e ei<; Toexcb rnv jtoXvtiKfiv rnv 

7te|i<j>0evaav evq 'Oaovv -oto xfiq Tryê ovva*;), 11.7-11, and she is now given into protection (eiq 

-npricn.v)50, 1.14, of ‘good and faithful men’ (xoiq KaXoiq Kai Ttioxoiq)51, ll.12f, from among the 

vexpoTCKlKH until her son Neilos arrives.

The author is Christian, using three nomina sacra, ev icCupi)q), ev 0(e)cp, ev K(-upi)co 

0(e)cp, II.3, 6, 22, and praying in closing, eppcoaOai ae e-uxofiai ev K(-upi)a) 0(e)©, ll.21f. 

He and the addressee are Christian presbyters.

The woman is most probably Christian, given the concern of the two presbyters and 

the likelihood that her son, Neilos, is Christian52. The late third-, early fourth-century 

date has suggested that the woman may be a martyr/confessor of the Diocletianic 

persecution53. The phrase ‘he (Neilos) will witness to you about the things they have 

done to her’ (|iapTupf|ai aoi rcepi cov avrriv neranfiKagiy), 1.16ff, may support the idea 

of persecution, with the subject of 7ieranf|Kagiy being those designated fj ryyenovia,

1.11, but its antecedent is debated54.

47 It is argued that gravediggers named Kcmiaxai are a minor order in the church, J. Zeiller cited in 
Naldini (1968, 1998), 134. The term is not listed in Wipszycka (1993).

48 The Great Oasis is known to have functioned as a place of banishment, suggesting this meaning of
7ten<|>0evaav. But the usual terms for banishment are e£opi£eiv and TtejiTteiv ev e^opig, Llewelyn and 
Nobbs (1995), 622. If the hypothesis of a body is correct, ne^eeiaav will refer to its consignment.
Kysis is the site of a necropolis and gravediggers’ workshop, Lukaszewicz (1998), 87.

49 ivyEn.ovva may refer to the prefect or local governor in the Diocletianic period, but nomenclature for 
positions of authority is difficult to interpret; see also n.44 above, fiyenovla is also attested of 
ecclesiastical authority especially a bishop, O'Callaghan (1987), 126f; and of the president of a guild, 
in particular, in P.Petaus 28 (C2), a gravediggers’ guild, Llewelyn and Nobbs (1995), 625.

50 tryemma and its cognates are used of maintaining objects, guarding prisoners, keeping bodies and 
caring for living persons, Llewelyn and Nobbs (1995), 628f.

51 The combination of words, while appropriate to designate Christians, occurs in secular contexts and 
is used of non-human subjects, Llewelyn and Nobbs (1995), 626f. The expression means ‘those who 
do a task well’.

52 Neilos’ Christianity is suggested by Psenosiris’ use of cruv 0ecp, 1.16, of his arrival and the presbyters’ 
evident respect for him. On cruv Qecp, see 123f above.

53 Deissmann (1902); Lukaszewicz (1998). The period of the archive includes the persecutions under 
Decius, Gallus, Valerian and Diocletian.

54 Llewelyn and Nobbs (1995), 630, take as the subject veKpoxoKjxn, but this is not obvious, being 
separated by 4 lines and 4 ideas. Lukaszewicz takes as the subject people in the government’s 
service, Lukaszewicz (1998), 94. The idea of naptupnoi as Neilos’ Christian witness to his mother is 
central to the reconstruction in Lukaszewicz (1998), 92.



Suggested meanings for noXmKfi55 include a proper name56, a ‘citizen of Alexandria157, and an 

immoral woman58. Of 31 instances of itoXmiari in the papyri from 100 to 400, 29 refer to the 

state and citizenship59. One occurrence in P.Oxy.6.90360 connotes immorality. The other is 

this text61. The meaning ‘prostitute’ appears unlikely given the care of the presbyters. There is 

no attested use of Politike as a name in Egypt62, and the grammatical construction, with use of 

the definite article, rnv jtoXmicnv t t iv nen(|>0eiaav, ll.9f, argues against a proper name and 

favours the meaning ‘citizen’. Use of the term suggests the woman is not known to the 

presbyters who rather know her son. The possibility that the presbyters care for the woman for 

Neilos’ sake casts doubt on her Christianity. The early date means that his belief need not 

imply hers.

The situation referred to is debated63. Suggestions fall into two groups: the transport of a 

Christian prisoner banished in the Diocletianic persecution64; and the transport of a Christian 

woman’s body for funeral65. The latter suggestion attracts most contemporary favour. A major 

and unresolved difficulty with the former suggestion is the role of the gravediggers as quasi-

police. It may be that the gravediggers are in ToSto travelling from Alexandria to Kysis for 

other reasons, are given the care of the woman because she is Christian, and have no

55 LSJ, s.v.; BL 10.80.

56 Deissmann (1902); Bell (1944), 206; W. CrOnert, Raccolta di scritti in onore di G. Lumbroso (1925) 
514-528, cited in Bell (1944), 206. Deissmann’s theory is examined in Llewelyn and Nobbs (1995), 
621f. Quoting Judge, they suggest the use of Politike for a Christian is unlikely given its overtones of 
immorality, but Politike’s parents need not be Christian given the early date.

57 F. de’ Cavalieri, Una ultima parola su la lettera di Psenosiris, cited in Naldini (1968,1998), 132. 
noXmKoq/ -f| indicating Alexandrian citizenship is attested in Sozomen, H E  3.14; P.Oxy.1.117 (C2/3); 
P.Bad.2.43 (C3); P.Oxy.8.1146 (C4) but always in conjunction with a name.

58 The editors note noXmicfi can be the equivalent of nopvri, but cite Theophanes Continuatus 430 
dated C9-C10.
SO

A status marker (Standesbezeichnung), Lumbroso, BL 2.2.72

60 Anonyme quotes her husband’s threat to take a mistress (XanPavco rtoX.mKfiv enavna), 1.37; see 52 
above.

6 17toA.itiKfi may have developed an ambiguous meaning arising from the society’s honour:shame 
value, whereby a suspicion of immorality attaches to women functioning in the public domain.

62 The name Politike occurs in epitaphs on Chios and Thasos, JOA115,47 nos 5,10 (184/5); IG XII [8] 
503 (imperial) cited in Llewelyn and Nobbs (1995), 621. The epitaph of Julia PoIitike/politike in Rome 
may refer to an Egyptian woman but the word appears to be a descriptive adjective rather than a 
name. Politikos occurs in P.Ross.Georg.2.42 (C2); P.0xy.42.3045 (314/5).

63 See especially Deissmann (1902); Llewelyn and Nobbs (1995); Lukaszewicz (1998). All the 
proposed reconstructions produce different but plausible interpretations, none without difficulties, all 
involving conjecture for missing facts. I analyse them only as they impinge on the religious life of this 
woman.

84 Deissmann (1902); Hamack, Theol. Literaturzeit., cited in Naldini (1968,1998), 132.

65 Bell (1944), 206; W. CrOnert, Raccolta di scritti in onore di 6 . Lumbroso, 514-528, cited in Bell 
(1944), 206; Judge and Pickering (1977), 55; O'Callaghan (1987); BL 9.97; Llewelyn and Nobbs 
(1995); Lukaszewicz (1998). Llewelyn and Nobbs argue that the body has been sent to the wrong 
destination and cite an example of gravediggers involved in the transportation of a body, P.Grenf.2.77, 
619. Lukaszewicz with Judge and Pickering argue that the woman has died en route to the Oasis.



connection with the fyyen.ovia66. Also problematic is the woman’s lack of voice and action, 

which is cited in favour of her being dead, but which may reflect her status as a prisoner. A 

difficulty with the second proposal is that the text gives no suggestion that the woman is 

dead67 apart from the mention of gravediggers whose role is unclear. It is not possible on 

present knowledge to draw a conclusion. Of interest is her possible involvement in the 

Diocletianic persecution. Her status as dead or alive becomes evidence of the nature of the 

persecution. Central to Lukaszewicz’s reconstruction is ^aprupficn aoi rcepi a>v awnv 

7te7ioif|Kagiy, 11.16-18, which he understands as Neilos’ witness to his mother’s suffering as a 

Christian. However, while this is possible, the antecedent to neTioifiKagiv is too uncertain to 

bear the weight he places on it. Llewellyn and Nobbs, with their proposed mistaken delivery of 

a body, account for most features of the letter without a context of persecution. The supposed 

hidden Christian references in the letter68, which may indicate a persecutory context, do not
69

stand examination . The major difficulty with Llewellyn and Nobb’s reconstruction is the lack 

of reference in the letter to the mistake that is central to their proposal.

While this woman’s Christian belief is most likely, there is not sufficient information to 

classify her as a martyr/confessor, or this text as a source for the Diocletianic 

persecution.

P.Laur.2.42, 366/7-368/9, Provenance: Oxyrhynchite nome; BL 7.76; 8.164; 

9.310; 10.92, 224

This letter begins on the verso of a papyrus sheet and is completed on the recto 

between the columns of a list of goods and amounts. The names of the author and 

addressee are lost but the recipient is most probably male70. The list has the siglum 

SB 18.14039 and predates P.Laur.2.4271.

In the letter’s beginning on the verso Anonymos/e rebukes the addressee for failing to check a 

sailor, Tletes, for wrong actions. There follows a gap and then a second paragraph, continuing 

the demand that the sailor be reprimanded. The papyrus is damaged in the lower portion.

66 The hypothesis supposes that the gravediggers are Christian, but association with Apollon and the 
phrase xoiq KaJuriq Kai maxoiq are insufficient to establish Christian belief.

67 Eg there is no reference to ad̂ ia or Ta<t>ii.

68 nen.<t>0eioav meaning banishment, xoiq Kcdoiq Kai niaxoiq meaning Christian, the lack of reference to 
Jesus Christ.

69 Llewelyn and Nobbs (1995), 622f. The invitation to ask for anything Apollon may wish that 
Psenosiris will then supply suggests a situation without persecution.

70 The syntax of the extant first line favours reading rccoq as a conjunction introducing a subordinate 
clause, and aKouoaq as a participle qualifying nueXrioaq; ‘I am amazed how, having heard that Tletes is 
in your area, you neglected to get hold of him’ (GaundCco rcajq aKoiiaaq coq oxi TXnxqq ev xoiq jiepecn \>n.aw 
ecmv Kai rpeXTiaaq arnov ouvXaPeoGai), II.1f.

71 Bagnall (1993a), 282, n.126; BL 10.224



While certainly some text is missing, the condition of the list of goods suggests that only a 

small section is lost.

The letter on the recto continues the tone of reprimand: ‘you did such a thing to 

Atheatis72 who is a Christian, because even though^she is a laywoman, she has 

never been found doing the things of the world’ (novnc-fl*; rcpdyi-ia xoio-Oxo ’A0r|dxi 

XPT]cmavri (= xpio^iavfi) ovoa, 810x1 Kai A.ae[i]Kfj (= XaiKri) ovaa Kai ^ Senote  

<jcoiovoa> e\)pe0ri rcpaynaxa tou Koajioti), recto II.2f73. The nature of the wrong is not 

indicated but is of sufficient seriousness to earn a rebuke and to be a source of much 

grief (iravu etamf|0Tiv Kai XoutoujieGa (= tawtotineBa) 7tdvu o(|)68pa), 1.1, to the writer and 

his unnamed associates. The idea that unworldliness singles Atheatis out as a Xoikii 

is noteworthy, although npayiiaxa xou Koajj-oxi are not defined. The phrase does not 

occur in the ‘NT’, although the negative connotation attached to kochoc; in the letter 

occurs regularly and can connote immorality and worldliness74. The clause suggests 

that laywomen regularly do worldly things whereas Atheatis’ behaviour is similar to 

Christian women in another category, most probably ascetics while denying that she 

is one. AoikocJ -f| is attested in the ‘NT’ only once75 and becomes increasingly 

frequent in Christian literature from the second century76. It denotes lay people as 

opposed to clergy or monks/nuns77. Xpiaxiavoq/ -f| occurs in the papyri from the third

72 'AQryxxi most likely has the nominative form ’A&n<m<;, BL 7.76.

73 An alternative translation, taking xpionavh otioa with the addressee is found in Horsley, ‘xpricmavri
in a Christian letter* in ND  2.172-174; BL 8.164. A difficulty is that this translation requires different
referents for the consecutive occurrences of ovoa and also a shift to a female addressee. In the 
translation adopted in this thesis which takes xpicmavn ovoa with Atheatis, the form xpicmavri ox>crc\ 
would be expected, lota subscript is not written at this time, allowing xpvcmavt to be read, and in this 
late period of koine Greek, the lack of conjunction between participles and their antecedents is regular, 
Gignac (1981), 2.130-133. A change to a female addressee in the broken section of papyrus is 
unlikely given the small portion that is lost. Pintaudi, ed.pr, understands xpumavri ovaa as a descriptor 
of Atheas, his assumed nominative of this otherwise unattested name, 50, but does not discuss the 
case problem. Bagnall comments that this ‘seems surely wrong’, Bagnall (1993a), 282, n.126. 
Miscellanea Papyrologica does not mention Atheatis or the case problem. Elm (1994, 2000), 236, 
reads xpionavn ovaa with ‘Atheas’ and concludes that ‘Atheas is a Christian and a laywoman but 
behaves uncharacteristically’.

74 Eg John 1.10; 12.31; 1 Corinthians 1.20f; 2.6ff, 12; 3.19; Romans 3.19; James 4.4; 1 Peter 3.3; 1 
John 2.15; 5.18f. Koopoqcan also denote ‘the world/humanity/creation’ in a positive or neutral sense. 
See H. Sasse, ‘koohos’ in T D N T 3.868-896.

751 Clement 40.5 of the laity in contrast to priests in Judaism and, by analogy, Christian laity. See also 
Clement of Alexandria, Stromateis 3.12.90.

76 Ignatius, To the Magnesians 7.1 (according to the TLG. The word is missing from the Loeb edition.) 
to distinguish bishops, presbyters and deacons from the laity; in C2 Clement of Alexandria 3x; Origen 
10x; Apocalypse of John 3x; C3 5x eg Hippolytus 2x; C4 167x, all Christian uses eg Athanasius 19x; 
Eusebius 5x Chrysostom 21 x. (TLG)

77 Lampe (1961,1968), s.v. Aaiicfj is the female equivalent of XaiKoq but is not listed in Lampe.
XaiKoq in the papyri of this period has a distinguishing function that sets limits to a person’s position in 
the church, Choat (1999), 114f.



century in mainly official contexts, being used of believers by those outside the 

church78. Its use here appears to be by one member of the church of another79. The 

word denotes a status that apparently warrants a defined standard of behaviour from 

others and implies the addressee is Christian. The author’s reference to what is 

proper to Christians and lay people suggests that s/he also is Christian and a person 

of sufficient authority to reprimand the addressee. There are no statements of prayer 

or other religious elements in the text.

P.Leid.lnst.64, C4, Provenance: Unknown

This fragmentary letter is written to a ‘sister1 (aSeta)̂ ), 1.1, by Anonymos/e and opens 

with prayer for ‘health and well-being to the Lord God’ (eu^ohe (= e-uxojiai) ae 

oXoK r̂ipeiv [icai liyiaiveiv 7iap]a t® K(upi)to 0(e)cp)80, 1.4, using nomina sacra. The 

writer of the letter is Christian and the presence of nomina sacra implies that the 

sister also is Christian81. Nothing further is evident about the nature of her practice 

and experience. The writer possibly complains that the sister has not written and 

refers to buying.

P.Oxy.6.939=Chr.Wilck.128=Sel.Pap.1.163, C4, Provenance: Oxyrhynchus; BL

6.99; 7.133; 9.182

This letter from Demetrius to Flavianus opens with expressions of thanks to God for 

the recovery (dvaa f̂lXai)82,1.5, of Anonyme who is both Flavianus’ wife and 

Demetrius’ unnamed leupia, II.5, 9.

The letter is Christian on the basis of cumulative probabilities83. It contains ‘NT’ 

reminiscences84. Demetrius writes ‘the recognition by the master God of you

78 P.0xy.42.3035 (256); P.Oxy.43.3119 (259/60); possibly PSI 14.1412=SB 12.10772 (C2/3) but the 
reading is very uncertain. On xpvoriavoi; see Horsley, ‘xpricmavTi in a Christian letter’ in N D  2.172-174, 
here 173; W. Tabernee, ‘Christian Inscriptions from Phrygia’ in ND  3.126-139. In the ‘NT’, xpicmavoq 
occurs in Acts 11.26; 26.28, used by pagans of Christians; 1 Peter 4.16; Didache 12.4 by the Christian 
writers of other Christians.

79 For the hypothesis that xpiitfTiavri (= xpicruavri), 1.2, denotes an ascetic, see 319 below. The 
meaning here is almost certainly ‘Christian’.

80 The use of napa with euxonai appears to derive from the proskynema formula. See Ghedini (1922).

81 See the excursus on nomina sacra below.

82 The word is not attested elsewhere in the papyri, from a search of the DDBDP, nor in the ‘NT’ or 
‘Church Fathers’, from searching the TLG.

83 Considered pagan in Epp (2004), 22, n.54, with o 5e<m6xii<; 6eoi; rightly considered inadequate as a 
criterion. But Epp ignores the other elements.

84 Using categories: citations, echoes, reminiscences in decreasing order of clarity, Harris (1975), 156.



(Flavianus) has appeared to us all with the result that the mistress has recovered’ (r\ 

npoc, oe [xou 8eo7i6]xoi> 0eou yvdkni; ave<|)dvTi cwtaoiv T|p.tv cooxe85 Kuptav dvaa<()f|>.ai),

ll.Sf86, and refers to God’s graciousness Cileox;), I.787, and to the mistress’s illness as 

0Xi\|n<;, I.1388. He also writes, ‘in her all we have hope’ (ev yap awrj navxeq xaq 

eknxhaq [exo^ev])89, II.9f. The healing is due in part to ‘our prayers’ ([xaiq e-ulxaiq 

fm©v), I.8. The letter closes with prayer ‘to the Master of all’ (tco tow oXcov SeonoTri 

eiixojiai), 11.291®°.

The remainder of the letter continues with the mistress’s health and Demetrius’ anxiety, it is 

noteworthy that Anonyme’s recovery is seen as God’s acknowledgement of Flavianus, not of 

Anonyme herself. Demetrius’ statement that Anonyme is the household’s hope is hyperbolic, 

no doubt part of his effort to placate Flavianus through flattery91. Anonyme appears to be an

extension of Flavianus’ ego.

It is reasonable to assume that Flavianus shares Demetrius’ Christianity and 

interpretation of the mistress’s recovery. It is also noteworthy that Demetrius does not 

call him adeXfyoq. It is likely that Anonyme is Christian, being mistress in an overtly 

Christian household, and the source of hope for her Christian servants/slaves. Her 

healing does not imply her Christianity since she is not perceived as its ‘cause’.

There is no information on Anonyme’s understanding of her recovery.

85 For more tJ|v, see Mandilaras (1973), 344; BL 7.133.

86 The phrase recalls Titus 2.11. God’s yvoixnq occurs in Romans 11.33 and 2 Corinthians 10.5 but the
meaning is different. Here it has the sense of personal acquaintance, a meaning not attested in the 
‘NT’ nor listed in Lampe (1961,1968), s.v., though found in the LXX of human relations, eg Genesis 
4.1; see R. Bultmann, ‘ytvcooKco, yvrocnq’ in TDNT  1.689-719. The word ava^aivco occurs in Luke 19.11 
of the Kingdom of God.

87 Matthew 16.22; Hebrews 8.12.

88 The word is frequent in the ‘NT’, used 56x of ‘trouble’ in general rather than illness specifically, H. 
Schlier ‘BHpco, 0Xi\|nq’ in TDNT  3.143-148. It is frequent also in the LXX, 183x, but not in the sense
‘disease’.

89 Hope is a primary virtue in the ‘NT’, eg 1 Corinthians 13.13, but the object of hope is almost always 
God or Christ, eg Colossians 1.27; 1 Thessalonians 1.3. It is used of human beings only in 1 
Thessalonians 2.19.

90 In this defensive letter, Demetrius may intend to defuse Flavianus’ anger by reminding him that he 
too has a Master, following Ephesians 6.9, but the inference is not direct with Kupioq, icvpia of 
Flavianus and his wife, SeorokTy; of God.

91 Demetrius begs Flavianus to pardon him because he had summoned Flavianus to his sick wife who 
has now ‘taken a turn for the better* (eni i]o  pcjov eSo^ev Te-tpa êai), 1.17.



P.0xy.20.2276, C3/4, Provenance: Oxyrhynchus; BL 4.65; 6.107; 7.146

This letter from Aurelius Artemidoros to the wife of Aurelius Apollonios reports on 

Apollonios’ trial. Only the final part of the woman’s name survives in the address,

[ Jcovapiq), verso 1.3192.

The classification of this text as Christian rests on the closing greeting and prayer, ‘I 

greet your children by name, may the evil-eye not touch them, and I pray for the 

health of you and them in the Lord God’ (darcd̂ ojxai icax ovofia xa d{3daK[av]xd [aolu 

naiSia, ne0’ ©v epprojxevriv o’ev93 Kvtpico] [0]ecp ea3%o|nai), 11.28-30, without nomina

sacra. ’Ev Kupico 0e<5 indicates Christian belief94. The text is an example of a Christian 

abaskanta formula95.

The woman is most probably Christian, for whom the Christian prayer is meaningful. 

Her attitude to the abaskanta formula is unknown96. Nothing further is known about 

her religious life.

The letter points to the woman’s concern for her husband. The small 40 dr. being contested 

suggests a late third-/ early fourth-century date, before the inflation of the fourth century. 

Palaeographically, the fourth century is possible97. The nature of Apollonios’ trial is unclear but 

involves alleged theft98. There is no suggestion that it relates to the Diocletianic persecutions.

P.Oxy.31.2601, early C4, Provenance: Oxyrhynchus; BL 9.196; Supplement, 155

Copres" writes this letter ‘to his ’sister’ Sarapias’ (Eapa7ud8i d8eta|>fi), II. 1f. He is a 

Christian. He uses a nomen sacrum incorrectly in his opening prayer, e-û ô ai -ujxai; 

oXoK^ripeiv napa x<b K,upi((p) 0[(e)©, ll.4f100, and includes the isopsephism 90101. verso,

92 Apollonarion or Ammonarion, ed.

93 Mandilaras (1973), 371; BL 7.146.

94 There are no Manichean elements; see 28f above. The text is considered pagan in Epp (2004), 21f, 
based on the abaskanta formula, but see n.95 below.

95 The abaskanta formula appears to lose its original meaning to become a wish that its object, most 
frequently children, be protected from harm. It occurs in other certainly Christian letters, eg 
P.Mich.8.519 (C4) with xny; PSI 8.972=SB 12.10841 (C4) with nomina sacra; P.Wisc.2.76 with ev
0e<p, below. See Naldini (1968,1998), 279; also the conclusions, 272f below.
96

See the conclusions, 272f below.

97 The editor notes Latin with translation in court documents need not require a date in C4.

98 The text is broken and obscure.

99 On copronyms and the reasons for their popularity, see louannidou (2004).

100 In the papyrus: eoixone i>n.a<; 6A.okXtipTv. For euxonai with napa see also P.Leid.lnst.64 above.

101 96 = 99, a+n+T)+v = 1 +40+8+50 = 99.



an unusual use in the early fourth century102 suggesting that Copres is especially 

devout. He closes with a standard prayer, eppcoa0ai oe ?vx°^e (= eoxonat), I-33.

Copres writes, ‘it became known to us that those who present themselves in court are being 

made to sacrifice’ (eyvcocGri fuilv o n  o t 7ipoaep%6|i£voi av ayK d^ov ta i 0t>eiv), 11.8-11103. Copres 

easily evades the necessity by giving a ‘power of attorney1 (cmoCTuoratiKov e7toi.Tiaa tra d8eX<|><» 

ooo-u (= jiod)104), 11.1 Iff, to his ‘brother1 and expresses no awareness of any anomaly.

Sarapias is most probably Copres’ wife105, and a Christian for whom the ‘Amen’ 

isopsephism and the nomina sacra106 are meaningful and who is married to the 

Christian Copres107. It is not known whether she shares Copres’ nonchalant attitude 

to sacrifice.

Copres urges Sarapias, ‘if it is possible’ (ei Suvorov ecmv), verso I.32108, to let Anonymos/e109 

come with Sarapias’ mother ‘so that the leukoma110 may be cured -  for I myself have seen 

Others cured’ (iva Gepaiteu&ri to X̂ vKcoixdtiov. eytb yap eiSov aXXouq GepajteuGevraq), verso

ll.32f. Copres does not state the destination.

The meaning of Gepaiteuco is uncertain. The word is used most frequently of divine healing in 

the ‘NT’111 and in liturgical texts112 and only twice of healing by a doctor113, but in the ancient 

world, these categories, with magical healing, are not necessarily mutually exclusive114. The 

editor notes that cures for eye disease were known in Egypt and argues that Copres is 

referring to a medical cure by doctors, possibly in Alexandria. However, Copres’ confidence

102 It occurs also in P.Oxy.8.1162 (C4); PS113.1342 (c.330-340); P.Mich.6.378. ‘Amen’ written in full is 
not attested in letters dated C3 and C4, ed.

103 The editor notes that First Edict of the Great Persecution recorded in Lactantius, de Morte 
Persecutomm dated 23 February 303, sets out such a requirement and is most likely the circumstance 
to which Copres refers. Copres’ lack of awareness of it suggests a time early in the Diocletianic 
persecution, ed. The nature of the sacrifice is not specified: possibly it consists of incense.

104 n is written over go .

105 The epithet aSeX^ frequently refers to a wife, eg P.Giss.21-24 (C2); P.Mich.2.214, 217 (C3);
P.Oxy.46.3314 (C4), below.

106 See the excursus below.

107 On marriage within religious communities, see 206f above.

108 The sense seems to be ‘if health allows’.

109 Possibly Maximina, probably Sarapias and Copres’ daughter, Barrett-Lennard (1994), 14.

110 The word XeuKafidTiov may be an equivalent of Xeuicoojia, a disease of the eyes, or possibly an 
ulcerated wound, Barrett-Lennard (1994), 13, n.19. It is a hapax legomenon according to the DDBDP.

111 Jesus’ and the disciples’ healing is described using GepaTteuco 26x in the gospels, eg Matthew 4.24; 
8.7,16; 9.35; 10.1. See H. Beyer, ‘Gepaiteixo, Gepdraav’ in TDNT  3.128f.

112 Eg P.Wurzb.3 (C3).

113 Luke 4.23; 8.43.

114 Kee (1986), 2-4.



appears to go beyond the known efficacy of medical treatments, and the claim of personal 

eye-witness implies an immediate cure. Copres appears to have in mind a divine healing for

which it is essential that Anonymos/e be present115. He does not specify how the healing is to 

be effected.

Copres’ emphatic eyco yap el8ov aMxnx; 0epa7teu0evTa<; appears designed to allay 

Sarapias’ doubts, and suggests that she may be less convinced about the possibility 

of divine healing.

P.Oxy.31.2609, C4, Provenance: Oxyrhynchus; Supplement, 155

This letter opens, ‘Mebrio? to my lady sister, greeting in the Lord’ (MnPpicp[ ] Trj Kupia 

îov a[5eA,]<|)f\ ev K(upi)cp.xaipe[iv]), II.Iff116, using the nomen sacrum and a barely 

visible sign after co, probably a chi-rho. The nature of the relationship is unknown.

Mebrio?117 is a Christian and, it is argued, a woman because of reference to the sick 

son who is assumed to be young and the greeting ‘more likely to be written by a 

woman than a man’118. However, there is no evidence that concern for a sick son is 

more likely in a woman119, nor a greeting to ‘my sister in the Lord’, and no indication 

of the son’s age. Mebrio?’s gender is uncertain. The nomen sacrum, sign120 and ev ... 

theology suggest that the lady sister is Christian.

Mebrio? writes about the illness, vevc60pavxe (= vevcoOpavxai), l.6f121, of a son, 

Helenos122 who ‘has recovered already with God’ (f|5ri [a]\>Iv 0e]qj engvogm), ll.8f. It is 

not stated whether Mebrio? regards Helenos’ wellness as a divine healing, a medical 

cure under God’s providence or a simple recovery with God’s help123. Mebrio? 

expects the sister to share belief in divine intervention. It is reasonable to assume 

that she does.

115 Compare P.Lond.6.1926, where physical presence is unnecessary when spiritually present.

116 With ev Kupiqj qualifying dSe^fi, Barrett-Lennard (1994), 33; modifying xaipevv, Naldini (1968, 
1998), no.74,297. The function of the chi rho here is uncertain.

117 MtiPpvoov, ed., but not attested elsewhere.

118 Barrett-Lennard (1994), 34, n.145.

119 See eg P.Oxy.6.939; 31.2601; also SB 6.9605 examined by Barrett-Lennard (1994) himself.

120 See the excursus below.

121 The word v©0pavveiv seems not to be attested elsewhere in the papyri according to the DDBDP.

122 The choice of this name by a Christian was perhaps influenced by Constantine’s mother, ed.

123 These may not be distinct in Mebrio?’s mind. Barrett-Lennard (1994), 36, understands aw Gem to 
mean ‘with God’s help’, but states he has no other example of its use with healing.



The body of the letter, now largely lost, appeals for news about health (nepi tt^ ofy; 

ownpfia';]). 11-1 If. and refers to household matters.

P.Oxy.34.2731, C4/5, Provenance: Oxyrhynchus

Maximos writes to ‘my lady mother, Zenobia’ (xri xvpiq n.ou utitp'i Ztivopia), 1.1

Maximos urges Zenobia to send his wife, Salamai, to him. ‘Once, twice, three times I have told 

you to send my wife, and you were not willing. Now, do not neglect, night and day (vukxoi; Kai 

fpepaq)124, to send me my wife’, 11.9-13. The praepositus, Maximos says, prevents him coming 

to them, 11.16f125. The letter includes greetings from Rufina, ti iiTyrnp (i[ou] Ttnxfiiva, ll.7f.

Maximos is a Christian. He greets Zenobia ev K(-upi)co 0(e)ro, 1.2, using nomina sacra, 

and interprets the availability of a letter-bearer as ‘an answer to prayer1 (k o t  eii>%r|v), 

1.3. He closes with a standard prayer, eppwcGai -û iac; ei}%o|iai noX[tan<;] xpovoiq, 11.21 ff. 

Zenobia is most probably Christian for whom the Christian formula, nomina sacra126 

and references to prayer and providence are meaningful. It is probable that Zenobia 

is Maximos’ natural mother127. Salamai also is most probably Christian, married to 

Christian Maximos.

The circumstances are unclear why Zenobia determines Salamai going to her husband, and 

why Maximos does not write to Salamai directly. The problem may be travel money, or losing 

Salamai’s labour. Salamai, herself, apparently has no say. Maximos bears no ill-will towards 

Zenobia. He greets her ‘inimitable disposition’ (rnv otiv dni|iTixov 8id6eaiv), ll.4f, and ‘begs’ her 

(jt[apa]KQtX®), 11.17f, for news about her health so that he may cheer up (?ii9d(xtic..[ ), 1.19.

P.Oxy.36.2785, C4, Provenance: Oxyrhynchus; BL 7.153; 10.150; 11.164f

This is a standard letter of peace128 beginning, ‘rejoice129 in the Lord, beloved Papa

124 See 89f above.

125 The praepositus was in charge of an administrative district to supervise taxes, appoint village 
officials, and do ‘almost anything else’, Bagnall (1993a), 62.

128 See the excursus below.

127 The subject matter implies a family context and nfrrnp is not used regularly of mothers-in-law.

128 Teeter (1997). The editor notes this as one among a distinct set of 9 e7tioxoXai eipriviKai: also 
P.AIex.29 (C3); P.Berol.8508 (C3/4); PSI 3.208 (C3/4); 9.1041 (C3/4); SB 10.10255 (C3/4); 16.12304 
(C3/4); P.Oxy.8.1162 (C4); 56.3857 (C4); SB 3.7269 (C4/5). They were for lay people, did not require 
episcopal approval, and concerned only material support. Canon 81, Council of Elvira forbids women 
from writing or receiving letters of peace without their husbands. On their structure, see P.Oxy.vol.56, 
112-114. They are distinct from eiticrtoXai cruaxaxiKai, for which see P.Got.11 above.

129 Four of the 9 letters of peace use the imperative xaipe, Llewelyn, ‘Christian Letters of 
Recommendation’ in ND  8.169-172, here 170. It recalls Philippians 3.1; 4.4, though singular.



Sotas130, we, the presbyters131 of Heracleopolis, greet you many times’ (%atpe ev 

K(-upi)co ayarcriTe rcdrca Zcora rcpecfKvtepoi)132 'HpaKAeovg noXka oe npooayope-uo êv),

II. 1 f, using the nomen sacrum. The letter closes, epprijaBcd ae ev K(vpi)cp eii%6|j.e0a, 

ayamiTe 7iajia, 11.13-15, again with nomen sacrum. The letter introduces ‘Taion our 

sister’ (xnv aSe^v fin©v Taicova), II.4f, whom Sotas should receive ‘in peace’

(ev eipfivi])133, ll.6f, and a man or Anos134 ‘being instructed’ (Ka0rixoij(xevov) in 

Genesis135 whom he should receive ‘for edification’ (eiq oIkoSo t̂ iv)136, 1.9.

The presbyters and Sotas are certainly Christian, as nana, r c p e a p m e p o i  and the use 

of a nomen sacrum indicate.

Taion is a Christian laywoman being commended with a catechumen. She is 

designated a8eX<t>r| where he is not a5eA.<t>6<;. In this context aSetajyq may connote 

baptised membership of the church137.

The letter does not indicate the purpose for Taion’s visit. Her name occurring first may indicate 

that she is a person of significance although not sufficient to warrant an envotoXfi crucrxaxucri, or 

it may reflect that she is baptised while the catechumen is not, or simply that her name is 

known and the catechumen’s is not. The letter closes with o5=204138. This may be a unique
139

isopsephism possibly denoting eipriviKa

130 For the possible identity of this Sotas with any of the writers of P.Oxy.12.1492, PSI 3.208 and/or
9.1041, see the editor’s comment.

131 For 7tpeop(uTepoi), see BL 7.153.

132 BL 7.153.7ipeoP(mepe), ed.pr.

133 5 of the 9 letters of recommendation ask that people be received in peace, Llewelyn, ‘Christian 
Letters of Recommendation’ in ND  8.169-172, here 170.

134 In the papyrus: avov, which the editor takes to be a nomen sacrum for avGpomoq although the
abbreviation marker avov is missing. A name would normally be expected in this position. A woman’s
name in P.Oxy.34.2729 is written avpv with a mark above a. The editor reads 'Avou, Hanu. P.Sakaon
48 includes 'Awqvtos, Annous. See the text below. The reading may be "Avov although Anos is not 
attested elsewhere, Martin (1996), 706, n.256; BL 11.164f. Annos is listed in Foraboschi (1967-1971), 
Supplement, s.v.

135 Suggesting he is not a new catechumen.

136 The editor suggests this metaphorical sense but notes it is new to the papyri. See also Lampe
(1961,1968), s.v. Journey is not inherent in the catechumate, although three letters of introduction 
refer to catechumens, this letter, PSI 9.1041 and 15.1560, both C3/4, Martin (1996), 706.

137 K. Treu, ‘P.Berol.8508’, 1982, cited in Llewelyn, ‘Christian Letters of Recommendation’ in ND
8.169-172, here 171.

138 The isopsephism 90 occurs in other letters of recommendation, P.Oxy.8.1162 (C4); 56.3857 and 
SB 16.12304. Llewelyn, ‘Christian Letters of Recommendation’ in N D  8.169-172, here 172, notes a 
connection between the use of 90 and letters to unnamed recipients, with SB 3.7269 an exception.

139 EipTiviKd=204=5+10+100+8+50+10+20+1, Llewelyn, ‘Christian Letters of Recommendation’ in ND
8.169-172, here 172; BL 11.164f; Llewellyn (1995). BL 10.150 proposes that 0718 may be meant. On
isopsephisms, see 26f above.



P.Oxy.46.3314, C4, Provenance: Oxyrhynchus; BL 8.269

This letter opens, ‘Judas to my lord father, Jose, and my wife, Maria’ (K-upicp no-u rcatpi 

’Iaxrrj Kai rfi cmnpito nou Mapiq ’Iot»8aq), II. 1f, but Judas uses singular forms in all but 

the prayers, II.4, 24. His main addressee is Maria whom he also calls Kupia jiou 

&5eX<|)T|, II.5f, 12.

Maria may live in her father or father-in-law’s house140 with xr|v Guyatepa ôu, 1.20. The letter is 

an urgent request that Maria send her brother, II.6,13f, because Judas is ‘in a foreign place141 

and ill’ (eni £evnq Kai ev voaco o v t i ) 1.17, following a riding accident. The brother is expected to 

comply. Judas tells Maria, if she needs money, to ‘get it from Isaac the cripple’

(IdfSe n a p a  ’Ic t o k t o v  KoXogov (= t o u k o Xo Po u )), I.23.

Maria’s belief is debated and depends on determining the beliefs of a Judas, Jose, 

Maria and Isaac in the fourth century.

The four biblical names indicate that this is a Jewish or Christian text142, and while the date 

after 300 favours a Christian classification143, the rate at which Christians adopted Hebrew

biblical names is uncertain144. ‘Maria’ may be Jewish or Christian145. ‘Judas’ is frequent in 

Jewish literature, from the hero of the Maccabean revolt146. The name seems unlikely for a 

Christian being that of Jesus’ betrayer, but the Letter of Jude147 may have rendered it 

acceptable, and it may be that Judas, a Jew, converted. An almost certainly Christian Judas 

appears in Eusebius148. ‘Jose’149 and ‘Isaac’150 occur in both Jewish and Christian texts151. The

140 The non-systematic use of kinship terms for in-laws strengthens Jose’s identity as Judas’ father, 
but Maria is expected to send her brother suggesting this is Maria’s family. But the families may be 
neighbours.

141 See 91 f above for absence as £evueia.

142 Christian classification is argued by the editor; Horsley, ‘Divine Providence in a Letter of Judas’ in 
ND  3.141-148, here 145; Horsley (1987) and Jewish classification by Tibiletti (1981), 409; Nachtergael 
(1981), 157; Judge (1982), 28-31, especially 31; BL 8.269; Epp (2004), 26, n.68.

143 Following Fikhman (1996). See 24f, 29 above.

144 Judge (1982), 31.

145 Pagan and Manichean classification is not indicated. On ‘Maria’, see P.Abinn.49at 36f above; also 
363 below and P.Harr.1.107 at 286f above.

146 Judas Maccabeus, 1 Maccabees 3ff.

147 The letter opens ’IoiiSai; ’Itictou Xpiaio-u SouXoq, Jude 1.

148 Eusebius, HE  6.7.

149 The name occurs as Ioootpi, laxrrjmx;, lcocrn<t>t<;, ’IcoOT|<t>ioq, laxity;, ’Iaxrnai;, Tibiletti (1981), 408.

150 The name occurs as ’Ictoik, ’IaadK, ’IaaKiq/'IaaKoq, ’IadKio;, Tibiletti (1981), 408.

151 ‘Jose’ occurs in Christian texts eg P.Lond.6.1914 (335); in Jewish texts eg P.Herm.52 (398). It is 
attested from the Ptolemaic period. ‘Isaac’ occurs in Christian texts eg P.Col.7.171 (324); in Jewish 
texts eg P.Lond.2.258 (94). It occurs from C2 BCE.



scarcity of Jewish private letters, with no certain examples from the third and fourth centuries, 

strengthens the likelihood of a Christian classification152.

The letter includes an opening prayer for health (rcepi ttv; tlĵ kbv oXoKtoipiaq), 1.4, ‘to 

divine providence’ (Trj 0ia (=0eia) npovoia), I.3, and a standard closing prayer, 

eppdxrGai vfiaq £u%o|j.ai tioAAou; xpovoiq, ll.24f, both attested, separately at least, in 

certainly Christian and pagan letters153.

Judas writes, ‘I have no one to give me even a cup of water’ (koi |iexpi<; TioTtipiou •u5ax[o]q ovk 

excptov emSiSo-ovxa (= e7ti8i86vxa) nov), II. 10f154, recalling ‘NT’ phrases155 but not sufficiently 

clearly to warrant categorisation as a ‘biblical reminiscence’156. The imagery does not appear 

in Jewish literature157 but references to a drink of cool water as a metaphor for life after death 

feature in funerary contexts in the Osiris myth158. Judas’ statement may be a cultural cliche for 

being near death and having no one to arrange a burial159, but no example for such a non- 

funerary use is attested. Judas also states that he has tried to find a ship but has no one to 

search for him, ‘for I am in Babylon’ (ev xt\ yap BaPuX.oovet ei^ei (= Bap-oXmvi. ei|xv)), 1.19. This 

may be a reference to Rome160, but is much more likely a location in the Delta in Egypt161.

The names and religious elements in this letter do not allow classification as either 

Jewish or Christian with certainty. The cumulative probability perhaps favours Judas 

as a Christian, particularly his prayer to divine providence, which is most frequent in 

Christian texts. It is likely, then, that Maria also is Christian162. Prayer to divine

152 Horsley, ‘Divine Providence in a Letter of Judas’ in ND  3.141-148, here 142.

153 Christian letters eg SB 12.10840 at 58f above; P.Neph.19 (C4); in pagan letters eg P.Mich.8.477 
(C2); P.Panop.Beatty 22 (300). On divine providence, see 120ff above, and 162f above.

154 Judas’ statement is clearly not literal, given that two people turn him, ll.9f. Judas is wealthy enough
to ride a horse and have money available for his family, so presumably has sufficient to pay for help. 
His appeal suggests that he is without personal support and lacks assistance from the Jewish or 
Christian community. It illustrates the importance of family.

155 Mark 9.41; Matthew 10.42. P.Abinn.19 above refers to a cup of water in a context that is Christian 
and uses a conflated citation. Mark 9.41 and Matthew 10.42 are rarely quoted in Christian literature in 
C2 and C3, Judge (1982).

156 The least certain of Harris’ categories; see n.84 above.

157 Judge (1982), 30, quoting H. Strack and P.Billerbeck (1926), Kom m entarzum  Neuen Testament 
aus Talmud und Midrasch.

158 For a full discussion see Brandon (1962), especially 26f; Horsley, ‘Divine Providence in a Letter of 
Judas’ in ND  3.141-148, here 144f who notes ‘May Osiris give you cold water’ and similar phrases in
12 inscriptions from Egypt (6x), Italy (5x) and Carthage (1x). The inscriptions date from C4 BCE to C3.

159 Horsley, ‘Divine Providence in a Letter of Judas’ in ND  3.141-148, here 145.

160 The great whore Babylon, Revelation 14.8, is understood to signify Rome.

161 No Jewish community is known at Babylon; the closest is Leontopolis, although evidence for it 
dates from an earlier period, Judge (1982), 31. Evidence for Jewish communities anywhere in Egypt in 
C4 is slight; see 347-352 below.

162 Marriage within religious communities appears to be the norm; see 206f above.



providence163 is a theology she shares, but, given the doubtful biblical allusion in ‘a 

cup of water1, it cannot be said that Judas expects Maria to recognise a reference. 

Judas does not request prayer for healing where it might be expected were it part of 

his theology. It suggests, although arguing from silence, that it is not. Maria’s view is 

not known. Judas’ appeal to Maria’s sympathy is consistent with a family context and 

says little about Maria’s beliefs. Her response is not known.

P.Oxy.56.3857, C4, Provenance: Oxyrhynchus; BL 9.205

This is a letter of peace164 from Anonymos165 to ‘the beloved brothers and fellow- 

ministers in every place’ (xoiq kotcc tonov dycm'n'coti; a8eA.<|)cri<; Kai ouvAeiTo-upyoiq), ll.2f.

The letter introduces ‘our daughter, Germania’ (rnv Gvygtepa rmwv repnaviav), II.4f, 

asking that she be received ev eipfivri, I.9166. Christian belief is evident in the 

isopsephism, 90.1.13167, the final prayer, eppwcGai i>nd<; eti%onai ev K(upi)cp e-uxonai, 

ayaraixoi adetyoi, 11.14-16, and ’Ê i(navovr|)X, 1.13168, both using nomina sacra.

References to dyaTnytoi d8eA,<txn, ll.2f, 16, confirm the classification169.

Germania is a Christian laywoman, in receipt of an eTtiaxoXri eipt|viKf|, and perhaps a 

member of the community of which the writer is the XetToupyoi;170. She does not 

receive an emotoXfi ownokikt i. The description ‘our daughter* is no doubt used with a 

spiritual rather than a natural or social meaning171. Whether she is an ascetic is 

unknown.

The address without a specific name and the phrase koto tojcov indicate that this is a general 

letter and that Germania will travel from place to place172. The reason is not stated. The writer

163 See 162f above.

164 See P.Oxy.36.2785 above.

185 The writer is unlikely to be a woman given the address to cwteiToupycn. See P.Oxy.8.1162 (C4) 
where owXevTOvpyoi is in apposition to rcpecrPikepoi Kai Sicxkovoi.

166 See P.Oxy.36.2785 above.

167 On a possible link between 90 and letters to unnamed recipients, see n.138 above.

168 This is the only occurrence of the contracted form in the papyri. It appears as a theological 
statement detached from its context.

169 See 110 above.

170 The community is indicated only by oi cruv epm, 1.1 Of.

171 The editor argues for a social meaning, given its frequency with this sense. The context of a circular 
introduction by a Aevrovpyoi; to oDvXeuovpyoi favours a spiritual relationship.

172 For xonoq as an institution, possibly a church, see Judge (1977), 81. The meaning, then, would be 
‘from church to church’. But this is not always the case, eg 1 Maccabees 12.4 where
Kara tojtov denotes ‘in each place’.



says only that she is asking for help (eTtvKoupiaq Seonevnv)173, II.5f. There is evidence that 

some women practised their asceticism by ^evixeia, a wandering lifestyle174, but there is no 

positive indication that Germania is one or that wandering involved visiting.

P.Oxy.59.3998, C4, Provenance: Oxyrhynchus

This is a letter from Thonis to my lords, children Syras and Kallinikos’ (0<ayi<; XvpaTi 

K a i K aM .ivi.K cp xoiq Kupio iq  t e k v o k ;), II.1f.

The greeting is in the singular, nAiaxa x a ip a i (= TtXelcrca xa ipe), I.3175, and is almost certainly 

addressed to Syras alone. She is later addressed as Kupia hod evydxnp (= Giiyaxep), 11.15, 34f, 

and Gvydxrip (= Giiyaxep), I.28, and is the referent for the singular pronouns and verbs176. The 

letter concerns a family dispute177.

Thonis is most probably Christian. The text opens with a greeting ev 0e© K-upicp, I.2, 

without nomina sacra, followed by a proskynema statement (to rcpoaKuvTiiia \>|awv 

7ioi© Ka0’ eKacxnv rpep[a]v rcapa t©  K-upia) 0ero), 1.5, again without nomina sacra. ’ Ev  

0e<p Kupicp indicates that Thonis is Christian178, his word order evidently 

interchangeable. The proskynema formula occurs in the possibly Christian 

SB14.12173 (C4)179 and is a doubtful indicator of paganism. This letter is a more 

certain example of its use by Christians180. Thonis ends with the prayer, eppcooOai 

V|ia<; euxo|iai iq (= eig) tov [ ,1.34.

173 Letters of recommendation rarely specify what is required of addressees, ed. The only similar 
phrase occurs in P.Oxy.36.2785 above. But the exact phrase appears in Canon 11, Council of 
Chalcedon, 8eon.evou<; eniKoupia .̂

174 Elias of Athribe built a monastery for female ascetics who wandered about (ai aXcofievai), gathering 
above 300, LH 29. He acts from compassion, suggesting these women endured hardship and did not
go from community to community. Bessarion 4 in AP  34 refers to a woman living in a cave. On 
wandering as an ascetic practice, see 314, n.150 below.

175 The imperatival form is unusual and commonly occurs as the first word, as in P.Oxy.36.2785 
above. The form here appears to be a mixture of TtXeicrxa xaipeiv and xalpe.

176 II.6, 9,12,15,17,19, 22, 30, and in the writing perpendicular to the main text. The editor suggests 
that Kallinikos is Thonis’ son-in-law.

177 Thonis is in a legal dispute with the brother of the dead husband of Theodora, Syras’ sister, over 
the affairs of Theodora’s daughter who would remain part of her father’s family having been in his 
potestas, Gardner (1986), 146-152. Given the frequency of marriage within religious communities, this 
is probably a dispute between Christian families. It is noteworthy that the child’s grandfather defends 
her interests not the mother. Possibly Theodora is an example of widows’ vulnerability even within the 
family.

178 There are no Manichean elements in the letter. It is considered pagan in Epp (2004), 22, because 
of the proskynema formula, but see the conclusions.

179 See 323f below.

180 A similar formula is in P.Oxy.65.4493 (C4), written to Thaesis and, or from, Herakleides, with
reference to ‘the first day of the festival’ (f) npcorn tpepa xr\q iopxn̂ ), II.8f and the urgent need for



Given Thonis’ Christianity, it is likely that Syras is Christian for whom ev 0e<6 Kupico is 

meaningful. Syras’ attitude to the normally pagan proskynema formula is uncertain181. 

Nothing further is evident about Syras’ religious life.

P.Oxy.63.4365, C4, Provenance: Oxyrhynchus; BL 11.173

This is a brief letter from Anonymos/e to ‘my dearest lady sister1 (xrj Kvpta jiou <|)iX,xdxr] 

a5eA<|)fj)182, 1.1. The names of both writer and addressee are omitted, a rare 

occurrence in the papyri where names are required for identification183. Their 

absence suggested to the editor a situation requiring ‘discretion’, prior to 325. A 

parallel to invitations, which include the name of the writer but generally lack the 

name of the addressee, has also been suggested184. However, the formulaic nature 

of the invitations and the consistent inclusion of writers’ name make them an 

uncertain parallel to the individuality of this letter. Moreover, a general invitation sent 

to multiple addressees stands more in contrast than in parallel to the specificity both 

of the addressee and of the content of this letter. A sufficient explanation may simply 

be that the writer, addressee and letter-bearer are known to each other. The tone of 

the letter suggests the writer is in a position of sufficient authority to make this 

demand. The editor notes a possible similarity between the handwriting in this text 

and the subscription of Aurelia Soteira also called Hesychium to the cut-down petition 

on the recto, P.Oxy.63.4364 (C3/4)185. However, the identification is too unsure to be 

accepted186.

The letter opens with greetings ev K(vpi)q), I.2, and closes with a farewell, eppcooo 

rpeiv (= Tptv) ev 0(e)c5,1.6, using nomina sacra™7, and establishing the writer as 

Christian. S/he urges the sister, ‘lend the Ezra since I lent you the little Genesis’

supplies. It includes a standard closing prayer. There is no evidence the festival is Easter and no 
indications of Christianity.

181 See the conclusions below.

182 The word îXxaxo; denotes affection and is more frequent in pagan texts and those with no religious 
element than in Christian texts. See Naldini (1968,1998), 69; Tibiletti (1979), 32, 42. Dinneen (1927), 
91, considers <t>iXTaTo<; rare in Christian literary texts.

183 Dickey (2004).

184 Epp (2004), 27f.

185 There is no evidence of Christianity in the extant text.
1fi6

The editor states the writing in the letter is larger than in the petition, the pen thinner, the letter 
forms ‘rather similar’, but adds that the identification is ‘speculation’, 44. It is accepted in Epp (2004), 
28f, without further evidence.
187

The editor notes that this is the only occurrence of ev 6(e)co in a farewell formula.



(Xpfjoov Toy ”Ec5pav, ercei expriaa aoi xnv Xenxfiv reveaiv), 11.3-5. While the exact 

identity of the books mentioned is uncertain, they are ‘biblical’ texts in the LXX188 and 

could imply a Jewish context. However, Jewish belief for the writer has already been 

ruled out, and the Christian formulae with ev ... indicate that the sister too is Christian. 

It is evident that she is educated sufficiently to read ‘biblical’ text and that her reading 

includes the LXX. If the books are to be identified as Ezra IV and Jubilees it suggests 

the sister shares the interest in apocalyptic works evident in Egypt in the period189. 

There is no other content to the letter. It is difficult to ascertain from the brevity of the 

note whether the writer appeals to a reciprocal ethic to urge the sharing, or whether 

s/he urges his/her own example of sharing to inculcate the Christian value of 

generosity.

The reason for the request to lend the books is not stated. Possession of ‘biblical’ books is 

more likely in a community than a personal situation, although individual ownership of 

Christian texts is attested190, and there is evidence of Christians lending books, especially

among monks, although from a later period191. However, there is no clear evidence that the 

sister is a member of such a religious community.

P.Prag.2.191, C3/4, Provenance: Unknown

In this letter, Kalemeros writes ‘to my lady mother’ (Kupig nov nryrpi), 1.1, of whom he 

later says, ‘I have you for a mother’ ( m e p  nrvcepa o e  exco), II.7f, implying non-kinship. 

He writes ‘I greet my daughter in the Lord’ (n p o aayo peijco  t̂ v 0-u yaxepa ^iou e v  

K(upi)(p), 11.8-10, using the nomen sacrum, and indicating he is a Christian. Neither 

woman is named, and there is no opening greeting or prayer192. Kalemeros closes 

with the standard, e p p d xj0 ai a e  e v x o ^ a i,  icCupia), 11.1 Of.

The daughter is no doubt Christian, for whom e v  K (/opi)(p is meaningful. The phrase 

suggests the relationship is not literal but whether spiritual or social is unclear. The

188 The editor considers ‘the Ezra’ may be Ezra IV but the evidence is uncertain. Another reference to 
Genesis occurs in P.Oxy.36.2785 above, in the context of catechesis. The adjective ‘little’ (kznvi\) 
suggests this is a codex, all of which regularly appear with the word, argued to mean ‘detailed’ in C4, 
Hilhorst (2000). Hilhorst argues that the work is the pseudepigraphal Book of Jubilees. The same 
conclusion appears in Hagedorn (1997); BL 11.173.

189 Frankfurter (1993), especially 35-44; 270-278.

190 See P.Lips.1.43 at 298ff below.

191 R. DostaiovS, ‘Der “Bucherkatalog” Pap.Wess.Gr.Prag.1.13’, Byzantina, (1985), 13, 537-547 cited 
by the editor.

192 On the omission of xavpeiv, see 62, n.225 above. This is an early example. On the omission of the 
opening prayer, see 151, n.7 above.



mother is probably also Christian, in whose presence the Christian greeting is read. 

The relationship between ‘my lady mother1 and ‘my daughter1 is not indicated. Other 

information on the mother’s and daughter’s Christianity is not given.

The letter concerns the dispatch of grapes.

P.Princ.2.95, C4193, Provenance: Unknown; BL 3.150; 9.220; 10.165

This text is a list of stolen property submitted by Anonymos/e194, of the ‘things left by 

my blessed daughter Tloulla’ (y v g x t k ;  <()avepwv ctkeumv K axaX ei^G evtcoY  7 ta p a  Tfjq 

l ia K a p ia c ;  |io \)  G vyaxp oq  ThavKkxxq), ||.1ff. The relationship is almost certainly natural 

kinship.

The adjective n a ic a p ia  suggests the writer and daughter are Christian and that Tloulla 

is dead195. It occurs most frequently among Christians in this sense196. There is no 

information about the nature of Tloulla’s Christianity and no reason to assume that 

naKapia refers to outstanding Christian practice.

The father states that the items in his list were taken violently (Piaiox;), I.3, by Tloulla’s 

husband, Paul. He lists money, clothing and other property which might have constituted 

Tloulla’s dowry197. Korateutco occurs most frequently of what is bequeathed in deceased 

estates198 and supports the hypothesis that Tloulla is dead. If Tloulla’s marriage was typical of 

the fourth century, occurring without manus, she remained in the potestas of her father, and, 

on the ending of the marriage in this case by death, her dowry should be returned199. Paul’s 

likely retention of the dowry leads to this submission. The name suggests that Paul is 

Christian200 or, at least, that his parents were. The connection between Tloulla’s death and

193 C5 is suggested by Bagnall (1993a), 43, n.215; BL 10.165, but he gives no reasons.

194 Given the gendered division of space, it is likely that the writer is male, but examples of women 
submitting petitions and legal statements exist eg P.0xy.6.903 at 51 ff above; 50.3581 at 55f above, 
and it cannot be entirely ruled out that the writer is Tloulla’s mother.

195 See 102f above.

196 The most likely meaning of ‘of blessed memory1 is made explicit in CPR 1.30 (184) moq tov tt\<; 
naKapiaq hvtihth; nanouv. It is used of the dead Gerontios in P.Sakaon 48 below. See also Lampe
(1961,1968), s.v.; Horsley, ‘A family feud’ in ND  3.149-155, here 153. But see P.Oxy.14.1774 at 102f 
above, for its use of a woman living.

197 Disputes over dowries are the most frequent subjects of petitions in marital conflict, Arnaoutoglou
(1995).

198 LSJ, s.v.

199 Gardner (1986), 97-116; Llewelyn, ‘Paul’s Advice on Marriage and the Changing Understanding of 
Marriage in Antiquit/ in ND  6.1-18 here 4, n.6.

200 See P.0xy.50.3581 at 56, n.189 above, and 143ff above. On the frequency of marriage within 
religious communities, see 206f above.



Paul’s violent acquisition of her property is not stated, but there is no hint of murder. It is 

noteworthy that the adjective nxxicapia occurs here in an official document.

P.Sakaon 48=SB 6.9622, 6 April 343, Provenance: Theadelphia; BL 8.301; 

11.192

This petition to Aurelius Ision, [rc]p[o]TCoA.(ixeu6|ievo<;)201, praepositus, is ‘from Aurelius 

Zoilos son of Melas, deacon202 of the catholic church’ (napa [A-ujpriXiou Zooi'tam 

MeA,av[o]<; 8[i]cxkovo<; xfjq KaOoXiKfjq eKKA/r|[c]la[<;])203, 1 . 2 .

The petition concerns the alleged lawless behaviour of Sakaon204 and his family that is part of 

an ongoing feud including the past abduction of Zoilos’ own wife, Taeus, Sakaon’s 

daughter205. According to Zoilos, Sakaon abducted his great-niece Nonna, wife of Zoilos’ son 

Gerontios, as Gerontios was dying. Sakaon took her to his house with the co-operation of 

Nonna’s mother, Annous206, and Sakaon’s brothers207. There is much interesting material in 

this text208 but I focus on the women’s religious lives.

It is likely that Nonna is a Christian, given that she married Gerontios209 almost 

certainly Christian210, and lived in Zoilos’ home. Her name occurs most frequently in 

Christian circles, although it is not exclusive to them211.

201 BL 11.192.7toX(iTEDOnevoi;), ed.pr.

202 It is noteworthy that Zoilos, a deacon, is illiterate (eypavya wiep outoO dyp(anjidTou)), I.28. For a 
deacon’s work contract, see Horsley, ‘A deacon’s work contract’ in ND  1.121-124; on deacons, also E. 
Ferguson, ‘Deacon’ in Encyclopedia of Early Christianity (1997), s.v. The civil status marker ‘Aurelius’ 
is generally omitted by clergy and monks from C5, Worp (2005) but the practice is erratic in C4.

203 On the ‘catholic church’, see 176, n.8 above.

204 The archive of Sakaon consists of 76 documents. The editor suggests Sakaon is Christian based 
on Zoilos’ silence about Sakaon’s pagan status which would have been to his advantage to mention, 
and on Nonna’s likely status as a Christian suggesting that Sakaon’s family, and perhaps Sakaon 
himself, is Christian. There is no positive evidence

205 P.Sakaon 38 (312), because of inadequate marriage gifts. It is strange that Zoilos does not mention 
Sakaon’s abduction of his own wife a generation previously.

206 Annous may be the wife of Sarmates, Sakaon’s nephew by marriage, P.Sakaon 38.24f.

207 Sakaon and his family also attack Zoilos’ son, Pasis, and Pasis’ grandfather, and on another 
occasion steal their sheep.

208 Eg Zoilos refers to his quietude, tov [djt]pg<Y|i9y[a Pio]y, TKiexepaq dTipaynocnjvTv;, 11.13, 19. Arion
makes a similar statement in similar circumstances in P.Sakaon 41. The nature of this life is unclear. 
Zoilos undertook civic functions at least to 326. The quietist life may refer to a later detachment from 
such activity. Horsley, ‘A family feud’ in ND  3.149-155 suggests it refers to a vow of non-violence, 
perhaps related to being a deacon, 153. Certainly non-retaliation is an aspect of the lifestyle, 1.13.

209 See 206f above for marriage within religious communities.

210 Gerontios is son of a deacon and the name is most frequent among Christians reflecting Zoilos’ 
beliefs at his birth. Gerontios, then, grew up in a Christian family. For the ideal, see 2 Corinthians 6.14;
1 Timothy 3.1-13.

211 See 302, n.68 below.



The involvement of the women in the family feud is noteworthy. Nonna’s co-operation in her 

abduction is suggested by Zoilos’ comment that he expected ‘good will and affection’ (ewoiav 

Kafi] CTT[o]pynv), 1.6, but she brought ‘the opposite’ (xowavxia (= ta evavxia)), 1.6. Zoilos asserts

the probably Christian Annous’ active participation in the abduction. The women’s Christian 

practice does not include the submission commanded of wives in the ‘NT’212 nor adherence to 

its teaching on indissoluble marriage213. Zoilos denies knowing the reason for the abduction,

I.7, but it may have been due to the inadequacy of the marriage gifts214. Nonna’s departure 

while her husband is dying is, according to Zoilos, ‘improper and illegal... a blatant 

transgression of decency... reckless’ (oti Seovxox; Kai napa jcavxaq [xjoix; voixouq... xrfc 

xnXiKavnv; Ttapavojiiaq... piyoiavSijvoD itpaynaxoq), 11.10, 12f. Sakaon, Annous and the 

brothers, all probably Christian, share Nonna’s attitudes. Zoilos tells only his side of the story.

P.Wisc.2.76, 350-400215, Provenance: Unknown; BL 7.282; 8.512

This fragmentary letter from Anonymos/e opens ‘to the sisters ... Taarpaesis and 

Tausiris in God’ (xai<; d5[eA4>ai<; ...]vXaicpevn.<; Taa[prcaf|aixi Kai] Tavcripfi] ev 0eqj), 11.1 - 

3, and includes ‘greeting in God to your children, may the evil eye not touch them’ 

(a07cd£o[|iai xa] dfJdoKavxa oi îwv (= tĵ gov) xai[icva](= xe[icva e]v 0eqj), 11.25-27, both 

without the nomen sacmm. The letter opens and closes with standard prayers, npo 

p.]ev Ttdvxcov eu/fofiai xov 0eo]v xnv oXoKX,ripi[av -6 jj .go v , II.5f; epdxroOe (= eppcoa0ai){aai} 

oip.d<; (= fyicu;) eii[xo^a]i, d8eAx)>ai, Taapnafiaiq [Kai Ta]vaipei[<;] (= Ta-uaipiq), ll.35ff.

The writer is Christian, using ev 0eq>216, and is an example of a Christian using the 

abaskanta formula217. It can be assumed that the sisters are Christian, for whom the 

Christian understanding of ev 0eq> is meaningful. Their attitude to the abaskanta wish 

is unknown218.

Only the sisters’ children receive the abaskanta wish though other children are mentioned,

II.29, 31, 32. Whether the sisters are kin to each other and the writer is unknown. Their

212 Ephesians 5.22-24; Colossians 3.18; 1 Peter 3.1-6; 1 Clement 1.3.

2131 Corinthians 7.10-16. Separation is possible only at the initiative of an unbelieving spouse.

214 The reason for the abduction of Taeus, P.Sakaon 38. But Zoilos denies knowing the reason here,
I.7. Horsley, ‘A family feud’ in ND  3.149-155 here 152, notes that the couple appear to have no
children so that it may be early in their marriage, but the conclusion does not follow nor is the lack of 
children certain.

215 BL 11.291.

216 There are no Manichean elements in this letter.

217 See P.0xy.20.2276 above.

218 See the conclusions below.



husbands are greeted after the children, Kai totx; av[6pa<; unlaw, ll.27f. The content of the 

letter, beyond asking for hospitality for the letter-bearer219, deals with family matters220.

SB 6.9605, early C4, Provenance: Unknown; BL 5.117f; 6.156; 7.212

Anonymos/e writes this letter possibly to A7ia[ , I.26, but the reading is uncertain221.

The writer opens with prayer ‘to the most high God222 and to the divine providence of 

our Lord Jesus Christ223 night and day224 about your health together with my 

sweetest sister, Thebais’ (epxofitai t]g> [ ujyigTcp 0[ecp]225 K a i Trj 0eia npovoia tov

Kupio'u fiiicov ’Iriao'u Xprjatoi) (= Xpicwu) v-ukto[<;] K a i fpepai; 7iepi xfjc; o>x>KXr|pia[q] 

[ ulM-tov a^a T[fi] yX.'UKmdTri nov aSe^fj 0 e p . [. ]q226), II.3-8. The letter includes thanks 

to God (evxapiaxrij 5e t © 0edj), 1.15, for Copreas’ recovery and a slightly elaborated 

closing prayer, eppaja0[a]i \)|xa<; e-uxo)Li[ai] tcoM.oi<; [x]pov[oi<;] 5ia |3lou, II.27-30. There 

are no nomina sacra.

The writer is Christian and so, it can be assumed, is Apa.... Given the practice of 

reading letters aloud it is likely that the writer intends Thebais to hear that she is 

included in the prayer. She, therefore, is most probably Christian also. The nature of 

her belief is suggested by her belonging to a community that gives an explicitly 

Christian naming of God227, holds a strong Christology attributing divine providence 

to Jesus, and attributes recovery from illness to God’s action.

219 The practice of hospitality among Christians is evident in the circulation of letters of 
recommendation, eg P.Got.11; P.Oxy.36.2785; 56.3857 above. There is no indication that this letter-
bearer is Christian. The absence of a name suggests that his/her availability postdates writing the 
letter, Horsley, ‘A cryptic Christian Letter?’ in ND  2.174ff, here 176. Hospitality is not exclusive to 
Christians eg P.Tebt.Tait 51.

220 11.1-11, 21-40 only are relatively intact.

221 In the papyrus: ]?vci anaf . I follow the text in Naldini (1968, 1998), no.53, 231. The recipient may
be Apa Mios, known from the Abinnaeus archive, based on the similarities between I.26 and 
P.Abinn.8.29; I.25 and P.Abinn.7 verso, ed.pr. But supposed similarities are too tenuous to be 
accepted.

222 ©eoq \}yioTo<; occurs in the LXX for the God of Israel, and in Mark 5.7; Luke 1.32, 35, 76; 6.35; 8.28;
Hebrews 7.1; Acts 7.48; 16.17; 1 Clement 29.2; 45.7 2x; 52.3; 59.3. For occurrences that are neither 
Jewish nor Christian, see Horsley, ‘Dedications to “The Most High God’” in ND  1.25-29, here 27; 
‘Bilingual curse tablet’ in ND  2.46 with 0eoi ^(icttoi); 4.128; 5.135f.

223 This appears to be the earliest use of ‘Jesus Christ’ in the private letters, Naldini (1968, 1998), n.53, 
231.

224 See 89f above.

225 Ed.pr., [etixolntai -r]<» [-u]7t[i<?T]tp 0[e<p]

226 Perhaps ©e|3<?[i]<;, for 6e|3at5i, Naldini (1968, 1998), n.53, 231. Ed.pr., 0ep[fiv]q.

227 T h e  w r ite r nam es the firs t tw o  m em bers o f  the  T rin ity  b u t no t as ‘F a th e r’ and ‘S on ’ . S ee  a lso 
P .O xy .8 .1 161 a t 53 above  and 107 ff above .



The letter concerns Anonymos/e’s failure to send Copreas because Copreas is ill, the intention 

to send him, and a request for medicine ([to <jxxpn]aiccD0ev aitoOTeiXov uloi), 11.1 Qf228.

SB 14.11437, C4/5, Provenance: Unknown; BL 9.274

This letter opens, ‘to my lady daughter Sousanna from your father Martyrios’ (xrj 

leupig p.o\) Guyatpi ’Loxtoavvq Maprupioi; o aoq rcaTrip), II.Iff. There is no opening prayer 

but Martyrios closes, eppoxjQai o e  eiS(xo^ai) rcoM-(oi<;) xpovoiq229, ll.23f.

Martyrios asks Sousanna to come, with her husband230, as her mother is ill and longs for her.

Martyrios’ name is attested only in Christian texts231, and suggests he is Christian. 

The classification is strengthened by his choice of a biblical name for his daughter, 

Sousanna232. She also is likely to be Christian, being the daughter of a Christian but 

nothing is known of her belief. Martyrios does not ask Sousanna to pray for her 

mother’s healing as might be expected, and the lack, although arguing from silence, 

suggests Martyrios’ theology does not include it. Sousanna’s attitude is unknown.

Martyrios states that he has written a previous letter asking Sousanna to come to which she 

has not responded. Whether she received the letter and is unwilling to come or has not 

received it is not known. The significance of the lack of response for her Christian practice 

cannot be determined.

SB 22.15359=P.Oxy.Desc.11=P.Oxy.1.182, mid C4, Provenance: Oxyrhynchus; 

BL10.136

This letter opens ‘to my wife and sister Thekla, Thonois sends many greetings in the 

Lord God’233 (xfj cn)|j.picp not) Kai d5eA,(|>fj 0eKXa<; (= ©e k Xqc) 0 c6v i o <; ev Kupitp Be©

228 BL 5.117f. The reading is uncertain. In the papyrus <j>ctp|i]aKo0ev c it c o c t t iXo v .

229 BL 9.274. ei)(xo)iiai ed.pr.

230 Possibly Antoninos, 1.21. If so, they live with his mother and family.
231

The name occurs first in C3 but is most frequent from C4 to C 8 . See Foraboschi (1967-1971), s.v.; 
Preisigke (1967), s.v.; Horsley, ‘A cryptic Christian letter?’ in ND  2.174ff, here 175; ‘Addenda’ in ND  
5.141. The name reflects Martyrios’ parents’ beliefs, but being born into such an overtly Christian 
family, Martyrios is probably Christian.

232 ‘Sousanna’ occurs in the LXX in an eponymous book; also in Luke 8.3. It is rare in documentary 
texts in the period occurring in this Christian letter; also in 3 texts whose Jewish or Christian milieux is 
uncertain, CPR 13.4 (C3); P.Oxy.31.2599 (C3/4); P.0xy.60.4091 (352). It is more frequent in C6 and
C7, Horsley, ‘Sousanna’ in ND  4.183. P.0xy.60.4091 and this text supplement Horsley’s list. The 
name occurs in 2 Jewish inscriptions CIJ 1.627 (C3), 637 (Rome, Imperial); 3 Christian inscriptions, 
IGA 5.363; 571; 577 (dates unknown), cited in Horsley, ‘Sousanna’ in ND  4.183.

233 The syntax requires ‘greeting in the Lord God’. The editor translates ‘my spouse and sister in the
Lord God, very many greetings’.



nkexoia %aipetv), 11.1-3, without nomina sacra. He prays to divine providence to 

receive her letter (e\)%ojiai xrj Q eiq  rcpovoia orcax; dnoA,apiv (= arcoXaPeiv) xa rcapa 

aov yp a ^ a ta ) , W A?34. Thonios is Christian, as indicated by ev Kupico 6ew235.

It is likely that Thekla is Christian, for whom the Christian formula is meaningful, and 

who is married to a Christian236. Her name appears in the second-century Acts of 

Paul and Thekla237, and it is likely that it indicates Christianity in the fourth century238. 

Thonios interprets receipt of Thekla’s letter as an act of divine providence, but 

whether this refers to the safe delivery of the letter or is a device to encourage her to 

write is unclear. Thekla’s own interpretation of providence is not known, although it is 

reasonable to assume that she shares Thonios’ view.

The letter concerns money given to Papnouthis, who is possibly to be identified with 

Papnouthis of P.Oxy.48.3384-3429239.

CONCLUSION

This examination of texts written to and referring to Christian women suggests a 

number of conclusions about Christian women’s religious lives, and about the papyri 

as sources for them.

The first conclusion is methodological. In texts not written by women, it is difficult and 

in three cases impossible to determine anything about the woman’s Christianity

234 djtoXapiv, ‘to have received’, ed., is better translated ‘to receive’. The editor notes the formula is an 
unusual variant of euxo^ai uyiaivovra ae cmoX.apeiv to Ypdmiaxa, and suggests that Thonios omitted 
\)Yiavvcmd ae, but notes that oraaq then is difficult to explain. Given that variants with etixonai and o71 ax; 
are attested, the editor suggests also that Thonios conflated standard and variant forms. The proposal 
requires that cox> be omitted from to rcapd aov YP<Wara> or changed to n-ofi emending a text that makes 
sense as it is and therefore is not accepted. Prayer that a letter be received occurs also in 
P.Lond.6.1927.

235 There are no Manichean elements.

236 See 206f above on marriage within the Christian community.

237 Acts of Paul 3.

238 The name is not attested in C1 or C2. The libellus, P.Oxy.12.1464 (250), reading 0ekXq is now 
considered unlikely, Davis (1999), 74. Davis (1999), 74; (2001, 2003), 84, also argues that use derives 
from Acts o f Paul 3, and indicates Christianity. See especially his chapter The Cult of Saint Thecla in 
Egypt’, 83-141. A search of the DDBDP indicates the name appears in 7 other texts dated C4 of which 
this is the earliest. Most are of uncertain religious milieux: P.Herm.22 (394); P.Herm.Landl.1.25.408; 
2.28.624 (C4); O.Douch 3.226 (C4); CPR 7.22 (C4/5); P.Wash.Univ.2.95 (C4/5). The 3rd and 5th texts 
are additional to Davis’ list. The name appears in C5 and later certainly Christian texts, frequently with 
ayia.

239 The link is based on the co-incidence of names: Thonios and his son Copres 1.12, and Thonios, his 
son Copres/Copreus in 3429 and father Copres in 3394; also the similarity in handwriting between this 
text and 3387 and 3390. The links are tentative at best.



beyond its likelihood. The mistress in P.Oxy.6.939, the object of her household’s 

hope and prayer, is regarded as the locus of divine healing, but her own theological 

views about her illness, healing and status in the household are not evident. Tloulla in 

P.Princ.2.95 is dead, called n a ic a p ia  by her parent, but her attitudes to the parent, 

Paul and the marriage are not indicated. In SB 14.11437, Sousanna is asked to come 

to her ill mother. Nothing is evident about her theology of healing and family duty. In 

three further texts, P.0xy.20.2276, P.Oxy.59.3998 and P.Wisc.2.76, greetings ev 

K'uptco 0e<p, ev Kupico and ev 0eq> 2x imply the women’s understanding of basic 

Christian theology and recognition of scriptural phraseology. The texts contain prayer 

statements suggesting prayer is meaningful, but their own practice is not evident. 

There is no further information on the women’s religious lives. Notably, none of the 

ev ... phrases uses nomina sacra240, and all three include elements associated with 

pagan texts241. Among the texts written by Christian women, Demetria in her petition 

Stud.Pal.20.86 provides least information on religious life, yet implies membership of 

Dioskouros’ church and readiness to use its clergy and trust in them242.

A second conclusion concerns the possible capacity of some women’s Christian 

beliefs to accommodate pagan elements. In P.0xy.20.2276 and P.Wisc.2.76, 

Artemidoros and Anonymos/e greet the women’s children with an abaskanta wish, 

followed in P.0xy.20.2276 by prayer ev K-upico 0e<5, and in P.Wisc.2.76 by a greeting 

ev 0eqj. Thonis in P.Oxy.59.3998 assures Syras that he does obeisance for her, 

immediately after greeting her ev 0eq> K-upico. It is argued that the pagan phrases 

eliminate these texts as Christian243 but this ignores the possibility that the writers 

may be new Christians244 whose conversion is yet to modify their language, and the 

fact that proskynema and abaskanta formulae are stock phrases of a ‘religious’ 

nature yet whose dogmatic content is fading. Thonis’ confusion about the 

conventional word order in ev 0e<p Kvpicp supports the hypothesis, and the failure of all 

three to use nomina sacra is consistent with it. If they are new Christians, the pagan

240 The pattern of ev ... phrases in texts written by men is noticeably different and would make an
interesting study. Eg 11 of the 22 male writers use the phrases 18x in a greater variety of contexts, ev 
Kvpicp 9eq>, which does not occur in the texts written by Christian women, occurs 5x in those written by 
men, 2x with nomina sacra-, ev Kupico occurs 9x in 6 texts, always with the nomen sacrum', ev 8e<p 
occurs 4x in 3 texts, 2 with and 1 without the nomen sacrum.

241 See the conclusions below.

242 62ff above

243 Epp (2004), 21-24. This would locate e v ... theology in pagan texts where it is otherwise unknown.

244 Youtie (1981), 451-454.



elements may reflect their own syncretism and say nothing about the women’s 

beliefs. Even if not new Christians, the accommodation remains their own. 

Nonetheless, the sentiments may be acceptable to the women. The use of the 

formulae is evidence of the significant place that proskynema and abaskanta hold in 

social communication. Their theological content may largely be lost but, nonetheless, 

their use raises questions about the nature of conversion in the fourth century and 

the capacity of Christianity to absorb and/or modify pagan practices245. Neither 

formula occurs in the texts written by Christian women but the sample is small.

A third conclusion concerns the evidence of these texts for the practice of 

recommending Christians from one community to another using letters of 

recommendation, and for the inclusion of women among those commended. In 

P.Oxy.36.2785, Taion is commended to Papa Sotas ev eipfivri. She is called 

d8eX,<|)ii while the catechumen is not. In P.Oxy.56.3857, Germania is commended 

ev eipf|vri and Korea totiov. She is not called a5eX<j)f| but is Ovyaxrip. The epithets 

suggest spiritual relationships but not necessarily asceticism. These letters are 

e7n.cT0A.ai eiptiviKai, indicating that the women are recognised members of their 

churches but not considered of the highest distinction. The texts do not indicate the 

reasons for the women’s travel. Germania travels alone to several places, while 

Taion is accompanied to one destination by a male catechumen.

In two texts, there are possible overtones of persecution. A group of women being 

taken to the epitropos in P.Got.11 is commended to a Christian who has shown love 

‘to all the brothers in the Lord’ (rcdci xoiq d8eX<t>ol<; ev K(-upi)cp), I.4. The letter is an 

eTiiaxoXfi ouaxaxiKfi, implying that the women are of high status in the church, 

perhaps holding ministerial positions, being wealthy or notable in some other way, 

possibly as confessors. They are not called aS e^a l in contrast to navxec, oi d8eX<j)ov. 

What constitutes the distinction is not clear, referring perhaps to non-ascetic practice, 

being unbaptised or not known personally246. P.Grenf.2.73, while not a letter of 

recommendation or peace, is a report on the tioXixikti such as might be written in 

response to one247. It is suggested that both letters bear witness to these women’s 

roles as martyrs/confessors in the Diocletianic persecution, but there is insufficient

245 See also 144f above.

248 Being an unbaptised catechumen seems the basis of distinction in P.Oxy.36.2785.

247 The roXmKTi being alive or dead does not alter this conclusion.



evidence. Nonetheless, the letters are testimony, with the first two letters of peace, to 

the women’s significance in their Christian communities248.

A fourth conclusion concerns the theological positions held by these Christian 

women. A number of preliminary observations need to be noted. Knowledge of the 

women’s theological positions depends on their views being mentioned by the 

writers. Those not mentioned remain unknown, and those that are mentioned 

represent primarily the theological perspectives of the writers. Nonetheless, the texts 

indicate, for some women, a belief in divine healing, prayer and providence, a 

discounting of status distinctions and views about widowhood.

Three women are likely to believe in divine healing. Copres in P.Oxy.31.2601 expects 

Sarapias to share his theology about the possibility of healing, though perhaps 

without his conviction. Mebrio? in P.Oxy.31.2609 expects the lady sister to share 

his/her interpretation of Helenos’ recovery as divine healing. In SB 6.9605, Thebais is 

part of a circle that attributes recovery from illness to God’s action, with thanks 

offered for Copres’ recovery. The failure to request women to pray for healing in 

circumstances where it could be expected is notable. Judas in P.Oxy.46.3314, 

incapacitated by his fall from a horse, does not ask Maria, his wife, for her prayers 

but begs her to help249 and to send her brother. Martyrios in SB 14.11437 similarly 

does not ask Sousanna to pray for her ill mother, but to come250. It may be that the 

women’s prayers are considered impotent, where for example those of a (male) 

ascetic would be powerful251, or it may be a lack of belief in divine healing on the 

men’s part, saying nothing of the women’s belief. Among the letters written by 

Christian women, belief in divine healing appears central to three: P.Lond.6.1926, 

Valeria’s request for prayer for healing to Appa Paphnouthios; P.Oxy.8.1161, 

Anonyme’s statements about her illness and prayers for health; and P.Neph.1, 

Tapiam and Paul’s request for prayer for healing from the monks at Hathor.

Prayers for health using the conventional opening and/or closing formulae occur in all 

but three of the thirteen private letters written to Christian women. P.Oxy.31.2609,

243
It remains possible that the significance of the jtoXmicfi rests in her son Neilos’ status.

249 , ^
The reading k o i  coi (= cru) jcapaPori(W|<xn£ noi, 1.16, seems to have the sense ‘you too, send help’ 

rather than the editor’s suggested ‘come yourself as well and help me’. See Nachtergael (1981), 157;
also Horsley, ‘Divine Providence in a Letter of Judas’ in ND  3.141-148, here 142.

250 Judas also does not ask prayer of Jose his father, nor Martyrios of Sousanna’s husband.

251 See 193 above and 316f below.



with no opening prayer, is damaged where a final prayer might occur. P.Oxy.63.4365, 

again with no opening prayer, concludes, eppcocro %ieiv (= rptv) ev 0(e)<5.

SB 22.15359 opens with prayer to receive a letter. Formulaic prayers in the 

remaining ten texts have a conventional element but this does not necessarily negate 

the religious value of the prayers which should be accepted252. The connection 

between God, prayer and health is an explicit aspect of each of the thirteen private 

letters written by Christian women that mention prayer.

The concept of divine providence appears in four of the letters written to or referring 

to Christian women, in each case, linked to prayer. In P.Oxy.46.3314, Judas prays to 

divine providence about Maria’s health. In SB 22.15359, Thonios prays to divine 

providence about the arrival of Thekla’s letter. Thebais in SB 6.9605 belongs to a 

Christian community that attributes divine providence to Jesus Christ, and makes it 

the object of prayer for health. In P.Oxy.43.2731, Maximos sees in the provision of a 

letter-bearer God’s response to prayer, although he does not use 7tpovoia. The 

writers expect the women to share their theology of providence, with the 

understanding that providence can be directed through prayer. Divine providence is 

attested in different guises in six of the letters written by Christian women253. In 

P.Berl.Zill.12, Athanasias writes of God’s keeping (awxnpetfl). In P.Bour.25, Tare 

prays that God protect (5ia<tn)A,dccco) her aunt. In SB 8.9746, Didyme and the sisters 

pray for God’s protection (Siâ -uXdaoco) of Sophias. Aria in SB 14.11588 prays to 

divine providence for her son Dorotheos. The mother in SB 18.13612 uses nexa xfiv 

npovoiav in relation to Apa Johannes’ mercy. In P.Neph.1, Tapiam and Paul use 

ovv 0eq> of God’s providence in travel in addition to their prayer to fi 0eia rcpovoia.

The texts give evidence of cultural attitudes to widowhood consistent with Christian 

teaching. Naomi’s husband in P.Abinn.19 asks Abinnaeus for the release of her 

brother from military service because his ‘mother is a widow and has none but him’ 

(8 io xi xttplKlpa ecrri(v) f] nf|[x]r|p a'uxo'u K a i o i k  e% ei aXA,o(v) e i  jifi cnjxov), 11.19-21. The 

neediness of widows is a commonplace in ancient literature and forms the basis of 

appeals for help in numbers of pagan and Christian papyri254. The primary role of 

sons in caring for widowed mothers is illustrated in this text255. The advocacy of

252 See 151 f above.

253 See 120-124 above.

254 See 135f above.

255 See 222, n.124 above.



Naomi’s husband, doubtless with Naomi the widow’s (step-) daughter’s cooperation, 

seems to contradict ‘(she) has none but him’, except that they are not sons. Naomi 

and her husband and/or the widow make use Of conventional attitudes to press their 

appeal256. Nonna in P.Ant.2.93, the nota/ciicn in P.Grenf.2.73, and Zenobia in 

P.Oxy.43.2731 may be widows but their status is not indicated and their attitudes are 

therefore unknown. Among the texts written by Christian women, Leuchis in 

P.Herm.17 appeals to Apa Johannes for his mediation because she is a widow. The 

mother in SB 18.13612 similarly seeks Apa Johannes’ help. The presence of sons as 

essential for the well-being of their widowed mothers is evident in BGU 3.948 and 

P.Abinn.34, where the women are most probably widowed or divorced.

The texts provide possible examples of the discounting of status distinctions that 

mark some Christian texts257. In P.Col.Teeter 7, Seonoxn;, TijucoTomi and wealth 

suggest that the woman is of higher status than the author who also styles her 

a8eX̂ n, a title used for those of equal status258. In P.Ant.2.93, Papais addresses 

Nonna, his future mother-in-law, as both n.iyrnp and a8eA,<|>r|. The former epithet 

expresses respect, the latter equality. The women’s attitudes to the possible status 

discounting, however, are not known. They may accept the claims to equality or 

regard them as hubris.

A fifth conclusion concerns the evidence of the texts for women’s commitment to 

Christian discipleship. The lady sister in P.Oxy.63.4365 studies ‘biblical’ texts259. Her 

reading suggests an advanced stage of learning. There is no evidence that she is an 

ascetic but such a status would be consistent with her education and possession of 

books. The emcreoXai eiptivtKcu for Taion in P.Oxy.36.2785 and Germania in 

P.Oxy.56.3857 suggest their significant and recognised Christian commitment. There 

is no evidence that either woman is ascetic. Thebais in SB 6.9605 belongs to a group 

with a strong Christology which, it is reasonable to assume, she shares, although her 

age is unknown. The daughter in P.Prag.2.191 may have Kalemeros as a spiritual 

father to whom she would look for prayer and counsel, although this is not certain. 

There is no evidence that Kalemeros is an ascetic or clergy. The woman addressee

258 1 consider Abinnaeus Christian, which adds the sense of Christian duty to the petition.

257 See 145f above.

258 Arzt-Grabner (2002), 186,191; Naldini (1968,1998), 15f.

259 The canon of Scripture is not fixed in this period. See 79f above; also J. Barton, ‘Canon’, Coggins 
and Houlden (1990), 101-105.



and Atheatis in P.Laur.2.42 are recognised for their Christian status, Atheatis being 

commended for behaviour considered by the male author as exemplary for a 

laywoman. It involves some element of withdrawal or detachment from the world but 

is otherwise unspecified. Both women appear to be members of one congregation. 

The evidence that the women in P.Got.11 and P.Grenf.2.73 are confessors and, 

therefore, deeply committed Christians is insufficient to be accepted260. The letters 

written by Christian women also indicate women’s commitment to discipleship 

particularly in P.Bour.25, P.Lond.6.1926, P.Neph.1, 18, P.0xy.6.903, 8.1161,

12.1592 and, with less clarity, P.Herm.17. These women appear to be members of 

congregations. They demonstrate knowledge of the Bible, although there is no 

reference to them possessing ‘biblical’ books. Valeria in P.Lond.6.1926 places herself 

as a spiritual daughter to Appa Paphnouthios as does Anonyme to her lord father in 

P.Oxy. 12.1592. Anonyme in P.Oxy.8.1161 expands her articulation of God to include 

‘the beloved Son’. The extension resembles that of the circle to which Thebais 

belongs, including the first two members of the Christian Trinity but omitting the Spirit. 

Unlike Thebais’ circle, Anonyme does not name the Son as Jesus or Christ.

A sixth conclusion is in contrast to that just discussed. The texts give evidence of 

women who behave contrary to modes consistent with the ideals of Christian 

discipleship. The woman addressee in P.Laur.2.42 is charged with behaving to the 

laywoman Atheatis in a way judged by the male author as inconsistent with ‘being 

Christian’. The nature of the wrong is not indicated but is of sufficient seriousness to 

earn the writer’s rebuke. The author writes as one with authority in relation to the 

addressee who expects his rebuke to be heeded. Nonna and her mother Annous in 

P.Sakaon 48 act contrary to Christian ideals. Nonna’s co-operation in her abduction 

from the home of her dying husband and Annous’ complicity in the abduction 

contradict Christian teaching on women's submission, family care and the 

indissolubility of marriage. The women actively perpetuate the feud between two 

apparently Christian families. In P.Oxy.34.2731, Zenobia exhibits attitudes to 

marriage, family and women’s roles that do not conform to ‘NT’ ideals261. She keeps 

Salamai with her against Maximos’ wishes. Salamai’s own wishes are not known. At 

the same time, Maximos flatters Zenobia, acknowledging her power. The gap 

between the world of the papyri and the ‘NT’ ideals of Christian marriage and family

260 For women in the Diocletianic persecution see eg Eusebius, H E  8.8.1; 8.9.1f; 8.9.3; 8.11.1; 8.12.3.

261 Eg 1 Corinthians 11.8-10; 14.34ff; 1 Timothy 2.11-14.



life is evident also in the texts written by Christian women, particularly P.0xy.6.903 

and 50.3581, both dealing with marital conflict, and BGU 3.948 and P.Grenf.1.53 that 

focus on intergenerational problems.

A final conclusion concerns the evidence of these texts for women’s use of clergy 

and ascetics in secular functions. The writer of P.Abinn.19 is arguably a member of 

the clergy and may be Apa Mios. He is Naomi’s husband who petitions Abinnaeus 

most probably at her initiative. Their relationship does not weaken the argument that 

it is his authority as a Christian figure that gives power to his mediation. Among the 

texts written by Christian women, in Herm. 17 and SB 18.13612, Leuchis and the 

mother ask Apa Johannes to petition the authorities on their behalf, and Marsis in 

P.Kell.1.32 and Demetria in Stud.Pal.20.86 use clergy as writers and witnesses.

A number of the themes that emerge from the texts written by Christian women also 

appear in texts written to and referring to Christian women, particularly belief in 

healing, prayer and providence. However, the custom of recommending women from 

one Christian community to another appears only in the texts written to and referring 

to Christian women. The nature of women’s prayer practice, relation to Scripture and 

sense of power in spiritual matters are not evident.

Texts written to ascetic Christian women and referring to ascetic Christian women 

constitute a distinct subgroup of the documents examined in this chapter. They are 

the subjects of the following chapter’s analysis.
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EXCURSUS

LETTERS TO WOMEN, NOMINA SACRA AND ISOPSEPHISMS

Texts written to women that contain nomina sacra acutely raise the question of the 

relation between reading literacy and their use, whether their appearance suggests 

literacy and a knowledge of nomina sacra on the part of the women, and whether, 

therefore, the nomina sacra can be used to classify the women addressees as Christian. 

Six of the fourteen Christian texts written to women include nomina sacra1. Two of these 

texts also include Christian symbols2.

The nomina sacra are a form of communication among Christians that require readers to 

recognise and decode them. They occur also among Manicheans3. Nomina sacra 

communicate not only the unabbreviated word in abbreviated form, but also a bond of 

shared knowledge. The successful communication of both these levels of meaning 

would seem to require reading literacy on the women’s part which, however, is known to 

be uncommon in Egypt. If the women can read nomina sacra, it implies that their 

Christian experience includes exposure to these conventions and learning their 

significance. If the women cannot read and a third party reads the nomina sacra as 

complete words, it raises the question as to why the writer would use them. It may be 

that the writer presumes, and sometimes knows, that a Christian is available to read the 

letter and opts for the abbreviated form for efficiency of writing or to use the convention. 

The communication of shared symbolic meaning with the addressee is, however, lost.

Three associated questions arise: whether the Christian conventions of nomina sacra 

and isopsephisms are known among pagan as well as Christian literates; whether the 

nomina sacra are simply a device for efficiency in writing and lack symbolic significance; 

and whether nomina sacra, while significant, are also conventional and are used in 

writing to pagan addressees.

1 P.Leid.lnst.64, ev K(upi)co /napa -cd> K (upi)(p 0(e)cp; P.Oxy.31.2601, 7tapa zm icupl(cp) 0(e)<p; P.Oxy.31.2609, 
ev K (u pt)co; P.Oxy.34.2731, ev K(upv)co 6(e)cp; P.Oxy.63.4365, ev K (upl)co /ev 0(e)u>; P.Prag.2.191, ev 
K (u p i)(p  .

2 P.0xy.31.2601 includes the isopsephism 90 and P.Oxy.31.2609 includes the chi-rho symbol.

3 See 26 especially n.23 above. Classification of texts including nomina sacra as Manichean relies on the 
presence of Manichean elements.
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Nomina sacra are the subject of considerable research which, however, tends to focus 

on literary rather than documentary uses and in particular on nomina sacra and the 

Tetragrammaton4. In relation to this thesis and the current excursus, the interest is in 

whether nomina sacra can be used to classify an addressee as Christian.

Firstly, there is no certain evidence of nomina sacra and Christian isopsephisms in non- 

magical texts written to pagans or by pagans in the period being examined5. The 

evidence suggests that nomina sacra and Christian isopsephisms are not used outside 

Christian or Manichean circles except in magical papyri6. In response to the first 

question posed above, however, it cannot be ruled out that some nomina sacra at least 

are recognisable and known among the small community of literates in fourth-century 

Egypt. The regular association of nomina sacra for the names of God with evxonai anc| 

ev (icupup) 0e<5 xaipeiv make them easy to decode. From recognisability their use by 

pagan professional scribes7 can be posited although there is no way of knowing if this 

happened. Nonetheless, it is reasonable to assume that scribes employ conventions 

appropriate to a text’s author, and that the appearance of nomina sacra in any text 

reflects the author’s religious conventions rather than the scribe’s. In response to the 

second question, the absence of nomina sacra from certainly pagan texts suggests that 

there is a symbolic significance in their use, recognised by Christians and pagans. In 

response to the third question, the evidence of the papyri indicates that the nomina 

sacra were becoming established as a Christian epistolographic convention in the papyri 

during the fourth century. It implies that their use in this period is unlikely to be purely 

formulaic but reflects communication of a shared understanding on the part of the writer 

and addressee. Further, nomina sacra and Christian isopsephisms are visual signs in a 

text recognisable to an addressee regardless of literacy status. They communicate 

shared understanding in and of themselves and support the hypothesis that their use 

would be restricted to Christian addressees. The presence of nomina sacra, at least in

4 Eg Bonner (1950); Paap (1959); Traube (1967); Treu (1973); Blanchard (1974); Bedodi (1974); Roberts 
(1977); Roberts and Skeat (1982); D. Mazzoleni, ‘Nomina Sacra’ in Encyclopedia of Early Christianity
(1997), s.v.; Millard (1994); Hurtado (1998); Tuckett (2003).

5 Pagan isopsephisms occur, see 26, n.25 above.

6 See Bonner (1950). Also ch. 11 below.

7 Use by pagan family and friends acting as scribes seems inherently unlikely in this period.
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the fourth century, then can with reasonable probability be taken to imply the Christianity 

of the addressee of a letter.

Use of nomina sacra cannot be taken to indicate the reading literacy of addressees 

without presuming a great increase in literacy for which there is no evidence. The use of 

nomina sacra to the illiterate raises the interesting question as to whether there was 

some means of conveying their presence other than through reading such as bowing the 

head at the sacred word, as is the custom in some modern churches. It may also be that 

the presence of nomina sacra, and knowledge of their presence, could be presumed.

Of the six letters to women that contain nomina sacra, the woman’s Christianity is 

inferred on other grounds in five cases. The ’sister’ in P.Leid.lnst.64 is accepted as 

Christian on the basis of the nomen sacrum alone. A further five texts written to men 

about women also use nomina sacra and Christian isopsephisms8. Among the Christian 

women writers, six use nomina sacra9.

8 P.Ant.3.192 ev K(upi)cp; P.Got.11 ev K(\)pl)cp; P.Grenf.2.73 ev K(upi)ci), ev 0(e)<n, ev K (upi)cp 0(e)q>; 
P.Oxy.36.2785 ev K(upv)co, o8; P.Oxy.56.3857 ev K(/upi)cp, 'E|4|iavourOX, 90.

9 P.Bour.25 ev 0(e)(p; P.Neph.18 ev K(upv)(p; SB 8.9746 ev K(upi)q); P.Oxy.14.1774 ev K(i>pi)cp; SB 14.11881
ev K(upv)tp; P.Neph.1 ev K(upv)cp; P.Oxy.12.1592 K(iipi)e nou 7c(axe)p for a father.
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APPENDIX

TEXTS POSSIBLY WRITTEN TO CHRISTIAN WOMEN OR REFERRING TO 

CHRISTIAN WOMEN BUT NOT ACCEPTED

This appendix contains texts written to women and referring to women where 

argument can be made that the woman is Christian, but the classification is not 

accepted. The texts are included because they illustrate some of the methodological 

issues involved in classification. I distinguish the sections of the texts that describe 

the religious elements from those that refer to broader life concerns using twelve- and 

ten-point type.

CHRISTIAN LETTERS IN WHICH THE WOMEN ARE NOT REGARDED AS 

CHRISTIAN 

P.Ant.3.192, C4, Provenance: Antinoopolis

This letter to Herakleides ‘the beloved brother’ (ayarcriTro a8eA,<|>cp), 1.1, from 

Anonymos/e uses a nomen sacrum in the opening greeting (e v  K(-upi)co), I.2, and is 

classified as Christian. The writer closes with a standard prayer, e p p w a G a i a e  

e u x o f it a i  TcoXXotq xp o vo iq , 1 . 1 8 .

The letter is written because a letter-bearer is available: ‘I now find an opportunity in 

sister Maria’s coming’ (e\)Kgi[[p]]eiav (= e-u icaip iav ) K a i  v u v  eupcov xn<; d8eX<t>fj<; [.] 

M a p ia q  TiapayiyvofievTji;), ll.3f1. The author addresses ‘your kindness’, ( jip o a e m e iv  

xriv crnv xpTiaTOTtyca), 1.5, and refers to financial arrangements that are unclear.

The nature of Maria’s belief is uncertain. The epithet ‘sister1 occurs frequently in 

pagan and Christian papyri designating familial, social and spiritual relationship. It 

need not indicate that Maria is Christian. The description of Maria lacks the qualifying 

ayaTCTiTô  -f| afforded to Herakleides. Maria’s connection as letter-bearer with the 

Christian Anonymos/e may be circumstantial. It need imply nothing about her beliefs. 

The only indicator of Maria’s belief is her name which could be Jewish, Christian, 

Manichean or, with slight possibility, pagan2. While there is no evidence for a

1 Letters regularly refer to letter-bearers whose travel is the occasion for writing, eg P.Oxy.17.2156 
(C4/5); P.Ross.Georg.3.9 (C4).

2 See P.Abinn.49 at 36f above; also 363 below and P.Harr.1.107 below.



Manichean connection there is insufficient evidence to classify Maria as Christian or 

Jewish.

P.Kell.1.48, 355, Provenance: Kellis

This text is a copy of the manumission3 (d(vTiypa<|>ov) afTtete-uGepcoaeax;]), 1.1, of 

Hilaria by Aurelius Valerius.

Valerius states that he is Christian. He frees Hilaria ‘because of (my) outstanding 

Christianity’ (8i* iwieppoXfiv xtpilcxiavorriTog4), I.4, and because of Hilaria’s ‘loyalty to 

me’ (koI evvoiav rnv rcpo<;fie), I.6. Valerius uses the traditional formula, ‘under Zeus, 

Earth and Sun’ (mo Ala rfjv "HXiov), I.5, with no sense of inconsistency5.

The document gives no explicit information about Hilaria’s religious belief. In the 

Jewish community, manumission of fellow-Jews was encouraged, but there is little 

evidence of a parallel value in the Christian church, and no necessary implication that 

Hilaria is Christian6. The witness to the manumission, Aurelius Psekes, may be a 

priest (At>p(f|A.io<;) 'I'ekt ^ ] 7ip() o jipoKeî ievoq itapcbv l̂aprupro)7 I.20. His role in the 

manumission appears to be more than signing the document but is unclear8. He is 

mentioned as ‘the most revered father1 through whom the manumission is 

accomplished (§[i]a (or e[n]i) top ai8e[aî co]Tdto\) rcaTp[6<; rpdov] 'PeKfix[o<; ].), l.9f. 

AiSeaijidnaToq natfip is used of a natural father in SB 14.12085 (C5). The editor 

notes that there are no certain instances of the adjective as an honorary epithet for 

clergy. It may argue against the ‘father1 referring to a priest and so against the 

reading rcp(eoPvtepo<;). His presence does not necessarily imply anything about 

Hilaria’s belief.

3 The editor notes this is one of few manumissions from Byzantine Egypt. The only other fourth- 
century manumission is P.Edmonstone (355); see 42ff above. The editor of P.Kell.1.48 concludes that 
it is not possible to classify this manumission. For a list of types of manumission see on P.Edmonstone 
at 42, n.87 above. The fact that the witness is possibly a priest has suggested that this may be a 
manumissio in ecciesia but its features are not consistent with that form, with its bilateral nature and 
lack of reference to a bishop or church.

4 xpicmavony; is not attested in Lampe (1961,1968) nor among the other papyri according to the 
DDBDP.

5 A similar statement occurs in P.Edmonstone (355), into rfjv Kai Oupctvov alongside eiioepia xou
jtaveXefpovoq ©eou; see 43 above.

6 The church demonstrates a neutral or negative attitude to manumission in its early centuries, and 
there are many examples of Christians owning slaves, eg P.0xy.6.903. See 131-135 above.

7 The reconstruction 7ip(ecrpikepoq) is suggested in Judge (1981), 619. The editor notes other
possibilities: 7ip(ikaviq), 7cp(ai7t6aiTO<;), jip(ovoirni<;), jip(aiKtov).

8 On clergy’s increasing role as witnesses, scribes and mediators in C4, see 181f above.



The question arises whether Hilaria’s religious belief can be implied from Valerius’ 

Christianity, that is, whether slaves follow the beliefs of their owners in the fourth 

century9. The evidence of the ‘NT’ is not univocal. The earliest writings attest the 

conversion to Christianity of whole households, presumably including slaves10. Later 

writings indicate that the church admitted slaves as well as free persons and they 

address the difficulties of Christian slaves in pagan households11, a phenomenon that 

increases with the success of the Gentile mission12. The Jewish practice of 

circumcising and baptising non-Jewish slaves at purchase, thereby making them 

members of the Jewish community, appears not to have had its parallel in the 

church13. In the broader social world, scholars identify an easing in the insistence that 

slaves adhere to their owners’ religion in the shift from agrarian to urbanised Roman 

society, and during the principate the freedom of slaves to participate in cults 

suggests little enforcement of conformity14. In the Greek east, however, there 

appears a greater insistence on conformity15. Christian writers of the fourth and fifth 

centuries make landowners responsible for the conversion of their slaves and tenant 

farmers16, attesting their religious independence. However, in the post-Constantinian 

period, the church, through state law, endorsed the right of a slave-owner to enforce 

slaves’ religious conformity by beating if necessary, and refused baptism to slaves 

without the owner’s permission17. The evidence suggests, therefore, that while there 

may have been an official insistence on slave conformity in religious belief, the reality 

was otherwise. It is not possible in any particular case to argue from the religious

9 Nock (1933/1972) does not address the question.

10 Acts 16.15; 16.31-34; 18.8; 1 Corinthians 1.16; 16.5.

11 1 Timothy 6.1f; 1 Peter 2.18-20.

12 H. Gulzow, Christentum und Sklaverei in den ersten drei Jahrhunderten, cited in Llewelyn, The Sale 
of a slave-Girl’ in ND 6.54f, identifies three periods in the ‘NT’ discussion. The earliest, to which the 
letters to Philemon, Romans and Corinthians belong, has Christian slaves as members of converted 
households. The second period, of Ephesians and Colossians, seeks to regulate behaviour within the 
existing social structure; that is, slaves are to obey their masters, spiritual equality not translating into 
social equality. The third period, 1 Peter and the Pastoral Epistles, follows the break with Judaism, the 
death of the apostles and the rise of persecution, and intensifies conformity and compliance. 
Westermann (1955), 150, argues that there appears to be no social opposition to slaves’ conversion in 
the ‘NT’ period. J. Derrett, The Function of the Epistle to Philemon’, cited in Llewelyn, The Sale of a 
slave-Girl’ in ND  6.54, argues that the letter to Philemon is a public denial by the church that it acted 
as an asylum for slaves.

13 Westermann (1955), 136.

14 BOmer (1957-63), 1.57f.

15 B6mer (1957-63), 4.61-63; 3.61.

18 Chrysostom, Homil. in Act.18.4 cited in MacMullen (1984), 65; Augustine, Epistulae 58.1.

17 Hippolytus, Apostolic Tradition 10, c.330.



belief of a slave-owner to the belief of a slave. In particular, it cannot be inferred that 

Hilaria is Christian from Valerius’ Christianity.

This text, nonetheless, is of interest in indicating an aspect of women’s lives that 

might be affected by Christianity, namely their status as slave or freed. Valerius 

regards the manumission as an expression of Christianity, although he does not 

specify the connection18. It is also not known how widespread such an attitude might 

have been. This and P.Edmonstone are the only papyrus texts to the end of the 

fourth century that suggest a positive link between Christianity and manumission.

LETTERS, AND THE WOMEN IN THEM, NOT REGARDED AS CHRISTIAN 

P.Harr.1.107, C3, Provenance: Unknown; BL Supplement; 8.148; 11.90

In this letter, Besas writes to his mother, Maria. The text contains elements that have 

been accepted as Christian19, including an opening greeting ‘in God’ (ev Gecoi)20, 1.3, 

prayer ‘to the Father God of truth and to the Spirit, the Paraclete’21 (xcp rcaxpi 0e<m xri<; 

aA.ri0eia<; Kai x© rcapaKXrixcp 7cveii(iaxi), II.5-7, use of an elaborated Pauline trichotomy, 

with ‘health for the body, cheerfulness for the spirit and eternal life for the soul’ (x<5 

jiev aconaxivyiav (= vyieiav), xcp 8e Ttveufiaxi et>0u îiav, xfj 8e \|ruxfi £©riv aicoviov), II.8- 

1222, and reference to ‘for the feast of the Pascha’ (ei<<;> xrjv eopxnv xov naa%a),

ll̂ Of23. These elements and the early third-century date24 have led to classification of 

the letter as the earliest Christian letter on papyrus. Besas ends the letter with a 

standard prayer, epp©o0at unaq evxainai (= e-u%ô iai) rcoAAmq %p(6voi<;), ll.25ff.

The letter concerns family matters25.

18 Contemporary attitudes cannot be presumed in antiquity.

19 Eg Emmett (1985). Emmett Nobbs’ examination of Manichean texts published since this article
leads her now to conclude that P.Harr.1.107 is Manichean, Gardner, Nobbs and Choat (2001).

20 Once regarded as a criterion for a Christian classification, eg Naldini (1968,1998), 29f.

21 Reference to the Spirit as Paraclete occurs only in John 14.15f; 14.26; 15.26; 16.7. In John 14.15f
the Spirit is called the ‘Spirit of truth’. In Manichean circles, Mani, in his spiritual aspect, is understood
to be the Paraclete. See Gardner, Nobbs and Choat (2001), 121.

22 On the trichotomy, see 81 f above.

23 BL Supplement. See also P.Bour.25 at 41f above and SB 12.10840 at 58f above.

24 The editor proposes C3; Naldini (1968,1998), 76, early C3; Bell (1944), 197, c.200; Tibiletti (1979), 
6 , early C3; van Haelst (1976), no.1194, early C3.

25 See Migliardi Zingale (1992), no.88.



Recently discovered Manichean material suggests that the elaboration of the biblical 

trichotomy characterises Manichean texts26 and makes it most likely that Besas is Manichean. 

The conclusion is supported by the description of God as ‘Father of truth’, which occurs in 

certainly Manichean texts27, and the appeal to the Spirit as Paraclete28. Earlier suggestions 

that the incomplete Trinitarian reference points to the text being Gnostic or that this and the 

trichotomy display traces of Origen’s theology29 are less convincing. The phrase ev 0em, once 

regarded as an indicator of Christianity, has been found in other Manichean texts30 and is 

consistent with a Manichean classification. In addition, observance of Easter among 

Manicheans is attested by Augustine31 and implied by P.Kell.5.Copt.2232. A significant problem 

in deciding a Manichean classification for this letter is its date. The early third century would 

preclude a Manichean milieu since Manicheism arrived in Egypt c.26033. Gardner, Nobbs and 

Choat argue for parallels to the style of writing not only in the early third century but also in the 

late third and early fourth centuries34, thus making a Manichean classification possible.

Given the strong evidence for Manichean vocabulary and expressions, it is most 

likely that Maria, like Besas, is Manichean for whom these expressions are 

meaningful. While the name ‘Maria’ is common in Christian texts from the fourth 

century35, it occurs in a number of Manichean Greek and Coptic documents36. Maria, 

mother of Besas, appears to be a Manichean woman in a Manichean family37 and 

falls outside the parameters of this thesis.

26 P.Kell.5.Copt.25; 29; 32; also inv.P.81C, cited in Gardner, Nobbs and Choat (2001), 122. All date to 
C4.

27 The editor regards ‘God of truth’ as a distinctively Manichean phrase, 91.

28 Another instance of its use as a religious title is in the Manichean P.Kell.1 .Gr.63. The title occurs in 
the liturgical text P.Yale inv.1360 (C3/4 or 4/5), eikXeax; eScmcev ayioiq napaKXrrro . [.

29 Crouzel (1969).

30 P.Kell.1.Gr.63, P.Kell.5.Copt.32 and 36. P.Kell.1.Gr.67 and 1.71 both contain the phrase and are 
arguably Manichean. For P.Kell.1.Gr.71, see 73 above.

31 C. Epist. Fund. 9 cited in Gardner, Nobbs and Choat (2001),123, n.35.

32 ‘of grapes and olives and ... and... for the Pascha’, 1.18, a Manichean text.

33 Most probably in Mani’s lifetime. On the history of Manicheeism in Egypt, see Lieu (1994), especially 
89-105; also Lieu (1985,1992).

34 P.Lit.Lond.207 and 255, cited in Gardner, Nobbs and Choat (2001), 120.

35 On ‘Maria’, see P.Ant.3.192 above. The text rules out a Jewish or Roman pagan milieu.

36 P.Kell.5.Copt.19; 20; 21; 22; 24; 25; 26; 29 (all refer to Maria, mother of Matthaios and Piene); 42 
(Maria, daughter of Louiapshai). Mother Maria and Maria are also names in the arguably Manichean 
P.Kell.1.Gr.71 at 73 above

37 Besas’ father is greeted along with his brothers at the end of the letter and presumably is included in 
the final prayer, eppdxjSai eiix011̂ 011- H-25f. He is not included in the opening greeting nor is the 
letter written to him.



P.Oxy.14.1682, C4, Provenance: Oxyrhynchus; BL 6.103

This letter is from Heracleides to his ‘lady sister Antiochia’ (Kvpla |iov a8eX(()fl 

’Av-uoxevri), 1.1.

Heracleides prays, ‘the providence of God grant that your household receive you in 

health’ (f) |oev tov 0eov jrpovoia itape^ei to peTa oXoKXriplai; ae to  oiKeia dnoA,aPeiv), 

II.6-8, without nomen sacmm. He closes the letter with a standard prayer, eppwoGai 

oe ev%ojiai, Kvpia |iov a8eAx|>f|, 7toXXm<; xpovoiq, 11.15-18. There are no other references 

to religious matters.

Heracleides inquires about Antiochia’s journey and health, and advises her son to pay 

attention to his work.

The religious classification of this letter depends on the phrase fi tov 0eov rcpovoia38. 

The editor considers it a possible indicator of Christianity. Naldini regards it with more 

certainty39. Tibiletti recommends caution in relying on the phrase as the sole criterion 

for Christian classification since it occurs also in pagan texts40. Tibiletti’s position is 

also adopted by Horsley41 and this thesis42. With no other indication of Christian 

belief, this letter is not accepted as Christian43.

P.Oxy.27.2474, C3, Provenance: Oxyrhynchus; BL 5.82; 6.109; 9.195; 10.148

This text is a draft of a will44 whose testator, his name lost, refers to his wife Aurelia 

Chaeremonis as ‘well-disposed’ toward him (evvov[a]Tdxnv |iov [..., e[v]votiaaaav |ioi, 

evvovaxaTfl p.ov <xu|i[picp, evvovoTdrnq |xov cvnpiov, Trj evvo[va]TdTfl |iov avjipito), II.5,

6,16, 30, 32f, and does not refer to her without the description45. He writes ... 0eto 

Kai dv0p©7toi<;, I.6, in a context that is lost but appears to refer to Chaeremonis.

38 There appears to be no difference in meaning between fi t o -u  0eo-u npovota and f) Geia itpovoia. A 
combined form occurs in P.Oxy. 17.2156 (C4/5), Tfj 0ei<? tou Geou npovoigt eyxojievo^.

30 Naldini (1968,1998), 14.

40 Tibiletti (1979), 118, n.34.

41 Horsley, ‘Divine Providence in a letter of Judas’ in ND  3.143f.

42 See 120ff above.

43 For examples of texts with fi Geia npovota and general statements of prayer without other religious 
indicators, see P.Cair.lsid.63 at 70 above; 120, n.11; P.Oxy.48.3396 and P.0xy.59.4001 below.

44 On the text, see Migliardi Zingale (1997), no.25. On wills, see Montevecchi (1935).

45 The intensity of this pattern is heightened by the lack of affective descriptions of the other women 
named, Asclatarion his mother and Theognoste his full sister.



The editor suggests that Chaeremonis may be Christian. The eiWoia/e-uvoeco word 

group occurs in the ‘NT’46 although the adjectival form is not attested, and is regular 

in pagan wills of the period47. The word describes a wifely ideal encouraged in pagan, 

Jewish and Christian texts48. The testator’s ... 0e© Kai dvOpawion; occurs in the ‘NT’49 

and only rarely in the papyri50. It is consistent with a Christian, Jewish or pagan 

milieu. The evidence is too slight to allow classification of the text or of Chaeremonis 

as Christian. Further, the family does not appear to be Christian or Jewish, in that a 

son has been a prytanis. The mention of Ap8ieoq, 1.39, most probably a Jew51 who 

previously owned some of the testator’s land, is noteworthy, raising questions about 

possible confiscation of Jewish property after the 115-117 war, but does not assist in 

classification.

P.Oxy.48.3384,14 April 331, and 3396, C4, Provenance: Oxyrhynchus; BL

8.270; 9.202

These texts are part of the Papnouthis and Dorotheos Archive, P.Oxy.48.3384-3429 

(331-C.376). 3384 is the lease of a house owned by Aurelius Aphynchis and rented 

by Maria (AupriAAqi Mapi<? na0epno\m ou), II.4f, almost certainly Papnouthis’ mother. 

3396 is a letter from Papnouthis to his parents, Aphynchis, possibly Maria’s past 

landlord, and Maria (Kupicp hod rcaxpi 'A§vy%iw Kai xfi Kupia jxot) |ir|xpi Maplaq 

(=Mapi<?)), II 1f.

The lease, 3384, contains no religious references. Maria’s name alone suggests a 

Christian classification and is insufficient to allow it52.

The letter, 3396, opens with prayer to divine providence for health and well-being

(rcp0T|Y0i)|4.evcQ<; e v ^ o ^ ia i xfi Oeitjt r cp o v o ig  u y ia iv o v x a  o e  K a i o X o K X tip c u v x a  K a i

46 Eg e w o ia  Ephesians 6.7; euvoeco Matthew 5.25. Also 4 Maccabees 2.10; 13.25.

47 P.Oxy.3.494 (165) of a wife; P.Ryl.2.153 (169) of a male cousin; P.Strasb.2.122 (161-169) used 
negatively of a son; P.0xy.6.907 (276) of a wife. It occurs in the Christian will P.Antinoe 1 =FIRA 3.52 
(460) of a wife. Ew ouoraxoq/ -t i occurs elsewhere only in SB 8.9867 (C3) of a male.

48 Nan (1995), 58-61; MacDonald (1996), 16; Brown (1991), 57.

49 Luke 2.52; similarly 1 Thessalonians 2.4.

50 P.Oxy.48.3417 (350-400) below; SB 3.6266 (C6).

51 Koenen (1968), 252, n.4. Possibly 'ApSiaioq, ed.pr.

52 See P.Abinn.49 at 36f above.



euBufiowra dnoSoGfjvai \)|iiv ta nap’ efiov ypd|x|xaxa)53, II.3f. There are no other 

religious elements.

The editor accepts Papnouthis, his family including Maria and all others in the archive 

to whose belief reference is made as Christian54, citing the evidence of 3396, and 

3397, 3407, 3417, 3418 and 3421. However, the criteria in each case are insufficient 

for the classification55. In particular, the Christian attribution of 3396 depends on the 

phrase fj 0eia rcpovoia which is insufficient by itself as a criterion56. The letter, 

therefore, is not included in this analysis.

Papnouthis writes concerning certain pledges (evexvpa), II.5, 6 , and about his stay in 

Alexandria receiving money on behalf of the landlord of Sarapammon and his associate. The 

letter includes greetings to two other fathers, Ammonios and Petemounius, and another 

mother Taesis, and to a number of ‘brothers’ and ‘sisters’ who may or may not be kin, 

although Dorotheos is certainly a natural brother. At each of three greetings to children 

Papnouthis writes to dpdoKavra aimfe tekvo, II.26, 28, 3057.

53 In the papyrus: jipoTTyoi>jievo\><; euxojiai Tfl 0i<? Jipovoiqi pi[y]?vovTa a a i  Kai 6 X o k X tip o C v < to >  Kai 
et>0\)n6vra {Kai} drcoSoGnvai [o a ij ’fyieiv’ to  7tap’ ejicu  ypdnixara.

54 ‘So far as the religion of any persons in these papers can be determined, they are without exception 
Christians’, 76.

55 Only two of the cited letters are written by Papnouthis, 3396 and 3397. In 3397, Papnouthis invokes 
God using the singular, jid xov yap ©eov, I.5, and closes with a standard prayer, both of which are 
consistent with a Christian belief but do not prove it.

3407, a letter by Papnouthis’ landlady, is examined at 55 above. It does not necessarily imply 
Papnouthis’ Christianity.

In 3417, Maximos, writing to Papnouthis and Dorotheos, refers to God using the singular 8ia t o v  Beov,
I.9, and uses the invocation (id tnv yap Geiav npovoiav, l.16f, and the phrase t o  o u k  ecrnv 
SiKaiov napa Getp Kai dv0pamoi<;, ll.26f. While this latter phrase recalls ‘NT’ language, Luke 2.52; 1 
Thessalonians 2.4, and strengthens the argument that Maximos is Christian, its occurrence does not 
necessarily imply Papnouthis’ Christianity. The phrase would be consistent with a pagan belief. In C4 
the phrase also occurs in P.Oxy.27.2474 of uncertain religious milieu, above.

3418 is written by an unknown author who uses the phrase GeoO yap 0eJiovTo<;, I.7, insufficient as a 
criterion for Christian classification although consistent with it.

In 3421, Ammonios, who may or may not be the Ammonios of 3419 and 3420, prays
Tro naveXerifiovi Geqj, I.4, in a letter written to an unknown Serapion. This is likely to be a Christian text
but it carries no implications for Papnouthis’ Christianity.

56 See P.Oxy. 14.1682, above.

57 The wish strengthens the argument against a Christian classification, although it occurs in Christian 
texts.



This is a letter of condolence58 from Julius ‘to his lord father Demetrius and his lady 

sister Apollonia’ (Kup[i.]oi<; fiou rcaxpi Aruntixpicp Kai ’AnoXXcovia d8eA,<t>fj ’Iot>A,iog 

%aipeiv), II.Iff.

Julius writes, ‘therefore, it is possible for the Lord God to grant us health for the 

remaining time’ (5-uvati (= Suvaxei) ovv xco Kupico Geco xo-u Xoitcou’ rpiv xf]v oXoKXipiav 

7tapaa%iv (= 7iapaa%eiv))59, ll.9ff. Auvaxeco is rare, found almost exclusively in the 

Pauline corpus of the ‘NT’, although never used impersonally60. The occurrence here 

has led to the suggestion than Julius is Christian61. However, there are no Christian 

expressions of consolation or specifically Christian elements in the letter alongside 

the sophisticated construction with 8-uvaxeco. Further, aSuvaxeco is relatively frequent 

and is regularly impersonal, suggesting that Julius has borrowed this construction, 

rendering it in the positive. Without further evidence, Julius’ Christianity is not 

accepted. The belief of Apollonia is unknown.

P.0xy.59.4001, C4, Provenance: Oxyrhynchus; BL 11.171

This letter is from Eudaimon to ‘the ladies, my mother and grandmothers and Kyra’ 

(K up iai[< ;] jao-u nry ip i K a i ^ a n a iq  (= n a p n a ic ; )  o ^oxj K a i R u p a ) ,  II. 1f.

Eudaimon prays for the women’s health to divine providence (xfj 0ei<jt npovoia), 1.5, 

and, using the first person plural, thanks ‘divine providence which helps us 

everywhere and in everything’ (e-uxapioxoujiev xrj Geia rcpovoiqi xfj rcayxa%o-u fijj.iv 

K a i eiq rcavxa poti9ovcrri), 11.10-13, for the recovery of Kyra who has been ill. The 

classification of this text as Christian depends on f] Geia npovoia which is not a 

sufficient indicator of Christianity62. This text is therefore excluded from analysis.

Eudaimon refers to books and medical instruments which he hopes to receive from home.

P.Oxy.55.3819, early C4, Provenance: Oxyrhynchus; BL 11.171

58 On letters of condolence, see Worp (1995); Chapa (1998).

59 The editor suggests Suva-tel ow o K-upioq 0eoq be read. This is no doubt the meaning.

60 Romans 14.4; 2 Corinthians 9.8; 13.3.

81 Chapa (1998), 125-130.

62 See P.Oxy. 14.1682, above.





CHAPTER 9

ASCETIC CHRISTIAN WOMEN

INTRODUCTION

Asceticism, expressed institutionally in monasticism, is a major development for 

women in the life of the church in the fourth century1. The popularity of the 

movement, its place within the structure and identity of the institutional church, and its 

significance for women render it an important source of information on the religious 

lives of one group of women in early Christian Egypt. The essence of Christian 

asceticism lies in renunciation, particularly of sexual activity, and often also of 

property2 and other aspects of physical life such as food and sleep3, for the pursuit of 

spiritual goals. Asceticism generates a complex of understandings in the early 

church. It is a way of participating, while on earth, in the perfection of heaven where 

there is no marriage4. As the perfect state, virginity functions as a symbol for 

Christianity itself, and virgins come to carry the burden of the church’s purity5.

Ascetic women embody values prized by masculine authority6 and, in addition, serve

1 The subject has attracted recent scholarship eg Brown (1991) and Elm (1994, 2000) with 
bibliographies; also Barison (1938); Radford-Reuther (1974b); (1979); Judge (1977); (1981); Emmett 
(1982); (1984); Clark (1986); Veilleux (1986); Willem-Drijvers (1987); Kraemer (1988); (1992); Francis
(1995); Wipszycka (1996a); (1996b); (2001b); Goehring (1997); (1999); Methuen (1997); Krawiec
(1998); (2002); Shaw (1998); Stramara (1998); Bagnall (2001a); Davis (2001, 2003); (2002); Swan
(2001); Choat (2002); Brakke (2003); Frankfurter (2003); Parker (2004); Vivian (2004). The skewed 
nature of the ancient sources is argued in Jacobs and Krawiec (2003), warning against interpreting 
social trends solely through the lens of ascetic rhetoric.

2 Evidence for property ownership by ascetics is complex. The papyri attest ascetics, men and women,
owning property; see below. Canons of Athanasius 102 allows virgins to receive inheritances. 
Pachomian monasteries allowed retention of property but Shenoute’s communities did not, Wipszycka 
(1996b), 393, n.60. Literary sources suggest entry into monasteries generally involved, if not handing
over of all property for sharing, at least devolution of its management and benefits. Basil’s Regulae
Brevius Tractatae 187 states that all personal property is to be disposed of, yet personal income 
should be held in trust by local clergy. Rule of St Augustine 3 allows no personal property; 4 states that
possessions become the property of the community. Bagnall (2001a) notes tensions in the AP  in
attitudes to property, and relates them to the different circumstances of anchorite and coenobitic 
monks, abbots and ordinary brothers.

3 Eg Athanasius writes of virginity involving a broader renunciation of the world so that virgins are to 
eat only to sustain life and bathe only to calm themselves not for enjoyment, Second Letter to the 
Virgins 4,11-13,15ff; On virginity 1, 3, 8f. The authorship of these texts is debated; see Brakke 
(1994).

4 Matthew 22.30.

5 For the church as a pure virgin, see The Shepherd 781f; 2 Corinthians 11.2; Cameron (1991), 175.

8 ‘...we possess ... in the state of virginity, a picture of the holiness of the angels ... nowhere 
established but only among us Christians ... with us is to be found the genuine and true religion’, 
Athanasius, Apologia ad imperatorem Constantium 33; also First Letter to the Virgins 4f.



to display the bishop’s power7. Monasticism involves a moderated asceticism 

exercised within a community and emphasising order, work, prayer, obedience and 

stability.

Asceticism in Christianity probably has its origin in ascetic movements in Judaism8 

and in philosophic Greek and Roman society9. It can be discerned as early as the 

Pauline letters of the ‘NT’. 1 Corinthians 7 contains a clear ascetic element in its 

advocacy of celibacy and its appraisal of marriage as a legitimate but lesser way of 

Christian life, a concession to human weakness10, because it distracts from single- 

minded devotion to Christ11. Later advocates of ascetic Christianity add a misreading 

of Paul’s spirit:flesh dichotomy, interpreting ‘flesh’ as ‘body’ and ‘sexuality’. Significant 

for women is the interconnectedness of the polarities current in late antique 

philosophic and religious discourse constructed by men to define reality: spirit:flesh, 

male:female, culture:nature, public:private. Women in all cases are associated with 

the less desired element.

Asceticism is not the whole of Paul’s thought in 1 Corinthians 7. Paul also commends 

marriage with sexualityds an essential element12. This pro-marriage position is taken 

up in the later ‘NT’ writings13 and given theological interpretation in the husband:wife, 

Christ:church metaphor. The ascetic aspect of Paul’s thought is rejected in these 

later texts and, instead, finds expression in the apocryphal Actsu  where celibacy

7 Brown (1991), 260.

8 Eg the Therapeutai and Therapeutrides, Philo, On the contemplative life. On the community, see 
Kraemer (1989). The Essenes and Qumran communities practised asceticism but the role of women is 
uncertain. Philo, Hypothetica 11.14-17 states Essenes abstain from marriage due to women’s low 
moral capacity and Pliny the Elder, Natural History 5.15.73 says Essenes include no women.
Josephus, The Jewish War 2.160-1 notes some Essenes marry for procreation, implying women are 
wives not participants. See Kraemer (1989), 365, n.81; Brown (1991), 34-41; Elder (1994); Kraemer
(1999). Asceticism at Qumran is associated with a communal priestly role rather than bodily discipline.

9 Eusebius, H E  2.17.19. An ascetic lifestyle in pagan society is designated as ‘philosophy’, Jensen
(1996), 19f, but whether it involved sexual renunciation is uncertain. Hypatia in C5 was probably 
celibate but only Vestal Virgins and infrequent priestesses, ai iepai napOevot, are otherwise attested. 
See Clark (1993), 130. Brown (1991), 8, argues that virginity was anomalous in pagan society and not 
portrayed as ideal. Augustinian legislation penalised the unmarried and childless but the laws were 
overturned in 320, C T  8.16.1. See also Coleman-Norton (1966), 1.77-79.

101 Corinthians 7.9.

111 Corinthians 7.33f.

12 1 Corinthians 7.4-11.

13 Ephesians 5.21-33; 1 Timothy 5.1-16; 1 Peter 3.1-7.

14 The Pastoral Epistles and apocryphal Acts are probably contemporaneous in late C1/early C2. They 
represent different developments of the Pauline tradition, MacDonald (1983). See also Davies (1991); 
Dunn (1993); MacDonald (1979).



becomes the ideal, and much of the drama centres on the defence of women’s, and 

significantly not men’s, virginity15. The style of ascetic women’s leadership evident in 

the apocryphal Acts, essentially independent of male ecclesial authority, signals they 

belong to a time of transition16. Ultimately the ascetic movement of the third century 

comes firmly within church control, and with it, ascetic women’s independence. The 

active, independent, ascetic woman, personified by Thekla17, becomes the withdrawn 

virgin whose sole task is to pray.

The actual experience of women ascetics, both within and outside Egypt, is difficult to 

determine. Information comes mainly from literary sources written by men18 in 

writings that are highly rhetorical and polemical. The writers describe and instruct 

female monastic communities, but mostly those of their elite, educated women 

friends who found and lead important monastic institutions. The descriptions cannot 

be taken as necessarily typical of Egyptian monasticism, nor the life of the women 

founders as typical of the life of the nuns they lead19. The voices of women are heard 

in these texts with difficulty. Asceticism is understood to offer women an alternative to 

the traditional roles of wife and mother, allowing a degree of freedom and lack of 

spiritual distraction unavailable to the married20. Evidence confirms that some women 

gain new independence, freedom to travel21 and opportunities for education22. 

Women so often opt for this life that the Council of Gangra (c.340) ruled that women

15 Eg Acts o f Paul 3. On possible female authorship and likely female readership of the apocryphal 
Acts, see Davies (1980).

16 Davies (1980), 100.

17 Acts of Paul 3.

18 All major Christian writers in C4 and C5, eg Athanasius, Ambrose, Augustine, Chrysostom, Jerome, 
Basil of Caesarea, Gregory of Nyssa and Gregory Nazianzus, write on asceticism. See Clark (1979);
Brown (1991), 449-464; Elm (1994, 2000), 387-395; Jensen (1996), 312-323.

19 There is little evidence that the ascetics of Egypt were the wealthy elite. Exceptions occur, eg
Antony in Athanasius, Vita S. Antonii 1 and Isidore in HL 1.4. Most ascetics have poor or middle-class 
backgrounds, eg herdsmen, builders, slaves, balsam growers, robbers, HL 8.3; 19.1; 22.1; 35.1; 49.1. 
Rule of St Augustine 1.5 (c.397) presumes the poverty of some community members, indicating poor 
women should not seek material benefit from entering the convent, eg food, clothing, medicine, 
unavailable to them outside. But Augustine, Letter 211.6 acknowledges wealthy women ascetics who 
are not to despise poor members of the community. Augustine does not address Egyptian ascetics, 
but it is likely that the composition of their communities is similar.

20 Chrysostom, La virginM 40 explains that ascetic women enjoy freedom from domestic hardships: 
problems caused by slaves and money, marital suspicion, jealousy, violence, childbirth and anxiety 
caused by children.

21 Pilgrimage offered women new opportunities for travel eg Jerome, Epistula 108; HL 35; Athanasius, 
Second Letter to Virgins (c.350-370). The diary of Egeria records her travels to holy sites and is one of
the earliest writings by a Christian woman, Egeria, Travels, late C4/early C5. See Clark (1981), 251 f; 
(1986), 186; Elm (1994, 2000), 331-336.

22 See 16, n.111 above and n. 1 12  below.



who leave their husbands (Canon 14) and/or their children (Canon 15) for the ascetic 

life are anathema. Similarly children must not abandon their parents (Canon 16). 

Asceticism becomes a tacit requirement for ministry as ecclesiastical widow, virgin 

and deaconess23. Monasticism emerges as an alternative vocational path to the 

ministerial roles of bishop, priest and deacon closed to women, and an alternative to 

the roles of ecclesiastical widow and deaconess which disappear through 

constraint24.

Asceticism, as constructed in the fourth century, is ambivalent in its outcomes for 

women, bringing benefits largely at the expense of female identity. Transcending 

sexuality is a goal for both male and female ascetics, but desexualisation almost 

always means masculinisation for women25. Thus, women ascetics are said to 

exercise ‘manly1 virtue (dpexn) with ‘(masculine) courage’ (dv5peia)26. They ‘cease to 

be a woman and will be called a man’27. The increasing emphasis in the third century 

on discipline in food and sleep28, and neglect of personal appearance29 become 

particularly associated with female asceticism. Strict discipline in relation to food and 

dress allows women to achieve undifferentiated, no longer overtly female bodies. 

Desexualisation, however, does not mean feminisation for men30, which rather is 

feared and becomes part of the polemic against spiritual marriages. Men’s virtues

23 Widows and virgins are unmarried by definition. Deaconesses replace widows in church structures 
and are most probably unmarried, but no requirement is made explicit in Didascalia Apostolorum (C3) 
or Canon 19, Council of Nicaea (325). Canon 15, Council of Chalcedon (451) presumes it. Some 
women’s orders were supported by the church, Jensen (1996), 23.

24 The increasing restriction is evident in descriptions of their roles: Eusebius, H£2.16f; 2.18.9; 3.37.1; 
4.27.1; 6.43.11; 8.8.1 etc (c.300); Didascalia Apostolorum 3.1-12 (XIV-XVI) (Syriac, C3); Hippolytus, 
Apostolic Tradition I 1], 13,18.5 (Rome, d.235); Apostolic Constitutions 3.9 (Antioch, C4).

25 It is noteworthy that only certain desexualisation is approved; eg cropped hair for women is 
condemned as claiming equality with men, Canon 17, Council of Gangra (c.340 CE); Canon 13 
condemns women dressing as men. The Canons concede that the women’s motivation is greater 
holiness. See also Jensen (1996), 43.

28 HL 41.
27 Jerome, Commentary on the Epistle to the Ephesians 658, comment on 5.28a. Also Clark (1986), 
43. Within gender theory of performance, given the feminine as body, nature, worldly, the women 
ascetics do become men, Brakke (2003), 390.

28 This is evident in Origen’s life, Eusebius, H E  6.3.9; and is a focus of Pachomian monasticism,
Brown (1991), 217f.

29 The link between holiness and dirt is evident from the time of Antony, Athanasius, Vita S. AntoniiAT. 
Rule o f St Augustine 9 requires women to bathe once a month, and wear simple, sombre clothing. 
Augustine, Letters 211.13 says that an excessive desire for clean clothes soils the soul. See also Clark 
(1986), 66.

30 Chrysostom, Instruction and Refutation. But it is interesting to note the idealisation of female virgins 
and the subsequent self-identification of men with them. Boyarin (1999), 87, notes the tendency 
among certain rabbis in the same period to see themselves as feminised in order to overcome their 
male lust.



continue unaltered31. Women’s desexualisation works to eliminate them as a source 

of temptation to men by eliminating them as women, rendering them sexless through 

fasting and neglect, and thus appears constructed for men’s benefit32. Palladius is 

noteworthy among early writers on asceticism in explicitly making women subjects of 

the Lausiac History along with men, although they are naiepeq 0f|teiai33. Both equally 

practise ascetic discipline to transcend sexuality34. The language of sexual 

asceticism is highly paradoxical and particularly powerful for women who come to be 

the sole bearers of the title 7tap0evo<;35. The virgin is the ‘bride of Christ’ and virginity 

itself is ‘true marriage’ to Christ. The language of ascetic devotion is often highly 

erotic, deriving its legitimacy from the Song of Songs36.

ASCETIC WOMEN IN THE PAPYRI

References to ascetic women are argued to occur in a number of fourth-century 

papyri. However, many are not sufficiently clear to be accepted37. Those that are 

accepted I now present in outline; analysis follows.

P.land.6.100, Second half C4, Provenance: Unknown; BL 3.87; 6.57

This text is a letter from Bessemios38 to ‘the beloved fathers Zoilos39 and Valerios 

and brothers Herakleides and Paesios and Atres’, 11.1-3. After an opening prayer, 

Bessemios greets ‘Aron and Mariam and Tamounis and all the brothers in the 

monastery’ (dcmd̂ ô ai ”A[pcov] Kai Mapiajx Kai Tajiovyi Kai xouq aSeX̂ ouq rcafvxaq] 

t o w ; ev xo) novaaxnpico)40, II.5-7. Bessemios’ greeting to the women singles them out, 

with Aron, for particular mention. The three may be in a different category from Kai 

xo\)<; dSeT̂ jow; itd[vxaq]xo\)<; ev xco novaaxipico but live sufficiently closely to be included

31 Vid6n (1990), 148ff.

32 Willem-Drijvers (1987), 261,264f.

33 HL pr. 2. Palladius devotes a chapter to yuvcmcai dv5peiav, HL 41 .The same perspective is missing 
from the almost contemporary HM.

34 HL pr.; 34; 41.

35 Cameron (1991), 175.

38 Eg Origen, Song of Songs (C3).

37 SB 8.9746; P.Oxy. 14.1774; SB 14.11532=P.Strasb.1900; SB14.12173=P.Mich.inv.346; P.Laur.2.42 
recto; P.Neph.36. See the appendix to this chapter.

38 BriggriuMs BL 6.57. Ed.pr. proposed BTio[9$]co[po]g.

39 In the papyrus, Aoftoq.

40 This is an early example of novaornpiov in the papyri. The word occurs in 4 other texts dated C4: 
P.Kell.12.Fr2; P.Neph.12; SB 10.10522; 14.11972FrA.



in the one greeting, or ic a i t o \x; a S e A ^ ix ;  7id[vxa<;] may function with aMx>u<; 

understood; that is, Mariam and Tamounis may be members of the monastery41. The 

greeting reads as a continuation of the opening address, picking up the naming of 

community members after the prayer. The structure, therefore, favours the women’s 

membership of the monastery but it remains uncertain. It is possible that the women 

and Aron are associated with the monastery in another capacity, perhaps as textile 

workers, but, in this case, naming them before ‘all the brothers in the monastery’ in a 

letter addressed to the ‘fathers’ and some ‘brothers’ seems unlikely. It may be that 

Aron, Mariam and Tamounis are Bessemios’ natural family, named first, but this does 

not clarify their relationship with the monastery. It seems more likely that Mariam and 

Tamounis are community members and this raises the possibility that this is a mixed- 

sex monastery.

The letter has a standard opening prayer for health, (e\>xo|i.ai tco 0£[cd] 7tepi rrv; o ôKXripiaq

x)|xdov), II.4f, without nomen sacmm and concerns commercial matters, partly at least related to

42
textile manufacture .

P.Ups.1.43=Chr.Mitt.98, C4, Provenance: Lycopolis43; BL 10.95

Thaesis, the ever-virgin of P.Lips.1.43, appears in a formal court report of 

proceedings held ‘in the forecourt of the catholic church under Plousianos the most 

honoured bishop’ (ev t co  7cuX.(bvi K[a0]oXiKfj<; eKKkr|(ria<; xfjq \mo nXo-umavov 

erciSî araxTov (= emxijuoratov) enioKOTtov), II. 1f. Thaesis’ name occurs without 

patronymic but with the epithet ‘ever-virgin’ (0af|aio<; deutap0[evo]\)) which functions 

as an identifier and is legally sufficient and recognised. The description indicates that 

Thaesis is a Christian ascetic44. Her Christian status is supported by the fact that she 

is accused of taking Christian books, and by her appearance before the bishop’s 

court. Thaesis appears without a guardian.

41 Elm (1994,2000), 245, notes the two possibilities of the women’s membership or not, but draws no 
conclusion. Her earlier reference, 237, suggests she regards the women as ascetics.

42 The text discusses the sale of a tunic (tcoXofhov), cheeses and other goods. Textile manufacture is 
frequently recorded as monastic work and suggests such communities are self-supporting but the
quantities here are very small. In this community, wool-working may be the task of the women, as in 
Pachomian monasteries, Clark (1993), 104; Elm (1994,2000), 296.

43 Ed.pr. proposed the provenance as Hermopolis Magna. Worp (1994), 286, n.10, argues Lycopolis
as the place of origin, with subsequent transfer of the text to Hermopolis; BL 10.95.

44 The word aeutap0evoq is discussed below.



Plousianos has arbitrated the case between her and the (other) heirs45 of Besarion (jiexâ u 

©afiaioc; deuiap9[evo]-u Kai xSsv k X.t ipo[v ]o ĉov Brioapicovoq), li.3-5. His court has met in the 

presence of a number of officials, including a pouteuxfiq and a 8idKovo<;, 11.7-1046. The charge 

against Thaesis is of removing Christian books, 7tepi d<tmpeae[co]<; pipAAmv xpe[icu]iavtKG>v 

(= xpiotiaviKwv), 11.12f; that is, Thaesis removed the books before the distribution of the 

inheritance. These books are no doubt codices47 and, although cheaper than papyrus rolls, 

are plainly valuable materially and possibly spiritually48. The bishop’s judgement is that either

the heirs provide witnesses who can testify that Thaesis took the books whereupon she is to

restore them, or Thaesis must swear an oath not to have taken the books. The bishop

specifies that Thaesis is to receive the largest portion of the inheritance, at least double that of 

any other heir49.

An implication of the removal of the books is that Thaesis is educated. It is possible that she

takes the books solely for their monetary value but the fact of suspicion falling on her suggests 

that she is known to have an interest in books.

Plousianos is probably to be identified as the bishop of Lycopolis who died c.350 C E50. The 

early date for this hearing of the episcopalis audientia51 does not necessitate that both 

Thaesis and the heirs agree to its function52 and it gives no information on the heirs’ beliefs.

45 Ed.pr. understands Thaesis as an heir in Besarion’s will, but with K*.r|pov6|j.oi, H.4f, 10,19 denoting 
the ‘other heirs’ although aXkoi is not used. It is possible that Thaesis is not an heir and that the 
dispute is not about the settlement of Besarion’s estate, although the bishop’s determination favours 
this sense.

46 The number, names and titles of the others are lost.

47 See Roberts and Skeat (1982), 53; Llewelyn, The Development of the Codex’ in N D  7.249-262. The 
books are ‘Christian’ but otherwise unspecified. They may be ‘Scripture’, theological writings, other 
Christian literature eg apocryphal Acts. The word pipxiov designates Scripture from the time of 
Chrysostom; see Lampe (1961,1968), s.v. The books also may be non-literary texts, perhaps 
documents associated with a church or monastery.

48 SB 14.11858 is the receipt for a book for adornment. It is sufficiently valuable to warrant a receipt.
See also Lane-Fox (1986), 304f. On the cost of books, see 17, n.119 above.

49 The inheritance is divided into 2 parts, one going to Thaesis, the other to all the other heirs of 
unknown number, 11.17-19.1 understand ‘all the things left in the house’ (rcdvxa xa eni xf\<; oiKeiaq 
KaxaXei(t>0evxa), 1.17, to refer to more than the books. The referent for ndvxa xa is unclear.

50 Martin (1996), 708. Elm (1994, 2000), 235, n.24, considers this ‘unlikely1, but gives no reason. The 
proposal in Worp (1994), 286, n.10, that the letter originates from Lycopolis strengthens the likelihood. 
Plousianos is not listed in Morris (1994).

51 This appears the earliest reference to, and actual record of, the episcopalis audientia. With only the 
judgement recorded, the text gives little information on procedure, but indicates setting, form of 
judgement and the fact that witnesses are present and that oaths can be used. Bagnall (1993a), 224, 
rejects the concept of bishops’ powers of formal civil adjudication and identifies this as a private 
dispute. On the episcopalis audientia, see also P.0xy.6.903 at 178f above; Horsley, ‘A family feud’ in 
ND  3.149-155, here 152.

52 The consent of both parties was at first not necessary but came to be required in CJ 1.4.8 (398). 
See also Coleman-Norton (1966), 2.475f; Jones (1970), 343f; Horsley, ‘A  family feud’ in N D  3.149- 
155, here 152. The authorisation of bishops to hear legal cases in church matters was established in 
313 according to Eusebius, H E  10.5.18-50. This judicial capacity was expanded to cover private law in 
C T  1.27.1 (318) although its authenticity is debated. The power was confirmed in CS 1 (333). CT



Their concern about the Christian books does not necessarily imply Christian faith, only 

recognition of the books’ value. The fact that they bring a charge against Thaesis need not 

argue against a Christian affiliation according to which they should rather suffer wrong than

take a fellow-Christian to court53. The charge may reflect the realities of Christian community 

life.

P.Lips.1.60, C4 before 371, Provenance: Panopolis; BL 1.209

This text is a receipt from Aurelius Mikalos54 and ‘his sister Didyme, ever-virgin’ (ri 

[t o 'u t o 'u ] a8eXx|)ri A i8"6|j.ri aeutrip0evo<;), II. 1 f, to Flavius Isidores. Mikalos and Didyme 

are both children of Aphthonios and Tnouthis. ’AemdpGevoi; signals that Didyme is an 

ascetic Christian woman55 and that her status is socially and administratively 

recognised. The omission of ‘Aurelia’ from her name may be part of the tendency 

identified among clergy and ascetics to omit the civil status marker, the omission 

operating as a religious status marker56, and so confirming her religious standing57. 

There are no other references to religion in the text. Didyme appears without a 

guardian.

The receipt is tom after the opening statements and concerns the supply of a quantity of 

military cloaks that are part of Mikalos and Didyme’s father’s tax obligation58. The receipt in 

joint names indicates that Mikalos and Didyme are both active in the business of their father 

who is perhaps dead59. Mikalos’ name has no descriptor, such as an occupation, equivalent to 

Didyme’s ‘ever-virgin’.

16.2.23 (376) reserves criminal matters for secular courts. CS 3 (384) requires clergy to be tried in 
episcopal courts. See also Coleman-Norton (1966), 48f, n.3 for the history; also 1.74f; 177f; 324f; 393f.

53 1 Corinthians 6.7, referring particularly to pagan courts but including hearings before Christians.

54 Ed.pr., ’A\)pf|3iio[q Ml]K[a]Xoq, 1.1 and, in a second hand, [ Mi]kkc&ov eiq , verso, BL 1.209.

55 For the meaning of aeindp0evo<;, see below.

56 Worp (2005), from occurrences of dvayvoixTrriq, 8idtccov, (tmo)8idKovoi;, npeoPvrepoq, novaxoq, (xovaxri, 
fiovâ cov, fiova^ovca dated to C7.

57 This finding suggests that ascetic women and men shared the same status as clergy in the secular 
realm.

58 Throughout C4 there were levies in kind of garments to meet shortfalls in state-run factories, Jones 
(1964), 837. For a receipt for military clothing dated 326/27, see Youtie (1980b).

59 An Aurelia Didyme, daughter of Aphthonios, from Panopolis appears in P.Lips.1.45 (371), also 
addressed to Flavius Isidoros, now called officialis. Aphthonios is in charge of clothing for the
thirteenth indiction. Aurelius Sempronius agrees to be surety for Didyme for taxes levied on her father. 
It is likely that ‘Didyme’ refers to the same woman. P.Lips.1.45 does not identify Didyme as 
deiitdpGevoq, it does not refer to her belief and it gives her the title ‘Aurelia’. Didyme’s virgin-status is 
apparently irrelevant to Sempronius in P.Lips.1.45 but focal to Didyme’s self-description, or Mikalos’ 
description of her, in P.Lips.1.60.



Didyme’s name occurs in the nominative as a co-writer of the document but if [xoiixou], I.160, is 

correct, Mikalos is as the actual writer. The end of the papyrus that might have indicated 

Didyme’s literacy status is lost.

P.Neph.1, C4, Provenance: Alexandria, BL 9.173; 11.139

Tapiam and Paul in their letter to Ophellios and the brothers61 write, ‘we greet all the 

beloved brothers by name and the virgins of God’ (do7ta£6ne6a xcnx; ayanrpovq 

aSeA-̂ oxx; navxaq kcit’ ovo(ia Kai xa<; TtapGevouc; xov 0eov), ll.27f. This is the only 

reference to consecrated women in the Nepheros archive. The relationship between 

the virgins and the monastery is unknown, but is such that they are greeted in the 

same letter. The virgins form a distinct group, with the greeting to them following the 

greeting to the brothers and being followed by greetings to Kai xov rcaxepa fijirnv 

’Qpicova Kai xf|v |nr|xepa Tievop Kai ITivav Kai xo-ix; Xoircoix; aSeX̂ oix; navxaq, II.27- 

29, who appear not to be monastics.

P.0xy.44.3203, 25 June- 24 July 400, Provenance: Oxyrhynchus; BL 8.267

This lease is agreed between Aurelia Theodora and Aurelia Tauris, ‘apotactic nuns’ 

(novaxatc; a7coxaKxiKai<;), 1.6, and ‘Aurelius Jose, son of Judas, Jew’ (jcapa A'up'nA.tou 

’Icocrn ’Io\)5a ’Io-uSiaioq)62. The women are Christian ascetics63. There is no other 

reference to their religious life in the text.

According to the lease, Jose will rent from the nuns ‘one ground-floor room, a hall, and one 

cellar in the basement, with all their fittings’ (eniTteSov xorcov £va e êxpav (= e êSpav) Ka[i]

[X ]fi[v] ev xrn Kajayeico Ka^apav |xia[v cruv] xpTiarnpioiq 7iaaiv), 11.15-17. The women are sisters, 

having the same father, Silvanus. They are described as [afro xrjq Xannpaq Kai A.annpoxdxn<; 

[’0 ]̂ up\)Yxvxa)v noXecoq, I.6 , without any further statement about residency suggesting they live 

in the city. The women act without guardians or male assistants.

PSI 6.698, 25 January 392, Provenance: Oxyrhynchus; BL 8.400; 10.243

This text concerns the division of inherited property among two men and two 

women64. The description of the property includes the statement that on the south

60 BL 1.209. In the papyrus: ...]Xoq £ [about 8 letters] [2 letters] d5eX<>fi...

61 The text is discussed in detail in the chapters on papyri written by Christian women above.

62 See Horsley, ‘Nuns as lessors of property’ in ND 1.126-130; BL 8.267. For evidence of the Jewish 
community in Oxyrhynchus in this period, see 346f, 354-359 below.

63 The term novaxai drcoxaKxiKai is discussed below.

64 On women and land ownership in the Roman period, see Pomeroy (1983,1985).



side there is public land, on the east side it borders the property of Annis65, nun, and 

on the west, there is the inheritance of Apion (voto]v Srijiocria p-ujari, dmiA.iaKou 

’'AvviToq jiovax^, A,iPo<; kXtipovoiacov ’Amcovoq), 1.7. Mova%r| indicates that Annis is a 

Christian ascetic66 and that this epithet identifies her. She appears without a 

patronymic.

The description implies that the land is agricultural. It is most likely that Annis’ property, 

bordering it, is similarly agricultural. The other landowner, Apion, is also named without 

patronymic and without any other identifier.

SB 16.12620 = P.Mich.inv.431, C4, Provenance: Unknown

This letter is written to Agathinos, the lord brother, by an unknown person.

The surviving fragment includes reference to an iron implement which is ‘necessary for the 

fields’, the need for courage (Odpcn. (= 0apoei)), I.2 and two greetings, the first of which is to the 

mother of Komon who is unnamed.

The second greets ‘Nonna and her ever-virgin daughter (Novav nexa xr\q aeutapBevou 

0vyaTpo<;), ll.7f. ’AeinapGevoq indicates that Nonna’s daughter is a Christian ascetic67. 

The name ‘Nonna’ is used by Christians but is not itself sufficient in the fourth century 

to classify someone as Christian68. Nevertheless, in combination with an 

deiudpGevoc, Ovydxrip, it is likely that Nonna is Christian.

O. Douch 3.190, C4-early C5, Provenance: Kysis; BL 10.290

This text is a four-line fragment of a list of people receiving grain. An unknown 

quantity of wheat, lost because of damage to the right-hand side of the ostracon, is 

given to Anonyme, l̂ovaxfi, I.3.

85 The editors understand ”Awvro<; as a feminine genitive. The name seems not to be attested 
elsewhere from a search of the DDBDP, Foraboschi (1967-1971) and Preisigke (1967).

86 The term novaxii is discussed below.

87 The term deircdpeevoq is discussed below.

88 The name is first attested in SB 14.11575 (C3), the dowry arrangements for Nonna, daughter of 
Aurelia Apia. The text gives no indication of religious affiliation. It has been published since Youtie 
(1977), 138, stated that ‘Nonna’ does not appear before C4. Of 16 occurrences dated C4, 2 suggest a 
Christian milieu, P.Ant.2.93; P.Sakaon 48; most give no information about religious affiliation: SB 
4.7445; 8.9931; 14.11575; 14.12140 (C4/5); Stud.Pal.20.109; P.0xy.10.1288; 60.4084;
P.Genova.1.22; P.Herm.Landl.1.31; 2.33; P.Abinn.25; 62; 63; 64; the latter 4 most probably refer to 
Abinnaeus’ wife Nonna also called Polyetion. Abinnaeus’ belief is debated. I consider him Christian, 
suggesting his wife is also Christian.



The other person named in the extant fragment is a male, xra BiKtcop(ivcp)69, 1.2, who receives 

grain through an intermediary Petechon. The circumstances of this distribution are not known.

It may be charitable, for Anonyme’s personal use or on behalf of a community. It may be for 

agricultural cultivation. The source of the grain is also not known.

ANALYSIS 

Nomenclature

The papyri attest a range of terms for ascetic women in the fourth century.

dEiTcdpO Evot;

’Aei7tdp0evo<; is doubtfully cited once in Greek literature in the seventh century BCE70 

but is otherwise not attested among Greek writers before the second century CE71. It 

is used of the Vestal Virgins in Rome72. The word occurs in Philo but not in other 

Jewish literature73 and is found in Christian writing possibly from the second 

century74. In the early fourth century, Eusebius uses aeutdp0evo<; of a choir of holy 

virgins75 and in Pachomius’ Rule, the word designates the women in his community76.

’Aeutdp0evo<; commonly describes the Virgin Mary in Christian literature of the period 

and becomes almost exclusively used of her by the fifth century77. This is most 

probably a development of its use for consecrated virgins78. The pattern of exclusive

69 BL 10.290.

70 LSJ, s.v.; Supplement, s.v., citing with a query Alcaeus, 304.5 L.-P.

71 From a search of the TLG. The word is most frequent in Cassius Dio (C2/3), Roman History, 26x.

72 Cassius Dio, Roman History 56.5, 59.3.

73 Philo uses deurap0evoq 12x, the only writer using it in C1 BCE, from a search of the TLG.

74 Ignatius of Antioch refers to -raq aeircapGevo-uq Kai ta g  of the church, To Smyrna 13.1, 
according to the TLG text. The same verse occurs as xaq rcapSevouq xaq teyonevaq x^pa? in the 
Schoedel, Loeb and Lightfoot editions of his Epistles. For the reading, see these editions, ad toe.

75 Eusebius, De vita Constantini 4.28.3, tov yoGv tcov Ttavayicov aeimxpGevtov xopov toG 0eoG; also De 
laudibus Constantini 17.6.

76 Pachomius, Rule 143 = Rule B CXLIII. See also Lampe (1961,1968), s.v.

77 The only use of demdpGevoq dated C3 occurs in Hippolytus, Contra Beronem et Heliconem  325.33, 
referring to Mary, from a search of the TLG. In C4, of 55 occurrences, 51 refer to Mary, eg Athanasius 
Oratio II Contra Arianos 296; Athanasius Expositio in Psalmum LXXX IV  373; Athanasius De Communi 
Essentia Patris et Filii et Spiritus Sancti 77. The word applies to ascetics in Epiphanius once out of 
20x; in Chrysostom once out of 4x; in Theodoret once out of 2x; in Ephraim once out of 4x, from a 
search of the TLG.

78 Debate about Mary’s perpetual virginity begins in C2. Protoevangelium o f James and Clement of 
Alexandria argue for her virginity in partu and postpartum. Origen does not, but he refers to her 
virginity in his commentaries on John 1.34, 37 and Matthew 10.17 where he asserts that she remains 
a virgin. He does not use deinapOevog. Mary as ever-virgin becomes official doctrine at the Lateran



use for Mary is later repeated in the papyri79. The attribution of perpetual virginity to 

Mary and the tradition of Isis’ motherhood and virginity80 are noteworthy parallels.

’AemdpGevoq occurs in three papyri from the fourth century: P.Lips.1.43, P.Lips.1.60 

and SB 16.12620. In none does it designate the Virgin Mary. In P.Lips.1.43 and 1.60, 

it occurs with a proper name, unlike its earlier uses in literary sources. Both are public 

texts in which the term appears where a patronymic or occupation might be 

expected. ’Aeutdp0evo<; is a recognised and accepted identifier. In SB 16.12620, a 

private letter, the term occurs without the woman’s name.

In the papyri, demdp0evo<; is generally understood to refer to ’a Christian woman who, 

in imitation of the Holy Virgin Mary, took a vow of perpetual virginity, hence a nun’81. 

Given the non-ecclesial, non-monastic contexts for the deutdp0evoi, Emmett 

suggests that the word may mean ‘still virgin/unmarried’82, with jiapGevoq Geov 

designating a consecrated virgin83. Elm argues for the meaning ‘nun’, maintaining 

that napGevoq is sufficient of itself to signify ‘still virgin’84. In contemporary Christian 

literature, &ei7tdp0evo<; always appears to have an ecclesial connotation85, and in 

pagan and Jewish sources, a religious reference86. These considerations suggest 

that a religious sense applies also in P.Lips.1.43,1.60 and SB 16.12620, and, given 

the fourth-century date, that the ever-virgins are Christian ascetics. The lack of

Council, 469, Benko (1993), 203. On the development of Marian theology, see Limberis (1994); also 
Giamberardini (1975) who relies on later devotional material. See also 237, n.218 above.

79 SB 1.4762,4763,4767,4862,4870, 5254, 5319 (C4-C7, eds, but certainly after C4). The word 
deutap0evo<; is attested of unmarried women in an inscription in Edessa, C5/6, BCH supplement 8 , 
no.23, cited in LSJ Supplement, s.v.

80 Isis is named ‘the Great Virgin’ in the Hymn to Osiris, and has the title ‘Mother of the God’, Witt 
(1971), 272. Limberis (1994), 136f, agrees Isis is ‘Mother of God’ but states she was not known as a 
virgin. On the continuities between Isis and the Virgin Mary, see Limberis (1994), 130-132; 136-141; 
Benko (1993), 43-53,85; Witt (1971), 267-281. Witt notes that veneration of Mary coincides with 
Theodosius’ destruction of pagan temples, but cautions against confusing chronology with cause and 
effect. Benko warns that the development of Marian veneration is too complex to be derived from a 
single source and argues for its origins in Asia Minor in worship of Cybele, rather than in Egypt and 
worship of Isis. On the continuation of Isis worship in Egypt into C 6, see Frankfurter (1998), 98-106.

81 Youtie (1980a), 580. Imitation of Mary by virgins is a theme of Athanasius’ First Letter to Virgins 12 
(c.350-370).

82 Emmett (1982), 508.

83 A search of the TLG indicates 7iap0evo<; unqualified is the more usual designation. Emmett (1982), 
508, notes that del with the sense ‘hitherto’ rather than with a future/perpetual nuance is well attested, 
although not in adjectives beginning det- as in this case.

84 Elm (1994, 2000), 239.

85 From examining examples in the TLG.

86 Eg of the Vestal virgins, see 303 especially n.72 above. Similarly Philo’s uses have a religious 
context.



immediate ecclesial or monastic reference suggests the texts reflect an early form of 

asceticism that is located in ordinary village and family life, or possibly that the term 

refers specifically to such women87.

ftap0£vo<; xau 0eo6

Ilap0evo<;88 without qualification is the most frequent designation of ascetic women in 

Christian literary sources89. Ilap0evoi are not ordained90 but dedicate themselves by 

a vow91. Wool work, clothing manufacture and other tasks traditionally allocated to 

women appear frequently as the occupations of nap0evoi92 indicating that strict 

hierarchies remain for ascetic women. Virgins’ roles focus on prayer and charitable 

works93. In the earliest writings, 7iap0evo<; is used for men and women94 but comes to 

designate women almost exclusively. nap0evoq xoij 0eou occurs rarely in Christian 

literature to the end of the fifth century95, with no discernible difference in meaning. 

Among the papyri, napOevoq xov 0eoti is attested only in P.Neph.1. The simple 

TcapOevoq occurs in the papyri of unmarried girls with decreasing frequency96 but

87 Balconi (2001), 251. Pachomius’ reference to deuidp0evoi argues against the term’s specific 
designation of such women, Rule 143 = Rule B CXLIII.

88 On 7tap0evo<;, see Lampe (1961,1968), s.v.] Leclercq, H. ‘Vierge, Virginite’ in Cabrol and Leclercq 
(1924), 15.3094-3108.

89 Eg Pachomius Vita Prima Graeca 32; TiapOevoq is the most frequent term for ascetic women in HL, 
eg 6.1; 18.11; 20.2; 31.1; 33.1, 3; 67.1. More than 3000 occurrences of rcap0evo<; are attested in
Christian literary texts dated C3-C5, from a search of the TLG, the majority of which are to ascetic 
women.

90 Hippolytus, Apostolic Tradition 11,13 and the later Canons o f Hippolytus 7 (C4) stipulate that virgins 
and widows are not ordained because ordination is for clergy on account of their liturgical ministry 
which women do not undertake.

91 Canons o f Basil 5, 36; Canons of Athanasius 97, 98. 97 refer to women who vow their daughters to 
virginity, 98 to a virgin’s own vow.

92 HL 33; Clark (1993), 103f; Elm (1994, 2000), 289-296, particularly 294; Krawiec (2002), 92-118. See 
also n.146 below.

93 1 Timothy 5.5; Canons of Hippolytus 32, The virgins and widows fast frequently and pray for the 
church’; similarly Canons of Basil 36. See also Athanasius, On virginity.

94 Canons o f Athanasius 102 refers to male virgins; 94 to men in virginity; Canons o f Hippolytus 7 to 
readers as virgins but neither of these latter 2 texts uses napOevoq. Canon 19, Council of Ancyra, 
refers to male and female virgins.

95 No occurrences are dated C1-C4; 2 occur in C5 in Epiphanius and Chrysostom, from a search of the 
TLG.

96 In C2, napOevoi; occurs in 10 texts including an iepa 7iap0evoq, P.Mert.2.73 (163/64); on the title 
iepa 7iap0evo<;, and the role as a female attendant to the deity, see Horsley, ‘”A Pure Bride” (2 Cor
11.2)’ in ND  1.71f. In C3,7tap0evo<; occurs once of an iepa 7tap0evo<;, P.Oxy.44.3177 (247). In C4, it 
occurs 3x of unmarried girls, P.FIor.3.309; P.Lond.3.983; P.Rainer Cent.85. From a search of the 
DDBDP. The word does not necessarily connote literal virginity but may refer to unmarried women 
who are not virgins, LSJ, s.v.] Horsley, ‘A Jewish family from Egypt in Rome’ in ND  4.221-229, here 
222.



never of an ascetic woman. There is a gap in the papyrological evidence during the 

fifth century until jtap0evo<; emerges as a term for ascetic women in the late fifth/early 

sixth century97. Ilap0evo<; possibly occurs of the Virgin Mary in a prayer in the fourth 

century, but the date is uncertain98.

The 7tap0evot t ou 0eo\> in P.Neph.1 are Christian virgins committed to perpetual 

chastity99. Given Tapiam and Paul’s likely identity as Melitians and the virgins’ 

association with the Melitian monks of Hathor, it is almost certain that the virgins are 

also members of the Melitian church. This text then provides evidence that groups, 

perhaps organised communities, of consecrated women existed in the Melitian 

church100.

jiovaxTi

Movax-n referring to ascetic women is the feminine of )iova%6<;101, a term which 

appears in the papyri from the early fourth century102. Movaxn is found in three papyri 

in the fourth century: PSI 6.698, O.Douch 3.190 and P.Oxy.44.3203103. The term 

occurs in each text with a name and functions as an identifier, recognised and 

accepted at this early date in official documents. In contrast to the papyri, 

novaxn does not occur in Christian literature of nuns until the ninth century104. The

97 Stud.Pal.8.1069 (C5/6).

98 P.Ryl.3.470 (?) in a prayer, evoTtXafyxve napGeve ?] kcxt’ a(j>e[<nv anap'ricov ?]0eot6k£ .... The editors 
suggest a possible C3 date on palaeographical grounds but prayer to Mary and use of 6eot6ko<; do not 
occur certainly before the end of C4. The editors opt for C3/4 as a compromise. Given the uncertainty 
of palaeographical dating, C5 is more likely. Similarly P.Bon.1.9 (C3/4) includes prayer to the Virgin 
and Longinus. A later date is likely. See van Haelst (1976), no.893. Other invocations of Mary are 
dated C5/6 and later, A. M. Emmett, ‘A fourth-century hymn to the Virgin Mary?’ in ND  2.141 -146, here 
145f.

99 A woman 'is named a virgin who has willingly consecrated herself to the Lord, and has renounced 
marriage and preferred the life of holiness’, Basil of Caesarea, Epistola 199. The emphasis on 
‘willingly’ contrasts with Canons of Athanasius 97 where parents’ dedication of their daughter is 
primary. See also Elm (1994,2000), 233.

100 Elm (1994,2000), 344, argues the existence of Melitian women ascetics is uncertain. Her book was 
originally published prior to publication of the Nepheros archive.

101 For iiovaxoq in the papyri, see Judge (1977); Judge (1981); Goehring (1999), 53-72; Wipszycka 
(2001b), 147f; Choat (2002). Also LSJ, s.v. It connotes renunciation of sex and marriage more than 
property, with the adoption of religious practices.

102 The earliest certain attestation is P.Col.7.171 (6 June 324), although P.Neph.48 may precede it by 
a year, being dated 15 September 323 if the restoration by Worp (1989), 135, of the consular formula 
in 1.1 is correct.

103 P.Oxy.56.3862; P.Vindob.Gr.G.39847=CPR V 26; SB 16.12525 are not regarded as having a C4 
date. See the appendix to this chapter.

104 Theodorus Studita cited in Lampe (1961,1968), s.v., confirmed by a search of the TLG. The word 
is not listed with the meaning ‘nun/ascetic woman’ in LSJ.



reason for this difference is unclear. It is possible that, in literary sources, jiovaxoi; 

was regarded as a masculine term, answering to ‘virgins and widows’ for ascetic 

women, and so led to the avoidance of novaxn. The novaxai in the papyri own 

property, in the form of agricultural land and a house, and engage in commercial 

activity105.

Hovazf) aitoxaKTiKfi

The meaning of the combined term fiova/ai dnoxaKxiKal, of which the occurrence in 

P.0xy.44.3203 is the only attestation, is debated, as is the meaning of 

d7ioTaKTiK6<  ̂-f|106. The editor concludes that the |aova%ai anoTaKTiKai are dva%copr|Tai, 

but, as Horsley notes, this conclusion is ‘surprising’ given that these women appear 

to live in the city, possibly together, contrary to the usual meaning of eremitic107. The 

central sense of dTtoxaKxiKog concerns renunciation108 and its application to ascetics 

appears to be established by the fourth century109. Recent surveys of dnoxcjKTiKoq in 

the papyri suggest that it refers to ascetics with a communal dimension to their 

practice, although without defining its nature or the degree of renunciation 

involved110. They suggest further that neither jiovaxoi nor dnoxaKxiKoi are necessarily 

remote from society, they live outside a monastery or in one, and they can own and 

administer property. There is no reason to think that the meanings of the feminine 

forms are different. The evidence of the papyri to date does not allow a certain 

conclusion about the meaning of the double term (xovaxal drcotaicuKcri. However, it

105 The same level of involvement with property and commerce does not appear in papyri referring to 
^ovaxoi. Of 17 texts dated C4 referring to male ascetics examined by Judge (1981), only 4 use 
novaxoq: P.Col.7.171; P.Lond.6.1913; 1914; 1925. None concerns property and commerce. Of 14 
occurrences of jiovaxoq dated C4 listed in Choat (2002), 9f, two concern property. The infrequency of 
liovaxn does not allow any conclusion about the existence or significance of any difference.

106 On the terms, see Emmett (1982), 51 Off; Goehring (1999), 53-72; Wipszycka (2001b); Choat
(2002), 12-15. ’AnoTOKTiKoq occurs in 8 papyri dated C4 in addition to this text: P.Oxy.46.3311 (373/4); 
P.Herm.Landl.1.30.505; 2.32.722 (shortly after 346/7); P.Lips.1.28 (381) which indicates cmoxaKxiKoi
own property; P.Berl.inv.11860 A-B=SB 14.11972 (367/8) which concerns monastic property; 
P.WQrzb.16 (349); P.Herm.9 (C4); SB 18.13612 (C4). The majority of texts deal with property as is
expected since ownership generates records. See Llewelyn, ‘Monastic Orthodoxy and the Papyri of 
the Nag Hammadi Cartonnage’ in ND  6.182-189, here 189.

107 Horsley, ‘Nuns as lessors of property1 in ND  1.126-130, here 128. Evidence dated C4 indicates that 
d v a x c o p T ira i can live in a j io v t i , P.Lond.6.1925; SB 8.9683.

108 From drcoxdaaco, Luke 14.33.

109 Pachomius, Rule 49 = Rule A 17 (B XLIX). See also Emmett (1982), 510.

110 Judge (1977); Emmett (1982), 510ff; Goehring (1999), 59, 68 , 71; Wipszycka (2001b), 159-168; 
Choat (2002), 14. While Choat agrees, he argues that use of the term may not be so specific. Emmett 
suggests that cm oT aK T iK oq  may specify a particular kind of monastic. Judge concludes that c o t o t o k t ik c h  

are neither eremitic nor coenobitic but ascetics who live in local communities, in households, self- 
sufficient and owning property.



confirms that jiovaxai dTtoxaKTtKoa can live outside monastic communities, own and 

administer property, and engage in commercial activity that will produce income111.

Living situations

The papyri attest a range of living situations for ascetic women. 

deticapQevoq

P.Lips.1.43 offers no information on Thaesis’ living arrangements. She owns or can 

own personal property in inheriting from Besarion. She is also not immune from legal 

suit. Given her education, Thaesis is likely to come from a family that can afford to 

educate a girl-child and considers it worthwhile, or she may be a member of an 

ascetic community where she receives an education112. If Thaesis is a member of 

such a community, it raises the possibility that the books she is accused of stealing 

may have been bequeathed to the community of which she is part rather than to her 

personally. However, it is more likely that she lives independently because she, and 

not a community, gains the majority share in Besarion’s inheritance. This presumably 

is the provision of Besarion’s will and raises questions about the relationships among 

Thaesis, Besarion and the (other) heirs. Thaesis is clearly in a special category. She 

may be a relative of Besarion, perhaps his daughter, although it is strange that this is 

not stated. It may be that Besarion provides for her because she is an dei7idp0evo<;113, 

perhaps in recognition of her need or as an expression of honour. It may also be that 

Thaesis was a virgo subintroducta1u who lived with Besarion chastely. The practice 

derives from the ‘NT’115 and continues despite being repeatedly condemned116. 

Beyond the suggestion in the privileged share in the inheritance, there is no evidence 

to support this hypothesis. Given the climate of condemnation, it is difficult to 

determine whether such a status is more or less likely to be mentioned. The custom

111 It is noteworthy that no deeds of cession exist by which ascetics give their property to relatives or 
the church.

112 Augustine, Letters 211.7f; 13; 16 presumes monastic women’s literacy. Pachomius, Rule 139,140 
require members of the community to learn to read first, then write. Evagrius of Pontus, Exhortation to 
a Virgin 4 requires reading as the first activity of the day. No one is to be illiterate. See 15f above.

113 For a similar idea, see Elm (1989), 210.

114 The practice involves an ascetic woman living chastely with an ascetic man. He provides her 
material and social needs; she provides domestic labour.

115 1 Corinthians 7.36-38.

118 Eg Athanasius, Second Letter to Virgins 20-29; Councils of Elvira (c.312), Canon 27; Ancyra (315), 
Canon 19; Nicaea (325), Canon 3; Chrysostom, Instruction and Refutation Against Those Men  
Cohabiting With Virgins; On the Necessity of Guarding Virginity in Clark (1979), 158-248.



among Christians of leaving money to ascetics is attested from the fourth century in 

the provisions of the edict of Valentinian in 370117, which seek to curtail the practice 

of ascetics soliciting such inheritances118. Elm plausibly suggests that, if Thaesis is 

not a relative of Besarion, this makes the antipathy of the other heirs to her ‘all the 

more understandable’119.

Didyme, the ever-virgin in P.Lips.1.60, may be an example of an early type of 

asceticism whose practitioners live with their families or in small communities, and 

are part of village life. Didyme is involved in her (probably dead) father’s business 

with her brother, with its attendant commercial activities and concerns. It is likely that 

she lives in her brother’s household120. Her consecrated life most probably consists in 

a chaste existence, with an intensified commitment to prayer, but in other respects 

indistinguishable from others in her village.

In SB 14.12620, Nonna and her ever-virgin daughter appear to live together, sharing 

a common greeting. ‘Daughter’ may carry a literal or spiritual sense or both. One of 

the early forms of ascetic community is that of a mother and her daughter/s living 

together121. However, whether Nonna is an ascetic cannot be determined. Nonna’s 

daughter lives a consecrated life in her family home, greeted alongside others at the 

same time as her dedicated status is both known and acknowledged.

H o v a / f i  I n o v a jc r i  a n m a K T iK f |

In PSI 6.698, Annis, novaxfi, owns land122. In this, she resembles the two 

Hova%ai djtoxaK T iK ca of P.0xy.44.3203. Annis’ land is agricultural, implying that she is 

responsible to farm the land herself or lease it to tenants and pay the appropriate 

taxes123. Annis may, but does not necessarily, live on the property. Her ownership 

involves her in commercial activity and social obligation.

117 C T  16.2.20. C T  16.2.4 (321) allowed the church to accept legacies. See also Coleman-Norton 
(1966), 1.326f; 85f; Clark (1981), 242, nn.14,15.

118 PL 13.

119 Elm (1989), 210.

120 Her name suggests he may be her twin, although ‘Didyme’ probably has lost its literal sense.

121 Eg HL 60.1. See also Emmett (1982), 509.

122 See also P.Vindob.Gr.G.39847 (C5), 321 below.

123 The size of Annis’ land is not indicated. Land registers dated C4 record holdings from over 250 
arourai (1 aroura = 521/z x 521/2 m) to 1% arourai, Jones (1964), 2.772. Pomeroy (1983,1985), 308, 
notes that in the papyri women appear as lessors of agricultural land more often than lessees, and that



The p.ova% ai cm o ta K tiK ai, Theodora and Tauris in P.0xy.44.3203, own at least part of 

a house which they lease to Jose, a Jew. The women make this contract in person, 

without guardians, assistants or mediators, suggesting that they live in Oxyrhynchus. 

The fourth/fifth-century Historia Monachorum has the bishop of Oxyrhynchus remark 

that the city and environs are home to 10,000 monks and 20,000 virgins, and that 

monasteries outnumber houses. The statistics are to be treated with caution124 but 

suggest a substantial ascetic population. It may be that the women are members of a 

community who retain their property and who are able to move outside their 

monastery. It may be that they live independently either in part of the house they 

lease to Jose or elsewhere. Their ascetic expression does not preclude this 

commercial involvement and its legal concomitants.

rcapOevoq tod 0eao

The ‘virgins of God’ (xa<; itapGevotx; t o v  Qeov), ll.27f P.Neph.1, whom Tapiam and Paul 

greet are a group distinct from, but associated with, ‘the beloved brothers’ and ‘all the 

rest of our brothers’. The virgins are not qualified by the adjective dyanriTo*; which is 

used in both references to the monks, 11.1,27, and appears to distinguish monks from 

‘all the rest of our brothers’ (xo\)q Xouto-uq d SeX ^oix; fi|ia>v Tidvxaq), 1.30, and perhaps to 

distinguish the virgins from membership with the brothers in the monastery. Tapiam 

and Paul know the virgins as a group rather than as individuals, not greeting them 

k o t ’ o v o ^ a  as they greet both the other groups, II.27, 30, and the named individuals. It 

strengthens the suggestion that the virgins of God and the brothers are not a single 

community, and that the women may have a lesser status or be less well known. The 

lack of individual greeting favours the latter and raises the possibility that the women 

lead a more enclosed life125. The monastery at Hathor may be a double monastery 

but it is surprising that the virgins receive no other mention in the archive. They may

husbands work agricultural land given in their wife’s dowry and pay the taxes, eg P.Ryf.2.154 (66). The 
papyri also indicate that women work agricultural land themselves, eg P.Col.8.218 (139); P.Tebt.2.311 
(134); O.Bodl. 2.778; 784; 1433; 1435-7; 1455 (all c.150).

124 H M  5. Similarly the description of the city as being without heretics and pagans is idealised and to 
be treated with caution.

125 Strict regulation of virgins’ movements is common in literary sources, from absolute enclosure eg 
Canons o f Basil 36; Pachomius, Rule 84; = Rule A 28 (B LXXXIV) and implied by 143; in Shenoute’s 
White Monastery, Krawiec (1998); Caesarius of Arles, Rule of Saint Caesarius 5; to relative restriction 
eg Canons o f Athanasius 92; 98; 99; 101; Evagrius of Pontus, Exhoration to a Virgin 24, 26. Palladius 
implies being outside the monastery is not condemned but speaking to a man is, HL 33; staying inside
is idealised, HL 60.1. Wipszycka (1996b), 360, speaking about Pachomius’ restrictions, warns this is 
undoubtedly an idealised picture presented to the generation after Pachomius’ death and may not 
reflect reality. Similar caution may be applied in interpreting the Canons.
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constitute an ascetic community in their own right, perhaps within a local village, but it 

is surprising that they are greeted in the same greeting and letter.

Ascetic women’s status

The papyri provide information on the status of ascetic women. All the epithets 

describing Christian ascetic women in the papyri126 function as identifiers in texts 

ranging from private letters127 to legal128 and commercial documents129. The epithets 

are socially and legally recognised. In the case of Nonna’s daughter in SB 16.12620, 

the epithet aeuidp0evo<; substitutes for her name. The use of the identifiers suggests 

that the women have a status, role and function that their community acknowledges.

In P.Lips.1.43, it is possible that there is a connection between Thaesis’ standing as 

an ever-virgin and the hearing before a bishop. While the privilegium fori comes into 

effect only in 539, evidence suggests that the privileged jurisdiction for clergy 

developed in the late fourth century130. It may be that this privilege applies in Thaesis’ 

case, and that, as an ever-virgin, she is regarded, if not as clergy, at least as having 

a privileged status in the church. Thaesis holds a similarly privileged status in relation 

to Besarion’s estate, receiving half the inheritance. The disproportionate inheritance 

is likely to be related to Thaesis’ status as an ever-virgin, an expression of respect 

and care on Besarion’s part, although this is not stated.

CONCLUSION

This examination of the papyri referring to women ascetics suggests a number of 

conclusions and raises questions that await further research.

The first conclusion is more an observation on the papyri as a source of information 

about female asceticism. The number of papyri referring to ascetic women is 

extremely small, namely eight texts. The reasons for this paucity are complex. The 

chance nature of preservation is undoubtedly a factor. However, the majority of texts 

that generate a historical record, namely commercial and legal documents related to 

property and business, are, by their very nature, less likely to have been written by

126 d e ir c d p 0 e v o q , n a p G e v o q  t o \) 0 e o \> , ( l o v a x il  and (xo vaxr i dTcoxaKTiKT).

127 P.Neph.1; SB 16.12620.

128 P.Lips.1.43.

129 P.Lips.1.60, P.0xy.44.3203, PSI 6.698; O.Douch 3.190.

130 Jones (1964), 487,n,14.



ascetic women131. Ascetic women living at home would have male family to write for 

them. In double monasteries, evidence indicates that women’s communities are 

subordinate, reliant on the men’s community for administration132. Private letters 

require ascetic women’s connection to absent family and friends. Those women 

whose ascetic path involves renunciation of property and family leave no trace in the 

papyrological record. At the same time, more than half of the texts referring to ascetic 

women concern property. The absence of evidence for independent women’s 

communities is strange and raises the possibility that ascetic women devolve 

administrative activity to men133, leaving this interface with the public world to men. 

From the evidence it seems that women’s asceticism perpetuated the traditional 

gendered divisions of space and social role.

There are no papyri written by female ascetics or at least none where ascetic women 

identify themselves, none written to female ascetics, and none that document ascetic 

women’s relationships with each other or with the world. Of the references that 

survive, women’s asceticism is incidental to the text. The papyri, therefore, offer 

valuable but limited insight into the religious lives of ascetic women.

A second conclusion concerns the range of terms used for ascetic women in the 

papyri. The fourth-century papyri give no information on how ascetic women named 

and understood themselves. Nomenclature arises from male-authored texts which 

attest a narrow range of terms that differ from those in Christian literary sources. The 

terms deutapGevoq, napGevoq xo-0 GeoO, novâ n and novaxn anotaKtiKfi appear in the 

papyri while 7tap6evo<;, itapGevo  ̂ Geov, xripa, napGeve-uouoa and fiovd£ouaa occur in 

literature, and deutdpGevo<; occurs only occasionally of women other than the Virgin 

Mary134. While 7cap6evo<; without further qualification and %x\pa appear frequently in the 

papyri of the fourth century, no occurrence has a clearly ascetic reference135. The 

significance of the different terms for ascetic women is uncertain. Each may

131 The majority of texts referring to ascetic men and property arise from the 'semi-anchorites’, a style 
infrequent among women. See Wipszycka (1996b), 394.

132 Barison (1938), 39.

133 See also Wipszycka (1996b), 394.

134 Coptic sources refer to JtctpGevoi, cmotaKTiKoi and dvaxoopTvrai, although literary and papyrological 
evidence suggests the terms are not clearly defined or mutually exclusive. See Goehring (1999), 53- 
72; Choat (2002).

135 See P.Neph.36,319f below. References to widows receiving Christian charity occur in C6 in SB 
22.15528*30=p.0xy.16.1954-1956; the text published in R6mondon (1972), 266, also in Horsley, 
'Provision for widows in the Church’ in ND  2.192f. See also in Wipszycka (1972). There is no indication 
that these widows are members of an ascetic order.



designate a specific variety of ascetic practice that is unclear to the modern reader136 

but it is more likely that nomenclature in the fourth century is fluid, as is the structure 

of ascetic practice137.

The language of the papyri confirms that sexual continence is an essential element in 

Christian asceticism and is emblematic of Christian women’s asceticism. n a p 0evo<;

%ov 6eo\> and cteiTidpSevoq label women, and in general not men, by this aspect of 

their practice. As noted above in relation to literary sources, the language of virginity 

paradoxically combines with the language of marriage and eroticism. It also uses 

metaphors that the ‘NT’ uses for the church, and by this lays the foundation for 

ascetic women to bear the symbolic weight of the idealised church, a process that 

reaches its height in the later Byzantine period and ensures a stricter regulation of 

ascetic women’s lives138.

A third conclusion concerns the nature of ascetic women’s practice expressed in their 

living situations. The papyri illustrate, with different degrees of certainty, the evidence 

of the literary sources, that ascetic women in the fourth century live in a variety of 

situations, from family homes139 and living independently at home140, to living with 

ascetic men as virgines subintroductaew  and in ascetic communities, which, in the 

papyri, are either a mixed142 or a double monastery143. Literary sources attest

136 The Gnomes of the Council of Nicaea (377 or 400) use iiovaxfi and 7tap0evoq interchangeably,
Wipszycka (1996b), 378, n.40.

137 The pattern of terminology for female ascetics differs to that for men. Judge argues that 
dnoxaKTiKoc; is the earliest term for male ascetics, used as the equivalent to rcap0evo<; and xiipa for 
women. He suggests novaxoi; was a nickname based on the men’s solitary life-style. The eremitic 
tradition adopted these names and also dvaxcopiynv;. Coenobitic communities developed later, whose 
members can be jiovaxov or auo-caKxvKov, Judge (1977), 88f. Choat (2002), 11-14, also notes the lack 
of a precise nomenclature in the asceticism of C4.

138 On a similar role for the Vestal Virgins, see Parker (2004).

139 P.Lips.1.60; SB 16.12620. Also HL 20; 31; 60. The accounts of Amoun, H M 2 2 \  HL 8; Socrates, HE  
4.23, and Sozomen, H E  1.14.1-8 offer variations in detail that no doubt reflect developing ecclesially 
accepted ascetic practices. Evagrius of Pontus addresses his Exhortation to a Virgin to elite ascetic 
women in homes, C5. Canons of Athanasius, Athanasius’ First Letter to Virgins 13 and Second Letter 
to Virgins 8 recognise virgins living with family and in community. See also Wipszycka (1996b), 381.

140 Eg the women in P.0xy.44.3203 and P.Lips. 1.43. Also H M  10.3; HL 5.

141 Possibly P. Lips.1.43 but this is uncertain. In literary sources, evidence for the practice in Egypt is in 
the form of condemnations, Athanasius, Second Letter to the Virgins 20-29; Epiphanius, Panarion 
67.8.3; Canons of Basil 32; Canon 3, Council of Nicaea (325).

142 This best fits the situation in P.land.6.100.

143 This best fits the virgins of God in P.Neph.1.



women’s ascetic communities in Egypt144 in the fourth century, including those 

attached to Pachomius! communities for men145, those addressed by Athanasius146, 

and those directed by the Canons of Athanasius™7, and in the fifth century, the Red 

(women’s) monastery of Shenoute, attached to the White (men’s) monastery148. In 

Asia Minor there is evidence for mixed communities of men and women149. The 

papyri do not attest the category of ascetic women with a wandering lifestyle150.

Didyme in P.Lips.1.60 and Nonna’s daughter in SB 16.12620 who live with family 

may be examples of the practice to which the Canons of Athanasius 98 refers:

In every house of Christians, it is needful that there be a virgin, for the salvation of the whole 

house is that one virgin. When wrath comes upon the whole city, it shall not come upon the 

house wherein a virgin is.

144 HL 29; 59; Athanasius, On virginity, First Letter to Virgins-, Second Letter to Virgins. Antony in C3 
entrusts his sister to a community ‘of pious virgins’, Athanasius, Life o f Antony 3. Its nature is unknown 
and cannot be assumed to resemble the organised communities of ascetic women that emerge in C4.

145 HL 32-34.The earliest women’s community was established soon after, and near to, the earliest
monastery for men at Tabennese, 329, by Pachomius for his sister, Vita Prima Graeca 32. A  second 
women’s community at Tsmine was again near a men’s community. A third Pachomian monastery for 
women was established by Theodoras at Bechne, near the men’s monastery of Pbau, Wipszycka 
(1996b), 356. See also Rousseau (1985).

146 Athanasius, On virginity, First Letter to Virgins, Second Letter to the Virgins.

147 Canons of Athanasius 98, 99 (c.350-450).

148 Elm (1994, 2000), 296-310; Krawiec (2002). Women in the communities of the White Monastery 
were perhaps more independent than those in Pachomian communities, but were expected to perform 
the tasks traditionally assigned to women within a strict hierarchy, Wipszycka (1996b), 356-374; 
Krawiec (1998); (2002), 92-118. The relationship between the women’s and men’s communities in a 
double monastery reflects the patriarchal hierarchy of late antique society, including a limited authority 
and independence for the female superior, and conflicts over power. A female superior’s position was 
inherently constrained by her lack of sacramental authority. The Arabic version of Shenoute’s Life 
suggests there were 1800 nuns and 2200 monks in the communities. The accuracy of the figures is 
uncertain.

149 Socrates, H E  2.38.2; Sozomen, H E  4.20.2. The Cappadocian Fathers refer to members of 
communities of men and women as dyajtriToi and dSetajwTryteq, Elm (1994, 2000), 205. Elm suggests 
that such mixed communities constitute the majority of ascetic organisations prior to Basil of 
Caesarea’s model of separate institutions for men and women. Stramara (1998) notes numerous 
examples of ‘double monasteries’ throughout the Greek East, particularly following Basil’s rule, and 
alludes to their existence in Egypt. On ‘double monasteries’, see Elm (1994,2000), 68-75.

150 Literary sources attest the practice. In C4/5, Elias of Athribe founds a monastery for 300 ascetic 
women with a wandering practice, HL 29. The number like others in HL needs to be treated with 
caution and the account may reflect church policy. Amma Syncletica warns ascetics against the 
practice of wandering from monastery to monastery, AP  193-7. See also Veilleux (1986), 302-304, for 
the practice of ascetic wandering. The Messalians, men and women in Syria and Asia Minor who 
wandered and begged, are condemned by Epiphanius in Haeres. 80 cited in Elm (1994, 2000), 191. 
Other possible examples occur in HM  14.5 and HL 34. Evagrius of Pontus, Exhortation to a Virgin 13 
warns against old women who wander about. See also 263, especially n.174 above.



An ascetic woman, thus, can carry a prophylactic value as one who attracts God’s 

mercy and ensures protection and prosperity151. Another example is Piamoun who 

lives with her mother in their village ‘spinning flax and eating only every other day at 

evening’ and is recognised as a prophet. When the village is threatened she advises 

the men, refuses their request that she go to the enemy that they, the men, are too 

afraid to face, prays and protects the village from the raid152. In the gendered polarity 

of authority and power as a descriptive device, the power of virgin women ascetics in 

the local community is evident.

The majority of ascetic women in the papyri are active in their communities. They 

own property, pay taxes and are involved in legal proceedings and commercial 

activities. They generate income. They live with family, possibly with each other and 

connected to friends. In fifth-century texts, such urban ascetics come to be 

condemned for their independence from ecclesiastical control and their ‘degeneracy’, 

and appear under the pejorative description remnuoth in Jerome’s writings153 and 

sarabaitae in Cassian154.

A fourth conclusion concerns the status of ascetic women in their communities. 

Ascetic women appear before the bishop’s court, suggesting their privileged standing 

within their community155. They appear as the favoured beneficiaries of wills and, 

thus, to be the objects of people’s veneration and care. Their role as ascetics is 

acknowledged. The women, however, do not appear as the recipients of requests for 

prayer, advice or intervention with civil authority as do male ascetics and certain elite 

Roman ascetic women156. The papyri provide numerous examples of men’s and 

women’s petitions to monks for spiritual and practical help157. Tapiam and Paul, in

151 A similar value attaches to monks who live in cells near villages and whose prayers act as
protection, H M  pr.

152 HL 31.

153 These men live together in twos and threes ... according to their own will... everything they sell is 
very dear... their workmanship, not their life, is sanctified’, Jerome, Select Letters 22.34. Jerome 
distinguishes coenobium (later coenobitae), anachoretai and remnuoth as ascetics in Egypt, but 
remnuoth is not a category attested in Egypt and the terminology as a system of categorisation is 
absent from early Egyptian monasticism, as is the precision it suggests, Choat (2002), 17-21. Judge 
(1977) especially 80, argues for the equivalence of remnuoth and cwiotciktikoL See also Wipszycka 
(1994a).

154 Cassian, Conferences 3.18.4-7 refers to coenobitae, anachoretai and sarabaitae. The terminology 
is not reflected in the papyri. See Wipszycka (1994a), 285; Choat (2002), 17-21.

155 On the episcopalis audientia, see nn.51, 52 above.

156 In Pachomius’ writings on monasticism, women never occur as examples, good or bad.

157 Eg P.Herm.7-10; 17; P.Lond.3.981; SB 18.13612; P.Lond.6.1923-1929. See also 182-189 above.



P.Neph.1, ask the monks at Hathor for prayer but do not also ask the virgins of God 

whom they merely greet.

There are a very few references in literary sources to ascetic women as spiritual 

advisers. In the AP  for example, three women’s names, Amma Theodora, Amma 

Sarah and Amma Syncletica, occur among almost 150 men’s names158. These 

women, if they are not literary fictions, most probably lived in the late fourth or fifth 

century. Their apophthegmata suggest that they understand themselves as spiritual 

leaders and that others accept them in this role. The women give spiritual counsel 

and teach, although the identity of their petitioners is unknown. It has been argued 

that these ‘desert mothers’ may be constructs using elements from male 

apophthegmata, yet reflecting a memory that women ascetics lived in the desert, 

although recollection of them is blurred159. The reasons for placing the teachings in 

the mouths of women, if not reflecting actual characters, are unclear. There is 

evidence for women as spiritual authorities in Palladius’ Lausiac History. Piamoun, a 

prophetess and ascetic, is consulted by her village160. The elite, educated women of 

western monasticism, such as Melania the Elder161, Melania the Younger162 and 

Marcella of Rome163, are consulted as spiritual guides. Jerome notes that Marcella 

made it seem that her answers to questions from clergy came from Jerome himself. 

She did not want to appear to contravene the injunctions of 1 Timothy 2.12. It is likely 

that in the cases of these women, their wealth and status, as much as spiritual 

wisdom, are reasons that people approach them164. The masculine gender of the 

holy man is almost certainly significant for the ‘highly public and conflictual role’ that 

men, not women, were expected to occupy165. The evidence does not support the 

hypothesis that the holy man as an ‘angelic’ figure ‘transcended the categories of

158 AP  Theodora, Sarah, Syncletica.

159 Brakke (2003) argues that women, both ascetic and ‘worldly’, in the AP  are devices to shame 
ascetic men or emblems of contemporary theological controversies. Wipszycka (1996b), 381-392, 
argues the ammas are literary constructs; they do not address concerns particular to ascetic women or 
reveal anything about women’s communities. Also Swan (2001), 32-70, who adopts an uncritical 
approach but gives an account of the history and development of the apophthegmata.

160 HL 31. See above.

161 Melania the Elder was consulted by monks, HL 38.8f; 46.6.

182 Melania the Younger was consulted by bishops and monks, as well as converting and instructing 
lay men and women, Gerontius, Life o f Melania 29, 36, 39, 51, 54, 56.

163 Marcella in Rome was consulted by clergy, Jerome, Select Letters 127.7, and also corrected clergy,
127.9.

164 Also Clark (1998), 413.

165 Brown (1998), 371.



gender as normally defined’166. The holy man, as male, is a ‘Christ-bearer’, as in 

P.Lond.6.1926, sharing the same gender as Christ, and so more readily identified 

with Christ and his power.

A fifth conclusion concerns ascetic women’s independence. The papyri give 

ambivalent evidence for ascetic women’s ability to transcend the patriarchal 

structures of their society through their practice. The women who live in ascetic 

communities, Mariam and Tamounis in P.land.6.100 and the virgins of God in 

P.Neph.1, if their communities mirror the patterns of Pachomian and Shenoutian 

double monasteries, live in strict hierarchies that perpetuate patriarchy. The ascetic 

women perform tasks traditionally allocated to women in the domestic sphere. Their 

lives are administered and controlled by men who provide the interface between 

them and the world. Among the other ascetic women, only Didyme in P.Lips.1.60 is 

explicitly associated closely with a man, in this case her brother Mikalos, with whom 

she is involved in business and with whom she may live, presumably within the 

gendered hierarchies of his household. It is possible that Thaesis lived with Besarion 

as a virgo subintroducta. The other women are named only in connection with 

women, or alone. All the ascetic women, except Didyme in P.Lips.1.60167, appear 

without patronymics, and all act without male guardians and assistants. The evidence 

suggests a degree of independence for these ascetic women. A similar 

independence of action, however, is evident among ordinary women who 

increasingly act without guardians and assistants in the fourth century, but such 

independence of identity is less frequent.

Ascetic women have an acknowledged status deriving from a social role and function 

which is unclear from the evidence available but acknowledged by their community. If 

it is the women’s belief and practice, their fasting, prayer and celibacy, that are 

acknowledged, it suggests that these activities are regarded as a legitimate and 

respectable alternative to marriage and motherhood. The public outrage at 

transgressing the traditional female role that meets the ascetic women of the 

apocryphal Acts is not evident. The ascetic practice that developed in the fourth 

century, illustrated in the papyri, regulates women in the traditional hierarchies of the

166 Brown (1998), 371.

167 Didyme and Mikalos together are named as children of Aphthonios in a letter about their father’s 
business, a|i(()6Tepov etc 7tatp6<; ’A<j>0covio\)... yev[on]evou [e]7ti|aeX,r|'co'u eoOfiTOq crtpaTiooTiKfj[<;, II.2-5. 
The patronymic establishes their right to administer Aphthonios’ affairs.



home. Ascetic women remain in the private sphere at home or in their community, 

performing ‘women’s tasks’ such as wool work and, it seems likely, giving the 

administration of their lives to men.

This chapter concludes the examination of the perspectives of the non-magical papyri 

on the religious lives of Christian women. The following chapter turns to Jewish 

women and the evidence of the papyri for Jewish women’s religious lives.



APPENDIX 

TEXTS POSSIBLY REFERRING TO ASCETIC CHRISTIAN WOMEN 

BUT NOT ACCEPTED 

Laur.2.42, 366/7- 367/8, Provenance: Oxyrhynchite nome; BL 7.76; 8.164; 9.310; 

10.92,224

The author of P.Laur.2.421 rebukes the addressee, ‘you did such a thing to Atheatis 

who is a Christian, because even though she is a laywoman, she has never been 

found doing the things of the world’ (7toif|crri<; Ttpdyna Toiomo ’A0r|dxi %pt|OTiavT|

(= xpioxiavfi) ovaa, 816x1 K a i A,ae[i]icn (= A,aiKf]) o'uaa K a i fxr|8e7toT£ <noiovoa> e\)pe0r| 

7ipdy|iaTa to-u koo^o-u), recto 11.2̂ . It is suggested that Atheatis may be an ascetic 

and that xpt|cmavf| (= xpicmavfi), 1.2 , ‘bears a specific meaning’, standing in contrast 

to taxiKfi3. The syntax favours a synonymous sense between xpiaxiavfi and kaiKri but 

the close proximity of the words suggests some contrast. Xpiaxiavog' -fi is used of 

believers in general in this period and is not attested bearing the ‘specific meaning’ 

‘ascetic’. If this were this Atheatis’ status, the descriptors ixovaxri, 7tap0evoq 

and deircdp0evo<; were established by the late fourth, early fifth century and available 

to describe her. Further, XaiKocJ -f| which distinguishes a lay person from both clergy 

and monks/nuns4 functions to deny an ascetic status and draw attention to Atheatis’ 

extraordinary conduct as an ordinary Christian. The hypothesis that Atheatis is an 

‘ascetic’ receives no support in the text.

P.Neph.36, C4, Provenance: Hathor; BL 9.174

Xripa appears in Christian texts meaning a woman whose husband has died5; any 

woman not living with a husband6 and an ascetic woman who belongs to an order of

1 For a detailed examination of this text, see 251 ff above.

2 For this translation, see 252 especially n.73 above.

3 Elm (1989), 212; (1994, 2000), 236, 240.

4 Lampe (1961, 1968), s.v. Actncri is the female equivalent of XaiKoq but is not listed in Lampe.
X.aiKoq in the papyri of this period has a distinguishing function that sets limits/a*person’s position in the 
church, Choat (1999), 114f. A

5 On widows, see 135-140 and 214ff above.

6 Methuen (1997). Sexual chastity was expected of all unmarried Christian women. In the early post- 
apostolic period, an ascetic rejection of second marriage developed.



widows7. The term occurs in five fourth-century texts, in four of which there is no 

suggestion that the woman is an ascetic8. The other is P.Neph.36, a letter from 

Severus to the landlord Artemidoros, asking him to supply seven artabas of wheat 

from the store in the cemetery9 (ev tco KointiTnpicp), 1.2, to Tauris, the widow (Tempi 

%f|pqt), 1.3. No payment is mentioned, which has suggested that this may be a 

charitable gift10. The editors argue that Tauris is receiving the wheat on behalf of 

other widows and needy people to whom she ministers11. The evidence, however, 

allows other interpretations. There is no indication, for example, that Severus is a 

monk12, nor any suggestion, apart from its place in the Nepheros archive, that 

Severus or Artemidoros or Tauris is Christian. Kramer and Shelton note the 

possibility that Severus is a rich landowner, Artemidoros a leaseholder, and Tauris a 

woman who happens to be a widow buying wheat. There is no inherent reason to 

reject this thesis and no statement that the transaction is a gift. It may be that the 

financial arrangements are in a lost document. Tauris may be collecting wheat on 

behalf of a relative who may be Severus, who has a document detailing payment. 

The store in the cemetery may not be exclusive to the monastery but a common 

granary13 in which Tauris has wheat stored and which she now collects. There is 

insufficient evidence to accept the hypothesis14.

P.Oxy.56.3862, C5 or later, Provenance: Oxyrhynchus

P.Oxy.56.3862 (C4/5 ed.pr.) includes greetings to ‘the nun Athonis’ (xf\v jiovaxriv 

’AGdmv), 1.19. The traditional opening and closing formulae are the reason for 

suggesting a date as early as the fourth century. Such formulae, however, though

7 On the order and ministry of widows, their role as givers and/or recipients of the church’s charity, see 
Gryson (1976); Brown (1991), 148; Elm (1994, 2000), 166-170.

8 BGU 2.412; P.Abinn.19, 244f above; P.Herm.17, 46f above; SB 18.13612, 61f above.

9 BL 9.174. On KoiiiTyrnpiov see on P.Charite 40, 72 above.

10 On Christian charity to widows and the practice of jtpovoia, see J. Harrison, ‘Benefaction ideology 
and Christian Responsibility for Widows’ in ND 8.106-116.

11 The argument is based on Nepheros’ access to a wheat store in a cemetery in P.Neph.12, the store 
supposedly belonging to the monks, Artemidoros being their tenant farmer in charge of it, and Severus 
being a monk. They argue Tauris conducts a ministry from the amount of wheat to be given her, 7 
artabas sufficient for an adult for 7 months according to the eds; or 14 months by the reckoning in 
Bagnall (1993a), 116. Whichever is correct, the quantity is large, sufficient for a considerable group.
On this reading, Tauris and the other widows would have been expected to respond by living chastely, 
praying for the church and doing good works.

12 See n.11 above.

13 Paul’s instructions to the monks about wheat owed by Papnuthis suggest such a possibility, 
P.Neph.1.20-22; 2.1-5; 4.25-28; 5.3-12; 6.11-23; 7.1-3.

14 The eds note other papyri that refer to charitable gifts to widows. However, these are C6-C7.



rare and not entirely traditional, are known in fifth- and sixth-century texts15. Further, 

ayio^ayia with a proper name16 is not attested in certainly fourth-century documents. 

Prayer to t o  irye-ujxa t o  ayiov , I.29, also suggests at least the fifth century when such 

address emerges as part of the Trinitarian controversies. I consider the papyrus 

outside the time period of this thesis.

P.Vindob.Gr.G.39847=CPR V 26, Second half C5, Provenance: Skar

P.Vindob.Gr.G.39847 is a lengthy tax list which includes a taxpayer whose name is 

lost but who has the title ^ova/fi. The text was dated to 388 on the basis of its value 

of gold but has more recently been redated to 433 or c.450 because of its reference 

to keratia as subdivisions of the solidus found only in the fifth century17, or to the 

second half of the fifth century18. The text lies outside the time limits of this thesis and 

is not included in the analysis but is discussed here because of the initial dating.

SB 8.9746, early C4, Provenance: Unknown; BL Supplement; 2.2.131; 6.159; 

11.209f 

P.Oxy.14.1774, early C4, Provenance: Oxyrhynchus

It is argued19 that ‘Didyme and the sisters’ (Ai8i3|ir| Kai a i  aSe^ai)20 in SB 8.9746 and 

P.Oxy.14.1774 are members of an ascetic community writing to other ascetic women,

‘Sophias my beloved sister’ ([Eo^kxti |i]o-u ayaTCTycfi a5eX<j>fj), SB 8.9746.1, and ‘to the
0“\lady sister Atienateia’ (xvpeiq .  (= Kvpi(?) t i  (= xri) a5eA<|)fi VYrievaTevri),

P.Oxy.14.1774.1. The epithet a8eX<j>T) is widely attested in the papyri from the 

Hellenistic to the Byzantine period, in Christian and pagan texts. In pagan texts 

a5e?u}>ri can designate a natural sister, a wife or other relative, or a female friend. 

Generally it connotes a peer. In Christian texts ct5eX.<|>f| can refer, in addition, to a

15 Eg P.0xy.16.1870 (C5); 59.4004 (C5); 16.1860 (C6/7); P.AIex.inv.85 (C6?); PSI 8.887 (C6); 
P.Prag.2.196 (C6). All are closing formulae except P.0xy.16.1860.

16 tqv  ayiou 'Icodvvou, xnq aytag E-u^rpiag, iou  ayiou Mf|va, xoG ayiou  Oexpou, xoG ay iou  ’lou/Uavou, II.26-
28

17 Bagnall (1987a), 248.

18 Diethart, CPR 9.43a.

19 Emmett (1984); Elm (1994, 2000), 241.

20 Ai5'U|iT| Kai] ai d5eA.<j>ai, SB 8.9746.2; Ai5u jx t i Kai ai d8eX<j>av, SB 8.9746.verso; Ai8v>(iti Kai ai 
d8eX.<j>ai, P.Oxy.14.1774.2f; Ai5Ghti <xov xai; a[5e>.(t)aiq], P.Oxy.14.1774 verso.

21 In the papyrus: Kupeia with a corrected to read Kupet.



female member of the Christian community22 or a member of an ascetic community23. 

This last meaning cannot automatically be read into occurrences but requires clear 

evidence in the text. These texts24 contain greetings ev K(upi)co, SB 8.9746.2, 34, 

using the nomen sacrum, and include the phrase ctyanriTri a8eta|>ri, SB 8.9746.1. They 

include standard prayer formulae but contain no other religious elements. There are 

no references to husbands or children associated with the women which may support 

an ascetic milieu. Further, the plural et)%6 êvai, P.Oxy. 14.1774.5, suggests the 

women pray together but there is no certain evidence that they share a common life. 

Ai5t>nri Kai ai aSe^ai may equally be members of a family operating a small 

business25.

SB 14.11532=P.Strasb.1900, C4, Provenance: Unknown; BL 8.371

The letter is Christian, closing with a Christian prayer, ‘the grace of our Lord Jesus 

Christ be with you all’ (fi %dpiq xox> K('opio),u Tpaiv ’Irioo'5 [XpioTcu p e t a  rcavToov TOfxcbv]),

1.11. It refers to ‘Kyria the teacher1 ( K u p ia v 26 xfyv 8 i8aaK aA ,o v ), 1.5, (K/uplLav rr\v 

S iS a c K a X o v ), 1.12, in fragments of the text that provide no further information about 

her and her relationship to the writer or addressee. The editor, understanding 

‘teacher’ as a role within the church, proposed that the text is Gnostic27 on the basis 

that a woman could not hold such a position in an ‘orthodox’ church. However, there 

is no indication of a ‘Gnostic’ connection. The editor also rejects the usual meaning 

‘teacher of letters’ as unattested in the papyri for women, but fi 8i8eaKaXiKT| and also 

r\ SeoKaX ri i\ 8ecncata><;, modifying the vowel and dropping the reduplication, are 

regular28. It is also argued that Kyria is head of a Christian community29 but the title 

does not occur elsewhere in the fourth-century papyri with this sense. It appears

22 Eg Mark 3.35; Ignatius, To Polycarp 5.1. See Lampe (1961,1968), s.v.

23 Eg HL 33; Basil, Regulae Brevius Tractatae 104, 108.

24 The texts are discussed in detail in the chapters on texts written by Christian women above.

25 See 235 above.

26 Most likely a proper name. The Kup(ia) in I.7 2x, is probably to be retained, rejecting iccri 2x, 
suggested by Parsons (1986); BL 8.371. It indicates the name is regular.

27 Nagel (1975). On the problematic category ‘Gnostic’, see 370f, n.51 below.

28 Eg P.Mich.2.121 (42); 123 (2) (45-47); 128 (46/7); P.Oxy.41.2971 (66) all with t, 8i8eaKcdiKTi; 
P.Mich.8.464 (99) with 8eoKaM|; BGU 1.332 (C2-3) fi Secncc&oq; P.Oxy.31.2595 (C3) fi Secncd^; SB 
18.13305 (271) f| SecncaXoq. LSJ Supplement regards 8i8dcncaXo<; and SecncaXot; as equivalents, s.v.

29 Elm (1989), 212.



likely, then, that the woman is a teacher of letters30 and the text provides no certain 

information about her religious status.

SB14.12173 = P.Mich.inv.346, C4, Provenance: Arsinoe

’Awid/dniud<; comes to be a title for ascetic women, and particularly for the heads of 

women’s communities from the fifth century31. The word appears in pagan papyri for 

‘nurse’, ‘mother’ and ‘foster-mother’32. It does not, by itself, indicate a certainly 

Christian letter33 or that the woman so designated is an ascetic34. An ascetic status 

has been suggested for some occurrences of d^d in the fourth century35. Of 

particular interest is the woman named d|na X... in SB 14.12173.25, written to ‘my lady 

mother Moirous’ (Kopla |iou niyipei (= (nycpi) Moipcnm), 1.1, from Anonymos36. The 

difference in spelling between â a and d n̂d does not appear significant37 and may 

reflect Coptic influence38 or, in this text, an adaptation to conform with a n a  in ‘I greet 

Ama Ch ... and Apa Ganeis with their people’ (dcmd̂ cofiat (=da7id̂ o|xai) d(ia X ...

[.. K a i]  a n a  T a v e iv  a u v  t c h [<; a irad v]), ll.24ff. A second Apa is named in the address on 

the verso, ‘deliver to the home of Apa Kyri son of Lolous, in the quarter of Hierakion’ 

(d7i(o8o<;) e iq  x[f]v] t o -u a n a  K u p i A o A .o w < o > q  e iq  a n ^ o S o v  [ ’I e p ]a K io u ) , verso. The

30 Cribiore (1996), 23; (2001b), 80f.

31 Lampe (1961, 1968), s.v.; H. Leclercq, ‘AMA, AMMA’ in Cabrol and Leclercq (1924), 1.1306-1323, 
eg Amma (d|ia) Sarah, Amma Syncletica and Amma Theodora, AP 71f, 171,192-196; HL 34; 
P.Bodl.1.80 (C6-C7) with d â; P.Oxy.16.1874 (C6/7); P.Lond.5.1807 (C7); 4.1421 (705); 1422 (707/8); 
1416 (732/3); and most probably SB 6.9158 (C5) with dwifj and PSI 8.953 (C6), although these 
references may be to literal mothers. See also the Naldini (1968,1998), 381; O'Callaghan (1963), 32.

32 Eg P.Mich.3.208 (C2); 8.488 (C2); SB 14.12042 (C2); BGU 2.449 (C2/3). In none of these is
dnndg accompanied by a name.

33 SB 8.9882 (C2/3) includes greetings from d^dg ©crupdpiv teat annac, Avog Kai "Hpcov o dSeA ôq 
nou Kai Aioq o \>io<; jiou, II.5f. The epithets, occurring with names, function as titles. There is no 
indication of religious affiliation and no closing prayer. The opening section is lost. Given the date, it is
unlikely to be a Christian letter. There is no reason to think this is other than a literal family although 
the titles perhaps signal that it is not the writer’s natural family.

34 In texts arguably dated C4, amia/dnn-d; occurs in BGU 3.948 (C4/5); see 34 above. P.Gen.1.14 
(323-642, ed.pr.) is, from its language, most probably C6 . P.Oxy.56.3862 (C4/5, ed.pr.) is almost
certainly later; see below in the discussion of novaxii. Source DDBDP. In BGU 3.948, a^dq refers to 
Kophaena or a nurse. In P.Oxy.56.3862, dmidg means ‘nurse’ and occurs with a name, while, in the 
same text, a nun is fi iaovoxti.

35 Elm (1989), 212; (1994, 2000), 245f. Elm cites P.Oxy.14.1874, which mentions an Ammas Eva and 
which she dates to C4. However, the editors date it to C6 and it has not been redated according to BL.

36 This is the only use of cî a for a woman in the papyri in the period. Source DDBDP.

37 ‘AMA/AMMA’, H. Leclercq, Cabrol and Leclercq (1924), 1.1306-1323, who gives them the meaning 
‘abbesse’.

38 Ama is common in Coptic texts where it denotes consecrated and otherwise exceptional Christian
women, H. Leclercq, ‘AMA, AMMA’, in Cabrol and Leclercq (1924), 1.1306-1323. From inscriptional 
evidence, Leclercq identifies geographic preference for ‘Ama’ in Coptic Thebes, ‘Amma’ in Memphis. 
The spelling ‘Ama’ is the most frequent.



letter opens with a proskynema formula, unusual in not specifying the object of the 

obeisance. The text is accepted as Christian ‘from the use of the characteristically 

Christian titles d(ia and cma’39. However, as noted above, djaa is not a certain 

criterion for classifying a text as Christian, and while cma (sic) appears to be an 

almost certainly Christian title40, it occurs in the forms anna and annaq in certainly 

pagan texts and should be evaluated with caution41. Even with the likely Christian 

classification of SB14.12173, djia does not necessarily connote asceticism. Ama 

Ch... and Apa Ganeis would seem to be husband and wife42, and while they may be 

sexually continent in marriage, this is not suggested in the text. They are unlikely to 

be ascetics but may stand as spiritual mother and father to the writer, taking on the 

sense of ‘exceptional Christian figures’ known from Coptic use, or they may be close 

but non-kin. Ama Ch... is in a different category to Moirous where nirrnp is used. Ama 

Ch... and Apa Ganeis are associated with a group called oi axnwv but there is no 

indication of an ascetic community.

SB 16.12525, 323-642, Provenance: Unknown; BL 10.214

SB 16.12525 lists people in relation to quantities of grain. Maria nova%ii is named at

1.11. She is the only person whose name is qualified by a descriptor. The text is dated 

323-642. The names of the other people are almost exclusively Christian and 

suggest a date in the fifth or a later century.

39 Youtie (1978), 265; also Horsley, ‘k c t c ’ ovoiia’ in ND  3.77f. P.Oxy.59.3998 includes a Christian 
proskynema statement; see 263f above. P.Oxy. 14.1775 (C4) is accepted as a Christian proskynema in 
Naldini (1968,1998), 275ff, but is most uncertain.

40 Source DDBDP. Lampe (1961,1968), s.v., also cites only Christian use.

41 The form amac, occurs in SB 8.9882 (C2/3); P.Mert.1.28 (C3), the latter certainly pagan; anna 
occurs in BGU 3.714 (C2) also certainly pagan. Analysis of a n a  and dppd in the papyri suggests 
an n a  is a variant of ana or dppa, with no geographic pattern, Derda and Wipszycka (1994), 24, 28. 
Derda and Wipszycka date the earliest occurrences to the 2nd quarter of C4 and do not consider these 
earlier texts, 29. "Ana/afiPaq show similar development to d^a/d^d/d^aq, becoming titles of clergy 
and monastics in C4. See also 182, especially n.45 above.

42 Both are the direct object of the one verb, aand^cotxai (= dand£on.ai), ll.24f. Other greetings to family 
units both precede and follow the greeting to Ama Ch... and Apa Ganeis, with repeated use of 
acrrtd^apai (= dcnd^o^at), II.23-29.



CHAPTER 10

EVIDENCE OF THE PAPYRI FOR THE RELIGIOUS LIVES OF JEWISH WOMEN 

INTRODUCTION

In this chapter I explore the contribution of the papyri to an understanding of the 

religious lives of Jewish women in Egypt from 100 to 400.

In the Introduction1 I argue that ‘religious life’ includes the ethnic, cultural and political 

dimensions of women’s lives as these are affected by religious affiliation, as well as 

the more narrowly transcendent dimensions of religious practice. This is especially 

germane in relation to Jewish women. A Jewish woman’s political and cultural identity 

derives from her Jewishness just as her religious identity is inseparable from its 

political and cultural expressions. Jewish women pay tax, own property and engage 

in political, legal and commercial activity as Jews2. Roman attitudes to Judaism3 

confirm this complex of ethnic, political and transcendent dimensions. Judaism was a 

religio licita4 which carried a number of political privileges including the right ‘to follow 

traditional laws’ (xoi<; TtaxpioK; vojioiq xpfiaGai)5.

None of the Jewish papyri I have identified refers to the transcendent dimension of 

Jewish women's religious life6. None refers to prayer or God, and none addresses 

women's place in worship7. The reasons are difficult to determine, but the paucity of 

Jewish papyri in the period particularly concerning Jewish women due to the 

devastation wrought by the Jewish revolt (115-117)8; the difficulty in identifying

1 See 3 above.

2 Simon (1996), 204.

3 By Judaism I mean Jewish identity, belief and practice as distinct from specific reference to later 
rabbinic Judaism.

4 Religious freedom was granted by Caesar and was effective throughout the empire. The right was 
confirmed and extended by Augustus and continued for over 300 years except for a brief period under 
Hadrian, it gave the right to assemble for worship and common meals, observe the Sabbath and 
festivals, follow the Torah, be exempt from the imperial cult and, from 43, from military service. See 
Smallwood (1981), 135.

5 Josephus, Jewish Antiquities 14.195,199, 213 etc.

6 The same lack of transcendent religious reference marks the Babatha archive, Documents from the 
Bar Kokhba Period in the Cave of Letters. Greek Papyri, and Aramaic and Nabataean Signatures and 
Subscriptions (1989), and the Salome Komaise archive, Cotton (1995).

7 Kraemer (1986), 95, concludes the Jewish papyri are more useful for information on demographics 
and social life than on beliefs and practice. She does not examine papyri after 117.

8 References to the ‘Jewish revolt’, ‘revolt’, ‘Jewish war’ and ‘war’ are to the 115-117 conflict unless 
otherwise specified.



Jewish texts9 and possible ongoing reluctance to identify as Jewish in the post-war 

period10 are significant factors. Always there is the random nature of preservation. I 

have identified no private letters from or to Jewish women, the likely sources for 

women’s prayer and theological positions. Nonetheless, there is evidence of a clear 

Jewish identity in the papyri, and of Jewish communities with women members 

before and after the revolt. Evidence from these papyri gives insight into women’s 

lives as Jews, with the focus on their experience rather than their belief and practice.

Given the different nature of the evidence for Jewish women’s religious lives, I 

present the texts in a format that differs from that adopted for Christian women, 

commenting on the papyri in the context of the political, economic and religious 

position of Jews in Egypt from 100 to 400 and drawing particular attention to the 

ways in which these papyri, and the women in them, contribute to an understanding 

of the impact of religious identity politically and economically.

THE TEXTS

Of the approximately 650 papyri referring to women’s religious lives examined for this 

thesis, fourteen are classified as Jewish with varying degrees of certainty11. All are of 

a public nature including a census return12, lease13, property list14, petition15, 

manumission16, six references to the Jewish war and its effects17, and three records 

of the Jewish tax paid by women18. Only the petition and manumission arise from 

within the Jewish community and are of a standard legal form, without marks of 

Jewish belief. The papyri that refer to the Jewish war are all written from a Greek 

perspective and include women in a general way, without explicit reference to them.

9 On criteria, see the appendix to the Introduction.

10 When and why people would identify themselves as Jews is unclear. Lieu (2002), 88, explores this
issue in relation to the term ‘proselyte’ among Jews. Anti-Jewish sentiment is still evident in 
P.0xy.4.705 in the period C2/3, below.

11 The main source for Jewish papyri is CPJ. More recent Jewish, and possibly Jewish, papyri are 
listed in Fikhman (1997).

12 P.Lond.3.1119a=CPJ 430.

13 P.Wurzb.14=CPJ 453.

14 P.Petaus 126.

15 PSI 8.883=CPJ 455.

16 P.Oxy.9.1205=CPJ 473.

17 P.Brem.1=CPJ 438; P.Brem.11=CPJ 444; P.Giss.41=CPJ 443; P.Mil.Vogl.2.47=CPJ 435; 
P.Oxy.4.705=CPJ 450; P.Oxy.9.1189=CPJ 445; P.Oxy.3.500=CPJ 448.

18 O.Deiss.33=CPJ 227; O.Edfu 114=CPJ 218; O.Edfu 156=CPJ 223.



The identification of another seventeen papyri as Jewish is arguable but not 

accepted. They rely on a name being Jewish in the period of transition from the third 

to fourth centuries19.

The papyri included in this chapter date from 105 to 291.1 have found no certain 

Jewish papyri referring to women between 291 and 400.

JEWISH BELIEFS AND PRACTICES IN EGYPT

Synagogues play an important role in Jewish community life in the Diaspora, 

although their function is debated. In Egypt, f) a -uvayayyfi generally denotes the group 

rather than the building for meeting, although both senses occur. The building is 

11 n p o a e -u xr i, and one o-uvaycoyn may have several rc p o o e-u x a t. Synagogues become 

places for education, judicial and community activities20, as well as worship and study 

of the Torah. Inscriptions and papyri attest synagogues throughout Egypt21, although 

no archaeological evidence remains. A synagogue implies a reasonably sized and 

organised Jewish community22.

Judaism is one of a number of foreign religions in Egypt. Jewish monotheism, 

morality, Sabbath observance and esotericism attract non-Jews23. Conversions to 

Jewish faith and adoption of Jewish practices are regular24 and synagogues are open

19 P.Abinn.49 (346) at 244f above; P.Abinn.56 (c.346); P.Brook.73 (C4); P.Cair.lsid.114=CPJ 474a 
(304); 115=CPJ 474b (306); P.Kell.1.71 (C4); P.Koln 5.239 (C4); P.Oxy.31.2599 (C3/4); 36.2770 
(304); 48.3384 (331) and 3403 (C4); O.Douch 137; 148; 149; 150; 151; 152 (C4), at 69-77 above; 
P.Oxy.46.3314 (C4) at 260ff above.

20 Levine (1996b); J. G. Griffiths, The Legacy of Egypt in Judaism’, in Horbury, Davies and Sturdy 
(1999), 1032f.

21 Eg P.Magdala 35=CPJ 129 (Alexandria Nesos, 218 BCE); P.Tebt.1.86=CPJ 134 (Krokodilopolis, C2 
BCE); P.Ryl.4.590=CPJ 138 (Unknown, C1 BCE); P.Lond.3.1177 (Unknown, 131/2)=CPJ 432. For a 
list of synagogues, see Tcherikover (1957-1964), 1.8. See also J. G. Griffiths, The Legacy of Egypt in 
Judaism’, in Horbury, Davies and Sturdy (1999), 1028-1036; Kasher (1985), 107-167. For inscriptional 
references to synagogues, see Horbury and Noy (1992), nos 9, 13, 22, 24, 25, 27, 28,117,125, 126. 
The temple at Leontopolis, erected in mid-C2 BCE, was destroyed after the first Jewish revolt, c.74.

22 Philo asserts that many synagogues existed in all the sectors of Alexandria, The Embassy to Gaius 
20.132. The assessment may reflect his enthusiasm.

23 Eg Aristeas, Letter of Aristeas 9-11 states that the LXX was translated at Ptolemy ll’s initiative (C3 
BCE) to supply the library in Alexandria with a copy of the Jewish Scriptures in Greek. Aristeas implies 
Greek interest in Jewish beliefs and that the translation was for the sake of the Greek community. He 
no doubt represents a Hellenised Jewish view. The LXX may also have met the needs of Greek-
speaking Jews to have the Scriptures in their language and satisfy Jewish desire for Hellenisation. See 
Modrzejewski (1995), 100-104; also Tcherikover (1979). The views are not mutually exclusive.

24 Plutarch, Cicero, 7.5; Horace, Satires, 1.4; Augustine, City o f God 6.11, Martial Epigrammata 7.82; 
Juvenal, Satires 14. 96-106, Josephus, Jewish War 2.463, 6.427, 7.45. See Smallwood (1981), 205; 
Braun (1998), 154. See also John 12.20, Acts 2.10. Evidence for the popularity of Judaism is given by 
repeated bans on circumcision. Hadrian’s ban was continued by Antoninus Pius as a ban on the



to non-Jews who live on the boundaries of Jewish community life25. Women in 

particular are presented as being attracted to Judaism and number among proselytes 

and sympathisers26. The extent of the conversions is undoubtedly exaggerated to 

present Judaism in a positive light but there is no reason to suppose the documenting 

of the women’s conversions is purely fictional. Lieu argues that the prominence of 

women in conversion is a matter of rhetorical rather than statistical interest, to 

articulate in a non-threatening way a religion’s respectability and independence27.

The first-century Conversion and Marriage ofAseneth28 tells of Aseneth’s conversion 

and marriage to Joseph. While clearly a historical romance, the story may reflect first- 

century women’s conversion to Judaism especially through marriage, and point to 

male concerns about mixed marriages29. There is evidence among Greeks and 

Romans of mockery, suspicion and despising of Jewish beliefs. Jews were charged 

with atheism, that is, rejection of pagan cults, and with impiety. The earliest use of 

‘godless’ (a0eo<;) of the Jews comes in the first century BCE from Apollonios Molon30. 

It subsequently becomes a stock charge31. ‘Unholy’ (dvoaioq) is the common term 

applied to the Jews during and after the Jewish war32. Literary sources outside Egypt 

refer to Jews as anti-social, exclusive, mean, lazy for observing the Sabbath, ugly, 

credulous and the objects of ridicule33.

circumcision of non-Jews aimed to discourage Jewish proselytism as well as circumcision itself, Simon 
(1996), 104. But circumcision of non-Jews continued, Braun (1998), 154. Rescripts of 335 and 339 
banned Jews from circumcising Gentile slaves. This law was renewed in 417 and 423. See 354 
especially n.233 below.

25 Acts refers to the following: 2.5 avSpeq euXaPeig; 10.2, 10.22 <t>oPô evoq xov 6eov; 13.16, 26 oi 
<(>o3ot>|i£voi t o v  Geov; 13.50 tag oe[k>(levaq yuvaiKag; 17.4 xrav xe aePo(ievcov ’EXXf|vcov; 17.17 ev -rrj 
crovaycoyfi xoiq ’IouSaiovg Kai xoiq aeponivoig, all non-Jews (except those named Jews in 17.17). The 
association of these ‘godfearers’ with Jewish communities is uncertain and the interpretation of them 
as ‘semi-proselytes’ is questioned, Lieu (2002), 49-68; Mitchell (1993), 2.31 f; Reynolds and 
Tannenbaum (1987), 45,48-66 especially 53f; Schurer (1974-1986), 3, Part 1, 150-176; Smallwood
(1981), 206.

26 Eg Acts 13.50; 17.4,12 highlight women associated with Jews in the Diaspora. Josephus, Jewish 
Antiquities 20.17-53, 92-96, records the conversion of Helena, Queen of Adiabene; and Jewish War 
2.559-61 asserts the mass conversion of the wives of men in Damascus. Women’s conversion to 
Judaism involved a baptism, considerably easier than circumcision. See Braun (1998), 157.

27 Lieu (2002), 94.

28 No.113 in Kraemer (1988).

29 Lieu (2002), 94f.

30 Josephus, Against Apion 2.148.

31 Pliny, Natural History 13.46 uses gens contumelia numinum insignis, Diodorus Siculus Library of
History 34.1, 2, uses doeprig. See also Smallwood (1981), 379.

32 See P.Brem.1=CPJ 438 below.

33 Anti-social, Tacitus, The Histories, 5.5; credulous, Horace, Satires, 1.5.100; lazy, Tacitus, The 
Histories 5.4; mean, Rutilius Namatianus 1.391 f; objects of ridicule, Tacitus, Histories 5.4. For further



During the early Christian centuries, a complex pattern of conflation, co-existence, 

competition and conflict emerges among Jews, Christians and pagans and, with it, 

religious pluralism34. Studies generally refer to communities outside Egypt but the 

limited evidence from the papyri confirms the pattern as descriptive also of Egypt. 

Recent scholarship questions the ’parting of the ways’ model proposing a general 

separation of Judaism and Christianity, and prefers the concept of ‘partings of the 

ways’ which takes into account the varied and specific evidence of local situations, 

partings and comings together35. Literary sources outside Egypt suggest that from 

the third century, Christian writers develop an anti-Jewish polemic that becomes 

increasingly formulaic36, and Judaism becomes a proselytising religion in the second 

and third centuries, with a dimension of competition absent in the first century37. It is 

difficult to determine the extent to which this reflects Egyptian realities. The situation 

immediately after the war is one where the Jewish community is all but destroyed and 

possibly the early Christian community with it. Evidence for the (re-)emergence of 

Christian communities appears from the second century while the rebuilding of 

Jewish communities is not well attested until the late third, early fourth centuries38. 

Millar suggests that Egypt during 312-380 is marked generally by co-existence and 

some competition among religious communities39. From 380 the religious climate 

becomes increasingly conflicted40, evident in imperial legislation of growing severity 

in relation to Jews41.

references, see Simon (1996), 205; Smallwood (1981), 123, nn.15f. The C T  uses terms for Jews and
proselytism such as plague, contagion, defile, execrandus, disgrace, pollution. For a list see Linder 
(1987), 60.

34 Lieu, North and Rajak (1992), 1-8; Millar (1992), 103; (2004), 3. The literature on Jewish/ Christian 
relations is considerable eg Bell (1924); Smith (1985); Klijn (1986); Lieu, North and Rajak (1992); Lieu
(1996); (2002); Newsome (1992); North (1992); Simon (1996); Reynolds and Tannenbaum (1987); 
Rajak (1992); Boyarin (1999).

35 See Boyarin (1999), 1-21; Lieu (2002), 11-29.

36 Lieu (1996), 1, suggests this may be evidence for Christian communities gaining their identity over 
against an ‘other’, the Jews.

37 Goodman (1992), 74f.

38 Kerkeslager (2004), 1.

39 Millar (1992), 103.

40 P. Brown, ‘Christianization and Religious Conflict’, in Cameron and Garnsey (1998), 632-664.

41 Eg the increasingly severe penalties for Christian converts to Judaism, Millar (1992), 117.



Jewish Women, Belief and Practice

Information on Jewish women’s religious lives 100-400 comes from papyri, 

inscriptions, archaeology and literature, including rabbinic sources42. They yield 

varied pictures. In terms of chronology and geography, there are methodological 

difficulties in taking the Talmudim in particular as reflective of the lives of women in 

Egypt. However, there is little evidence for significant change for women in Jewish 

society in the Hellenistic, Roman or Byzantine periods. Further, sources suggest 

considerable interchange between Egypt and Syria/Palestine in trade and migration 

in the period of the Mishnah at least43. For example, during and after the war of 66-73 

in Palestine, a suggested 97 000 Jewish captives came to Egypt44; and after the 115- 

117 war, the Jewish population was most likely to have been rebuilt through 

migration45. A remaining difficulty with the Talmudim as sources is the extent to which 

they describe actual experience as distinct from a rabbinic ideal46.

Rabbinic teaching maintains that the Torah regulates human relationship with God 

and yet it is not equally binding on all Jews.

R. Judah says: ‘A person must say three blessings every day: Blessed be he who did not 

make me a gentile. Blessed be he who did not make me a woman. Blessed be he who did not

make me an ignoramus....who did not make me a woman because women are not obligated

to fulfil the commandments. tBerakoth 7.18

The whole law binds only free adult males. Women, children and slaves are exempt 

in varying degrees.

The observance of all positive commandments that depend on time is incumbent on men but 

not on women, and the observance of all positive commandments that do not depend on time 

is incumbent both on men and on women. The observance of all negative commandments,

whether they depend on the time or not, is incumbent both on men and on women ...

mKiddushin 1.7

42 The Mishnah (c.200); the Tosefta, (c.200); the Talmudim, Jerusalem (c.C5), Babylon (C6).

43 Safrai (1996); Levine (1996a); Levine (1996b); Horbury (1999), 362f.

44 Josephus, Jewish War 6.414-421. He records 60 000 Jews killed in Egypt during this period, 7.369. 
While Josephus tends to inflate figures, his account suggests considerable movement of Jews from 
Palestine to Egypt and general population upheaval.

45 Kerkeslager (2004), 10.

46 See Margalit (2000); Zabin (1996); llan (1995); Peskowitz (1993); (1997); Wegner (1988); (1991b); 
Archer (1983,1993); (1990); Radford-Reuther (1974a).



Positive, time-dependent commands tend to be those connected with ritual and 

liturgy, participation in pilgrimages and festivals, and attendance at synagogue. 

Positive, time-independent commands tend to be those connected with everyday life. 

Women are excluded from obligations that could interfere with their domestic duties. 

Indeed, men rely on women’s exemption to obey the law’s requirements.

Significantly, women are exempt from the core of Judaism’s spiritual heritage, study
o < r

of the Torah, and from the saying/the shema, positive, time-independent commands.
A

In saying, ‘If anyone teaches his daughter Torah, it is as though he taught her 

lasciviousness’47 of the trial by bitter water, it is evident that study and knowledge are 

perceived to lead to greater liberation for women. Women’s exclusion from many of 

the commands is consistent with a male:public, female:private pattern of social 

relations and the closely linked values of honour and shame48. It is part of a man’s 

honour that his wife confine herself to the domestic sphere.

Exemption from the full requirement of the law amounts to exclusion. The exempt can 

never stand in the same relationship with God as the obligated. The fact that women 

are excluded from obligation is crucial. Their exemption/exclusion makes them unfit 

to fulfil commands on behalf of those who are obligated49. Hence, women are 

excluded from representative leadership in community life. It may be that many 

women turn to magic50.

The picture of women’s exclusion is not the whole of their religious experience. 

‘Scriptural’ and rabbinic presentations of women’s practice are more complex, 

affirming women’s integral place in Judaism as significant figures of history51 

especially as wives, mothers, nurturers of faith and observers of home-based niddah 

and kashruf2, although the extent of observance outside pharisaic and Essene 

circles and distant from the temple is difficult to determine. Women also appear as 

significant benefactors of Jewish communities53. The evidence of papyrological, 

epigraphic and non-rabbinic literature especially from the Diaspora confirms this

47 R. Eliezer, mSotah 3.4. See also llan (1995), 139, 191.

48 MacDonald (1996), 27-41.

49 YBerakoth 3.3; Wegner (1988), 153f; Horbury (1999), 399.

50 Archer (1983, 1993), 284. See ch. 11 below.

51 Eg Bar-llan (1998).

52 See eg Kraemer (1999).

53 Kraemer (1999), 64; Rajak (1996); Rajak and Noy (1993).



greater complexity. In Palestine, from an earlier period, there is evidence that women 

voluntarily fulfil time-dependent positive commandments54. They circumcise their 

sons, fulfil the command of phylacteries and take Nazirite vows55. The women’s court 

of the temple is evidence of both women’s inclusion in the worshipping community 

and constraint on their involvement. Women attend synagogues and participate in 

worship56; separation from men is uncertain but unlikely57. Rabbinic sources also 

record women attending the synagogue58. Synagogue services focus on the reading 

and exposition of ‘Scripture’ in a framework of common prayer and hymnody. Women 

no doubt participated in prayer and hymn-singing59, but their role in liturgical 

leadership and teaching is unlikely though debated. Brooten’s study of inscriptions 

suggests that women participated in the public life of Jewish communities in positions 

of leadership60, in teaching, administration, decision making and financial 

management, and that women held the positions in their own right. Trebilco’s study of 

Jewish and pagan women in Asia Minor reaches similar conclusions61. The 

implications of the terms have led scholars to seek alternatives62. Rajak suggests

54 Luke 2.21-39, 41-50; John 19.25; Acts 1.14; mMiddoth 2.5; tSukkoth 4.1; bSukkoth 51b. The
numbers of women attending the Festival of Tabernacles was such that a gallery was erected over the 
women’s court to allow the men to dance and prevent women from mingling with them. See also llan 
(1995), 180.

55 Circumcision, 1 Maccabees 1.60f; 2 Maccabees 6.10; 4 Maccabees 4.25; Nazirite vows, mNedarim
11.5, 6; mNazirZ.G', Mekhilta de R. IshmaelBo 17 cited by llan (1995), 181f.

56 Luke 13.10-17; Acts 16.12-14 where women gather as a synagogue (itpooeux1!)- For the rejection of 
a gathering as a synagogue because women are present, see Brooten (1982), 140.

57 Archaeological evidence for the practice of separation is ambivalent, and literary and epigraphic 
evidence in the period is sparse and unclear. Segregation appears a later practice that cannot be 
retrojected onto the Roman period. Only Philo refers explicitly to separation between the Therapeutai 
and Therapeutrides, On the contemplative life 32f. His explanation of the practice argues against its 
regularity. See Brooten (1982), 104-130; Horbury (1999), 383-388.

58 bAbodah Zarah 38a-b, yBerakoth 5.4.3C; Leviticus Rabbah 9.9, bSotah 22a. See also Brooten
(1982), 140f.

59 Horbury (1999), 364f, 378f.

60 Rufina (Smyrna, C2 or C3) dpxicruvdycoyoq, CIJ 741; Sophia (Crete C4 or C5) rcpeapwepa ke 
apxicruvaycoyiaaa, CIJ 731c; Mnema (Thessaly, ?) apxTiyicnq, CIJ 696b; Marin iepica (Leontopolis, C1 
BCE), CIJ 1514. All cited in Brooten (1982), 5,11, 35, 73.

61 The Jewish women include Rufina (Smyrna, C2 or C3) dpxicuvdyGjycx;, CIJ 741; Jael (Aphrodisias, 
early C3) TcpocrdTry;, member of the Seicavia, although Jael’s gender is debated; Sophia (Crete) 
dpxicruvayobyioaa and Ttpeopurepa; Phthiotis (Thessaly) dpxriyioca; Rebecca (Thrace) 7tpecPuTepa, the 
latter 3 texts dated C2 BCE to C6 , cited in Trebilco (1991), 104-111, who acknowledges that functions 
attached to the titles are uncertain. An clearly honorific position is given to Tatian (Phocaea, C3), 
builder of a synagogue for the Jews, who sits in the npoeSpia.

62 Eg that iepica in n.60 above is suggested to be the name of Marin’s father, a genitive in ‘a’, or to 
indicate Marin’s ‘priestly family’. But such statement of familial connections is rare in inscriptions, 
Kraemer (1986), 93. The inscription is from the necropolis at Leontopolis, site of the temple of Onias 
(160 BCE to 73 CE) where Josephus, Jewish Antiquities 13.65-73, states the temple was served by 
priests and levites.



caution in accepting Brooten’s conclusions63, noting that children as young as three 

appear in inscriptions as dpxicrovdycoyoi. She proposes that all examples of the title 

be regarded as honorific. Kearsley argues persuasively that women with the title 

dpxiepeiai in Asia Minor in the first three centuries CE are not just honorary title- 

holders but function in their own right64. H or bury argues that honorific titles, while 

perhaps not having been functional, nonetheless signify a role of influence in financial 

subsidy65. Rajak’s findings do not necessitate that dpxio-uvdycoyoq in all instances be 

honorific, nor does she analyse other titles women hold. Her findings, however, are a 

reminder of the complexity and variety in the picture of Jewish communities that the 

sources reveal.

Women’s active participation in synagogue life is evident in the number of 

benefactions made by women66. Kraemer suggests that benefactions lie behind the 

titles (if|Trip cvvaycoyfii;, mater synagogae and pateressa67. The use of familial titles, 

common in Greek and Roman religion, may be a device allowing women to 

participate in public life without disturbing the male:public, female:private pattern of 

their communities68.

The varied pictures of Jewish women’s lives warn against the presumption that there 

is any one experience that belongs to all Jewish women in Palestine and throughout 

the Diaspora, or that one belongs to Palestine and one to the Diaspora. Rather there 

were varieties of belief and practice both in the Diaspora and Palestine69.

Philo, in the first century, implies that Jewish women in Alexandria are secluded, with 

public life suited to men70. While this accords with women’s restriction in the 

Talmudim, it is also the ideal of Greek elite society to which Philo aspired and is 

unlikely to have existed, if at all, outside Philo’s circle. Only the wealthy could afford 

slaves to free a woman from activity outside the home. Evidence for Jewish women’s

63 Rajak (1992), 23.

64 Kearsley (1986), 190.

65 Horbury (1999), 388-399.

66 Lifshitz (1967) records 15 donations to synagogues by women (C2-C4), including an entire 
synagogue by Tation, no. 13 (Ionia, C3).

67 Cll 523, 496, 166, 639, 606, 619d (Italy), cited in Brooten (1982), 57-62.

68 van Bremen (1983), 235-237.

69 Levine (1996a), 140.

70 Philo, On the special laws 3.169-175; Flaccus 89.



economic activity is slight. CPJ includes two wet-nursing contracts and two payments 

of loans by Jewish women71. These texts, though few, suggest Jewish women’s 

participation in the world of women’s economic activity revealed in the papyri72, 

although the extent to which the Greek way of life influenced Jewish women in Egypt 

is debated73. However, the paucity of texts may reflect a concern to preserve 

community honour through women’s shame, so that Jewish women were more 

regulated within the Jewish community.

THE HISTORY74

According to the ‘biblical’ account, relations between Jews and Egypt date from the 

second millennium BCE75. The Elephantine papyri of the fifth century BCE provide 

the earliest evidence for a permanent Jewish presence, in a military colony76. Major 

Jewish migrations followed the Persian annexation of Egypt in 525 BCE77, the wars 

of the Diadochi 320-301 BCE, the Maccabean uprising 167-164 BCE78, with the civil 

war lasting until 65 BCE. Migration was occasioned by military activity79, over-

population, land shortage, political developments80 and economic relations between 

Palestine and Egypt81. Women, free and slaves, were part of these migrations.

Numbers of Jewish settlers were small until the start of the Ptolemaic period after 

which the Jewish population increased rapidly until Egypt, especially Alexandria, 

became a major centre for Diaspora Jews. Tension between Jews and Greeks in

71 Wet-nursing: BGU 4.1106=CPJ 146 (13 BCE); BGU 4.1153 (1)=CPJ 147 (14 BCE); loans: BGU 
4.1155=CPJ 148 (10 BCE); BGU 4.1134=CPJ 149 (10 BCE).

72 Eg women buy and sell property, rent houses, lend and borrow money, own camels, slaves, pottery
and fulling equipment, engage in occupations eg wet-nursing, weaving and prostitution, Rowlandson 
(1998), 219-279.

73 Tcherikover (1957-1964), 34, argues there was considerable influence. For alternative views, see
Sly (1990), 33f.

74 For the history of the Jews in Egypt eg Bowman, Garnsey and Rathbone (2000); Horbury, Davies 
and Sturdy (1999); Cameron and Garnsey (1998); Modrzejewski (1995); Kasher (1985); Smallwood
(1981); Tcherikover (1957-1964).

75 Genesis 12.10; 37.28; Exodus 1-13. C6 BCE Jeremiah 41-46.30; 46.14.

76 Smallwood (1981), 220.

77 Aristeas, Letter o f Aristeas 13.

781 Maccabees 15.16-21.

79 Josephus, Jewish War 2.487; Against Apion 2.42ff; Aristeas, Letter o f Aristeas 13; Herodotus, 2.30,
154.

80 Eg Matthew 2.13-23. Even if fictional, the story reflects a credible situation.

81 Eg Zenon papyri Vol. 1. See also CPJ 1.115-118 and nos 1-6.



Alexandria emerged in the late second century BCE when the two communities 

supported opposing sides of the civil war82. Hostility climaxed in the 115-117 revolt83. 

Josephus dates the tension between Jews and Egyptians from the Jews' support of 

Alexander84.

Relations between Jews and Greeks in Alexandria were strained as the second 

century began. Violence had erupted in 38, 41 and 66. The reasons are complex. 

Josephus gives the main issue as civic rights85. However, economic concerns, 

perceived Roman favour of Jews, Jewish exclusivity and the internal conflict between 

Hellenisers and Jewish nationalists86 were factors87.

The question whether Jews were citizens of Alexandria is debated88. Current 

assessment of the evidence suggests that they were not89. The Jews, however, had 

the right to be a 7io?dT£\)(ia90 and the Jewish jioHTev^a in Alexandria is known from 

the second century BCE91.

82 Josephus, Against Apion 2.49-64.

83 Smallwood (1981), 223; CPJ 1.20f.

84 Josephus, Jewish War 2.487.

85 Josephus, Jewish War 2.487.

86 The desire for a greater Hellenisation emerged among the elite of Alexandrian Jews such as Philo 
and Aristeas, and manifested itself in the issue of Alexandrian citizenship. At the same time a trend 
developed among the less privileged of Alexandria and the Jews of the xropa towards a greater 
nationalism. Close-knit, more exclusive communities evident in the development of Jewish quarters, 
eg in Alexandria, Oxyrhynchus and Arsinoe, facilitated the nationalist spirit.

87 Kasher (1985), 62; Smallwood (1981), 123f.

88 Eg Jews were required to pay the âoypattiia, imposed about 24/23 BCE, from which citizens were 
exempt. Some Jews were citizens, known from the public offices they held, Smallwood (1981), 227.
Citizenship could be obtained through a decision of the polis, nomination by the king, or a gymnasium 
education obtained legally or illegally. See Josephus, Jewish Antiquities 19.280ff; Jewish W ar 2.487 
for his claim to citizenship for the Jews. On the issue, see Kasher (1985), 233-309; Smallwood (1981), 
228-230; CPJ 1.70f; Bell (1924), 14f.

89 The letter of Claudius, P.Lond.6.1912=CPJ 153 (41), addresses AXe^avSpeiq jiev ... Kai 
’IouSaioiq 8e, II.82, 88, and states Jews live ev aXXoTpvtji notei. The letter effectively disbars Jews from 
future citizenship by banning them from a gymnasium education. On the authenticity of the edict, see
CPJ 1.70f.

90 Taubenschlag (1955), 6f, defines a 7ioA.vreuna as an ethnic group with judicial and administrative 
rights living within a polis. Honigman (2002) argues a TcoXueun-a is primarily a cultic association, 
originally with a military connection, whose leaders perform administrative functions that develop 
judicial aspects particularly in relation to ancestral laws. He maintains that the old definition of 
complete internal autonomy is not sustained by the evidence. See also Smallwood (1981), 139. The 
letter of Claudius confirms the Jews’ right to be a jtoXixeuna. For non-Jewish noXixeiina-ca, see 
Smallwood (1981), 226, n.23.

91 Aristeas, Letter o f Aristeas 310; Josephus, Jewish Antiquities 12.108. Jewish 7to>.uei4iaTa also exist 
in Athribis, Oxyrhynchus, Arsinoe and most probably Leontopolis.



POPULATION AND DISTRIBUTION

At the beginning of the second century the Jews were a prosperous, well-organised 

and significant presence in Egypt, numerically, politically and culturally. Philo gives 

the number of Jews as one million or 15% of the total population92. The figure is to be 

treated with caution but suggests a major group93. Inscriptions and papyri confirm the 

presence of Jews throughout Egypt94.

P.Lond.3.1119a=CPJ 430 (105, Provenance: Arsinoe/Krokodilopolis/Ptolemais 

Euergetis, Arsinoite; BL 1.274; 3.96; 4.44; 10.103) is the damaged census return of a 

woman whose name is lost, ‘daughter of Jesous whose mother is Ta ...’ ( ]xo<; xnq 

Tnao-uToi; nTytCpog) Ta[95), I.2. Jesous is a Jewish name. While from the second 

century Jewishness is reckoned matrilineally96 and the mother probably has an 

Egyptian name, a household normally follows the male head’s belief, so it is likely 

that Jesous’ daughter is a Jew. She has her husband Agathonikos as guardian. His 

name gives no indication of religious affiliation since Jews use biblical, Greek and 

Egyptian names. However, marriage within a religious community is the norm in late 

antiquity97, and commanded in Jewish Scripture and rabbinic teaching98. The ideal is 

not always followed, as the repeated injunctions indicate. Nonetheless, it is likely that 

Jesous’ daughter married within the Jewish community, given the rise in Jewish 

nationalism in the first century reflected in family life99 and probably resulting in a 

stricter policy on marriage within the community and a tighter control of women100.

92 Philo, Flaccus 43.
93

There was no specific census of the Jewish population until 71/72 when the Jewish tax became 
payable. Philo's tendency is to positively exaggerate the position of Jews.

94 CPJ 1.6-8.

95 BL 1.274.

96 See mKiddushin 3.12, mYevamot 2.5, 7.5. See also Cohen (1999), 306. Slavery was reckoned 
matrilineally, Taubenschlag (1955), 21, 72. The magical papyri also name their targets matrilinieally, 
eg P.Koln inv.5514=Suppl.Mag.43; see also Suppl.Mag. comments to 13.6 and 14.3.

97 See 206f above.

98 Genesis 34.14; Ezra 9,10; bAbodah Zarah 36b; bKiddushin. 66b, 68b. The rabbinic texts dating 
from a later period continue a long-established strict stance on marriage, observed or not. See also 
Simon (1996), 487, n.100.
99

Eg there is an increased use of Jewish names, CPJ 1.84.

100 The honour:shame value suggests that women and women’s behaviour carry the public esteem of 
the community. In times of conflict, women are more tightly regulated.



The census return includes a person ‘whose mother is Marous’ (]dpxo\) ^ (poq) 

Mapomoq), 1.11, a Jewish name101, and possibly ‘Sulam...’ ( ]cruA,ajI() (exwv) Xe), 1.12, 

who may be a Jew102. The household being registered, then, appears to be Jewish, 

an example of the trend among non-elite Jews to live in communities and facilitate a 

life ordered by Jewish traditions.

The daughter of Jesous is the owner of the house, whole or part, in Arsinoe in the 

Fayum. There is mention of property ‘in the quarter of Hermouthiak’ ([-U7i]ap x() en 

an<t)66o\) 'Epncn)0iaK(fj<;)), I.4103, perhaps Agathonikos’ property or a second property 

of the daughter of Jesous, in addition to this property in ‘the house census for the 

quarter of Apollonios’ (kcxt ’ o]iK(iav) cOToypCâ fiv) en a^<|)(65ov) ’Atio^(covIotj))104, 1.8 . 

Jesous’ daughter appears to live in one location and to lease her house to another 

Jewish family whom she registers, an example no doubt of cooperative association 

within the religious community.

An important Jewish settlement existed in the Arsinoite nome from the third century 

BCE. When Arsinoe was known as Krokodilopolis, the Jewish community built a 

synagogue dedicated to the Ptolemaic royal family105. Two other synagogues are 

known in the city from bills for water supply in 113106. The existence of synagogues 

and the manner of billing indicate organised community life with its own leadership as 

in a 7to>.heuna107. The fees for the synagogue’s water are levied on the basis of a 

fixed fee which is abnormally high, where other businesses appear to pay for their 

approximate actual usage. This may indicate discrimination108. The daughter of 

Jesous, then, is part of an active, sizable Jewish community that may conduct its 

affairs in a climate of hostility.

101 The name appears also in a receipt for the Jewish tax, O.Edfu 127=CPJ 171 (75).

102 The name may be a variant of Solomon, which occurs as Io\)A.anmq in codices Alexandrinus and 
Sinaiticus, CPJ 2.218. The letters are almost certainly part of a person’s name, being followed by the
age.

103 BL 10.103, restoring the original editor’s reconstruction and rendering d v a ] y p a ( ( |> o n e v i iq ) ,  1.4 BL 
3.96; [ x m d p x (e i)  n(oi) en d|i<t>(65ou) ’'le p (c tK e ic m )  ’ArcoAAcovio-u liepoq o itdaq], 1.5 BL 4.44; and 
dva]Ypa(<t>onevri<;) BL 4.44 incorrect.

104 Stud.Pal.4.71=4.pg.58-78.XI.433, 436, 451 (73) records the names of those liable for the Jewish 
tax in ‘the quarter of Apollonios’ camp’, Arsinoe.

105 CPJ 3.Appendix I, n.1532A; Modrzejewski (1995), 88f.

106 P.Lond.3.1177 recto=CPJ 432 (113).

107 Kasher (1985), 141.

108 Kerkeslager (2004), 2f.



The daughter of Jesous, a Jew and a woman, has the right to own property109. 

Records of land tenure after the war suggest the extent of Jewish holdings in lists of 

land 'formerly owned by a Jew/the Jews'110. The daughter of Jesous’ property is an 

example of the increasing proportion of land owned by women in the Roman 

period111.

The census registration indicates that the daughter of Jesous owns this property in 

her own right. Jewish tradition, as expressed in the Talmud, effectively makes the 

property a woman brings into and acquires during a marriage her husband’s112. 

Although strictly property that is not part of the dowry remains in the woman’s 

disposition, this personal property practically comes under her husband’s control113. 

Nonetheless, Jewish law guards a woman’s property rights and in this respect treats 

her equally with men114. Because the census requires registration of property in the 

name of the owner, this text gives no information on the practical extent of the 

authority of the daughter of Jesous over her property, for example, whether she is 

able to dispose of it or lease it. Evidence from non-Jewish sources indicates that 

women in Egypt generally have full rights over their property, except their dowry 

where husbands have the right to the usufruct115. In effect husbands at times act as 

though they own their wives’ property.

109 Babatha in Maoza, Arabia, also owns property, Cotton and Greenfield (1994). On women and land 
ownership, see Hobson (1983); (1985); Saavedra (2002).

110 Eg P.Oxy.9.1189=CPJ 445 (117/8); P.Oxy.3.500=CPJ 448 (130); SB 12.10893 (C2). See also CPJ 
1.89.

111 In the Roman period women become able to gain land in dowries not just through inheritance, 
Pomeroy (1983,1985), 304-308. The tax lists of Karanis, P.Mich.4 (171-174), indicate 40% of
agricultural landowners are women. The census data for Soknopaios Nesos (early Roman) shows 
33% of house owners are women, Hobson (1983), 315. In the Ptolemaic and Roman periods 40% of 
contractors in house sales are women, Montevecchi (1941), 144.

112 Archer (1990), 231-234; Wegner (1988), 87f. The Talmudim are remote from Egypt in early C2, but
this probably reflects reality, having much in common with Greek and Roman practice. See also
Babatha’s experience, Cotton and Greenfield (1994).

113 Jewish marriage unlike Greek and Roman was based on a bride-price not dowry. A bride brought
property either as son barzel or melog. The former became the property of the husband, recorded as 
part of or additional to the ketubbah. It or its value was returned at divorce. The latter remained the 
property of the bride or her family, but the husband had the right of usufruct, Llewelyn, ‘A Jewish Deed 
of Marriage: Some Further Observations’ in ND  9.86-98, here 88. See also Archer (1990), 231.

114 Wegner (1988), 40-96, concludes that the Mishnah considers women are chattels in relation to 
sexual and reproductive function, and persons in other aspects of life and law.

115 This is the case in Greek marriage but in Roman law the dowry belongs to the husband. Yet CJ 
5.12.30 (539) makes it the property of the wife. The papyri in C4 favour this latter understanding,
Taubenschlag (1955), 127f.



THE POLITICAL CIRCUMSTANCES

There is little information on the political life of the Jews in Egypt from 70 to 115. The 

Jewish revolt in Palestine in 66-70 resulted in the imposition of a poll-tax on Jews 

(fiscus Judaicus, ’Io-oSa'iKov Teteana)116, imposed after the destruction of the temple 

in the second year of Vespasian and still being paid in the mid-second century117.

The time of its abolition is not known. The tax replaced the half-shekel or didrachmon 

tax previously paid by Jews to the temple in Jerusalem118, now paid to Jupiter 

Capitolinus whose temple had been destroyed at the same time119. The Jewish tax 

was levied at a rate of 9 drachmai, 2 obols120.

O.Edfu 1.114=CPJ 218, O.Edfu 1.156=CPJ 223 and O.Deiss.33=CPJ 227 are 

receipts for payments of the Jewish tax by women. In five other receipts the person’s 

gender is uncertain but some or all may be women121.

In O.Edfu 1.114=CPJ 218 (1 September 108, Provenance: Apollinopolis Magna), 

‘Zosime, slave of the sons of Perouris’ (Zaxrinri 5oM(r|) m<5v rieao-upio-u), II. 1f, pays 

six drachmai122 for the lo\)5(a'iKouT£A£a|j.aTO<;)123,1.3, through Melchion, son of 

Perouris. It is likely that Zosime’s masters pay the amount rather than Zosime herself

116 Or ’Io\)5avov -teteqjxx, Manteuffel, cited in CPJ 2.112, n.1. Also denarii duo Judaeorum*
Siivapicov 8w  ’Ioi>8avcov, a name which disappears in 88-89, and didrachmon.

117 P.Ryl.4.594, (145/6 or 167/8), the only record of payment of the tax in Egypt after the revolt.

118 See Wallace (1969), 170f.

119 Wallace (1969), 174f, argues that the didrachmon temple tax from Egypt went to the temple in the 
‘Land of Onias’ from C2 BCE, and that the Jewish tax collected for Rome affected this temple 
adversely, adding to Jewish resentment and culminating in the revolt. Kerkeslager (2004), 4, adds that 
the tax heightened Jewish identity.

120 The annual rate of the Jewish tax was 8 drachmai=2 denarii, plus 2 obols. The 2 obols were a fee 
imposed because payments were in local money not denarii. The additional 1 drachma was called 
cmapxai. Its nature is unclear but appears in literature as a tax sent by Diaspora Jews to Jerusalem, 
CPJ 2.115.

121 BoKxcopiq, O.Edfu 3.377=CPJ 196 (102); KXenapofiq, O.Edfu 1.143=CPJ 204 (106); Meiofiq, O.Edfu 
1.68, 2.265, 1.69=CPJ 208 (107), 219 (109), 228 (116); Ewcn*;, O.Edfu 2.265=CPJ 219 (109);
Apaovq, O.Edfu 2.284=CPJ 225 (115). CPJ assumes they are males but gives no reason. The names 
Bokchoris, Kleparous and Meious occur only here according to Preisigke (1967), Foraboschi (1967- 
1971) and DDBDP. Eunous occurs also in P.Tebt.880; P.Adler 16; SB 1.2236 but the gender is 
unclear. Arsous occurs 9x, including CPR 7.54.14, where a sister Arsous is greeted.

122 The amount of the tax is paid in full or in part. See also O.Deiss.33=CPJ 227 below.

123 Or 'Io\j8(aio'u TeX̂ apxxToq), see n.116 above. The papyrus reads, Zoxn|iT| SoijX(ti) u ’k mv  neaoupiou 
8i(a) MeXxvcov(o<;) riepaoupkm 'Iou8(), 11.1-3. The reading ’Icm8(aicn)) in the DDBD P  is unlikely.
’Iod8( ) appears to be a further, and generally later, abbreviation of the regular ’Icru6( ) xe\(), eg CPJ
190 (93 or 109); 191 (95); 194-201 (98-104); 206-207 (106); 209-210 (107); 212 (107) with xeXec^() 
’Io\>8( ); 216 (108); which itself appears to be reduced from the earlier i m ( ) Iod8( ) reX(), eg CPJ 189 
(92/3); 192 (95); 193 (97). Iou8( ) by itself also appears in CPJ 202-205 (105-6); 208 (107); 211 (107);
213 (108); 215 (108); 217-229 (108-116).



since slaves generally have little or no money. The phrase ‘through Melchion’ 

confirms this124. It is probable that liability for the tax depends on the beliefs of the 

master rather than the slave since payment by non-Jewish masters would be a 

disincentive to purchase Jewish slaves and a matter for protest of which there is no 

evidence125. It is likely and more punitive that Jewish masters paid the tax for all their 

slaves, Jewish and non-Jewish. Certainly the sons of Pesouris are known to be 

Jewish and pay the Jewish tax126. Whether Zosime herself is a Jew is unknown.

O.Edfu 1.156=CPJ 223 (28 February 114, Provenance: Apollinopolis Magna; BL 

4.109) records the payment of the Jewish tax by ‘Maria also called Sacheios,
' 4 0 7  •• 1 9 ft

daughter of Demas’ ( M a p ia  Ativaxoq xo\> K a i E axei(o-u ) ’Io \)8 (a iK o u  xeX ea^ axo q ) ,

II. 1f. Her brother Simon’s receipt is on the same ostracon. They pay the full amount. 

O.Deiss.33=CPJ 227 (31 March 116, Provenance: Apollinopolis Magna; BL 10.292) 

records the payment by Maria, daughter of Abietos (Mapia ’Apifixo-u ’Iou5( )129), 1.1. 

Maria pays 4 drachmai130. Maria continues to pay the Jewish tax during the revolt, 

suggesting that the tax has positive value for the Jewish community, perhaps, as 

Tertullian suggests, their ‘purchase’ of the right to follow their ancestral traditions131.

The didrachmon applied only to men, including proselytes, from 20 to 50 years, as 

prescribed in Exodus 30.13ff. Women, slaves and minors were specifically excluded 

as they were not numbered in the census of Numbers 1.2132. The Jewish tax, 

however, was levied on all women and men from age 3133, and probably on the 

slaves of a Jewish household. The maximum age for payment of the tax for women

124 Other receipts for slaves do not state‘through O.Edfu 1.150(104); 3.382(106); 1.159(116); SB 
1.4429 (107).

125 There is evidence in Rome of a Jewish slave of a non-Jewish master liable for the tax, Martial, 
Epigrammata 7.58.7f. See Smallwood (1981), 374.

126 O.Edfu 105-109(106-8), 89(108), 90(108), 112(108), 111 (108), 117 (110/1 )=CPJ 200, 205, 214, 
215, 216, 217, 221, 332, 333, 338 (the numbers do not correspond, the O.Edfu texts are in 
chronological order; the CPJ texts in numerical order).

127 Or Zaxai(ot)) BL 4.109, or laxcd(pou), Tcherikover, note to I.2 in CPJ 223.

128 See n.116 above.

129 The editor proposes ’Iou8(cucov TeXeojiaToq). CPJ reads ’Iou5(cuko\} xelAcnimoq).

130 Most frequent are 4 and 5 drachmai receipts, the 2 obols with either.

131 Tertullian, Apologeticum 18 states the tax secured freedom for Jews.

132 mShekalim. 1.3.

133 The age to begin paying the tax was determined by an epicrisis in infancy. Wallace (1969), 174 
concludes that the tax was originally levied from age 1 , and first collected at age 3 .



was possibly 62 years134. Roman citizenship offered no exemption from it. The 

Jewish tax was a heavy burden on families being required from men, women, 

children and slaves135 with a punitive aspect.

While the reason for Rome to impose the Jewish tax on women as well as men was 

probably to increase revenue, it had the effect of acknowledging women as equal 

members of the Jewish community. However, this may not have been the affirmation 

of equality it appears from a modern perspective. The attitude of Rome to women’s 

participation in foreign cults should warn against too positive an estimation. Women’s 

involvement in the Bacchic rites which were seen to encourage absence from home, 

irresponsibility and immorality was regarded negatively136. Women were considered 

vulnerable and inclined towards excesses in religion137. The imposition of the Jewish 

tax on women equally with men may have acted symbolically in a negative way, to 

identify Jewish faith more overtly with women. It would appear, therefore, to add to its 

punitive dimension, particularly in the light of Jewish traditions concerning women’s 

exemption/exclusion from participation in religious life.

The Jewish War 115-117

In the 115-117 war138, the Jewish communities of Egypt, both in Alexandria and the 

X(6pa, were virtually annihilated. The reasons for the conflict, its progress and results 

have generated a considerable literature139. None considers the role of Jewish 

women in the war or its effect on them. A problem is the lack of explicit reference to 

Jewish women in the sources and ambiguity in the references that exist. The papyri, 

all of which reflect a Greek and Roman perspective, name their opponents oi

134 Stud.Pal.4.71=4.pg.58-78.XII.463=CPJ 183 (73), records payment of the tax by Tryphaina, 61 
years. For men, the tax may have been payable until death.

135 In Egypt the X aoypa< |> ia  applied only to men 14-62 years, with Romans and citizens of Alexandria 
exempt, Wallace (1969), 119. In Syria the poll-tax was levied on men 14-65, and women 12-65, Jones 
(1970), 257.

136 Kraemer (1992), 36-49; Livy, Annals o f Rome 39.8-18=110 in Kraemer (1988).

137 Eg Plutarch, Moralia 140D; Minucius Felix, Octavius 8f; Strabo The Geography, 7.3.4; Tacitus, De 
oratoribus 33; Origen, Contra Celsum 3.44; 6.24. Similarly 2 Timothy 3.6f. Juvenal Satires 6.306-48 
condemns women’s immorality committed under the guise of religion. See also Pomeroy (1975), 209f; 
MacDonald (1996), 60.

138 Kerkeslager (2004), 5, argues the revolt proper began in spring 116 with the arrival of militant Jews 
from Mesopotamia; the violence in 115 should be seen in continuity with earlier conflicts. The debate 
depends on differences in chronology between Dio and Eusebius. See M. Goodman, ‘Judaea’ in 
Bowman, Garnsey and Rathbone (2000), 669-670.

139 Eg Kerkeslager (2004); Modrzejewski (1995), 198-205 and bibliography, 254; Smallwood (1981), 
389-427; Fuks (1961); CPJ 1.86-93; 2.225-260.



Iou8cuoi140. But the war clearly involved and affected Jewish women. From being 

payers of the Jewish tax-41, engaged in commercial activity142, contractors of 

marriage and divorce143, Jewish women virtually disappear from the documentary 

record, as do Jewish men. Jewish women and men are killed or driven out. 

Determining the level of women’s participation in the conflicts is partly a problem of 

language. To what extent are references to oi Io-u5aioi exclusively masculine? While 

this is impossible to determine accurately, the particular nature of this war suggests 

women may have been involved in some situations. Fuks notes that the war began 

as a riot (ozaciq) between Jews and Greeks and escalated to a battle (rcoXqucx;) 

between Jews and Romans both in Alexandria and the %copa144. At the level of an 

ethno-religious axam̂ , particularly at a village level, women can be assumed to have 

been actively involved145. P.Brem.1=CPJ 438 records Egyptian villagers fighting and 

suggests a conflict of neighbour against neighbour. Apollonios, the strategos of 

Apollinopolis Heptakomia, describes the devastation of his property in and around 

Hermopolis, indicating fighting in towns and villages146. While he could send his wife 

and daughter away for safety, such a solution was not open to the majority. Philo 

refers to women being involved in skirmishes in the first century. He writes to 

condemn them even when assisting their husbands, states that women are not 

allowed to participate in wars, campaigns and emergencies, implying that they did so, 

and concedes that a woman carried away by stress should ‘limit herself to ways in 

which a woman can help’. Philo refers to women inflicting blows and injuries like 

boxers and ‘taking hold of the genital parts of her opponent’, an act that deserves 

having her hand cut off147.

140 Eg ‘the battle of the Romans against the Jews’, (npo rtiq Pon.ai.cov 7i[p]oq ’IouSaioix; (id%riq) 
P.Mil.Vogl.2.47=CPJ 435, ll.26f; ‘the attack against the impious Jews’ ([7tp]o<; xcnx; dvooiotx; ’Io[u8ai.]oi><; 
(ixjviri) P.Brem.1=CPJ 438, II.4f; similarly P.Giss.41=CPJ 443, II.4f; P.Brem.11=CPJ 444, ll.25f.

141 O.Edfu 127=CPJ 171; O.Edfu 114=CPJ 171; O.Edfu 156=CPJ 223; O.Deiss.33=CPJ 227.

142 For examples, see n.71 above.

143 BGU 4.1102=CPJ 144 (13 BCE).

144 Fuks (1961), 107.

145 Evidence from ancient Greece indicates women participated in war: at home, in violent defence of 
family, property; in foreign campaigns, in support roles, eg weapons manufacture, nursing, catering, 
Loman (2004).

148 P.Giss.41 =CPJ 443 (117).

147 Philo, On the special laws 3.172-5.



Among literary sources the most detailed account of the war is given by Eusebius148. 

He dates the start of the conflict to the eighteenth year of Trajan and gives 

Alexandria, the xcopa and Cyrene as its locations. He names the Cyrenian king of the 

Jews, Loukuas, as a chief player. Cassius Dio adds Cyprus to the areas of conflict 

and calls the Jewish king Andreas149. Both Eusebius and Dio write of the ferocity of 

the struggle and cruelty of the Jews.

The revolt was crushed at its beginning in Alexandria but continued until the first year 

of Hadrian in the xcopa. There was large loss of life with Q. Marcius Turbo killing many 

tens of thousands of Jews150, a figure which explicitly includes men, women and 

children. Jews almost vanish from the papyrological record151. The war resulted in the 

depopulation of the countryside152 and the confiscation of Jewish property153, the 

latter both as punishment of Jews still alive and because Jewish landowners were 

dead and their estates bona caduca.

P.Mil.Vogl.2.47=CPJ 435, P.Brem.1=CPJ 438, P.Brem.11=CPJ 444 and 

P.Giss.41=CPJ 443 contain references to Jews that are likely to include Jewish 

women.

P.Mil.Vogl.2.47=CPJ 435 (January 113-14 October 115154, Provenance: Tebtynis; BL 

8.220f; 9.165) is a damaged letter written to the Alexandrians possibly by the Prefect, 

Rutilius Lupus, most probably in the early stages of the revolt155. It refers to a past 

‘battle of the Romans against the Jews’ (rcpo xfj<; ’Poiicucdv rc[p]o<; ’IovSaio'ix; naxn<;)>

ll.26f, when mob violence against Jews may have been tolerated and which, the edict 

implies, is continuing. It calls for maintenance of the restored order. If the dating is 

correct156, the violence was part of the racial riot called a axdan; in Eusebius, HE

148 Eusebius, H E  4.2.

149 68.32. Perhaps Aowijaq o K a i  ’Av8peaq.

150 Eusebius, H E  4.2.4. Trajan perhaps ordered Turbo to exterminate the Jews in places of revolt, 
Kerkeslager (2004), 6 .

151 See below ‘After 117’.

152 P.Oxy.4.707=CPJ 447 (136); BGU 3.889=CPJ 449 (151).

153 For examples, see n.110 above. Also P.Oxy.1.100=CPJ 454 (133) which refers to land in a Jewish 
street, possibly acquired by a strategos due to the war.

154 BL 9.165.

155 See CPJ 2.228f. Ed., Fuks, 228, n.3, notes parallels with known prefectural edicts.

156 Fuks, CPJ 2.233 note to col.4.4, follows Schubart and Bell with Tpaiavov not 'ASpigiypv proposed 
by Musurillo. References to slave riots and a battle between Romans and Jews support this dating.
See also P.Par.68+P.Lond.1.122 and BGU 1.341=CPJ 158a and b.



4.2.1-4 from which Jewish women could scarcely be excluded. It places Jewish 

women in situations of conflict, no doubt as givers and receivers of violent and illegal 

action. It indicates also that Jewish women and men were identifiable as Jews to their 

neighbours157.

P.Brem.1=CPJ 438 (December 115, Provenance: Hermopolis; BL 3.32; 5.19; 6.24) 

belongs to the archive of Apollonios, strategos of Apollonopolis Heptakomia158. The 

archive gives details of the revolt from the perspectives of a Greek administrative 

official who is a member of a wealthy family, members of that family and Apollonios' 

associates159.

The author of P.Brem.1 is an unnamed person in the field with first-hand knowledge 

of the war160. Its addressee is also unknown but is probably Apollonios or a member 

of his household161. The letter describes the desperation of non-Jewish communities 

at Jewish aggression. It reads, 'the one hope and remaining expectation is for the 

attack by the massed villagers from our side against the impious Jews’ (̂ ua f\v eAjc'k;

Kai Xoinf) jtpoaSoKia f| trov cctio tov vojiotj f)|id)v aGpcocov (= a0pocov) Koo|a.T|T(ov [npjoq toik; 

a v o o io vq  ’Io[u8ai]o\)<; [7clvyjj.fi162), N-1 -5. The result of the 'attack', however, is Egyptian 

defeat163. The description fits a grassroots war of local villagers where Jews, male 

and female, would be targets of their neighbours’ violence and also perpetrators. 

Whether the ‘successful’ battles of the Jews involve women at the village level is

157 Distinctive aspects of Jewish lifestyle might include the location of homes in a Jewish quarter,
Sabbath observance, non-participation in the pagan cult, dietary rules etc. See 1 Corinthians 8 ,10 for 
the significance for Christians of non-participation in pagan community life.

158 His official and private correspondence includes compelling descriptions of the war. Apollonios, a
civil official, is mobilised, a rare occurrence and suggestive of escalation in conflict.

159 Eg in P.Giss.19=CPJ 436 (August/September 115?), Aline, his wife, writes of her anxiety asking 
Apollonios not to go into danger unguarded; Eudaimonis, his mother, in P.Giss.24=CPJ 437.3f (June
116), prays ‘that they not roast you’ (ot> jj.fi ae oirrriaaxn), otctoko meaning roast, cook by means of fire,
LSJ, s.v., suggesting the savagery of fighting, and non-Jews’ suspicion of Jewish atrocities. Dio 
Cassius, Roman History 68.32, states that Jews ‘eat the flesh of their victims, make belts for
themselves of their entrails, anoint themselves with their blood and wear their skins for clothing ...’. 
See also Modrzejewski (1995), 202.

160 Fuks rejects Roos’ idea, cited in CPJ 2.237, that the author is Apollonios writing to Aline. The 
geographic references in his reconstruction of 11.1 2f do not fit.

161 Meyer and Wilcken, cited by Fuks, CPJ 2.237, suggest Apollonios. Fuks proposes a member of the 
household.

162 BL 6.24; [xoA,]jni BL 3.32; moufi original editor.

163 Fuks, CPJ 2.238, identifies the aGpooi tccoiifjrai as Egyptian villagers now involved in the fighting 
after earlier Jewish victories. Prior to this, the fighting had been undertaken by the non-Egyptian 
population of Greeks and perhaps Romans living in the nome.



unprovable but the conclusion that Jewish women are killed alongside Jewish men is 

unavoidable.

Jewish women as well as men carry the charge, avoaioi164. ‘Impious’ is rare prior to 

the revolt but becomes a stock accusation during and after it165. The term, then, does 

not reflect long-standing religious hatred but comes to be used during the war, 

perhaps because of the Jews' concerted attacks on pagan temples166. Av6cn.o<; is 

consistent with the Jews' refusal to worship in the state cult, opening them to 

suspicion and charges of lawlessness and disloyalty167. The charges confirm that 

Jewish identity has a political dimension that, in times of tension, renders Jews 

suspect, women and men. Despite anti-Jewish sentiment, the conflicts of the first and 

second centuries, and the charge of impiety, Jewish belief did not cease to be a 

religio licita.

P.Brem.11=CPJ 444 (117/8, Provenance: Hermopolis) is a letter from Ammonios and 

Hermokles in the Lykopolite nome responding to Apollonios who complained that the 

two men failed to supply corn due to him. They protest that they were not able to 

because of 'the disturbances of the Jews ... there being a state of riot’ (8id [to]\)<; 

t[<b]v [’Io]-u[5a]icov168 0op-uPo\)<;... Kai oxacecoq o-ufary;]), H-26, 30. ©opijpoq and oidcnc; 

connote riot rather than battle (notê cx;)169 and suit conflict between ethno-religious 

groups at a community level, where women are likely to be victims and perpetrators. 

The picture is confirmed by Ammonios and Hermokles’ description of disruption of 

everyday life which they blame on the Jews. The nature of the disruption is unclear, 

in a damaged section of the papyrus. The attitude of Ammonios and Hermokles, 

dated to the end of the war, suggests that the virtual extinction of the Jews did not 

mitigate the high degree of public antipathy towards them.

164 Manetho (C3 BCE) first uses the word against Jews for desecration of pagan temples, Josephus, 
Against Apion 1,248f. Manetho also uses aorpoi; 1,76.The essence of the charge is explained in, ‘Why 
then if they are citizens do they not worship the same gods as the Alexandrians?', Josephus, Against 
Apion 2.65. Also P.0xy.10.1242 (early C3).

165 Apollonios, P.Giss.41=CPJ 443 (117), uses avooioi; in official correspondence, CPJ 2.249. A 
search of the DDBDP  confirms the frequency distribution.

166 CPJ 2.249; Fuks (1953), 158, who suggests the element of desecration in dvooioq may distinguish 
it from a0eo<;. Also Smallwood (1981), 398.

167 The language echoes that associated with chmen maiestatis, Kerkeslager (2004), 6; Kasher
(1985), 331.

168 Fuks, ed., remarks [’Io]u[8a]icov is certain.

169 LSJ s.v.



P.Giss.41=CPJ 443=Chr.Wilck. 18=Sel.Pap.2.28 (28 November 117170, Provenance: 

Hermopolis; BL 4.33; 5.35) is a letter from Apollonios to the Prefect renewing a 

request for leave. In the appended original request, Apollonios gives as a reason 'the 

attack of the impious Jews’ (rcapd xr)v xaiv avo aico v [ ’Io u ]8 aico [v  e]<t>o8ov), col.2.4f, so 

that ‘virtually everything I own in the villages of Hermopolite and the metropolis needs 

repairing by me’, II.5-9. ’'EtyoSog connotes assault171, battles and more violent clashes. 

At the levels of life in the village and in the metropolis which Apollonios cites, women 

almost certainly are involved. The legacy of blaming the Jews and the scale of 

conflict are of interest in this text.

P.C)xy.4.705=CPJ 450.1 -53=Chr.Wilck. 153.54-79=Chr.Wilck.407 (199/200172, 

Provenance: Oxyrhynchus; BL 1.326; 2.2.96; 9.180) describes ongoing hatred for the 

Jews. The text contains copies of the petitions of Aurelius Horion of Oxyrhynchus, an 

ex-strategos and archidicastes of Alexandria, with answers to the petitions. In the first 

petition, 11.15-53, Horion plans to fund annual ephebic games in Oxyrhynchus, from 

which Jews were automatically excluded. The Emperors should assist because of 

‘the good-will, faithfulness and friendship to the Romans which they [the 

Oxyrhynchites] showed both assisting towards the war against the Jews and still also 

now celebrating the day of victory each year’ (fi rcpoq 'Pcojiaio'uc; e p y [o i]d  xe  K a i niaxi<; 

K a i <j>iXia, f|v e v e S e i^ a v x o  K a [i]  k o t o  t o v  7ipo<; E io u S a lo tx ; (=  ’Io u Saio 'u q ) rcoA f^ov 

O'up.p.axiioavTeq K a i e x i K a i v w  xnv tcov em veiK icov (= eniviK icov) f p e p a v  eKaaxot) exouq 

Ttavtry-upi^ovxaq (= 7cavTyy\)pi£ovxe<;), 11.31-35173. Celebrating after such a period of time 

speaks of ongoing bitterness consistent with the destruction alluded to in papyri174. It 

is of interest that antipathy towards the Jews is seen as a sign of loyalty to Rome 80 

years after the revolt in Egypt and more than 60 years after the Bar Kokhba uprising 

in Palestine. How the antipathy translated into everyday behaviour is difficult to 

determine.

The Jews were a significant presence in Oxyrhynchus in the early Roman period.

The earliest reference is in P.Oxy.2.335=CPJ 423 (85), by which time there was a

170 Fuks, CPJ 443; BL 4.33.

171 LSJ s.v.

172 BL 1.326; 2.2.96.

173 The war is the most likely referent. Recent conflict under Hadrian is not of sufficient scale to warrant 
noXejioq. If the 195-198 conflict in Judea is meant, it is difficult to know how Oxyrhynchus would be 
involved with Rome crumictxifacmEi;, CPJ 2.260.

174 P.Brem.11=CPJ 444; P.Giss.19=CPJ 436; P.Giss.24=CPJ 437.



Jewish quarter175. P.Oxy. 1.100=CPJ 454 (133) refers to a ‘Jewish street’ in the 

Cretan quarter, indicating that Jews live in other areas of the city176. The Jews of 

Oxyrhynchus are active in the revolt. P.Oxy.4.707=CPJ 447 (early C2) refers to 

buildings in the city burned by the Jews, and P.Oxy.9.1189=CPJ 445 (117/8177) to 

property formerly owned by Jews, the owners presumably having died or fled. There 

are also traces in first-century documents of Jewish military settlers from the 

Ptolemaic period in the nome178.

It is likely that a Jewish community exists in Oxyrhynchus in 199/200179. The annual 

commemoration of the war indicates tension between the communities, and no doubt 

suspicion and isolation of the Jewish minority. In societies with an honounshame 

system, women are a focus for scrutiny in minority groups and their behaviour a 

measure of the group’s respectability180. Such a focus leads to strict regulation of 

women’s behaviour. Women in the Jewish community of Oxyrhynchus in the second 

and third centuries may have found their lives more constrained, with a greater 

requirement to adhere to Jewish traditions and to the male:public, female:private 

social division. An annual festival functions also to keep antagonism alive.

After 117

Literary and documentary sources are unclear about the fate of the Jews. Evidence 

for the survival of the Jewish no^ iTe^a in Alexandria has relied largely on one 

document, understood as a hearing of Alexandrian Jews before Hadrian in 119- 

120181. However, new research suggests this document should be dated prior to the 

revolt182. There appear to be no certain Jewish inscriptions in Egypt between 117 and

175 The text is registration of a sale of a house ‘in the Jewish quarter’ (tn ’ dp.<t>68m) ’IouSiatcou). The 
buyers are ‘among the Jews of Oxyrhynchus’ (tcov cm’ 'Ô upiiyxcov noXecoq ’IouSaicov) a legal entity 
implying a 7toX.heuna, Kasher (1985), 150.

176 The name no doubt dates from before the war.

177 Fuks, CPJ 445; BL 4.61.

178 Kasher (1985), 152 n.153.

179 MacLennan (1968), 20f. A post-war papyrus dated C2 records a tax on Jewish commerce in 
Oxyrhynchite published in Bulletin dela  Faculty des Lettres de Strasbourg, xl, 1961, 201, n.299. There 
is no evidence of an influx of Palestinian Jews after the 135 war, even though the number of slaves 
caused a glut in Rome, Smallwood (1981), 457.

180 MacDonald (1996), 150,180, 258. See also MacDonald’s analysis of Celsus’ criticism of early 
Christian women, 94-120.

181 'Acta Pauli et Antonini', Acts of the Pagan Martyrs 9A=CPJ 158. M. Goodman, ‘Judaea’, in 
Bowman, Garnsey and Rathbone (2000), 671, argues a date under Hadrian.

182 Kerkeslager (2004), 7.



the early fourth century, and the papyri attest only isolated individual Jews183 with one 

certain community at the end of the third century184. From literary sources, Clement 

of Alexandria, for example, gives no certain evidence of actual contact with Jews185, 

and Origen’s contacts appear to date from his time in Caesarea186.

It is likely that Jewish communities were eventually rebuilt through migration187. In 

335, Athanasius gives evidence of a Jewish presence in Alexandria, recording their 

involvement in the conflict between Arians and orthodox Christians188. Ambrose, in 

388, states that a Christian basilica was burned in Alexandria by pagans and Jews189.

Other evidence supports the sparsity of the surviving Jewish population. CPJ 

includes 44 documents dated 117-337 compared to almost 450 for the Hellenistic 

and Roman periods to 117. Of the 44 papyri, nineteen belong to texts whose sole 

criterion for Jewish classification is the name 'Sambathion' which could belong to 

Jews or non-Jews190, leaving only 25 texts. Fikhman identifies a further five texts to 

the end of the fourth century as certainly Jewish and ten he classifies as possibly 

Jewish191. In Apollinarius Magna, ostraca bearing receipts for the Jewish tax cease 

with the revolt, suggesting the annihilation of the Jewish community. The 

classification as Jewish of one family in the town during 151-165 is not sufficiently 

clear to be accepted192. In Karanis, in the mid-second century, one man pays the

183 P.Petaus 126 (184); P.Harr.1.142=CPJ 451 (126), a woman; P.Wurzb.14=CPJ 453 (132); PSI 
8.883=CPJ 455 (137) a woman; P.Ryl.4.594=CPJ 460 (145/6 or 167/8); P.Oxy. 1.43=CPJ 475 (295); 
P.Oxy.36.2745 (late C3) an onomasticon of Hebrew names; Bulletin de la Faculty des Lettres de 
Strasbourg, xl, 1961, 201, n.299; possibly P.Princ.2.73=CPJ 469 (C3) with Isaac; BGU 2.585=CPJ 471
(C3) with Abramos. Fikhman (1997), 295, lists SB 16.12553 (C2/3); P.Wisc.2.57 (C2/3); P.Col.8.230 
(early C3); P.Koln 2.237 (mid C3) all with possibly Jewish names, but the names are too uncertain to 
be accepted.

184 In Oxyrhynchus, P.Oxy.9.1205=CPJ 473 (291). Jewish communities are implied in 
P.Oxy,4.705=CPJ 450 (199/200); P.Gron.3=CPJ 467 (C2 or C3).

185 Kerkeslager (2004), 10. Clement of Alexandria cites the LXX about 1000x in Stromateis/Les 
stromates, see ‘Indices of Scripture’.

186 Kerkeslager (2004), 11.

187 Kerkeslager (2004), 10.

188 Epistola Encyclica 3.2.7; 3.5.6; 4.1.1; 7.5.5. The Jews use the opportunity to plunder churches.

189 Letter40. The same letter refers to monks burning a synagogue in Callinicum Mesopotamia at the 
instigation of the bishop who must rebuild it. See also Millar (1992), 104.

190 Fikhman (1997), 295; CPJ 3.43-87, especially 56. Some references in CPJ are multiple, eg CPJ 
498, but the statistical difficulty does not affect the outcome. On the name, see also Youtie (1973b), 
467-477.

191 Fikhman (1997), 295f, includes P.Oxy.46.3314 which I consider Christian. See 260ff above.

192 O.Edfu 169=CPJ 378 (10 January 162), 'Poij<|>o<; cmeMe-60epoq) Lgp(pa<;), 1.1. ‘Sarra’ is ‘only 
doubtfully read’, CPJ 2.118f.



Jewish tax among more than 1000 males paying the A,aoypa<t>ia193. P.Oxy.44.3203 

(400) records a lease taken by a Jewish man from two apotactic nuns194, evidence of 

a Jewish presence in Oxyrhynchus 100 years after P.Oxy.9.1205=CPJ 473.

P.Wurzb.14=CPJ 453=P.Sarap.28 ter (19 October 132, Provenance: Magdola Mire, 

Hermopolite; BL Supplement; 8.338) indicates a continuing Jewish presence in the 

Hermopolite nome, providing an example of a Jewish woman landowner in the post-

war period. Two women lease their katoikic land to two farmers. The name of one 

woman is lost. The other, Tryphaina, daughter of Nearchus, acts with her guardian, 

her son Hermaios, also called Phibion son of Onias ( 'E p u a io q  o K a i  O iptcov ’O.io-u 

(= ’Ovto-u)), ll.20f, who also writes for her. ‘Onias’ is a Jewish name and it is 

reasonable to assume that Tryphaina is also Jewish195. In accordance with Roman 

law, women require a guardian in certain commercial and legal matters196, and 

Jewish women are not exempt, although ‘biblical’ and rabbinic teaching do not 

require it. In Jewish law, a woman, free of her father’s control because of age, or her 

husband’s because of divorce or his death as is likely in Tryphaina’s case197, had full 

legal rights to deal with her own property198. The other woman has her husband, 

Ploutarchos, as guardian. The relationship between the women is not indicated. They 

appear to be joint owners of the land and may be related. Whether the wife of 

Ploutarchos is a Jew is unknown. Both women are illiterate199.

The Hermopolite nome included a number of military settlements during the 

Ptolemaic period. Tryphaina’s katoikic land is no doubt part of one. It was an area of 

heavy fighting during the war200, suggesting a large and organised Jewish 

community201, but no information remains as to its nature.

193 P.Ryl.4.594.col.1 =CPJ 460 (145/6 or167/8); Smallwood (1981), 405f; CPJ 1.94.

194 See 301 above.

195 On marriage within the Jewish community, see P.Lond.3.1119a=CPJ 430 above.

196 Taubenschlag (1955), 170f, especially n.7, and 241 ff above.

197 Given that the son acts as guardian, Beaucamp (2002), 38, concludes the most likely Kijpioq is a
woman’s husband, and when a son acts as guardian it is most likely the woman is a widow. Of the 5 
papyri in CPJ where a woman acts with a guardian, the guardian is a close male relative: husband 2x, 
uncle 1 x, son 2x.

198 Wegner (1988), 87.

199 On literacy, see 11-19 especially 15f above.

200 See P.Brem.1=CPJ 438; P.Giss.41=CPJ 443, above.

201 P.Amh.2.98=CPJ 468 (late C2) refers to a Jewish street in Hermopolis.



It is noteworthy that Tryphaina owns the katoikic land rather than her son. Women 

were not able to own katoikic land until the Roman period202. Given that women tend 

not to inherit real estate from their husbands203 but rather maintenance for their 

lifetime and that they are more likely to inherit land than acquire it by purchase204, it is 

likely that Tryphaina inherited the katoikic land from her family or received it as part of 

her dowry. Her family may have been among the military colonists and she is among 

those who survived the revolt with their property.

It is unusual immediately after the Jewish war to find property owned by a Jew. The 

papyri attest large amounts of Jewish lands confiscated as a result of the conflict. It is 

debated whether confiscations affected all Jews or only those involved in the 

conflict205.

P.Oxy.9.1189=CPJ 445 (117/8, Provenance: Oxyrhynchus; BL 4.61) is a letter from 

Aquillius Pollio, strategos of the Herakleopolite nome, to Apollonios, strategos of the 

Oxyrhynchite nome, with instructions ‘about a schedule of property formerly 

belonging to the Jews’ (7iepi ypa<j>fj<; tcov Toic; [’I]ou5aiot<; wtap̂ dvxcov), II.9f, and the 

schedule itself. Copies are sent to the strategoi of the Kynopolite and Lykopolite 

nomes. The text does not specify whether involvement in the war is necessary for 

confiscation. The circulation of the schedule, however, indicates a widespread policy. 

P.Oxy.3.500=CPJ 448 (2 October 130, Provenance: Oxyrhynchus; BL 1.324; 6.98; 

9.180; 10.139) also refers to land ‘forfeited by Jews and from Greeks who died 

without heirs’ (d[7t’ ’IJouSaiwv â eiptifjijevcov Kai 'EAlf|vcov a[KX.]ripovo(iriTcov)206, 11.1 1 -

12, without clarification. Swiderek argues that the extensive use of the category 

jipoxepov ’IovSaiwv implies that confiscations affected all Jews207. However, the extent 

of the fighting suggests that the numbers of Jews involved directly in the war forfeit 

sufficient land to satisfy the category rcpoxepov ’Iou6atcov without necessarily including 

all Jews. It remains true, however, that the only example of Jewish ownership of land

202 The earliest example of a woman inheriting katoikic land is dated C1 BCE, Pomeroy (1983,1985), 
304f.

203 Babatha in Maoza does not inherit property from her husband or parents when there are male 
heirs. Women rather gain land by deed of gift, Cotton (1995), 185; Cotton and Greenfield (1994), 211.

204 Hobson (1983), 316.

205 Only Jews active in the revolt, Smallwood (1981), 405. Contra Swiderek (1971), 62. Kerkeslager 
(2004) does not address the question, but argues that ‘the vast tracts of confiscated land .. .suggest(s)
that the landholding Jewish aristocracy... was not exempted from capital punishment’, 7f.

206 BL 9.180; 10.139, amending <?<j>THpTi[n]evcov, Swiderek (1971), 62; BL 6.98.

207 Swiderek (1971), 47, 60, 62.



after 117 accepted on the balance of probability is Tryphaina in P.Wurzb.14=CPJ 

453. CPJ includes a possible second example, Aurelia Ptolema, wife of Johannes an 

(ex-)gymnasiarch in P.Cair.lsid.114=CPJ 474a, (304), whose Jewishness depends 

on her husband Johannes’ Jewishness. The only criterion is his name which, with his 

occupation, I do not consider sufficient to classify him as either Christian or Jewish208.

The evidence of the papyri, limited as it is, supports the hypothesis of the widespread 

confiscation of Jewish land. The retention of land by Tryphaina argues against 

forfeiture of all Jews’ land, and suggests rather confiscation on the basis of direct 

involvement in the war. However, this conclusion is at best tentative and Tryphaina’s 

status as Jew is less than certain. It is also the case that implementation of edicts is 

sometimes dependent on the inclinations of the local official. The fact that the single 

Jewish landowner is a woman is consistent with women’s undoubtedly more limited 

participation in the conflict209.

P.Harr.1.142=CPJ 451 (26 May-24 June126, Provenance: Sesphtha, Oxyrhynchite; 

BL Supplement 86) is a fragment of three registered receipts from an official abstract. 

Their nature is unclear but the second concerns katoikic land. The third refers to a 

person ‘whose mother is Herakleia daughter of Onias’ (xfjc; nt|]Tpo<; 'HpaKX^iaq ’Oviou), 

1.16. The name ‘Onias’ is Jewish and it is likely that Herakleia and her son/daughter, 

whose name and patronymic are lost, also are Jewish210. The citation of Herakleia’s 

name need not imply that she is alive. It is noteworthy that Herakleia’s son or 

daughter is engaged in commerce within ten years of the end of the fighting and is no 

doubt subject to the tax on Jewish commercial activity identified in BGU 4.1102.

PSI 8.883=CPJ 455 (9 July 137, Provenance: Theadelphia; BL Supplement 232) is a 

petition ‘from Isakous, daughter of Herakleides’ (napa ’IaaKo-uCtoq) xn<; 'HpcHcXeiSo-u),

1.3, to the strategos of the Arsinoite nome. Isakous has her son, Timokrates son of 

Apion, as guardian. Isakous asks the strategos to investigate the theft of wheat from 

the threshing floor left to her by her dead husband. Isakous is almost certainly a Jew

208 See 24f, 29 above.

209 Horsley, ‘Forfeiture of Jewish Property’ in ND  4.210-213, here 210 proposes that broad confiscation 
of Jewish land if correct, and if continuing, may account for the situation in P.0xy.44.3203 (400); see 
301 above. M. Harding, ‘A Hebrew Congregational Prayer from Egypt’ in ND  8.145-147, finds no 
evidence for ongoing confiscations.

210 Probably following the pattern of 1.14, ...xou 'Hpa]KXei8m) iiiycpoq 'Hpaicteiai;. A metronymic alone 
can imply bastardy, slavery or polygamy, Horsley, ‘Use of a double name’ in ND  1.89-96, here 91.



given her biblically derived name. This is its only attestation211. Tcherikover suggests 

a growing sense of nationalism may account for the increased use of Hebrew biblical 

names in the Roman period. Isakous may well have been born about 115-117 and 

her name reflect the intense fervour of the period.

Isakous asks the strategos ‘to order the chief policeman of the village of Theadelphia 

to make a proper search’ (d£,ico cruyTd^[ai] x<5 xn<; kco^ti<; 0ea8eX <))elac, dp%e<t>c65(p 

(= ap%£<|>68cp) 7io f|o ao 0 a i (= 7tovr|aaa0ai) tt]v K aG fjK ouaav ava£r|Tr|aiv), 11.15-18, and to 

punish the guilty. ’O koQtikcov refers to one’s due212. Her request implies that a less 

than proper search has taken place. No reason is given for Isakous’ need to seek the 

strategos’ intervention. It may be because she is a woman that her grievance has 

been neglected213. It may be because IsO kous is a Jew, and that the lack of justice 

is a legacy of the animosity of the war evident in P.0xy.4.705 (199/200). Although I 

have found no statement of such ethno-religiously based injustice, an attitude similar 

to that of the Oxyrhynchus community would facilitate an uncooperative stance in 

relation to Jewish residents subject to wrong.

P.Petaus 126 (184/185, Provenance: Ptolemais Hormu) is a five-column portion of a 

list of those receiving seed for agricultural land214, including ‘Mariamme, daughter of 

Joseph’ (Mapiawiry; ’I[co](Tii<t>ou (apcvupTy;) iq"), 1.44. Mariamme’s name and that of her 

father indicate that she is Jewish. Theirs are the only Jewish names in the list of more 

than 130. Whether any of the Greek names belong to Jews cannot be determined. 

However, Mariamme’s isolation as a Jew would be consistent with the evidence for 

individual Jews rather than communities in the post-war period215.

Mariamme leases her 1/16 aroura to Protarchos, son of Dorion216. Mariamme is not 

the owner of the land, which is cultivatable public land, as is most on the list, the

211 Jews rarely call children by the names of patriarchs, Tcherikover (1957-1964), 84 but see Williams
(1997). In the papyri, ‘Isaac’ occurs 4x in the Ptolemaic period; 6x in the Roman period, mostly before
the revolt except P.Princ.2.73 (C3); 6x in the Byzantine period when it is exclusively Christian.

212 LSJ, s.v.

213 Examples of women petitioners naming gender as the reason for their need include 
P.Oxy.6.899=CPJ 418e (200); BGU 2.522 (C2). Also P.Herm.17 (C4), 46f above; SB 14.11881 (C4), 
60f above. See also 137, n.134 above.

214 Part of the archive of Petaus, P.Petaus 1-127 (135/6-184/5), the illiterate KoonoYpannaxevx;. See 
Youtie (1966).

215 See n.183 above. CPJ does not list Ptolemais Hormu as having a Jewish community.

216 In the same entry, Anonymos leases 1/8,1/16 arourai to Protarchos, as do the sons of Papos and 
Aline, daughter of Sambas, with 1/4,1/8,1/32 arourai, I.32.



remainder being sacred land. Mariamme has the longer lasting right to it, while 

Protarchos is a sub-lessee217. The leasing and sub-leasing of agricultural land owned 

or controlled by women is common218. While leases of crown land could be assigned 

to individuals for forced cultivation, this is not the case with Mariamme’s allocation, as 

women were exempt from such compulsion219. Her lease may be on the basis of 

‘sale’ with an annual rent220 or through inheritance221. There is no evidence for official 

restriction on Jews leasing crown land as a result of the war. This text supports its 

permissibility. The size of the plot she leases is too small to sustain a person222 and 

suggests she has an alternate income.

A major political development that affected women is Caracalla’s Constitutio 

Antoniniana (CA) (212). The CA granted Roman citizenship to all free inhabitants of 

the empire, men and women, including Jews. Aurelius/Aurelia appear as names in 

Jewish papyri223. The Greek text of the CA gives as its purpose the greater honour of 

the Roman gods by increasing their worshippers224; Cassius Dio 78.9 gives 

increasing citizen taxation. Dio is probably correct since Jews received a citizenship 

of equal status and did not lose their exemption from the state cult225. Jewish women

217 On leasing crown and sacred land, see Johnson (1956), 74-78.

218 Women did agricultural labour but less frequently than men. They are lessors more often than 
lessees of agricultural land, Pomeroy (1983,1985), 308. Apollinarion in P.Oxy.6.899, a petition to be 
exempted from compulsory cultivation of inherited crown land, pleads not only that she is a woman 
(yuvatKa owav) but also that she is without a husband or male helper (civavSpov Kai a|3of|0TiTov). She 
argues ‘men are the persons suitable for the undertaking of the cultivation ... and it has been decided 
by prefects and the epistrategoi that women are not to be forced to undertake this duty’. See also 
Bagnall (1993a), 68, 119-121.

219 Johnson (1956), 28.

220 See Taubenschlag (1955), 385ff.

221 Examples of women inheritors of crown land are BGU 2.648 (164 or 196), where the woman seeks 
to retain the property at the same time as requiring her male next-of-kin to do the compulsory 
cultivation; P.Oxy.6.899 (200), see n.214 above.

222 The nett produce of two arourai feeds one person. Three other women appear in the list of primary 
lease-holders: Muronis, 1/8 aroura, 1.14,1/64 aroura, I.64; Aline, 1/2 aroura, I.23, 1/2,1/16 arourai,
1.53; Ninnous, 1/8, 1/32 arourai, I.66. Men holding 200-400 arourai appear, eg II.88, 94. Mariamme’s 
name occurs once.

223 Eg P.0xy-9.1205=CPJ 473 (291); P.Oxy.12.1429=CPJ 477 (300). The meaning of x © p [ i< ;]  tcov  

[8e]5etxiKi(ov is debated but clearly does not apply to Jews. See Smallwood (1981), 503.

224 P.Giss.40 (215).

225 Other possible reasons for the CA include simplifying the law and administration between citizens 
and non-citizens, and replacing exclusive local citizen bodies with a universal citizenship, Jones 
(1936), 234.



became citizens, although, as for all women, this seems to have had limited 

impact226. Women continued to have no political rights227.

The Theodosian Code (CT) (437) includes laws from the mid-second century relating 

to Jews228. In the fourth century, it protects Christian converts from Judaism from 

attack by Jews229. Conversion to Judaism is banned in a ban on circumcision with 

penalties both for the circumcised and the person circumcising230. To what extent 

such a ban affected the conversion of women is difficult to evaluate231. Legislation 

also forbad or penalised non-Jews joining Jewish worship232. Jews were prohibited 

from owning Christian slaves and certainly from circumcising them233. Marriage 

between Jews and Christians became illegal in 388234. It is significant that legislation 

from 390 to 423 repeatedly aims to protect Jews from illegal persecution, indicating 

violence against Jews by Christians.

THE RE-EMERGENCE OF JEWISH COMMUNITIES

Evidence for Jewish institutions appears again in the papyri from the second half of 

the third century235.

P.Oxy.9.1205=CPJ 473 (14 April 291, Provenance: Oxyrhynchus; BL 5.78; 6.100; 

8.242) is a manumissio inter amicos, registering that ‘we have set free and liberated 

Paramone, our house-born slave about 40 years, and her children ...’ (̂ etâ t) <)>iXcov

226 Bassiouni (1992), particularly 244, concludes women gained Roman names, notably ‘Aurelia’; 
rights to register children’s births; rights under Roman wills, inheritance, and guardianship including 
the ius liberorum (9) so freebom women with 3 children, and freed women with 4 children, had the 
right to act without a guardian. Citizens were exempt from scourging and the X,aoypa(()ia but were 
subject to other taxes including inheritance tax.

227 Gardner (1993), 86; Taubenschlag (1955), 177. No woman had the right to vote, hold office or have 
potestas over a free person.

228 Linder (1987), 67-86, classifies laws in relation to Jews in 3 groups: relations between Jews and the
Roman government, eg recognition of Judaism as a religio licita\ relations between Jews and non- 
Jews, particularly Christians, and especially about conversion to and from the Jewish faith; conflict and 
social relations.

229 C T  16.8.1 (315, 339); 16.8.5; 16.9.1 (335); C S4  (335-6).

230 C T  16.8.1 (315); Digest of Justinian 48.8.11.pr. See also Coleman-Norton (1966), 1.66,215, n.4.

231 J. Lieu, The “Attraction of Women” in/to Early Judaism and Christianity: Gender and the Politics of 
Conversion’, in Lieu (2002), 83-99. CT 16.8.6 (339) specifically forbids Jews from soliciting the
conversion of women weavers indicating some women were converting.

232 C T  16.8.1 (315, 339); 16.8.7 (352, 353); 16.7.3 (383).

233 C T  16.8.5 (335); 16.9.1(335); CS 4 (335-6), C T  3.1.5 (384).

234 C T  3.7.2 (388)=9.7.5.

235 Eg an inscription for a synagogue in 270, CPJ 1.94.



fiXeu0ep[(6ca|xev K a i cwceMaafiev, ll.Sf236, IIapa|Li6vriv o iK o y e v fi 8oi)Xr|v ea[\)]x©v (bq 

(exwv) jl! [k ]o 'i [xa ra-unn; t e k v o  ), ll.4f. Payment of the ransom is ‘from a community of 

the Jews’ (7tapa rfiq <Tuva[y]a)yfj<; t<bv ’Iou Saicov), 1.7. The Jews are styled awaycoyfi not 

TioUtevna, even though the community functions as a legal entity in this 

manumission.

There are two manumitters, an example of joint ownership of slaves in Egypt237. One 

is a woman whose father was an exegete and member of the Oxyrhynchus council. 

Her name is lost238. She acts with a curator, an indication that she is a minor239. The 

other manumitter, named first, is her half-sister/brother through their mother, also a 

Roman citizen240 since the text refers to a public office in his own right or of his/her 

father. The offices raise questions whether, in 291, it is possible for Jews to hold 

public office and whether the woman and her sister/brother are fellow-Jews to 

Paramone. Legally they may be241 but with most high public offices tied to wealth and 

land ownership242, the possibility of Jews in Egypt holding such office is difficult to 

determine. Tcherikover rules it out, giving as reason the owners’ membership of the 

elite243. Not all public offices involve sacrifice so observant Jews might hold such 

offices. One of the representatives of the Jewish community in the manumission is a 

city councillor of Ono in Syrian Palestine, Aurelius Justus ( K a i  ’Io ixyjT o-u  p o u t e w t o ] ! )  

’Q v e ix c o v  xfjq Z 'u p ia q  n a X a i a t e i v r n ;  T taxpoq xfjc; [a u v a y c a y rn ;] 244), II.8f. This is noteworthy 

since sittings of city councils opened with sacrifice245. There is, however, no evidence

236 Taubenschlag (1955), 46, 99; Biscardi and Cantarella (1967), 77-84; Kasher (1985), 153-156; BL 
6.100; 8.242. On manumission, see P.Edmonstone at 42ff above and 133ff above.

237 See also P.Edmonstone noted immediately above.

238 About 40 letters are missing from the left-hand margin.

239 Under 25 years. See Arjava (1997), 29; Taubenschlag (1955), 179.

240 Probably not Aurelius Theon in 1.21, contra CPJ 3.35, note to 1.2, as Theon appears as the third 
hand and second signatory to the document.

241 The divine Severus and Antoninus allowed those who profess the Jewish faith (tudaicam 
superstitionem sequuntur) to hold office, but also imposed on them only those obligations which would 
not damage their religion (superstitionem)', Digest of Justinian 50.2.3.3. Taubenschlag (1955) 
indicates no legal disability. Similarly Stemberger (2000), 22-26. Inscriptions of Aphrodisias record 9 
godfearers but no Jewish councillors. The Jews may not have been local citizens. Inscriptions of 
Sardis in the same period confirm Jews as citizens and holders of public office, Reynolds and 
Tannenbaum (1987), 124,126.

242 Bagnall (1993a), 135f; Johnson (1956), 609-611, who lists the wealth required for liturgies, 611, 
n.2 2 .

243 CPJ 3.35.

244 BL 5.78.

245 Stemberger (2000), 26.



of a Jew in Egypt holding public office or possessing the necessary wealth and land 

in the third century. Further, the manumitters have Paramone as their slave and yet 

the manumission of fellow-Jews is a duty prescribed by the Talmud246. While it is 

unlikely that all Jews observed this obligation, it argues against the woman and her 

sister/brother being Jewish.

With Aurelius Justus, the other representative of the Jewish community is Aurelius 

Dioskoros247. The reason why a member of a city council in Palestine should 

represent the Oxyrhynchus synagogue in Paramone’s manumission is unclear248. It 

may be that Aurelius Justus has some connection with Paramone and is present with 

the specific purpose of arranging her manumission249. A question remains, however, 

why he would need the cooperation of the local synagogue unless they contribute 

funds. If lot>a]xot), 1.8, is the correct restoration, Justus is also rcotpoq xf\q [. It is hardly 

likely that he is Paramone’s father. Rather, reference is made to his offices.

Moreover, Paramone is named in 1.4 with no patronymic or metronymic. If Justus is 

father of the woman manumitter he is the exegete and councillor of Oxyrhynchus, 1.3. 

If he is father of the half-sibling, again his office in 1.2 is in Oxyrhynchus. Both are 

unlikely for an active member of the Jewish community in Palestine. Tcherikover 

suggests Jiaxp6<; xf\<; cruvayoyyfy; be restored. This is a common title given in 

recognition of achievement250. Brooten argues that there is nothing necessarily 

honorific in the title but rather it is associated with high office, possibly control of the 

treasury251. This seems unlikely for Justus from Ono unless reference is being made 

to the community there. Rajak prefers to see such titles as part of the system of 

euergetism, which Jewish communities adopted though in a modified form252. The 

titles were given ‘in exchange fof benefactions253, perhaps here in recognition of a

246 mGittin 4.9; yGittirt 4.6.1 .D-E; bGittin 40b-41 a; bKiddushin 14b, 21a. See also Kasher (1985), 153. 
On the authority of the Talmudim for Diaspora Jews, see ‘Jewish Women, Belief and Practice’, 330 
above. Manumissions of Jews are attested, eg CIJ 683, Panticapaeum in the Crimea; CIJ 690
Gorgippia in the Crimea. See also CIJ 709-711 for the ‘sale’ of slaves to Apollo in Delphi as a means 
of manumission.

247 This papyrus with its two Jewish Aurelii is one of the few pieces of evidence that the CA extended 
citizenship to Jews.

248 Kerkeslager (2004) assumes Justus is a Palestinian migrant, now synagogue official in 
Oxyrhynchus, but the text indicates his office in Ono is current.

249 For a similar idea, Kasher (1985), 154.

250 Kasher (1985), 154.

251 Brooten (1982), 70.

252 Rajak (1996).

253 Rajak (1992), 22-24.



donation to the community, a preliminary to gaining its cooperation in negotiating 

Paramone’s manumission.

Paramone is a house-born slave254 aged 40255. Her name can mean ‘the obligation to 

continue in service’256 and is common among, although not exclusive to, slaves257. 

The name may derive from paramone contracts which are common aspects of 

manumission by which a slave is freed but required to remain with the former owner 

for a specified time258. Given that slave children are named by their owner, 

Paramone’s name may be a nickname259. It may also be a comment from the master 

of Paramone’s mother, referring to the woman slave gaining her own freedom by 

producing a child whom she would leave in slavery260. Other types of clauses involve 

the freed slave in paramone obligations to the group providing the ransom. It may be 

that Paramone will be obliged to serve the Jewish community in some capacity. The 

likelihood of this is increased by the fact that the manumitters explicitly state that they 

have relinquished all rights and powers over Paramone and her children from the 

present day, 1.6; that is, there are no paramone obligations.

Being freed with Paramone are some children, a child aged 10 years and Jacob aged

4 years (Kai [xa tamr|<; xeKva - 22 letters - o i3At i x]pa%r|/Ui) <©><; (etgjv) i  Kai ’IaK[(b]p ax; 

(exwv) 5, II.4f. The original editor restores to xatmv; tekvo but it may be that the 

children are not Paramone’s own although they are almost certainly family. Her age 

would allow that they be either her children or grandchildren. A 35-letter break 

precedes the description of the 10-year-old and may identify a third child.

It is almost certain that Paramone is a Jew since the Jewish community pays her 

ransom. It is difficult to imagine a situation where a Jewish synagogue would

254 The word oiKoyeviV; denotes a person who is slave-born not necessarily owned from birth, or it can 
be used to ‘cover’ a fictional sale, Biezunska-Malowist (1977), 48.

255 The age of slave-men is rarely given. Among women, age is infrequent, with the average 30 years, 
Biezunska-Malowist (1977), 146.

256 LSJ, s.v.

257 Preisigke (1967) and Foraboschi (1967-1971) give no other example of ‘Paramone’ but several 
examples of ‘Paramonos’ with no necessary slave connotation, eg P.Tebt.3.815; 3.890.

258 Samuel (1965); Harrill (1995), 54,169f; Llewelyn, ‘”He gives authority to his slaves, to each his 
work Mark 13.34’ in ND 6.60-63, here 61, n.69.

259 Harrill (1995), 173, likening the name to ‘Fido’ for a dog, a means of humiliation.

260 A. L. Connolly, ‘A slave’s bid for freedom’ in ND  4.100-104, here 104.



manumit a non-Jew. I have found no example attested. Further, a boy is called 

Jacob, indicating Jewish or Christian beliefs, and here almost certainly Jewish261.

Paramone’s connection with the Jewish community at Oxyrhynchus is unclear. It may 

be that Paramone was only recently acquired by her owners in Oxyrhynchus262. If 

she has been a slave in the city for 40 years, the community has not secured her 

freedom. It may be that, as a slave of non-Jews, Paramone has had little contact with 

the synagogue. Further, as a woman, she is permitted but not obligated to attend 

public worship263.

Paramone’s price of redemption with her children, fourteen talents, is extremely high 

though comparable to sale prices264. She is clearly valuable to the community or to 

members of it. It raises the question why such a price would be paid. The price may 

point to difficulties in securing the manumissions. Justus, the prominent citizen of 

Ono, if he came to Oxyrhynchus to secure the manumission, may have contributed 

some or all of the funds. Some commentators presume the payment of fourteen 

talents indicates that the Jewish community was large and wealthy in 291265. The 

community’s participation in the manumission as a legal entity implies it is sizable 

and well organised, but, given Justus’ possible involvement, not necessarily wealthy. 

After the silence of the sources over more than 170 years, the existence of such a 

Jewish community is a noteworthy266.

Paramone’s status as ‘house-born’ (oiKoyevifc), 1.4, indicates that her mother was 

also a Jewish slave since Jewishness is reckoned matrilineally267. Jewish women

261 Notably, the name given by the owner reflects Paramone’s beliefs.

262 See on ‘house-born’, n.254 above.

263 Wegner (1988), 166, gives as reasons that women were a sexual distraction and a potential cultic 
contaminant because of menstruation, and dependent women (unmarried girls, wives) were the sexual 
property of a man and discouraged from appearing in public to encounter other men.

264 Ransom prices of slaves: i) 268/270, 5000 dr, Johnson (1956), 279f (1 talent=6000 dr); ii) C3, 1600 
dr, P.Oxy.43.3117, Biezunska-Malowist (1984), 336. Prices of slaves: i) 337-350 2400 silver talents 
(imperial money), P.Abinn.64; ii) 330,1250 denarii, P.Lond.3.977; iii) 300, 913 silver talents (imperial 
money) and 200dr SB 5.8007; iv) 293,15 silver talents (new money) Mitt.Chr.171; v) 285, 8 silver 
talents (new money) SB 6.9216; vi) 277-282, 7 silver talents (imperial money), P.Strasb.4.264, all cited 
in Biezunska-Malowist (1984), 335. See also, Biezunska-Malowist (1977), 165-167. Inflation does not 
account for the high ransom here.

265 Kasher (1985), 153; Tcherikover (1957-1964), 94.

286 Another cuvaycoyri tcov ’Ioufjaitov, is known in Zenobia in 270, OGIS 129.

267 The matrilineal principle develops in C2. See 336 especially n.96 above. On oiKoyevriq, see n.254 
above.



came into slavery in contexts of war and misadventure268. People could also sell 

themselves into slavery to repay debt269. Further, the ban on enslavement of free 

men and women in the Ptolemaic era270 is unlikely to have put an end to the lucrative 

slave trade. With Paramone 40 in 291, her mother was perhaps enslaved between 

230 and 250, the period of confusion in Palestine following the Severan emperors. If 

Paramone’s mother’s family came from Ono, the political, administrative and 

economic chaos could account for her enslavement.

Paramone’s life as a Jewish slave woman probably differed little from the lot of other 

women in slavery. She was the property of her owners and was available in terms of 

her labour and her body. Rabbinic teaching warns of the dangers of marrying a freed 

slave woman because of her past. She is ‘by any measure a prostitute’271.

CONCLUSION

A number of observations have been made about Jewish women’s lives and the 

evidence of the papyri in relation to them. I draw on these in formulating the 

conclusions.

The first conclusion concerns the nature of the papyri as sources for information of 

Jewish women’s religious lives that distinguish this material from that available for 

Christian women. The papyri contain no information about the nature of Jewish 

women’s beliefs and practices. They contain no transcendent references, no 

statements of prayer or theological reflection. The papyri also make no reference to 

women’s membership of a synagogue, participation in worship or involvement in 

other Jewish institutions. This lack reflects the paucity of extant Jewish papyri in the 

period, and their character as public documents belonging to Jews or documents that 

derive from a non-Jewish milieu. None is a private letter written by a Jewish woman 

or to a Jewish woman that might allow the expression of personal belief and practice.

268 The Zenon archive indicates a trade in slaves between Egypt and Palestine in the Ptolemaic 
period, V. Tcherikover, ‘Palestine in Light of the Zenon Papyri’, cited in Man (1995), 210. Sales of 
women and children follow the wars of 70 and 135, Josephus, Jewish War 3.304f, 6.384. Also 
Aristeas, Letter of Aristeas 14.

269 Possibly with their children, Taubenschlag (1955), 70f. 1 Clement 55.2 tells of women selling 
themselves as slaves to buy food for others.

270 SB 5.8008 (262/1 or 261/0 BCE).

271 tHorayot 2.11C. See also llan (1995), 206.



The papyri give evidence of the existence of Jewish communities in Egypt272, and 

women’s participation in community and worship life is not in question273. Such 

participation, especially in prayer and hymnody, is attested in epigraphic and literary 

sources outside Egypt. Evidence, particularly from Asia Minor, indicates women hold 

titles that connote positions of influence if not necessarily functional significance. The 

papyri provide no information about the roles Jewish women may have held in 

synagogues in Egypt and shed no light on the debate surrounding the nature of the 

roles identified elsewhere.

A second conclusion concerns the significance of Jewishness in Jewish women’s 

self-identity. The papyri suggest that the Jews are a distinct and identifiable group in 

society. Documents refer to Jewish quarters and streets274 where Jews apparently 

lived in distinguishable close, though not exclusive, community. P.Lond.3.1119a, a 

census return by the daughter of Jesous, indicates occupation of her house by 

another Jewish family and suggests close community and intra-group association. 

Documents of the war and its aftermath refer to ‘the Jews’, without further delineation 

beyond adjectives of negative appraisal, as the objects of fear and hatred, the 

perpetrators and victims of community violence, and the past owners of confiscated 

property275. Women’s Jewishness places them in this distinctive ethno-religious 

category. The annual payment of the fiscus ludaicus no doubt served to strengthen 

the centrality of Jewishness to identity and may have functioned as a positive 

emblem. This may have been especially the case for Jewish women since the papyri 

attest women paid the tax276 where no equivalent tax applied to non-Jewish women. 

This rendered Jewish women subject to an epicrisis in childhood from which the 

majority of women were exempt.

A third conclusion concerns Jewish women’s contribution to, and experience of, 

relations between Jews and Christians and pagans. The papyri that refer to the 

Jewish war imply that Jewish women were active participants in the conflict, both as

272 In addition to those listed in n.21 above: P.Lond.6.1912=CPJ 153 (41); P.Oxy.4.705=CPJ 450 
(199/200); P.Oxy.9.1205=CPJ 473 (291); P.Gron.3=CPJ 467 (C2 or C3). See also CPJ 3, Appendix I, 
n.1532A. Jewish communities are also implied by Jewish streets and quarters; see n.274 below.

273 Horbury (1999), 376-383; 398-401.

274 P.Oxy.2.335=CPJ 423 (85); P.Oxy. 1.100=CPJ 454 (133); P.Amh.2.98=CPJ 468 (C2 orC3).

275 Eg P.Mil.Vogl.2.47=CPJ 435; P.Brem.1=CPJ438; P.Giss.41=CPJ 443; P.Oxy.5.707=CPJ 447(all 
early C2); P.Oxy.3.500=CPJ 448 (130); P.Oxy.5.705=CPJ 450 (199/200).

276 O.Edfu 1.114=CPJ 218; O.Edfu 1.156=CPJ 223; O.Deiss.33=CPJ 227.
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victims of the violence attested by their disappearance from the papyrological record, 

and as its perpetrators. Much of the violence appears to have been at the village 

level of neighbour against neighbour, from which Jewish women would not have 

been exempt. Women’s active involvement is consistent with Philo’s description and 

condemnation of Jewish women’s participation in the fighting in Alexandria277. The 

papyri attest animosity towards ‘the Jews’ before, during and after the Jewish war278. 

The animosity, which doubtless included Jewish women in its purview, is likely to 

have resulted in a tighter control of women’s behaviour in accordance with the 

patterns of an honour:shame society. Animosity to Jewish women is suggested in 

PSI 8.883=CPJ 455 (137), Isakous’ petition for justice to counter an earlier 

unsatisfactory investigation of theft.

A fourth conclusion concerns Jewish women’s involvement in society. Jewish women 

appear as property owners, and lessors and lessees of property. The daughter of 

Jesous in P.Lond.3.1119a=CPJ 430 owns the property she registers in the census. 

She appears not to live in her house but to rent it to tenants who are fellow-Jews. 

Tryphaina in P.Wurzb.14=CPJ 453 and the wife of Ploutarchos lease their katoikic 

land to two farmers, Heliodoros, son of Hermaios, and Mires, son of Panechotes. 

There is no indication of the men’s religious affiliation although ‘Hermaios’ suggests 

that he is a pagan. Isakous in PSI 8.883=CPJ 455 owns the threshing floor from 

which wheat is stolen. She also owns the wheat and, therefore, presumably 

agricultural land. Mariamme in P.Petaus 126 leases cultivatable crown land that she 

then sub-leases. These Jewish women do not live a withdrawn life. On the contrary, 

they appear actively engaged in the commercial life of their society, a phenomenon 

that stands in some tension to the sense of separation otherwise attested. The papyri 

do not give evidence of identifiable Jewish women engaging in non-agricultural 

business activity. The small Jewish population in the period and the chance 

preservation of texts largely account for this silence. Nonetheless, it is interesting that 

the only evidence of Jewish women’s commercial and legal activity concerns land, 

while all kinds of business generate written records, and some witness to Jewish 

women’s involvement might be expected.

A fifth conclusion concerns Jewish women’s status in Egyptian society. Jewish 

women appear as free women, payers of the Jewish tax and owners of property, and

277 Philo, On the special laws 3.172-5.

278 P.Lond.6.1912=CPJ 153; P.Brem.1=CPJ 438; P.Oxy.4.705=CPJ 450.
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as slaves and freed women. Paramone in P.Oxy.9.12C)5=CPJ 473 attests both. She 

is a woman born in slavery who seems to have maintained her Jewish identity in a 

non-Jewish household. Jewish identity continues in her children or grandchildren, in 

the bearing by one at least of a Jewish name. Paramone’s manumission confirms 

that Jewish communities paid the ransom price of Jewish slaves. The Jewish 

community of Oxyrhynchus, however, neglects to do so until Paramone is 40 years 

old, presuming her ownership in the city. The interconnections between Paramone, 

the Jewish community of Oxyrhynchus, Paramone’s ability to maintain her Jewish 

identity and Aurelius Justus of Palestine are difficult to determine and indicate the 

complex network of relations that might constitute a Jewish woman’s belief, practice 

and experience.

No magical papyri by Jewish women were found in preparation of this thesis. The 

following chapter which focuses on magic papyri examines the evidence they provide 

for the religious lives of Christian women.
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APPENDIX 

TEXTS POSSIBLY WRITTEN BY, TO OR REFERRING TO JEWISH WOMEN BUT

NOT ACCEPTED

This appendix contains texts where argument can be made that the woman is 

Jewish. They have been included in the CPJ, but the classification is not accepted 

and the texts are not examined elsewhere1.

The texts are on ostraca dated 150-161 written by Pollia Maria the younger2. Stern in 

the CPJ regards her as Jewish on the basis of her name. Her first name is Roman3. 

Maria also could be a Roman name from the gens Maria but Stern argues it would be 

most unusual to have a second Roman name and that the name is more likely to be 

the ‘biblical’ name Maria common among Jews4. There are many examples of 

women named Maria who belong to the gens Maria in the Corpus Inscriptionum 

Latinarum (CIL). Inscriptions of women with a double nomen exist, such as Vibia 

Maria Maxima in CIL 1636 and Accia Maria Tulliana in CIL 319345. Both appear to be 

from the senatorial class. The ostraca with Pollia Maria’s name are documents 

dealing with the transfer of wheat to accounts in the public granary or cash payments 

to the government for taxes in arrears. The wheat transfers to Pollia Maria’s account 

show that she had tenant farmers and so is a landowner. Pollia Maria is a wealthy 

woman in the period after the Jewish revolt when the confiscation of property affected 

many Jews. It makes her identity as a Jew unlikely, although women appear to have 

been less subject to confiscations than men6. Nonetheless, given that Pollia Maria is 

a Roman, it is more likely that ‘Maria’ is a Roman name in addition to ‘Pollia’. Her 

archive is not included in this thesis.

1 The appendices to ch. 2 and ch. 8 examine texts that include names from the LXX which may be
Jewish or Christian and which cannot be classified.

2 O.Deiss.56; O.Bodl.778, 784, 1433, 1435, 1436, 1437, 1455.

3 CPJ 3.19.

4 Eg O.Edfu 114:156; Matthew 1.16; Mark 6.3; Luke 8.2; 24.10; John 11.1; 19.25.

5 Cited in Horsley, ‘. . .a problem like Maria’ in ND 4.229f, here 230.

6 See P.Wurzb.14=CPJ 453, 349f above; PSI 8.883=CPJ 455, 351 f above; P.Petaus 126 at 352f 
above.
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CHRISTIAN WOMEN AND MAGIC

This chapter examines the magical papyri written in Greek by Christian women from 

100 to 400. No magical texts certainly written by Jewish women have been found. 

There is also a body of Demotic, Coptic and bilingual magical texts1 which, although 

not examined in this thesis, form the wider context for the Greek texts. The 

suppression of magic in the late imperial and early Christian periods makes it likely 

that only a small proportion of the original corpus has survived2.

The magical papyri are those which contain magical spells, formulae and rituals3. The 

division between pagan and Christian texts is at its most problematic among the 

magical papyri. The categories ‘Christian’ and ‘pagan’ exist on a continuum and 

classification is frequently uncertain. Nonetheless, Christian magical papyri are 

classified in this thesis as those which include Christian ‘biblical’ texts or concepts 

and/or prayer that is addressed to the Christian God and that contain magical signs 

and phrases4, but which do not include explicitly pagan elements5. In pagan texts so 

classified, Christian name/s for God6, ‘biblical angels’ and Christian saints, if these 

occur, appear commonly in lists of other beings considered powerful for magical 

purposes7. Examples of Christian magical texts include copies of the Lord’s Prayer8,

CHAPTER 11

1 Johnson (1986); ‘Greco-Roman and Coptic Magic’ in Brier (1981), 253-265. For a critique of 
Preisendanz’s removal of Demotic elements from PGM, see Ritner (1995), 3359. The Egyptian 
background of the Greek magical papyri is accepted in Frankfurter (1998); Ritner (1995), 3334ff; 
Brashear (1995), 3391; Johnson (1986), Iv; Bonner (1950), 8, 22f; (for a more extensive listing, 
Brashear (1995), 3391, n.6); the Demotic magical papyri derived from the Greek magic papyri, J. 
Dieleman, in a personal communication to me, dated 2 June 2004. For further discussion, Lexa 
(1925), 1.156-166. On magic and the development of Coptic, see Bell (1953), 72.

2 Evidence of suppression: eg P.Coll.Youtie 1.30 (198/9); Dio Cassius, Roman History 56.25.5; 
Suetonius, The Deified Augustus 31.1; Ammianus Marcellinus, Rerum Gestarum 28.1.16; 29.1.41. 
See also Frankfurter (1998), 25; Betz (1986), xli; Barb (1963), 102,105.

3 Major collections: PGM, also in 71G; Betz (1986); Suppl.Mag.; Lexa (1925). See also the Index, s.v., 
‘magic’ in ND. For a survey of magical papyri, with annotated bibliography to 1994, Brashear (1995).

4 See Maltomini (1982), 150, n.3.

5 Roberts (1977), 82; Judge (1985), 340. Preisendanz identifies 38 magical texts as Christian, PGM 
P. 1-24. Nine further certainly pagan texts labelled PGM contain Christian or Jewish elements. Daniel 
and Maltomini identify 21 texts as Christian, Suppl.Mag.20-36; 59-62. A further 23 contain Jewish or 
Christian elements.

6 ‘lao’ is the most frequent divine name in the Greek magical papyri, Betz (1986), xlvii. Magic 
associated with foreign religion was especially powerful, Bonner (1950), 27.

7 Lists characterise magical texts eg pagan: P.Berl.inv.21165=Suppl.Mag.10 (C3/4); PGM I.295-347; 
Christian: P.O xy.8 .1151 =PGM P.5b (C5). See also Rees (1950), 88.

8 P.Ant.2.54 (C3); P.0xy.3.407 (3/4); PGM 0 .4  (C4); P.Princ.2.107=PGM LXXXIII=Suppl.Mag.29 
(C5/6); P.Oslo inv.1644 (C4/5); PSI 6.719 (C4/5); P.Koln 4.171 (C5). For examples to C13, Horsley, 
‘The Lord’s Prayer in a necropolis’ in ND 3.103ff, here 104f.
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credal statements9 and biblical quotations10 used as amulets11.

Search was made for Jewish magical papyri on the basis of Jewish ‘biblical’ texts or 

concepts and/or prayer addressed to the Jewish God, and evidence of magical signs 

and phrases in the absence of explicitly pagan elements. None was found although 

the distinction between Jewish and Christian magical texts is not always clear12. The 

magical papyri attest the highly syncretistic religious world of late antique Egypt13. 

The syncretism, however, appears to be more than a haphazard mix of elements of 

different religions. It frequently has the character of a new religious system with 

unified beliefs, particularly its appeals to the forces of death to negotiate life14.

The magical papyri are included in this study of Jewish and Christian women’s 

religious lives since magic is an integral part of the religious culture of late antiquity. 

While magic is attested from pharaonic times15, it reaches its peak in the first two 

centuries of the Christian era with forms that continue into the fifth century and 

beyond16.

A definition of magic for the purposes of this thesis is that magic is a ritual activity of 

words and actions performed in this world which are designed to effect another in 

order to work results in this world17. The most frequent objects of practice are 

elements of common life: health, wealth, love, victory and revenge, and occasionally

9 Eg P.Turner49=Suppl.Mag.31 (C5/6); P.L.Bat.19.20 (C6?), both against illness.

10 Eg P.Harr.1.55 (C2); BKT 8.17 (C3); P.Amh.1.3 (C3 late); P.Chester Beatty XIV (= 2150) (C4);
P.Giss.Univ.Bibl.4.34 (C4); P.Oslo.inv.1644 (C4); P.0xy.2.209 (C4); 34.2684 (C4); PSI 6.719 (C4/5); 
P.Princ.2.107=PGM LXXXIII=Suppl.Mag.29 (C5/6); P.Coll.Youtie 2.91=Suppl.Mag.30 (C5/6); PGM 
P.9=BGU 3.954 (C6). Of 38 Christian magical texts in PGM, 15 use of ‘biblical’ material. For other
examples, see Seven Ecumenical Councils (1900) 94, n.16.

11 On amulets, Bonner (1950), 2, but with few references to papyri. Also Metzger (1967).

12 Eg P.Harr.1.55 (C2); P.Merton 2.58=Suppl.Mag.63 (C3), P.Princ.3.159 (C3/4); P.Warren 21 (C3/4).
PGM IV.3019f (C4) refers to ‘Jesus, the God of the Hebrews’ and is pagan.

13 With Jewish, Christian and pagan elements eg P.Oxy.8.1152=PGM P.6a (C5 or C6) with
’EXcoet, ’ A8covaev, ’Iaco £apaa>0, Mixaity, ’Iriaou Xpicte; PGM lll.76f, 80 (C4); the love charm (C3)
edited by S. Kambitsis in Bulletin de I’lnstitut franqais d’archdologie orientate 76 (1976) 213-223.

14 Eg the frequent focus on the gods of the underworld, Hecate, Ereschigal, Betz (1986), Introduction, 
xlvi.

15 Brashear (1995), 3390-3395; Brier (1981); Jacq (1985).

16 Bell (1948); Bell (1953), 72; Bagnall (1993a), 273. Popular due to its return to past wisdom, Betz 
(1986), xlvii.

17 For a recent discussion of definitions, see ‘Introduction’, Janowitz (2001), 1-8, also ch.1 ‘Greco- 
Roman, Christian and Jewish Concepts of “Magic”’, 9-26. See also Jacq (1985), 4; Brier (1981), 10f; 
David (1985), ix, for words/images categorisation; Crasta (1979), 32, for defensive/offensive magic 
categorisation; Lexa (1925), 17.
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knowledge of the divine and immortality. Materials used include magical gems, lead 

tablets, images and papyri. Users of magic come from all classes of society and are 

not restricted to the poorer and less educated strata18.

In accordance with the focus of this thesis, only magical texts written by women will 

be analysed, that is, texts which a woman has initiated. Magical texts technically are 

written by practitioners of magic following recognisable, relatively strict formulae 

indicating they are copied from model texts19. The gender of the magicians is not 

indicated. Magical texts initiated by men to operate on women, for example love 

charms or curses, do not require a shared belief in magic on the woman’s part to be 

effective from the author’s point of view. They therefore provide no information about 

the woman’s belief20 and are not included in this study.

THE TEXTS

I have identified four magical papyri written by women from 100 to 400 for which 

argument can be made for a Christian classification21.1 have found no Jewish 

magical texts by women. Pagan magical papyri written by women offer comparative 

material but are excluded from this analysis by definition22.

P.Koln inv.2861=PGM C=Suppl.Mag.20, C4/5, Provenance: Unknown

This text is a charm opening, ‘Lord God, Lord of all gods, heal Thaesa’ (Kt>pie 0(e)e, 

K(-upi)ai (= K iip ie )  0e<B<v> 7tdvx(o<v>, 0 e p d 7 ie t> a o v  0anaa[), I.Sf23, using nomina sacra.

18 Contra Aune (1980), 1521. Eg among elite BGU 4.1026 (380’s); PSI 1.22-24 (c.376-385).

19 Eg PGM IV, with multiple texts written for o 8elva. The models probably belong to magicians who are
the actual scribes.

20 Eg a possibly Christian love charm, SB 14.11534=P.Koln inv.5514=Suppl.Mag.43 (C4).

21 Other magical texts by Christian women fall outside the bounds of this thesis but are cited here for 
interest: Youtie and Bonner (1937), no.1, (Byzantine; provenance, Palestine); P.Oxy.8.1151 =PGM
P.5b (C5); PSI inv.319=Suppl.Mag.24 (C5); P.Haun.3.51=Suppl.Mag.23 (C5);
P.Prag.1.6=Suppl.Mag.25 (C5); P.Princ.2.107=PGM LXXXIII=Suppl.Mag.29 (C5/6); P.Coll.Youtie 
2.91=Suppl.Mag.30 (C5/6); P.Turner 49=Suppl.Mag.31 (C5/6); Papyrusamulett in Mus6e du Caire 
10696=PGM P.5c (C5 or C6); P.graec.19909 (Vienna)=PGM P.6d, (date unknown). Possibly also 
PGM XLIII (C5).

22 Eg PGM Vll.208f; VII.260-271; XV; XIXb.1-3; XXa.11-14; XXXII.1-19; XXXVI.320-332; XXXIX.1-21; 
XL.1-18; XLIII; LXIII.24f, 26-28; LXVIII; XCVIII.1-7; CIV.1-8; CXXX; PDM LXI.95-99.

23 Reconstruction, Suppl.Mag., 1.55f. The editors note Kai=Ke=K(-upi)e, in P.Rainer Cent.39.16, 23, 26. 
The original editor reads Kijpie 9(e)e Kai 0eco rtdvta 0epa7te-uoov ©aria? [ ,  I.3, and suggests 0(e)e {Kai} 
0eco<v>, citing eg PGM II.53; XXIIb.20. Daniel and Maltomini note rcdvta is ndvtgi, and that navxa 
Oepcmeuaov ©aricj? is unidiomatic. Their reconstruction offers less emendation and is accepted. 
References to the ‘God of gods’ occur in the LXX, eg Deuteronomy 10.17; Joshua 22.22; Psalm 136.2 
(LXX 135.2); Daniel 2.47; also ‘Lord of lords’, eg Deuteronomy 10.17; Psalm 136.2 (LXX 135.2).
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The nomina sacra strengthen, but do not prove, the Christian classification of this 

text, as nomina sacra occur in pagan magical texts24. A Christian classification is 

established by the command, ‘set free in the name of Jesus Christ’ (anoXvoov ovoncm 

Tn(ao)0 Xp(icrco)'O)25, 1.5, again using nomina sacra. There is no invocation of pagan 

gods.

Daniel and Maltomini propose the person’s name be read 0 anad[v....]26, 1.4, repeated with the

command at 1.7, ‘heal Thaesa, now now, quickly quickly1 (Gepdjiew otv] 0 ar|crd[v ], fiSri fiSri,

-taxi) toxtj). The person’s name, they suggest, is Thaesas (0ariad<;), a man’s name27, with

Gonad incorrect on the basis that it is elsewhere unattested. However, SB 6.9428 contains the
28

name . Daniel and Maltomini argue this is an incorrect listing for 0aTiad<; and that in the text

©anaaq should be regarded as a nominative for the genitive. There is no reason to think this, 

apart from the supposed lack of other occurrences. Further, ©aicra is attested29 and it possible 

that ©ciTiad is a variant. Daniel and Maltomini may be correct, but there is no reason why the 

person should not be a woman named Thaesa. The text is included in this study.

The magical features of the amulet include: opening with magical vowels in a kXIixo, the 

number of each increasing by one; the magical words apx.ava9an.atax30, 1.2 , and 

aKpajifiaxafiapt31; a series of signs and letters, ll.6f; and the magical formula, f\5ri f\5r|, xa%v 

mxi), I.7. The text offers insight into the processes of ancient magic. The magical signs are 

drawn by the same hand twice in a way that indicates the papyrus sheet was immersed in 

water after the manner of magical stele, so that the power of the magical words might wash 

into the water and be used. The papyrus sheet could then either be re-used by the magician or 

be taken, in this case by Thaesa, for use as an amulet, which the folds in the text suggest32.

The charm has Thaesa pray, in the imperative, to x-upie 0(e)e that God anolvoov 

ovoum i Tn(ao)\j Xp(ioTo)-u, I.5, presumably from her current illness although this is not 

stated. The charm continues after the magical signs, 0epcnteuoo[v] 0 ariaa[v], 1.7.

24 Eg of Anouth, PGM VII.243, 247; Helios, VII.537; Apollon, VII.735. See the list, PGM 2.270. Also SB 
14.12113 below.

25 ’Ovoium instead of ev or enl ovonaxv, also eg PGM LXXVIII; P.Heid.inv.G 1101 =Suppl.Mag.32 
(C5/6). Ed.pr. ovojia royjpgs Xp(icrco)\) corrected after viewing the text, Suppl.Mag., 1.56.

28 Suppl.Mag., 1.55f.

27 0cni<ya<; c.25x Foraboschi (1967-1971), and Preisigke (1967), s.v. ©aeurdq 1x, P.Tebt.Mich.123R.

28 Foraboschi (1967-1971), s.v.

29 P.Fouad 15 (C2); P.AIex.104 (Roman).

30 A variant of the most frequent palindrome a(tt.ava6avaXPa eg P.Michael 27=Suppl.Mag.9 (C3/4); 
P.Berol.inv.21165=Suppl.Mag.10 (C3/4); P.Lugd.Bat.25.9=Suppl.Mag.47 (C5).

31 Possibly ‘uproot the magic spells’ from Aramaic, Suppl.Mag., 1.28. Also eg 
P.Berol.inv.21165=Suppl.Mag.10 (C3/4).

32 Wortmann (1968), 102f.
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0epa7teij(o is frequent in the synoptic gospels of Jesus’ healing33 and occurs regularly 

in Greek literature and the papyri with the meaning ‘heal’34. The word’s general 

frequency makes derivation from the ‘NT’ uncertain.

Thaesa’s prayer indicates that she understands her illness as a contrary power over 

which Jesus has superior power35 and that by the water infused with magical power, 

and by the amulet itself, she can direct Jesus’ power to her wish. It may be that 

Thaesa prays to God in the name of Jesus Christ or that she prays that God will act 

in the name of Jesus Christ, an unusual theological position but one not to be 

dismissed from magical texts and suggesting that Jesus’ name functions as one to 

conjure with. The ‘NT’ attests the effectiveness of prayer and action in Jesus’ name36.

P.Lund.4.12=PGM LXXXIX=Suppl.Mag.13, C4, Provenance: Unknown

This is a protective charm against fever, ‘help little Sophia also called Priscilla’ 

(JJoT|0riCTOV Trig n e i ic p a i ;  (= ( iiK p a q )  Xo<{>ia fi (= Ecxjuag rf|q) K a i  n p e ia K £ iM ,T i< ;

(= npiOKiXXaq))37,11.5-7.

The name ‘Sophia’ is attested only in Christian texts38 and suggests the author is 

Christian, a classification strengthened by Sophia’s alternate name ‘Priscilla’. While 

Priscilla occurs in both pagan and Christian texts, in association with Sophia it is 

likely to be derived from Prisca/Priscilla, the apostle Paul’s fellow-worker39. Sophia’s 

name strictly reflects the beliefs of her parents, but, given the general transmission of 

belief within families, it is likely that Sophia is Christian and her alias may reflect her 

own choice. Further strengthening a Christian classification is the verb Kaxapyeco in 

the petition, ‘seize and destroy the one coming to little Sophia also called Priscilla’ 

(KaxdaxTicrov K a i K a ia y ria o v  xov epxo jxevo v xrj p iK p a  £o<t>la xrj K a i ripeiaKeiXX^)40, II.7-

33 Eg Matthew 4.23; 9.35; Mark 1.41; Luke 7.21; not in the Epistles.

34 Attested from Plato, Laws 4.720D; Aristotle, Ethica Nicomachea 1.13. See also H. Beyer, ‘0epa7ceiW
in TDA/73.128-131.

35 A frequent idea in the ‘NT’, eg Mark 7.34-36; Luke 11.22f; 13.10-12.

36 Eg Mark 9.38; John 14.13, 14; 15.16; 16.23, Acts 3.6.

37 Preisendanz, Oberlieferung 212, suggests |3oti0t|ctov xfii )ieiKpai f) Kai npei.CTKeiM.Tii cited in 
Brashear (1995), 3565, but pmieeiv with the genitive occurs elsewhere, Suppl.Mag., 1.37, and 
Lo<t>ia as a false nominative occurs in PGM XLIII.

38 Bagnall (1982), 111; Wipszycka (1986), 175.

39 Acts 18.2; Romans 16.3.

40 In the papyrus: KaxdaxTloov Kai KaTdynaov t ov ep^onevov rnq neiKpaq £o<t>ia f) Kai ripeicnceiM/nq.
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11, repeated at II.20-24, and K a x a y iia o v  at 11.15 and 26f41. K ax a p ye co  is not otherwise 

attested in the Greek magical papyri and the background to its meaning here appears 

to be the Pauline uses in the ‘NT’42. The word is common in later Christian literature 

and frequent in exorcisms43. Its use here suggests that Sophia may have influence 

on the writer’s choice of words, or she has consulted a Christian magician.

The editors of Suppl.Mag. classify this text as pagan because of the magical names 

and words it contains: ZcoE© Appaca^ Appaaa^44, II.1f, repeated at II.16^ and 

APpaaa£ aPpaai xco o-u46, ll.3f, repeated at 11.17-1947. The meaning of Leo is uncertain.

It may be a magical word or the name of the Egyptian god Shu48. A magical word is 

not necessarily inconsistent with a Christian classification. The editor, E. Knudtzon, 

and also R. Kotansky49 read ocooco and translate ‘I, Abrasax, shall deliver’. The 

translation is possible and first-person declarations by the divinity occur in other 

magical texts50. However, the punctuation at 1.16, owato APpaaa  ̂Appaoa^, indicates 

that a magical name or word is meant at 1.16 and likewise almost certainly at 1.1.

Appaaa£ is a common name for the divine, especially in the magical papyri, and 

appears to be a name by which a Christian with ‘Gnostic’51 tendencies might invoke

41 ’Appatra ,̂ xataaxeq appears formulaic, eg PGM IV.332; V.369.

42 1 Corinthians 6.13; 15.24, 26; 2 Thessalonians 2.8. See also G. Delling, apyoq, apyeco, Kaxapyeco’ in 
TD N T  1.452-454.

43 Eg L. Delatte, Un office byzantin d’exorcisme, 59.21; 90.11 cited in Suppl.Mag., 1.38, with other 
examples.

44 Not accented.

45 Preisendanz, Oberlieferung 212, reads ’Ico Ico ’Appacrô , 1.16, cited in Brashear (1995), 3565. ’Ico 
possibly equates to Seth; used for Apollo-Horus, possibly a confusion of lao, or less likely lo, lau of 
Ras Shamra (14-12 BCE). See Brashear (1995), 3588.

46 Letter divisions, Suppl.Mag. AppacnXoua, also PGM XII. 112.

47 Repetition of names and words characterises magical texts, eg PGM 11.122-124 and examples at 
PGM XII. 101. Letter divisions aPpaoi xco ov are given by punctuation at 1.19, the elements classified as 
magical words.

48 Suppl.Mag., 1.37.

49 PGM LXXXIX in Betz (1986), 302.

50 Eg P.Mich.3.156 (C2).

51 The terms ‘Gnostic’ and ‘Gnosticism’ have been questioned in recent scholarship. Customarily used 
to describe a variety of religious movements of the second and later centuries, their usefulness as a 
category has been eroded by their failure to carry any reliabiy identifiable meaning. Williams (1996) 
suggests the phrase ‘biblical demiurgical traditions’ to designate the common feature of the majority of 
the movements previously labelled ‘Gnostic’. The expression would serve also to eliminate those 
movements whose features are more appropriately labelled with another term. Waldstein (2000) 
analyses the core features of Jonas’ ‘Gnosticism’ and reaches similar conclusions. Holzhausen (2001) 
traces use of yvoxmid^eiv, yvaxmictojioi; and yvcoorvKoq among the Apologists and finds they designate 
‘false knowledge’ in general. Certainly the status of ‘Gnostics’ as a clearly separate religious grouping 
necessarily outside Christianity is not supported by papyrological or literary evidence. Rather ‘Gnostic’
may at times refer to certain religious innovations within Christianity itself and Christian use of Abrasax
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God in the fourth century52. It is noteworthy that the phrases APpaaa£-APpaaa£, II. 1f, 

and APpaoa^ appaoi x® ou, II.3f, precede and follow the words eyco ijiei (= ei|ii), II.2, 

17, which in the ‘NT’ have the significance of the Hebrew divine name YHWH53, 

although the phrase also occurs in relation to other gods54. While the balance of 

probability suggests a Christian classification for this text, the lack of other naming of 

God than ‘Abrasax’ means the classification is uncertain.

Sophia is described as micpd on each occasion her name appears, ll.5f, 10, 23. The word 

occurs as a term of endearment for both young and old. Sophia is not specified by the name of 

her mother, contrary to usual magical practice. The editors of Suppl.Mag. suggest that this 

may be due to Christian influence55.

The charm, using a verbal doublet typical of magical texts56, commands that God ‘seize and 

destroy’ (Kaxdojcticjov Kai Kaidyriaov), ll.7f, the cause of illness designated by the personal t o v  

epx6(ievov, I.9. The cause is further described as ‘whether shivering’ (iycai piyoq), 11.11 f, 26; 

‘whether a phantom’ (lyrai cnceiav), 1.13; ‘whether a demon’ (iyrai Seixoviov), ll.14f, 27f. Each 

petition uses Kaxdoxriaov auxov, 11.12, 13f, 15, or Kaxda%Tiaov, ll.26f, 28. The text is followed by 

a drawing of what might be a prostrate figure57.

P.Oxy.6.924=PGM P.5a, C4, Provenance: Oxyrhynchus; BL 1.329

This text is a charm against fever for a woman named Aria.

The text is classified here and in PGM as Christian. While the god being addressed is 

not indicated in the opening section, the end of the text is a complex display of 

Christian names of God, which uses some nomina sacra and includes a reference to 

‘mother1, ’ICnao)̂  Tiaxrip vioq ^iVnp X(pioTO)-u, n(vev\i)a a y io g , 1.15, written below 

together with magical vowels (excluding e )58, the letters a  and co, a cross and,

cannot be ruled out. See Boyarin (1999), 16; Bauer (1971), 59. For a detailed analysis of ‘gnosticism’ 
and current scholarship, see Williams (1996); Waldstein (2000). The literature is extensive.

52 On ‘Abrasax’, see the Conclusions.

53 John 8.58. ’Eyc6ei|ii is coupled in John’s gospel with descriptors in a format similar to this charm, 
John 6.35; 8.12; 10.7,11; 11.25; 14.6.

54 Eg P.Mich.3.156, eyco yap eim ’Appaaa£; Elcaq eyco eijii, i.Kyme 41.3a (Kyme C1/2, Thessalonike, 
C1/2, los C3). See Horsley, ‘A personalised Aretalogy of Isis’ in ND  1.10-21, here 18f; Zabkar (1988), 
140, also M7; 41; 42 where eycoeUu has as complement functions attributed to Isis, 149, 151.

55 Suppl.Mag., 1.38.

56 See Horsley, ‘Love Charm’ in ND 2.45f, here 45.

57 It is indecipherable, Suppl.Mag., 1.38.

58 On magical vowels, see Daniel (1983). Strings of vowels may be isopsephisms and ‘meaningless’ 
strings of letters, anagrams, Bonner (1950), 12.
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beneath all this, the name ’Appactî 59. The name ’APpaoa£ suggested to the editors 

that the amulet is Gnostic rather than Christian60. However, such a categorisation of 

Christianity into ‘orthodox’ and ‘unorthodox’ elements that can be labelled ‘Christian’ 

and ‘Gnostic’ in the fourth century does not reflect the religious realities61.

The text opens with petitions, expressed in the subjunctive with the force of imperatives62, 

using a verbal doublet, <|n)Xa£{l€ Kai owtjiptiot i i; ’Apiaq (=’Apiav), ‘guard and keep Aria’, II. 1f. 

The charm aims to ward off fever elaborated typically in terms of its different types, quotidian, 

night-time and slight63, II.2-8.

The amulet states the basis for Aria’s appeal, ‘All this you (God) will graciously do 

according to your will first, and according to her faith, since she is a servant of the 

living God, and in order that your name may be glorified for ever’, (xa-uxa evlnevrols 

[n]pa[£]ei<; oXax; Kara t o 0eA.rjju.ot oov  repwxov K a i Kaxa xrjv Jiiaxiv ai)xfj<; 6xi8ouXr| eoxiv 

xo\) 0(eo){) xov £a>vxoq, K a i iva xo ovojia aou fi 8ia Ttavxoq {r|} 8e8o£aanev[ov ), 11.7-14.

SB 14.12113=P.Yale inv.989=P.Yale 2.130=PGM CXIV.1-14, C3 or C4, 

Provenance:Unknown; BL 10.212

In this text, the female user’s name is to be inserted, ‘keep a certain woman, Lord’ 

(<tmA.a]^ov xri[v 8e]iva, K(t»pi)e), 1.1. According to Daniel’s reconstruction64, the text 

conforms to the general pattern of a (fnAaKxfipiov65, a charm characterised by a 

command to a god to protect a person from evils which may or may not be 

specified66.

59 See the conclusions below.

60 Similarly PGM LXXXIII.1-20=P.Princ.2.107=PGM LXXXIII=Suppl.Mag.29 (C5/6), ed. It cites Psalm 
90.1f, the Lord’s Prayer incorrectly and incoherently, invokes angels, the Pantocrator Sabaoth, Jewish 
patriarchs and includes strings of vowels. There is nothing distinctively ‘Gnostic’.

61 See n.51 above.

62 See Moulton and Turner (1906,1976), 3.93f.

eweo tou en irp ep iv o ij <j>piKO<; Kai dmo t o u  Ka&ruiepivoi) (= tfiq Ka0Ti(xepivfj<;) <t>piKO<; K ai cmo toi) 
vuKxeptvou (= -riiq; vuKxepivfiq) (JipiKoq Kai cmo xou X̂ tctov {t o <v > XenxQv} Jfupetxoij Kai ctKaA.fi]<|>Tiq. For the 
reconstruction, BL 1.329. Also eg BGU 3.956=PGM XVIIIb.1-7 (C3); P.Berl.inv.21165= Suppl.Mag.10 
(C3/4); P.LBat. 19.20 (C6).

64 Daniel (1977), re-edited from Proulx and O'Callaghan (1974), using common magical formulae 
though some reconstructions are speculative. Maltomini (1980) amended Daniel’s text, but not so to 
substantially change the interpretation or affect the analysis here, 174f notes to ll.6f, 9f.

65 Daniel (1977), 145. Classified an atypical magical Christian prayer, Proulx and O'Callaghan (1974).

66 Eg, 8ta<(ruXa£ov xov Setva cmo 7td<rn<; KaKiaq, PGM IV.923f; also PGM LXXI.6f; 
P.Rein.2.89=Suppl.Mag.80. For (jruXâ ov, (jruXaaae, (|mXd4ai in amulets, see Bonner (1950), 45f.
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The Christian classification67 is suggested by the use of the nomen sacrum, K(ijpi)e, 

1.1. However, nomina sacra are not necessarily conclusive of Christianity in magical 

texts68, but in this text, there is no invocation of other divine beings. The text may be 

Jewish but there is no positive indication of this and nomina sacra are not attested in 

Jewish documentary papyri in Egypt69. This <|n)A.aKTr|piov is, therefore, more likely to 

be Christian. It is unusual in its simple naming of God since in this period Christian 

magical papyri commonly follow the pattern of pagan magical texts in elaborate 

namings of the divine70.

The woman seeks protection ‘from all evil deeds’ (cmd rcdvxcov nov]ripd5v 7ipayn.dxcp[v ), II. 1 f, 

‘from every (demonic) visitation’ (duo Ttavxojq cruvavxrpaxoq), 1.3, and ‘from every attack of a 

phantom’ (a7i[o rcdcnv; cnaaa]|io'u 7cxaxje[co]$)71,1.5, by spirits including Hecate, mute demons

and other spiritual beings, and from various types of illness: epileptic fit (dno raxaiiq] 

e7tiW|nA|/eco<;), I.8, epilepsy (and navzoc, a]eA/nyiaoy.o\)), I.9, and bodily disease (duo rcavxoq voaou 

oc6]p.axoq), 1.10. The reconstructions are uncertain but follow the patterns of other charms. The 

reading <|n>A.a]£ov, or with equal probability 5ia<|mXa]£ov, 1.1, is likely, following the pattern of a 

<tn)A.ctKTnpiov, but not certain72. Many words would fit the available letters. In particular, 

Maltomini suggests a7tdM.a] ôv73. In support of his reading, Daniel cites the standard formula 

for a ((roXaKXTipiov, notes that either £ or \  can be read, and that there is space only for three 

letters between ti and i74.

Daniel’s reconstruction of this text has the charm designed for use by a woman, <t>i3Xa]̂ ov xrifv 

8e]iva, K(i3pi)e, 1.1. Maltomini notes that this is the only example he knows where a model 

<(>\>JuxKxripiov specifies the person seeking protection in the feminine but he agrees that

67 A Christian milieu is rejected for insufficient evidence, Daniel (1977), 145; accepted but no reasons 
given, Proulx and O’Callaghan (1974), 84.

68 See on P.Koln inv.2861=Suppl.Mag.20 above.

69 Roberts (1977), 29-35. He states C4 examples of Kiipvoq contracted exist in Jewish texts but are 
exceptional. He gives no examples, 31. Nomina sacra occur in two C 6 synagogue inscriptions from 
Palestine and Samaria, due probably to christianisation, Horsley, ‘Nomina sacra in synagogue 
inscriptions’ in ND  1.107-112, here 107-110. Also in LXX papyri (C3/4) which may be Jewish or 
Christian, Horsley, The Greek OT -  new fragments’ in ND  3.95-97, here 96.

70 Eg Christian: PGM P.3=P.gr.5 (Oslo) (C3 or 4); PGM P.5a=P.Oxy.6.924 (C4); PGM  
P.5b=P.Oxy.8.1151 (C5); PGM P.13=P.Cairo 10263 (C4 or 5); PGM PA3a=Papyrus grecs d ’6poque 
byzantine 2.67188.169f (Byzantine); PGM P.14=P.gr.1359 (Heidelberg) (C3/4); PGM P.21=Pap.Blatt. 
(300). Less elaborate invocations eg PGM P.16 (C4); PGM P.6c=P.Oxy.7.1059 (C5).

71 Or ditto ndanq Try; Frtpaq] now Jixc6oe[co]<;, R. Merkelbach cited in Daniel (1977), 147. Daniel’s 
argument that the first 7 lines deal with attacks by types of demons is persuasive.

72 Ed.pr., axevdl^ovxi [ê a7i]iva, K(t>pi)e, [o ê atelj ĉov rcpdyiiaxa [xa ejio-u Jtovrpa, II. 1 f, a prayer for 
forgiveness, Proulx and O’Callaghan (1974), 84f. They cite e& niva  in Psalm 63.5, 72.19; Mark 9.8; 
The Shepherd 84.6, and e£aXei<t>co in Psalm 50.3,11; Acts 3.19 as the reason.

73 PGM V.125,130, Maltomini (1980), 173. Also PGM XCVIII.1-7.

74 Daniel (1977), 146.
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o 8eiva is not a possible reading given the letter traces. Current publications, however, attest 

model charms for fi Seiva75. Daniel’s reconstruction appears likely and is accepted.

CONCLUSION

Jewish and Christian attitudes to magic in late antiquity are not the focus of this 

thesis which is rather to examine the magical papyri for the information they provide 

on Christian women’s religious lives, and Jewish women’s religious lives had this 

been possible. Questions of attitude are discussed in detail elsewhere76. It is 

sufficient to note that the attitudes are complex and fluid. Evidence attests Jewish 

condemnation of magic77, and domestication of its forms, function and practice78. The 

evidence suggests that magic which could not be eliminated was recast into 

approved modes of piety, for example substituting the names of pagan gods with the 

names of the Jewish God and angels79. The early church similarly did not deny the 

power of magic80 but officially condemned its use81, thus providing evidence of its 

practice at a popular level among the ostensibly Christian population82. Evidence of 

popular practice also exists in the actual examples of Christian symbols, Scripture 

and substitution of the names of the Christian God, angels and saints for the names 

of pagan gods in ritual magic which is not otherwise pagan83. Judge’s analysis of

75 Eg pagan: P.Rein.2.89=Suppl.Mag.80 (C4); Christian: P.Coll.Youtie 2.91=Suppl.Mag.30 (C5/6), 
ed.pr., t |] 5[e]lva for ]S tvavxo, I.7, proposes the text was a model for a man or woman, II.4, 7. See 
Suppl.Mag., 1.83f; Horsley, ‘Christian amulet’ in ND  1.102f.

76 Frankfurter (1998), especially 219-221, 224-232, 234-237; ‘Appendix: Egyptian Magic and Christian 
Magic’ in Jacq (1985), 151-154; Goldin (1976); Rees (1950); Nock (1929).

77 2 Maccabees 12.40; tShabbat 6 , 7; mSanhedrin 10.1. See also Goldin (1976), 120.

78 tShabbat 6.9 states that whatever heals is not an ‘Amorite Way’ and is not forbidden, but the 
distinction between ‘Amorite Ways’ and what is sanctioned is unclear. See Janowitz (2001), 20-26. 
Jewish influences in the Greek magical papyri include use of divine names, LXX, patriarchs etc, Betz
(1986), xlv, liif, n.47, with bibliography; Bonner (1950), 26-32. At least 180 LXX verses appear in 
magical texts, Goldin (1976), 124.

79 Goldin (1976), 123.

80 Eg HL 17.6-9, St Macarios’ magical transformation of a woman become a horse; as a story about 
perception, see Frankfurter (2001).

81 Acts 19.19; Didache 2.2; 3.4; 5.1; Hippolytus, Apostolic Tradition 16.21f; Augustine, City of God 
10.9f; Chrysostom, Homily on Colossians 3.5-7; Adversus Judaeos 8.7.5, 8; Council of Ancyra (315) 
Canon 24; Council of Elvira (312) Canon 6; Canons of Athanasius 71-73. The Council of Laodicea, 
Canon 36 (mid C4) forbad clergy to be magicians, charmers, soothsayers, astrologers or makers of 
amulets, with users to be cast out of the church. See also Janowitz (2001), 16-20.

82 C T  9.16. 7, 8 ,11, 12 (364, 370/373, 389, 409); 11.36.7 (348); 9.42.2 (356); CJ 9.18.2-9 (c.300, 312; 
321; 357; 358; 365; 389). Egypt was a centre for magic and magicians in C4-C7, Frankfurter (1998), 
215-217. But magic features in only 2% of ‘beneficial tales’ C4-C7 including the HM, HL and AP, 
Wortley (2001), 293.

83 See notes 9-11 above. See Crasta (1979), 35f; Papaconstantinou (1994); Frankfurter (1998), 29,
49,180-183,193-197. Eg P.Oxy.6.925 (C5/6); 8.1150; 16.1926 and P.Harr.54 (all C 6). PS11.22-24 
(c.376-385) are horoscopes for Christians. Nomina sacra need not indicate Christianity.
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magical texts indicates that 14% of all Christian literary texts from Egypt, in the 

opinion of their editors, contain magical elements. As early as the turn of the third and 

fourth centuries, magic appears in 10% of Christian texts, rising to a peak of 25% of 

Christian texts in the sixth century. The rate falls to 10% in the eighth century84.

This examination of magical texts written by Christian women leads to a number of 

tentative conclusions, tentative in the sense that the number of texts on which they 

are based is extremely small. The small number is counter to the presentation of 

women in Jewish and Christian literature as the main practitioners of magic85. 

Nonetheless, the conclusions contribute evidence specifically of Christian women’s 

use of magic to current scholarship.

The first conclusion concerns the complex relation between magic and religion in the 

ancient world. A similarly complex and overlapping relation exists between magic and 

ancient science and medicine86.

Thaesa in P.Koln inv.2861=Suppl.Mag.20 uses the aorist imperative twice in her 

prayer to the Lord God, 0epd7tewov, 1.3, and cmoA/uaov, 1.5. Such imperatives are 

frequent in both magical and non-magical prayer, and in both Christian and pagan 

texts87. The prayer form is unexceptional in Christian terms, at the same time as the 

text is plainly magical. Thaesa exhibits a lack of confidence in the effectiveness of her 

prayer and a need to strengthen her ability to influence God through magic. Whether 

this uncertainty is related to Thaesa’s gender is not easy to determine. Christian men 

also use magic in combination with what might otherwise be considered non-magical 

Christian prayer88. Nonetheless, women’s sense of powerlessness to influence public 

authorities, frequently attested in literary and papyrological sources, may enhance 

the attractiveness of magic. A further aspect of the complex relationship between 

magic and religion is evident in this text. While the ‘NT’ encourages prayer ‘in the

84 Judge (1985).

85 See Janowitz (2001), 86-96.

86 Eg Augustine of Hippo distinguishes medicine from magic as the difference between drinking tea 
and hanging herbs around the neck unless the latter effect a cure, De doctrina Christiana 2.29.45. See 
also ‘La relation entre la magie et la science’ in Lexa (1925), 1.131-133.

87 See the third conclusion below; also Graf (1991), 195.

88 Eg P.Koln 6.257=Suppl.Mag.21 (C4/5) combines magical elements with eepcmet>craTe addressed to 
the Trinity, l.1f, 8f.
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name of Jesus Christ’, it appears that Thaesa understands this more in the sense of 

a name to conjure with.

Sophia, also known as Priscilla, invokes Abrasax consistently in P.Lund.4.12= 

Suppl.Mag.13, naming the god six times. The name is frequent in the magical papyri. 

Sophia also uses the repetitive phrasing typical of magical texts. Abrasax, also spelt 

Abraxas, is a popular deity attested in Egypt, Syria and Judea/Palestine89. The name, 

it is argued, was created to replace the unmentionable name of the Supreme Being 

and, in Syria, is a form of lao, the Hebrew name of God90. In PGM V.363-369, 

’Appacrd̂  occurs with aco and in a sequence with ’Iaeto. Kenyon understands the 

name as a corruption of the Hebrew blessing habberakhah dabherah9\  The name is 

also explained as having an equivalence in the magical number 365 and to 

correspond to the 365 heavens that Basilides, an early second-century ‘Gnostic’, 

taught exist between the Supreme Being and the world. Abrasax is their ruler92. 

Tertullian states that Basilides used the term ‘Abrasax’ for God93. In Persia, Abrasax 

is understood as a sun god and is identified with various other names of gods. As 

P.Oxy.6.924=PGM P.5a also suggests, the use of ‘Abrasax’ cannot be excluded from 

the vocabulary of a person who considers him/herself as Christian in the fourth 

century. If, then, Sophia is a Christian, as her name and prayer vocabulary suggest, 

her belief accommodates the use of the magical name Abrasax for God, and the use 

of magic to bind God to do as she wants.

Sophia prays, using the aorist imperatives typical of both non-magical and magical 

prayer94, that God will act to protect her from demonic activity, Kaxdcxriaov Kai 

KatayTiaov, ll.7f, Katdaxnaov ainov, 11.12, 13f, 15, and Karda%T|aov, ll.26f, 28. The 

charm is evidence of Sophia’s lack of confidence in prayer unaided by magic.

P.Oxy.6.924=PGM P.5a gives evidence of the sophisticated and non-mainstream 

Christian belief of its author, Aria, that accommodates a magical dimension. The

89 A snake-footed or snake-legged creature, the body of a man, armoured, the head of a cock, Bonner 
(1950), 162f; Betz (1986), 331. On Abrasax, see Merkelbach and Totti (1989-1995).

90 Coulter and Turner (1997), 8.

91 Cited in K. F. Smith, ‘Magic: Greek and Roman’ in Encyclopaedia o f Religion and Ethics (192?), 
8.278.

92 T. McFadden, ‘Abraxas’ in Meagher, O'Brien and Aherne (1979), 1.16; Suppl.Mag. 2.12.

93 Tertullian, Adversus omnes haereses 1.5.

94 Graf (1991), 195.
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opening section of the charm exhibits what has the appearance of an ‘orthodox’ 

prayer for protection against illness, specifically, fever. Prayer for protection 

expressed in the imperative and using <|ruXd£co occurs regularly in Christian texts95. 

Aria exhibits her knowledge of Scripture and biblical theology in her appeal to a 

series of reasons for her confidence that God will respond to her prayer. Her reasons 

all echo grounds named in Scripture: God’s will96, her faith97, her devotion98 and her 

goal as God’s glory99.

The display of the names of God and of vowels beneath the prayer signals that this is 

a magical text rather than an ‘orthodox’ prayer. Aria ends the display with the name 

’APpaad  ̂which is consistent with the essentially magical nature of the text and 

indicates that Aria’s Christian belief accommodates elements that, in time, come to 

be regarded as heterodox but which, in the third and fourth centuries, are almost 

certainly part of the broad mix of Christianity. The ‘being’ designated ‘mother’ in Aria’s 

naming of God may be Mary, mother of Jesus. Her inclusion within the display of 

God’s names would be unusual in this period100. The liturgical fragment P.Bodmer 12 

exhorts, aaaxe xr\ ^xpi rcapGevoi, ‘the mother’ most probably meaning the church101. It 

may also be that the Father/Mother name reflects an understanding of God as a dyad 

who embraces both masculine and feminine elements and can be named both Father 

and Mother102. Such an understanding of God is considered heretical by church 

authorities but again, as with ‘Abrasax’, cannot be excluded from the broad category 

of ‘Christian’ in the fourth century.

It is interesting that this text includes explicit magic, prayer and reasons why God 

should do as Aria asks. Aria does not consider the magic sufficient in itself to bind 

God to comply. There is need also for persuasion that recognises God’s freedom to 

act according to God’s will, although Aria is certain that she knows God’s will. The

95 See SB 14.12113 above.

96 Romans 8.27; 1 Peter 3.17.

97 Matthew 9.29; Luke 7.50; 18.42.

98 Luke 12.37f; 19.17. See also PGM LI, a letter to the dead from a suppliant oaten) ovxoq eiq 0eoi3<;.

99 1 Corinthians 10.31; Ephesians 1.12,14.

100 Invocations of Mary from C5 and later typically address Mary as n Secmovvii, fi BeoioKoq, 
deutapGevoq; for example SB 1.4763, 4767, 4816, 4862. P.Berl.inv.21230 (C5) is a prayer addressed 
to Mary in her relation to Christ, Xafkmca xapw ek  to-u iiovoyevo-uq aou uiou, II. 1f.

101 The church as mother appears from C3, Lampe, s.v.

102 Pagels (1979), 49f. Eg Irenaeus, Against Heresies 1.11.1; Hippolytus, Refutatio Omnium 
Haeresium  5.6.
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text also attests Aria’s Christianity and her uncertain belief in the power of prayer 

without magic and persuasion to elicit God’s help.

The texts analysed in this chapter illustrate the complexity of the relation between 

magic and religion, and confirm that magic and religion in the fourth century exist 

along a continuum rather than being discrete. The modern distinction between magic 

and religion as unapproved and approved practice in spiritual matters is anachronistic 

in the examination of ancient sources103. It is to be noted, however, that the 

differential suppression of magic and pagan religion by successive Christian 

emperors in the fourth century indicates that the ancient world distinguished magic 

and religion at least in certain respects104. Evidence also indicates that the church 

labelled Egyptian and Greek religion, that is, the traditional religion they sought to
• 1 0 Ssuppress, as magic .

A second conclusion concerns the women’s belief in demons as the cause of illness, 

a view attested in Christian, Jewish and pagan texts106, and the women’s belief in the 

potential of magic to restrain demonic powers by compelling the help of a more 

powerful being, the Christian God or Jesus.

Sophia in P.Lund.4.12=Suppl.Mag.13 understands illness as caused by demonic 

activity107. Her fever is the result of o ep%6(ievo<;, 1.9, t o  S e jio v io v  = Sa tjxo v io v, II. 14f, 

CTKia, 1.13, and piyo<;, 1.12, understood in personal terms. The spirit is later clarified as 

‘fever and every kind of chill, quotidian, tertian and quartan, and every evil’, II.34-38. 

Sophia’s command that Abrasax K aT d axn ao v K a i K axdyriao v, II.7f, 12, 13f, 15, 26, 28, 

the demon is an example of that magic where a more powerful spirit is prevailed 

upon to thwart one of lesser power108.

103 See Goldin (1976), 122; Nock (1972), 1.341f; Barb (1963); ‘La relation entre la magie et la religion’ 
in Lexa (1925), 1.123-129. Proposed distinctions: religion involves submission, magic coerces, Frazer 
(1922,1950), 48-60; Barb (1963), 101; Bell (1953), 12: magic is a deviant alternative to sanctioned 
religion, Aune (1980), 1512f, 1515; magic is prior to religion eg Frazer (1922, 1950), 48-60, posterior to 
religion eg Crasta (1979), 33; Aune (1980), 1515.1 consider that magic is understandable only in 
relation to religion so is posterior to it. That magic was not considered illegal or deviant but was used 
by the gods and a gift to benefit people, Ritner (1995), 3353f, with illegality coming with Roman rule,
3355.

104 Barb (1963), 109f.

105 Frankfurter (1998), 235f; Crasta (1979), 34f.

106 See 124, especially n.40 above.

107 Similarly P.Oxy.8.1151 =PGM P.5b (C5).

108 See also Barb (1963), 122; Nock (1929), 226.
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Thaesa in P.Koln inv.2861=Suppl.Mag.20 similarly understands her illness as caused 

by an entity that holds her in its power and can be forced to ‘release’ her, ano'kvoov 

ovoncra Tr|(ao)0 Xp(ioxo)i). Her belief that the Lord God is Lord of all gods, if this is 

the correct reading, suggests her understanding that the power behind her illness is 

inferior to the Christian God and can be compelled to let her go.

A third conclusion is perhaps a sub-category of the first, on the relation between 

magic and religion, in this case specifically the issue of classification. Caution needs 

to be exercised in analysing the Christian magical texts, as it cannot be presumed 

that a magical dimension always applies. It is not necessarily the case that Christian 

amulets, for example, function in a magical way for the wearers, considered powerful 

to effect outcomes in and of themselves. It may be that amulets are used for personal 

reassurance or public witness. The motivation of a particular wearer is not indicated 

and is impossible to determine.

SB 14.12113=PGM CXIV.1-14 cannot be classified as magical with certainty. The 

woman’s imperatival -̂uXâ ov may allow a different interpretation from the magical 

command of a pagan ^aKTnpiov and may signal that this is a Christian prayer that 

uses the forms of a <|>'uA,aKTr|piov. Christian prayer frequently involves imperatives, for 

example the petitions of the Lord’s Prayer, 56c; a<t>£<; fijxiv, fj.fi eiaeveyK^q rpac;, 

p-uaai fifiaq109. Christian letters among the papyri use direct command to express 

prayer for divine protection, although the verbal form is regularly the infinitive 

functioning as an imperative110. There is no magical connotation to these petitions. It 

may be that SB 14.12113=PGM CXIV.1-14 is not a charm but a prayer for divine 

protection, the written text serving as a reminder for personal assurance111. It is 

noteworthy that Grafs examination of prayer (ex>%f\) in PGM and in religious texts and 

ritual finds that there is no essential difference in form and intention between them112. 

The difference in verbal form between this text and the certainly Christian letters may

109 Mathew 6.12f.

110 See Moulton and Turner (1906,1976), 78f. Eg SB 8.9746; P.Heid.1.6=SB 1.2266 (C4); 
P.Ross.Georg.3.9 (C4). The DDBDP  attests no letter with a prayer containing or 5ici<|>-uXa£ov.

111 Reference to demons need not imply a magical expectation but reflect common belief. For a similar
difficulty in interpretation eg SCO  22,1973, 27-29, cited in Horsley, The “prodigal son” parable 
spiritualized’ in ND  3.99f (C6).

112 Graf (1991), 194f, but he notes difference in the function of ritual, 196.10 elements identified in 
magical prayers include compelling (rather than requesting), repetition, enumeration and reference to 
authorities, Szepes (1976). Where few elements are present, as here, it is difficult to make 
classification with certainty.
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be significant and the use of the imperative may signal that this is a charm but it is 

uncertain.

SB 14.12113=PGM CXIV.1-14, therefore, leaves open the question as to whether it is 

a prayer or a charm, and whether a woman acquiring and personalising a copy of it 

would have a magical or non-magical understanding of its operation. It also raises the 

possibility that the distinction between ‘prayer1 and ‘charm’ is anachronistic. The text 

indicates that there was either a model prayer or a charm for use by Christian women 

for their protection from demonic attack and from the physical manifestation of 

demonic activity in epilepsy and bodily illness113. It confirms Christian belief in the 

demonic and in human vulnerability to demonic influence, a belief women hold no 

differently from men. It also confirms Christian belief in God’s superior power to 

demons and God’s active opposition to demons in order to protect suppliants. If the 

text is a prayer without magical connotation, it indicates that Christians adopted 

pagan forms of dealing with the supernatural, but reinterpreted them within the limits 

of ‘orthodoxy’. If the text is a charm, it reveals the magical understanding of God’s 

actions in the world held by the women using it and, indirectly, serves to highlight the 

non-magical nature of the beliefs of the Christian women already studied.

A fourth conclusion concerns the limited evidence for Christian women’s use of 

magic. This examination of the Greek magical papyri has identified three magical 

texts, P.Koln inv.2861=Suppl.Mag.20, P.Oxy.6.924=PGM P.5a and P.Lund.4.12 

=Suppl.Mag.13, that appear to have been written by Christian women. The small 

number is undoubtedly affected by the chance nature of textual preservation but 

invites further explanation. The existence of Christian magical texts attests the use of 

magic in the Christian community and there is no reason to think that women used 

magic less than men. On the contrary, it seems likely that magic became the 

particular domain of women in answer to their exclusion from ministry and power in 

the church. It may be that other known magical texts were written by women but are 

not identifiable as such. Magical texts, by their nature, frequently do not identify the 

user. Of the 34 Christian magical papyri included in PGM, 27 do not specify the 

gender of the user, three are written by men114 and four by women. In Suppl.Mag., of 

21 Christian magical texts, ten are written by men, five by women, two allow for either

113 Common in the ‘NT’ eg Matthew 17.14-20; Luke 11.14. See also Proulx and O'Callaghan (1974),
87, note to I.8.

114 P.Oxy.7.1058=PGM P.6b (C4/5); P.Oxy.8.1150=PGM P.8b (C6); BGU 3.954=PGM P.9 (C6)
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a man or woman to wear the amulet, and four do not specify gender. However, most 

anonymous texts are excluded115.

A fifth conclusion concerns the function of magic in giving confidence to the women 

who use it in their dealings with God. Aria in P.Oxy.6.924=PGM P.5a composes what 

has the appearance of a non-magical prayer to which she appends a magical display 

of divine names. Her prayer, to her mind it seems, is insufficient to secure God’s 

intervention to protect her from illness. Prayer needs the additional power of magic to 

bind God to act. Aria’s use of magic is noteworthy alongside the reasons she cites for 

attracting God’s intervention. Her reasons focus as much on her deserving, that is, 

her faith and devotion, as on God’s will and glory. Aria’s reasons differ from the more 

common 5-uvacai yap topos, by which a person seeking God’s help reminds God that 

God has the power to do the thing being asked116, but both function to persuade. Her 

reasons indicate that Aria considers herself worthy of God’s intervention. She has a 

positive assessment of her Christian piety and is confident of her theological 

understanding. Nonetheless, Aria secures her prayer with magical formulae and 

secures the magic with persuasive arguments.

Thaesa in P.Koln inv.2861=Suppl.Mag.20 displays a similar ambivalence in 

confidence of approach to God. She supplements her prayer with magical signs, 

letters and words to conjure God’s power. Prayer by itself is insufficient to guarantee 

God’s intervention in her illness. There is also evidence that she adopts magical 

practice in using water infused with the power of the words on her amulet to enhance 

the potency and effectiveness of her approach.

Sophia in P.Lund.4.12=Suppl.Mag.13 asks for Abrasax’s intervention using aorist 

imperatives that she repeats eight times. Prayer requires the supplement of magic 

and the logic of magical formulae gives Sophia the confidence to badger Abrasax 

with her requests. If Knudtzon’s and Kotansky’s reading of ckoo® is correct, Sophia is 

sufficiently confident to name Abrasax’s response as the positive, ‘I, Abrasax, shall 

deliver’. However, the reading is unlikely.

115 A criterion of selection, eds, ix. Texts excluded include nearly all of those listed in van Haelst 
(1976).

116 Common in Christian writing, eg P.Coll.Youtie 2.91=Suppl.Mag.30 (C5/6); P.Turner 49= 
Suppl.Mag.31 (C5/6).
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The women’s attitudes differ markedly from the lack of confident approach to God of, 

for example, Valeria in P.Lond.6.1926 who must use Appa Paphnouthios as an 

intermediary. Their confidence resembles that of Taouak in P.Neph.18 who can 

declare, ‘you will see God’.

This examination of the magical papyri ends the analysis of the perspectives of the 

papyri on the religious lives of Jewish and Christian women. The final chapter draws 

a series of conclusions that synthesise and summarise the findings.
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CHAPTER 12 

CONCLUSION

This examination of the perspectives offered by the Greek papyri of Egypt on the 

religious beliefs, practices and experiences of Christian and Jewish women from 100 

to 400 suggests a number of conclusions. Before outlining them I make some 

preliminary observations. The first is cautionary. The chance and uneven nature of 

the survival of papyri and the small sample size of documents by, to and referring to 

Christian and Jewish women mean that the conclusions are offered with caution and 

are necessarily provisional. The second observation relates to the methodology 

employed in the thesis. The methodology has been one whereby the women’s 

religious beliefs, practices and experiences are embedded within the broader life 

concerns of each woman as these can be ascertained from the documents. This has 

been to avoid the historiographical difficulties of reducing women to a single entity 

‘woman’ separate from ‘real history’. The methodology has ensured that the 

conclusions acknowledge the individuality and specificity of women as writers and 

receivers of texts and has allowed an exploration of the interconnections among the 

three dimensions of the topic. At the same time the very ordinariness of the situations 

and concerns dealt with in the texts allows that the women be representative of 

others for whom the conclusions also apply. The women are not to be isolated from 

their communities.

The first conclusion concerns the nature of the papyri as sources of information for 

the religious lives of Jewish and Christian women, and their value for the integration 

and comparison of the results. The Jewish and Christian texts are different in nature 

if not always in kind. They differ in date by an average of 200 years, and offer 

different perspectives on the women’s religious lives.

Sixteen texts have been identified as written by, to or referring to Jewish women. All 

but one date from the second century1 and eleven to the period before 117 or 

immediately after, dealing with the effects of the war of 115-117. The small number 

across the period 100-400 and the concentration in dating reflect the devastation of 

the Jewish population during the war and provide evidence in the disappearance of 

texts referring to Jewish women as well as men from the historical record, for Jewish 

women’s inclusion in the war and its outcomes. Only one text, a petition, is written by

1 P.0xy.9.1205 dates to 291. P.0xy.4.705 is dated 199/200.
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a Jewish woman, while a further four texts arise directly from Jewish women’s lives: 

three receipts for the Jewish tax and a census return. Those that refer to Jewish 

women consist entirely of public documents: four reports on the Jewish war, three 

documents about its effects, two items of official correspondence referring to Jews, a 

manumission and a receipt. Of these only the manumission originates from within the 

Jewish community. The other texts arise from those outside, mostly commenting on 

‘the Jews’ as a group. There are no surviving private letters written by Jewish women 

and no surviving texts addressed to Jewish women. Therefore there is little 

information on the women’s religious beliefs and practices but the papyri yield 

valuable evidence for their experience as Jewish women.

By contrast, 57 texts concern Christian women, 26 written by Christian women, 18 of 

which are private letters. A further 31 texts are written to or refer to Christian women, 

of which 20 are private letters. All originate from within the Christian community. The 

texts date from the late third/early fourth century to the late fourth/early fifth century.

The Jewish and Christian texts both locate women in broader contexts, allowing their 

religious lives to be embedded in social, economic and political networks, although 

differently. Jewish women emerge as integral members of a group, ‘the Jews’. 

Christian women appear as members of families and part of the broader society. The 

papyri are silent about the Jewish women’s beliefs and practices. The texts 

associated with Christian women, and in particular those written by Christian women, 

by contrast, yield information on the women’s religious beliefs, practices and 

experiences, confirming the value of women's own writing for insight into their 

religious subjectivity. These differences in the nature of the texts do not allow a 

comparative analysis of Jewish and Christian women’s spiritual practice, experience 

and subjectivity. However, the texts integrate into two contrasting social paradigms 

for religious communities and indicate that Christian and Jewish women participate in 

their communities in ways that are at times similar and at times dissimilar, as outlined 

below.

A second conclusion, then, concerns the contrasting social paradigms that emerge in 

relation to the Jewish and Christian communities in the period. While the texts all 

relate to women in various ways, this conclusion derives from elements not related to 

gender but with implications for it.
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The picture that emerges from the Jewish papyri is of the Jews as a clearly 

identifiable, separate community within Egypt to whom the general population relate 

as a distinct group apart, and who themselves identify and function as a relatively 

separate group. Documents deriving from the war of 115-117 make consistent 

reference to ‘the impious Jews’ as the enemy and source of disrupted life. All but the 

census return P.Lond.3.1119a and receipt P.Harr.1.142 refer to ‘the Jews’, including 

Jewish women, as a recognised, separate and identifiable group. The Jews, in turn, 

live in close proximity to one another in locations that can be labelled ‘the Jewish 

Quarter’ and ‘Jewish Street’, although there is no evidence that these areas are 

exclusive. The papyri suggest Jews act in a cooperative association in which women 

participate. The Jewish tax further differentiates Jews as a separate group and 

specifically implicates women in this differentiation by their liability for it. Women are 

among those who continue to pay the tax even in war, perpetuating its ‘purchase’ of 

identity, freedom and distinction.

While deriving from a very few texts and of limited range in type, this perspective 

confirms the evidence of literary sources. The Roman authorities see the Jews as a 

distinct national and religious grouping, functioning for example in Alexandria at the 

beginning of the second century as a TtoM/teufia. Jews enjoy the status of a religio 

licita that marks them apart, being exempt from requirements to sacrifice and having 

the right to follow their traditions including the right to circumcise, to observe the 

Sabbath and to refuse liturgies that compromise their customs. The picture from the 

papyri nuances that which has emerged in recent scholarship regarding the open, 

outward-looking character of Jewish communities in the Diaspora and their self-

representation in terms of Hellenic and Roman culture2. While this picture itself has 

been modified to account for individual as opposed to group processes of integration, 

and of elite as opposed to non-elite self-identity, the picture from the papyri tends to 

support that suggested by later rabbinic sources of a boundary between local Jewish 

communities and their immediate contexts3, based on religious rather than ethnic 

identity in the late antique period, yet without implying a rigid barrier or closed 

community.

Two observations suggest themselves. Firstly, such a separate community has 

implications for Jewish women consistent with a gendered allocation of space, power

2 Eg Lieu, North and Rajak (1992); Lieu (1996); (2002); Varhelyi (2000).

3 V£rhelyi (2000), 476.
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and honour. In such a paradigm women carry the burden of a family or community’s 

respectability and acceptance. Jewish women then are likely to experience greater 

constraint and regulation of their behaviour, dress and contact with the broader 

society4. The paucity of papyri documenting Jewish women’s occupations and 

commercial activities is consistent with such a circumstance. As a second 

observation, the separateness of the Jewish community may contribute to an 

understanding of the silence of the historical record about the existence of the church 

in Egypt to the second century. According to Acts 2.10 the earliest Christians in Egypt 

were Jewish, and the pattern of the Acts record and the evidence of scholarship 

elsewhere indicate that churches developed in association with Jewish communities. 

Following the ‘partings of the ways’ model of Jewish and early Christian relations and 

the recognition of the variety within Judaism itself in the first and early second 

century, it may be that the earliest Christians in Egypt were not perceived as a group 

distinct from the Jews but came to be involved in the conflict willingly or not, and to 

share the Jews’ fate. The Epistle of Barnabas appears to have been written into such 

an intertwined Jewish/Christian community, calling for differentiation. While the 

Epistle’s origin is unknown, its composition in the late first or early second century 

and its association with Alexandria or at least Alexandrian theology are suggestive of 

the hypothesis.

The picture that emerges from the texts of Christian women in the fourth century is of 

Christians who are integrated members of Egyptian society and not a separate 

group5. The finding is supported by two methodological observations: firstly the 

difficulty in identifying texts as Christian and distinct from those receiving a pagan 

classification; secondly the problem of assigning a date to many Christian texts with a 

greater specificity than ‘fourth-century’; that is, the Christian texts cannot be dated in 

relation to the Edict of Milan, so that integration rather than separation marks the 

Christian community both before and after this date. The evidence of the papyri 

confirms what is known from literary sources which indicate that integration in society 

is a source of Roman difficulties with Christians and of persecution. Christians are

4 Zabin (1996), in her study of inscriptions in the West, concludes that Jewish women are identified 
primarily by their membership of the Jewish community rather than by their families.

5 The picture that emerges from a comparison of the organisational structures of Jews and Christians 
in Ephesus tends to support the conclusion of this thesis. Trebilco (1999) notes Jews organised 
themselves in a city-wide structure within which Jews saw themselves as members of one group, and 
hence distinct. However, Christian groups were small and separate within the city, organised on the 
house-church model with no overarching organisational structure and no formal relationships, and 
hence were more integrated.
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peoples’ neighbours, yet they refuse to sacrifice and do not have exempt status.

They are a religio illicita. Their religious customs are a novelty, not continuous with 

Jewish traditions from which they originate. The picture of an integrated Christianity 

need not contradict the hypothesis of Christians’ early close connection with the 

Jewish community but suggests a (re)development in Egypt after 117 on the basis of 

an identity independent from Judaism. Christian women reflect this integrated 

paradigm in a number of their religious practices and attitudes which lack a 

distinctively Christian formulation6. Ascetic practice and its associated theology mark 

Christianity as distinct.

If greater integration correlates with less strict regulation of women, the papyri 

confirm the new choices that Christianity offered women to live independently of men 

as consecrated virgins in an ascetic alternative to marriage and motherhood.

Christian women also appear as widows but the theological dimension of their status 

is unclear. Paradoxically, it is precisely ascetic women who later become most strictly 

regulated and bear the church’s ideals of purity, silence and submission. Monasticism 

perpetuates patriarchal structures with control of women’s lives vested in men who 

exercise authority, administer women’s communities and mediate with the world 

while ascetic women continue domestic and private. The ascetic women in these 

papyri represent what appears a relatively early stage in monastic development, 

evidenced in the range of terms used and living situations attested.

A third conclusion concerns Jewish and Christian women’s places within their 

respective communities. The papyri indicate that both Jewish and Christian women 

are active members of their communities but provide different perspectives on their 

Jewish and Christian identities.

The evidence of the Jewish papyri shows that Jewish women are integral and active 

members of the Jewish community. Jewish women are recognised as Jews by 

Roman law and their neighbours, and identify themselves as Jews. The papyri 

indicate that they pay the Jewish tax. They are involved in the Jewish war, not 

perhaps as formal combatants, but at the level of local village riots. Jewish women 

die alongside men, virtually disappearing from the historical record for the next two 

centuries. They are affected by the war, equally bearing the label ‘impious’, equally 

the objects of long-term resentment evident in ongoing anti-Jewish celebration and

6 See the third conclusion below.
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suggested perhaps by unjust treatment. The papyri imply that Jewish women may not 

suffer the same loss of land through confiscations as men, supporting the hypothesis 

that confiscation of land applies to those directly involved in conflict and that women’s 

participation is less formal. Jewish women maintain Jewish identity even as slaves 

and, as slaves, may be recognised by the Jewish community and manumitted by 

fellow-Jews although this does not appear a consistent practice. The papyri offer no 

information about Jewish women’s spiritual life of prayer, scriptural formation and 

theological positions, but it is consistent with their Jewish identity and membership of 

the community to suppose their participation in synagogue worship and their function 

in the traditional female roles of domestic liturgical observance and management 

according to the purity laws of Jewish culture. The papyri offer no evidence of Jewish 

women holding titles of significance in local synagogues.

The papyri similarly show Christian women to be active participants in their faith 

communities. They attend church, which some state explicitly and others imply 

through allusions to the ‘Bible’ and liturgical practice. Their use of ‘Scripture’ is 

consistent with an oral transmission suggesting exposure to public ‘Bible’ reading. 

Women are commended by one faith community to others, indicating their 

recognised membership of churches, with most letters being enioToXal eiptiviKai not 

the ercicToAm cruoTatiKcu of the elite. Such letters signal that the women are not 

clergy. The one e7tiCTT0A.fi oixjraxiKTi, P.Got.11, commends women being led to the 

emxpcmoq. Use of such a letter is noteworthy in light of debate about the women’s 

possible identity as martyrs or confessors.

The papyri indicate the women are also personally active as Christians. They pray, 

integrate ‘biblical’ language, identify with ‘biblical’ characters and situations, possess 

Christian books, consult spiritual ‘fathers’, use clergy and ascetics to achieve goals in 

the spiritual and secular realm, dedicate themselves as ever-virgins, believe in 

healing and providence, and adopt theological positions consistent with the ‘NT’ 

about marriage and family obligation, slave ownership, and care of widows and 

orphans. Their attitudes and practices, however, are frequently not articulated in 

ways that distinguish them from their pagan society. In particular, the women’s 

formulations lack a clear Christian identity in prayer and naming of God. References 

to God as Father and as Trinity are missing, except one possible invocation,

.. .aq Kai tw dya0[cp ri|xc5]v ocorfjpi Kai tco oi[i]cp (= mco) amov tco fiyanTî evcp,

P.Oxy.8.1161.2-4. The lack of Trinitarian references may be due to the time of the
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documents’ composition, prior to the major Trinitarian controversies of the fifth 

century. However, the absence of references to God as Father in light of the 

prominence of the invocation in the Lord’s Prayer and the evident knowledge of that 

prayer, is less easily accounted for. It is possible, but unknowable, that the 

conventions of epistolography through the influence of scribes led to the use of 

formulae that are consistent with Christianity rather than those that are distinctive. 

Such an interpretation supposes significant scribal interference. Moreover, also 

missing are references to God as the source of grace, hope, love, peace etc., and 

prayers reflecting both a broader concern than the merely personal and a more 

specific concern with the inner life. The women’s religious belief and practice as 

these are articulated in the papyri lack the transformational perspective of the ‘NT’ 

directed towards personal and social change, and appear consistent with the pagan 

cultic aim of safeguarding the status quo, a theme not entirely absent from the ‘NT’ 

but less marked than the notion of challenge.

Christian women’s vocabulary, particularly in their naming of virtues, similarly shows 

a lack of distinctiveness with the absence of key ‘NT’ words and an increasing 

adoption of the vocabulary for values and virtues of pagan society. This process is 

the parallel face of integration and enculturation. Nonetheless, in the texts that 

survive the women do not use abaskanta and proskynema formulae. The women 

also give evidence of adopting the church’s theology of asceticism as a superior way, 

an attitude not found in paganism. Where the papyri may yield evidence for Christian 

distinctiveness in alluding to reasons for action arising from faith, the women 

generally offer no formulations of their motivation. Nonetheless, the papyri indicate 

distinctive perspectives in the women’s use of ‘biblical’ allusion and in their 

identification with ‘biblical’ characters and situations. This information is evident only 

in the texts written by women themselves.

As with Jewish women, the papyri offer no evidence of Christian women in formal 

ministries in the church, except for those who are ‘virgins of God’, that is, 

consecrated ascetic women. The finding supports the evidence of literary sources 

which indicate that asceticism represented an alternate vocational structure for 

women to that of being ordained clergy restricted to men. The papyri offer no 

examples of women or men consulting ascetic women for prayer, advice or 

mediation, suggesting the gendered roles of male public authority are rehearsed in
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the ascetic world which is rhetorically configured as symbolic of gender 

transcendence.

A fourth conclusion concerns the women as religious women and applies only to the 

Christian women, being derived from information available only in the texts written by 

women themselves. The Christian women are generally assertive and at the same 

time live and understand themselves within the honour:shame, public:private, 

authority:power paradigm of the Mediterranean world7 and early church8. The very 

act of writing documents to ask for help, assert need and maintain relationship 

establishes the women as active agents in their life and community. Their uses of the 

convention of women’s weakness function as acts of power for their benefit, remind 

(male) ascetics of their ‘NT’ obligations and pressure the ascetics to respond 

favourably. At the same time the papyri confirm the evidence of other sources that 

attest women’s real legal and social disadvantage. The sense of agency is reflected 

in some women’s spiritual lives but is lacking in others, while some exhibit confidence 

in the spiritual realm that is less apparent in ‘ordinary’ lives. For example, Valeria in 

P.Lond.6.1926 and Taouak in P.Neph.18 provide evidence, from opposite positions, 

that Christian women’s sense of themselves and their power in their religious and 

‘ordinary’ life may be distinct. The solution for which some Christian women opt is 

magic where powerful agency is exhibited, with magic supplementing prayer, 

sometimes further supplemented by reason.

The infrequent reference to marital status among the Christian women’s texts is 

noteworthy. The finding may support the hypothesis that marriage was not a primary 

status category among Christians. Certainly, if these women are married, it indicates 

that they have no sense of needing to refer to, or identify themselves by the men in 

their lives. Other explanations are possible. The finding may reflect an imbalance in 

the numbers of women over men in the church hinted at in these papyri. It may reflect 

ascetic conviction to which the texts also bear witness. There is insufficient evidence

7 The papyri reveal that negative appraisals of women from classical literature formed part of the 
corpus of copy-texts given to children learning to read and write, eg P.Bour.1 (C4) ‘ sea, fire, woman, a
triple evil’; ‘when he (Diogenes) saw a woman deliberating with (another) woman, he said, “An asp that 
gets its poison from a viper”’; Wien Diogenes saw a woman learning language, he said “Just as a 
sword is sharpened”’. See also MPER, NS, 1.18 (C1); MPER, NS, 3.24 (C1); P.Ant.2.60 (C2/3); 
P.0xy.15.1880 (C2/3); P.Amh.2.26 (C4), cited in Ibrahim (1992). The formal inculcation of such
attitudes began in childhood.

8 Negative attitudes to women appear in Christian ‘Scripture’, eg Barnabas 12.5; 1 Timothy 2.14, and 
in church teaching circulating in Egypt, eg P.0xy.17.2073 (late C4); P.0xy.13.1603 (C5/6). At the 
same time, women’s faith from the past is recognised and praised, eg women martyrs and the 
persecuted, 1 Clement 6.3f; Rahab, 1 Clement 12; Judith, Esther, 1 Clement 55.
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to draw a conclusion among these alternatives. The finding is in tension with other 

evidence in the papyri for the primary place of family among the women’s needs and 

concerns. Even the practice of prayer functions frequently in the women’s texts to 

express, maintain and order their family relationships. The apparent absence of men 

in the texts is matched by the emergence of the church and clergy as alternate family 

for women, with (male) ascetics and clergy assisting women in public tasks most 

frequently performed by close male family members. These same ascetics and clergy 

adopt, and are endowed with, the roles of patriarchal authority.

The extent to which Christian women’s self-understanding as women is informed by 

‘biblical’ and church teaching is not formulated in the papyri. However, the very 

statement assumes that there is a univalent Christian understanding of what being a 

woman may be, and on the contrary, ‘biblical’ literature presents a multivalent 

understanding. The image from the household codes (Haustafeln), sections of the 

gospels, Pauline corpus, Pastoral Epistles and The Shepherd is consistent with the 

honour:shame, public:private, authority:power paradigm, with social ideals of 

modesty, obedience and silence. Other sections of the gospels and Pauline corpus 

give rise to the image of women’s equal personhood and active leadership developed 

in the apocryphal Acts. The evidence of the papyri confirms the variety of Christian 

women’s religious beliefs, practices and experience. Excepting active leadership 

roles in ministry, the Christian women in the papyri display the range of ‘biblical’ 

possibilities.

This thesis aimed to explore the religious beliefs, practices and experiences of 

Christian and Jewish women as they are attested in the Greek papyri of Egypt from 

100 to 400. The papyri written by women give an access to women’s voices 

unavailable elsewhere. The papyri nuance and sometimes reconfigure the pictures of 

women that emerge from literary, almost universally male-authored, texts. The study 

has allowed an examination of the ways in which ‘real women’ articulate their relation 

to God and religious institutions, their identities as Jewish and Christian women and 

the interaction between their religious beliefs, practices and experiences and their 

‘ordinary’ life. The perspectives offered by the papyri provide a unique dimension to 

the study of women in the ancient world.
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